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PREFACE
The International Conference on Sanskrit and Related Studies to Commemorate
the Centenary of the Birth of Stanis³aw Schayer (8.05.1899–1.12.1941), held at
Warsaw University, between October 7–10, 1999, was one of the major events in
the history of Oriental Studies in Warsaw.
The year 1999 was specifically chosen by the organisers in order to commemorate
the person and scholarly oeuvre of Stanis³aw Schayer, the eminent Polish Sanskritist
and Buddhologist, the founder of the Oriental Institute of Warsaw University. Under
his guidance, the Oriental Institute in Warsaw soon became a centre of advanced
studies on Buddhism, and it was not long before such scholars as Ludwik Skurzak,
Arnold Kunst and Constantin Regamey graduated from it. It was likewise Schayer
who introduced the study of modern Indian languages (e.g. Hindi, Bengali) to the
Department of Indology and was the founder and editor of Polski Biuletyn
Orientalistyczny (the Polish Bulletin of Oriental Studies). The tradition of Indian
studies initiated by Stanis³aw Schayer is now being continued at the Department of
South Asian Studies, where both classical and modern languages (Sanskrit, Pali,
Hindi, Bengali, Tamil) are studied. Studia Indologiczne (Journal of Indological
Studies) has been published annually since 1994, and the Section of Buddhist
Studies was subsequently established in 1997.
The motto of the Conference ‘On the Understanding of Other Cultures’ was
borrowed from the title of Stanis³aw Schayer’s last paper, published initially in Polish
in 1939 and translated into English in 1999 specially for the occasion of the
Conference. The motto aptly delineates the character of the Conference and its
scientific objectives.
To justify the title of the International Conference on Sanskrit and Related
Studies, merely Sanskrit is mentioned there explicitly in accordance with the
maxim: EkÂâsâMbâiNzâdâœarâne'NysâMbâiNzâSmâòâÒaâmµ . Accordingly, it is supposed to be merely a
reminder that it is but one of a broad spectre of languages which are instrumental for
a scholar in gaining an insight into normative assumptions and cultural heterogeneity
of Indian society. Related Studies represented at the Conference comprise all the
disciplines that are vital to the understanding of the profusion of approaches to reality
in India, and incorporate the study of ancient and modern philosophy, literature,
religiosity, rationalistic attitudes, axiology, intercultural exchange of ideas, language
as communicative groundwork, concepts of personality and society, etc .
The importance of Indian and Oriental studies—stated jointly, in keeping with the
maxim of ‘the cattle and bulls’: gobâlîvâdrâNyay: —has become more fundamental, in
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the era of rapid globalisation, than customarily recognised. It is the competence to
comprehend manifold cultural phenomena and traditions, none of which are taken to
be absolute or privileged, as well as the incentive to pursue basic human cognitive
instinct and interpretative faculty, that lie at the core of the humanities.
The editors hope that the contributions to Proceedings of the Conference will
deepen our understanding of cultural heritage of the Indian Subcontinent and of the
whole region inspired directly or indirectly by Indian culture, values, rational and
religious concepts.
The issues discussed in the papers pertain to various aspects of Indian poetry and
poetics, ranging from Sanskrit kâvya (Klaus Karttunen, Lidia Sudyka, Anna
Trynkowska) to modern Hindi poetry (Renata Czekalska, Kunwar Narain, Danuta
Stasik). Analysis of personalities of personages of the Vedic pantheon is juxtaposed
with comparative approach to Indian mythology (Rahul Peter Das, Paolo Magnone).
Examination of different historical and textual layers of Vedic exegesis (Tatiana Y.
Elizarenkova, Cezary Galewicz, Joanna Jurewicz, Sven Sellmer) is enriched by
reflection on Sanskrit epics and Purâòas (Horst Brinkhaus, John Brockington, Mary
Brockington, Satya Vrat Shastri). Insightful pursuance of various semantic
developments (Minoru Hara), combined with Bhartåhari’s philosophy of language
and complexities and paradoxes embedded in phraseology (Claus Oetke, Hideyo
Ogawa) are interwoven with the question of rationality and philosophic discourse as
reflected in Indian dialectical tradition (Jonardon Ganeri, Sh÷ryû Katsura, Ernst
Prets) and in the Vedântic hermeneutics (Halina Marlewicz). Historical and social
considerations of the concept of democracy and the so-called ‘republics’ in ancient
India (Albrecht Wezler) are further particularised in the problem of individual
freedom against the soteriological background (Marzenna Jakubczak). A report on
Giuseppe Tucci’s collection of Sanskrit manuscripts (Francesco Sferra),
accompanied by two facsimile manuscript samples, raises the question of the
importance of the preservation of intellectual heritage of the humankind. Two papers
deal with the problem of dating Sanskrit philosophical treatises (Piotr Balcerowicz,
Marek Mejor).
It is also our ambition that the present volume should one way or another
contribute to a wider acknowledgement of the importance and relevance of the
research on the diversity of Indian culture for the better understanding of Occidental
intellectual legacy as well, and vice versa. Hopefully, also the reader will find the
Proceedings rewarding: œaaS^âfÂâlâÔ pRâyo‚Ââiòâ .
The Editors

— ‘On the Understanding of Other Cultures’ —
the International Conference on Sanskrit and Related Studies
to Commemorate the Centenary of the Birth of Stanis³aw Schayer (1899-1941)
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On the Date of the Nyâyâvatâra
PIOTR BALCEROWICZ
The Nyâyâvatâra, a work in thirty-two verses—and hence also called
Dvâtriôœikâ—ascribed by tradition to Siddhasena Divâkara, is deemed to open a
new era in the history of Jaina epistemology. It is mostly in the realm of Jaina
epistemic pursuits that the Dvâtriôœikâ might claim the status of an innovative or
prototypical work. When we, however, consider the development of logic and
epistemology in India on a larger scale, the work seems to lose its flavour of
originality and novelty.
The problem of the exact dating of the Nyâyâvatâra1 should be solved
independently, irrespective of whether the work can be accurately ascribed to a
Siddhasena (Divâkara?), the celebrated author of a series of Dvâtriôœikâs, to a
Siddhasena (Divâkara?), the author of the Sanmati-tarka-prakaraòa or to some
other Siddhasena (?). Just to mention in passing, several features of the Nyâyâvatâra
and the Sanmati-tarka-prakaraòa evince a discrepant attitude towards the Jaina
Canon and tradition of both works, different choice of vocabulary, which was not
necessitated by the use of different languages (Sanskrit and Prakrit), and the notions
and ideas they use are likewise at variance. Accordingly, it seems to me that both
works must have apparently been written by two different people. 2

1

The most comprehensive bibliographic survey of publications on Siddhasena
Divâkara is furnished by UPADHYE (1971) in his ‘Introduction’ (pp. xi-xxvii) and
‘Bibliographic Survey’ (pp. *3-*72). A few more publications have been published
since the review: MOOKERJEE (1971), DHAKY (1981–82), GRANOFF (1989–1990),
DHAKY (1990), DHAKY (1995) and WAYMAN (1996).
2
The question has been discussed at length in BALCEROWICZ (forthcoming). A
detailed comparison of the contents, style and philosophical background of Siddhasena
Divâkara’s Nyâyâvatâra and Siddhasena *Mahâmati’s Saômati-tarka-prakaraòa (vide
infra p. 47 f.), brings me to the conclusion that these two works were written by two
different persons. Following the findings presented in BALCEROWICZ (forthcoming), esp.
in view of the lack of any hint that the author of STP. knew of Diónâga, I would
maintain that STP. must have been composed slightly before or circa 500 C.E.
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 17–57.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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On subsequent pages I shall try to establish the chronology of the Nyâyâvatâra
and its correlation to other, mostly Buddhist, works.
There is a variance of opinions regarding the date of Siddhasena as the author of
the Nyâyâvatâra and the date of the Nyâyâvatâra, and these fall in four groups:
(1) Siddhasena was pre-Diónâgan3, (2) Siddhasena flourished soon after Diónâga
and before Dharmakîrti4, (3) Siddhasena belongs to a post-Dharmakîrtian tradition5,
whereas (4) some hold that his date is still an open question 6.
The first to notice some chronological dependence of NA was JACOBI (1926: iii),
who observed that ‘To about the same time [i.e. Œaka-year 598 = 677 C.E.—P.B.]
belongs Siddhasenadivâkara whom Haribhadra quotes; for he uses, no doubt
Dharmakîrti1, though he does not name him.’ There are two points, according to
him, that justify such a conclusion: (1) Siddhasena (NA.5) applies the term
abhrânta—and Dharmakîrti was the first to use it in his definition of pratyakša, thus
improving upon Diónâga’s definition7—to both pratyakša and anumâna;
(2) Siddhasena (NA.118) ‘extends the distinction of svârtha and parârtha, which
properly applies to anumâna only, to pratyakša also, ibidem 12 f. Apparently, he
thought to improve on Dharmakîrti by a wholesome generalisation of nice
distinctions!’ (JACOBI (1926: iii, n. 1)). VAIDYA (1928: xviii-xx) elaborates upon
JACOBI’s laconic remarks. (3) He further brings up one more important point:
‘…verses 6 and 7 above of Nyâyâvatâra unmistakably presuppose
Dharmakîrti and the later phase of the Yogâcâra school, as, without
them, it is difficult for us to explain why Siddhasena Divâkara is
required to these views and emphatically declare:

sâkÂâlâpRâitâwasâSyâ wRaNtâTvaisâiÏâtâ: SföÂþâmµ|
pRâmaÒaâÔ SvaNyâinâ{aaiyâ ÝâyâisâÏO pRâisâZyâitâª 7ª ’ (p. xx).
3

E.g. SUKHLAL (1945/a) and SUKHLAL (1945/b), H. R. Kâpadîâ (AJP.,
‘Introduction’, Vol. II, pp. 98 ff.), KRAUSE (1948), DAVE (1962), SUKHLAL–DOSHI
(1928), WILLIAMS (1963: 19), MATILAL (1985: 241).
4
E.g. Malvania (NASV., ‘Introduction’, pp. 141 f.) and QVARNSTRÖM (1999: 178).
5
E.g. JACOBI (1926), VAIDYA (1928), MUKTHAR (1948), V.P. Johrapurkar
(‘Introduction’ to VTP., pp. 41 ff.).
6
UPADHYE (1971: xxv).
7
PS.1.C,k3c-d: pratyakšaô kalpanâpoðhaô nâma-jâty-âdy-asaôyuktam, and
NB.1.4: tatra pratyakšaô kalpanâpoðham abhrântam, respectively.
8
Not NA.12, as VAIDYA (1928: xviii, line 16) has it.
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On my part, I would only add that also NA.31 (pramâtâ svânya-nirbhâsî) must have
been inspired by similar thoughts as NA.7.
The first argument is sound. Admittedly, the idea of abhrântatva of perception
was latent in pre-Dharmakîrti’s literature9, but Dharmakîrti was the first to use the
term.10 If we were to take this latency of abhrântatva as a serious counter9

The term bhrânta (bhrânti) itself is attested in the pre-Dharmakîrtian literature, for
instance in MAVBh.1.4; SacAcBh.(2).2 and in several places of MSA. and Comm.
thereon (11.13a, 11.15, 11.17, 11.24–26, Comm. ad 10.2 and ad 11.27). In all such
passages, however, the term bhrânti does not occur in the context of pramâòa, still less
of valid perception (pratyakša), in the first place. The term refers either to a general
error based on the perceiving of subject–object duality in the world (dvaya-bhrânti), and
is synonymous to mâyâ (in MSA.), or to the nature of the cognised object
(MAVBh.1.4). The latter rests on a rather subtle difference: erroneous is not the
cognition as such (the emphasis on the inner, cognitive aspect, viz. erroneous
correspondence of an act of cognition), but the way an object is constituted in the
cognition (the emphasis on the ‘outer’, ‘objective’ side). In none of these texts where we
come across the term bhrânti is the idea of cognitively valid procedures (pramâòa)
discussed; at the most, it points to an antithesis of a general, soteriologically relevant
outlook of a person, viz. citta-bhrânti / bhrântaô cittaô / kšipta-cittaô (SacAcBh.(2).2).
This is confirmed by the application of the past passive participle to people MSA.11.18
(loko hy abhrântaÿ), as loci of bhrânta-citta. To sum up, none of the occurrences of the
term (a)bhrânta in Yogâcâra works seems to have been an inspiration for Siddhasena.
10
An interpretation of non-erroneousness (abhrântatva) is offered by Dharmottara in
NBÞ.3.2: abhrântam artha-kriyâ-kšame vastu-rûpe ’viparyastam ucyate. artha-kriyâkšamaô ca vastu-rûpaô sanniveœôpâdhi-varòâtmakam. tatra yan na bhrâmyati tad
abhrântam. Thus, there are two pivotal aspects of abhrântatva, the lack of contrariety
(aviparyastatva) and its reference to a thing capable of efficient action (artha-kriyâkšama-vastu). The first element, viz. the lack of contrariety, or correspondence to facts,
may be taken to have been preconceived in the idea of avyabhicâritva in the nonBuddhist literature as early as NS.1.1.4 (indriyârtha-sannikaršôtpannaô jñânam
avyapadeœyam avyabhicâri vyavasâyâtmakaô pratyakšam) and NBh. ad loc. (yad
atasmin tad iti tad vyabhicâri, yat tu tasmin tad iti tad avyabhicâri pratyakšam iti). This
tendency can be also observed in Jaina sources, e.g. in TBh.1.32 (p. 30.6, p. 31.1–2):
jñâna-viparyayo ’jñânam iti … mithyâ-darœana-parigrahâd viparîta-grâhakatvam
etešâô (= viparyayânâm). tasmâd ajñânâni bhavanti. See also PVin.I(1).4 (p. 40, n. 1).
However, the second element artha-kriyâ-samartha, the capability to execute efficient
action, is Dharmakîrti’s innovation, see PV.1.3: pramâòam avisaôvâdi jñânam arthakriyâ-sthitiÿ / avisaôvâdanam œâbde ’py abhiprâya-nivedanât // , as well as PV.2.3:
artha-kriyâ-samarthaô yat tad atra paramârtha-sat / anyat saôvåti-sat proktaô te svasâmânya-lakšaòe // . Cf. also HATTORI (1968: 14): ‘The concept of “artha-kriyâ” is
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argument—which seems totally unconvincing to me—it would imply that
Siddhasena chose the term abhrânta intuitively and applied it indiscriminately to
both pratyakša and anumâna, as if he had adumbrated that Dharmakîrti would once
qualify perception as a non-erroneous cognition and inference as erroneous.
Coincidentally, his way of expression would tally with the actual term used by
Dharmakîrti, who would follow him!
Whereas I completely agree with JACOBI–VAIDYA’s first argument, their second
argument is not entirely convincing to me. Indeed, we cannot understand the idea of
svârtha-vâkya and parârtha-vâkya (NA.10) as well as svârtha-pratyakša and
parârtha-pratyakša (NA.11) without Diónâga’s and Dharmakîrti’s well-known
division of svârthânumâna and parârthânumâna. It should suffice to remind the
reader of NB.2.1–2: /1/ anumânaô dvividhâ. /2/ svârthaô parârthaô ca. and of
NB.3.1–2: /1/ tri-rûpa-liógâkhyânaô parârthânumânam. /2/ kâraòe kâryôpacârât.
There can be no doubt, in my opinion, that the idea of vâkyasya parârthatvaô
necessarily presuposses the idea of vâkyasya svârthatvaô, and that both these
concepts—expressed in NA.10 ff.: parârthaô mânam âkhyâtaô vâkyaô—could
only have been developed in the context of svârtha-° and parârthânumâna.
However, the idea of svârtha-pratyakša and svârthânumâna / parârthânumâna—
central for JACOBI–VAIDYA’s reasoning—which is a prerequisite for Siddhasena to
establish the thesis of parârtha-pratyakša, predates Dharmakîrti and is found also in
the saógraha-œloka (iti œâstrârtha-saógrahaÿ) of Nyâya-praveœa of Diónâga’s
disciple, Œaókarasvâmin 11.

unfamiliar to Dignâga, but it is an important criterion for the distinguishing of “svalakšaòa” from “sâmânya-lakšaòa” in Dharmakîrti’s system of thought.’, HATTORI
(1968: 79 § 1.14) and FRANCO (1987: 445 n. 203), esp.: ‘the concept of arthakriyâ does
not appear anywhere in Dignâga’s writings.’
On the other hand, Dharmakîrti’s definition does go back to the usage of the term
bhrânta in the Yogâcâra school; his novelty was to mould it to the demands of his
pramâòa theory. We should remember about his idea that anumâna is bhrânta (cf.
PVin.II(1).2.6–7, p. 24.6–7: de ma yin la der ÿdzin phyir || ÿkhrul kyaó ÿbrel phyir
tshad ma ñid || = atasmiôs tad-graho bhrântir api sambandhataÿ pramâ // ), which is a
proper point of reference here, not the nature of citta / vijñâna.
11
sâdhanaô dûšaòaô cÎva sâbhâsaô para-saôvide / pratyakšam anumânaô ca
sâbhâsaô tv âtma-saôvide // . As for a possible objection that the verse might be later,
at least the commentator Haribhadra takes it to be a genuine part of the original work
(NP.(1). p. 9.12 ff.): …ity âdâv eva œlokaÿ, etc.
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Certainly it is not Œaókarasvâmin who developed the concept of svârtha-° and
parârthânumâna. It was probably fathomed by Vasubandhu12, but terminologically
conceived and worked out by Diónâga 13.
There are, however, two other traits to be noticed in the aphorisms NA.10–11 that
point, in my opinion, to Dharmakîrti as their source. The first of them is the idea of
metaphorical transference (upacâra) used in a very similar context. Siddhasena
speaks of the term ‘inference for others’ (parârthaô mânam)—which denotes, to be
precise, the inferential cognition arisen in another person as a result of an
argumentative procedure and / or debate—which is applied through metaphorical
transference (upacâra) to a ‘syllogistic’ sentence (vâkyaô), that is, as a matter of
fact, merely a cause of such a cognition in another person. We come across the same
idea in NB.3.1–2, and even the wording is to a certain extent similar (one should
here take into account stylistic differences necessitated by the succint sûtra style
and versified kârikâs). Below, both passages in question are given for the sake of
convenience, relevant expressions being underlined: 14
/NA.10/ sva-niœcayavad anyešâô niœcayôtpâdanaô budhaiÿ /
parârthaô mânam âkhyâtaô vâkyaô tad-upacârataÿ //
NB.3.1–2: tri-rûpa-liógâkhyânaô parârthânumânam. kâraòe kâryôpacârât.
Dharmottara’s gloss confirms the interpretation: kâraòa = vacana = vâkya; kârya
= [parârtha] anumâna = parârtha-mâna.15 Siddharši, whose comments are in a
similar spirit, even quotes a verse, that establishes the relation between speech
(kâraòa) and resulting cognition (kârya)16. Another striking feature is that the
12

Cf. FRAUWALLNER (1933: 476–477 [297–298]) and HATTORI (1968: 12, n. 60).
E.g.: PS.2.1ab: anumânaô dvividhâ svârthaô tri-rûpâl liógato parârthânumânaô
tu sva-dåšþârtha-prakâœanam; also PS.3.1ab, and PSV.2, K 109a.2–3 = V 27a.5
(svârthânumâna): tshul gsum paÿi rtags las rjes su dpag paÿi don (V: rjes su dpag par
bya baÿi don) mthoó ba gaó yin pa de ni raó gi don gyi rjes su dpag paÿo. Cf. RANDLE
(1926: 28–9), HATTORI (1968: 78, n. I.11) and Steinkellner’s note 1, p. 21 in PVin.II(2).
14
In my analysis throughout I shall use, for the sake of brevity, underlining to mark
corresponding phrases in NA. and works of Dharmakîrti or of other authors.
15
NBÞ.3.2, p. 150.12–151.1: tasmin kâraòe vacane kâryasyânumânasyôpacâraÿ
samâropaÿ kriyate. tataÿ samâropât kâraòaô vacanam anumâna-œabdenôcyate.
aupacârikaô vacanam anumânaô, na mukhyam ity-arthaÿ.
16
vikalpa-yonayaÿ œabdâ vikalpâÿ œabda-yonayaÿ /
kârya-kâraòatâ tešâô nârthaô œabdâÿ spåœanty api //
The verse is so far untraced, but it refers most probably to another verse by Dharmakîrti,
and—at any rate—to an idea expressed in PV.1.286.
13
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reference to the idea of the metaphorical transference (upacâra) occurs in both
works (NA. and NB.) precisely at the moment of introducing the discussion of
parârtha-anumâna and that this is the only occurrence of this idea in both works.
Neither the term nor the idea as such is encountered at any other point.
Further, VAIDYA’s third point is rather weak, as well. He says: ‘These verses
[NA.6–7—P.B.] contain the favourite view of the Yogâcâra School on the subject
and the object (grâhya and grâhaka), which both they declare illusory. This view is
dependent on the definition of pratyakša, and though its origin must be sought in
Diónâga’s works [emphasis—P.B.], the scholars who brought the idea to perfection
are Dharmapâla and his pupil Dharmakîrti.’ (p. xix). Indeed, we find the idea
referred to by VAIDYA in Diónâga’s works, e.g. in his PS.1.10 17 (cf. n. 63):
Vasudhararakšita / Seó-rgyal 15b.4:
gaó tshe snaó ba de gšal bya |
tshad ma daó deÿi ÿbras bu ni |
ÿdsin rnam rig pa de yi phyir |
de gsum tha dad du ma byas ||

Kanakavarman / Dad-paÿi œes-rab 96a.4–5:
gaó ltar snaó ba de gšal bya |
tshad ma daó deÿi ÿbras bu ni |
ÿdsin rnam rig paÿo de yi phyir |
de gsum tha dad du ma byas ||

However, we do not find anything in NA.718 that would allude to either Diónâga’s
specific theory of triple division of vijñâna or to Dharmakîrti’s ideas19. What we do
find instead is the realist’s position that, at least: (1) acts of cognition are real,
(2) acts of cognition happen to be true and accurate, (3) acts of cognition are selfvalidatory, (4) acts of cognition are accurate representations of external world,
(5) the external world is real.
To have Diónâga’s or Dharmakîrti’s views criticised here we would need an
explicit element of sva-saôvitti (sva-saôvedana) or phala. There are three possible
expressions in NA.7 that might refer to sva-saôvitti (and none to refer to phala):
(A) sphuþaô, (B) svânya-niœcâyi, (C) dvaya-siddhau. (Ad A) The first of the list is
highly improbable, for it never—to my knowledge—is used in Buddhist sources to
refer to the idea of self-revelatory character of cognition (sva-saôvitti). It is
generally used to describe either the veracious, direct, non-inferrential or the
17

See HATTORI (1968: 107, n. 1.67):
yad-âbhâsaô prameyaô tat pramâòa-phalate punaÿ /
grâhakâkâra-saôvittî trayaô nâtaÿ påthak-kåtam //
18
sakala-pratibhâsasya bhrântatvâsiddhitaÿ sphuþaô /
pramâòaô svânya-niœcâyi dvaya-siddhau prasidhyati //
19
On the triple and fourfold division of vijñâna in the Yogâcâra school see HATTORI
(1968: 107, n. 1.67).
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indubitable, etc., character of acts of cognition. It is explained by Siddharši
accordingly by suniœcitatayâ. (Ad B) The second of these expressions (as a similar
one in NA.31: svânya-nirbhâsî) mentions in fact only two aspects: the cognition
(sva) and its counterpart—the object (anya). If sva were to mean sva-saôvitti, the
primary act of cognition would not be mentioned; if anya were taken to be svasaôvitti, the bahyârtha, so fundamental for the realist, would not be mentioned. The
expression is explained in NAV. as sva-para-prakâœakaô, which does not bring
anything new to our analysis. However, it is coupled in the NAV. with the third
expression. (Ad C) The third expression refers to duality, in the first place, and—
like in the preceding case—it is highly problematic to take it to allude to Diónâga’s
theory of triple division of vijñâna. However, it is Siddharši’s gloss on dvayasiddhau: svarûpârtha-lakšaòa-yugma-nišpattau that could be implicative of svasaôvitti: in it, svarûpa might refer to the self-revelatory character of cognition. It is
especially suggestive in view of his statement in NAV.1 quoted in n. 20. But even
then, the third aspect of an act of cognition (apart from the act as such, an object),
its self-revelatory character, is not explicitely mentioned here. As a matter of fact,
Siddharši, so well conversant with Buddhist ideas, would not have wasted the
availing opportunity to indicate the idea of sva-saôvitti and to utilise it20, if he had
noticed any allusion to the Buddhist theories of triple or fourfold division of vijñâna
in the aphorism of Siddhasena. In other words, there is nothing in Siddharši’s gloss
that might suggest that Siddharši had seen any point of convergence between the
ideas expressed in NA.7 and certain concepts ascribable to Diónâga, as VAIDYA
would like it. To expell our doubts, he concludes, as a matter of fact, with anyathâ
prameyâbhâve pramâòâbhâvât, to show that no third element is implied.
In my opinion, NA.7 can be safely taken to disprove the doctrine of illusory
character of worldly appearance propounded by the Buddhist idealist (Vijñânavâdin), whose ideas directly influenced Diónâga and Dharmakîrti21. The aphorism is

20

As he does in several places, for instance in NAV.1 (the section beginning with:
ayam atrâbhiprâyaÿ: sva-saôvedanaô prati nikhila-jñânânâm eka-rûpatayâ sâkšâtkaraòa-caturatvân nâsty eva bhedaÿ…) , NAV.29 (the section beginning with:
tathôrarî-kåta-yogâcâra-matam api balâd anekânta-prakâœa-rajjur âvešþayaty, ekasyâpi
jñânasyâneka-vedya-vedakâkâratayâ prathanôpagateÿ…, and the section beginning
with: atha jñâna-vâdy advaita-prakâœam alakšitam abhyupetya tena bâhuvidhyaô
dadhâno bodho bâdhyamânatvâd bhrânta ity abhidadhyât, tad ayuktam … ), NAV.31,
etc.
21
Cf. HATTORI (1968: 106, n. 1.65).
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clearly evocative of such ideas as those expressed, e.g. in MAV.1.1,322, Triôœ.1,
2923 or Viôœ.1ab24, 1625. As Siddharši expresses himself, if there is nothing to be
cognised, there can be no cognition. Therefore, to establish the thesis of the
existence of the external world is essential for the realist. Similarly, mutatis
mutandis, it is crucial for the Buddhist idealist to deny the existence of external
object. Furthermore, NA.7 fits quite well into the line of critics of the so-called
‘Dreaming Argument’26, that was commonly ascribed to the Buddhist and refuted,
for instance, by Kumârila (MŒV.4.(Nirâlambana-vâda).23, p. 159.7–8),
Uddyotakara (NV. on NBh.4.2.33), Œaókara (BSŒBh.2.2.5.29, p. 476.2–3) and by
Siddharšigaòi (NAV.29, the Œûnya-vâda section).
Therefore, NA.7 is not a very useful indication to establish the date of the
Nyâyâvatâra. However, there is a number of other conspicuous traits, that are
instrumental in establishing the time of composition of the treatise quite
convincingly as posterior to Dharmakîrti. To achieve this, I shall analyse several
aphorisms of NA. step by step in order to show Siddhasena’s indebtedness to
Dharmakîrti (especially to NB.) in respect not only of certain ‘loan’ ideas but also,
partially, of the dialectical structure of the text. Some of the following points are not
entirely convincing, when taken singly. Their high number, on the other hand, could
not have been a matter of mere coincidence.
[1] The opening line of NA.0 (pramâòa-vyutpâdanârtham idam ârabhyate)
closely resembles the formulations of HB. p. 1*.5–6: parokšârtha-pratipatter
anumânâœrayatvât tat-vyutpâdanârthaô saókšepata idam ârabhyate.
[2] Practically, the very first ideas expressed in the opening lines of NA. and NB.
are very similar and have similar wording:

22

abhûta-parikalpo ’sti dvayaô tatra na vidyate / œûnyatâ vidyate tv atra tasyâm api
sa vidyate // artha-sattvâtma-vijñâpti-pratibhâsaô prajâyate / vijñânaô nâsti
câsyârthas tad-abhâvât tad apy sat //
23
âtma-dharmôpacâro hi vividho yaÿ pravartate / vijñâna-pariòâme ’sau pariòâmaÿ
sa trividhâ // acitto ’nupalambho ’sau jñânaô lokôttaraô ca tat / âœrayasya parâvåttir
dvidhâ daušþhulya-hânitaÿ //
24
vijñâpti-mâtram evÎtad asad-arthâvabhâsanât /
25
pratyakša-buddhiÿ svapnâdau yathâ sâ ca yadâ tadâ / na so ’rtho dåœyate tasya
pratyakšatvaô kathaô matam // (to be coupled with NA.6–7).
26
In a typical formulation: ‘The sensation in the waking state is erroneous, because it
is a cognition, like the sensation in a dream’ (jâgrat-saôvedanaô bhrântaô,
pratyayatvât, svapna-saôvedanavat). See TABER (1994).
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NA.1: pramâòaô […] pratyakšaô ca parokšaô ca dvidhâ.
NB.1.1.2–3: dvividham samyag-jñânam. pratyakšam anumânaô ca.
The differences are that (1) Siddhasena does not have samyag-jñânam (this
expression is completely absent from NA.), and (2) he has parokša instead of
anumâna. The second difference is dictated by the Jaina demand to incorporate
œâbda / âgama (testimony, verbal cognition) in the pramâòas (as a quasi-separate
category, one of the two—alongside anumâna—primary sub-divisions of parokša).
However, Siddhasena marks an important, widely known shift in Jaina
epistemology, to interpret the directness of pratyakša in terms of sensory organs
(akša = indriya), not—as it was customary—in terms of the cognitive subject (akša
= jîva / âtman). The commentators are quite explicit about the interpretational shift,
which diverts from the Âgamic tradition advocated, e.g. by Akalaóka among many
others.27
The question is what prompted Siddhasena to introduce this shift? Obviously,
these were the demands of the general philosophic discourse in India to be up-todate with and understood by such schools as Nyâya or Sâôkhya. But I am deeply
convinced that what was responsible for that shift to take the senses as the criterion
of directness of pratyakša was, to a larger degree, Dharmakîrti’s inspiration and his
works (predominantly the Nyâya-bindu) as a groundwork for the Nyâyâvatâra. For
what other reason would Siddhasena speak of the two-fold division of valid
cognition and justify it by referring to Dharmakîrtian ideas? And thereby we come
to another element of NA.1 that resembles Dharmakîrti’s formulations.
According to Siddhasena, the factor responsible for the division of cognitive acts
into pratyakša and parokša is not the character of the ‘cognising organ’ (akša),
either the sense organs (indriya) or the cognitive subject (jîva, âtman) as such. In his
opinion, what is crucial in the categorisation of pramâòas is the character of the
object of cognition that determines the way the object of cognition is determined, or
cognised. Clearly, in this revolutionary rearrangement he goes against the whole
Jaina tradition. The expression he uses: meya-viniœcayât (NA.1d), can hardly be
explicated without Dharmakîrti’s formulations: tasya višayaÿ svalakšaòam
(NB.1.1.12), so ’numânasya višayaÿ (NB.1.1.17) and mânaô dvividhaô višaya27

See, e.g. NAV.1: pratyakšaô cêty-âdi; tatra siddhânta-prasiddha-pâramârthikapratyakšâpekšayâkša-œabdo jîva-paryâyatayâ prasiddhaÿ. iha tu vyâvahârikapratyakša-prastâvâd akša-dhvanir indriya-vacano gåhyate. tataœ câkšaô pratigataô
pratyakšaô. yad indriyam âœrityôjjihîte ’rtha-sâkšât-kâri jñânaô tat pratyakšam ity
arthaÿ. … akšebhyaÿ parato vartata iti parokšam. akša-vyâpâra-nirapekšaô manovyâpâreòâsâkšâd-artha-paricchedakaô yaj jñânaô tat parokšam iti bhâvaÿ.
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dvaividhyât (PV.2.1ab)28. Even Siddharši29 confirms that what is pivotal for the
distinction is, in the first place, the character of extrinsic data apprehended by the
cognitive subject, that determines the way of apprehension, irrespective of whether
the ‘cognising organ’ are the senses or the soul. It is only in NA.4d that Siddhasena
emphasises the way of cognising, or ‘[the manner of] grasping [an object]’, for the
first time: grahaòêkšayâ. But even then, the tradition in the person of the
commentator Siddharši takes the locution to refer to the existence and the nature of
the cognoscible (see his detailed discussion in NAV.4 apropos of grahaòêkšayâ).
Truly, a formulation similar to NA.1 is found also in PS.(1).1.2ab30, so
Dharmakîrti is not the only potential source. However, if we compare what Diónâga
has further to say on the two-fold division of pramâòa, we discover that he does not
mention the reason for the division explicitly, as Dharmakîrti and Siddhasena do,
but he merely points to the parallelism of the two-fold prameya31. Clearly, one can
easily understand the statement lakšaòa-dvayaô prameyam to be a reason adduced
by the author for pratyakšam anumânaô ca pramâòe (‘there are two cognitive
criteria: perception and inference, [because] the cognoscible has two
characteristics’), as the commentator himself does32. However, neither the word
‘because’ (yasmât / °−tvât) nor any direct explanation why pramâòa is twofold is
mentioned by Diónâga explicitly, as it is by Dharmakîrti in PV.2.1bc (višayadvaividhyât œakty-aœaktitaÿ / artha-kriyâyâm … ). Moreover, Diónâga’s elucidation
of the two-fold character of pramâòa (lakšaòa-dvayaô prameyam) differs
28

Cf. also PV.2.63 (anumâna-vicâraÿ): na pratyakša-parokšâbhyâô meyasyânyasya
sambhavaÿ / tasmât prameya-dvitvena pramâòa-dvitvam išyate //
29
NAV.1 ad loc. (on meya-viniœcayâd): bahir-arthaô punar apekšya kaœcic
cakšurâdi-sâmagrî-bala-labdha-sattâkaÿ svâvayava-vyâpinaô kâlântara-sañcarišòuô
sthagita-kšaòa-vivartam alakšita-paramâòu-pârimâòðalyaô sannihitaô viœadanirbhâsaô sâmânyam âkâraô sâkšât-kurvâòaÿ prakâœaÿ prathate, tatra pratyakšavyavahâraÿ
pravartate.
yaÿ
punar
lióga-œabdâdi-dvâreòa
niyatâniyatasâmânyâkârâvalokî parisphuþatâ-rahitaÿ khalv âtmano ’rtha-grahaòa-pariòâmaÿ
samullasati sa parokšatâô svî-karoti.
30
pratyakšam anumânaô ca pramâòe (Vasudhararakšita/Seó-rgyal 13b.6: móon sum
daó ni rjes su dpag tshad ma; Kanakavarman/Dad-paÿi œes-rab 94a.4: móon sum daó ni
rjes su dpag tshad ma dag ni); here, the difference is the absence of the explicit (sc. with
a numeral, not with the dual form °−e / dag) mention of ‘twofold’ (dvividham / dvidhâ /
rnam pa gñis).
31
PS.(1).1.2bc: lakšaòa-dvayam / prameyam … (Vasudhararakšita/Seó-rgyal 13b.6 =
Kanakavarman/Dad-paÿi œes-rab 94a.5: mtshan ñid gñis gšal bya).
32
yasmât = Vasudhararakšita/Seó-rgyal: …phyir še na; Kanakavarman/Dad-paÿi œesrab: … gaó gi phyir.
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completely in character from Siddhasena’s explanation (meya-viniœcayât) and
Dharmakîrti’s (višaya-dvaividhyât œakty-aœaktitaÿ artha-kriyâyâm … ), insofar as it
is ‘static’ or ‘taxonomic’, viz. plainly juxtaposes two cases of double division
(pramâòa—prameya), whereas Siddhasena and Dharmakîrti offer ‘intentional’, i.e.
actively directed to an object of cognition either by way of determining it
(viniœcaya, cognitive activity) or by any sort of efficient action (artha-kriyâ).
[3] Apart from the noticeable similarity in wording between NA.1 and NB.1.1.2–
3, there is another striking correspondence to be observed in the ideas expressed by
Dharmakîrti and Siddhasena. Siddharši introduces NA.1 in the following way: tatra
tâval lakšaòa-saôkhyâ-vipratipattî nirâcikîršur âha. There is no doubt that
Siddharši regarded NA.1 to aim at—beside enumerating subdivisions of pramâòa
(pratyakšaô ca parokšaô ca dvidhâ … )—formulating its definition (pramâòaô
sva-parâbhâsi jñânaô bâdha-vivarjitam). And, further, there can hardly be any
doubt that a descriptive definition of pramâòa is precisely what Siddhasena in
NA.1ab does. In the aphorism, he does not only group all cognitively valid
procedures under respective categories of ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’, which is a case of a
typological definition that demarcates a notion by mentioning specimens to which
the definition is applicable (Ð di¦ tîn genîn ÐrismÕj), but he also attempts a real
definition that describes the character and essential aspects or intrinsic
characteristics of a thing (Ð lšgwn ™x ïn œstin ™nuparcÒntwn [ÐrismÕj]).33
Clearly, these two definitions represent two diverse approaches and the latter is
intellectually more sublime. Whereas we quite frequently find typological
definitions of pramâòa (viz. statements of its divisions) in Jaina literature, we do
not, as a matter of fact, come across any attempt at a descriptive definition of
pramâòa of the second type in any works, both Jaina and non-Jaina, prior NA. Thus,
the formulation of a descriptive definition of cognitive criterion seems definitely to
be an advancement. And it would perhaps be surprising to find such an innovation
in a work of generally secondary character that repeatedly borrows from other
works (it relies, for the most part, on the Buddhist legacy and has very little new
ideas, genuinely of its own, to offer), if NA. had no predecessor. However, it is
Dharmakîrti who must have inspired Siddhasena’s descriptive definition. The
opening verse (if we skip the first two introductory verses of obeisant nature) of the
Pramâòa-siddhi chapter, i.e. PV.1.3 and PV.1.7cd present such a descriptive
definition of pramâòa that specifies its character and individual features. This

Cf. Aristotelian twofold division in Met.998b (p. 47.12–14): ›teroj d' œdtai Ð di¦
tîn genîn ÐrismÕj kaˆ Ð lšgwn ™x ïn œstin ™nuparcÒntwn.
33
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section of PV. is traditionally34 assumed to offer the first comprehensive definition
of pramâòa. Clearly, for both Manorathanandin and Siddharši the passages of
NA.1ab and PV.1.3/7cd respectively are cases of a pramâòa-lakšaòa.
Occasionally35, a doubt is raised whether Dharmakîrti’s design was indeed a
descriptive definition and that actually it was the subsequent Buddhist tradition of
commentators where the idea of a comprehensive descriptive definition developed.
Irrespective of whether one assumes that the formulation of PV.1.3 was a genuine
descriptive definition or that an idea of such a definition first originated with postDharmakîrtian commentators, both sides agree that such a descriptive definition did
not exist before Dharmakîrti (ergo it is altogether absent from Diónâga,
Œaókarasvâmin, etc.). Accordingly, since NA. appears to present such a definition of
a descriptive character, it must have been composed after Dharmakîrti and PV. 36
[4] Late Buddhist sources allegedly refer to NA.2.37 Surprisingly, NA.2, being a
statement of pûrva-pakša, is the least suitable verse of the whole Dvâtriôœikâ to
serve as an object of anybody’s critique. Thus, anyone referring to the verse with the
purpose to refute it would have to be highly incompetent and incapable of noticing
34

See: FRANCO (1997: 59–61), esp.: ‘Therefore, we can safely conclude that the
definition of pramâòa in general, unlike the definition of each pramâòa in particular,
was not undertaken by any Indian philosopher before Dharmakîrti’s time. Consequently,
there is no reason why one should expect Dharmakîrti to do so. During the time that
separates Dharmakîrti from his commentators, some change in the philosophical
requirements must have occurred that produced the expectation of a general definition of
pramâòas.’ [p. 60]. Cf. also STEINKELLNER–KRASSER (1989: 3–5). Cf., e.g. PVV.1.3
(1: 2.17 ff.; 3: 3.17 ff.): ayam âcâryo båhad-âcâryîya-pramâòa-samuccaya-œâstre
vârttikaô cikîršuÿ svataÿ-kåta-bhagavan-namaskâraÿ tac-châstrârambha-samaye tadâcârya-kåta-bhagavan-namaskâra-œlokaô vyâkhyâtu-kâmaÿ prathamaô pramâòasâmânya-lakšaòam âha … and PVV.1.7–8 (1: 4.36 ff.; 3: 8.6 ff.): tad evam
avisaôvâdanaô pramâòa-lakšaòam uktam. idânîm anyad âha …
35
See: FRANCO (1997: 54–62), e.g.: ‘…Dharmakîrti did not attempt a general
definition of the pramâòas, but only wanted to prove that the Buddha is a
pramâòa … ’ [p. 61].
36
I am indebted to Claus Oetke for drawing my attention to the above issue of
PV.1.3–7 and its relevance to the problem of dating of NA.
37
QVARNSTRÖM (1999: 178): ‘In the eighth-century commentary on Dharmakîrti’s
Pramâòavârttika (II.5), Œâkyabuddhi (or Œâkyamati) quotes the second verse of
Nyâyâvatâra and claims that this verse is the object of Dharmakîrti’s critique’, and
refers to p. 163, n. 38 of Chr. LINDTNER’s ‘Marginalia to Dharmakîrti’s
Pramâòaviniœcaya.’ Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde Süd- und Ostasiens 28 (1984) 149–
175.
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that the very verse is refuted by Siddhasena himself in NA.3! Therefore it could
hardly be an ‘object of Dharmakîrti’s critique.’ Furthermore, any reference to
allegedly such a state of affairs would prove the source of such an information to be
a highly unreliable one. Consequently, either Œâkyabuddhi cannot have referred to
NA.2 or his acquaintance with Jaina tradition would be liable to doubt.
As a matter of fact, NA.2 may plausibly be taken as a prima facie objection (‘no
purpose is known for stating the definition of cognitive criterion’) against
formulating a comprehensive definition of pramâòa of descriptive character,
inasmuch as ‘cognitive criteria (mind the plural!—P.B.) are well-known and
everyday practice is accomplished by them.’ Siddharši takes ‘the definition of
cognitive criterion’ to be ‘[a statement] consisting in mentioning specific properties
of cognitive criterion that are capable of distinguishing [it from that which has]
another form,’38 which is a very accurate explanation of a descriptive definition.
Interestingly enough, the reason adduced why such a definition is not necessary in
case of pramâòa is prasiddhâni pramâòâni, where the plural is expressly used. This
would point to the more archaic kind of definition based on classification, that
would define the notion of pramâòa merely by specifying the pramâòa ‘inventory’.
Thereby NA.2 supports our supposition that what Siddhasena really does is a
descriptive definition of pramâòa. Accordingly, NA.2 would rather be a record of
the historical change and certain resistance against a new approach towards defining
pramâòa. This would also explain the role of the verse, that might seem
unnecessary at first glance, in such a succinct work as NA. is.
[5] The pâda c (tad-vyâmoha-nivåttiÿ) of NA.339—which is a rejoinder to the
doubt raised in NA.2 whether it is ‘purposeful to state the definition of cognitive
criterion’ (viz. whether the treatise, œâstra = NA., has a purpose), since ‘cognitive
criteria are well-known and everyday practice is accomplished by them’—recalls
Dharmakîrti’s statement found in PV.1.7:
prâmâòyaô vyavahâreòa œâstraô moha-nivartanam /
ajñâtârtha-prakâœo vâ svarûpâdhigateÿ param //
A statement expressing a similar idea seems to be absent from PS.
[6] Corresponding to the sequence of topics discussed in NB. (truly, it is a typical
sequence not restricted to NB.), as a next step, Siddhasena in NA.5 makes his
38

NAV.2
ad
loc.:
pramâòa-lakšaòasyôktau
para-rûpa-vyâvartanakšamâsâdhâraòa-pramâòa-dharma-kathana-rûpâyâô.
39
prasiddhânâô pramâòânâô lakšaòôktau prayojanam /
tad-vyâmoha-nivåttiÿ syâd vyâmûðha-manasâm iha //
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polemical statement and declares also inference to be ‘non-erroneous because it is a
cognitive criterion, just like perception.’ (… anumânaô, tad abhrântaô
pramâòatvât samakšavat …). The use of the term abhrânta as well as the polemical
character directly points to NB.(1).1.4: tatra pratyakšaô kalpanâpoðham
abhrântam. This issue, that was taken up by JACOBI and VAIDYA, has been already
discussed above p. 18 ff. Dharmakîrti expressed such ideas that could have served
both as a target and inspiration for Siddhasena also in PV.2.45–46 (anumânavicâraÿ)40.
But this is not the only Dharmakîrtian trace to be found in NA.5. Inference is
defined by Siddhasena to ‘determine the sâdhya on account of lióga; lióga (the
inferential sign) is, in its turn, inseparably connected with the sâdhya; the
determining factor is here the relation of avinâ-bhâva: NA.5ac: sâdhyâvinâ-bhuno
liógât sâdhya-niœcâyakaô småtam / anumânaô. This definition follows, in most—if
not all—details, the ideas expressed by Dharmakîrti in PV.1.287:
anumânâœrayo liógam avinâ-bhâva-lakšaòam /
vyâpti-pradarœanâd dhetoÿ sâdhyenôktañ ca tat sphuþam //
This striking correspondence does not only concern central elements in inference
and their character as well as their mutual connection, but even the choice of
vocabulary. The inseparable connection with the probandum as the defining
characteristic of the probans reoccurs in NA.13: sâdhyâvinâ-bhuvo hetor.41
[7] NA.8 may have been influenced by Diónâga both in terms of vocabulary and
notions. Its pâda d (mânaô œâbdaô prakîrtitam) reminds of PS.(2).5.1 (esp. œâbda,
sgra las byuó pa):
na pramâòântaraô œâbdam anumânât tathâ hi tat /
kåtakatvâdivat svârtham anyâpohena bhâšate // 42
[8] In NA.13 Siddhasena takes a closer look at parârthânumâna and the
conditions of its validity: sâdhyâvinâ-bhuvo hetor vaco yat pratipâdakam /
parârtham anumânaô tat pakšâdi-vacanâtmakam // The phrasing is reminiscent of
40

ayathâbhiniveœena dvitîyâ bhrântir išyate / gatiœ cet para-rûpeòa na ca bhrânteÿ
pramâòâtâ // abhiprâyâvisaôvâdâd api bhrânteÿ pramâòatâ / gatir apy anyathâ dåšþâ,
pakšaœ câyaô kåtôttaraÿ //
41
Cf. also PV.3.31: kârya-kâraòa-bhâvâd vâ svabhâvâd vâ niyâmakât / avinâ-bhâvaniyamo ’darœanân na na darœanât // , etc.
42
sgra las byuó pa rjes dpag las | tshad ma gŸan min de ltar de | byas sogs pa bŸin
du raó don la | gŸan sel bas ni rjod par byed | The verse is quoted in TSaP. ad TSa.1514
(p. 441.6–7), with a minor alteration (anumânât tathâ hi saÿ (tat) / ).
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NB.3.1: tri-rûpa-liógâkhyânaô parârthânumânam. Clearly, the element of trirûpa—a criterion of validity of anumâna for the Dharmakîrtian tradition—is absent
in NA., for this idea was not recognised by the Jainas. Instead, syntactically and
semantically in the same position, we have the Jaina criterion of validity, viz.
sâdhyâvinâ-bhuvaÿ. Thus, NA.13 may be taken as Siddhasena’s polemical reply to
the Buddhist doctrine of trairûpya.
On the other hand, pâdas c-d of NA.13 (…anumânaô tat pakšâdi-vacanâtmakam)
bear close resemblance to (1) NP.(2).2 (= NP.(1), p. 1.4–5): tatra pakšâdi-vacanâni
sâdhanam. pakša-hetu-dåšþânta-vacanair hi prâœnikânâm apratîto ’rthaÿ
pratipâdyata iti // as well as to (2) the verse of NM.1: *pakšâdi-vacanânîti
sâdhanam; tatra hi svayaô / sâdhyatvenêpsitaÿ pakšo viruddhârthânirâkåtaÿ // .
However, this similarity is not decisive at all, inasmuch as all the quotations merely
describe the widely known structure of any ‘syllogistic’ reasoning, that is composed
of respective links, viz. members of ‘syllogism’.
[9] In the definition of pakša, NA.14ab: sâdhyâbhyupagamaÿ pakšaÿ
pratyakšâdy-anirâkåtaÿ / , we come across other formulations that bear obvious
similarity especially to NB.(2).3.37: svarûpeòÎva svayam išþo ’nirâkåtaÿ pakša iti
(but also to NB.(2).3.49–53). Dharmakîrti’s svarûpeòa stands for sâdhyatvena,
which is confirmed both by Dharmakîrti himself in the next two sûtras
(NB.(2).3.39–40: svarûpeòêti sâdhyatvenêšþaÿ. svarûpeòÎvêti sâdhyatvenÎvêšþo na
sâdhyatvenâpi.) as well as by Dharmottara (NBÞ.(2).3.37 ad loc.: svarûpeòÎvêti
sâdhyatvenÎva.). Dharmottara explains anirâkåtaÿ as pratyakšâdy-anirâkåtaÿ
(NBÞ.(2).3.37 ad loc.: evaô-bhûtaÿ san pratyakšâdy-anirâkåto yo ’rthaÿ sa pakša
ity ucyate.), and—if we suppose that he expressed original ideas of Dharmakîrti
(and I believe he did in this regard)—Siddhasena’s formulations express almost the
same idea as Dharmakîrti did in NB., barring Dharmakîrti’s specific delimiting use
of eva as well as svayam.
However, there can hardly be any doubt that the formulations of NA.14ab:
sâdhyâbhyupagamaÿ pakšaÿ pratyakšâdy-anirâkåtaÿ / , go back to PV.4.86
(1: p. 378, 3: p. 390):
sâdhyâbhyupagamaÿ pakša-lakšaòaô tešv apakšatâ /
nirâkåte43 bâdhanataÿ œeše ’lakšaòa-våttitaÿ //
The idea itself goes back to Diónâga and NM. (*svayaô sâdhyatvenêpsitaÿ pakšo
viruddhârthânirâkåtaÿ), as it was pointed out by Manorathanandin in
PVV., p. 378.26. Another plausible source for NA.14 might be PS.3.2:
43

Cf. Manorathanandin’s Våtti ad loc.: tathâ ca tešu œâstrêšþâdišu pañcasu
vyâvartyešu mâdhye nirâkåte pratyâkšâdi-bâdhite bâdhanato ’pakšatâ viruddhârthâ.
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svarupeòÎva nirdeœyaÿ svayam išþo ’nirâkåtaÿ /
pratyakšârthânumânâpta-prasiddhena svadharmiòi // 44
Clearly, the word âdi of the phrase pratyakšâdi of NA.14b might allude to the
categories [pratyakšârtha?], anumâna, âpta, prasiddha enumerated in Diónâga’s
anirâkåtaÿ pratyakšârthânumânâpta-prasiddhena, but it does not necessarily have
to, since Siddharši (NAV.14 ad loc.: âdi-œabdâd anumâna-sva-vacana-lokâ
gåhyante) takes âdi to stand for anumâna-sva-vacana-loka. Another predecessor of
Dharmakîrti in this regard was Œaókarasvâmin 45.
Out of all these possible sources, NA.14 has most in common with Dharmakîrti in
terms of (1) exact wording (sâdhyâbhyupagamaÿ pakša … ), (2) replacement of
Diónâgan išþa with abhyupagama, (3) affinity in the explicit correlative sâdhya
(instead of Diónâgan svarupeòÎva nirdeœya) to abhyupagama / išþa.
[10] The description of hetu and its role in the inference for others
(parârthânumâna) in NA.17 is not so conspicuously similar to NB. in phrasing.
Nevertheless, semantically both expositions are quite akin to each other. That in
NA.17 we still deal with parârthânumâna is clear from the context itself, but also
Siddharši leaves not doubt (NAV.17 ad loc.: parârthânumânasya vacanarûpatvâd … ). Thus, in both cases we have ‘the pronouncement of the logical
reason’ (hetos … prayogo, NA.) or ‘the announcement of the inferential sign’
(liógâkhyânaô, NB.) as the principal element of the inference for others
(parârthânumâna) and the idea that there is no difference in ‘demonstrative force’
between the two formulations of the logical reason:
NA.17:

hetos tathôpapattyâ vâ syât prayogo ’nyathâpi vâ /
dvi-vidho ’nyatareòâpi sâdhya-siddhir bhaved iti //

NB.3.1,3–7: /1/ tri-rûpa-liógâkhyânaô parârthânumânam. /3/ tad
dvi-vidham. /4/ prayoga-bhedât. /5/ sâdharmya-vaidharmyavac cêti.
/6/ nânayor arthataÿ kaœcid bhedaÿ . /7/ anyatra prayoga-bhedât .

44

The above Sanskrit reconstruction of PS.3.2 follows FRAUWALLNER (1957/b: 885)
and TILLEMANS (1997: 178, n. 2). Tibetan text reads as follows: raó gi óo bo kho naa
bstan | bdag ’dod raó gi chos can la | móon sum don daó rjes dpag daó | yid ches grags
pas ma bsal ba’o || [a TILLEMANS 1997 reads nar.] PS.3.2 must have been in its turn the
source for NB.(2).3.37.
45
NP.(2).2.1: tatra pakšaÿ prasiddho dharmî prasiddha-viœešaòa-viœišþatayâ svayaô
sâdhyatvenêpsitaÿ. pratyakšâdy-viruddha iti vâkya-œešaÿ.
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The idea expressed by Dharmakîrti goes back to his PV.3.16 and PVSV. ad loc.46
[11] In NA.20 Siddhasena maintains that dåšþânta is not an essential part of
‘syllogistic’ reasoning, inasmuch as the relation of invariable concomitance (vyâpti)
suffices to prove the thesis. This is a continuation of the ‘economical’ trend in
Indian logic—that starts with Vasubandhu and his Vâda-vidhâna and Vâdavidhi47—to limit the number of necessary ‘syllogistic’ members, to simplify the
reasoning procedures and to make such procedures universally binding, without any
need for further empirical justification than the premises themselves:
NA.20:

antar-vyâptyÎva sâdhyasya siddher bahir-udâhåtiÿ /
vyarthâ syât tad-asadbhâve ’py evaô nyâya-vido viduÿ //

NB.(2).3.121: tri-rûpo hetur uktaÿ. tâvatâ cârtha-pratîtir iti na påthag
dåšþânto nâma sâdhanâvayavaÿ kaœcit. tena nâsya lakšaòaô påthag
ucyate gatârthatvât.
Siddhasena was not so much innovative as it might seem at first glance, inasmuch
as it is Dharmakîrti (NB.(2).3.121) who had intuitively foreshadowed such an idea
before him, when he had claimed that the example (dåšþânta) is not a separate
member of the proof (sâdhanâvayava). It is much more natural and less surprising
to find the direct continuation of the ‘economical’ trend, that had started with
Vasubandhu, in the Yogâcâra tradition and Dharmakîrti’s works, rather than in the
Jaina tradition in the person of Siddhasena, where we do not find such an
‘economic’ tendency before Siddhasena. In my opinion, Siddhasena verbalised what
had already been latent in Dharmakîrti’s statement, even though Dharmakîrti
himself had not been able to do without the example, which he had considered an
46

In PV.3.15 [p. 180] Dharmakîrti first recalls the triple character of hetu defined by
Diónâga in Nyâya-mukha: hetos trišv api rûpešu niœcayas tena varòitaÿ / asiddhaviparîtârtha-vyabhicâri-vipakšataÿ // . Then (PV.3.16ab) he states the reason for
expressing the concomitance by way of dissimilarity (vaidharmya-vacana): vyabhicârivipakšeòa vaidharmya-vacanaô ca yat / , only to quote Diónâga in PVSV.(1).3.16ab:
yad âha—eša tâvan nyâyo yad ubhayaô vaktavyaô viruddhânaikântika-pratipakšeòa
iti. The rule is further explained by Dharmakîrti in PVSV. as follows: sâdharmyavâcanaô viruddha-pratipakšeòa, vaidharmya-vâcanam anaikântika-pratipakšeòa.
Thereupon, in PV.3.16cd and PVSV. ad loc., he adds that: yady adåšti-phalaô tac ca
yadi tena vipakše ’darœanaô khyâpyate tad anukte ’pi gamyate // . Cf. also
PVSV.(1).3.24–25 [p. 185]: tasmât svabhâva-pratibandhâd eva hetuÿ sâdhyaô
gamayati. sa ca tad-bhâva-lakšaòas tad-utpatti-lakšaòo vâ. sa evâvinâ-bhâvo
dåšþântâbhyâô pradarœyate.
47
Cf. FRAUWALLNER (1933) and FRAUWALLNER (1957/a).
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integral part of the logical reason (hetu), indispensable to authenticate the general
principle by taking recourse to its instantiations (relevant portions underlined):
NB.(2).3.122: hetoÿ sapakša eva sattvam asapakšâc ca sarvato vyâvartî rûpam
uktam abhedena. punar viœešeòa kârya-svabhâvayor ukta-lakšaòayor janma-tanmâtrânubandhau darœanîyâv uktau. tac ca darœayatâ—yatra dhûmas tatrâgnir,
asaty agnau na kvacid dhûmo yathâ mahânasêtarayor, yatra kåtakatvaô
tatrânityatvam, anityatvâbhâvo kåtakatvâsambhavo yathâ ghaþâkâœayor—iti
darœanîyam. na hy anyathâ sapakša-vipakšayoÿ sad-asattve yathôkta-prakâre œakye
darœayitum. tat-kâryatâ-niyamaÿ kârya-liógasya, svabhâva-liógasya ca svabhâvena
vyâptiÿ. asmiôœ cârthe darœite eva dåšþânto bhavati. etâvan-mâtra-rûpatvât tasyêti.
Dharmakîrti expressed a similar idea already in his PV.3.27: tad-bhâva-hetu-bhâvau
hi dåšþânte tad-avedinaÿ / khyâpyete, vidušâô vâcyo hetur eva hi kevalaÿ // .
Siddhasena, however, has to his credit that he clearly states the conditions of
internal formal validity of the proof and dismisses the need to quote any
instantiation: the proof is valid because the premisses are valid and the relation
between them is universally binding.
[12] Siddhasena states explicitly five conditions that invalidate pakša—and adds
that there are, in fact, several varieties of pakšâbhâsa—in NA.21:
pratipâdyasya yaÿ siddhaÿ pakšâbhâso ’kša-liógataÿ /
loka-sva-vacanâbhyâô ca bâdhito ’nekadhâ mataÿ //
These five pakšâbhâsas are in concord with the list exemplified by Siddharši in
NAV.: (1) pratipâdya-siddha, (2) pratyakša-bâdhita, (3) anumâna-bâdhita,
(4) loka-bâdhita, (5) sva-vacana-bâdhita. Having enumerated five varieties of
pakšâbhâsa, it would be redundant and pointless on Siddhasena’s part to say by way
of recapitulation in a succinct kârikâ that these varieties are numerous: anekadhâ
mataÿ, unless he had other varieties, not mentioned already by name, in mind. That
being the case, he probably referred to other enumerations well-known from other
sources.
In fact, Siddhasena’s enumeration overlaps with Dharmakîrti’s list of fallacies of
the thesis, enumerated in NB.(2).49–5348. Interestingly, Dharmakîrti subsequently
(NB.(2).3.5449) adds a few more conditions and the failure to meet them would
48

/49/ (2) tatra pratyakša-nirâkåto yathâ: aœrâvaòaÿ œabda iti. /50/ (3) anumânanirâkåto yathâ: nityaÿ œabda iti. /51/ (4?) pratîti-nirâkåto yathâ: acandraÿ œaœîti. /52/ (5)
sva-vacana-nirâkåto yathâ: nânumânaô pramâòam. /53/ iti catvâraÿ pakšâbhâsâ
nirâkåtâ bhavanti.
49
evaô siddhasya, asiddhasyâpi sâdhanatvenâbhimatasya, svayaô vâdinâ tadâ
sâdhayitum anišþasya, ukta-mâtrasya nirâkåtasya ca viparyayeòa sâdhyaÿ. tenÎva
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render the pakša defective as well. Thus, Siddhasena—by anekadhâ mataÿ—may
have referred to Dharmakîrti’s catalogue of defective pakšas. But not necessarily to
Dharmakîrti’s. He may have as well referred, e.g. to NP.(2).3.1 50.
In any case, NA.21 can in no way attest that Siddhasena was posterior or prior to
Dharmakîrti. It merely points to certain similarities between Siddhasena’s list and
the Buddhist tradition. Probably, it was the tradition of Œaókarasvâmin and
Dharmakîrti that Siddhasena alluded to by anekadhâ mataÿ.
[13] In Siddhasena’s subsequent aphorism, we find further similarities with NB.,
though they are less of linguistic nature (similarities in formulations) but rather of
methodological character. Analogously to the structure of NB, Siddhasena—after
describing fallacious theses—proceeds to discuss fallacious logical reasons (hetvâbhâsa). However, both the authors first look back to their previous definitions of a
correct, not defective hetu:
NA.22:

anyathânupapannatvaô hetor lakšaòam îritam 51 /
tad-apratîti-sandeha-viparyâsais tad-âbhatâ //

NB.(2).3.55–56: tri-rûpa-liógâkhyânaô
parârthânumânam
ity
uktam52. tatra trayâòâô rûpâòâm ekasyâpi rûpasyânuktau
sâdhanâbhâsaÿ. uktâv apy asiddhau sandehe vâ pratipâdyapratipâdakayoÿ.
Incidentally, it is the only case in both works that the authors first remind the
reader / hearer of the definition of a correct ‘syllogistic’ member / term, and only then
deal with its particular fallacies.
Likewise incidentally, both the authors first state general factors that invalidate a
correct hetu, either singly or jointly, and subsequently enumerate resulting fallacies
one by one. There are two such general invalidating factors for Dharmakîrti, viz.
asiddhi and sandeha (NB.3.56,109): various combinations (with regard to
svarûpeòâbhimato vâdina išþo ’nirâkåtaÿ pakša iti pakša-lakšaòam anavadyaô
darœitaô bhavati.
50
sâdhayitum išþo ’pi pratyakšâdi-viruddhaÿ pakšâbhâsaÿ, tad yathâ: (1) pratyakšaviruddhaÿ, (2) anumâna-viruddhaÿ, (3) âgama-viruddhaÿ, (4) loka-viruddhaÿ, (5) svavacana-viruddhaÿ,
(6) aprasiddha-viœešaòaÿ,
(7) aprasiddha-viœešyaÿ,
(8) aprasiddhôbhayaÿ, (9) prasiddha-sambandhaœ cêti // tatra …
51
Either in NA.5 (according to Siddharši) or in NA.17 (hetos tathôpapattyâ vâ syât
prayogo ’nyathâpi vâ, see NAV. ad loc.: anyathâpi vêty anenâvayave
samudâyôpacârâd anyathânupapattiô lakšayati).
52
NB.3.1: tri-rûpa-liógâkhyânaô parârthânumânam; cf. also NB.(2).2.5,11–12.
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trairûpya) are responsible for particular varieties of hetv-âbhâsa. For Siddhasena,
however, there are three—polemically, as it were—such factors: tad-apratîti,
sandeha and viparyâsa; thus Dharmakîrti’s asiddhi factor would seem to bifurcate
into Siddhasena’s tad-apratîti and viparyâsa. For instance, for Siddhasena the
fallacies of NB.3.58 and 5953 would be probably a case of viparyâsa, whereas the
fallacy of NB.3.6054 should rather be considered a case of tad-apratîti. One could
analyse all the remaining cases of fallacious hetus (ensuing from the combination of
the factors asiddhi and sandeha) found in NB. and map them onto the triple
classification of Siddhasena in the same manner. Practically, it would mean to
decide which of the asiddhi cases of Dharmakîrti would correspond to tad-apratîti
cases of Siddhasena, and which to his viparyâsa cases. However, we do not have
any explicit statement in the far too succinct NA., nor in NAV., that would provide
us any algorithm of such a mapping, and the issue is open to our conjectures only.
Interestingly, in NP., for instance, to which NA. might be thought to have
occasionally referred to, we do not find any trait of such invalidating factors as
asiddhi and sandeha, or anything similar.
[14] Also NA.23 and the classification of particular varieties of hetv-âbhâsas
points to secondary sources of Siddhasena’s ideas. There seem to be only two such
potential sources, i.e. NB. and NP.:
NA.23:

asiddhas tv apratîto yo yo ’nyathÎvôpapadyate /
viruddho yo ’nyathâpy atra yukto ’naikântikaÿ sa tu //

NB.(2).3.109: evam ešâô trayâòâô rûpâòâm ekÎkasya dvayor dvayor
vâ rûpayor asiddhau sandehe vâ yathâ-yogam asiddhaviruddhânaikântikâs trayo hetv-âbhâsâÿ.
NP.(2).3.2. asiddhânaikântika-viruddhâ hetv-âbhâsâÿ //
However, NB. is a more probable source, inasmuch as the sequence of fallacies
(asiddha, viruddha, anaikântika) listed in NA. is exactly the same as that of NB.,

53

NB.(2).3.57–9: /57/ ekasya rûpasya dharmi-sambandhasyâsiddhau sandehe
vâsiddho hetv-âbhâsaÿ. /58/ yathâ: anityaÿ œabda iti sâdhye câkšušatvam
ubhayâsiddham [not proved for both parties]. /59/ cetanâs tarava iti sâdhye sarva-tvagapaharaòe maraòaô prativâdy-asiddham, vijñânêndriyâyur-nirodha-lakšaòasya
maraòasyânenâbhyupagamât, tasya ca tarušv asambhavât [not proved for the
opponent].
54
NB.(2).3.60: acetanâÿ sukhâdaya iti sâdhya utpattimattvam anityatvaô vâ
sâôkhyasya svayaô vâdino ’siddham [not proved for the proponent himself].
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not of NP., where the two last varieties are interchanged (asiddha, anaikântika,
viruddha). Diónâga has the aniœcita (or sandigdha) variety, istead of anaikântika.
What is striking is that Siddhasena has only three varieties of hetv-âbhâsa, like
Dharmakîrti and Œaókarasvâmin, unlike Diónâga. Moreover, Dharmakîrti
outspokenly rejects Diónâga’s subvariety, i.e. viruddhâvyabhicârin55: NB.(2).3.110:
viruddhâvyabhicâry api saôœaya-hetur uktaÿ. sa iha kasmân nôktaÿ. We do not
find any polemical trait in NA., which could even suggest that Siddhasena adopted
Dharmakîrti’s criticism of viruddhâvyabhicârin. Apparently he subscribed to the
criticism unhesitatingly.
It is worth noticing that NA. diverges also from the tradition of Kumârila, whose
triple classification—into asiddha, sandigdha, viruddha in MŒV.—is more akin to
Diónâga’s: MŒV.5.4.75 p. 264 mentions the classification (saôœayâdî-viparyâyâÿ);
subsequently (1) the threefold asiddha fallacious reason is mentioned in
MŒV.5.4.76–83ab; (2) sandigdha and (3) viruddha occur in MŒV.5.4.83cd-107
(e.g. in MŒV.5.4.83cd: sandeha-viparîtatva-hetû câtra nirâkåtau); besides,
(2) sandigdha is further found in MŒV.5.4.84b-96b, whereas (3) viruddha is
mentioned in MŒV.5.4.96cd-107ab. Kumârila nowhere in the Anumâna-pariccheda
section uses the term anaikântika as a hetv-âbhâsa, he has sandigdha instead, like
Diónâga, unlike Dharmakîrti, Œaókarasvâmin and Siddhasena. However,
Pârthasârathi Miœra follows the general post-Dharmakîrtian typology in his
classification, while commenting on Kumârila (p. 264.11 ad MŒV.5.4.75): samprati
hetv-âbhâsân asiddhânaikântika-viruddhân prapañcayan …
[15] NA.24–25 reveal further similarities pointing to NB. as its possible
inspiration. One of them is the phraseological affinity as regards the use of dåšþântadoša, instead of dåšþântâbhâsa, in both works. Both Siddhasena and Dharmakîrti
use the expression pakšâbhâsa as well as similarly tad-âbha and hetv-âbhâsa.
However, both of them deviate from the general use of derivatives of âÖbhâs to
technically denote logical fallacies, when they refer to dåšþânta by the term doša,
and to dåšþânta only:
NA.24: sâdharmyeòâtra dåšþânta-došâ … ,
NA.25: vaidharmyeòâtra dåšþânta-došâ … ,
NB.(2).3.123, 128–129: /123/ etenÎva dåšþânta-došâ api nirastâ
bhavanti. /128/ sâdharmyeòa dåšþânta-došâÿ. /129/ vaidharmyeòâpi:
paramâòuvat karmavad âkâœavad iti sâdhyâdy-vyatirekiòaÿ.

55

Cf. also RANDLE (1926: 68–69, 79).
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Indeed, also Œaókarasvâmin has dåšþânta-doša twice, but in a slightly different
context, viz. that of refutation. Generally, when he discusses fallacious examples, he
uses the standard term dåšþântâbhâsa, e.g. NP.3.3: dåšþântâbhâso dvividhaÿ:
sâdharmyeòa vaidharmyeòa ca // The only two occurences of dåšþânta-doša are
found in NP.(2).6,756.
Conspicuously, dåšþânta-doša occurs as exemplification of dûšaòâni, in the series
of sâdhana-doša, pakša-doša, hetu-doša and dåšþânta-doša.57 Another occurrence of
doša (however, pratijñâ-doša, not dåšþânta-doša) in NP. is attested in the
concluding lines of NP.(2).3.1, that summarise the discussion on pakšâbhâsa58. Also
here, the term doša has a more general meaning than the technical term âbhâsa, and
the peculiarity of the usage of pratijñâ-doša is confirmed by the closing uktâÿ
pakšâbhâsâÿ. The usage of doša in NP. confirms the fact that in works preceding
Diónâga, Dharmakîrti or Œaókarasvâmin—e.g. in NS., VS., NBh., PBh., etc.—doša
is employed to denote general defects and is not used specifically as a terminus
technicus in the sense of âbhâsa.
[16] There is a structural similarity to be observed: both Siddhasena (NA.24) and
Dharmakîrti (NB.(2).3.122–3) explicitly define fallacious examples by referring to
the definition of a correct hetu. Accordingly, NB.3.122 recapitulates the definition
of correct hetu as well as conditions of its validity. The successive statement of
NB.3.123 (etenÎva dåšþânta-došâ api nirastâ bhavanti; vide supra p. 37) shows that
fallacious examples are refuted by referring to the correct definition of hetu, and all
fallacies of the example share the same characteristic. Similarly, Siddhasena relates
the deficiency of dåšþântâbhâsas to deficient logical reasons and, with apalakšaòahetûtthâÿ, he expresses the idea known from the work of Dharmakîrti.
56

(6) sâdhana-došôdbhâvanâni dûšaòâni // sâdhana-došo nyûnatvam. pakša-došaÿ
pratyakšâdi-viruddhatvam. hetu-došo ’siddhânaikântika-viruddhatvam. dåšþânta-došaÿ
sâdhana-dharmâdy-asiddhatvam. tasyôdbhâvanaô prâœnika-pratyâyanaô dûšaòam //
(7) abhûta-sâdhana-došôdbhâvanâni dûšaòâbhâsâni // saôpûròe sâdhane nyûnatvavacanam. adušþa-pakše pakša-doša-vacanam. siddha-hetuke ’siddha-hetukaô vacanam.
ekânta-hetuke ’nekânta-hetukaô vacanam. aviruddha-hetuke viruddha-hetukaô
vacanam. adušþa-dåšþânte dušþa-dåšþânta-doša-vacanam. etâni dûšaòâbhâsâni. na hy
ebhiÿ para-pakšo dûšyate, niravadyatvât tasya // ity uparamyate // .
57
NP.6: sâdhana-došôdbhâvanâni dûšaòâni // sâdhana-došo nyûnatvam. pakšadošaÿ pratyakšâdi-viruddhatvam. hetu-došo ’siddhânaikântika-viruddhatvam. dåšþântadošaÿ sâdhana-dharmâdy-asiddhatvam. tasyôdbhâvanaô prâœnika-pratyâyanaô
dûšaòam // .
58
ešâô vacanâni dharma-svarûpa-nirâkaraòa-mukhena pratipâdanâsaôbhavataÿ
sâdhana-vaiphalyataœ cêti pratijñâ-došâÿ // uktâÿ pakšâbhâsâÿ //
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[17] Strangely, in NA.24–25 Siddhasena refers to some tradition by nyâya-vidîritâÿ as regards the classification of fallacious examples. However, there seems to
have been no earlier (or contemporary) Jaina source he could have referred to. Thus,
in default of any extant evidence attesting to a Jaina tradition which offered a
typology of fallacious examples, one is prone to assume—unless we find any
indication to the contrary—that, apparently, he must have referred to a general
Indian tradition, where we do find such a typology of sâdharmya-° and vaidharmyadåšþântâbhâsas.
Besides, he also seems to have taken it for granted that the reader / hearer could
easily determine what is meant by sâdhyâdi-vikalâdayaÿ in NA.24. This task would
naturally be quite easy for anyone who was acquainted with NB.(2).3.124–125. At
the same time, however, his elliptical formulation sâdhyâdi-vikalâdayaÿ was,
polemically as it were, unequivocal enough to rule out the three remaining varieties,
viz. (A7) ananvaya, (A8) apradarœitânvaya and (A9) viparîtânvaya, formulated by
Dharmakîrti (NB.(2).3.126–127), which could by no means have been hinted at by
the formulations of NA.24.
Similarly, the sixfold classification of dissimilar dåšþântâbhâsas systematised in
NA.25 (sâdhya-sâdhana-yugmânâm anivåtteœ ca saôœayât) closely corresponds to
the first six fallacious examples of NB.(2).3.129–132: (V1) sâdhyâvyatirekin,
(V2) sâdhanâvyatirekin, (V3) sâdhya-sâdhanâvyatirekin, (V4) sandigdha-sâdhyavyatireka, (V5) sandigdha-sâdhana-vyatireka, (V6) sandigdha-sâdhya-sâdhanavyatireka. Seemingly, NA. and NB. are at variance as regards terminology, for
Siddhasena’s formulation: sâdhya-sâdhana-yugmânâm anivåtteœ ca saôœayât,
differs from Dharmakîrti’s (V1)–(V6). In my opinion, however, anivåtteœ and
saôœayât of NA.25 indicate rather plainly °−vyâvåtta and sandigdha−° as the last and
first elements of the compounds (V1)–(V3) and (V4)–(V6), respectively.
Optionally, we could have (V1) *sâdhyânivåtta, (V2) *sâdhanânivåtta,
(V3) *sâdhya-sâdhanânivåtta, (V4) *saôœayita-sâdhya, (V5) *saôœayita-sâdhana,
(V6) *saôœayita-sâdhya-sâdhana, which is not different at all from the idea
expressed in NB.(2).3.129–132. 59
59

True, theoretically speaking, one could also interpret NA.25 to enforce the
acceptance of only (1) sâdhyâvyatirekin, (2) sâdhanâvyatirekin, (3) sâdhyasâdhanâvyatirekin—to use Dharmakîrti’s terminology—and only one or more varieties
out
of
(4) sandigdha-sâdhya-vyatireka,
(5) sandigdha-sâdhana-vyatireka,
(6) sandigdha-sâdhya-sâdhana-vyatireka, but not necessarily all of them. While
anivåtteÿ is unquestionably construed with sâdhya-sâdhana-yugmânâm, the expression
saôœayât might be conjectured to be taken separately, without any dependence on all
elements of sâdhya-sâdhana-yugmânâm. In this respect, attention should be drawn to an
instance of different conceivable ways of construing an aphorism of NA. by
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As for another possible source of insipration, also NP.(2).3.3 distinguished—in
accord with the prevalent tradition of those days—two general categories: similar
and dissimilar fallacious examples (dåšþântâbhâso dvividhaÿ: sâdharmyeòa
vaidharmyeòa ca // ). However, a closer look at Œaókarasvâmin’s varieties reveals
essential differences, apart from the terminological ones. Accordingly, I see no way
how the formulations of fallacies of examples based on similarity found in Nyâyapraveœa60 could be interpreted to have influenced Siddhasena’s sâdhyâdivikalâdayaÿ. As regards Nyâya-praveœa on fallacies of examples based on
dissimilarity61, the influence might have been restricted to (V1), (V2) and (V3) only.
[18] Also NA.26, where criticism / refutation (dûšaòa) and its fallacy
(dûšaòâbhâsa) are discussed, might have partly been inspired by Dharmakîrti’s
NB.(2).3.137–140. Thus, NA.26a-c: vâdy-ukte sâdhane prokta-došâòâm
udbhâvanam / dûšaòaô, reveals a certain similarity—in terms of both formulations
and ideas—to the dûšaòa-section of NB.(2).3.137–8: /137/ dûšaòâ nyûnatâdy-uktiÿ.
/138/ ye pûrvaô nyûnatâdayaÿ sâdhana-došâ uktâs tešâm udbhâvanaô dûšaòaô.
tena parêšþârtha-siddhi-pratibandhât. Less conspicuous, though, is the remaining
portion of the second hemistich of NA.26: niravadye tu dûšaòâbhâsa-nâmakam //
commentators which we encounter in the case of NA.8: dåšþêšþâvyâhatâd vâkyât
paramârthâbhidhâyinaÿ / tattva-grâhitayôtpannaô mânaô œâbdaô prakîrtitam // The
aphorism is explained differently by the commentators, viz. (1) NAV. ad loc.: dåšþena
pramâòâvalokitenêšþaÿ pratipâdayišito ’vyâhato ’nirâkåtaÿ sâmarthyâd artho yasmin
vâkye tat-tathâ; and (2) NAÞ. ad loc.: dåšþenêty-âdi. ayaô bhinnâdhikaraòas tri-pado
bahu-vrîhiÿ yadi vâ išþo ’vyâhato ’rtho yatra tad išþâvyâhataô vâkyam, tadanu dåšþena
pramâòa-niròîtena išþâvyâhatam iti tat-purušaÿ (cf. BALCEROWICZ (1999: 4, n. 8)).
Definitely, such an unnatural interpretation—i.e. to take anivåtteœ to refer to all elements
of the triad sâdhya-sâdhana-yugmânâm, while limiting the scope of saôœayât to
selected element(s) of the compound sâdhya-sâdhana-yugmânâm—would be a mere
guesswork, and one would rather, as a rule, construe sâdhya-sâdhana-yugmânâm with
both anivåtteœ and saôœayât, and obtain six varieties of dissimilar dåšþântâbhâsas. One
would not, in any case, obtain any further varieties mentioned by Dharmakîrti in
NB.(2).3.133–135: (V7) avyatireka, (V8) apradarœita-vyatireka and (V9) viparîtavyatireka. Thus, Siddhasena apparently does not accept without reservation the Buddhist
typology by rejecting (V7), (V8) and (V9).
60
NP.(2).3.3.1: tatra sâdharmyeòa tâvad dåšþântâbhâsaÿ pañca-prakâraÿ, tad yathâ:
(1) sâdhana-dharmâsiddhaÿ, (2) sâdhya-dharmâsiddhaÿ, (3) ubhaya-dharmâsiddhaÿ,
(4) ananvayaÿ, (5) viparîtânvayaœ cêti // tatra …
61
NP.(2).3.3.2. vaidharmyeòâpi dåšþântâbhâsaÿ pañca-prakâraÿ, tad yathâ:
(1) sâdhyâvyâvåttaÿ, (2) sâdhanâvyâvåttaÿ, (3) ubhayâvyâvåttaÿ, (4) avyatirekaÿ,
(5) viparîta-vyatirekaœ cêti // tatra …
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The
corresponding
dûšaòâbhâsa-section
of
NB.(2).3.139–140
reads:
/139/ dûšaòâbhâsâs tu jâtayaÿ. /140/ abhûta-došôdbhâvanâni jâty-uttarâòîti. The
reoccurring element dûšaòâbhâsa is not decisive at all, whereas Siddhasena’s
niravadye could be a vague echo of Dharmakîrti’s abhûta-doša.
As a matter of fact, NA.26c-d (niravadye tu dûšaòâbhâsa-nâmakam) betrays more
affinity to the closing section of NP.(2).7: abhûta-sâdhana-došôdbhâvanâni
dûšaòâbhâsâni // … etâni dûšaòâbhâsâni. na hy ebhiÿ para-pakšo dûšyate,
niravadyatvât tasya // ity uparamyate // It is this section, in all probability, that
influenced both Dharmakîrti’s NB.(2).3.139–140 (dûšaòâbhâsâs tu jâtayaÿ. abhûtadošôdbhâvanâni jâty-uttarâòîti.) and the portion of NA.26c-d in question.
[19] The twenty-sixth aphorism (the exposition of dûšaòa) is the last section of
the Nyâyâvatâra, where possible influences from Dharmakîrti’s side—in terms of
Siddhasena’s direct use of Dharmakîrti vocabulary or his response to Dharmakîrti’s
ideas—are easily detectable. Strangely enough, the topic dealt with in NA.26
closely corresponds to the final issue discussed by Dharmakîrti in NB. Thus, the
conspicuous absence of further possible Dharmakîrtian traces in NA.—theoretically
derivable from other works of Dharmakîrti—points, in my opinion, to the fact that
Siddhasena—while composing NA.—closely followed the structure and the
contents of NB., up to NA.26.
In the remaining aphorisms (28–32) Siddhasena discusses issues peculiar to
Jainism (viz. corollaries of kevala-jñâna and syâd-vâda) and there could hardly have
been any Buddhist influence to be noticed in any case: [27] the character of absolute
cognition (kevala-jñâna); [28] the result of valid cognition in general; the results of
absolute cognition (kevala-jñâna); the results of valid cognitive procedures other
than kevala-jñâna; [29] the multiplex character of reality; the domain of cognitive
acts; the domain of viewpoints (naya); [30] the character of viewpoints (naya); the
description of the doctrine of seven-fold modal description (syâd-vâda); [31] the
character of the cognitive subject, the soul (jîva); [32] the eternal character of Jaina
epistemology.
[20] The phrase pramâòa-phala occurring in NA.28 is occasionally taken to be a
proof of its dependence on Diónâga.62 It is commonly assumed that the phrase in
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Cf., e.g. QVARNSTRÖM (1999: 178): ‘Furthermore, the Nyâyâvatâra (28) uses the
signature element of Dignâga, namely “pramâòaphala”61;’ in his note 61, he further
draws the reader’s attention to the work of G. Dreyfus and Chr. Lindtner: ‘The Yogâcâra
Philosophy of Dignâga and Dharmakîrti”. Studies in Central & East Asian Religions.
Vol. 2, Ed. by Per K. Sørensen et al. Copenhagen 1989: 27–52.
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question goes back to Diónâga, e.g. PS.(1).1.8cd–1063. In these verses Diónâga
asserts that the result of pramâòa is pramâòa itself, or introspective cognition which
consists in the determining of an object (sva-saôvitti, artha-niœcaya). Precisely the
same idea (âtmânubhâva, artha-viniœcaya) is echoed in PV.2.306–307ab, 33964.
Generally, the idea is discussed at length by Dharmakîrti both in his
PVin.I(1).78.12–100.26 and in PV.2.301–366, 388–391. Accordingly, NA.28 might
be taken to be a rejoinder of both Diónâga and Dharmakîrti, and there seems to
nothing decisive to be found in NA.28 that would exclude any of the two authors.
On the other hand, any attempt to look for inspiration of NA.28 in works of either
Diónâga or Dharmakîrti seems to me to be a result of misapprehension of the true
import of the aphorism. In it, Siddhasena does not discuss the problem whether
pramâòa-phala can or cannot be equated with pramâòa itself, which is the major
concern of Diónâga and Dharmakîrti. What is intended in the verse are rather extraepistemological issues of both soteriological (kevala) and mundane (œeša) character,
viz. the result of pramâòa is ‘the cessation of nescience’ (ajñâna-vinivartana),
whereas the result of specific kinds of cognition is two-fold. The first category
subsumes happiness and indifference (sukhôpekše) in case of the perfect knowledge
(kevala), being a prerequisite of liberation (mokša) and commonly taken by the
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savyâpâra-pratîtitvât pramâòaô phalam eva sat // sva-saôvittiÿ phalaô vâtra tadrûpo hy artha-niœcayaÿ / višayâkâratÎvâsya pramâòam tena mîyate // yad-âbhâsaô
prameyaô tat pramâòa-phalate punaÿ / grâhakâkâra-saôvittî trayaô nâtaÿ påthakkåtam // . For the Sanskrit text, see HATTORI (1968: 97, n. 1.55—107, n. 1.67). Tibetan
text reads as follows:
Vasudhararakšita/Seó-rgyal 15a.5–15b.4:
bya daó bcas par rtogs paÿi phyir |
tshad maÿi ÿbras bu ñid du ÿdod ||
raó rig la yaó ÿdir ÿbras bu |
de yi óo bo las don óes |
yul gyi snaó ba ÿdi ñid ÿdi |
tshad ma de yis ÿjal bar byed ||
gaó tshe snaó ba de gšal bya |
tshad ma daó deÿi ÿbras bu ni |
ÿdsin rnam rig pa de yi phyir |
de gsum tha dad du ma byas ||
64

Kanakavarman/Dad-paÿi œes-rab 95b.5–96a.5:
bya daó bcas par rtogs paÿi phyir |
ÿbras bu ñid du yod tshad ma ||
yaó na raó rig ÿdir ÿbras bu |
de yi óo bo las don óes |
yul gyi snaó ba ñid de ÿdiÿi |
tshad ma de yis ÿjal bar bya ||
gaó ltar snaó ba de gšal bya |
tshad ma daó deÿi ÿbras bu ni |
ÿdsin rnam rig paÿo de yi phyir |
de gsum tha dad du ma byas | |

tasmât prameyâdhigateÿ sâdhanaô meya-rûpatâ / sâdhane ’nyatra tat-karmasambandho na prasiddhyati // sâ ca tasyâtma-bhûtÎva tena nârthântaraô phalam /
yadâ savišayaô jñânaô jñânâôœe ’rtha-vyavasthiteÿ / tadâ ya âtmânubhâvaÿ sa
evârtha-viniœcayaÿ //
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Jainas to be tantamount to the destruction of nescience. Since it results from the
destruction of karman65 it is necessarily associated with innate happiness, etc.66 that
are inhibited by karman. The other—pragmatic, as it were—category of results
refers to ‘the faculty of appropriation and avoidance’ (âdâna-hâna-dhî) in case all
the remaining kinds of (mundane) cognition.67 Consequently, what really the verse
is reminiscent of is rather NBh.1.1.3: yadâ jñânaô tadâ hânôpâdânôpekšâbuddhayaÿ phalam, with all the three elements of hâna, upâdana / âdâna and
âpekšâ, as a result (phala) of cognition (jñâna).
What is important to remember is that there are numerous similarities, more and
less conspicuous, and not all of them are decisive when taken alone. Some of these
similarities indicated on the preceding pages may equally well point to a tradition or
author prior to Dharmakîrti, viz. to Diónâga or Œaókarasvâmin. Some of such
similarities may be due to the general style of writing, of arranging a philosophical
treatise, of structuring a philosophical discourse, etc. We should remember that both
the Nyâya-bindu and the Nyâyâvatâra were primarily handbooks of logic and their
purpose was predominantly didactic. Nonetheless, the accumulation of evidence
only enforces those of them that are quite conclusive and convincing. To sum up,
my impression is that in all dubious cases, when both NP. and NB. seem relevant as
possible sources of Siddhasena’s ideas, Siddhasena probably took recourse to
Dharmakîrti rather than to Œaókarasvâmin, inasmuch as in all those rare cases when
there are clear similarities to be found between NA. and NP., they are also traceable
in NB. However, not all cases of similarities between NA. and NB. can be shown
with regard to NA. and NP. In other words, the development of certain ideas that
had taken place in the period connecting Œaókarasvâmin and Dharmakîrti, was
reflected in the contents of NA. and some ideas still absent from NP., that were later
either introduced or modified by Dharmakîrti, found their way into NA. Similarly,
certain influences to be found in NA. point both to Diónâga and to Dharmakîrti.
However, Siddhasena seems to be acquainted with certain new developments or
ideas that first developed with Dharmakîrti (not necessarily only in NB.) and are not
found in Diónâga’s works.
Paradoxically as it were, would it not be thinkable to claim that it was Siddhasena
who influenced Dharmakîrti and who was the intermediary stage between Diónâga
and Dharmakîrti? For at least three reasons we should dismiss such a possibility.
65

Cf. TS.10.1: moha-kšayâj jñâna-darœanâvaraòântarâya-kšayâc ca kevalam.
Cf., e.g. TBh.10.7 (p. 231 f.) v.23 ff. (saôsâra-višayâtîtaô muktânâm avyayaô
sukham).
67
Cf. also FRANCO (1997: 65).
66
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There is, in the first place, a continuous tradition in epistemic concepts referred to
by both Dharmakîrti and Siddhasena that go back to Diónâga. Dharmakîrti himself
refers to Diónâga so explicitly that would seem highly implausible to believe that he
had availed himself of the Jaina epistemological tradition with respect to the number
of points mentioned above in §§ 1–20, without even a single mention of it: one
would expect Dharmakîrti embarking on at least an accidental discussion of a few
issues he had supposedly taken over from the Jainas. Secondly, Satkari MOOKERJEE,
who believed Siddhasena to flourish in the sixth century and to precede
Dharmakîrti,68 puzzled over what was in his opinion Dharmakîrti’s lack of reaction
as regards Siddhasena’s interpretation of the intrinsic invariable concomitance
(antar-vyâpti) and the superfluous character of the example as an exemplification
(bahir-udâhåti) external to the most elementary constituents of the proof formula, as
well as the definition of the logical reason as ‘inexplicability otherwise’.69 This
becomes no longer a query when we assume that Siddhasena was postDharmakîrtian. Moreover, it is for precisely the same reason that also Pâtrasvâmin
should be taken to flourish after Dharmakîrti. Thirdly, the concepts of svârtha-vâkya
and parârtha-vâkya (NA.10) as well as svârtha-pratyakša and parârtha-pratyakša
(NA.11) would have with certainty evoked a refutal from the side of Dharmakîrti,
had he known about it. Likewise, Dharmakîrti would have certainly commented
upon the idea of non-erroneousness of inference (anumânaô … abhrântaô) proven
by its being a cognitive criterion alone (pramâòatvât), found in NA.5. The same
holds true for the idea of ‘inexplicability otherwise’ (anyathânupapannatva). Thus,
any supposition that Siddhasena preceded Dharmakîrti can safely be dismissed.
Accordingly, depending on whether we follow the widely accepted dating of
Dharmakîrti, viz. c. 600–66070 or the results of latest research by KIMURA (1999)
who assigns the years 550–620 for Dharmakîrti, we would have for the terminus
post quem Siddhasena as the author of the Nyâyâvatâra circa 620 or 660,
respectively.
There is still another factor to be taken account of, viz. the question of the
defining characteristic of the logical reason (hetu) characterised as ‘the fact of being
otherwise inexplicable’, or ‘inexplicability otherwise’ (anyathânupapannatva,
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See: MOOKERJEE (1935: 398).
See: MOOKERJEE (1935: 4–5): ‘What however strikes us is the intriguing situation
created by Siddhasena’s reference to antarvyâpti and the definition of hetu (probans) as
anyathânupapanna in the verse 20 and 22 respectively. It is nothing short of enigma that
this innovation of the Jaina logicians did not evoke a reply from Dharmakîrti.’
70
See: FRAUWALLNER (1961). Cf. also STEINKELLNER–MUCH (1995: 23).
69
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anyathânupapatti) in NA.22: anyathânupapannatvaô hetor lakšaòam îritam. The
author clearly refers to an earlier source and the idea did not originate with him in
his NA. Independently, we find the idea reported and criticised by Œântarakšita in
TSa.(1).1364 ff. (p. 405 f.) in the context of the validity of inference (anumâna).71
The most famous and relatively often quoted verse is TSa.1369:
anyathânupapannatvaô yatra tatra trayeòa kim /
nânyathânupapannatvaô yatra tatra trayeòa kim // 72.
Significantly enough, Œântarakšita TSa.(1).1364, p. 405.1) mentions Pâtrasvâmin as
the source of the idea: anyathêty-âdinâ pâtrasvâmi-matam âœaókate … , and the
treatise in question is the lost Tri-lakšaòa-kadarthana73 by Pâtrasvâmin, identified
occasionally with Pâtrakesarin / Pâtrakesarisvâmin = Vidyânanda. For obvious
reasons this Pâtrasvâmin cannot be Vidyânanda (c. 850), the author of the Œlokavârttika on Umâsvâti’s Tattvârtha-sûtra—as SUKHLAL–DOSHI (1928)74 and
CHATTERJEE (1978: 331) would have it—but some else who preceded Œântarakšita
(c. 725–788)75, the teacher of Kamalaœîla.76 Since the author of NA. alludes to his

71

The relevant section is edited and translated in KUNST (1939: 11–53). See also
PATHAK (1930–31) 71–83.
72
Strangely enough, Œântarakšita in TSa. interchanges the pâdas ab with cd. The
verse is also found in (1) TŒVA. p. 203 [the discussion of anyathânupapatti and the
refutation of tri-lakšaòa is found there on pp. 198–217], (2) TBV. Vol. II, p. 569.28–29,
(3) PMî.2.1.9 § 33 (p. 45.17–18). Hemacandra’s criticism against the Buddhist idea of
trairûpya in PMî.2.1.9 § 33 (p. 45.1–16) closely follows the exposition of Pâtrasvâmin’s
aphorisms quoted in TSa. attesting to the authenticity of the quotation. Hemacandra,
instead of the terms anyathânupapatti, uses the expression avinâ-bhâva, cf. PMî.2.1.9
(p. 43.34–35): svârthaô sva-niœcita-sâdhyâvinâ-bhâvÎka-lakšaòât sâdhanât sâdhyajñânam. The formulation sâdhyâvinâ-bhâvÎka-lakšaòât resembles both Pâtrasvâmin’s
Tri-lakšaòa-kadarthana (tenÎka-lakšaòo hetuÿ prâdhânyâd gamako ’stu naÿ / =
TSa.1379) as well as NA.5ac: sâdhyâvinâ-bhuno liógât sâdhya-niœcâyakaô småtam /
anumânaô.
73
A reference to the work is found in DHAKY (1995: 43), who refers to Jugal Kishor
Mukhtar: ‘Saômatisûtra aur Siddhasena’ (Hindi), Jaina Sâhitya aur Itihâsa par Viœada
Prakâœa, Calcutta 1956: 538–543 [the work was not available to me].
74
Cf. UPADHYE (1971: *14–15), PATHAK (1930: passim) and PATHAK (1930–31:
passim), who refers to him as Pâtrakesari Vidyânanda or as Pâtrakesarisvâmi.
75
Cf. STEINKELLNER–MUCH (1995: 56).
76
Cf. BHATTACHARYYA (1926: ixvi-ixvii): ‘In that case Pâtrasvâmin must be an
earlier author than both Œântarakšita and Vidyânanda, and he must have first
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predecessors and Œântarakšita mentions only Pâtrasvâmin, it must have been the
latter who was responsible for the idea of anyathânupapannatva.77 Had it been
Siddhasena who introduced the idea, Œântarakšita would not, in all probability, have
missed the opportunity to mention this. Certainly Pâtrasvâmin is post-Diónagan, for
his Tri-lakšaòa-kadarthana was conceived to refute the latter, but his dating is quite
uncertain. It is surprising, nonetheless, that Œântarakšita seems nowhere to allude to
the NA. or its author. Consequently, the widespread opinion assuming that NA. is
the first Jaina treatise on epistemology per se loses its weight, inasmuch we can
safely assume that Siddhasena had his predecessor in the person of Pâtrasvâmin.
As regards the terminus ante quem, in view of the fact that the verse no. 4 of the
Nyâyâvatâra is incorporated into ŠDSa. as verse no. 56, it should be assigned to the
date of Haribhadrasûri. A supposition that it is ŠDSa.56 that was the source which
NA.4 was borrowed from and that NA.4 is merely an interpolation seems
inadmissible to me. NA.4 fits ideally the argumentative structure of the text:
(1) NA.1 states the definition of pramâòa, as well as the types and a general
criterion of such a division, (2) NA.2 is polemical concerning the meaninglessness
of formulating a definition for a well-known term / idea of pramâòa, (3) NA.3 is a
rejoinder to the objection, (4) NA.4 defines the two main divisions of pramâòa
along with a specific reason for such a division,78 (5) NA.5 opens a section dealing

propounded the theory that valid reason is that the existence of which cannot be
maintained unless it is invariably concomitant with the major term … cir. 700 A.D.’.
77
Cf. MUKTHAR (1948) [according to UPADHYE (1971:*30)]: ‘7) The Nyâyâvatâra is
composed centuries later than the Sanmati-sûtra, because it shows the influence of
Pâtrasvâmi (later than Samantabhadra) as well as Dharmakîrti and Dharmottara’; and
V.P. Johrapurkar (‘Introduction’ to VTP., pp. 41 ff.) quoted in n. 5 above. See also
DHAKY (1995: 42–3): ‘…the first foot of the kârikâ 22 concerning the hetu-lakšaòa
(character of probans) reflects sense-agreement, even partial verbal concordance with
the verses from Pâtrasvâmi’s (Pâtrakesari’s) Trilakšaòakadarthana cited by the
Buddhist scholiast Œântarakšita in his Tattvasaógraha (c. 2nd quarter of the 8th century A.
D.)32.’ SHASTRI (1990: 31) is a bit more reserved and does not take for granted that
Pâtrasvâmin was anterior to Siddhasena: ‘Nyâyâvatâra also defines hetu in the same
manner.’
78
Both NA.1 and 4 go against the prevalent Jaina tradition to subsume cases of
sensory cognition, inference and verbal testimony under parokša, whereas pratyakša
was taken to denote extra-sensory and extra-mental acts of cognition (viz. avadhi,
manaÿ-paryâya and kevala). For Siddhasena the criterion of directness (akša) was not
the cognising subject, or the soul (akša=jîva=âtman), but—like in the general pramâòa
tradition—the senses (akša=indriya).
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with erroneousness of pramâòas, etc. The use of vocabulary in NA.4 is not unusual
for NA. Coincidentally, two adjacent verses, viz. NA.4 and NA.5, are stylistically
and structurally quite akin: pâda a–b: €reason (aparokšatayâ, sâdhyâvinâ-bhuno
liógât) + €object + verbal derivative in the meaning of a present participle
(arthasya grâhakaô, sâdhya-niœcâyakaô) + … + pâda c: €subject (pratyakšam,
anumânaô) … Admittedly, the similarity is not a crucial argument in favour of the
same authorship of the two verses, however, there is nothing that could speak
against a common authorship. The argument gains on strength in view of the fact
that Haribhadrasûri quotes the verse no. 2 of NA. in his Ašþaka79 and refers to its
author as Mahâmati80.
In view of the above, DHAKY’s (1995: 44) claim81—to handle the discomfort that
Haribhadra himself ascribes one of the verses to a Mahâmati—that both NA.2 and 4
were taken from lost dvâtriôœikâs of Siddhasena Divâkara is highly debatable to
me. Not only NA.4 seems to represent an original kârikâ of NA., but the same holds
good in the case of kârikâ 2. We could not make head or tail of NA.2 (the objection)
if we did not have NA.1. Moreover, NA.3 (the rejoinder) would be pointless without
NA.2. All the lost dvâtriôœikâs of Siddhasena Divâkara as a reference source in
79

The work is not available to me. I am forced to rely here on Pt. Dalsukhbhai
MALVANIA (1979: 287–288). Cf. also UPADHYE (1971: xxiv) and DHAKY (1995: 44).
80
UPADHYE (1971: xxiv) is right to point out ‘that Haribhadra, in his Ašþaka, quotes
the Nyâyâvatâra 2, by referring to its author as Mahâmati. Elsewhere, however
Haribhadra speaks plainly about the author of the Sanmati as Divâkara and
Œrutakevalin.’ This enforces the supposition against the authorship of Siddhasena
Divâkara of NA.
81
‘A formidable objection, however, to the above-postulated identification (Siddharši
was the author of both NA. and NAV.—P.B.) as well as the period determination
(ninth/tenth century for NA.—P.B.) can be raised on the grounds of the ascription of a
verse, which appears as the kârikâ 2 of the Nyâyâvatâra, to Mahâmati (=Siddhasena
Divâkara) by Yâkinisûnu Haribhadra sûri (active c. A. D. 745–785) in his Ašþaka38. And
the kârikâ 4 figures as a part of the Šaðdarœana-samuccaya of the same Haribhadra
sûri39. Since Haribhadra sûri ascribed the particular verse (kârikâ 2) to Siddhasena
Divâkara, it must be so. However, this kârikâ could be originally from some
dvâtriôœikâ, one of the lost 11 of Siddhasena Divâkara, perhaps the Pramâòadvâtriôœikâ, from which Gandhahasti Siddhasena quotes in his sa-bhâšyaTattvârthâdhigama-sûtra-våtti40. The kârikâ 4 in the Šað-darœana-samuccaya may
likewise have been taken from one of the unavailable dvâtriôœikâ of Siddhasena
Divâkara. Alternatively, if that verse is Haribhadra’s own, Siddharši must have
borrowed it from the Šaðdarœana. In any case, Haribhadra and Siddharši could have
common sources from which they apparently may have drawn.’
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argumentation resemble rather a kind of œaœa-višâòa. Naturally, as long as we do
not have all dvâtriôœikâs written by Siddhasena Divâkara, we cannot, theoretically
speaking, preclude the possibility that the verses indeed were taken from some lost
dvâtriôœikâ. But such an argumentation is not very constructive. I see no reason to
doubt the authenticity of kârikâs 2 and 4 as long as they form a consistent logical
part of the Nyâyâvatâra as a whole and bear stylistic similarities to adjacent
kârikâs,82 especially when the counter-arguments begin with ‘perhaps’ and are of
merely could-or-may-have-been nature.
Further, the identification of Siddharši as the author of both NA. and NAV.,
postulated by DHAKY, has very weak foundations. In the first place, there is ample
evidence that Siddharši (the author of NAV.) is not Siddhasena (the author of NA.)
and that the two texts were written by different authors, inasmuch as Siddharši
refers to the author of NA. explicitly, although not by name, but by the term âcârya
or sûtra-kåt, to cite a few cases only:83 [1] Introductory lines of NAV.3:
/3/ adhunâcâryo gåhîtas tâvakîno ’bhiprâyo ’smâbhir iti paraô pratyâyayaôs tanmatam anudrâvya tad evânumanyamânas tathâpi lakšaòôkteÿ sâphalyam
âvedayann âha: …; [2] the final sentence of NAV.3: tad evaô pramâòa-lakšaòaô
sâmânyena pratipâdya tad-gataô kucodyaô paryahâry âcâryeòa; [3] NAV.13: yad
vâtyantâbhyâsena parikarmita-matitvât tâvatÎva prastuta-prameyam avabudhyate,
tadâ hetu-pratipâdanam eva kriyate, œešâbhidhânasya œrotå-saôskârâkâritayâ
nairarthakyâd ity-âdau hetu-pratipâdanaô sûtra-kåtâ parârtham anumânam uktam;
[4] NAV.29: ata evâcâryasya na tal-lakšaòâdi-svarûpa-kathane ’pi mahânâdaraÿ.
Additionally, in some cases (e.g. on NA.8), Siddharši does offer at least two
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I have dealt briefly with the style of NA.4 above. The same is even more true for
NA.2 that is closely followed by NA.3 (the most conspicuous similarities underlined):
/2/ prasiddhâni pramâòâni vyavahâraœ ca tat-kåtaÿ /
pramâòa-lakšaòasyôktau jñâyate na prayojanam //
/3/ prasiddhânâô pramâòânâô lakšaòôktau prayojanam /
tad-vyâmoha-nivåttiÿ syâd vyâmûðha-manasâm iha //
83
DHAKY (1995: 43) is so far right that indeed Siddharši nowhere mentions the
author of Nyâyâvatâra by name: ‘As noted in the beginning, Siddharši does not ascribe
the Nyâyâvatâra to Siddhasena Divâkara or to a different Siddhasena or for that matter
to any other author.’ However, he clearly misses the point when he further claims: ‘Nor
does he mention it as a composition of a pûrvâcârya, våddhâcârya, or some
cirantanâcârya. Also, in his verse by verse exposition, he nowhere uses qualificatory
phrases such as œâstrakâra, sûtrakâra, kârikâkâra, âcârya, etc. which may have denoted
a second, an earlier revered personage, as the kârikâs’ author.’
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different interpretations of a kârikâ, or diverges from the contents of NA., e.g. in the
case of NA.4d84.
Thus, we can safely take the date-brackets for the Nyâyâvatâra to be firmly fixed
after 620 C.E. (Dharmakîrti) and Pâtrasvâmin and before c. 800 C.E.
(Haribhadrasûri).85 As for the date of Haribhadrasûri, JACOBI (1926: Introduction)
assigns Haribhadra to c. 750, whereas UPADHYE (1971: xxv) to c. 750–800 C.E. and
DHAKY (1995: 44) to c. 745–785. However, the terminus post quem for Haribhadra
is Arcaþa, since the latter is quoted in Haribhadrasûri’s NPV.9.15–1986. Arcaþa, the
teacher of Dharmottara, can be assigned to c. 730–790 or 720–780.87
Finally, as regards the name of the author of the Nyâyâvatâra, we are indeed in a
quandary. Probably the earliest indication of his name is, as it has been mentioned
above (p. 47), Haribhadrasûri who makes mention of him under the appellation
‘Mahâmati’. The subsequent source from which we learn that NA. was composed
by a Siddhasena is NAVV. of Œântisûri. The author of NA. is explicitly identified
there in at least four places88. In the last reference Œântisûri is even more specific to
give the full name of the author as well: Siddhasenârka89. All other references we
84

Siddhasena emphasises the way of cognising, or ‘[the manner of] grasping [an
object]’, whereas Siddharši takes the expression to refer to the existence and the nature
of the cognoscible. See p. 26 above.
85
Thus, I cannot but side with the opinion already expressed in VAIDYA (1928: xx):
‘The terminus a quo would be the date of Dharmakîrti and the terminus ad quem that of
Haribhadra.’
86
Acc. to STEINKELLNER–MUCH (1995: 119) the original title found to the colophon
is Nyâya-praveœa-þîkâ œišya-hitâ.
87
See: STEINKELLNER–MUCH (1995: 64) and FRAUWALLNER (1961: 148).
88
[1] NAVV.36§ 7 (p. 95.8): œrîsiddhasena-ghaþita-sphuþa-gîÿœalâkâô œuddhâm
avâpya vimalaô vihitaô mayÎtat // , [2] NAVV.21.§ 2 (p. 78.9–10): evaô-rûpasya
vadhaÿ tyâgaÿ siddhasenârkasyêty arthaÿ., [3] NAVV.53.§ 2 (p. 107.18):
siddhasenasya sûtra-kartuÿ…, [4] NAVV.1.§ 11 (p. 13.14–15): tat kiô svâtantryeòa?
na ity âha—siddhasenârka-sûtritam iti. siddhasena eva jagaj-jantu-mano-mohasaôtatitâm asîtamaÿ samûhâpoha-kâritvât arka iva arkaÿ, tena sûtritam.
89
Indeed, Œântisûri speaks of Siddhasenârka, not of Siddhasena Divâkara, as
UPADHYE (1971: xxiv) would have it: ‘iii) … The earliest author, as far as I know, who
specifies the name of Siddhasena Divâkara as the author of the Nyâyâvatâra is Œântisûri
of the 11th century A.D. or so.’ Nevertheless, I would side with UPADHYE in asserting
that ‘Arka’ is just another name for ‘Divâkara’. Thus, I see absolutely no justification
for the contention of DHAKY (1995: 49, n. 9), who—commenting on the clause:
siddhasena eva jagaj-jantu-mano-moha-saôtati-tâmasîtamaÿ-samûhâpoha-kâritvât
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encounter in the Jaina literature of this period are to Siddhasena Divâkara as the
author of other works, but none to him as the author of NA.90 In view of the extant
evidence, the opinion of MUKTHAR (1948)91 still holds good that the author of the
Nyâyâvatâra is apparently different from the author of the Sanmati-tarka-prakaraòa
and from the author of the twenty-one dvâtriôœikâs ascribed to Siddhasena
Divâkara. Strangely enough, the available colophons of NA. and NAV. contain no
reference to the name of the author of NA. Since even the point is not clear whether
the author of NA. was a Siddhasena, not to mention the problem of deciding which
Siddhasena he could have been,92 I would—for the sake of convenience—suggest to
tentatively call the author of the Nyâyâvatâra Siddhasena Mahâmati, after the
specific identification of Haribhadrasûri.

arka iva arkaÿ, tena sûtritam—maintains that ‘“Arka” here is not in the sense of
“Divâkara” but “essence”.’ Clearly, arka here is an epithet of Siddhasena, who is
compared to the sun (arka iva; arka=divâ-kara), and by him (tena) the idea discussed
before is composed in a sûtra form (sûtritam). If we took arka as DHAKY would like it,
the whole clause could hardly be construable.
90
Cf., e.g. [1] UPADHYE (1971: xiii): ‘Haribhadra is one of the earlier authors to
mention Siddhasena Divâkara and his Sanmati. First, he calls him Œrutakevalin; and
secondly, he tells us that his name was Divâkara (p. *1). Then he has a pun on the name
that he was like Divâkara, sun, to the darkness of Duÿšama-kâla.’ [2] UPADHYE (1971:
xvii): ‘…Pûjyapâda …quotes Siddhasena’s Stuti III.16 in his Sarvârthasiddhi (II.10;
VII.13).’ [3] H. R. Kâpadîâ (AJP., ‘Introduction’, Vol. II, pp. 98 ff.): ‘Haribhadra refers
to Siddhasena in his Sammaipayaraòa, in his Anekântajayapatâkâ as well as in his
Paôcavatthuya (vv.1047–8), calling him Suyakevali. Jinadâsagaòi (c. 676 A.D.) refers
to him thrice in his Niœîhavisehacuòòî.’ [4] DAVE (1962): ‘So Siddhasena is earlier than
Mallavâdi and the tradition puts him as a contemporary of Vikramâditya who flourished
in 57 B.C.’ [according to UPADHYE (1971:*53)] and ‘Akalaóka and Vidyânanda quote
the Sanmati.’ [according to UPADHYE (1971:*59)].
91
‘The following points are clear: (1) The Dvâ.s were not composed in the present
order; (2) they are not of one and the same Siddhasena; (3) the Nyâyâvatâra is one of
them; (4)… No indisputable evidence is brought forth for the common authorship of the
Dvâ.s, Nyâyâvatâra and Sanmati. … There were thus three clear and distinct
Siddhasenas: (1) the author of Sanmati; (2) the author of Nyâyâvatâra; (3) and another,
the author of some Dvâ.s.’ [according to UPADHYE (1971:*28)].
92
It is not established that Arka was indeed used by Œântisûri as a synonym of
Divâkara.
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The Mârkaòðeya-Episode in the Sanskrit Epics and Purâòas
HORST BRINKHAUS

Whenever the Åši Mârkaòðeya is mentioned in epic and Purâòic literature, it is his
particular longevity which is regularly emphasised. Thus he is usually characterised
as dîrghâyus, bahu-varša-sahasrâyus and similar; and in the MBh it is even pointed
out that nobody else lives longer than Mârkaòðeya except the god Brahmâ.1 Thus
Mârkaòðeya was consulted as the only human being who could, as an eye-witness,
report on the complete development of mankind and even on total cosmological
processes in the sense of the prabhavâpyaya, i.e. the cyclical genesis and dissolution
of the world. Mârkaòðeya is known as the only human being to have survived a
pralaya process, i.e. the universal destruction by fire and water at the end of a
kalpa; and he is the sole witness of the succeeding period of total cosmic dissolution
during which he experienced a self-revelation of the supreme god.
It is this event which most clearly defines Mârkaòðeya’s role, and his detailed
report on it is known as the ‘Mârkaòðeya episode.’ It is about the development of
this episode, which has been handed down to us in a number of different versions,
that I am now going to present my observations.

1. The Mahâ-bhârata version
The Mahâ-bhârata has devoted to Mârkaòðeya a long passage within the
Âraòyaka-parvan, the Mârkaòðeya-samâsyâ-parvan.2 The Åši presents didactic

1

In MBh 3.180.5 he is called bahu-vatsara-jîvin, in 180.40 bahu-varša-sahasrin
and in 186.2 he is addressed by Yudhišþhira with the words:
nÎke yuga-sahasrântâs tvayâ dåšþvâ mahâ-mune /
na câpîha samaÿ kaœcid âyušâ tava vidyate /
varjayitvâ mahâtmânaô brahmâòaô parame-šþhinam // .
2
As a whole it comprises MBh 3.180–221, but in the present connection only the
first part, i.e. adhyâyas 180–189, is of particular interest.
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 59–70.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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instructions there about quite a wide range of themes; among them are general
topics such as questions of karman causality or of the greatness of Brahmins. More
specifically, and with a hint at his longevity, he is requested to talk about the history
of mankind and also about cosmological processes.
With regard to the anthropological question, Mârkaòðeya reports that originally
human beings were holy and even comparable to Brahmâ, but later lust and anger
crept in, men were deserted by the gods and thus they degenerated and started to
perpetrate evils (181.11–20). The legend of the Deluge, which is presented by
Mârkaòðeya, not immediately, but soon afterwards (adhyâya 185), and in which it is
reported that almost all creatures were drowned, seems to be introduced as being a
consequence of that development of mankind, i.e. as a radical method of
regenerating the human race simply by replacing it.
Concerning the cosmological processes, Mârkaòðeya explains the yuga and kalpa
system as a part of the wider prabhavâpyaya theory (186.17–55 and 188.5–84). Out
of his own experience Mârkaòðeya can give an account of the course of a pralaya in
which the whole world was burnt and afterwards inundated, resulting in a sole
primeval ocean (ekâròava), mythologically regarded as the beginning of a ‘night of
Brahmâ’ (186.56–76). During this period of dissolution Mârkaòðeya had once
experienced a theophany in which a divine child revealed himself as the supreme
god (186.77–187.55).
As far as the theological aspect of the whole passage is concerned, it falls into two
main parts.
In the first part, where Mârkaòðeya reports on the development of mankind as
well as on the pralaya process, he does this with a clear and exclusive attachment to
the god Brahmâ. Mârkaòðeya is described as a devotee of Brahmâ, who is explicitly
defined here as the supreme deity. 3
In the subsequent part, by distinction it is Nârâyaòa who reveals himself as the
highest god and ruler of all cosmic events (186.77–187.55). Here the episode runs as
follows:
After the pralaya Mârkaòðeya is fearfully drifting about in the empty
primeval ocean, until he finally discovers a child with a œrî-vatsa on
his breast. The child swallows Mârkaòðeya and shows him the whole
world in his belly. Mârkaòðeya emerges through his mouth again, and
3

Esp. in MBh 3.186.2–23 Brahmâ is constantly named as the supreme god
(parame-šþhin, loka-guru, sarva-loka-pitâ-maha, svayaô-bhû, sarva-bhûtêœa) and
patron of Mârkaòðeya, and in the pralaya report (186.56–76) it is solely Brahmâ who is
involved in the cosmic event and finally retires to rest.
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this time the divine child grants him an ample self-revelation. He
declares himself to be Puruša-Nârâyaòa, unknown even to the gods,
though identical with Višòu, Brahmâ, Indra, etc. As Œeša he supports
the world, as Varâha he lifts the earth from the bottom of the ocean,
and as the horse-headed ocean-fire he destroys the world. In a plain
allusion to the Bhagavad-gîtâ4 an identification with Vâsudeva-Kåšòa
is at least hinted at. After that the god again emphasises his identity
with Brahmâ as one of his manifestations in which he sleeps during the
phase of dissolution and will afterwards create the world anew.
After concluding his report Mârkaòðeya declares to his audience, the Mahâbhârata heroes, that it was Janârdana who had revealed himself at that time and that
he is now living among them as Govinda.
The fact that Nârâyaòa appears as a child in this self-presentation is not explained.
J. W. LAINE, however, seems to be right in postulating a particular ‘charm’ in this
‘juxtaposition of the images of the seemingly helpless child and almighty God.’5
There is no hint whatsoever in the text that the child should be regarded here as a
symbol for divine play with the universe (lîlâ). This is indirectly confirmed by the
fact that immediately after his report Mârkaòðeya speaks of a sort of divine play
which now refers to Nârâyaòa’s activities on earth as Kåšòa. This observation
corresponds exactly to the results of a study by Bettina BÄUMER to be found in the
first part of her dissertation on the term lîlâ particularly in epic Sanskrit literature. 6

2. The Brahma-purâòa version
The second version of the Mârkaòðeya episode in the Brahma-purâòa is almost a
copy of that in the Mahâ-bhârata.7 Nevertheless there are characteristic differences.
In particular, the pralaya report of this version has been adjusted to the subsequent
4

MBh 187.26 = BhG 4.7 (the famous verse yadâ yadâ hi dharmasya glânir …, etc.).
LAINE (1989: 263).
6
BÄUMER (1969: 53): ‘Die Verbindung von lîlâ mit der Schöpfungsvorstellung
scheint, was die višòuitischen Quellen betrifft, sekundär zu sein: zuerst sind es die Taten
Višòus als avatâra und die Tatsache seines gnädigen Herabsteigens, die als sein Spiel
empfunden werden.’
7
BrP 52.4–56.57 agrees largely with MBh 3.186.60–187.47; for a concordance of
the two versions see BrP (1987: 816).
5
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text: on the one hand, the Brahmâ of the Mahâ-bhârata version has been explicitly
replaced here by Višòu, though by name only and not otherwise,8 and an advance
notice of the theophany subsequently to be narrated has been interpolated (52.11–
15b). On the other hand, the designation purušêœa for the god as well as for the figtree in this interpolation points to a Œaiva background and thus already refers to a
Œaiva addition at the end of the whole episode, where Hari (Višòu) is explicitly
identified with Îœvara (Œiva) and the story is related to a Œiva-lióga with the name of
‘Mârkaòðeyêœvara’ in order to bestow on it its specific salutary significance (56.63–
72). In fact, these two sectarian innovations may even be presumed to represent two
different redactional stages of development for this passage of the Brahma-purâòa.
In the report on the theophany, the Supreme Person (purušôttama), who appears
as a child to Mârkaòðeya and only relatively late in the passage calls himself
Nârâyaòa,9 is again identified with Višòu,10 but this time also explicitly with Kåšòa
(53.31), whereas he is clearly distinguished from Brahmâ who is said not to
understand the true nature of the supreme god. 11
The contrast between the divine child and the old Brahmin Mârkaòðeya is
expressly emphasised by the insertion of a small scene (53.19–24).
Here the divine child calls Mârkaòðeya a tired boy12, on top of that
using his name, which again is improper according to Dharma-œâstra
rules. Mârkaòðeya promptly reacts to this impoliteness with an
outburst of anger; but this is simply ignored by the child.

8

The MBh œloka 3.186.76:
tatas taô mârutaô ghoraô s v a y a ô - b h û r manu-jâdhipa /
âdi-padmâlayo devaÿ pîtvâ svapiti bhârata //
appears in BrP 53.12c-13b as
tatas taô mârutaô ghoraô s a v i š ò u r muni-sattamâÿ /
âdi-padmâlayo devaÿ pîtvâ svapiti bho dvijâÿ // .
9
In BrP 56.48cd: ahaô nârâyaòo nâma œaókha-cakra-gadâ-dharaÿ // .
10
BrP 54.23 is more important in this respect than BrP 56.14, which is taken from
MBh 3.187.5 and where the god identifies himself with several gods like Višòu,
Brahmâ, Indra, etc.
11
In Mârkaòðeya’s hymn to the supreme god (BrP 55.11–35), he says in 55.32c-33a:
yat te rûpaô paraô deva kûþa-stham acalaô dhruvam //
brahmâdyâs tan na jânanti …
12
vatsa œrânto ’si bâlas tvam (53.19a).
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Finally, the question why Nârâyaòa appears before Mârkaòðeya in the shape of a
child, is explicitly raised by Mârkaòðeya in this version,13 but in the text that
follows there is no answer whatsoever to this question. In any case, there is again in
the whole passage not the slightest allusion to play with the world by the divine
child in the sense of lîlâ.

3. The version of the Hari-vaôœa, Matsya-purâòa and Padma-purâòa
The third version of the Mârkaòðeya episode belongs to a longer parallel passage
which is shared by three different works, the Hari-vaôœa, the Matsya-purâòa and
the Padma-purâòa.14 These three passages correspond to each other to such an
extent that we can confidently count them as slightly different variants of one single
text version.
Shortly before the Mârkaòðeya episode of this version the parallel passage
contains another pralaya account,15 but this time it is completely separated from
Mârkaòðeya: he is not the narrator here nor is there any explicit link to Mârkaòðeya
in the text, but instead it is even stated at the end of the passage that there is nobody
in the world who has seen, who can tell or who knows about the pralaya process
with the single exception of the highest god. 16
Thus, the Mârkaòðeya episode here comprises the mere report of his experience of
the divine self-revelation during the cosmic dissolution. Mârkaòðeya twice
addresses the mysterious person whom he meets alone in the ocean. The god
appears before him in two different shapes: first as the sleeping ‘Primeval Person’
(âdi-puruša) and afterwards as a sleeping child. In order to remove his perplexity
the Puruša first shows him the whole world in his own belly and afterwards the
divine child grants him a long oral self-revelation. Right from the beginning the god

13

BrP 56.6ab: iha bhûtvâ œiœuÿ sâkšât kiô bhavân avatišþhate / .
The first part of the HV passage (Appendix I.41, lines 1–574), has a parallel in
MtsP 164–171 and in PdP 5.36–37. The Mârkaòðeya episode comprises lines 184–303
of the HV App. I.41, corresponding to MtsP 167.13–67 and PdP 5.36.88c-143.
15
HV App. I.41, lines 96–151, corresponding to MtsP 165.19–166.21 and PdP
5.36.46–73.
16
HV App. I.41, lines 156–157 (corresponding to MtsP 166.23c-f and PdP 5.36.75):
na drašþâ nÎva vaditâ na jñâtâ nÎva pârœvataÿ /
na sma vijñâyate kaœcid åte taô devam uttamam // .
14
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introduces himself as Nârâyaòa-Brahmâ,17 and during his long speech he describes
himself as having many other different manifestations and functions as creator and
destroyer of all beings, pradhâna and puruša, and so on. In spite of echoes of the
Bhagavad-gîtâ18 there is neither an explicit identification with Vâsudeva-Kåšòa nor
otherwise with Višòu.
The idea of the shape of a divine child is taken up and pointedly used here in two
different ways.
On the one hand, we find the same impolite addressing of the old man by the child
and the same angry reaction by Mârkaòðeya as we have seen in the BrP version, but
here this scene is even extended: the divine child again calls the old Brahmin his
exhausted child and claims to be his creator, since in former times it had granted
him to his real father Aógiras as his son.19
On the other hand, this is the only version known to me where the topic of
playfulness seems to be traceable as the motive for the appearance as a child: in the
present version the child is characterised as ‘playing in the primeval ocean’,20 and
the same idea of the solitary playing child is even expressed a second time in the
reading of the MtsP text. 21
Thus, for this version only, D. R. KINSLEY may be right, when he points out that
the idea of playing is meant here as essentially going together with the idea of the
manifestation as a child. 22

4. Mârkaòðeya and the Flood myth
In the three versions of the Mârkaòðeya episode treated so far, the story referred
exclusively to the pralaya process at the end of a kalpa. Apart from this traditional
17

The speech starts with ahaô nârâyaòo brahmâ … (HV App. I.41, line 258 and
parallels).
18
Thus e.g. when the god calls himself the best of different classes of beings and
things: cf. particularly the HV line 261 (aham aindre pade œakra åtûnâm api vatsaraÿ)
with BhG 10.22b (devânâm asmi vâsavaÿ) and 10.35d (åtûnâô kusumâkaraÿ) and the
HV line 263 (bhujaô-gânâm ahaô œešas târkšyo ’haô sarva-pakšiòâm) with BhG
10.29a (anantaœ câsmi nâgânâm) and 10.30d (vainateyaœ ca pakšiòâm).
19
HV App. I.41, lines 232–247, and parallels.
20
HV App. I.41, line 249 (and parallels): ekâròava-gataô krîðantam.
21
MtsP 167.32c: avyagraÿ krîðate.
22
KINSLEY (1979: 3).
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strand, however, there was another variant in which Mârkaòðeya survived the
transition merely from one manv-antara to another.
Excursus: According to a pertinent passage to be found in several Purâòas and
belonging to what W. KIRFEL compiled under the title of Purâòa-pañca-lakšaòa,23
one kalpa comprises 1,000 mahâ-yugas and corresponds at the same time to a
sequence of fourteen manv-antaras (of 71 mahâ-yugas). Particularly in the HV / BrP
version of that parallel passage it is said that the transition from one Manu-era to the
next is bound up with saôhâra and saôbhava24 and that only gods and the Seven
Åšis survive that inundation of the world, whereas at the end of a kalpa all creatures
are consumed by fire and finally are absorbed by Hari-Nârâyaòa.25 Unfortunately,
however, the passage in question does not contain any further details about the
transitional process between the manv-antaras.
Nevertheless in a quite different Purâòic passage, i.e. in the outer frame-story of
the entire MtsP, there is a short account of a cosmological process which could be
taken as intended to fulfil exactly that need.26 In fact this text explicitly combines
the manv-antara transition with the Flood myth, well-known from older sources,27
though it describes the transition along the lines of the pralaya at the end of a kalpa
known, e.g. from the description in the MBh (3.186.56–76) mentioned above. It is
said in the MtsP passage that together with the Vedas and Purâòas only particular
gods, the river(-goddess) Narmadâ, and among human beings solely Manu,
traditionally the main figure of the Flood myth, with the help of his ark, and
expressly now also Mârkaòðeya, survive the catastrophe. Thus the clear distinction
between the pralaya account and the Flood myth, which had been maintained in the
MBh, has been obscured in the MtsP.
As a matter of fact, in the older versions of the myth of the Flood and Manu’s ark,
which are to be found already in the Œata-patha-brâhmaòa and, as was mentioned
above, in the Mârkaòðeya-samâsyâ-parvan of the MBh, there was no trace at all of
the concept of manv-antaras and their transition.28 After, however, the Flood myth
23

KIRFEL (1927), 3. Abschnitt: manv-antara (254–283).
KIRFEL (1927), 272.83cd:
manv-antarešu saôhârâÿ saôhârântešu saôbhavâÿ.
25
KIRFEL (1927) 272.85–88.
26
MtsP 1.12–2.20.
27
A German translation of the MtsP passage together with a collection of further
important versions of the Flood myth is presented in HOHENBERGER (1930: 4–24).
28
The Brâhmaòa version (ŒatBr 1.8.1.1–10) tells only of an unspecified Manu who
once survived the deluge; thus the whole event took place within the life-span of one
24
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had once been conceived in the frame-story of the MtsP as a transition from one
manv-antara to the next and also Mârkaòðeya had explicitly been mentioned in that
context, the story was taken up and finally narrated at greater length by Kšemendra
in his Daœâvatâra-carita.29 The tale runs there as follows.
Manu is warned by Višòu in the shape of a fish that yuga-saôkšaya
has already started and the kalpa will end soon (30–31), and in order to
survive the coming pralaya catastrophe he is advised to construct an
ark. Then there is given a proper pralaya account, including the
universal conflagration by the saôvartaka fire which is finally
extinguished by the flood (34–39); yet Manu’s ark wondrously
remains intact and is safely drawn by the fish over the ocean.
By that time Mârkaòðeya awakens from deep meditation and wonders
where the world has gone. He is dragged away by the flood, meets
Manu’s ark, but cannot get hold of it and again drifts about in the
water. Finally he sees a dark-skinned boy, but immediately is
swallowed by the child and finds the whole world in his belly. Later on
Mârkaòðeya is set free through the child’s mouth, and now he sees
Brahmâ sitting on a lotus which has grown out of Višòu’s navel,
getting ready for the next creation of the world.
Though there is no longer any mention of the transition between manv-antaras in
this version, most of the other elements which were present in the short version of
the MtsP frame-story are again combined here: there is the blending of the Flood
myth with the pralaya concept, this time clearly and exclusively referring to the end
of a kalpa, and there is again the involvement of Mârkaòðeya in this scene. The
Mârkaòðeya episode, however, which is obviously taken up from the older tradition
introduced before, appears here considerably reduced to only the first part, since the
second confrontation between Mârkaòðeya and the divine child is omitted in this
version and thus there is no longer any self-revelation of the god. Evidently the
theological interest which seems to have been central in the older versions of that

and the same person: there was no transition from one Manu to another as different
rulers of their respective eras which is the basic idea of the manv-antara concept. The
version of the MBh (3.185) resembles the Vedic version, though Manu is here already
called vaivasvata, but again there is no mention of a second Manu. Again it is only this
Manu who with the help of an ark and together only with the Seven Åšis survives the
destruction of the worlds by inundation, ‘the washing entirely away of the worlds’
(saôprakšâlana … lokânâm, 3.185.29).
29
DAC 1.18–59 (ed. 1891), German translation in HOHENBERGER (1930: 20–24).
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episode has lost its importance in the meantime, and other aspects inspired the later
author nevertheless to repeat the story. Thus, in the present version there was
probably more interest in the narrative effect of a further actor illustrating the
painful circumstances of the catastrophe: Mârkaòðeya’s desperate efforts to get hold
of the ark from outside until he gets water into his nose and finally has to give up his
endeavours are told here in considerable detail and in quite a vivid and realistic style.
5. The version of the Bhâgavata-purâòa
The same shortening of the Mârkaòðeya episode mentioned for Kšemendra’s
Daœâvatâra-carita is to be found again in another Purâòic version, that of the
Bhâgavata-purâòa. However, before I go deeper into this, I should like to say a
word about the specific view of the events of the Flood in relation to the pralaya
process presented in this Purâòa. Both are described in quite different passages in
the Purâòa,30 but still they belong to one and the same systematic conception:
together they are said to form a scheme of two pralaya stages which are
terminologically distinguished as naimittika−° and prâkåtika-pralaya, the former of
which takes place at the end of a kalpa, or ‘Day of Brahmâ’, whereas the latter
denotes the end of a para, i.e. of Brahmâ’s full life-time (12.4.3–6). A detailed
account of a naimittika-pralaya is presented in 8.24, and this process is described
there in the sense of the Flood myth, i.e. as a mere inundation without any
conflagration and inclusive of the motif of an ark in which king Satyavrata,
explicitly said to be reborn in the present manv-antara as Manu Vaivasvata,
survives the catastrophe. A description of the second and much more radical
pralaya type is to be found immediately after the systematic treatment of the two in
12.4.7–22. This presentation of the prâkåtika-pralaya now follows exactly the lines
of the older pralaya accounts previously conceived for the end of a kalpa.
Shortly after that pralaya treatise and obviously as a supplement to it, a sceptical
question is raised by Œaunaka as to how to rate the old rumour that Mârkaòðeya
claims to have passed through a pralaya process and to have witnessed a selfrevelation of the supreme god during the period of dissolution (12.8.1–5). As a reply
the Sûta starts to narrate Mârkaòðeya’s biography. During the first six manv-antaras
he lived as an ascetic and as a devotee of Višòu-Nârâyaòa. Finally in the seventh,
i.e. the present manv-antara, Hari in his double incarnation as Nârâyaòa and Nara
30

The Flood myth is included in skandha 8 and the pralaya account in the
concluding skandha 12.
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paid him a visit in his âœrama and granted him as a favour an insight into the višòumâyâ (12.8.6–9.9). Soon after that Mârkaòðeya, while meditating at his âœrama, had
the following vision:
A heavy rain inundates the earth and finally the whole universe.
Mârkaòðeya floats about for huge periods of time, until he detects a
child in the ocean. While curiously approaching, he is immediately
drawn into the belly of the child, observes the whole world therein,
and comes out again. After that he finds himself again sitting in his
âœrama (12.9.10–34).
Thereafter the text narrates that Œiva was impressed by Mârkaòðeya’s deep
devotion to Nârâyaòa and he granted him a lifetime and fame up to the end of the
kalpa (12.10).
This rendering of a part of the old Mârkaòðeya episode is more to be judged as a
rejection than as an adoption. Mârkaòðeya’s experience of a pralaya process is
reduced here to a mere vision, a daydream. Already from the specification of his
life-span within one kalpa it is clear that he cannot have passed through a pralaya in
reality, and Mârkaòðeya’s vision is explicitly reported for the present manv-antara,
i.e. the middle period of the present kalpa. Another change, however, namely that
the pralaya process in Mârkaòðeya’s vision corresponds to a mere deluge without
any conflagration, follows logically in this work, in accordance with its specific
view of a naimittika-pralaya. Finally, the theological message of the Mârkaòðeya
episode is once again cut down: Mârkaòðeya gets the demonstration that the world
is maintained in the body of Višòu-Nârâyaòa, but the whole self-explanation of the
divine child is left out.
The conclusion of the story, in which Œiva comes into the picture, may perhaps
have been stimulated as a reaction against the inclusivistic attempt of the Brahmapurâòa to postulate the Mârkaòðeya episode as a sanctification story for a Œivalióga called mârkaòðeyêœvara. In any case, here in the Bhâgavata-purâòa Œiva
explicitly supports Mârkaòðeya as an eminent devotee of Nârâyaòa.
6. Two versions within the Skanda-purâòa
Within the voluminous collection of disparate Mâhâtmya and other texts that goes
under the title of Skanda-purâòa,31 to my knowledge, there are two quite different
versions of the Mârkaòðeya episode presented in two separate passages. One is to be
31

Cf. ROCHER (1986: 228–229).
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found in the Purušôttama-kšetra-mâhâtmya of the Vaišòava-khaòða (2.2) and the
other in the Revâ-khaòða of the Âvantya-khaòða (5.3).32
In the first version (in 2.2.3) it is related how Mârkaòðeya, who is called ‘sevenkalpas old’ (sapta-kalpâyuÿ, v. 3), is floating about in the ‘ocean of dissolution’
(pralayâròave, v. 4), until he meets Nârâyaòa-Višòu-Govinda in the shape of a
child, who shows him the whole world in his belly. Again afterwards there is no
self-revelation of the supreme god, and the story ends with the prophecy that
Mârkaòðeya after the new creation of the world will stay in the Purušôttama-kšetra,
as a devotee of Œiva, who is identified with Nârâyaòa. Though it is not explicitly
stated in the text, the story seems to be meant to take place during the universal
dissolution at the end of a kalpa.
In the second version (in 5.3.12–19), however, we at first get the impression that a
Flood legend is again being told, though instead of the divine fish and Manu, the
river-goddess Narmadâ33 is named here who offers to rescue pious Œaivas from
being killed by the coming flood. One of these Œaivas is our Mârkaòðeya, who
informs the other sages that the Narmadâ was born 21 kalpas back and that he
himself has witnessed her for the last seven kalpas (13.40–47). Afterwards
Mârkaòðeya is said to be separately saved by the Narmadâ goddess: she appears to
him in the shape of a cow, and Mârkaòðeya, holding her tail, is drawn by her over
the flood as Manu’s ark previously was drawn by the divine fish. The description of
the catastrophe, however, again shows many details which have definitely been
taken over from older pralaya accounts. The process of a conflagration is again
narrated at length (adhyâya 17) and this is finally extinguished by an inundation.
Thus again a dissolution at the end of a kalpa seems to be meant, here combined
with the Flood myth. This relatively free rendering of the Mârkaòðeya episode
confirms once again that the originally clear difference between these two types of
universal calamities had fallen into total oblivion in later times.

32

I was made aware of these two versions by an article of SÛRYA KÂNTA (1949:
301–329). This article mainly contains a paraphrase of the two passages which,
however, are both assigned to the Purušôttama-mâhâtmya. In the SkP edition at my
disposal the two passages are 2.2.3 and 5.3.12–19.
33
As was said above, the river[-goddess] Narmadâ had already been mentioned in
the version of the Flood myth within the frame-story of the MtsP.
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The structure of the Mokša-dharma-parvan of the Mahâ-bhârata
JOHN BROCKINGTON
Over the years Western scholars have put forward very different views about the
nature of the Œânti-parvan, from Dahlmann’s view that narrative and didactic
elements were deliberately combined in an essentially unitary work to HOPKINS’s
categorisation of it as ‘pseudo-epic’, where however the dismissive implications of
that term must be balanced by his extensive study of epic philosophy. Within the
Œânti-parvan, the longest part and the one generally seen as most characteristic is
the Mokša-dharma-parvan.1 There is probably a broad chronological progression
from the Râja-dharma-parvan (12.1–128) through the Âpad-dharma-parvan
(12.129–167) to the Mokša-dharma-parvan (12.168–353) but this need mean
nothing more than that accretions were normally at the end of the then existing
material. Certainly, each passage must be examined individually, since the material
is often only loosely integrated into these major units. Indeed, occasionally the
exceptional length of an adhyâya indicates that it has been incorporated at a late
stage, after the division into adhyâyas was already established; examples in the
Mokša-dharma-parvan are the Bali-vâsava-saôvâda and the Œrî-vâsava-saôvâda
(12.220 and 221), the Sulabhâ-janaka-saôvâda (12.308) and the Yâvakâdhyâya
(12.309, which also shows a late metrical pattern with its continuous iambic
anušþubh or pramâòikâ in verses 32–69).
As HOPKINS long ago noted about the Mahâ-bhârata, ‘its didactic parts
recapitulate the later Upanishads; and it shows acquaintance with a much larger
number of Vedic schools than were recognised even at a late date. Its philosophical
sections … reflect varied schools and contradictory systems some of which are as
late as our era.’2 It is also wise to bear in mind HOPKINS’s further point: ‘No one has
ever denied that there are early legends found in the late parts of the epic; but the
1

The first draft of this paper was written before I learnt from James FITZGERALD (at
the second Dubrovnik International Conference on the Sanskrit Epics and Purâòas,
9–14 August 1999) about his doctoral thesis. I am most grateful to him for then sending
me a copy of much of it; I have taken advantage of it to add certain points and to include
reference to his work on others.
2
HOPKINS (1901: 363).
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 71–83.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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fact that this or that legend repeated in the pseudo-epic is found in other literature,
no matter how old, does nothing toward proving either the antiquity of the book as a
whole, which is just what the “synthetic” method contends for, or the antiquity of
the epic form of the legend.’ 3
The usual description of this material as ‘encyclopaedic’ carries the implications that
the only ordering principle is arbitrary and that the main aim is comprehensiveness;
indeed, its framework of Bhîšma’s replies to Yudhišþhira’s questions introducing the
teachings of other individual sages suggests its episodic nature.4 Indeed, as
FITZGERALD notes, one of Yudhišþhira’s own questions recognises as much, referring
to Bhîšma’s instruction as comprising ‘many accounts of different sorts pertaining to
diverse things’ (nânâœrayâœ ca bahava itihâsâÿ påthag-vidhâÿ, 12.189.1cd), and,
although all except five of the 63 units of the Mokša-dharma-parvan are introduced by
a question from Yudhišþhira, these questions do not constitute an overall framework
but are simply a convenient lead-in to that specific text.5 Nevertheless, other views
have been expressed by both Indian and Western scholars. I therefore plan to look in
broad terms at some themes and patterns in the Mokša-dharma-parvan and to assess
how far it is just a random collection and how far its growth conforms to a definite
purpose or reveals a clear structure.
ZAEHNER, for example, argued for a progression, stating that ‘The scheme of the
twelfth book of the Mahâbhârata resembles that of the Bhagavad-gîtâ in that its
descriptions of liberation become increasingly theistic as the book moves towards
its close.’6 In so far as he regards the Nârâyaòîya as its climax, such a view might
possibly be justified, but in reality the final passage of the Mokša-dharma is the
Uñcha-våtty-upâkhyâna. However, in another article published in the same year,
ZAEHNER was less inclined to see the Mokša-dharma as a unity: ‘In the Epic rather
more than half of the huge twelfth book is devoted to the subject of liberation, but
much of it is inconsistent and confused because the subject always tends to get
3

HOPKINS (1901: 381).
V. M. Bedekar has expressed this view very clearly in the introduction to the
Œânti-parvan when he says, ‘These teachings can, by no means, be said to constitute any
consistent, homogeneous system. … Indeed, these teachings are, often, basically
unconnected and disparate with one another’ (Mahâ-bhârata 1966: CCXXXII).
5
FITZGERALD (1980: 170, 281, 293 and 295).
6
ZAEHNER (1963a: 302). Earlier in this article he suggests that ‘it is surely
reasonable to suppose that whoever was responsible for the final redaction of the Gîtâ
did not mix his ingredients pell-mell and in any old order, but rather arranged them in an
order of increasing significance, culminating in what is stated to be the most hidden,
secret, or mysterious doctrine of all’ (p. 296).
4
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mixed up with cosmogony, so inextricably interconnected are the macrocosm and
the microcosm in Hindu thought.’ 7
As a broad initial generalisation, it might be said that among the main themes of
the Mokša-dharma-parvan are versions of both Sâôkhya and Yoga, while both its
title and the major part of its contents suggest that its primary theme is that of
release from saôsâra.8 Descriptions of Sâôkhya and of Yoga are indeed frequent
and a regular feature of the Yoga passages is a strong emphasis on discipline and
meditation.9 While the classical schools distinguish fairly clearly between Sâôkhya
and Yoga, this is not necessarily true in the epic and the Mokša-dharma contains
several assertions of their essential identity, although Sâôkhya is typically anîœvara,
unlike Yoga. Several teachers propound some form of Sâôkhya, of whom some can
be traced back to the older Upanišads and many also appear later in the Purâòas,
but the doctrines attributed to them vary and are not necessarily specific to
Sâôkhya. Despite its title, moreover, the Mokša-dharma-parvan contains material
on topics such as the four varòas (e.g. 12.181.1–182.8, 200.31–33 and 285.1–21)
which might appear more appropriate to the Râja-dharma-parvan, although such
passages are usually relatively brief; material on the âœramas (e.g. 12.252–6 and
276) has perhaps greater relevance to mokša. More substantial are the considerable
number of adhyâyas traditionally termed gîtâs and mâhâtmyas, where the content
frequently has little to do with mokša. These often contain appreciable narrative
material and this is properly so for those passages designated upâkhyâna; thus, for
example, the legend of how Uœanas acquired his name Œukra is told at 12.278
(Kâvyôpâkhyâna). However, even those passages termed saôvâda, ‘debate’, with its
suggestion of philosophical discourse, may well contain other material, such as the
myth of Œrî deserting Bali for Indra (12.218) which concludes the first version of the
Bali-vâsava-saôvâda (12.216–218; expanded and separated at 12.221).
After a brief text (the Karmâstikya, 12.174) in which Bhîšma replies to
Yudhišþhira’s question himself, comes the first major block in the Mokša-dharma,
the Bhågu-bharadvâja-saôvâda (12.175–85), of which the first half forms a
discourse on the origins of the world from a basically Sâôkhya perspective; this
seems to show a relatively archaic standpoint with its assignment of the manas to
the highest place, while FRAUWALLNER saw in one adhyâya (12.177) some of the
earliest signs of the realism and interest in natural sciences characteristic of the
7

ZAEHNER (1963b: 220).
On the proportion of the material dealing with mokša directly see FITZGERALD
(1980: especially pp. 238, 246 and 249).
9
I have examined the Sâôkhya and Yoga passages in more detail in BROCKINGTON
(1999) and BROCKINGTON (forthcoming).
8
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Vaiœešika school.10 Although this picture of a relatively early passage near the start
of the Mokša-dharma may well be broadly true, we must also note that there are
short prose passages in the final three adhyâyas of the passage (12.183–185);
OLIVELLE (and earlier Deussen) suggested that the passage on the four âœramas is a
remnant of an old dharma-sûtra,11 which does point to an early date but conversely
the other instances of prose in the Mokša-dharma (12.325 and 329) both occur in
the clearly late Nârâyaòîya, while 12.178 corresponds to 3.203.13–30. The next
adhyâya (Âcâra-vidhi, 12.186) is one of the few dealing with issues of correct
behaviour, âcâra, without any obvious reference to mokša, the others being the
Amåta-prâœika (12.214, also found with slight variants as 13.93) and the Œrî-vâsavasaôvâda (12.221); it has no obvious links forward or back.
An early form of Sâôkhya is found in the Adhyâtma-kathana (12.187, repeated
with some significant variations at 12.239–4112) in which, in the varying usage of
the terms bhâva and guòa, there are traces of a synthesis between ancient
cosmological speculations and yogic theories of evolution; this is the passage which
FRAUWALLNER saw as ‘der epischen Grundtext des Sâôkhya.’13 In addition, as
FRAUWALLNER indicated, besides the apparent archaism of its ideas, the fact that
this text-group is textually so corrupt is another indication of an early date. Here
though, instead of the pre-eminence of the manas, we find the buddhi placed above
the manas in what is presumably a somewhat more developed version of these
concepts than in the Bhågu-bharadvâja-saôvâda (12.175–85); the same is true of
the Manu-båhaspati-saôvâda (12.194–99), where much of the dialogue is
concerned to establish the existence of the kšetra-jña or œarîrin (but which
10

FRAUWALLNER (1953: 288 ff.). After these cosmogonic issues the text then moves
on to a discussion of the basic constitution and functioning of the body, which leads into
a debate on the existence of a jîva, and to statements about the nature of human action
and the behaviour appropriate to each âœrama.
11
See OLIVELLE (1993: 154).
12
Such repetitions tend to reinforce the view that the material has been collected
together without much plan. Another example, mentioned at the end of the previous
paragraph, is 12.214, also found—where it fits better—as 13.93. In other instances,
however, the borrowing is presumably from the Œânti-parvan by another book, as with
MBh.7 App.I.8, which incorporates material both from 12.29 (the Šoðaœa-râjakîya) and
from 12.248–50, the Måtyûtpatti.
13
FRAUWALLNER (1925: 179–80). In the Bombay edition there are three versions of this
passage but its 12.286[5] is lacking in several manuscripts and its readings are given by the
Critical Edition in App.II.1 as variants to 12.187; it also recurs at Båhan-nâradîya-purâòa
44.21–82. It is translated in EDGERTON (1965: 256–60), and analysed by J. A. B. van
BUITENEN (1956: 153–157); the latest study is by PETER BISSCHOP (1999).
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otherwise seems closer to Advaita Vedânta views than any other text of the Mokšadharma).
Following this Sâôkhya passage, the next adhyâya is the Dhyâna-yoga passage
(12.188) on the fourfold Yoga of meditation, which gives one of the fullest
descriptions from the standpoint of suppression (nirodha). There then follows,
however, the Jâpakôpâkhyâna (12.189–93), where, as in some other passages,
different approaches are deliberately contrasted.14 Here the importance of japa, the
murmuring of Vedic verses, and of the jâpaka is stressed; Bhîšma declares that japa
constitutes an independent discipline belonging to the Vedic sacrificial tradition and
differing from Sâôkhya and Yoga; from the concluding laudatory description of the
jâpaka, the passage is obviously intended to meet the challenge of Yoga by
presenting japa as a viable alternative, while at the same time incorporating various
elements associated with Yoga. In this series of adhyâyas, then, we find not a
sequential development but something nearer to a set of contrasts; while it is not
uncommon to find passages on Sâôkhya and on Yoga juxtaposed, the relationship
is as often one of opposition as complementarity.
The Vâršòeyâdhyâtma (12.203–210), although it incorporates elements of an early
form of Sâôkhya, refers instead to Yoga and operates in a basically theistic
framework, the goal of release, of becoming Brahman, being to go to the unborn,
divine Višòu; this theistic framework—which in some ways prefigures Viœišþâdvaita
views—may well however result from later remodelling. The next passage, the
Janaka-pañcaœikha-saôvâda (12.211–212), might be expected to present clearly
Sâôkhya views, mentioning as it does the three teachers often referred to later as
important precursors of the developed Sâôkhya system: Kapila, Âsuri and
Pañcaœikha.15 These three are presented in that order at 211.1–16, where Pañcaœikha
Kâpileya arrives at the court of Janaka of Mithilâ and is described as looking like
Prajâpati Kapila in form, as the first or foremost pupil of Âsuri, and as being born
from Âsuri’s wife, Kapilâ. However, the views attributed to Pañcaœikha here in this
compact text and elsewhere in the Mokša-dharma seem quite different from those that
can be pieced together from the occasional quotations ascribed to him in later texts.
Soon after comes an obvious grouping of texts, at 12.215–221, which share the
theme of the confrontation between Indra and a defeated Asura: the dialogues
between Indra and Prahlâda, Bali, Namuci and again, in an expanded version, Bali,
14

For a detailed study, see BEDEKAR (1963).
Incidentally, several other teachers are cited in various passages as teaching some
form of Sâôkhya, some of whom can be traced back to the older Upanišads, while
many also appear in the later Purâòic literature, but the doctrines attributed to them vary
and are not necessarily specific to Sâôkhya.
15
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with finally (Œrî-vâsava-saôvâda, 12.221) an expanded version of Œrî’s dialogue
with Indra.16 The Asuras, though defeated, do not grieve and are made to propound
a form of fatalistic doctrine: Prahlâda assigns everything to sva-bhâva, Bali to kâla,
and Namuci more generally blames the dhâtå or dhâtås. Subsequently too, in the
Nârada-devala-saôvâda (12.267), the first principle is kâla, which is impelled by
its own inherent nature to create the five elements; this passage lists three psychical
entities, citta, manas and buddhi, and adds a sixth, bala, to the usual five organs of
action, to create a decidedly idiosyncratic scheme. On the other hand, it is less unusual
than is often thought for kâla to be given prominence, for example atikrâmati kâle
’smin at 12.169.1a, almost at the start of the Mokša-dharma, besides Bali’s
discourse to Indra at 12.217. However, as this group of passages illustrates, there is
a trend towards assigning views advocating kâla, sva-bhâva or niyati to Asuras,
although they may still be ascribed to sages (e.g. sva-bhâva to Âjagara at 12.172).
The Œukânupraœna or Vyâsa-œuka-saôvâda (12.224–247) has a supposed unity as
a discourse given by Vyâsa to his son Œuka but it is in fact a very heterogeneous
collection of passages, including for example both the Veda-rahasya (238) and an
account of the Yogin’s direct vision (245) and referring back at its start (224.4) to
the Bhågu-bharadvâja-saôvâda (12.175–85). The first chapter comprises a
cosmogonic text which is perhaps older than the Christian era, according to
HACKER:17 a tract on the divisions of time (224.12–21) precedes one on the qualities
of the yugas (22–27) and one on cosmogony (31–38). FRAUWALLNER identified the
Œukânupraœna as an example of the speculations about the ages and periods of the
world as they emerge from Brahmâ which gave rise to the doctrine of evolution and
which form the second stage of his scheme of the evolution of Sâôkhya. He assigns
this stage to Pañcaœikha, whom he also credits with adding the notion of ahaô-kâra
and standardising the tattvas at 25; however, a major obstacle to his interpretation is
the absence of the term ahaô-kâra from any of the Mahâ-bhârata passages linked
in any way with Pañcaœikha. The main one is the Pañcaœikha-vâkya (12.211–212),
already mentioned, but another brief dialogue attributed to Pañcaœikha (12.307,
Pañcaœikha-janaka-saôvâda) has no obvious relevance to Sâôkhya, although in the
16

On this group of texts see also FITZGERALD (1980: 297–301). A similar theme
occurs at 12.270, the first half of the Våtra-gîtâ (cf. below), which on that basis could
well have been included here. Interestingly, these passages and the story of Maóki
(12.171) seem to be referred to at 12.173.3.
17
HACKER (1961). It is worth noting that this adhyâya is over twice the average
length at 75 verses, whereas the final adhyâyas of the Œukânupraœna (241–247) are
much shorter than average. A modified version of these instructional tracts was
incorporated into the opening adhyâya of the Manu-småti.
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next adhyâya, the Sulabhâ-janaka-saôvâda, Janaka declares that he is Pañcaœikha’s
pupil.
Within the Œukânupraœna there is a marked emphasis on dhâraòâ in 12.228,
which develops an extended metaphor identifying the parts of a warrior’s chariot
with the requirements of Yoga, continues by describing seven dhâraòâs (12.228.13–
15) and concludes with the assertion that he who has passed beyond yogic
domination is released. Again, also within the Œukânupraœna, Vyâsa’s exposition of
Sâôkhya (12.231), which implies that Sâôkhya and Yoga are alternative ways to
attain Brahman, is followed by one of Yoga (12.232), which defines the purpose of
this Yoga discipline as ‘unification of buddhi and manas and of the senses as a
whole’ (2cd).18
A group of passages almost immediately thereafter may well have been placed
together because of their common themes of ahiôsâ and veneration of the cow—
certainly ahiôsâ is not prominent elsewhere in the Mokša-dharma. Thus, the
Tulâdhâra-jâjali-saôvâda (12.253–256) narrates the encounter between a brâhman
ascetic Jâjali and the merchant Tulâdhâra who propounds a critique of farming and
insists on the abandonment of animal sacrifice.19 Similarly the stories of Vicakhnu
(Vicakhnu-gîtâ 12.257) and Satya (12.264, called Yajña-nindâ in many manuscripts)
criticise the violence done to animals in rituals, and the Kapila-go-saôvâda
(12.260–262) opens with the cow—actually the åši Syûmaraœmi—complaining
about the wanton slaughter of her relatives in sacrifice, although basically
Syûmaraœmi defends the system of Vedic sacrifice along traditional lines. Similarly,
in the Satyavad-dyumatsena-saôvâda (12.259) king Dyumatsena and his son
Satyavat debate the morality of executing criminals. However, if these passages are
linked by such common themes, it is less easy to see why among them is found the
Cirakârikôpâkhyâna (12.258), where Cirakârin hesitates for so long over carrying
out his father’s command to execute his mother, seduced by Indra, that his father
has time to repent of his hasty decision. This reads more like a parody of the Râma
Jâmadagnya story than a commendation of ahiôsâ, although Bedekar tries to give it
18

Further on in the Œukânupraœna the elements are listed in ascending order:
indriyas, indriyârthas, manas, buddhi, mahân âtmâ, avyakta, amåta (12.238.3–4); here,
then, buddhi is included in the scheme and is superior to manas, but ahaô-kâra is as yet
absent.
19
Chris CHAPPLE (1996) indeed suggests that the story is theologically inspired by
Jainism, while Ian PROUDFOOT identifies three trends of thought: a movement away
from mere detachment towards benevolent ahiôsâ, the growth in prominence of the cow
as the object of ahiôsâ and sacrifice as the major interest (PROUDFOOT 1987); cf. also
FITZGERALD (1980: 258–62 and 270–5).
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relevance by suggesting that it reflects a new ethics in which the individual must
decide his own course of action in accordance with his conscience. 20
Another way of viewing this group of passages would be as a critique of general
religious practices and ideas, especially those of the brâhmans. This is given some
support by the fact that within it is also included the Kuòðadhârôpâkhyâna
(12.263), telling how a brâhman, frustrated by the lack of attention to his prayers for
wealth from the established gods, invokes a cloud, Kuòðadhâra, as a deity; the satire
on worshippers seeking mundane ends and on the trappings of orthodox religion is
obvious, although the story has been adapted to the overall purpose of the Mokšadharma by making the cloud show genuine concern for his worshipper and so
persuade him to reject the rewards of his penances by impressing on him the
doctrine of supreme desirelessness.21
The so-called Våtra-gîtâ (12.270–1), of which the second part is really a
mâhâtmya of Višòu by Sanatkumâra, includes a discourse by Sanatkumâra on the
colours of the soul, unparalleled in any of the orthodox systems but having obvious
analogies with the Jain doctrine of leœyâs; it is hard, therefore, to see any other
reason for its inclusion than a desire for comprehensiveness (which may similarly
have motivated the inclusion in 12.171 of the story of Maóki, with its Âjîvika
background). However, clearly the passage as a whole is positioned just where it is
because it leads into the narrative of Indra’s slaying of Våtra (Våtra-vadha, 12.272–
3). Another gîtâ, the long Parâœara-gîtâ at 12.279–87, is an interesting exhortation
to pursue mokša within the context of action according to dharma and stresses the
specific duties of the varòas; the similarity of theme to the Bhagavad-gîtâ and
Nârâyaòîya suggests its relative lateness, while its recognition of only three âœramas
(12.286.30) might point to an early date or simply to extreme conservatism.
The main text about the Yoga of heightened consciousness, jñâna-dîpti-yoga, the
Yoga-kathana (12.289, in which the terms yoga and yogin occur particularly
frequently), differentiates sâôkhya-yoga from other kinds of Yoga and states that
Sâôkhya is non-theistic, emphasises knowledge as the only means of salvation, and
relies mainly on accepted teaching as a means of knowledge, whereas Yoga is
theistic, emphasises the power and strength of bodily discipline, and relies mainly
on immediate perception as a means of knowledge. It contrasts this form of Yoga
with the extended account of Sâôkhya given in the next adhyâya (Sâôkhyakathana / Sâôkhya-varòana, 12.290); this and other features suggest that it is fairly
close to Pâtañjala Yoga. In the Sâôkhya-kathana Bhîšma then further elaborates on
20

Mahâ-bhârata (1966: CCXLVII). FITZGERALD’s view is closer to mine: ‘a
deliberate inversion’ (p. 275 n.1).
21
There is a study of this passage by V. M. BEDEKAR (1960).
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the significance of Sâôkhya, which is the highest knowledge on which other views
rely (12.290.103, cf. 95–6), in response to Yudhišþhira’s objection that if mokša
depends on pure knowledge and has no relationship to dharma ‘what could be more
unpleasant?’ (kiô nu duÿkhataraô bhavet, 12.290.79d).
Next, the Vasišþha-karâlajanaka-saôvâda (12.291–6) provides a well integrated
account of Sâôkhya and gives the impression of being a late theistic reshaping of
older material, of which one indicator is the occurrence of the rare technical terms
ekâgratâ and prâòâyâma.22 Another is the mythological framework where Œambhu
creates Hiraòya-garbha and buddhi or mahad bhûta as the first stage, and so on
(291.15–28), termed a scheme of 24 tattvas with Višòu as the 25th. As Fitzgerald
suggests, the last ten units of the Mokša-dharma, from 12.291–6 onwards, ‘all have
a bearing on the problematic issue of defining the relative merits of the life of
renunciation and mokša (nivåtti) and the active life organized in terms of ritual and
social dharma (pravåtti).’23
Cosmological concepts typical of classical Sâôkhya and their mirror image in the
process of dissolution are both found within the Yâjñavalkya-janaka-saôvâda
(12.298–306) but, while the passage as a whole seems relatively structured, the
details of the various schemes differ. Yâjñavalkya follows an exposition of
Sâôkhya with one of Yoga (12.304, which has similarities with 12.232, already
mentioned), in which he views Sâôkhya in terms of knowledge and Yoga in terms
of power and, while regarding them as one, affirms that the eightfold Yoga is found
in the Vedas. The last adhyâya of the passage contains a theistic version of
Sâôkhya, propounding a total of 26 tattvas—the last a supreme being, as
Yâjñavalkya makes clear (12.306.27–55). 24
22

Teun GOUDRIAAN (1992: 140–147 and 155–160) examines this passage and
interestingly suggests (p. 146) on the grounds of inconsistencies between the earlier and later
parts of 12.296 that ‘at least the passage from 294.1 to 296.40 is an interpolation containing
a restatement of the earlier exposition’ and that ‘the positions taken in the latter part (294–
296) seem to indicate a certain development or, perhaps better, a change of emphasis, with
respect to the earlier chapters (291–293).’ The term ekâgratâ occurs only at 12.198.6c and
294.8a and prâòâyâma only at 294.8bc and 304.9bc (cf. BROCKINGTON (1999)).
23
FITZGERALD (1980: 305; cf. more generally pp. 305–339). The pravåtti / nivåtti
opposition is also explored in other texts, including the Amåta-prâœika (12.214), the
Kapila-go-saôvâda (12.260–2) and the Arišþanemi-sagara-saôvâda (12.277).
24
This is then seen in more impersonal terms in Bhîšma’s summary of Yâjñavalkya’s
views at 107cd; cf. also 12.187.37–39, 240.19–21, 296.22–26 and 303.13–18.
Incidentally, this is the only passage apart from 211.1–16 to give any kind of list of
Sâôkhya teachers—a much longer list—but it seems to give the names in a random
order (12.306.56–60).
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The next adhyâya, the Pañcaœikha-janaka-saôvâda (12.307), despite its name,
contains nothing that can be linked to Pañcaœikha or even to Sâôkhya in general; its
purpose seems to be just to introduce the next adhyâya, the very lengthy—and so
probably late—Sulabhâ-janaka-saôvâda, where Janaka declares that he is
Pañcaœikha’s pupil (12.308.24). However, this episode highlights the extent to
which Sâôkhya is oriented towards mokša when Sulabhâ, a female Sâôkhya
teacher, challenges Janaka and enters his mind to test his claims to detachment;
Janaka rather defensively asserts his achieving of vairâgya and then Sulabhâ
embarks on a long and elaborate refutation of his teaching, which goes unanswered
and so by implication her radical asceticism is endorsed.25 This is indeed the
passage in which the tension between pravåtti and nivåtti is most strongly presented.
The story of Vyâsa’s son, Œuka, in the Œuka-carita (12.310–20) also highlights the
ascetic ideal but in narrative form; he is recognised as the ideal renouncer with a
complete knowledge of the absolute, possessing indeed even higher sanctity than his
father. If ZAEHNER’s view that descriptions of liberation become more theistic
towards the end of the Œânti-parvan is valid, one would have expected more sign of
it here, in the passage immediately preceding the Nârâyaòîya, which he regards as
the climax of the Mokša-dharma-parvan. Instead, the main point of interest, apart
from the story itself, is Nârada’s statement in his dialogue with Œuka that there are
seventeen constituents of a human being (12.316.45), an apparently archaic view.
The Nârâyaòîya (12.321–339) is clearly a late part even of the Œânti-parvan and is
probably no earlier than the 3rd century C.E.; its lateness is mainly shown by its
contents but there are other indicators, such as the prose passages already mentioned
and the fact that several of its adhyâyas are exceptionally long.26 Its main purpose is
to expound the Pâñca-râtra system, but in a form that gives much less emphasis to
the vyûha doctrine than the classical school; in its devotional aspect it is close to the
Bhagavad-gîtâ, though not as close doctrinally, where it assigns greater value to

25

Despite being discredited in this way by implication here, Janaka still appears as an
authority in the Œuka-carita, since Vyâsa advises Œuka to go to Mithilâ to learn
everything about mokša from him (12.213.6). Incidentally, the well known line about
Janaka’s detachment—mithilâyâô pradîptâyâô na me dahyati kiôcana—does not occur
here, though found three times in all in the Œânti-parvan (12.17.18cd, 171.56cd and
268.4cd).
26
For a detailed study of the Nârâyaòîya see SCHREINER (1997). Although the
Critical Edition divides the Nârâyaòîya into 19 chapters, since it divides 329 and 330
against the majority of the manuscript evidence, the total should no doubt be 18, in view
of the significance of that number within the Mahâ-bhârata tradition later, though
probably not at the earliest period.
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rites, sacrifices, tapas and yoga.27 However, tapas and yoga are both subordinated
to bhakti, with Nârâyaòa identifying himself as the goal of Yoga proclaimed in
Yoga texts (326.65cd, cf. 335.74c), while the juxtaposition of Sâôkhya and Yoga
has become a commonplace and so, for example, at 327.64–66 the seven mind-born
sons of Brahmâ—Sana, Sanatsujâta, Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatkumâra, Kapila and
Sanâtana—are together described as the foremost knowers of Yoga and knowers of
the Sâôkhya dharma. One of its most distinctive doctrines is the fourfold nature of
the Supreme Being but it gives two series of names, one (Nara, Nârâyaòa, Hari,
Kåšòa) of limited significance but the other (Vâsudeva, Saôkaršaòa, Pradyumna,
Aniruddha) of lasting significance in the Pâñca-râtra system, and it does not clarify
their relationship. The first six chapters emphasise the inaccessibility of the supreme
deity, who cannot be approached by sacrifices or austerities but only by
concentrating one’s thought on him in single-minded devotion, presenting this
around the core story of Nârada’s journey to the Œvetadvîpa. This ekânta, worship
of the One, seems to be summed up in the first six chapters, which form a complex
sequence of emboxed narratives, and the subsequent chapters give the appearance of
being later expansions still on the themes propounded at the beginning and of being
only loosely connected. Equally, the clustering of the term âœcarya within the
Nârâyaòîya may point forward to the Kåšòa story in the Hari-vaôœa, since some of
its manuscripts call that text the Âœcarya-parvan.28
If the Nârâyaòîya were indeed the conclusion of the whole Mokša-dharmaparvan, then the view of it as the climax to which the rest has been building up
would be attractive and perhaps justifiable. In reality the final passage is the Uñchavåtty-upâkhyâna (12.340–353), devoted to extolling the merits of living on the grain
gleaned after harvest, since a brâhman who follows this way of life is described as
having become a great light which was like a second sun, illuminating all the worlds
with his light (350.8–15). This represents a reversion to a more traditional practice
(one alluded to, indeed, in some previous passages, such as 12.264, cf. also 3.254–

27

One other text, the Sarva-bhûtôtpatti at 12.200, presents Pâñca-râtra ideas, with an
allusion to the vyûha theory (12.200.10), in a broader Vaišòava context. This Vaišòava,
and specifically Kåšòa-oriented, outlook is also found in the next few adhyâyas, the Diksvastika at 12.201, the Antar-bhûmi-krîðana at 12.202, and the longer Vâršòeyâdhyâtma
at 12.203–10, already discussed.
28
In the Œânti-parvan the term âœcarya occurs at 12.46.1a, 74.15c, 110.8a, 147.10a,
148.4c(an-), 321.22a, 326.102a, 340.7c, 350.1c[l.v.],3d,4d,5d,7d,8a (âœcaryâòâm
ivâœcaryam), 351.6b and 352.1a. I owe this point to a comment by Horst Brinkhaus.
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247), which FITZGERALD regards as a very late exaltation of brâhman poverty,29
while—from its size if nothing else—the passage cannot easily be explained away
as a mere afterthought or appendix. Indeed, it constitutes perhaps the strongest
argument against a definite structure to the Mokša-dharma.
On the other hand, it is hard to deny that there are several indicators that the
sequence of material in the Mokša-dharma has been planned to a certain extent. At the
lowest, the frequency with which adhyâyas on Sâôkhya and on Yoga are juxtaposed
suggests this. This is probably sufficient to establish the inadequacy of a view which
regards it as simply built up by successive additions, but not to rebut the assumption
that there is a broad chronological progression from beginning to end. It is misguided,
however, to believe that our current degree of understanding of the epic is sufficient to
place all these texts in a neat developmental sequence. More realistically, we should
accept that the available evidence points to a number of separate and tentative
beginnings along several lines of thought and to that extent it is more plausible to see
the Mokša-dharma as less than fully coherent, since it attempts to bring together so
many divergent views. Further analysis of terminology, especially perhaps in the
passages on Sâôkhya and Yoga, should offer clues towards the process and, with
increasing understanding of the textual history of the Mahâ-bhârata, it should become
possible to give greater definition to this process. In the meantime, it is perhaps best to
adopt a cautious attitude towards the issue and to affirm that there are indications of
planning and organisation at various points within the Mokša-dharma-parvan but that
these are not sufficient to establish that it has an overall structure.
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Jarâsaôdha and the magic mango:
causes and consequences in epic and oral tales
MARY BROCKINGTON
The second book of the Mahâ-bhârata tells us that before Yudhišþhira can realise
his ambition of becoming emperor (saôrâþ, a title, incidentally, which Yudhišþhira
has as yet done little to justify) and perform a râja-sûya, he must obtain the homage
of all relevant kings. Before he can do that, eighty-six kings held captive by the
mighty Jarâsaôdha must be freed and their allegiance transferred to the Pâòðavas.
This entails eliminating Jarâsaôdha, the present claimant of the title, who intends to
sacrifice the captive kings to Rudra.1 But before Jarâsaôdha can become a feared
and powerful ruler, he must be born, and that is a problem. His father, Båhadratha,
king of Magadha, is barren.
This shameful situation is remedied in dramatic fashion (2.16–17). The sage
Caòðakauœika, learning of his plight, casts a spell on a mango and gives it to the
king, but Båhadratha gives the fruit to his two wives to share (16.31–35); inevitably,
each queen gives birth to half a boy. The thoughtful author of this episode took care
to prepare his audience for this complication: a few verses earlier (16.16–17) we
were told that the queens were twins, and that Båhadratha had vowed to treat them
equally. The miserable queens allow the half-boys to be exposed, but they are found
by a wandering râkšasî, Jarâ, who picks them up meaning to devour them but
fortuitously joins the pieces, whereupon they fuse and become a lusty child, named
by his delighted father—consequently—Jarâsaôdha, ‘joined by Jarâ’. Caòðakauœika
returns some time later to prophesy the boy’s future greatness, and Jarâsaôdha
grows up to become a particular enemy to Kåšòa and his people and (not
coincidentally) a rival to Yudhišþhira.
This story contains a great many details familiar from later traditional tales:2 birth
to a childless king procured by a mango given by a sage, who later returns; the birth
1

MBh 2.13.63 and 20.8; cf. 20.27. J.A.B. van Buitenen (Sabhâ-parvan (1975: 16–
17)) comments on the ambiguity of the portrayal of Jarâsaôdha, preferring to suppose
that the kings would not actually be slaughtered.
2
The similarity in outline of the birth of Œiœupâla, whose congenitally monstrous
form must be regularised before he can grow up to be an enemy of the Pâòðavas, is also
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 85–94.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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of half-boys, vertically divided, who nonetheless turn out to have a special power;
the threat to sacrifice the hero to a form of Œiva or Kâlî, and the release of captives
threatened with a similar fate (or resuscitation of those who have already been
decapitated). It is not always possible to determine whether the Mahâ-bhârata tale
represents the source from which later motifs were developed, or is in fact a
compendium of such already-existing motifs. In the case of the birth of half-boys,
however, the line of development is relatively clear: it is fundamental to this part of
the plot for Jarâsaôdha to be born in two halves; the birth-story has been contrived,
in an effort to explain the name which strains the Sanskrit construction.3 In a tale
collected by R.C. TEMPLE from a boy at Firozpur in the Punjab, and another
collected by LORIMER–LORIMER in south-west Iran, a single half-boy is born when
his mother eats only half the fruit intended for her, and he goes through life in his
original form, only mildly handicapped in his adventures: as so frequently happens
in the building of a tradition, the logic of the original motif has been lost in favour
of its exploitation as a fairly crude wonder. 4
Caòðakauœika’s mango may very well be the earliest recorded instance of use of
this particular fertility-charm, though it is important to note that it is his spell which
is effective, not just the fruit itself—a refinement which rarely appears in the
modern tales. Mangoes have had erotic associations in Indian literature since at least
the time of Kâlidâsa, who relies on this symbolism when he describes Kâma’s
arrows as mango flowers (Kumâra-saôbhava 2.64, 3.27), and attributes the erotic
behaviour of cuckoos to their having eaten fermented mangoes, in a verse5

striking (MBh 2.40). Since his three eyes and four arms caricature Œiva, and are not
normalised until an encounter with Kåšòa, that episode can similarly be assumed to be
comparatively late.
3
I am grateful to PETER SCHREINER for pointing out to me the awkwardness of
resolving this compound. Modern scholars tend to refer the first element to jarâ, ‘old
age’, and although the idea that Kåšòa’s death from Jarâ’s arrow (MBh 16.5) is revenge
for his part in Jarâsaôdha’s death is seductive from the structural point of view, it is
much more realistic to see the Mausala-parvan Jarâ as a personified Old Age,
equivalent to Kâla, distinct from the Sabhâ-parvan râkšasî. Some of the other
speculative analyses of the name are mentioned by JOHN BROCKINGTON (1999).
4
STEEL–TEMPLE (1881/1894) (in the original the prince is named Adhiâ, ‘half’);
‘Tâling’, LORIMER–LORIMER (1919), is a variant of the Indic form of AT 303 reflected
back towards Europe (see below), in which the mango is replaced by an apple.
5
puôs-kokilaœ cûta-rasâsavena mattaÿ priyâô cumbati râga-håšþaÿ (Åtu-saôhâra
6.14); I am grateful to Dr Karttunen for supplying me with this and similar references at
Kumâra-saôbhava 3.32, Raghu-vaôœa 9.47, and Bhâravi’s Kirâtârjunîya 5.26.
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mentioned by Klaus KARTTUNEN in his paper at the Warsaw conference.6 By the
time of the tales collected in the Kathâ-sarit-sâgara, miraculous conception can be
effected by a number of means—ascetic practices, offerings, and eating various
kinds of special food, including fruit obtained from the gods, without any insistence
that the fruit should be mangoes,7 but the Abbhantara-jâtaka treats a mango’s
supposed power to induce conception as an old wives’ tale, implying that the idea is
far from new: this instance is a trick by Indra to impose upon the credulity of a
queen, and the mango is not effective. 8
This association with fertility persisted to the extent that a Provincial Mughal
painter working at Farrukhabad c. 1760–70 was able to make profuse use of
mangoes—flowers, fruits, and leaves, amongst other erotic symbols—to indicate
that his hero was about to live happily ever after with his fairy bride;9 the
exaggeration to phallic proportions of the characteristic curved point of the mango
fruits leaves little to the viewer’s imagination. The marriage custom of adorning
doorways with mango leaves as a fertility charm, based on the traditional belief that
this tree sprouts fresh green leaves at the birth of a son, and the association with
fertility of the mango stone, seen among the Gadaba and Kond tribes as resembling
human testicles, are reported by S.M. GUPTA (1971: 61–62).10
Oral tales collected during the last two centuries make frequent and increasingly
fantastic use of fruit (predominantly mangoes) as a symbol of fertility or means of
conception: in one, a cut mango branch is planted beside the door of a new-born
baby girl, and only when it blossoms after twelve years may Râja Rasâlu
consummate their union (the flowering symbolising the bride’s puberty, ‘How Raja
Rasâlu played chaupuå with King Sarkap’, TEMPLE (1884–1886: I,50)); in another,
a mango given by Œiva is of sufficient virtue to impregnate even a male (Râvaòa
conceives and bears Sîtâ in a Kannada folk Râmâyaòa sung by an Untouchable,
RAMANUJAN (1991: 35–36)); in a third, a mango borne on a tree under which a king
6

Klaus Karttunen: ‘Sparrows in Love’—The Display and Pairing of Birds in
Sanskrit Literature’ (in the present volume, pp. 199-207), p. 201, n. 9.
7
I am indebted to Lidia Sudyka for this information.
8
SÖHNEN (1991: 71 n.14).
9
An illustration to the romance of Saif ul-Muluk and Badi’ al-Jamal, found in an
album in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS. Pers. b1, fol.15a. The tale is of Persian
origin, and one form is incorporated into the Arabian Nights, but it is also widely current
in a variant form in Sind (LANE (1981); KINCAID (1922); ISLAM (1982: 112, 160)).
10
Cf. the use of the banyan tree as a central instrument of sympathetic magic in the
Vedic puô-savana pregnancy ritual, with the shoot between two fruits being likened to
the male genitals (PARPOLA (1992)).
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has urinated causes the pregnancy of a virgin (urine substituting for semen as
fertilising agent, RAMANUJAN (1987: xxi)); a fourth tale is still told in a village in
Maharashtra to explain a local festival (many generations of worshippers owe their
origin to a couple who ate two mangoes that appeared on Mahâdev’s piòð in the
temple, FELDHAUS (1995: 31)); in a fifth, a murdered woman is transformed into a
mango, from which she is reborn, fully grown (BECK (1987: 166)). Again, it is not
always considered obligatory that the fruit should be a mango: folk tradition from
the Karbi tribes of the far north-east of India preserve several variants where the
magic food which engenders Daœaratha’s sons can be either a mango or an orange
(SINGH–DATTA (1993: 189–190, 202, 204)). In the Bengali tale of King Dalim
(King Pomegranate) it is naturally a pomegranate (with no sage or divinity as
intermediary, DAMANT (1872)); in a Baluchi tale it is a pair of bers (DAMES (1893:
285)) and in the Telugu Palnâðu epic the magically endowed fruit is not further
identified (BLACKBURN (1989: 24)).
A particularly relevant example of conception resulting from eating a mango has a
wandering sage as donor, with the motif usually forming part of a bargain to give up
to the sage one of the children so conceived. (A similar bargain is narrated as early
as the story of Rohita in the Aitareya-brâhmaòa.) The sage then turns out to be
malicious, desiring to achieve spiritual benefit or occult knowledge by sacrificing
the boy to some form of the goddess Kâlî. The boy of course thwarts this scheme
and kills the would-be sacrificer, thereby usurping his position and gaining the
benefit of the sacrifice for himself, and bringing back to life a number of previous
victims.11 Variants of this plot have been collected as complete tales (THOMPSON–
ROBERTS (1960: type TR 1121)), but it also appears as the opening episode of the
distinctive Indic sub-form of a widely-dispersed international tale known as ‘The
Two Brothers’ (AARNE–THOMPSON (1961: type AT 303)), a tale which had its
origins in western Europe, where the heroes were conceived when their mother ate a
magic fish, and the elder boy started his adventures by killing a marauding dragon;12
when it was eventually transmitted to India, for a number of reasons the tale was
modified and a new beginning substituted involving the mango and the malicious
sage.13 The intriguing part of this is that the Indic version then gets reflected back
11

Stories of such malicious sages (usually identified as kâpâlikas) were studied early
in the twentieth century by Emmanuel COSQUIN (1910/1922) and Maurice BLOOMFIELD
(1924).
12
For a detailed study see RANKE (1934).
13
I examine the reasons for the transformation of this tale in MARY BROCKINGTON
(1995a), amplified in MARY BROCKINGTON (1995b). For a detailed conspectus of the
Indic variants see MARY BROCKINGTON (1999). The only representative of the European
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towards Europe, appearing in ever more attenuated form the further towards the
Balkans it is carried; the mango, for instance, appropriately enough becomes a
pomegranate, then an apple. It is noteworthy that several elements of this tale are
prefigured in the Jarâsaôdha story, though they have not at this stage been welded
together to form a variant of the later tale: conception by a mango, given by a sage,
to a barren king; return of the sage at a later date, when the father offers the boy to
the sage (courteous hyperbole in Båhadratha’s case rather than a genuine offer,
though the verb, nyavedayat, 17.10d, has overtones of ritual dedication, and the
sage’s return, curiously, has no narrative function other than to prophesy the boy’s
greatness); and the threat to sacrifice the captive kings to Rudra, but made by
Jarâsaôdha himself, the hero (or hero-analogue), not by the sage, who—from
Jarâsaôdha’s point of view—remains benevolent, despite his name with its Œaiva
overtones. The evidence is not conclusive, but it seems likely that Jarâsaôdha’s
birth-story has exercised a considerable influence over the development of a
substantial body of subsequent oral literature, in South Asia and beyond.
Now it is obvious that the birth of a hero, villain or saint must follow his life and
death, not precede it. (I am talking, of course, in terms of narrative composition.)
There is no point in telling an elaborate birth-story about a child of whom we then
lose sight; a miraculous birth designates future greatness—a greatness which must
at the very least be in the author’s mind, if not already known to the audience. Tales
of birth and youthful exploits, tales of ancestors, have been a fruitful way of
extending a well-received story from the time of the Mahâ-bhârata and Râmâyaòa
down to Star Wars, and they all presuppose the prior existence of the central
narrative. This is all the more obviously true in the case of Jarâsaôdha, where the
birth-story has been devised with the specific object of explaining his name.14 To
form collected in India which I have been able to identify (MAYEDA–BROWN (1974:
533)) nevertheless uses a mango, rather than a fish, as the medium of conception.
14
The text of the Sabhâ-parvan as established by the Critical Edition makes no
reference back to the birth-story, but *passages inserted into 2.22, the account of
Jarâsaôdha’s death, draw attention to the care taken by Bhîma to pull his enemy’s body
apart, splitting it into two pieces, as if in reminiscence of the birth-story (256*, 257*,
258*, App. 8; for 258* cf. Bhâgavata-purâòa 10.72.44–46). Hilda DAVIDSON refers to a
common folk belief, in Germanic tradition at least, that if a giant’s body is severed care
must be taken to prevent the pieces being rejoined (DAVIDSON–FISHER (1979–80: I,136–
137)). If it could be shown that this idea was also prevalent in early Indic tradition, it
would be tempting to speculate that it was that idea, reflected in the MBh *passages and
the BhP, that gave rise to the explanatory story of MBh 2.16–17. Until any such
evidence can be produced, it is safer to assume that these stories of Jârasaôdha being
ripped apart by Bhîma have been developed from the fuller story in MBh 2. The naming
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this end, a cast of unfamiliar characters (Båhadratha,15 Jarâ,16 and Caòðakauœika)
was apparently invented ad hoc.
Besides these reasons of content and composition which identify the passage as
late relative even to the rest of the Jarâsaôdha story, use of the name Båhadratha
probably indicates a date some time subsequent to the death of his namesake, the
last Mauryan ruler of Magadha—a time when the name could safely be used of a
king portrayed as ineffectual and indeed impotent, as well as the father of a
fearsome enemy.17 Stylistically, with its high proportion of similes, the passage is
also identifiably late.
One small detail which may nonetheless be highly significant is the use to
describe Jarâ of the epithet râkšasî kâma-rûpiòî (17.1b), a common formulaic
expression in the Râmâyaòa, but found otherwise in the Mahâ-bhârata only in one
verse (3.268.32b) of the Râmôpâkhyâna, which has evidently borrowed it from the
Râmâyaòa; rakšasâô kâma-rûpiòâm also occurs once (3.11.22d).18 It seems that the
poet was familiar with the diction, if not the content, of the Râma-story, and this
testifies to the general late date of the Jarâsaôdha birth-story. It is also crucial to
bear in mind that, if the poet knew the Râmâyaòa story, so would his audience; their
expectations would have a considerable influence on the way the poet told his story.
Can we assume that they were familiar, not only with the earlier parts of the

of Jarâsaôdha as an incarnation of the Asura Vipracitti (MBh 1.61.4) implies that an
alternative birth-story was current even at the late date of the Âdi-parvan, suggesting the
possibility of an even later date for 2.16–17 (see also 12.326.89, where the Asura is not
named) although Yaroslav VASSILKOV treats these as essentially the same story and
regards the whole Jarâsaôdha episode as modelled on the ancient Indra / Våtra conflict
(1995: 251). The enigmatic reference in 12.5.4cd to Jarâsaôdha’s death at the hands this
time of Karòa, ‘pulled apart where he had been joined by Jarâ’ further complicates the
matter. The birth-story is alluded to outside the MBh at KIRFEL (1927: 551) (‘put
together by Jarâ’, 6B verse 112).
15
Also known as Jarâsaôdha’s father to the author of Hari-vaôœa 80.3 f, although
no birth-story is narrated in the HV.
16
Jarâ simply disappears at the end of the birth-story in the Critical Edition; poets of
later generations expanded her role and transformed her nature in ways quite out of
keeping with the original story (2.185*, 7.156.12–15; see also DANGE 1995).
17
For possible historical references in the Jarâsaôdha episode as a whole, and the
lateness of its language by comparison with the rest of the Sabhâ-parvan, see JOHN
BROCKINGTON (1999). For the persistence in folk narrative of Jarâsaôdha as a demonic
king of Magadha, see Yaroslav VASSILKOV (1998: 145–146).
18
JOHN BROCKINGTON (1985: 87) [repr. 2000: 350].
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Râmâyaòa in books 2–6, but also with the Bâla-kâòða’s story of Râma’s miraculous
birth, which, it should be noted, does not appear in the Râmôpâkhyâna?
There is admittedly no hard evidence to support such an assumption, but let’s just
indulge in a little speculation based upon it, and postulate that the story of
Jarâsaôdha’s birth was composed with the story of Râma’s birth in mind. What
processes would be involved in the adaptation?
At first sight the two stories seem to have more differences than similarities. Why
did the author of this part of the Mahâ-bhârata feel the need to make so many
changes (if indeed he did)? The most basic reason lies in the fundamental difference
in purpose of the two narratives, one composed to glorify a hero, the other to glorify
the enemy of a hero—both heroes by this time being well on the way to being
considered avatâras of Višòu. Râma and his brothers are conceived, appropriately
in view of their status, in the context of a major sacrifice, in an episode reworked
even later to accommodate Višòu’s incarnation as the four brothers. Jarâsaôdha,
enemy of Kåšòa and Yudhišþhira, cannot be identified in this way with Višòu, or
with sincere religious practice. It may be going too far to suggest that the Mahâbhârata author parodies the Râmâyaòa story, but he does appear to invert it. Râma
is born to Daœaratha, a mighty king from the mythical past: Jarâsaôdha is born to
the similarly-named Båhadratha, the defeated last ruler of a historical dynasty.
Conception is procured, not in a splendid year-long public ceremony, but in a
private, domestic encounter without so much as a servant mentioned as witness; the
sage is not the renowned performer of the Râmâyaòa ritual, or the resplendent figure
who rises from its sacrificial flames, but an unknown. The fertility-charm is no
longer the divine mysterious pâyasa, but a single common mango, calculated to
raise a snigger in the audience, especially in the banal circumstances of it suddenly
dropping by chance into Caòðakauœika’s lap, ‘without parrot bites’, as we are
assured with mock solemnity.19 Both kings conscientiously share the charm between
their wives, but whereas Daœaratha’s careful apportionment secures the birth of his
four splendid sons, Båhadratha’s hopes are at first cruelly thwarted; he is not a free
agent but is bound by a vow to his twin wives (not unlike the vow which wrecks
Daœaratha’s hopes of installing Râma as his heir). Instead of four whole sons
comprising varying proportions of Višòu, the inept Båhadratha is presented with two
half-sons, and the creature who restores the situation is a mere wandering, predatory
râkšasî, also created for the purpose, and quick-witted enough to see where her
19

avâtam aœukâ-dašþam ekam âmra-phalam (16.28): either ‘a single, fresh (avâtam)
mango fruit without parrot bites …’ or ‘though there was no wind, a single mango fruit,
without parrot bites …’; van Buitenen takes ekam to mean ‘whole’, and avâtam as
‘without holes’.
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advantage lies. The boy with such an inauspicious birth grows up to be a devotee,
not of Višòu but of Rudra, but does not fulfil Caòðakauœika’s grandiloquent
prophesy that he will ‘behold Rudra, who is Mahâdeva, the Destroyer of the Triple
City, Hara’ (17.19). All in all, the poet who composed the story of Jarâsaôdha’s
birth displays scant piety, an attitude consistent with later parts of both epics, and
which ultimately allowed the development in literature and folk narrative of the
stock figure of the comic or gullible brâhman. Are we justified in speculating that
the Jarâsaôdha birth-story represents a conscious and deliberate reductio ad
absurdum, a parody of the story of Râma’s conception? Reading an oral narrative on
the page, as we do now, inevitably distorts it, robbing it of those nuances of tone,
facial expression and timing by which a skilled performer conveys its meaning; the
actual words are only a part of the total performance, and we should not
underestimate or ignore the role of the performer in evoking the right mood, and
playing his text for laughs when required.
If there is any relationship at all between the two stories, it must be that way round:
the Jarâsaôdha story must in that case have been influenced by the Râmâyaòa, for
assuredly no pious Vaišòava would have chosen to base his version of the birth of his
hero Râma on such a scurrilous, light-weight anecdote. Speculative as my
reconstruction is, and incapable of verification according to objective criteria,
nevertheless I am strongly inclined to believe that a comparison of these two birthstories demonstrates their closeness and reveals much about the aims, constraints and
techniques of one innovative and influential Mahâ-bhârata poet.
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Between Myth and Mystique:
Thematic Spheres Shared by Modern Hindi Poetry
and Polish Avant-garde Poetry
RENATA CZEKALSKA
Hugo FRIEDRICH, while analysing the attitude towards literary tradition and
modernity shared by European poets, stated that a deep interest in all the literatures
and religions of the world goes against the evident breaking away from tradition, as
does the inclination to dive into the deep world of the human psyche, where Europe
and Asia, magical and mythical primary images meet together.1 This ‘diving’ can be
observed through a figure of speech fundamental for avant-garde poetry, in other
words—through metaphor.
The following metaphors are most often used by avant-garde poets: metaphor of a
road or a path, a bridge, a light, and, above all, the metaphor of the horizon. They lead
a reader into a circle of questions directly or indirectly connected with three themes:
(1) mythology,
(2) philosophical threads common to Hinduism and Christianity,
(3) sensuality and mystique.
Elements of these three themes are present in the poetry of Târ Saptak2 as well as
in the Polish poetry of the avant-garde period. The two above-mentioned poetic
currents could be understood and interpreted as historical parallels.

1

FRIEDRICH (1978: 231–232): ‘Temu jawnemu zerwaniu z tradycj¹ przeciwstawia
siê wielkie zainteresowanie wszystkimi literaturami i religiami œwiata, a tak¿e chêæ
zanurzenia siê w g³êbinowy œwiat ludzkiej psychiki, gdzie spotykaj¹ siê Europa i Azja,
magiczne i mityczne praobrazy.’
2
The first anthology of modern Hindi poetry, ed. by Ajñey and originally published
in 1943, contained poems by seven young poets: Gajânan Mâdhav Muktibodh,
Nemicandr Jain, Bhâratbhûšan Agravâl, Prabhâkar Mâcve, Girijâkumâr Mâthur,
Râmvilâs Œarmâ, Ajñey.
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 95–104.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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–1–
From the mythical elements I will briefly comment on three: the myth of the
moon, of dance and of the Absolute.
(a) The moon appears frequently in the poems of the analysed collection. It is seen
and described in different ways. It could be treated anthropomorphically, as in
Œarmâ’s poem, where ‘the yellow moon shrinks from the cold,’3 in Ajñey’s poem:
‘who saw the moon had to have seen the smiling face’4; or comparatively, as in
Nemicandr’s poem: ‘like the moonlight tender memory of your beauty,’5 as well as
in Mâthur’s work: ‘the moonlight is reminiscent of flowers.’ 6
In Indian mythology the moon possesses feminine qualities. The colour and the
perfect shape of a full moon are the paradigms of beauty. The moon is also believed
to be the master of plants, the guardian of farming, the shelter and the source of life.
A bright moon can also depict a bright mind.
(b) Dance is a common theme in this poetry. In India dance can be understood as a
creative act, as a form of magic, which causes trance and ecstasy. Œiva, the cosmic
dancer, symbolises cosmic energy. Dance is reminiscent of life as much as it is also
a mixture of cruelty, gentleness, destruction, creation, death and triumph of life.
Only through interpreting dance in such a way is it possible to find the sense of a
line from Œarmâ’s poem, ‘the nymphs are not dancing,’7 or of the following words
of Nemicandr: ‘the heart of a poet dances in the silver moonlight.’8 Both the myths,
of dance and of the moon, have been metaphorically employed in these lines.
(c) In the poems of Târ Saptak, the Absolute appears directly several times, yet in
most cases, it is represented through the agrarian symbols such as ploughing the
earth, or sewing seeds. Orthodox Hinduism and Hindu philosophy share a common

3

þhiþhuran se chotâ ho pîlâ candrmâ; from: Pratyûš ke pûrv [Before dawn]. All the
English translations of the quoted Hindi and Polish verses—apart from the MI£OSZ’s
Love—come from the author of the article.
4
kis ne dekhâ câód− … / ek mâtr voh smit-mukh … ; from: Kis ne dekhâ câód [Who
saw the moon].
5
… junhâî-sâ hî / terî chavî kâ sudhi-sammohan … ; from: Anajâne cupcâp
[Unknowingly silent].
6
… phûloô kî yâd banî câódnî; from: Châyâ mat chûnâ [Do not touch the shadow].
7
nahîô kintu sur-sundariyoô kâ nartan; from: Keral: ek haœya [Kerala: one episode].
8
dekh câódnî râteó kavi kâ nâc uþhâ ur; from: Kavi gâtâ hai [A poet sings].
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principle: they are monistic and monotheistic. People (‘guests’ of gods) are only the
aspect of energy. They are ever-changing and phenomenal manifestations of the one
God, one Substance. The echo of this fundamental belief can be found in a line from
Œarmâ’s poetry: ‘There are imprints of dead shadows on the face of the earth, of
some traditions, some laws, / some unclear thoughts’9. Muktibodh, on the other
hand, asks directly: ‘Does the Absolute exist? Does it experience pleasures, / Like
summer, or sentiments like spring?’10 And this is a question about a personified
Absolute, similar to the one present in Christianity.
Identical mythical elements operate quite univocally in Polish avant-garde poetry.
The moon, however, serves a different purpose. It is treated as a witness of night.
That is why BRZÊKOWSKI writes about ‘children greyed by the moon,’11 and
CZECHOWICZ describes the moonlight as ‘moon glaze.’12 The meaning of dance is a
little closer to Indian tradition. In the stereotyped way of understanding, it depicts
joy, but its origins reach deep into the human psyche, into rites and archetypes. In
CZY¯EWSKI’s poetry it appears as ‘laughter-sound’, ‘bliss-madness’ and ‘circlesfiery-rainbows / Radiance.’13 God, or Absolute, from time to time appears in images
only through allusions, as in BRZÊKOWSKI’s poem: ‘Sunrise, a purple bishop,’14 or
in STERN’s poem, as ‘zeppelin R III’, which ‘hangs’ as a ‘great round / god’s spirit.’15
–2–
From the philosophical threads common in Hinduism and Christianity I would
like to outline one, which seems to me the most important: the place of the human
being in the universe.

9

rûÊhiyoô kî, niyamoô kî, aspašt vicâroô kî, / sadiyom ke purâtan måt sanskâroô
kî, / cihrit heô pretarûp châyâeó maþîle muóh par ; from: Kârya-kšetr [A working field].
10
Kyâ pûrò hai? Kyâ tåpti pâtâ œîgr hai, / Voh grîšm-sâ hai yâ madir madhumâs-sâ?;
from: Aœakt [Powerless].
11
dzieci siwe od ksiê¿yca; from: Ksiê¿yc nad Olchaw¹ [Moon over Olchawa].
12
ksiê¿ycowe szkliwo; from: Koœció³ Œw. Trójcy… [Holy Trinity Church…].
13
œmiech–dŸwiêk, rozkosz–sza³, ko³a–ogniste–têcze / Blask; from: Taniec [Dance].
14
Wschód, fioletowy biskup; from: Wschód s³oñca w górach [Sunrise in the
mountains].
15
wielki okr¹g³y / duch bo¿y / wisi / zeppelin R III; from: Drog¹ wysokiego
zwyciêstwa [On the path of high victory].
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Let me start with the words of Ajñey, who wrote: ‘I am the two planets / Joined
by destiny, which have constant radiance, always the same speed / And are
trespassing the blue desert courtyard of the sky.’16 A lot of matters divide Hinduism
and Christianity, but there are similar or common elements in the domains of both
religions. The meaning of these elements goes far beyond the strictly religious
sense. They are the components of the cultural heritage of human civilisation. The
attitude towards understanding the logos is the main difference between both
religions. Christianity seeks transcendency beyond the earthly reality, in the Absolute,
while the followers of Hinduism try to find within themselves the realisation of the
principle of being one with the universe. This is why the Absolute, portrayed as a
Person, the primary cause of existence, of the heavens, the planets and man, could
be employed as the common quality which allows us to see and to point out the
similarities of both religions. In this context, Ajñey’s self-identification gains its
proper proportion and meaning. Through this identification the existence of man
and the existence of his language obtain a metaphysical sense. The Revd. Stanis³aw
PASIERB, influenced by Dante, stated that ‘Christ was a poet.’17 Therefore, it is
possible to assert that the central problem of both religions evolves around human
existence, the place of man in the world, in culture, in the universe. Myths are also
the components of human consciousness and they keep being re-discovered and
prophetically brought back to life by the poets. 18 Anatol STERN wrote:
you
who sniff against the wind
searching for a man
just look around—
the entire universe
is dripping a living man! 19
And then, he formulated a philosophical postulate:
one should sing together with the centuries
one should note
all the explosions of
atoms
to bare
16

Maiô voh târak-yugm, / apalak-dyuti, anathak-gati, baddh-niyati / jo pâr kiye jâ
rahâ nîl maru-praógaò nabh kâ; from: Ušaÿkâl kâ bhavya œânti [The peace of daybreak].
17
PASIERB (1983: 214).
18
JUNG (1993: 333): ‘[mity] wci¹¿ od nowa odkrywaj¹ i proroczo o¿ywiaj¹ poeci.’
19
ty / który wêszysz pod wiatr / szukaj¹c cz³owieka / spójrz tylko rozejrzyj siê wokó³ –
/ to kosmos ca³y / ¿ywym cz³owiekiem ocieka! ; from: Anielski cham [Angelic churl].
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the seismograph of
sub-consciousness20
Similarly, Muktibodh wrote:
I want to trust in every son of Manu 21
and added:
His path is guided by the great Christ with all his love 22
The motif of Christ in Polish avant-garde poetry appeared quite frequently,
although in different connotations, for example in JASIEÑSKI’s poem:
from a black mad town
hiding his face in the tail of his coat
was running away christ,
when suddenly in the market the crowd
got hold of him.23
Julian PRZYBOŒ presented quite a contradictory vision of the tragedy of the Man–
God. He came up with his own idea on how to overcome and convert the Christian
tradition into a new intellectual value:
Crosses burdened with Jesuses
need to be sharpened into the perpendiculars of the building-site ladders 24
And these are of course only a few poetic implications of the philosophical
problem, central for both traditions and for both avant-garde movements.
–3–
As regards the motives of sensuality and mystique, I will treat them only
typologically, as the subject is far too vast to be covered in this paper in detail. A
20

trzeba œpiewaæ wiekami, / trzeba odnotowaæ / wszystkie eksplozje / atomów /
obna¿yæ / sejsmograf / podœwiadomoœci ; from: Europa [Europe].
21
Is lie pratyek Manu ke putr viœvâs karnâ câhtâ hûÔ; from: Dûr târâ [A distant star].
22
Us ke path par pahrâ dete Isâ mahân ve snehvân ; from Mere antar [My inner self].
23
z czarnego oszala³ego miasta / w pole p³aszcza kryj¹c twarz / ucieka³ chrystus /
gdy nagle t³um go na placu / dopad³ ; from: Pieœñ o g³odzie [The hunger song].
24
Obci¹¿one Jezusami krzy¿e / trzeba wyostrzyæ w piony budowniczych drabin; from:
Notre Dame.
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common tendency, however, was present in both avant-garde movements: a process
from detail to generalisation.
Sensualistic elements in comprehending the world are present in works of the
Hindi poets. For example, what we come across in Muktibodh’s poems are ‘burning
rays of a delicate space,’25 ‘blue, jasmine, red day’26 and a statement that ‘in the
senses the meaning is invented’27; Agravâl’s poems bring ‘jingle of bangles,’28 ‘the
water of a river / breaking obstacles / goes forward’29; Mâcve speaks of ‘lightning in
a deep forest,’30 ‘active bird,’31 ‘hazy evening’32; Œarmâ declares that ‘the dawn is
hiding in the sky,’33 ‘wintry frost is covering fields,’34 ‘the rain is falling on some
parts of the ocean.’35
A similar way of sensual perception of the world can be noticed in Polish avantgarde poetry. JASIEÑSKI wrote: ‘dressing her silently, they stopped the clock’36;
CZY¯EWSKI described the ‘Screaming of the white wings of the clouds’37; WAT
remembered when ‘On the seas of greenery we sailed softly’38; CZUCHNOWSKI drew
a drastic picture: ‘spitting out the soul: a blue sack filled with eternity’39; PEIPER
was lost ‘among the words of a hue of laughter’40; STERN imagined how ‘a brown

25

Un sablatam, tîvr, komal deœ kî cingâriyoÔ …; from: Khol âókheó [Open eyes].
… nîlâ, jâmunî, ati lâl, … divas ; from: Khol âókheó [Open eyes].
27
Arth-khojî praò ye uddhâm hai ; from: Aœakt [Powerless].
28
valay kî khankâr, / dîp bâlo rî suhâgini … ; from: Jâgte raho [Be alert].
29
Jaise nadî kâ jal / ðhûhoô ko toÊ kar / choÊ calâ jâtâ hai, … ; from: Dûngâ maiÔ
[I will give].
30
… âlok-saœay ke saghnândhakâr meÔ vidyunmâlâ ; from: Soneþ [A sonnet].
31
capal vihanhini ; from: Soneþ [A sonnet].
32
sanjhâ hai dhuôdhalî … ; from Rekha-citr [A sketch].
33
… chipâ hai bhoÊ abhî âkâœ meÔ, … ; from: Pratyûš ke pûrv [Before dawn].
34
Baras rahâ khetoô par him-himant hai ; from: Pratyûš ke pûrv [Before dawn].
35
Hariyâlî kâ-sâ sâgar … / … par utarâ varšâ kâ dal, … ; from: Keral: ek haœya
[Kerala: one episode].
36
Ubierali j¹ po cichu, zatrzymali zegar ; from: Pogrzeb Reni [Renia’s funeral].
37
Krzyk bia³ych skrzyde³ ob³oków ; from: Skrzyd³a nad Cagnes [Wings over cagnes].
38
Po morzach zieleni p³ynêliœmy miêkko ; from: ‘Po morzach zieleni …’ [‘over the
sees of the green …’—No title].
39
wypluwaj¹c duszê: b³ekitny worek z wiecznoœci¹ ; from: Kraków 1931.
40
wœród s³ów o barwie œmiechu ; from: Wœród [Among].
26
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fig—the earth / falls straight into your mouth’41; and in WA¯YK’s poem, ‘a spark
shone on the lyre-like tram’42; in CZECHOWICZ’s poem, ‘the hay smells of sleep’43;
and KUREK pictured ‘A shiny engine of events’44; and finally ZAGÓRSKI confessed
that ‘With an angel of humility / I walked through a valley filled with evening.’ 45
Asceticism and mysticism can be understood as the opposites of sensuality. In the
Polish avant-garde movement, asceticism referred mainly to the discipline of
structure or the discipline of expressing feelings, and even so it was only noticeable
in works of some poets, mostly those, who followed the slogan: ‘maximum contents
in minimum words.’46 Mysticism itself was almost systematically condemned. But
what did it really mean when STERN wrote about the ‘metaphysics of the process of
building’47? If we take a closer look at some of the works of PRZYBOŒ, not only
from the point of view of the text, but also trying to see the whole image they create,
we will notice that, for instance, a poem Nike is like a moving structure constructed
from memory and sensitivity, fastened to scaffolding-like words. Accordingly, we
have to deal with the whole psychological process, in which apologetic attitude
towards city-planning, directions and blocks has been transferred into a similar
attitude towards poetry, and has been employed to the structure of a poem. In this
way, what has been created is a well-nigh mystic sphere. This is why some deep
relationship between the sensual perception of reality and the sacred treatment of
poetic vision can legitimately be argued to exist in Polish avant-garde poetry. Apart
from the oeuvre of PRZYBOŒ and PEIPER, examples can be found in KUREK,
CZECHOWICZ and WA¯YK.
The elements of mysticism in the work of Hindi poets appear equally frequently.
They might be consciously employed or may also be a result of some experiments
with language. In Œarmâ’s work one can find ‘merged rays of consciousness,’48

41

brunatna figa ziemi / spada ci prosto do ust ; from: Œmieræ 30-letniego mê¿czyzny
[Thirty-years-old man’s death].
42
iskra zaœwieci³a na lirze tramwaju ; from: Tramwaj [A tram].
43
siano pachnie snem ; from: Na wsi [In the countryside].
44
B³yszcz¹ca lokomotywa zdarzeñ ; from: Liryka [Lyrics].
45
Z anio³em pokory / szed³em dolin¹ pe³n¹ wieczoru ; from: ‘wiersze powstaj¹ z
ognia … ’ [‘poems rise from fire’—No title].
46
A slogan of the group of poets called Awangarda Krakowska [The Cracow Avantgarde] (T. PEIPER, J. PRZYBOŒ, J. BRZÊKOWSKI, J. KUREK, 1922–1933).
47
metafizyka budowania ; from: Drog¹ wysokiego zwyciêstwa [On the path of high
victory].
48
Cetnâ kî kiraòoô … ; from: Kaliyug.
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Nemicandr ‘sees the past, the future and the present,’49 for Agravâl there exists a
‘fire whose flames cannot burn,’50 Muktibodh declares: ‘the knowledge is in my
senses’51. But most traces of mysticism are hidden deeper in images and in symbols,
or between the lines.
Having this in view, it is worth comparing two poems about love, Love: a
definition by Prabhâkar Mâcve52 and Love by Czes³aw MI£OSZ53. MI£OSZ’s poem
was published in 1943, and it is a part of a longer work Œwiat [The World]. Both
poems are closely related. They depict the simplest things that can be understood as
elementary philosophical questions and, at the same time, as the most common
experiences intrinsic to human existence.
Mâcve asks a rhetorical question whether love is the desire for a warm touch? In
this way he opens the sphere of everyday experiences analogical to those of
49

Bhût-bhavišyat-vartman ko dekh rahâ … ; from: Kavi gâtâ hai [A poet sings].
Yeh âg / jis kî cinagî meÔ jalan to kyâ / tâp bhî nahîÔ ; from: Dûngâ maiÔ [I will
give].
51
… Jñan mere prâò meÔ … ; from: Aœakt [Powerless].
52
Prem: ek paribhâšâ
Love: a definition
50

Prem kyâ kisî mådûšò sparœ kâ bhikhârî?
Prem vo prapât
Gît divârât
Gâ rahâ aœânt
Prem âtmâ – vismåt par lakšy-cyut œikârî.
Prem vo prasann
Khet mem nirann
Durbhikšâvasann
Såjak kåšak khaÊâ dîn annâdhikârî

Is love a desire for that delicate warm touch?
Love is that falling stream-song
Sung day and night
In despair
Love is a forgetting soul of a defeated hunter
Love is so happy
A field without grain
Hurt by famine
The Creator Farmer is standing as a poor grain
collector.

[Transl. by Cz. MI£OSZ (1996)]
53

Mi³oœæ

Mi³oœæ to znaczy popatrzeæ na siebie,
Tak jak siê patrzy na obce nam twarze,
Bo jesteœ tylko jedn¹ z rzeczy wielu.
A kto tak patrzy, choæ sam o tym nie wie
Ze zmartwieñ ró¿nych swoje serce leczy,
Ptak mu i drzewo mówi¹: przyjacielu.
Wtedy i siebie i rzeczy chce u¿yæ,
¯eby stanê³y w wype³nienia ³unie.
To nic, ¿e czasem nie wie czemu s³u¿yæ:
Nie ten najlepiej s³u¿y, kto rozumie.

Love
Love means to learn to look at yourself
The way one looks at distant things
For you are only one thing among many.
And whoever sees that way heals his heart,
Without knowing it from various ills —
A bird and a tree say to him: Friend.
Then he wants to use himself and things
So that they stand in the glow of ripeness.
It doesn’t matter whether he knows what he serves:
Who serves best doesn’t always understand.
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MI£OSZ’s poem. These parts of Mâcve’s poem which situate love close to desire, or
even describe it as desire itself, are quite intriguing. Thus, love is described as a
‘stream-song’ and ‘field without grain / hurt by famine,’ as ‘a forgetting soul of a
defeated hunter.’ These concise images refer to the simplest reality, but are at the
same time filled with the metaphysics that is difficult to define.
Similarly in MI£OSZ’s poem, ‘love means to learn to look at yourself / the way
one looks at distant things,’ ‘and whoever sees that way heals his heart, / (…) from
various ills,’ and further, ‘a bird and a tree say to him: Friend’. MI£OSZ himself
wrote about his poem: ‘The stanzas, “as if from the alphabet,” describe the beauty of
the simplest things,’ 54 but they are also a ‘metaphysical treatise.’
Both poems are the artistic attempt to seize the triumph of life over despair.
MÂCVE writes directly: ‘love is the falling stream song / sung day and night / in
despair.’ Bo¿ena CHRZ¥STOWSKA, interpreting MI£OSZ’s poetry states that, through
his long poem The World, he opposes the temptation of despair in the years of the
Second World War nightmare.55 In this way, she refers to a concrete historical
context. And precisely here would lie the difference in the attitudes of both poets.
MÂCVE is more abstract, his lyrical reflection is inscribed within the human fate in
general, in the meaning of life. Maybe this is why one can sense a small dose of
melancholy in the poem. MÂCVE writes about the everyday world, about a common
psychological experience. MI£OSZ writes about the world he would like to meet,
about the world which would be the opposite to the terror of the historical reality.
However, we cannot fail to notice one and the same artistic tendency in both poems:
a process from a detail to generalisation, a shift from a ‘warm touch’ to a ‘forgetting
soul of a defeated hunter’ in MÂCVE’s poem, and a progression from ‘seeing
yourself’ to the situation when the man ‘wants to use himself and things / so that
they stand in the glow of ripeness’ in MI£OSZ’s Love.
Both poets, in spite of the artistic differences, decipher this universal human
experience in the context of an individual involved simultaneously in everyday life
and metaphysics. With the contents of their metaphors and with various ways of
employing them, they create a great circle of universal parallels which are also
referred to as ‘non-contact comparative studies’ in the terminology of the theory of
literature.

54

MI£OSZ (1959: 206): ‘Jego strofy “jak z abecad³a” opisuj¹ piêkno najprostszych
rzeczy.’
55
CHRZ¥STOWSKA (1982: 107): ‘Poematem “Œwiat” przeciwstawia siê Mi³osz
“pokusie rozpaczy” w latach okupacyjnego koszmaru.’
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Indra and Œiva / Rudra*
RAHUL PETER DAS
There are several aspects of ancient South Asian culture which in spite of—or
maybe rather: because of—lack of clear evidence have often been the subject of
speculation in the garb of authoritative pronouncements which at times remind one
of theological dogmas. We find such apodictic statements with regard to, for
instance, the language and religion of the culture usually known as the Indus Valley
civilisation, the subject of foreign words in the Vedic texts1 and, also, the original
nature of the god Œiva.
Especially the last is extremely problematic. We may yet hope to find evidence to
better tackle the other problems mentioned, but it seems a hopeless endeavour to try
to find the nature, or even the original nature, of any of the major, and probably also
most of the minor, deities of what is as a rule called Hinduism, whether they be
*

I am indebted to Ashok Aklujkar, Willem B. Bollée, Harry Falk, Thomas Oberlies
and Doris Meth Srinivasan for critical comments.
1
Cf. DAS (1995) and the response by KUIPER (1995), which WITZEL (1999: n. 2)
polemically calls not only ‘rather scathing’, but also ‘well-deserved’, without giving any
further reasons. In fact, KUIPER’s response is dogmatic in that it refuses to consider
anything except a linear evolution from Indo-European to Vedic by means of mostly
clear-cut phonetic and morphological developments, so that what does not conform to
such transparent developments cannot but be ‘foreign’. My contention was that it is
much more probable that we are dealing with a multi-linguistic reality with different
synchronic and diachronic developmental forms of Indo-Iranian and Indo-Aryan spoken
side by side, as well as at different times, most probably with interferences and
alterations due to varying languages not only of redactors, but also of reciters (especially
before any final redaction), so that before labelling anything ‘foreign’ it is imperative
that one first examines all such factors in detail. Since much in this realm can only be
conjectured upon, this clearly may result in a situation in which one simply cannot reach
any satisfactory conclusion. Of course one can brush all such considerations aside as
nonsense and insist that the traditional view is the only one permissible, but that will not
make the problem go away. WITZEL’s own sophisticated study is heavily influenced by
his teacher KUIPER’s axioms, and is as such in the final analysis probably going to
convince only those already convinced and leave the sceptics as sceptical as they were.
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 105–125.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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deities of the ‘great tradition’ such as Kåšòa,2 or of the ‘little tradition’ such as
Dharma / Yama.3 In some cases we can clearly see how different strands have
combined to give one deity, as in the case of the agricultural Œivas of Eastern India,4
who have little in common, apart from the name connecting them, with the Œiva of
the major Purâòas. But in the majority of cases we can only speculate on such
processes, which are all the more difficult to analyse because of course once various
deities have been identified as aspects of one certain deity a process of
amalgamation and approximation is bound to take place. It is thus futile to pick out
individual traits and attempt to deduce the nature of Œiva from them, or to attempt to
arrive at this by etymological speculation on names of the deity.
But even if it does not seem possible to grasp the nature and history of the deity Œiva
in its entirety, it is nevertheless possible to unravel individual strands and to follow at
least some of these. One of them leads, as is well known, to the Vedic deity Rudra.5
Now the Vedic deities too, like those of later times, more often than not have a long
history, and also exhibit characteristics which justify our seeing either composite
deities in them, or else deities of which various aspects have individually developed in
such a manner that we cannot simply identify the basic nature of the individual deity,
unless we have such clear cases as Agni. But even though this must make us wary in
making pronouncements on the nature or the history of Rudra,6 we can at least say,
especially in the light of the studies of Doris SRINIVASAN,7 that this deity can be
followed back to pre-Vedic times, if not in all, then at least in some aspects.
SRINIVASAN has drawn attention to several traits Rudra and the Vedic deities
Varuòa and Mitra, Indra, Vâyu, Agni and Soma have in common.8 However, it is
2

See, e.g. the literature cited by DAS (1997: 92 f.).
On the latter cf., e.g. DAS (1983) and (1987).
4
See on these especially SMITH (1999a).
5
The different names are not problematic in this context, as characterising a
potentially terrible and harmful deity (in this case Rudra) as being potentially beneficial
(in this case Œiva) is a known means the world over for trying to ensure that the deity
does no harm; moreover, there is also surely logophobia at work here, as evinced too in
the statement of Aitareya-brâhmaòa 3.34.6 that it is dangerous to even utter the name of
Rudra (…brûyân na rudrêty etasyÎva nâmnaÿ parihåtyai).
6
Some pronouncements of this sort have been collected by GONDA (1978: 88 f.).
See also the essay ‘Rudra in the Veda’ in DANDEKAR (1979: 199–277) (the author of
this essay has also indulged several times in speculation not supported by hard facts), as
well as IVĂNESCU (1967: 90 f.).
7
Especially SRINIVASAN (1983) and (1997: 47 ff., 52 ff.).
8
SRINIVASAN (1983: 545 ff.) and (1997: 48 ff.).
3
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basically particularly the ambivalent nature, both beneficial and harmful, that Rudra
and most of these deities share; in some cases there are a few others of a general
nature, such as omniscience, association with the North, etc. It is only with Indra
that Rudra shares characteristics which are truly personal, such as being fair-lipped,9
golden-armed and decked with bow and arrows;10 the probably most important
similarity is, however, the close association of both with the Maruts.11 One can add
more traits.12 Thus, apart from Agni, Soma and the Maruts, all closely associated
with Indra, Rudra seems to be the only deity who is characterised by the Vajra,13
Indra’s weapon par excellence.14 Both Rudra and Indra are called puru-rÚpa−, or
multiform.15 It is also interesting that Rudra has a special connection with healing in
9

Rudra, though he can be terrible, is in fact a beautiful god (of reddish colour; cf.,
e.g. OBERLIES (1998: 213)), a trait which he shares with the later Œiva. The beauty of
Œiva is well known even in the folklore of at least some contemporary Bengali Muslims;
see SEN»GUPTA (1996: 164).
10
Note in this context also Atharva-veda-saôhitâ (Paippalâda) 2.36, which shows
quite clearly that different afflictions were taken to be arrows shot at humans by nonhuman entities.
11
SRINIVASAN (1983: 547); DONIGER (1993: 112 f.).
12
See especially DONIGER (1993: 112 ff.). Attention may in this context also be
.
drawn to NIGÛR HÂNANDA (1996: 75 ff.), where various similarities between Indra and
Rudra / Œiva in the Veda are discussed. Interestingly, the author holds Rudra to be the
most important deity in the Åg-veda-saôhitâ (p. 75). The affinity between Rudra and
Indra has also been noted by AKHOURI (1993: 19 f.).
13
On this weapon see especially FALK (1994a), with further references.
14
Rudra is vajra-bâhu− in Åg-veda-saôhitâ 2.33.3. Note also the Name ‘Vajrahasta’
of Œiva in the Œiva-nâma-sahasra according to the Larger Petersburg Dictionary of Otto
Böhtlingk and Rudolph Roth (PW). According to Atharva-veda-saôhitâ (Œaunakîya)
4.28.6 Bhava and Œarva are characterised by a vájra−; in verse 2 they are called ‘the best
shooters of arrows among archers’ (išu-bhÅtâm ásišþhau), and in verse 3 ‘thousandeyed’ (on thousand-eyed Rudra, Bhava and Œarva, cf. also SRINIVASAN (1997: 39))
‘slayers of Våtra’ (sahasrâkšáu våtra-háòâ). The characteristics are reminiscent of Indra
(though not exclusively his characteristics), but Bhava and Œarva (the latter already
Indo-Iranian, with an Iranian parallel; see MAYRHOFER (1996: 621)) have Œivaitic
associations (cf. on this also ZEHNDER (1999: 77)), and are indeed often regarded as
names of Œiva. The commentary attributed to Sâyaòa says on 4.28.1: bhavaty utpadyate
’smât sarvaô jagad iti bhavaÿ. œåòâti hinasti sarvam anta-kâla iti œarvaÿ. bhavaœ ca
œarvaœ ca bhavâœarvâv ašþa-mûrtînâô madhye paramêœvarasya dve mûrtî … . Note how
the commentary elucidates the ambivalent nature of the deity.
15
SRINIVASAN (1997: 28).
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the Vedic texts,16 and that according to the classical Âyurvedic tradition17 it is Indra
who divulges medical lore to humans;18 this is apart from the fact that Indra several
times is credited with individual deeds of healing in Vedic texts.19 Moreover, some
scholars maintain that the white bull, which is connected particularly with Œiva,
originally was connected with Indra, this function going back to Indo-Iranian times,
as Iranian parallels are taken to show. 20
A further point of contact is the destruction of the strongholds of enemies. Indra is
of course known as purandará− since Vedic times. In post-Vedic times, however, it
is Œiva who is prominent as such a destroyer, and there is a well-known myth
according to which he destroys the three strongholds of the Asuras,21 thus gaining
epithets such as tri-purântaka−, tri-purâri−, tri-pura-ghna− and so on. Our
dictionaries list purandara- as one of his names too. The only other deity to whom
this epithet is applied is, to my knowledge, Agni, namely in Vedic times.22 Agni,
however, shares many characteristics both with Rudra23 and with Indra24; this has
already been remarked upon above.
16

OBERLIES (1998: 214) even writes: ‘In Rudra haben wir den “Heilgott” des
ågvedischen Pantheons vor uns.’
17
See the first chapters of the Suœruta-saôhitâ, Caraka-saôhitâ, Ašþâóga-hådaya and
Ašþâóga-saógraha.
18
The chain of transmission presupposed by the medical texts cited is: Brahman—
Dakša / Prajâpati—Aœvins—Indra—humans.
19
Some instances are mentioned by SÖHNEN (1991: 72); add Åg-veda-saôhitâ 2.15.7.
20
WIDENGREN (1965: 47) and (1983: 38). WIDENGREN bases his observations on
Indra on CHARPENTIER (1911: 41–43). According to CHARPENTIER, the bull was not
originally Œiva’s beast, but has been transferred to him from Indra (p. 43).
21
These are later transformed into a single location named Tripura. On the legend of the
destruction of Tripura see also the interesting observations of DESHPANDE (1999: 114 f.).
22
E.g. in Åg-veda-saôhitâ 1.109.8 (together with Indra: púrandarâ œíkšataô vajrahastâsmÂÔ indrâgnî avataô bhárešu) and 6.16.14 (tám u tvâ dadhyáóó Åšiÿ putrá îdhe
átharvaòaÿ / våtra-háòaô purandaráô; Agni is mentioned by name in verse 13: tvÂm
agne … ).
23
Commenting on Vâjasaneyi-saôhitâ 11.33 of the Mâdhyandina recension (= Ågveda-saôhitâ 1.109.8ab), Mahîdhara says that Agni here refers to Rudra in his role of
destroyer of the three strongholds: purandaraô rudra-rûpeòâsura-sambandhinâô
trayâòâô purâòâô vidârayitâram. (He sees a reference to the same myth in his
commentary on yÂ te agne ’yaÿœayÂ tanÚr váršišþhâ gahvarešþhÂ in 5.8, but does not
mention Rudra.) In this context cf. also OBERLIES (1998: 215, n. 317): ‘Bereits der
ågvedische Rudra teilt Züge seines Wesens mit Agni. Und in nach-ågvedischer Zeit ist
die “Identität” von Rudra und Agni gängige Vorstellung.’ See too AKHOURI (1993: 20).
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Moreover, though various gods are or have been associated with fertility, it is
particularly these two who are thus characterised. Indra was intimately connected
with fertility in ancient times, a trait still to be observed in the maypole-like Indrapole.25 As to the connection of Œiva with fertility, this hardly has to be drawn
attention to.26 The Indra-pole is often connected with the axis mundi and / or the Tree
of Life.27 Some scholars also postulate a connection between phallic symbols and
the axis mundi,28 which of course is interesting in connection with Œiva.
I have in previous publications already drawn attention to some of these parallels
and raised the question whether such correspondences might not be signs of a more
intrinsic connection between Indra and Rudra.29 In this context I also pointed to the
connections of both deities with ancient Indian sodalities;30 this includes the special
relationship not only the sodalities, but also both Rudra and Indra are said to have to
dogs.31 These sodalities also seem to have had an ambivalent nature,32 in which
24

OBERLIES (1998: 358 ff.) has developed an ingenious theory to explain the close
connection of Agni with Indra on the one hand, Varuòa on the other. This theory, which
has far-reaching potential consequences for our understanding of Ågvedic society, will,
of course, have to be examined further. See also p. 249, n. 487 and p. 439, n. 191.
25
On this characteristic of Indra see above all the rich data in MEYER (1937). Cf. also
OBERLIES (1998: 314 f.), JAIN (1995).
26
This trait most probably greatly facilitated the amalgamation of various agricultural
gods with Œiva.
27
See on this subject e.g. BROCKINGTON (1995), GONDA (1978: 340 f. and 375),
IRWIN (1990: 51, 56 and 61), TRIPATHI (1977). On the axis mundi see also OBERLIES
(1998: 615) (‘Weltenbaum’), GONDA (1966: 43 f.), WITZEL (1996: 532 ff.), DAS (1992:
410, n. 154). A critique of theories linking Aœokan pillars, the Indra-pole and the axis
mundi is to be found in GUPTA (1980: 318–320, 341).
28
Cf. DAS (1991: 747, n. 32).
29
See DAS (1991: 752 f.).
30
See on this relationship particularly the material presented by BOLLÉE (1981) and
FALK (1986). Both have referred to later, even modern groups continuing the practices
of the ancient sodalities; add to these the observations in DAS (1987: 248) and (1991:
757 f.) (note also—as an addendum to BOLLÉE (1981: 178 ff.)—that there was a
kingdom of the Mallas in the Bengal–Bihar border region too). On some of the
questions especially FALK (1986) leads to see DAS (1991: 753, n. 53).
31
Cf. DAS (1991: 752, n. 52). Note in this connection that the epithet œvá-pati− ‘dogmaster’ in the Yajur-veda mantra: námaÿ œvábhyaÿ œvá-patibhyaœ ca … (Vâjasaneyisaôhitâ 16.28; Taittirîya-saôhitâ 4.5.4.2; Maitrâyaòî-saôhitâ 2.9.5; Kâþhaka-saôhitâ
17.13) could pertain either to Rudra or to the leader of the Vrâtyas. As regards Indra, it
may be brought to mind that sârameyá− ‘descendant of [Indra’s bitch] Saramâ’ as an
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context ritual killing and cannibalism might have played a role.33 It is especially this
connection with sodalities which offers us more material for tackling the problem of
the relation between Indra and Rudra.
In a recent paper34 Thomas OBERLIES has examined the early history of the
Pâœupatas and come to some most interesting conclusions. According to his
analysis, various aspects in the rituals of the Pâœupatas originate in the practices of
warriors, the one most striking being the provocation and insulting of enemies
before giving battle.35 OBERLIES concludes that the Pâœupatas, though intrinsically
connected with Rudra / Œiva, have taken up certain traits from Indra; these also
include the use of deception or illusion (mâyâ−), which is a known characteristic of
Indra.36 Indra is even portrayed as a sort of proto-Pâœupata. But OBERLIES also
points to the warrior nature of Œiva, particularly in the Mahâ-bhârata.37 In his
analysis,38 Œiva has here usurped the characteristics of Indra in the course of the
epithet for the dog is in the oldest texts used particularly for the two dogs of Yama; this
seems an indication of Indra’s connection with death too.
32
Cf. FALK (1986: 64 f.).
33
On the possibility of (ritual) cannibalism mentioned by DAS (1991: 753, n. 53), see
also the data on cannibalism given by WEZLER (1992: 303) (cf. too DURT (1998), where
the Chinese Buddhist notion of offering one’s flesh as an act of filial piety is traced to
Indian Buddhist notions, but also, on pp. 76–77=217–216, to the use of human flesh,
especially of one’s kin, as medicine in China). As regards the possible killing of the
leader of the sodality, it is worth examining whether there is any relation with the
supposed parallelism of leader and moon, ending with the execution of the leader,
observed in some cultures (cf. LOMMEL (1978: 378 ff.)); note in this context also the
connection of the sabhâ− with death (cf. OBERLIES (1998: 424 f.)). Of special interest in
this connection is the Œûlagava ritual (cf. FALK (1986: 60 ff., 136)), especially because
according to GONDA (1980: 437) the bull (GONDA: ‘ox’) was originally Rudra, with
whom, along with Indra, the leader—considered dead (see FALK (1986: 40, 70))—of the
sodality seems to have been identified (cf. FALK (1986: 18, 59 f., 64)). On human
sacrifice and cannibalism in the Männerbund cf. also AGUILAR I MATAS (1991: 94).
34
OBERLIES (forthcoming).
35
This practice is well known not only from ancient India, but from other cultures
too. A most graphic illustration is found in the Hollywood film Braveheart in a scene in
which the Scottish forces expose their genitals and buttocks to the opposing English
army.
36
See on Indra’s mâyâ− also AGUILAR I MATAS (1991: 56 f.).
37
On this warrior nature see SARKAR (1974: 120 ff.).
38
In the course of this we also find interesting references to the battle as the ultimate
self-sacrifice. See in this connection HEESTERMAN (1996: 133 ff.) on self-sacrifice as the
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supersession of the latter’s cult by the former’s, even to the epithet of Indra balapramathana−, ‘pulveriser of Bala / Vala’, being applied to Œiva in Pâœupata-sûtra
2.25. This is, in his opinion, because of reminiscences of ancient traits of Rudra,39
which easily allowed such a transference. However, one could just as well argue
that the similarities with Indra are due precisely to a primary, and not a secondary,
identity existing between the two. 40
In his study, OBERLIES has implicitly, if not explicitly, drawn attention to a facet
of South Asian culture which is not generally taken note of in the field of Indian
studies, perhaps because of their primary focus on literary documents stemming
mostly from a certain group of individuals not very much involved with this facet. I
am of course referring to the concept of heroism as a path for humans to follow, a
path which Axel MICHAELS has labelled vîrya-mârga−,41 and which may seem
strange to many of us today because in modern times the concept of fighting and
warfare as an intrinsic part of culture has to a large extent disappeared in the West.42
Now fighting traditions are often, the world over, associated not only with religious
concepts, but also with purity, asceticism or celibacy, which makes it a priori
improbable that this was not the case in ancient South Asia too. Unfortunately, little
is known on this subject; our information on, for instance, warrior ascetic groups is too
recent to be very helpful. The matter is nevertheless important because such sodalities,
too, were of course known for their violent lifestyle and unisexual organisation.

consummation of the sacrifice (on HEESTERMAN’s allusion, in this context, to the tîrtha−
on pp. 137 f., see especially DAS (1997: 12–18)), also FALK (1986: 37, 43).
39
One could in this connection point too to Œiva’s connections with the rudrâkša−
fruits, which seem to be reminiscences of the akša−s or dice used in ancient ritual dice
games (cf. SYED (1998: 421–424)), also by the violent sodalities connected with both
Rudra and Indra.
40
It must be emphasised that these remarks apply only to the data on the Pâœupatas.
They should not be generalised, and especially not applied to cases in which Indra’s
characteristics have been intentionally transferred to Œiva, an example of this being—if
JAMISON (1996) is correct—the description of the burning of Kâma by Œiva in
Kâlidâsa’s Kumâra-sambhava.
41
MICHAELS (1998: 299): ‘Obgleich weniger beachtet ist der Heroismus—man
könnte ihn vîryamârga nennen—ebenso bedeutsam wie die drei anderen klassischen
Heilswege (mârga) des Wissens, der Hingabe und der Taten.’ Cf also the remarks on
vîra-bhakti by SMITH (1999b: 395 ff.).
42
Cf. on this subject also OBERLIES (1998: 427–429).
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In this connection a publication by Harry FALK43 deserves to be noticed, for in it
attention is drawn to the depiction of roaming bands of aggressive armed Brahmins
in later Vedic literature. According to the author, this depicts actual conditions
pertaining at the time of the supersession of the Vedic sacrificial religion by other
forms of religious expression, forcing many Brahmins no longer able to earn their
living as sacrificers to seek other means of livelihood.44 At the same time the
parallels to and connections with the older Vrâtyas are pointed out, as also those
with the Pâœupatas, including the use of stratagems of deception and illusion, which
of course bring to mind the mâyâ− of Indra. Whether FALK’s deductions be valid or
not, they show the need for more detailed research on the connections between
wandering mendicants and ascetics, and sodalities. In this context attention may be
drawn to the contention of Willem B. BOLLÉE45 that ancient Indian orders of
religious mendicants were linked with the sodalities of old. What is of especial
interest is BOLLÉE’s contention that mendicant groups were linked with the
sodalities also, and especially, in their role as representatives of the dead on earth.
This latter is, however, one of the traits that seem to mark various sodalities
amongst Indo-European peoples outside India.46 This, as well as the ubiquitous role
of dogs in the context of such sodalities (and also dicing),47 makes us take a look at
43

FALK (1994b).
On the upheaval FALK refers to, leading to the outer sacrifice being discarded in
favour of the inner, see also HEESTERMAN (1997). However, see also the criticism
levelled by FALK at the suppositions HEESTERMAN’s analyses are based on, especially
his remarks that HEESTERMAN looks almost solely for explanations situated in the field
of the phenomenology of religion, so that his explanations of the sacrifice do not
consider its practical aspects, i.e. disregard the fact that a sacrifice is also, and probably
primarily, about concrete benefits, including power and might, and not only religious
concepts (FALK (1986: 190 f.)). A similar criticism of HEESTERMAN’s methods is to be
found in LARIVIERE (1997). On FALK’s own explanation of the upheaval HEESTERMAN
refers to see FALK (1986: 193 ff.) (note the correction slip with text to be inserted on
p. 193!).
45
BOLLÉE (1981: 185 ff.). On the Vrâtyas and their influence on Buddhism and
Jainism see also BOLLÉE (forthcoming), which has, however, and unfortunately, not
utilised FALK (1986).
46
I may here remark that DE JONG (1995: 17) has commented sceptically on an IndoIranian Männerbund. However, the evidence collected by now should lay such
scepticism to rest.
47
Cf., e.g. the literature cited by FALK (1986: 18–21); see also pp. 16, 28 f., 41 f., 62,
110 and 195, and MCCONE (1987). WHITE (1988–1989: 295 ff.) draws attention to the
demonic role of the dog and its connection with death, especially, but not only, with
44
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non-Indian parallels to what we have so far seen.48 In this connection particular
attention must be paid to the remarkable parallels between ancient Indian and
ancient Irish sodalities that the studies of Kim MCCONE have unearthed.49 The
many similarities are extremely intriguing, but I shall not go into them here.50 What
reference to ancient India, in his analysis of the significance of the killing of a dog
during the horse sacrifice, the Aœva-medha (handily summarised on pp. 300 ff.). On the
dog in Indo-European, particularly Germanic, belief see also GÜNTERT (1987), specially
cols. 484 ff. on the dog as a demoniac creature, its connection with death and its role as
the soul of a departed person.
48
That sodalities calling themselves ‘dogs’ are no purely Indo-European
phenomenon is evinced by Carolyn NIETHAMMER’s description of young males of the
Southern Ute tribe in the USA who lived outside the camp in an aggressive band, calling
themselves ‘dogs’, practising fighting skills and also raping women (I have access only
to the German version of NIETHAMMER’s Daughters of the Earth, namely NIETHAMMER
(1992), where the passage mentioned is found on p. 306). Unfortunately, such
phenomena from the non-Indo-European sphere are nearly totally terra incognita to me,
but this one example does show clearly that we should not confine our deliberations on
this matter solely to Indo-European peoples.
49
See on the Old Irish sodalities, the fian, especially Chapter 9 (pp. 203–232: ‘Druids
and Outlaws’) of MCCONE (1991), and MCCONE (forthcoming).
50
Attention may be drawn to the reference by MCCONE in the latter paper to the
iconographic representation of the old Gallic god Cernunnos and its connection with
Celtic sodalities. Now SRINIVASAN (1984: 81 f.) has concluded that the Indian paœupáti− is not connected with wild animals, whereas according to HOFSTETTER (1980) he
is, at least by origin, connected with them only as a cruel hunter, i.e. insofar as he hunts
and kills them (pp. 139, 141). But these views are not accepted by all. In this connection
we must, of course, also draw attention to theories seeing a primary connection of Rudra
/ Œiva with the so-called ‘proto-Œiva’ depictions (with wild animals) on Harappan seals.
However, the ‘Lord of Animals’ (i.e. wild animals) is a concept found in many cultures
(cf., e.g. HOFSTETTER (1980), who differentiates between him and the paœu-páti− on pp.
27, 139, 141), so that concrete links between known or postulated occurrences in two
different cultures can only be taken to be decisively proved if more than the occurrence
of this concept can be shown to be common. This would actually be the case as regards
Cernunnos and Rudra / Œiva (if paœu-páti− be taken to refer to wild animals too) because
of the connection of both with sodalities in an Indo-European context, thus serving to
further substantiate the rejection of the hypothetical connection between Rudra / Œiva
and the Harappan seals by SRINIVASAN (1984: 78–83) (cf. also SRINIVASAN (1983:
543)); in any case, we still have only apodictic statements, but no concrete evidence
permitting us to link Harappan representations with specific later Indian deities, so that it
is amazing how naïvely the labels ‘proto-Œiva’ and ‘Yogin’ continue to be used in this
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I would like, rather, to highlight is the important role one-eyedness plays in
connection with the Celtic tradition of warriors and sodalities, and the close
connections this has with cyclopean notions among other Indo-European peoples, in
which connection the Germanic Oðin deserves special mention, as he is not only the
leader of a fierce host, but also of ambivalent nature and often characterised as oneeyed. On the Indian side, HARRY FALK51 has drawn attention to the connection of
one-eyedness with death and destruction, and of the characterisation of Rudra as
‘one-eyed’ in the Mahâ-bhârata.
But the single eye is more often than not taken to be situated in the forehead.
Moreover, MCCONE52 draws attention to the description of the first distortion that
came upon Cú Chulainn, the chief hero of the Ulster cycle, in which ‘he sucked one
eye into his head’ and ‘the warrior’s moon arose out of his forehead.’ This, together
with the proposed etymology of the Greek Ð kÚklwy as ‘flaming-eyed’ (the ancient
Indian equivalent would be *œuklÁkš−), cannot but remind us of the characterisation
of Œiva by both a destructive eye in, and a moon on, his forehead.53 In this
connection attention may also be drawn to the often overlooked fact that already the
Vedic Rudra is characterised by a knot of hair on his head,54 this characteristic too
thus not being something that need be a later development in Œiva.
context. (Additional data supplementing HOFSTETTER (1980) has, incidentally, been
listed by BUDDRUSS (1982).) On the paœu-páti− in connection with the Vrâtyas cf. FALK
(1986: 59 f.). Attention may in this context also be drawn to WATKINS (1999: 12 ff.),
where it is argued that it is possible that there was an Indo-European Stag God, amongst
whose descendants Cernunnos too would have to figure.
51
FALK (1986: 109).
52
MCCONE (forthcoming).
53
SRINIVASAN (1997: 156) sees the third eye as a symbol of supernatural power and
knowledge; according to her explanation it moreover ‘confers upon the possessor not
only the capacity for seeing the supranormal but also a “memory” for understanding
what is seen’. Cf. also pp. 173 ff., as well as her remarks on virûpâkša−, which is a
known epithet of Œiva, as ‘odd-eyed’ (p. 208). In the later literature it is not only Œiva
who has an eye on his forehead, but also other deities, especially, but not only, if
associated with him. This is, of course, especially true of his consort, who also shares his
ambivalent nature. Even the Bengali Snake Goddess, who like Œiva has an ambivalent
character (cf. DAS (1999: 113 ff.)), and has secondarily been associated with this deity
(partly in an incestuous relationship), has a third eye in the middle of her forehead (cf.
DAS (1999: 117 f.)).
54
Cf. OBERLIES (1998: 213, n. 304): ‘Charakteristisch für ihn ist auch seine in
Schneckenhausform gewundene Haartracht—diese hat er mit Pûšan gemeinsam.’ The
illustration of the Vedic Rudra (the third illustration in the plates at the beginning of the
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In the light of all we have seen so far, especially the ambivalent character of
Rudra / Œiva and his connection with the martial sodalities, I think there can be no
doubt that these characteristics of Œiva are the remnants of an inheritance dating
back to pre-Vedic Indo-European times, all the more so since MCCONE also points
to the nakedness of warrior sodalities,55 which must remind us of the common
descriptions of Œiva. Our conclusions are also in keeping with the insight, gaining
more and more ground, that much, possibly even most, of that which in so-called
later Hinduism, and most probably also Buddhism and Jinism, goes back to Vedic
times is not a descendant of the known Vedic sacrificial ritual, but of other Vedic
sources.56 Indeed, in a recent study Nicholas J. ALLEN expressly states that, ‘as
many have realised, the Vedic texts relate to only a small part of the culture of the
Vedic period,’57 without deeming it necessary to comment further upon this point,
obviously regarding it as a commonplace by now. 58
This must, of course, bring us back to the problem of the relationship between
Indra and Rudra. It is, after all, Indra who is not only the warrior, but also the
martial leader par excellence. In this he has parallels to many figures in the
mythology of other Indo-European peoples, including Oðin, who, however, also has
similarities with Rudra.59 In this context mention must also be made of Båhatsaôhitâ 58.42, where Mahendra is characterised not only by a Vajra in his hand, but

book), drawn according to the descriptions in the relevant texts, in BHAÞÞÂCÂRYA
(1984) is also very interesting in this context.
55
See on nakedness also WIDENGREN (1965: 25).
56
MICHAELS (1998) remarks succinctly: ‘Das Erbe der vedischen Religion im
Hinduismus wird im allgemeinen überschätzt’ (p. 56). See in this regard particularly
HEESTERMAN (1997), who opines that even though the sacrificial ritual ‘purposely broke
away from the mainstream,’ which gave rise to later Hinduism (p. 49), it is this very
rupture that was instrumental in shaping the latter. (I may incidentally remark that
HEESTERMAN (1997) voices much admiration for and utilises several theories of
Madeleine Biardeau; on these see, however, DAS (1991: 759 ff., also pp. 741 ff.).)
BOLLÉE (forthcoming: 4) expressly connects worshippers of Mahâdeva, an appellation
also—and particularly—used for Œiva, with non-Vedic Aryans. Cf. also FALK (1986:
194 f.), ALLEN (1999: 25 f.), and—on the problem of ‘−isms’ in the South Asian Context
in general—the ‘Introduction’ to OBEROI (1994).
57
ALLEN (1999: 25).
58
FALK (1997: 70): ‘We do not know exactly where Ågvedic religion matured before
it appears in India, we do not know how far back it dates in antiquity, we do not know
the extent to which it was shared by the people outside the clans of priests and kings.’
59
Cf. GONDA (1978: 89), FALK (1986: 14 f., 18).
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also by a third eye, placed transversely on his forehead.60 Mahendra is usually an
appellation of Indra, and here Indra is clearly meant,61 for, even though there are
sporadic cases in which Višòu and Œiva too are referred to thus, this cannot be the
case here, as the verse expressly mentions the four-tusked elephant too, and this is
Indra’s animal. In the light of what we have seen so far, this characterisation of
Indra as having three eyes is extremely intriguing. 62
If now Rudra / Œiva exhibits ancient, pre-Indo-Aryan Indo-European
characteristics, has much in common with Indra,63 but is, in contrast to the latter, not
perceptible from ancient non-Indian sources, then it must very seriously be
considered whether here we might not have a development similar to that shown to
have occurred in the case of Båhaspati by Hanns-Peter SCHMIDT,64 i.e. that Rudra,
like Båhaspati, represents the individual development of what was originally an
aspect of Indra.65 Perhaps an analysis of the oldest Vedic texts in this light may
unearth evidence for such a development as a process still ongoing. 66
It must, however, be pointed out that the data at our disposal, even though it
strongly suggests an affirmative answer to the possibility broached, nevertheless
does not allow us to make unequivocal statements on the previous identicalness of
Indra and Rudra. This is not only because the pre-Vedic nature of Indra himself is

60

œuklaœ catur-višâòo dvipo mahêndrasya vajra-pâòitvam /
tiryag lalâþa-saôsthaô tåtîyam api locanaô cihnam //
61
As, for instance, correctly seen by DONIGER (1993: 113).
62
BHATT (1981–1982: 558) is so puzzled by this characterisation of Indra that he tries
to explain it away by writing: ‘Possibly, the transverse eye represents his thousand eyes.’
63
It is peculiar that in the diagram on p. 242 of SÖHNEN (1997), in which the
connections of Indra with other Vedic gods are shown, Rudra is absent.
64
SCHMIDT (1968).
65
In this context it is interesting to note that in the Caraka-saôhitâ (Cikitsâ-sthâna
1.4.4) Indra is called amara-guru− (tân indraÿ sahasra-dåg amara-gurur abravît);
amara-guru−, deva-guru−, vibudha-guru− and the like are usually epithets of Båhaspati.
Is this passage a remnant of an older period? Or is guru− here used in the sense of
‘leader’? The passage 1.4.4 could be relatively ancient, because in it we have the word
aœasta− ‘something unwished for / unwanted’ (grâmyo hi vâso mûlam aœastânâô), which
according to our dictionaries is otherwise found only a few times in old Vedic texts.
However, this word is actually found several times in the classical medical texts, so that
its evidence ultimately does not seem to count for much.
66
Such evidence might be contained, for instance, in Åg-veda-saôhitâ 1.114 if
FLOYD (forthcoming) is correct in analysing this hymn as reusing ancient Indo-European
poetic elements to build up the image of Rudra in a new manner, but on ancient lines.
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not fully clear,67 but also because some scholars are of the opinion that the early
Vedic texts bear witness to a struggle between a cult centred on Indra and one
centred on Varuòa and Mitra, from which the former emerged victorious, eclipsing
and usurping many characteristics of the latter, while at the same time there was an
amalgamation of various traits of the two cults.68 This matter will have to be
discussed, especially because of the various traits Rudra shares with Varuòa and, to
a lesser extent, Mitra. What will also have to be considered are the several
postulated instances of the adjectival qualification rudrá− being applied to various
deities in the Vedic texts, all of which are according to more recent views actually to
be regarded as nouns referring to the god Rudra,69 as well as the role played by
Višòu, who is not an early Vedic deity, but nevertheless sporadically appears as the
leader of the Vrâtyas,70 and whose problematic relationship with Indra, with whom
he shares several traits,71 is still in need of detailed study. Obviously, there is still
much that needs to be done. 72
I may here adduce my opinion that the sooner this matter becomes the subject of
serious scholarly investigation, the better, for the relationship between Indra, Œiva /
Rudra and Agni has already become the centrepiece of an elaborate theory by the
Oriyan scholar Bansidhar BISWAL, who, in the process claiming that ‘Indra had
come from aboriginal stock,’73 tries to show that the Vedic texts actually describe a
pre-Aryan cult of Œiva, which we could perhaps best characterise as Yogic-Tantric,
67

Cf. on this, e.g. THIEME (1971: 404 ff.).
In this context I would like to draw particular attention to AGUILAR I MATAS
(1991), without commenting on the theories propounded there. More recently, OBERLIES
(1998: 333–362) (see also p. 557 under ‘Asuras’) has developed a detailed systematic
theory based on the notion of two different cults, but on lines different from AGUILAR I
MATAS (1991).
69
Cf. MAYRHOFER (1996: 453).
70
See, e.g. FALK (1986: 18 and 55 f.).
71
Cf. on this especially FALK (1987: 127 ff.), also SCHNEIDER (1974: 404 ff.),
TRIPATHI (1977: 1008), SÖHNEN (1997: 241). According to OBERLIES (1998: 219 ff.),
Višòu is Indra’s hunchbacked dwarfish helper and as such a parallel to similar hero’s
helpers in Germanic mythology. In this, OBERLIES continues the line of thought of his
teacher (and my teachers’ teacher) Paul THIEME; in contrast to OBERLIES, however, I do
not think that we can decide the matter one way or the other without far more exhaustive
research into the subject.
72
In this connection one might also want to examine whether −(d)ra− of índra− and
rudrá− is of any special significance.
73
BISWAL (1988: 42).
68
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intrinsically linked with Indra.74 We learn that ‘Indra was the protector of pre-Vedic
Œiva cult during the age of Vedic India,’75 and that ‘Rudra was the Power within
Œiva and Indra.’76 This theory is obviously to be seen in the context of attempts in
the eastern part of the Indian subcontinent to reinterpret history on indigenous, that
is non-Aryan, lines, but differently from attempts current in southern India.77 The
problem of Indra and Œiva / Rudra has, therefore, potential implications for domestic
cultural conflicts and politics in India too. 78
74

BISWAL (1988: 37 ff.).
BISWAL (1988: 42).
76
BISWAL (1988: 44).
77
On such developments see DAS (forthcoming).
78
It was only after I had completed my investigation that the study of KERSHAW
(2000) examining Oðin and the (Indo−)Germanic sodalities / Männerbünde appeared. It
deals with much that has been mentioned above (on necrophagy and cannibalism in this
context see pp. 179, 207 f.), including the connections between Oðin and Rudra. This
work contains a mass of interesting and important data (much more than above) skilfully
interwoven, though with such confidence that one does at times ask oneself whether this
might not be too great. The one-eyedness of Rudra and Oðin was according to
KERSHAW originally metaphorical: the leader of the sodality was chosen by dicing,
namely by Kali, the worst throw appearing when the player had only one dicing-nut left.
Since he becomes the leader and at the same time also Oðin or Rudra (or their
homologues among other peoples), these are called ‘one-eyed’. In the book it is actually
stated, however, that the leader becomes the one-eyed god because he is chosen by the
one-eyed throw and because the one-eyed god also enters into him (p. 253: ‘The leader
is chosen by the one-eyed result, and the one-eyed god enters into him: he becomes the
one-eyed god’); according to this the one-eyedness of the god would have been present
independently of the result of dicing. But this may be only an unfortunate choice of
words. Nevertheless, I do not know whether all readers will find this explanation
convincing, especially since by means of pointing out that the dots on dice are called
‘eyes’ in Germanic languages the throw consisting of a nut is turned into a throw
consisting of one eye, which is a semantic distortion. But for our purposes the origin of
the one-eyedness is ultimately of little import, since we are concerned with
one-eyedness and eyes on foreheads represented as actually being there, i.e. which
would (already in ur-Indo-European times) be secondary if KERSHAW’s explanation
should be correct. In this connection it would have been interesting to see what
KERSHAW makes of the warriors’ and cyclopean characteristics discussed above;
unfortunately, he does not mention them. And even though he refers several times to the
connections of Indra and Rudra with the Maruts and Vrâtyas, he ultimately leaves it at
that, namely with the remark that one will probably not progress further in this regard
(p. 236).
75
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‘Words and things’ in the Åg-veda (field–meadow–pasture)
TATIANA Y. ELIZARENKOVA
The semantic row which can be designated as field–meadow–pasture deserves
special attention, because the denotata of these words make the basis of material life
of the Aryan tribes. The linguistic analysis of these words may shed more light upon
the everyday life of these tribes.
It is a common opinion now that in the times of the RV (at least of the ‘family’
Maòðalas) the Aryans were semi-nomadic. Military marches (yoga) alternated with
temporary stops (kšema−) for the purpose of tilling the land, sowing, reaping crops,
and the grâma− (kind of military detachment, and not village1) left its stand again,
and moved on to fight the dâsa− / dasyu− and gain their land and cattle.
There is a group of words in the RV denoting field–meadow–pasture: kšétra− n.,
ájra− m., urvárâ− f., khilyá− m., kåší− f., yávasa− n., gáv-yûti− f. The number of these
synonyms shows that their denotata played a substantial role in the life of the speakers
of the Vedic language. At the same time it should be reminded that this lexical group
does not belong to the sphere of cosmogony in the RV (while cosmogony forms the
ancient kernel of this text2), and is not strictly connected with any particular myth
(which differs from the situation of mountain–rock–stone in the RV).
The dominant of this semantic row is the substantive kšétra− which has the
broadest meaning, is rather frequent and stylistically neutral. It is a noun derived
from the verbal root kši− (kšéti−, kšiyánti−) ‘to live’, ‘dwell’, ‘remain’ with a
connotation ‘to live in peace’, ‘to rest’3. It should be mentioned that there are two
more homonyms of this root: kši−, kšáyati− ‘to possess’, ‘to own’, ‘to govern’ and
kši−, kšiòÁti− ‘to destroy’. According to the old tradition (GRASSMANN4, WHITNEY5),
kši−, kšéti− and kši−, kšáyati− were treated as one and the same root.

1

RAU (1957).
KUIPER (1983).
3
MAYRHOFER (1986–2000: I,426–428).
4
GRASSMANN (1955: 365–367).
5
WHITNEY (1885: 29).
2
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H. GRASSMANN in his Wörterbuch zum Rig-Veda6 and O. BÖHTLINGK7 in his
Sanskrit-Wörterbuch treat the meaning of kšétra− in the same way: 1) domain, land
plot (Grundbesitz, Grundstück) and then 2) field and 3) territory, land. But
M. MAYRHOFER in EWA does not mention this first meaning at all8, and this seems
to be the right way, as our analysis will show.
Kšétra− is the dominant in this semantic row. It is frequent enough (found twenty
times, yávasa− twenty-three times, the rest much less). Its meaning is not opposed to
the meaning of any other word of this group. It is very broad, and includes in itself
the meanings of all the specifications of the general notion. For instance; 6.47.20:
agavyûtí kšétram Áganma devâ / urvÍ satÍ bhÚmir aôhûraÁbhût—‘We have come
to a p l a c e without pastures, O gods. Wide is the earth, but it became narrow for
us!’ This shows that kšétra− may have gáv-yûti−, and may not. In this hymn agavyûtí
kšétram is used metaphorically, depicting the deplorable situation of a Åši who has
little hope to get a reward for his work (dákšiòâ). It seems to be opposed to urú
loká—‘wide space’, and in this meaning kšétra− is synonymous with loká.
The paradigm of kšétra− consists almost exclusively of the sg. forms (nineteen out
of twenty). So, kšétra− is treated as a single notion—it is not divided or multiplied.
The N. case is found only once in the late part of the text (10.33.6) in a comparison.
This speaks for the fact that kšétra− in the RV is not regarded as a subject of an
action, and is naturally not personified.
It is an object of action, and the frequent case is the Acc. sg. It deserves attention
that kšétram in the Acc. sg. is never used as a direct object of kar− ‘to do’. In
Sanskrit kšétraô, kar− is a stable phraseological combination, meaning ‘to till the
field’. Another combination is once found in the RV with this meaning: kåšíô karš−
(10.34.13, the Gambler’s Lament) in the direct speech of the god Savitar, who
instructs the unfortunate gambler: akšáir mÁ dîvyaÿ kåšÍm it kåšasva—‘Play no
longer with the dice, but till your field.’
Typical combinations with the Acc. kšétram are those with the verbs meaning ‘to
conquer’ (ji−), ‘to gain’ (san− / sâ−), ‘to get’, ‘to find’ (vid−). For instance: jáyan
kšétram abhy àrša jáyann apáÿ—‘Flow [for us], conquering land, conquering the
waters’ (an appeal to Soma); 1.100.18: sánat kšétram purú œcandráô vividvÁn—‘He
conquered the country together with his whitish friends as the one who knows’
(Indra). The god is asked to give ‘wide land’ (kšétram urú) to his worshippers
(9.91.6), which is closely synonymous with urú lokám. If the verb is intransitive, the
Acc. kšétram means usually the place of destination—‘land’, ‘place’, ‘country’,
6

GRASSMANN (1955).
BÖHTLINGK (1879–1886: II,130).
8
MAYRHOFER (1986–2000: I,436).
7
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‘territory’. 6.61.14: mÁ tvát kšétrâòy áraòâni ganma—‘Let us not go away from you
to distant lands!’ So, being used in the Acc. constructions, kšétram does not mean
‘field’.
This meaning can be found mostly in the Gen. constructions, when they are
represented by the proper name of a local genius kšétrasya páti−, ‘lord of the field’,
whom MACDONNELL calls ‘tutelary deity’. No special hymn is dedicated to
kšétrasya páti−. He is invoked to grant rich crops, cattle and horses, and to fill
heaven and earth, plants and waters with sweetness9. This name is mentioned in the
text five times, out of which three times are found in 6.57—a hymn where the
deified ploughshare and furrow (œúnâ-sÍrâ) are invoked, and draught animals,
plough and goad for driving cattle are mentioned. Kšétrasya páti− can mean only
‘lord of the field’ in such a context. For instance, 4.57.1: kšétrasya pátinâ vayáô /
hiténeva jayâmasi / gÁm áœvam pošayitnv Á—‘Due to the Lord of the field we gain
(the field) which is feeding cows and horses, as if with the help of a good friend.’
Once, in the late part of the text, it is said—10.66.13: kšétrasya pátim prátiveœam
îmahe—‘We apply to the Lord of the field who lives in the neighbourhood.’ That
means that he is protecting the speaker’s field, his property.
The name of this mythological personage is formed according to a model which is
well known in the RV: a combination of the Gen. sg. of a common noun followed
by the word páti ‘lord’, like bráhmaòas páti−, vÁstoš páti−.
The meaning ‘domain’ is clearly expressed in the text of the RV only once—
7.100.4: ví cakrame påthivÍm ešá etÁô [ kšétrâya víšòur mánuše daœasyán—‘He
strode across this earth (that it should become) domain, Višòu who rewards man.’
This is a single example in the RV, where the primary stem kšétra− has the meaning
‘domain’, which is characteristic of the secondary stems derived from it by means of
våddhi: kšáitra− (8.71.12) and the compound kšáitra-patya− (1.112.13). It should
be added that in 7.100.4 the meaning ‘domain’ of kšétra− is to a certain extent
influenced by the D. of aim.
There are many compounds in the RV with kšétra− as a first or a second member.
In the tat-puruša type kšétra− occupies the place of the first member, and has
usually the meaning ‘land’, ‘territory’ (and not ‘field’). The second member of these
compounds are, as a rule, nouns (substantives and adjectives) derived from the verbs
which govern the Acc. case kšétram in the syntactic constructions, that is ji−, san− /
sâ−, vid−. For instance, kšetra-ješá− m. ‘conquering of the land’, kšetrâsÁ− adj. ‘one
who captures lands,’ kšétra-sâti f. ‘capturing of lands,’ kšetra-víd− adj. ‘knowing the
locality,’ ‘~ the territory’ (epithet of gods). E.g. 10.32.7: ákšetra-vit kšetra-vídaô hy
áprâþ / sá práiti kšetra-vídÁnuœišþaÿ—‘It was the one who did not know the territory
9

MACDONELL (1897: 138).
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who asked the knower of the territory. He goes farther, being taught by the knower
of territory’ [the worshipper asked the god]. There exists only one compound word
of the tat-puruša type, where kšétra− means ‘field’, and this is kšetrasÁdhas− adj.
‘putting the fields in order’. It is met twice in the RV: 3.8.7 and 8.31.14 and causes
various interpretations, both the compound itself, and its second member. As to its
first member, there is no doubt that its meaning is ‘field’.
This meaning is characteristic of kšétra− when this word functions as the second
member of the bahu-vrîhi compound sukšétra− adj. ‘having good fields’, and an
abstract noun derived from it sukšetriyÁ− f. ‘longing for good fields.’
Drawing the conclusion one can say that there exists a certain distribution among
the case grammemes and types of compounds concerning the two kinds of meaning
of kšétra−: the abstract one—‘territory’, ‘locality’, ‘land’ (urú kšétram being very
close to urú lokám) and the concrete one—‘field’ (it is just in this meaning that
kšétra− is synonymous to the other names of the field). These two semantic spheres
are approximately equal in the semantic volume of kšétra−.
It is known from the RV that kšétra− is feeding cattle, but the shepherd is never
mentioned in connection with it.
Kšétra− does not reveal in the RV the metaphorical meaning ‘womb’ that is found
in Mânava-dharma-œâstra—cp. the discussion: to whom the child belongs: to the
owner of the kšétra− or to the owner of the seed.
Ájra− is another name of the field in the RV. Etymologically, it is a noun derived
from the verbal root áj− ‘to drive’ [a herd], though MAYRHOFER is not absolutely
sure about this etymology10. GRASSMANN makes a historical excursion in his article
about ájra−, saying that in the RV this word means ‘field’ in the broadest sense of
the word, while the primary, etymological meaning was ‘pasture’, and only
gradually, when cattle-breeding had been driven back by agriculture, the most part
of ájra− was used as arable land11. In his definition of the meaning of this word
GRASSMANN stresses that ájra− designates ‘plain’, ‘field’ covered with grass, and
that its semantic volume becomes clear from the oppositions to mountains, deserts
and impassable places. And that means that ájra− was treated as an element of
landscape.

10

MAYRHOFER (1986–2000: I,52).
GRASSMANN (1955: 23). One is struck by the methodic precision with which lexical
semantics is analysed in this article; it was far ahead of its time. The semantic volume of a
lexeme is practically established by means of oppositions to other lexemes with the help of
distinctive features.
11
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The word ájra− is found in the RV nine times, out of which eight are plural forms.
This contrasts sharply with the functioning of kšétra−: kšétra− is regarded as a single
abstract notion, ájra− as many concrete realisations of a notion.
Ájra− in the RV is opposed to the other elements of landscape by means of various
semantic distinctive features:
Ájra− : girí as flat : high, e.g. 6.24.8: ájra índrasya giráyaœ cid åšvÁ—
‘Even high mountains are plains for Indra.’
The rest of the case forms are Acc. pl.
Ájra− : dhánvan- as covered with vegetation : dry, barren, e.g. from the
Aœvin-hymn 6.62.2: apó dhánvâny áti yâtho ájrân—‘You two move
through the waters, deserts, meadows.’
Ájra− : durgá- as flat, easy to pass : impassable, e.g. 5.54.4: ví yád
ájraÍn ájatha nÁva îô yathâ / ví durgÁni maruto nÁha rišyatha—‘When
you cross the fields, like the boats (cross) the sea, and the impassable
places, O Maruts, you are not injured!’
The first of these oppositions is also represented on the level of derivation: ajryà−
‘connected with meadows’ : parvatyà− ‘connected with mountains’. 10.69.6: sám
ajryÀ parvatyÀ vásûni [ dÁsâ våtrÁòy Áryâ jigetha—‘You [have gained all] the
wealth connected with meadows (and) with mountains, you have conquered [all] the
dâsa and ârya enemies’ (you = Indra).
In all these cases ájra− is opposed to lexemes that do not belong to the same
semantic field, they are outside. The lack of oppositions inside its own semantic
field testifies to the fact that the opposition between arable land and pasture is not
relevant for ájra−.
This opposition models the relations between two names which are quasisynonyms, specifications of the general notion of the field: urvárâ− f. and khilyá− m.
Urvárâ− means ‘fertile field’, ‘a field yielding rich crops’, while khilyá− designates
‘barren (or fallow) land’, the distinctive feature being: fertile : non-fertile. Urvárâ−
is found in the RV eight times, khilyá− —two times.
There is a context where these two terms are directly opposed to each other. In
10.142.3 Agni’s attacks on bushes are implicitly compared with barren patches
among fertile fields: utá khilyÁ urvárâòâm bhavanti.
Urvárâ− in the hymns is a symbol of fertility. As such, it functions in the Apâlâhymn 8.91 which is in its essence a fertility charm. Indra cures the girl Apâlâ who
suffered from the absence of her pubic hair. It is imitative magic about which
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Stanis³aw SCHAYER has written12, and the image of a fruitful field plays a prominent
part here, cp. 8.91.5:
imÁni trÍòi višþápâ tÁnîndra ví rohaya /
œíras tatásyôrvárâm Ád idám ma úpodáre //
‘Make these three places sprout, O Indra: my daddy’s head and field
and this part of me below my waist.’ 13
The most frequent case of urvárâ− is the L. pl. (five times).
The typical context in which urvárâ− is found in the hymns is the list, where the
most precious valuables are enumerated—urvárâ− is one of them. E.g. 4.41.6: toké
hité tánaya urvárâsu / sÚre dÅœîke vÅšaòaœ ca páuôsye / índrâ no átra váruòâ
syâtâm—‘When the children and grandchildren are at stake, fertile fields, the vision
of the sun, and the male power of a bull, O Indra and Varuòa, be here with us!’
The stem urvárâ− is used as the first member of some compound-words, the
second member being derivatives of the same verbal roots or the same nouns as with
kšétra−: urvarâ-jít− ‘conquering arable fields’, urvarâsÁ− ‘gaining ~’, urvarâ-pati−
‘lord of the arable field’. Cattle is not mentioned in connection with urvárâ−.
Another name of the arable field kåší− (the root kåš− ‘to plough’) is found only
once in the RV in the late part of the text (see above).
The notion of pasture-meadow is expressed in the RV by two close synonyms:
yávasa− n. and gáv-yûti− f. The two words are etymologically connected, according
to MAYRHOFER (*(H)yavas− ‘meadow’, *(H)yûti− ‘grazing’—cp. yûthá− n. ‘herd’).14
Yávasa− is most frequent in the whole semantic field, it is found twenty-three times.
The dictionaries give its meaning as ‘pasture’, ‘a grassy meadow’, ‘grass [as
fodder]’. There is a considerable prevalence of the sg. forms over the pl. ones in its
case paradigm. The most frequent case is the L. (approximately one half of all the
forms), next one in frequency is the Acc. (almost one forth of all the forms), while
the N. is found only once. The rest of the case grammemes are seldom.
There is a peculiarity characteristic of yávasa− —this word is used mostly in
comparisons (which are usually elliptic). W. P. SCHMID (1958) states it as follows:
‘The image of pasture is used only in comparisons and not in metaphors with firmly
established symbolics.’15 As to comparisons, there exist certain clichés which repeat

12

SCHAYER (1925).
Transl. by O’FLAHERTY (1981: 257).
14
MAYRHOFER (1986–2000: II,404).
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themselves frequently in the hymns16. The Acc. case designates usually the place of
destination: like the cow is going to the pasture; the L. case: like the cow grazing on
a pasture. E.g. 4.41.5: sÁ no duhîyad yávaseva gatvÍ / sahásra-dharâ páyasâ mahÍ
gáuÿ—‘Let her give milk to us, as if having gone to a pasture, the great cow with
thousand streams of milk!’; 5.9.4: ágne paœúr ná yávase—‘O Agni, (you are) like
cattle on the pasture’; 5.53.16: ráòan gÁvo ná yávase—‘Let them rejoice like cows
on the pasture!’ All these comparisons are characterised by a common trait: they
model a real situation—it is a real pasture and a real cow. The contexts with yávasa−
should be understood literally, they are not related either to myths, or to the ritual.
Yávasa− as an independent word has usually the meaning ‘pasture’, ‘meadow’ in
the RV. The meaning ‘grass’ is found in the tat-puruša compound yavasÁd− adj.
‘eating grass’ only twice in the later parts of the text (1.94.11 and 10.27.9).
Typical of yávasa− are the compounds of the bahu-vrîhi and karma-dhâraya type
with the adjectival prefix su− ‘good’, ‘excellent’, ‘nice’, e.g. 2.27.13: … apáÿ
sûyávasâ ádabdha / úpa kšeti …—‘Exempt from deception, he lives near the waters
with nice meadows’ (the worshipper of the Âdityas); 1.42.8: abhí sûyávasaô
naya—‘Lead us to a good pasture!’ (to Pûšan).
Sûyávasa− in its turn, is a basis of further derivation: there exist sûyavasÁd− adj.
‘grazing on a good meadow’, sûyavasín− ‘rich of good meadows’, sûyavasyú−
‘longing for a good meadow’.
E.g. 1.164.40a: sûyavasÁd bhagavatÍ hí bhuyÁÿ—‘Be happy, grazing on a good
meadow!’ This translation is supported by the contents of pâda c: addhí tÅòam
aghnye viœvadÁnîm—‘O inviolable cow, eat grass for ever!’; 6.27.7: yásya gávâv arušÁ
sûyavasyÚ / antár Ú šú cárato rérihâòâ—‘Whose pair of reddish bulls, longing for a
good meadow, are moving nicely between [the sky and the earth], licking their lips
all the time.’
As a member of all these compounds yávasa− has also the meaning ‘pasture’,
‘meadow’ (and not ‘grass’). This way, one can regard sûyávasa− as a single notion.
It is an emotional evaluation. The pasture gives joy and satisfaction to the people
and the milch cows grazing (ad−, riœ−) on it, it is raòvá−, and everybody enjoys
(ran−) it.
Yávasa− in the RV is the name of the real pasture or meadow on the earth. It
belongs to the people; shepherds are mentioned in connection with it—and the
enemies are compared with the cows roaming about on a meadow without a
shepherd. All this testifies to the fact that cattle-breeding was still very important in
the times of the RV.

16

This was mentioned by SRINIVASAN (1979: 44–45).
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The substantive gáv-yûti− is found in the RV twelve times. Morphologically it is a
compound word: gáv-yûti−, meaning something like ‘grazing of cows.’
The paradigm consists of eleven sg. forms and one pl. The structure of the
paradigm is different from that of yávasa−. There are three N. forms, expressing the
subject of the sentence, e.g. 9.74.3: urvÍ gáv-yûtir áditer åtáô yaté—‘Wide is
Aditi’s pasture for the one who moves according to the Law.’ Here gáv-yûti−
belongs to Aditi, in two other cases to Yama (10.14.2) and to Agni (10.80.6). This
way, the N. of gáv-yûti− does not function as an active subject of an action. All the
rest are the Acc. forms, and so the paradigm consists of two cases.
There are two main types of passages with the Acc. gáv-yûtim. The first one is
when the god is asked to sprinkle the worshippers’ gáv-yûti− with butter, e.g.
3.62.16: Á no mitrâ-varuòâ / ghåtáir gáv-yûtim ukšatam—‘O Mitra-Varuòa,
besprinkle [our] pasture with butter.’ One should be reminded that butter (ghåtá−) in
the RV is not only a sacrificial substance, but also a mystical focus of the vital
power. Soma and the Sacred Speech are identified with ghåtá−, a whole hymn 4.58
is dedicated to it. The request to besprinkle the pasture with ghåtá− means in the
language of the Åšis: give us a secure life! So, these contexts with gáv-yûti− have
always a metaphorical meaning. Such requests are addressed, as a rule, to MitraVaruòa, guardians of the Cosmic Law.
The second type of contexts express practically the same thought, but by means of
another formula. The god is asked to make a broad gáv-yûti− and absence of fear,
e.g. 7.77.4: urvÍô gáv-yûtim ábhayaô kådhî naÿ—‘Create us a broad pasture,
absence of fear!’ (to Ušas). Urú− gáv-yûti− and ábhaya− are semantically very close
to each other, gáv-yûti− being used metaphorically. There is only one case out of
twelve, when gáv-yûti− has its literal sense, and this in the late part of the text
1.25.16: párâ me yanti dhîtáyo [ gÁvo ná gáv-yûtîr ánu—‘My preachers go away,
like cows along the pasture’—it is a single example, when gáv-yûti− is used like
yávasa−.
There are a few adjectival compounds of the bahu-vrîhi type with gáv-yûti− as a
second member, where this word is also used only metaphorically: agavyûtí− —
‘devoid of pastures’ (unhappy), urú-gavyûti− ‘having broad pastures’ (safe) and an
adverb paro-gav-yûtí- ‘outside the pasture’.
To draw the conclusion, gáv-yûti− differs from yávasa− in many respects: in the
structure of the paradigm, semantics and functioning. Yávasa− is referred to a real
pasture, which belongs to real people and is situated on the earth, where people
graze their cattle, while the denotatum of gáv-yûti− is an abstract notion, connected
both with gods and mortals. Gáv-yûti− is the sphere of activity of gods (MitraVaruòa, Soma, Agni), and the life of the mortals. Yávasa− is always used in its
literal sense, mainly in comparisons. Gáv-yûti−, as a rule, has a metaphorical
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meaning, and when a god is asked to besprinkle (ukš−) the gáv-yûti− with butter or to
create (kå−) a wide (urú−) gáv-yûti−, it means he is asked to create a safe and secure
life for his worshippers.
The analysis of meaning and functioning of the names of field–meadow–pasture
in the RV makes it possible to outline the contours of this semantic field at least in a
preliminary way. Two fragments of it are clearly opposed to each other: the territory
connected with cattle (yávasa−, gáv-yûti−)—the territory not connected with cattle
(urvárâ−, khilyá−). Inside the first fragment yávasa− is opposed to gáv-yûti− as a real
pasture belonging to the people to an abstract notion: sphere of activity, life,
referring both to gods and mortals. Stylistically they also differ: yávasa− has the
literal meaning and is used in comparisons, gáv-yûti− has the metaphorical meaning.
Inside the second fragment, urvárâ− is opposed to khilyá− as fertile land to the
infertile one.
Beyond this general opposition are the terms kšétra− and ájra−. Kšétra− has the
broadest semantic volume, and is synonymous to ájra− only in one part of its
meanings. It is more abstract in its meaning, denoting not only field, but land, or
territory in general. Ájra− is a concrete element of landscape, opposed to mountains,
deserts and impassable places. Kšétra− is regarded as a single indivisible notion,
while ájra− is treated as one of the concrete objects that are many.
Though there is direct testimony in the RV that the land was cultivated, tilled—
the hymn 4.57 is dedicated to the deities of the field—the analysis of the names of
the field does not give any information about how it was done. The information is of
quite a different type: the fields and pastures were conquered, the gods found them
for their worshippers.
The social interpretation of these linguistic data is the future task of the historians.
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Changing Canons: What did Sâyaòa think he commented upon
CEZARY GALEWICZ
It was in 1849 when the first volume of F. Max MÜLLER’s critical edition of the
Åg-veda came out, published with the support of the respected Court of Directors of
the East India Company. It brought not only to Europe but also to India a new sense
of printed canon of a Vedic text which could be a blasphemy to some and a miracle
to others. The complete printed Åg-veda is said to have been a commercial success.
It sold well with a second edition to follow soon, and the enlightened members of
the Court being granted a ‘fair return’ for their kindness in the shape of 500 copies
representing a sum of £ 7.500—a remarkable amount in those times1. The full title
of this Editio princeps is seldom recalled today. It read as follows: Œrîÿ Åg-vedaSaôhitâ Œrimat-sâyaòâcârya-viracita-mâdhavîya-vedârtha-prakâœa-sahitâ.
While the sound of the name of Sâyaòâcârya resonates with familiar tones in the
ear of those who happened to come across the Åg-veda, with that of Mâdhava it is
another story. The more so when a compound like the above could suggest a
commentary by a Mâdhava. Although MONIER-WILLIAMS, when consulted in this
regard, brings some relief in assuring us that mâdhavîya-vedârtha-prakâœa is just a
title of a commentary by Sâyaòa, our doubts resurface again with the very first lines
of the commentary itself. The Upodghâta, or introduction to the commentary,
deemed to be Sâyaòa’s, reads in line 3 that it was respected Mâdhava, not Sâyaòa,
who upon instigation of Œrî Ganeœa was instructed by king Bukka to shed light on
the artha of the Veda:
yat-kaþâkšeòa tad-rûpaô dadhad bukka-mahî-patiÿ /
âdiœan mâdhavâcâryaô vedârthasya prakâœane //
And in the very next line it is still the same Mâdhavâcârya who, styled here as the
compassionate one, endeavours to speak out the meaning of the Veda:
kåpâlur mâdhavâcâryo vedârthaô vaktum udyataÿ /
In the ‘Introduction’ to his edition of the Åg-veda, Max MÜLLER himself does not
devote much time to the question of whom the ideas in the commentary really
1

MÜLLER (1890: LII).
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belong to. He admits only that Sâyaòa resorts to the views of his then famous
brother in some parts of the commentary. The authorship of Sâyaòa was beyond
doubt to the great scholar. So was it to most of the later Indologists. But it is a
peculiar way of avoiding a more definite remark on the relation between him and
Mâdhava which is worth mentioning. And a history of comments on both the
supposed brothers reflects to some extent division lines within the rather small
Indological world itself. If we take a look at Sâyaòa through the eyeglasses of some
famous Vedic scholar we seldom find any mention of Mâdhava. Nor do we find any
appreciation of his exegetic ideas. And vice versa rarely does a darœana scholar
mention, but in passing, the person and ideas of Sâyaòa. It looks almost as a waste
of time for a historian of darœana systems to read Sâyaòa generally known
somehow to belong to the old decrepit Vedic world. Thus Jan GONDA in his Vedic
Literature includes a single short remark concerning Mâdhava, while speaking
about Sâyaòa, that: ‘He was a brother of the famous philosopher and author
Mâdhava with whom he was sometimes confounded’2. On the other hand E.
FRAUWALLNER in his opus magnum mentions the author of Sarva-darœanasaôgraha as ‘Sâyaòa-mâdhava’3, probably after the SDS itself which reads in 1.4:
œrîmat-sâyaòa-mâdhavaÿ prabhur upanyâsyat satâô prîtaye, what is rendered by
E. B. Cowell and A. E. Gough in JOSHI (1986) as: ‘… the fortunate SâyaòaMâdhava the lord has expounded them [Œâstras] for the delight of the good.’
FRAUWALLNER (1973: 5) adds that Sâyaòa-Mâdhava is ‘a Vedânta author’ who
‘professes the system of Œaókara.’ No trace of Sâyaòa at all. Cowell and Gough refer
to the problem in a way which gives impression that Sâyaòa did not exist at all.4
Be it as it may, we are nonetheless lucky to be in a possession of a full scale
commentary to t h e V e d a as it must have been initially designed. Or to a
g o o d n u m b e r o f V e d i c t e x t s as we would rather put it today. If
we admit the authorship of one person5, we should think rather of the rights and
royalties for the authorship than of one person’s work. The sheer number of
commentaries makes it rather beyond the possibilities of a single commentator’s
hand. Sâyaòa is said to have written commentaries to no less than five different
Saôhitâs, eleven Brâhmaòas, and two Âraòyakas along with respective Upanišads.
2

GONDA (1975: 41).
FRAUWALLNER (1973: 4). The same name is given as the author of the Åg-vedabhâšya by an edition from the 19th century in Telugu script, according to
KRIPACHARYULU (1986: 229).
4
K.L. JOSHI (1986: 2).
5
Cf. Indology List April 5th 1996, where M. Deshpande speaks of a commentary of
‘so-called Sayana’.
3
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All are fitted with introductions or upodghâtas which sometimes, as in the case of RV,
can be studied as separate works. We know that he used to write other things as well.
Some of his commentaries characteristically display a similar preamble to the
introduction part. Thus the Upodghâta for TS which was commented upon first, and
this in Indian world does not go without meaning, features almost the same lines in
the preamble as the Upodghâta to the RV does. The difference comes with line 4
which supplies us with what seems to be missing in the case of the Upodghâta to the
RV. The line reads:
sa [Mâdhavaÿ] prâha nåpatiô râjan sâyaòâryo mamânujaÿ /
sarvaô vetty eša vedânâô vyâkhyâtåtve niyujyatâm //4//
‘And this [Mâdhava] said to the Ruler: O King! Here is respected
Sâyaòa, —my younger brother. He knows everything of the Vedas—
lay on him the burden of the commentary [on the Veda].’
And the very next line shows king Bukka bidding Sâyaòa to shed light on the
meaning of the Veda. It seems then that in the case of TS it is explicitly Sâyaòa who is
indicated as the commentator while it is rather Mâdhava in the case of the Åg-vedabhâšya. Or are there just two lines missing from the text of Åg-veda Upodghâta?
The whole problem may appear to be a mere academic one if not for an
opportunity it offers for reconsidering the idea of such a huge commentary: its aim,
message and value. And above all for rethinking the commentator’s concept of the
subject of his work: a canonical Veda in a 14th century South Indian kingdom, too
young to carry the burden of a Hindu empire facing rich and hungry Muslim states.
For was it not an idea for a commentary to the Vedic canon that was on King
Bukka’s mind ?
Most probably it must have been something different in the king’s mind than it
eventually turned out to be in the commentator’s idea. And while the former
probably escapes us for good, the latter has some chances to be reconstructed.
To make use of such an opportunity one must take a step aside from most often
expressed opinions on Sâyaòa that amount to one of the field’s clichés, i.e. from
dismissing his ideas by way of putting them on a par with dull and worthless
medieval scholastic thought. We know already that Indian medieval times did not
necessarily resemble those of Europe and that the European Middle Ages were not
always that scholastic as we once were prone to think of them.
Whether it was Mâdhava or Sâyaòa, or rather more than two great pandits of the
time, that must have got engaged in this unique project, it was the Veda as a whole,
i.e. the canonical one, which was at stake and it was up to the leading figure(s)
among the commentatorial board to decide what it was to be. For the commentary is
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replete with fierce arguments concerning the probably then relevant issue of what
the Veda really was and what its constituent elements were.
The unity of the Veda seems to have been quite of a problem already with the
ancient commentators. The statements of the Brâhmaòas concerning the elusive
thing called trayî-vidyâ 6 tell us expressly that there existed an early tendency to
look at different streams of Vedic traditions as constituting one single whole. The
notion of Œruti, only too well known today, but often misunderstood, is rather late.
Yet it is most frequently taken for granted in discussion of texts that preceded it by
centuries. We come across it in medieval times and it henceforth establishes itself
for good both in traditional Indian as well as in Western academic discourse. It
seems to roughly designate a canon of textual collections deemed to be revealed and
transmitted orally through recitation and ‘hearing’. It has been thus opposed to
profane texts as well as to texts held as sacred but styled as being ‘remembered’
only, and accordingly termed Småti. The Œruti, as containing highly visionary lines
of the Åg-veda on the one hand, and dry formulas of yajus type on the other, looks
as if it was rifted by an inner conflict, to use HEESTERMAN’s words.7 The paradox of
one Veda consisting somehow of many different texts and thus defying definition
though held as highest authority by many traditions within Hinduism still puzzles
historians of religion and literary critics.
It appears to have been a problem also in the fourteenth century emerging
kingdom of Vijayanagar which desperately looked for a common ideology that
could serve its imperial multinational aspirations. If Mâdhavâcarya is the same
person as Vidyâraòya, the twelfth Jagadguru of a nearby important religious centre
of Sringeri, then the choice of ambitious king Bukka was the right one. Being
influential enough as the head of a powerful maþha, Mâdhava was best situated for
investing the young kingdom with the religious legitimacy it needed. And the best
way to build a sovereign authority was to sponsor a project on an imperial scale,
which Bukka and Harihara well understood. A royal commentary, for that it was, to
the one and whole Veda could serve that purpose among different South Hindu

6

Cf. ŒB 4.6.7.1:
trayî vai vidyâ / åco yajûôšî sâmâni …
sÎšâ trayî vidyâ saumye ’dhvare prayujyate //
‘For indeed there is a triple knowledge. There are hymns, formulas and
chants … This is this threefold knowledge, my dear, which is implemented
in sacrifice.’
7
J. HEESTERMAN (1981: 3).
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traditions like nothing else.8 A legend has it that the power of Sringeri was so highly
recognised that king Bukka in a symbolic gesture gave the whole of his kingdom to
Vidyâraòya Mâdhava, the Jagadguru, who in a gesture of legitimation gave it back
to the king9. The legend probably attests to a great authority and esteem of the
maþha and accounts for a decisive influence of Mâdhava on the court of
Vijayanagar. Perhaps thanks to this influence his younger brother was appointed a
court supervising commentator. One of his duties must have been to preside over the
work of a team of professionals gathered under royal patronage to work jointly on
an unprecedented commentary. And to comment on the meaning of the Veda
entailed drawing the limits of it first.
In the Upodghâta to the Åg-veda-bhâšya Sâyaòa devotes quite a few lines to this
problem, thus creating the impression that this was one of the pivotal issues of this
commentary. Made in a style of medieval vâda tradition, Sâyaòa’s arguments are
put forward in the guise of a dispute with fancy opponents whose words are fought
and refuted by superior reasoning that takes advantage of the rhetoric devices used
in the school of disputations he adhered to. He of course resorts to the authority of the
masters he admired and followed. One of the latter was his brother Mâdhava. It is the
citations from his SDS which are most frequently referred to next to those of Jaimini.
One of the problems he embarks on before that of defining one unique Veda is the
internal relation of the main Vedic traditions in terms of hierarchy. It is clear that he
does not think in terms of textual collections when considering the hierarchy
amongst them. Himself probably from a Yajur-vedin family of Andhra, Sâyaòa10
establishes the superiority of the Yajur-veda over the Åg-veda with reference to the
aim of explaining the meaning of the Veda. It is only a natural consequence after
stating in the preamble that the meaning of the Åg-veda shall be explained as
concerning hotra, i.e. that which pertains to a hotå priest during the sacrifice. And it
is also already in the preamble where Sâyaòa gives general reason for such a
hierarchy. It is because of âdhvaryavasya yajñešu prâdhânyât that YV is given
preference over RV. And we have these peculiar expressions addressing domains of
activity and a kind of ethos that we enter into by way of words like âdhvaryava and
hotra here. It is clear that not bodies of text but spheres of ritual competence are
8

Cf. KULKE (1985: 135): ‘Together with his famous brother Sayana … Vidyaranya
tried to establish in an act of intentional cultural policy … , a new system of orthodoxy
in order to counteract the influence of Islamic inroads into South India.’
9
On the history and legend concerning the kingdom of Vijayanagar see
KRIPACHARYULU (1986) and KULKE (1985).
10
Different views concerning the origin of Sâyaòa are expressed e.g. by KULKE
(1985: 124, 125), FILLIOZAT (1973: XXX) and VENKATARAMAN (1976).
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referred to. The uttara-pakša argument characteristically admits some preference to
the Åg-veda as a sphere of priestly competence, but eventually the siddhânta has it
that for the very reason of knowing the artha of the Veda as the a r t h a o f
c a r r y i n g o u t s a c r i f i c e it is Yajur-veda which holds superior position
as Sâyaòa says: artha-jñânasya tu yajñânušþhânârthatvât tatra tu yajur-vedasyÎva
pradhânatvât (‘It is indeed due to the meaning of carrying the sacrifices for the
apprehension of the artha that we take the predominance of the Yajur-veda.’11).
What is even more peculiar for us, the final argument for the pre-eminence of YV
is taken from the RV itself. In reference Sâyaòa quotes RV 10.71.10 which he
interprets rather freely though investing his comments in everything needed for a
good canonical commentary: he refers to an old master Yaska, but to the words of
the latter he adds his own, introducing his school’s ideas under the umbrella of
respected authority of the rather Ågvedic field. Thus he explains the above passage
in a way which is far removed from RV but natural to a ritualist: he holds that by the
word pupušvân, explained by Yaska as pušþiô kurvan, the hotå priest is meant as
‘putting together parts of the remembered hymns into one proper lesson or
recitation’ (bhinna-pradeœešu âmnâtânâm åcâô saôgham ekatvaô saôpâdyÎtâvad
idaô œâstram12). Now it is again a domain of competence named as hautra, not a
clearly limited body of texts which is alluded to by Sâyaòa. But it is a definition of
what the Veda really is which was most disputed judging from the number of
counter arguments from the opponents who reject any idea of the Veda as an entity
possible to define. The siddhânta for this argument, recurring here and again, is that
Veda can be defined as consisting of two parts: mantra and brâhmaòa13, the latter
divided—as we can expect according to Mîmâôsâ—into viddhi and artha-vâda.14
While the latter division is probably better known as widely discussed in reference
to Mîmâôsâ ideas, the former draws our attention here. Obviously finding much
difficulty with defining two parts of the Veda, the final argument of Sâyaòa based
upon Âpastamba and Jaimini states bluntly that mantra is nothing else than that
what the priests who know the tradition call by that name. Accordingly what is not
mantra remains to be brâhmaòa.15 Now we have again an argument which is
11

MÜLLER (1890: 1.24).
MÜLLER (1890: 1.30).
13
MÜLLER (1890: 2.39). Another definition is put forward by Sâyaòa in his
Upodghâta to TS: išþa-prâpty-anišþa-parihârayor alaukikam upâyaô yo grantho
vedayati sa vedaÿ: ‘A book which informs about the divine ways to achieve the Išþa (the
desired) and avoid the Anišþa (unwanted) is called “Veda”.’ (tr. by S. BALI (1999: 33)).
14
MÜLLER (1890: 11.31).
15
MÜLLER (1890: 12.18).
12
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entirely extralinguistic, though it seems to be referring to, as we would rather say,
types of text. As previously, Sâyaòa thinks of the Veda as something to be trained
and mastered in order to be put into practical ritual use by those who deem
themselves to embody the orthodox tradition. Obviously the interpreting strategy
adopted here by Sâyaòa serves protecting the social status of the Brahmins.
Sâyaòa’s vision of one canonical Veda as an almost limitless storage of detached
‘sacred sayings’ and authoritative explanations thereof is united by the idea of
sacrifice as orchestrated by the knowing one. The unifying activity is best expressed
with the verb saôsÖkå, meaning primarily ‘putting together, arranging’, rather than
‘purifying’, as rendered by PETERSON16. As it is not the text which is the centre of a
thus conceived canon, it is no wonder that it is not the meaning of the mantras that
is most essential in studying one’s own Veda but rather the perfect mastering of
their sound form. What it amounts to is perhaps delimiting different kinds of
performance: that of learning by brahma-cârin, where free interpretation should not
take place from that of commenting, on the one hand, and that of experiencing the
artha, on the other. The latter one should come out of the ritual use of carefully
arranged texts and activities put into mutual relation. Reading the ‘Introduction’ to
the Åg-veda-bhâšya we encounter a discussion on whether the mantras have
meaning and, if so, whether it can be authoritative. What is rather characteristic,
Sâyaòa tends to look for the semantics of the text in relation to the situation of its
performance. It seems clear to him that mantras may or may not have meaning
according to the extralinguistic context of the recitation. One of the examples put
forward by Sâyaòa is that of a young brahma-cârin reciting a ‘pestle mantra’ by the
side of a girl named Pûròikâ who happens to use her pestle in the nearby.17 The
mantras here are supposed not to convey any meaning as there is no connection
with the sacrifice.
Only in the situation when there is such a connection, a full meaning of the recited
mantras is to be grasped as coming out of the mutual relation of all elements
constituting the artha of the Veda meant as carrying out the sacrifice in its
complexity.
In such a model the canonical value of a text comes into play with other elements
after mastering its repertoire first (svâdhyaya), and in the situation of performance
where all elements of sacrificial drama are duly applied. The text is thus rather
separated from its internal meaning, though on the other hand we see Sâyaòa
16

PETERSON (1890: 4): ‘The brahmâ, himself alone, purifies the whole path of the
sacrifice …’—brahmâ tv eka … yajña-mârgaô kåtsnam api saôskaroti (MÜLLER (1890:
2.13)).
17
MÜLLER (1890: 4.17).
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commenting in principle on each word of the Åg-veda. And perhaps this idea of
explaining each word in relation to the artha of the Veda rather than an autonomous
message of the hymns shows Sâyaòa’s characteristic way of conceiving of a
canonical text. It prevents students of the Veda from free interpretation of the text
they strive to master over through daily study. Yet it promises the sense to emerge
for the performer out of live performance in the situation that could be styled as that
of insider in contradistinction to the outsider’s perspective of an interpreter of the
text. The former allows for manipulating the canon’s powers, the latter may serve to
manipulate canon in order to use its authority. 18
Sâyaòa, or rather the Vijayanagar kingdom’s reason of state, needed an amplified
image of one canonical Veda as a vehicle for its authority. And for Sâyaòa (or,
perhaps, Mâdhava) only an idea of the aim of one whole Veda could give a clear
rationale for the superiority of the YV over the RV which in turn was necessary to
look for the meaning of åc verses as referring first and foremost to the sacrifice.

APPENDIX

Åg-veda-bhâšyôpodghâta:
vâg-îœâdyâÿ sumanasaÿ sarvârthânâm upakrame /
yaô natvâ kåta-kåtyâÿ syus taô namâmi gajânanam //1//
yasya niÿœvasitaô vedâ yo vedebhyo ’khilaô jagat /
nirmame tam ahaô vande vidyâ-tîrtha-mahêœvaram //2//
yat-kaþâkšeòa tad-rûpaô dadhad bukka-mahî-patiÿ /
âdiœan mâdhavâcâryaô vedârthasya prakâœane //3//
ye pûrvôttara-mîmâôse te vyâkhyâtisaôgrahât /
kåpâlur mâdhavâcâryo vedârthaô vaktum udyataÿ //4//
âdhvaryavasya yajñešu prâdhânyâd vyâkåtaÿ purâ /
yajur-vedo ’tha hautrârtham ågvedo vyâkarišyate //5//
etasmin prathamo ’dhyâyaÿ saôpradâyataÿ /
vyutpannas tâvatâ sarvaô boddhuô œaknoti buddhimân //6//

18

On the role of interpretative agent in interpreting canons see PATTON (1994: 314).
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‘/1/ I salute the elephant-faced God, to whom the Lord of Speech and
other well-disposed [gods] bow when undertaking any task (may they
be successful),
/2/ Whose breath are the Vedas, who created the world with the help of
the Vedas, Him I revere—Vidyâ-tîrtha in the form of Mahêœvara.
/3/ At his [godly] glance king Bukka took his form and ordered
Mâdhavâcârya to shed light on the artha of the Veda.
/4/ After he thoroughly explained both the Pûrva and Uttara Mîmâôsâ,
the compassionate Mâdhavâcârya decided to speak about the artha of
the Veda.
/5/ Due to the predominance of the sphere of adhvaryu in sacrifices it
was the Yajur-veda which was explained first. Now the Åg-veda as the
artha of hotå’s domain shall be explained.
/6/ In this task the first adhyâya [shall be presented] according to the
tradition. If one manages to comprehend this one, being a buddhiman,
he can understand all.’
Taittirîya-saôhitâ-bhašyôpodghâta:
[stanza 1–3 = Åg-veda-bhašyôpodghâta 1–3]
sa prâha nåpatiô râjan sâyaòâryo mamânujaÿ /
sarvaô vetty eša vedânâô vyâkhyâtåtve niyujyatâm //4//
ity ukto mâdhavâryeòa vîra-bukka-mahî-patiÿ /
anvaœât sâyaòâcâryaô vedârthasya prakâœane //5//
[stanza 6 = Åg-veda-bhašyôpodghâta 4]
brâhmaòaô kalpa-sûtre dve mîmâôsâô vyâkåtiô tathâ /
udâhåtyâtha taiÿ sarvair mantrârthaÿ spašþam îryate //7//
/4/ And he [i.e. Mâdhavâcârya] said to the Ruler: O King! Here is
respected Sâyaòa, my younger brother. He knows everything of the
Vedas—lay on him the burden of the commentary [on the Veda].
/5/ Being told so by the venerable Mâdhava, the brave king Bukka
ordered Sâyaòâcârya to shed light on the artha of the Veda.
/7/ With the help of explanations of both Brâhmaòas and Kalpa-sûtras
and two Mîmâôsâs, illustrated with examples from all of them, the
artha of the mantras is brought to light.’
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Rationality as a Method of Research into the Nyâya System
JONARDON GANERI
One of the many enduring achievements of STANIS£AW SCHAYER was his
introduction of the methods of contemporary logical theory into the study of Indian
logic. In his celebrated paper of 1933, ‘Über die Methode der Nyâya-Forschung’,
SCHAYER recognised that philological and historical methods for investigating the
Nyâya system have to be supplemented with techniques of analysis drawn from
logic. His source for new instruments of theoretical analysis came from the example
provided by £ukasiewicz, who had already reinterpreted the Aristotelian syllogistic
as a system of formal deduction. SCHAYER consequently attempted to study the
Nyâya system as if it were a formal logic. Since SCHAYER, the potentialities as well
as the limits of this approach have gradually become clear. What I would like to
suggest in this paper is that formal validity is too restricted a concept to do justice to
the nature of the Naiyâyikas’ philosophical project. I want to suggest that we might
do better if we take as our operative concept the concept of rationality, and interpret
the Nyâya system as if it were a theory of what constitutes rational belief. I will
illustrate my point by examining the model of rationality that is implicit in the
concept of an ‘example’ (udâharaòa) in early Nyâya logical theory.
1. Rationality and extrapolation
The capacity to extrapolate from what one has perceived to what one has not is a
core function of reason. That extrapolation is a key concept in the early history of
Indian logic is clear from some of the examples Vâtsyâyana gives under NS 1.1.5
(Nyâya-bhâšya 12.7–161). Seeing a rising cloud, one infers that it will rain; or the
variant: seeing the ants carrying their eggs, one infers that it will rain. Seeing a full
and swiftly flowing river, one infers that it has been raining. Seeing a cloud of
smoke, one infers the existence of an unseen fire. Hearing a cry, one infers that a
peacock is nearby. Seeing the moon at one place at one time and at another place at
another time, one infers that it is moving (even though one cannot see it move).
1

References are to page and line numbers in THAKUR (1997).
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Caraka (Caraka-saôhitâ: Sûtra-sthâna 11.13–14) has some other examples:
inferring impregnation from pregnancy; inferring the future appearance of fruit from
the presence of seeds. In the Upâya-hådaya2, we also find: inferring from a child’s
special mark that this person is that child, now grown up; inferring from the salty
taste of one drop of sea water that the whole sea is salty. The Ts’ing-mu (TUCCI
(1929: xvii–xviii)) has a similar example: inferring that all the rice is cooked on
tasting one grain. And the Vaiœešika-sûtra3 mentions another sort of extrapolation—
the inference of an entire cow from the perception only of its horns.
Extrapolation from the seen to the unseen can take place in any of the three
dimensions of time—past, present and future. Our interest is in the Indian theory of
rationality, and for this we want to look at answers given to the question: on what
basis, if any, ought the extrapolation be made? For while dice-throwing, guesswork
and divination are ways of extrapolating, they are not rational ones. Extrapolation
must be done ‘on the basis of reasons,’ and a theory of ‘reasons’ is a theory of what
makes an extrapolation warranted. So we discover the Indian theories of rationality
in their explanations of why the extrapolations in the examples mentioned above are
warranted. Rationality here is the search for extrapolative license.
Vâtsyâyana says only that there should be a connection between what is seen and
what is inferred (Nyâya-bhâšya 12.4). Certainly, many of the early writers have a
definite interest in prediction and scientific explanation, and assume that
extrapolation is warranted when underwritten by a causal relation. On the other
hand, it is clearly recognised that not all warranted extrapolation is causal. The
Vaiœešika-sûtra lists, in addition, the relations of contact, inherence, coinherence in
a third, and being contrary [3.1.8, 9.18], while the Šašþi-tantra, an early Sâôkhya
text, has a partially overlapping list of seven relations.4 Take the inference from a
drop of salty sea water to the conclusion that the whole sea is salty. This is not an
inference based on any causal relation between the drop of sea water and the sea as
a whole; rather, the relation between them is mereological. I shall claim that it is
what would now be called an inference from sampling, where a ‘typical’ member of
a group is taken to have properties representative of the rest. This is a very common
and useful form of reasoning—witness the example of checking that all the rice is
2

Upâya-hådaya or Prayoga-sâra, see TUCCI (1929).
Vaiœešika-sûtra 2.1.8: ‘It has horns, a hump, a tail hairy at the extreme and a
dewlap—such is the perceived mark of cowness.’
4
The relations of master to property, matter to its altered condition, cause to effect,
efficient cause to caused, matter to form, concurrent occurrence, and hindering to
hindered. E. FRAUWALLNER (1958: 84–139, esp. 123, 126–7). See also Nancy
SCHUSTER (1972: 341–395).
3
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cooked by tasting a single grain! It is not formally valid, but it is a pervasive and
powerful species of informal reasoning. An ‘example’ is now to be thought of as a
typical sample, a thing whose properties can be taken as a guide to the properties of
every other thing of the same kind. It has other functions too, as we will now see.

2. Rationality and debate
H. N. RANDLE (1930: 148) observed a long time ago that ‘the Naiyâyika was from
first to last a târkika, a disputant.’ More recently, B. K. MATILAL (1998: 32) has
called debate the ‘preferred form of rationality’ in classical India. There is a good
deal of truth in these observations. A sophisticated theory of rationality evolved in
the debating arenas. Kauþilya had already observed that rationality is about the best
means to an end, and the end of the debater is to win. But what counts as winning a
debate? If the debate is the victory-at-any-cost sort (jalpa), and a debater wins when
his opponent is lost for words or confused or hesitant, then the best and so most
rational way to proceed would be to employ such tricks as play on the opponent’s
weaknesses: speaking very quickly or using convoluted examples or referring to
doctrines of which one suspects one’s opponent is ignorant. In the other sort of
debate, the truth-directed sort (vâda), ‘winning’ is a matter of persuading one’s
opponent and also an impartial audience that one’s thesis is true, and the rational
debater must find some other methods. The debating room is a theatre for the art of
persuasion. It is a metaphor for any situation in which one wants to persuade others
of the correctness of one’s point of view. It will include by extension both the
mundane situation of persuading one’s walking companion that something is about
to happen, and the refined situation of convincing a scientific community that one’s
hypothesis is true. The model of rationality which comes out of the theory of debate
is that of persuasion in accordance with public norms of correctness. Nothing is
more persuasive than an argument backed up by well-chosen examples and
illustrations. And so, when the Naiyâyikas came to codify the form of rational
debating demonstration, the citation of examples was given at least as much
prominence as the citation of reasons, and what constitutes an example came to be a
matter of what was adduced by publicly acceptable criteria to be a representative
sample of its kind.
The proper way to formulate one’s position is in accordance with a ‘five-limbed’
schema: tentative statement of the thesis to be proved; citation of a reason; mention
of an example; application of reason and example to the case in hand; final assertion
of the thesis [1.1.32]. Suppose I want to persuade my companion that it is about to
rain. I might reason as follows: ‘Look, it is going to rain. For see that large black
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cloud. Last time you saw a large black cloud like that one, what happened? Well, its
the same now. It is definitely going to rain.’ In order to be able to generalise the
structure of such patterns of reasoning, the Naiyâyikas make an important
simplifying assumption. They assume that the underlying pattern is one of propertysubstitution. The claim is that all such patterns exemplify the same canonical form:
Fa because Ka. An object (the pakša, or locus of the inference) is inferred to have a
property (the sâdhya, or to-be-proved) on the grounds that it has some other
property (the hetu, or reason). The simplification, then, is to think of reasoning as
taking us from an object’s having one property to that same object’s having another.
This simplification scarcely seems justified. A cursory inspection of the cases
mentioned at the beginning of the last section shows that only about half fit such a
pattern. The cases of the swollen river, the ants, the peacock’s cry, the fruit and the
salty sea do not seem to fit at all. The canonical schema seems to fit the case of the
moon, the pregnancy, and the child’s special mark, but it is only at a stretch that one
can force the case of smoke and fire into the pattern (an irony as this is a hackneyed
example which all the logical texts quote). Bearing in mind the ways in which
Indian logic was later to develop, one can be forgiven for feeling that this adoption
of a property-substitution model at an early stage, while perhaps a helpful and
necessary simplification for the sake of initial progress, eventually came to be more
of a straight-jacket, and to some degree stifled the study of other patterns of
inferential reasoning.
What licences an inference? The Nyâya-sûtra answer is given in five brief and
controversial aphorisms [1.1.34–38]:
udâharaòa-sâdharmyât sâdhya-sâdhanaô hetuÿ.
tathâ vaidharmyât.
sâdhya-sâdharmyât tad-dharma-bhâvî dåšþânta udâharaòam.
tad-viparyayâd vâ viparîtam.
udâharaòâpekšas tathêty upasaôhâro na tathêti vâ sâdhyasyôpanayaÿ.
‘A reason is that which proves what is to be proved through [its] being
like an example.
Again, through being unalike.
An example is an observed instance which, being like what is to be
proved, possesses its property.
Or else, being opposite, is opposite.
The application is an assimilation to what is to be proved “this is thus”
or “this is not thus” depending on the example.’
Likeness is property-relative. Something is ‘like’ another thing if both share a
property. They are unalike if they do not both share it. Now arguably the natural
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way to interpret these sûtras is as follows. Either the locus of the inference is like
the example (in that both possess the reason property) and, since the example has
the to-be-proved property, so does the locus. Or else the locus of the inference is
unlike the example (it possesses the reason-property but the example does not), and
since the example does not have the to-be-proved property, the locus does have it. If
we let ‘b’ stand for the example, then we seem to have:
a is likeK b
Fb
∴ Fa

a is unlikeK b
~ Fb
∴ Fa

This formulation actually makes the inference a generalisation of the inference
from sampling we have already seen. The example is a typical member of the class
of things having the reason-property. And it has this other property, the to-beinferred property. But the locus of the inference is also a member of the class of
things having the reason-property. So it too has the to-be-inferred property (the
negative formulation is similar). This is a powerful form of reasoning, one which we
engage in all the time. It is not formally valid, but it is a pervasive type of informal
reasoning. We employ it whenever we infer that an object has a property on the
grounds that it belongs to a type the typical members of which have that property.
Compare: this grain of rice is typical of the whole pan of rice, and it is cooked. So
any other grain will be cooked as well. This drop of water is typical of the entire
sea, and it is salty. So this other drop must be salty as well.
We said that in the debating model, rationality is subject to public norms of
correctness. In arguments of the kind being considered, public norms do indeed
have a role to play, for they determine whether the object adduced by the debater as
an ‘example’ is adequate. For something to be capable of playing the role of
example, it must be generally and uncontroversially accepted as a member of K and
as an F. The debater must, when he chooses an example, be careful to select one
that will fit public criteria of acceptability. If the example is to fulfil its role as a
representative of its kind, then it must be certified as such by common assent. It is
for this reason that the pattern of reasoning here is neither formally valid nor in any
way reducible to an Aristotelian syllogism.
3. The deductive-nomological model
There is a strong pressure, nevertheless, to fit such arguments into a deductivenomological model. These arguments, the thought goes, rest on an underlying
lawlike universal generalisation—that all the members of kind K are Fs. The
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argument is then enthymematic for a deductively valid one: Ka, all K are F ∴ Fa.
The role of the example would, it is alleged, be to provide empirical support for the
universal rule, either by being something which is both K and F or by being
something which is neither K nor F. SCHAYER had a different idea (SCHAYER (1933:
247–257)). He read the step labelled ‘example’ in the five-step proof as an
application of a logical rule, the one we would now call ‘universal instantiation’.
This is the rule that permits one to infer from ‘(∀x)(Kx → Fx)’ to ‘(Ka → Fa)’. But
he still sees the overall inference as a formally valid one whose validity is a
consequence of the fact that there is a hidden premise ‘(∀x)(Kx → Fx)’.
More light can be thrown on this point if we examine the early Nyâya account of a
pair of debating moves called the ‘likeness-based rejoinder’ (sâdharmya-sama) and
‘unlikeness-based rejoinder’ (vaidharmya-sama). A sophistical rejoinder (jâti) is a
debating tactic in which the opponent tries unsuccessfully to produce a counterargument, an argument designed to prove the opposite thesis. It is sophistical
because the counter-argument is based on a false or superficial analogy. Nyâyasûtra 5.1.2–3 state:
sâdharmya-vaidharmyâbhyâm upasaôhâre tad-dharma-viparyayôpapatteÿ
sâdharmya-vaidharmya-samau.
gotvâd go-siddhivat tat-siddhiÿ.
‘When there is assimilation through likeness or unlikeness, the likenessbased and unlikeness-based rejoinders lead to the opposite property.
[The reply is:] the proof of [the thesis] is just like the proof of a cow
from cowness.’
One debater, debating properly, tries to prove that a certain object has a certain
property by pointing out that it is like another object which does have that property.
(The black cloud overhead now is like the cloud we saw yesterday—both are black.
But that cloud caused it to rain, so this one will too.) The opponent now tries to
counter by pointing out that the object is also similar to an object which does not have
the property. (The black cloud overhead is like the white cloud we saw the day before
yesterday—both are clouds. But that cloud did not cause rain, so this one won’t
either.) As an argument, the rejoinder seems to follow the very same pattern as the
original one, so why is it false? The existence of such rejoinders shows that mere
likeness is not sufficient for good argument. The likeness has to be of the right type.
a is likeK1 b

a is likeK2 c

Fb

~ Fc

∴ Fa

∴ ~ Fa
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When is the likeness of the ‘right type’? The Nyâya-sûtra’s very cryptic comment
is that the ‘right type’ is the type displayed by the relationship between a cow and
its genus cowness. Vâtsyâyana, the commentator, is unclear and confused on this
point. He does, however, make one important observation:
‘If one proceeds to establish the required inferable property on the basis
simply of likeness or unlikeness then there will be lack of regularity
(vyavasthâ). Irregularity does not arise with respect to some special property.
For something is a cow because of its likeness with another cow, which
likeness is actually cowhood, not the cow’s having dewlap, etc. It is because
of cowhood that a cow is unlike a horse, etc., not because of a difference of
particular qualities. This has been explained in the section on the limbs of a
demonstration. In a demonstration, each limb serves a single purpose
because they are connected with means of knowing. The irregularity rests
only on a bogus-reason.’ [Nyâya-bhâšya 285.4–8; below 5.1.3].
If the likeness must be of the right type, then the reason-property, as determiner of
the likeness relation, must also be of the right type. The object under investigation
must be like objects which belong to a group the typical members of which have the
to-be-inferred property. Vâtsyâyana implies that if the property in question is a
property shared by typical members of the class of cows, then the reason-property
must be the class-essence cowness.
What we are asking for are the conditions under which it is admissible to
extrapolate a property from one object to another. It appears to be admissible to
extrapolate the property ‘rain-maker’ from one black cloud to another black cloud,
but not from a black cloud to a white cloud. It appears to be admissible to
extrapolate the property ‘has a dewlap’ from one cow to another cow, but not from
one four-legged animal (a cow) to another (a horse). There seems to be an order in
the world of objects, a structure which licenses the extrapolation of properties in
some directions but not others. Objects are grouped together on the basis of their
likenesses and unlikenesses to one another. The possibility of likeness- and
unlikeness-based rejoinders shows, however, that there are many different ways of
making these groupings, many different metrics of likeness. So the problem is this:
given some arbitrary property we wish to extrapolate from one object to another,
how do we decide which such metric determines a standard for proper and
warranted extrapolation? For an extrapolation may be warranted under one likeness
relation but not another. So not every inference of the standard pattern is valid:
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a is likeK b
Fb
∴ Fa
The response in the tradition to this problem is to impose further constraints on
the relation of likeness. Relevant or extrapolation-warranting likeness is said to
consist in the sharing of a property at least as narrow in extension as the property to
be extrapolated. The important point is that this not the introduction of a new
premise into the inference pattern, but rather it is a condition on when an inference
is admissible. The constraint is of the form: it is valid to infer Fa from Fb if a is
likeK b when b, the example is relevantly like a (i.e. when the property it shares with
a is narrower in extension than the property being extrapolated). An inference rule is
not another premise in the inference, but rather that in virtue of which the inference
is valid or invalid. And the treatment of the early Nyâya theory as a theory of
inference from sampling shows how the rule that there be a ‘universal connection’
(vyâpti) of this kind between the properties is not an enthymematic premise but a
genuine inference rule of an informal logic.
SCHAYER concludes his article ‘Über die Methode der Nyâya-Forschung’ with an
interesting remark. He says that ‘we do not compare Indian and modern logic in
order to find individual differences along with similarities. Instead, we judge Indian
logic from the standpoint of modern scientific logic in order to find out why it is
logical in our sense.’ That is why the comparison of Nyâya logic with the
Aristotelian syllogistic theory was pointless for SCHAYER; he was more interested in
seeing whether there are any anticipations of the propositional and predicate
calculus in the Indian theories. Modern logic, he thinks, broadens the horizon,
explaining as it does many new kinds of formal validity that traditional Aristotelian
logic cannot recognise. My argument has been that the horizon needs to be
broadened further still. For there are many ways to arrive rationally at belief other
than that of formal deduction. Informal argument schemes, such as the inference
from sampling, are just as much ways of reaching beliefs it is rational for someone
to hold, and it is with this wider concept of rational belief that we can make better
sense of the Nyâya philosophical enterprise. Studying the Indian philosophers we
hope to find new forms of rationality and new philosophical paradigms, and this is
one way for the discoveries made by the classical Indian investigators into the
possibilities of human reason to be of interest and relevance to us today.
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Two notes on the word upanišad in the Mahâ-bhârata
MINORU HARA
Among his many-sided contributions to Indological studies, Professor STANIS£AW
SCHAYER was noted for his illuminating study on the word upanišad. After
reviewing critically the hitherto accepted translations of the word as ‘sitting nearby’
(Max Müller), ‘Verehrung,’ ‘Anbetung’ (H. Oldenberg), he detected with
penetrating insight the meaning behind the word and advocated a unique
interpretation: ‘die im Akte des upâsana zu erfassende Äquivalenz zwischen zwei
magischen Substanzen.’ 1
As is always the case with an unprecedented original exposition, his theory
stimulated scholars to further detailed studies. His interpretation was basically
supported by such eminent Vedisants as H. OERTEL2 (‘mystische Gleichsetzung
[Äquivalenz] einer sinnlich unfassbaren Wesenheit mit einer sinnlich fassbaren
Wortgruppe, um so einen sinnlichen Anhalt als Stützpunkt für die Versenkung
[Kontemplation] zu gewinnen’) and L. RENOU3 (‘connexion en védique’). It was
only in 1986, sixty years after the publication of his article, that the word was taken
up again by HARRY FALK (1986: 80–97), who discussed in detail the meaning of the
word in a historical perspective. 4
It is then out of great respect to the pioneer contribution of the Polish scholar that
here the present writer discusses two problems relevant to the word upanišad and
dedicates the discussion to his Commemoration Volume.
1. Upanišad. Those who would work on the word upanišad now must refer to the
contribution of H. FALK (1986), who carefully examined the Vedic contexts in
which the word occurs. According to his conclusion, the word experienced a
semantic development (‘Bedeutungswandel’) through the Vedic literature, and thus

1

SCHAYER (1927: 67) [= (1988: 358)].
OERTEL (1994: 842).
3
RENOU (1945: 55–60), RENOU (1946: 132) and RENOU (1956: 47).
4
Other studies which have come to my attention are as follows: SCHMITHAUSEN
(1971: 139): ‘Grundlage od. Vorstufe: upanišad-bhûtatva,’ HARTMANN (1987: 238):
‘Grundlage des Nirvâòa: nirvâòopanišattva.’
2
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we must choose different words for its translation in the respective contexts. That is
to say, its meaning varies from one context to another and fluctuates from its basic
meaning of ‘bewirkende Macht’ to ‘hierarchische Beziehung’ and finally to
‘Voraussetzung’. Occasionally, it means the deity and text which are characterised
by the ‘bewirkende Macht’.
However, a similar semantic ambivalence seems to be found also in epic and
classical Sanskrit literature. In the pages which follow, we shall examine the
passages in which the word occurs, and discuss its relevant problems.
1.1. In the well-known dialogue between the virtuous hunter and a Brahmin
Kauœika, in which the former explains to the latter the œišþâcâra, we read as follows:
vedasyôpanišat satyaô satyasyôpanišad damaÿ /
damasyôpanišat tyâgaÿ œišþâcârešu nityadâ // (MBh.3.198.62)
J. B. VAN BUITENEN (1975) took the word in the sense of ‘secret’ and translated
the above passage as follows,
‘The secret of the veda is truthfulness, the secret of truthfulness is selfcontrol, the secret of self-control is at all times relinquishment, in the
deportment of the strict.’
1.1.1. No matter what English word one may assign to the word upanišad, the crucial
point is how to relate a pair of concepts (veda and satya, etc.) which are linked by our
word. Also, one wonders whether each preceding word with the genitive ending
(vedasya, etc.) stands in a subordinate position to the following one in the nominative
case (satyam, etc.). That is to say, in the words of H. OERTEL, which of the two is the
‘sinnlich fassbar’ through which one can reach the ‘sinnlich unfassbar’? If the
preceding one is the ‘fassbar’ (veda), then it must be subordinate to the following,
which is ‘unfassbar’ (satya). In such a case, veda is considered as a more concrete
concept than satya, which in its turn is less concrete, that is, more abstract. In the
words of FALK, here satya is the ‘bewirkende Macht’ behind veda. Then a process of
abstraction here starts from veda to tyâga through satya and dama.
1.1.2. However, there remains another possibility—to take all these four in coordination, instead of subordination (‘Unterordnung’ to ‘Oberbegriff’). In order to
ascertain this, it is necessary to examine the passages in the vicinity, where these
concepts are enumerated in a similar way. Two passages come to our attention,
which have the same refrain in pâda d as our verse.
yajño dânaô tapo vedâÿ satyaô ca dvija-sattama /
pañcÎtâni pavitrâòi œišþâcârešu nityadâ // (MBh.3.198.57)
guru-œuœrûšaòaô satyam akrodho dânam eva ca /
etac catušþayaô brahmañ œišþâcârešu nityadâ // (MBh.3.198.60)
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For clarity’s sake, let us list them in a comparative table.
(62) veda
(57) yajña
(60) guru-œuœrûšaòa

satya
dâna
satya

dama
tapas
akrodha

tyâga
veda
dâna

= (4)
satya = (5 pavitra)
= (4)

The pentad in 57, which contains tyâga (= dâna), veda and satya, constitutes
pavitra (purification), and we discern nothing hierarchic among these five. They are
enumerated in an equal position, all being subordinate to a higher concept of
pavitra. Also the quartet (catušþaya) in 60 is of the nature of a simple enumeration
with no hint among its members of subordination (‘Unterordnung’) to a higher
concept (‘Oberbegriff’). Furnished with the same refrain œišþâcârešu nityadâ, what
we find there is simply the co-ordination of these ethico-religious concepts. In view
of the presence of a similar sort of enumeration of ethical concepts on an equal
footing, we are inclined to take the word upanišad in the sense of ‘equal to,’ or
‘equivalent with.’ This is the meaning that SCHAYER advocated in 1927
(‘Gleichsetzung’).
1.2. Our passage (MBh.3.198.62) is repeated with slight variations twice later in the
Œânti-parvan. We shall examine them in due order.
The first instance is met with in Prajâpati’s discourse to the Sâdhyas, in which the
word tyâga in pâda c is replaced by mokša. Here the god, assuming the form of a
Haôsa bird, extols the practice of patience (kšamâ) and non-anger (akrodha), even
when one is exposed to another’s assaults, verbal as well as physical.
vedasyôpanišat satyaô satyasyôpanišad damaÿ /
damasyôpanišan mokša etat sarvânuœâsanam // (MBh.12.288.13)
1.2.1. Putting aside for a moment the translation of the passage, which has the same
construction except in pâda d (etat sarvânuœâsanam), let us once again investigate
other passages in the contextual vicinity, which enumerate similar ethico-religious
concepts.
Here, in the opening verse of the chapter, Yudhišþhira enumerates four virtues that
wise men praise:
satyaô kšamâô damaô prajñâô praœaôsanti pitâmaha /
vidvâôso manujâ-loke katham etan mataô tava // (MBh.12.288.1)
‘The wise men in this world praise truth, patience, self-control and
intelligence. But, Grand-father, what do you think?’
Another enumeration is met in the opening verse of the Haôsa:
idaô kâryam amåtâœâÿ œåòomi /
tapo damaÿ satyam âtmâbhiguptiÿ // (MBh.12.288.7ab)
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‘Oh, you who have drunk Amåta, I have heard that one should have
recourse to asceticism, self-restraint, truth and self-denial.’
Then later, just one verse before ours, we read,
œrešþhaô hy etat kšamâm apy âhur âryâÿ /
satyaô tathÎvârjavam ânåœaôsyam // (MBh.12.288.12)
‘The noble-minded say that patience is the highest, so is also truth,
sincerity and compassion.’
For the clarity’s sake, let us again present a comparative table.
(1) satya

kšamâ

dama

prajñâ

(7) tapas

dama

satya

âtmâbhigupti

(12) kšamâ

satya

ârjava

ânåœaôsya

(13) veda

satya

dama

mokša

Except the last verse, which is ours, the remaining three simply enumerate the
ethical virtues, of which the wise (vidvat) or noble (ârya) men speak highly. We
notice here in these three passages nothing hierarchical among them, as we have
seen above (§ 1.1.2).
1.2.2. As regards the last verse, however, the situation is somewhat different from
the three above. Here, in MBh.12.188.13, one gets an impression that the last word
mokša, which is the highest religious ideal, distinguishes itself from the remaining
three, which are ethical by nature. That is to say, here mokša seems to stand above
the preceding three ethical concepts, which help one to reach the religious goal.
Mokša is the ‘Oberbegriff’ and the remaining concepts are of the nature of
‘Unterordnung’.
1.3. The second instance is twice as long, containing further chains, linked by the
word upanišad. Its context deals with the absence of desire (kâma), which is
characterised as svarga in MBh.12.243.9, or œânti(−lakšaòa) in MBh.12.243.12:
vedasyôpanišat satyaô satyasyôpanišad damaÿ /
damasyôpanišad dânaô dânasyôpanišad tapaÿ // (MBh.12.243.10)
tapasôpanišat tyâgas tyâgasyôpanišat sukham /
sukhasyôpanišat svargaÿ svargasyôpanišac chamaÿ // (MBh.12.243.11)
Here the causal chain is as follows:
veda

satya

dama

dâna

tapas

tyâga

sukha

svarga

œama
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The words which we have met before, such as veda, satya, dama, dâna and tyâga,
also appear here, but, as K. M. GANGULI remarks,5 here the epic singer seems to put
a special emphasis upon the last word œama. Here all the preceding ones, with the
genitive case ending, stand in a subordinate position to the following one, the last
being the ultimate goal, that is œama. Here we have another example of subordination.
1.4. Having examined these three epic passages which contain the word upanišad,
let us summarise what we have discussed above and advocate an hypothesis.
First of all, we should not use any single English word for the translation of
upanišad. There is a semantic ambivalence in its usage.
In the first example, there are enumerated ethical concepts of equal value with no
hint of hierarchy among them. The word is used in the sense of ‘Gleichsetzung’.
Under such circumstances we are inclined to say that, in comparison with similar
passages in the contextual vicinity, there was no absolute necessity for the epic
singers to put the phrase here. One may dispense with this phrase (vedasyôpanišat
satyam) in the logical sequence of the discourse.
In the last two examples, on the other hand, the religious concepts (mokša and
œama), which come last in the causal chain linked by the word upanišad, seem to be
superior to all the preceding ethical concepts. That is to say, here each preceding
one with the genitive case ending (vedasya … , etc.) stands in a subordinate position
to each following one (satyam … , etc.).
Reviewing these three passages, we may assume that the phrase vedasyôpanišat
satyam … may have been by itself an independent authoritative set phrase, and is
quoted here and there in case of need with some modifications and enlargements.
1.5. However, we are confronted with a further complication. In Aœvaghoša’s
Saundarananda 13.22, the same word mokša which comes last in the nominative
case in MBh.12.288.13, as we have just seen above, appears first in the genitive
case. That is to say, not only the order of appearance, but also the syntactical
construction is reversed. The context demands that we take mokša as superior to the
following. At any rate, let us see the passage of the Saundarananda 13.22–26:
/22/ mokšasyôpanišat saumya vairâgyam iti gåhyatâm /
vairâgyasyâpi saôvedaÿ saôvido jñâna-darœanam //
/23/ jñânasyôpanišac cÎva samâdhir upadhâryatâm /
samâdher apy upanišat saukhaô œarîra-mânasam //
5

GANGULI (1981: X,211, n. 6): ‘The sense of the verse is that each of the things
mentioned is useless without that which comes next; and as tranquillity (œama) is the
ultimate end, the Vedas and truth, etc., are valuable only because they lead to
tranquillity.’
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/24/ praœrabdhiÿ kâya-manasaÿ sukhasyôpanišat parâ /
praœrabdher apy upanišat prîtir apy avagamyatâm //
/25/ tathâ prîter upanišat prâmodaô paramaô matam /
prâmodyasyâpy ahål-lekhaÿ kukåtešv akåtešu vâ //
/26/ ahål-lekhasya manasaÿ œîlaô tûpanišac chuci /
ataÿ œîlaô nayaty agryam iti œîlaô viœodhaya //
‘My friend, comprehend that salvation is based on freedom from
passion … Therefore purify your discipline (œîla), realizing that œîla
goes in front as the foremost.’ (JOHNSTON).
The causal chain linked by the word upanišad here is as follows,
mokša

vairâgya
praœrabdhi

samvid
jñâna
prîti
prâmodya

samâdhi
sukha
ahål-lekha
œîla

Here the ‘fassbar’, in the words of OERTEL, starts from (the cultivation of) œîla,
the moral concept in the nominative, and the abstraction gradually advances from
‘fassbar’ to ‘unfassbar’ connected by upanišad, and finally reaches the highest
religious ideal mokša, that stands here in the genitive case. In the formula: ‘A’s
upanišad is B,’ A (mokša) naturally stands higher than B (vairâgya), which is a prerequisite condition to A (mokša), so to speak. Looking at all the items backwards,
the last (œîla) is the foundation of ahål-lekha,6 which, through the causal chain,
finally leads one to mokša. If the item which comes first, that is mokša, is the
ultimate ideal, and if others, starting from œîla, are the subordinate conditions to it,
the semantic content of the word upanišad here must be ‘Voraussetzung’ in FALK’s
term (1986: 95 ff.).
This phrase is to be compared with a passage in the Saôhitôpanišad-brâhmaòa as
quoted by FALK (1986: 96, n. 41):
athÎtâ vedasyâšþâv upanišado bhavanti: vittiœ côpastavaœ ca damaœ
ca œraddhâ ca saôpraœnaœ cânâkâœi-karaòaô ca yogaœ câcâryaœuœrûšâ cêti.

6

A similar dependent relation starting from œîla is found in MBh.12.124 where
Prahlâda’s decline by trick of Indra is related:
œîla
dharma
satya
våtti
bala
œrî
Indra was successful in taking away œîla from Prahlâda. When œîla left Prahlâda for
Indra, dharma followed œîla, and then satya, våtti, bala, and finally œrî abandoned him.
Here, œîla is the foundation of all the virtuous activities, such as dharma, satya and våtti,
as well as the items which promise secular advancement: bala and œrî.
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‘Eight are the premises of (or, pre-requisites for) the Veda:
intelligence, worship, self-control, faith, inquisitiveness, nonpublicity, yoga and obedience to one’s teacher.’
Vedic study is composed of these eight items, that is to say, it cannot be
accomplished without these eight. They are indispensable factors for the mastering
of the Veda. Similar usage of ‘Voraussetzung’ is found in Buddhist texts, as FALK
(1986) quoted in the same place (five upanišads of dharma in AN. 4. 351.12–22). 7
2. Nišad and upanišad. The word upanišad occurs in the Œânti-parvan once in coordination with nišad. This co-ordination of nišad and upanišad, however, appears
in the Åg-veda Khila 1.3.7a (evâ nišác côpanišác ca), and there they are used as
appellations of the twin-deities Aœvin.8 They appear also in a reversed order
(upanišan nišat) as the names of female seers in the Båhad-devatâ 2.829 and its
related texts.10 The epic context, however, demands that we take the words in the
sense of the texts, or text groups. 11
Now, we ask ourselves, what sort of text is meant by the word nišad? FALK
conjectured it to be a text of a similar nature to upanišad.12 But let us see first the
epic passage itself and how its commentary interprets it.
In a series of praises for Kåšòa, recited by Bhîšma on his death bed, we read:
yaô vâkešv anuvâkešu nišatsûpanišatsu ca /
gåòanti satya-karmâòaô satyaô satyešu sâmasu // (MBh.12.47.16)
‘[You], whom people invoke in the vâkas, the anuvâkas, the nišads
and upanišads as one whose work is ever true, and in the sâmans as
the truthful among the truthful.’

7

FALK (1986: 96). Cf. POUSSIN (1923: 106, n. 3) and JOHNSTON (1928: 74)
(AN.5.311).
8
FALK (1986: 92), SCHEFTELOWITZ (1906: 57, 28).
9
MACDONELL (1904: V,18):
ghošâ godhâ viœva-vârâ apâlôpanišan nišat /
brahma-jâyâ juhûr nâma agasyatya svasâditiÿ //
Cf. also, MACDONELL (1904: VI,55). In TOKUNAGA’s edition (1997), it is 2.79.
10
Cf. TOKUNAGA (1997: 31, n. ad loc.).
11
Cf. FALK (1986: 92–93).
12
FALK (1986: 93): ‘mehr oder minder das selbe.’
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The commentator explains,
nišadaÿ, yaiÿ saôsâro nindyate / yathâ andhaô tamaÿ praviœanti ityâdi / upanišadaÿ âtma-prakâœaka-vâkyâni gîtâdîni … tešu caturbhiÿ
vâkânuvâka-nišad-upanišadbhiÿ catur-âtmânaô višòu-hari-naranârâyaòâtmânaô arcayanti /
‘Nišads are those [texts], by which the transmigration is condemned,
such as ‘they enter into blind darkness’ (Îœôpanišad 9). Upanišads are
such [texts] as the Gîtâ, the sentences of which illuminate âtman … In
these [texts]—that is, by these four [texts], vâka, anuvâka, nišad and
upanišad—people worship [you] in the form of four; Višòu, Hari,
Nara and Nârâyaòa.’
We are somewhat puzzled by this explanation, because here the Îœôpanišad is
called nišad, while the upanišads are such texts as the Gîtâ and others. But we need
not be bothered by these explanations given by the commentator, and it suffices to
take nišad as a sort of back-formation from upanišad. As a result, we are inclined to
think that no particular texts, or text group are meant here.
This formation of nišad from upanišad is apparently under the influence of a
similar phraseology, recurring in the Epic literature.
2.1. First, an example of this kind of repetition is met with in the names of a deity,
such as indra : upêndra, of a demon sunda : upa-sunda and of concepts like aóga :
upâóga, vrata : upa-vrata.13 Here in these examples the prefix upa- means ‘vice-’ or
‘acting-’ as an appellation of deputy. Thus, upendra means Višòu, and upasunda
means a younger brother of the demon Sunda.
2.2. Next, we meet a similar repetition in the names of scriptures and texts, and
occasionally metres. Thus, we have veda: upa-veda, âkhyâna: upâkhyâna, purâòa:
upa-purâòa, and œloka: upa-œloka.14 In these examples, again, the prefix upa−
involves the idea of subordination, or inferiority. Thus, upapurâòa, for example,
means a group of the secondary Purâòas in contrast to the principal ones, that is,
Mahâ-purâòas.
2.3. However, these principles would not be applied in the case of the backformation of nišad from upa-nišad, the former being the main and the latter the
secondary. Furthermore, in the following examples, we scarcely note the
hierarchical distinction between the two:
13
14

Baudhâyana-dharma-sûtra 2.10.18.2–3. Cf. SCHMIDT (1968: 637, n. 1).
Cf. KÖLVER (1984: 32). Cf. also VAUDEVILLE (1963: 333).
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(a) diœ : upa-diœ:
– diœaœ côpadiœaœ cÎva (MBh.2.35.25)
– diœaœ côpadiœas tathâ (MBh.3.168.5, R.1.75.22)
(b) vana : upa-vana:
– vanâni upavanâni ca (MBh.1.156.4, 3.145.10, 3.150.18, 14.63.6,
HV. 93.68, R.3.33.22, 5.2.8, 6.30.1, 6.30.12, 6.50.14, 7.14.3)
– vanešûpavanešu ca (MBh.3.54.37, 5.116.18, R.6.16.11, 7.42.13).
This rhythmic repetition with the prefix upa- is used by the epic singers, not with
the intention of allotting particular meanings to each of the words, but simply
aiming at multiplying and intensifying the meaning expressed by the first word.
Thus, both diœ and upadiœ mean simply ‘various directions,’ whereas vana and
upavana ‘various sorts of woods,’ or ‘woods here and there.’ 15
Under these circumstances, we should take the repetition nišad … upanišad in the
sense of various sorts of philosophical treatises, not necessarily such particular texts
as the Îœôpanišad or the Gîtâ.
2.4. Now, we may apply the same principle to vâka and anu-vâka, which appear in
MBh.12.47.16 quoted above, for we have the example of diœ and anu-diœ, which
simply mean ‘various directions,’ as is the case with diœ and upa-diœ above.
diœ : anu-diœ:
– tato diœaœ cânudiœaœ ca pârtha (MBh.6.55.113)
– tato diœaœ cânudiœo vivåtya (MBh.4.61.9).16
2.5. Further we can enumerate the same construction of diœ with other prefixes such
as pra-, vi-, and prati-:
(a) diœ : pra-diœ:
– diœaœ ca pradiœaœ cÎva (MBh.8.24.69, 9.14.17)
– diœaœ ca pradiœas tathâ (MBh.9.28.12, R.3.21.25, 6.91.15)
– diœaÿ khaô pradiœaœ cÎva (MBh.6.89.6, 7.172.22)
– diœaÿ pradiœa eva ca (MBh.7.171.20)
– diœaœ ca pradiœas sarvâÿ (R.6.94.24)
– tato diœaœ ca pradiœaœ ca sarvâÿ (MBh.8.65.24)
– diœaÿ sa-pradiœaÿ pârtha (MBh.7.102.62)
– prakâœayantaô pradiœo diœaœ ca (MBh.5.69.1)17
15

BROCKINGTON (1998: 132): ‘forests and thickets.’
STEDE (1924–1925: 91).
17
Cf. also, MBh.3.185.41, 4.52.5, 6.112.67, 7.7.34, 7.40.21, 9.11.62, 13.145.39.
16
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(b) diœ : vi-diœ:
– diœaœ ca vidisaœ cÎva (MBh.13.151.27)
– diœaœ ca vidiœas tathâ (MBh.7.81.31, R.6.66.27)
(c) diœ : prati-diœ:
– diœaÿ pratidiœo vâpi (MBh.6.53.5).
All these instances mean ‘various directions,’ simply multiplying the meaning of
‘direction’ (diœ), as indicated by the word without prefixes.
2.6. We may be tempted to include in the same category such repetitive phrases as
naya : vi-naya (MBh.12.223.8: nayena vinayena ca18), or nâœa : vi-nâœa
(MBh.12.220.73: nâœaô vinâœam aiœvaryaô). Though it is possible to take vinaya
independently of naya in the sense of ‘discipline,’ we may also take it simply as
‘various sorts of naya (the strategies).’
However, the most striking example of this sort may be that of jñâna and vi-jñâna
which recurs throughout the Mahâ-bhârata.19 In Umâ’s question to Maheœvara, for
example, we read:
ime manušyâ dåœyante ûhâpoha-viœâradâÿ /
jñâna-vijñâna-saôpannâÿ prajñâvanto ’rtha-kovidâÿ //
dušprajñâœ câpare deva jñâna-vijñâna-varjitâÿ / (MBh.13.133.43)
‘Some men are seen well-versed in ûha and apoha, endowed with
jñâna and vijñâna. They are wise and experienced. Others are foolish
and destitute of jñâna and vijñâna.’
One can take vijñâna in the sense of ‘practical knowledge’ as distinct from
‘theoretical knowledge,’20 but here it may simply mean ‘various sorts of

18
19

Cf. Višòu-purâòa 3.18.53, Pratijñâ-yaugandharâyaòa 4.6.
Cf. jñâna-vijñâna-kovida (MBh.12.116.14, 12.118.7, 12.162.17):
-tåptâtmâ (MBh.6.28.8)
-darœinaÿ (MBh.13.132.45)
-nâœanam (MBh.6.25.41)
-nišþhânâm (MBh.13.16.64)
-pâraga (MBh.13.104.17, 14.16.19, 14.20.2)
-vat (MBh.3.199.26, 13.131.15)
-varjitâÿ (MBh.13.133.43)
-œobhitâÿ (MBh.13.126.38)
-saôpanna (MBh.12.84.39, 12.290.17, 13.131.44, 13.133.43, 13.134.27).
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knowledge.’ Also, here apoha (= apa-ûha) is used to intensify ûha21, and we need
not differentiate the two words in the technical sense22 as they are normally used in
philosophical treatises. 23
2.7. All these examples testify to the fact that rhythmic repetitions—particularly
employed by the epic singers—with prefixes, are not intended to assign a particular
meaning to each and every repeated word, but simply have a distributive effect. The
repetition of nišad and upa-nišad in MBh.12.47.16 also belongs to the same
category.

20

EDGERTON (1933) might be right in his interpretation of the following three Gîtâ
passages which separate these two words (7.2: jñânaô sa-vijñânam, 9.1: jñânaô
vijñâna-sahitam, 18.42: jñânaô vijñânam).
21
For the phrase ûhâpoha-viœârada, cf. also MBh.12.118.17, 13.134. 27.
22
For the meaning of ûha, cf. OBERHAMMER–PRETS–PRANDSTETTER (1996: 55–57)
and HALBFASS (1991: 184, n. 15).
23
We are also tempted to take the phrase dhâtâ : vi-dhâtâ (MBh.7.69.46, 9.44.4,
13.15.31, 13.145.39) in the same way, despite the ordinary translation of ‘creator and
distributor.’
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Living Liberation (jîvan-mukti) in Sâôkhya and Yoga
MARZENNA JAKUBCZAK
Among the natural needs of each and every individual, one is to attain the perfect
condition of human existence, which is commonly called happiness. Various
definitions of such a perfect state can be found in many cultures and religions,
present and past. Generally, the concept of ideal happiness, or bliss, is directly
derived from a definition of human nature. The endeavour to reach full happiness
means a striving to actualise one’s own true nature.
A search for ‘the European way of being a man,’ to cite Edmund Husserl, was
undertaken from two different perspectives: from the view-point of Athens, where
the unlimited aspiration of reason (ratio) predominated, and from the view-point of
Jerusalem, delimited by inexhaustible need for faith. The philosophers sharing the
first perspective tried to define the most desirable state of worldly happiness—
eudaemonia1—which can be achieved through applying rationally motivated advice
or precepts. An equally important stream in European culture flowed from the
Judeo-Christian conception of salvation, reached after death and only partly
dependent on the individual’s endeavour and deeds.
In the majority of Indian philosophical schools, both in the orthodox Brahmanical
systems and in the Buddhist or Jaina tradition, every kind of eudaemonism was
subordinated to soteriology. The only exception is the hedonist Cârvâka school
which encourages people to seek for every pleasure, and claims that ‘it’s foolish to
give up eating rice simply because the grains come enfolded with husk.’ Generally,
worldly happiness (bhadra, sukha, œrî) is regarded in India as temporal and delusive
by nature and always lesser than eternal bliss (ânanda), which accompanies the
realisation of the ultimate religious aim—deliverance from the cycle of suffering

1

The Greek term eÙdaimon…a (lit. ‘having a good daimÒnion,’ that is happiness,
prosperity or success) was first used in a technical meaning by Aristotle in his
Nichomachean Ethics. He characterises happiness as the best, the noblest and the most
pleasant thing under the sun, which we can achieve through the activity of virtuous
psychic powers consistent with reason. The concept of eudaemonia was also applied by
Pre-Socratic philosophers such as Democritus (euqum…a = eÙdaimon…a) and Heraclitus
(œqoj = daimÒnion), but Aristotle’s definition is commonly referred to as the classical one.
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 171–179.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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and rebirth (saôsâra). However, unlike religious thinkers in many other cultures,
who focus on salvation after death, many Hindu and Buddhist philosophers
maintain that embodied liberation (jîvan-mukti) is possible. This unique conception
of liberation while living seems to combine the human desire of perfection with the
longing for undisturbed bliss reached within a life-time.
In Indian philosophy, we can find many diverse expressions of this highly
problematic conception,2 as it provoked vivid disputes among Indian authors
themselves, even within one and the same school. The germ of the idea of jîvanmukti can be traced in some Upanišads (8th–6th centuries B.C.E.)3, but the first
person to clearly articulate the view that the release from karman in a living state
(nirvâòa) is possible was the Buddha (6th–5th century B.C.E.). An interesting
explanation of this question is found in epic and the Purâòic literature. It was also
frequently undertaken in Vedânta, Sâôkhya and Yoga schools as well as in the
Œaiva tradition.
In the present paper I am going to investigate the question how the idea of living
liberation is expressed in the oldest texts of two Brahmanical schools, Sâôkhya and
Yoga. In doing that, I focus on two crucial questions: (1) who is the actual subject of
the act of discriminative cognition (viveka-khyâti)? and (2) how does the cognition
of a jîvan-mukta work?
The concept of jîvan-mukta in Sâôkhya
Îœvarakåšòa, the author of the Sâôkhya-kârikâ (c. fifth century C.E.), argues that
the reason for suffering, inseparable from every existence, lies in the contact or
union (saôyoga) of two opposed domains of reality: the three-guòa Nature (prakåti)
and the transcendent Self (puruša) (SK 2, 20). The first is characterised as
unconscious, objective, active and manifested (vyakta), while the other one is
conscious, subjective and separate from the guòas (sattva, rajas and tamas).
Because of this contact, the unconscious (acetana) apparently shows the feature of
the conscious (cetana), and the non-active puruša seems to take on the characteristic
2

The individual who has managed to overcome all saôsâric limitations of the
human condition is in various traditions also called jîvan-mukta, kevalin, buddha, arhat,
jina, etc.
3
Despite the fact that the term ‘jîvan-mukti’ itself does not appear in the Upanišads,
some phrases seem to clearly confirm the possibility of achieving the state of living
liberation, e.g. Båhad-âraòyaka 4.4.7 and 4.4.14; Kena 2.5; Muòðaka 3.2.9; Maitrî 6.20;
cf. RADHAKRISHNAN (1953: 273, 587, 692, 831–832, etc.).
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of the three guòas (SK 20). The only efficient remedy for suffering caused by the
contact of puruša and prakåti, who are compared by Îœvarakåšòa to the blind and the
lame condemned to each other (SK 21), is valid cognition (pramâòa). One can
attain it through knowledge from reliable authority (âpta-vacana) or by inference
(anumâna) or, best of all, through direct perception (dåšþa), when the puruša and the
prakåti are recognised and discriminated (viveka) (SK 4–6).
The author of the Sâôkhya-kârikâ explicitly maintains in SK 67 the possibility of
living one’s life after the liberating knowledge has been achieved. From this pivotal
kârikâ we learn that due to the attainment of knowledge we are released from the
influence of the predispositions (bhâvas) that are immanent in the empirical
consciousness (buddhi). According to SK 23 and 63, the only predisposition, out of
eight, that leads to liberation is cognition (jñâna), while the remaining ones—viz.
the three positive predispositions such as virtue (dharma), non-attachment (virâga)
and power (aiœvarya), as well as the four negative ones: vice (adharma), ignorance
(ajñâna), attachment (râga) and impotence (anaiœvarya)—lead to continued living
and suffering. The positive predispositions, although they contribute to spiritual
progress, are not direct causes of liberation. Since empirical consciousness (buddhi)
is not any longer influenced by desire and ignorance (which normally are the reason
for committing either wrong or virtuous deeds), the karman deposit loses its footing.
Yet, in kârikâ 67 we read that the jîvan-mukta continues his life due to the imprints
of past deeds recorded in the form of saôskâras. To illustrate this relationship,
Îœvarakåšòa uses the well known metaphor of the potter’s wheel which keeps
turning for some time after the potter’s last movement.
Now, let us consider the question: how, according to Sâôkhya, does the cognition
of the jîvan-mukta work? The answer is offered in kârikâs 64–66:
/64/ evaô tattvâbhyâsân nâsmi na me nâham ity apariœešam /
aviparyayâd viœuddhaô kevalam utpadyate jñânam //
/65/ tena nivåtta-prasavâm artha-vaœât sapta-rûpa-vinivåttâm /
prakåtiô paœyati purušaÿ prekšakavad avasthitaÿ svasthaÿ //
/66/ dåšþâ mayêty upekšaka eko dåšþâham ity uparamaty anyâ /
sati saôyoge ’pi tayoÿ prayojanaô nâsti sargasya //
In SK 64, we find out what the cognition of the jîvan-mukta precisely consists in:
as a result of concentration on the twenty-five principles (tattvas), the jîvan-mukta
gets rid of delusive identity; namely, he rejects the identity of puruša and prakåti,
ascertaining: nâsmi, na me, nâham. To interpret this crucial phrase, one must, first
of all, define the subject of the sentence. Who states: nâsmi, na me, nâham? This is
either the empirical consciousness (buddhi) that still operates and discriminates, or
the Self (puruša), who distinguishes himself from the prakåti, regaining thus his true
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self-identity. In both cases there are several alternative translations that could be
proffered. I present just two proposals within each perspective. If we assumed that
the buddhi is the subject, the translation could be as follows:
1.1. ‘I am not [the Self], [liberation is] not mine, [there is] no me (ego)’;
or
1.2. ‘I am not [conscious], [the conscious is] not mine, “I” is not
[conscious].’4
But if we assume the puruša to be the subject, the translation runs:
2.1. ‘I am not [any of the 24 tattvas of prakåti], [suffering is] not mine,
not me [is who transmigrates in saôsâra]’;
or
2.2. ‘I am not [of three-guòa nature], nothing, [especially my body, is]
mine, no [object of cognition is] me.’
The first two translations present a description of the last all-important act of
knowledge performed by the empirical consciousness (buddhi), considered as a
relative subject. In the act of discrimination (viveka), the buddhi recognises its own
subjectivity as something relative, subordinated to and of instrumental character in
relation to the Self. The buddhi operates—for the sake of the puruša’s release—‘as
unconscious milk which functions for the sake of nourishment of the calf’ (SK 57).
And now, it realises that liberation of the puruša means the end, or its cessation,
because attaining the state of ‘perfection’, or ‘oneness’ (kaivalya) excludes the
coexistence of the empirical subject.
Translation 1.2. emphasises, as LARSON (1979: 205) notes, that discrimination
separates out pure consciousness from everything which is not conscious. As a
result of this intuitive discrimination which occurs in the buddhi, consciousness
emptied of all content (SK 37) becomes a kind of translucent emptiness or
nothingness, which is a condition of absolute freedom and liberation from all
suffering. The empirical ego that distinguishes prakåti from puruša simply
‘disidentifies’ himself from the absolute subject, saying: ‘the Self is not me.’
According to the third and fourth versions, the state of living liberation is a result
of ‘becoming oneself’, which means identification with the real Self, not with his
empirical counterpart. The phrase under discussion appears to be an expression of
4

Kârikâ 64 is translated in this manner by Gerald J. LARSON (1979: 274): ‘Thus,
from the study (or analysis) of the principles (tattvas), the “knowledge” (or salvationknowledge) arises, I am not (conscious); (consciousness) does not belong to me; the “I”
is not (conscious) …’
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the view-point of the absolute subject. Now, the puruša seems to ‘disidentify’
himself from everything that could be an object of his cognition. Both translations
2.1. and 2.2., which accept this perspective, reflect the exhaustive gradual
elimination of alternatives that demonstrates the impossibility of identifying the Self
with anything empirical, and thereby indicates his transcendence.
Regardless of which point of view—the buddhi’s or the puruša’s—we assume the
knowledge of the jîvan-mukta to be, according to Sâôkhya, it has purely negative
character. This is a well-known pattern of reasoning employed in early Upanišads in
the discussion of the identity of the Self, who is nêti nêti (‘not this, not this’).5 We
can ask, however, which of these two—either the relative or the absolute subjectoriented—perspectives is more compatible with the whole doctrine of Sâôkhya.
Since the functioning of the buddhi enables all cognitive processes to go on, it
seems natural to admit that the act of discrimination occurs within the empirical
consciousness. But the knowledge achieved by the buddhi is confined to the
discovery: ‘I am not the Self,’ which still is not the same as the regaining of Selfidentity. The above limitation seems to be easily avoided if instead we assume the
puruša to be the subject of discrimination. However, that being the case, we are
confronted with another problem, namely with the non-intentional character of the
puruša consciousness. How can the transcendent being, which is a non-active
subject, not involved in any empirical activity, make any discrimination, even the
liberating one? Despite this doctrinal difficulty, the denial that every object of
cognition has the nature of the Self seems to be the logical and pervasive procedure
for the direct attainment of the ultimate liberation.
It is proper to point out here that the buddhi-oriented perspective predominates in
contemporary interpretations of Sâôkhya, probably due to the uncritical reliance on
Gauðapâda and other later commentators. Gauðapâda in his Bhâšya interprets the
sentence ‘I am not’ in the sense of ‘I do not exist’ (nâham eva bhavâmi); ‘naught is
mine’ to mean ‘this body is not mine since I am one thing and the body another’ (na
me mama œarîraô tat, yato ’ham anyaÿ œarîram anyat). ‘There is no I (ego),’ he
tends to understand as ‘I am free from ego’ (ahaô-kâra-rahitam apariœešam)
(MAINKAR (1972: 197)). The phrase under discussion has invariably been translated
thus since Thomas COLEBROOKE’s (1837) first rendering of SK.6 DEUSSEN (1908:
462) and LARSON (1979: 274) clearly follow him. Among the supporters of the
5

Båhad-âraòyaka 2.3.6.
In COLEBROOKE’s (1887: 240) translation the kârikâ runs as follows: ‘So, through
study of principles, the conclusive, incontrovertible, one only knowledge is attained, that
neither I AM, nor is aught mine, nor do I exist.’ And in DEUSSEN’s (1920: 462): ‘Das
bin ich nicht! das ist nicht mein! ich bin nicht!’
6
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puruša-oriented perspective are Tuvia GELBLUM (1970: 75–82), the author of a
critical review of LARSON’s Classical Sâôkhya, and W.T. DE BARRY (1958: 309),
who considers the eighth bhâva, knowledge, the cause of release, not as a form of
prakåti but as a reflection of the spirit (puruša). The other seven dispositions of
mind, viz. virtue, vice, etc., which constitute bondage, both good and bad, are
understood as those from which the buddhi now withdraws.
Now, let us consider SK 65 and 66, where the state of jîvan-mukta is defined in
positive terms. The author of the Sâôkhya-kârikâ, this time using a metaphorical
language, compares the liberated puruša to a passive, indifferent witness or
spectator who, comfortably situated, watches a performance of the active and
unconscious prakåti. She, like a mysterious dancer (SK 59), having shown all her
beauty and having been seen through, finishes her play and ceases her activity.
Expanding this metaphor, one can say that the jîvan-mukta is the one who applauds
the prakåti, the applause which is the inseparable part of the performance and which
announces its definite and inevitable end.
Îœvarakåšòa makes an important remark regarding this final stage of the show of
Nature (prakåti) in SK 68.7 In this kârikâ, the state of isolation (kaivalya) and final
cessation of prakåti is considered not to be accomplished sooner than the puruša
attains separation from the body. Thus, it turns out that the completion of full
liberation needs the deposit of karman to be totally exhausted, which implies the
death of the physical body of the knower. The state of being liberated while living is
not, therefore, according to Sâôkhya, equal to the state of ultimate bliss and
kaivalya. It refers to the period of life between the attainment of the discriminative
knowledge and the end of embodiment. The jîvan-mukta plays a pedagogical role of
an ideal spiritual master who, with his own presence, proves the efficiency of the
Sâôkhya method.
Liberated while living in Yoga
In the Yoga-sûtras by Patañjali the term jîvan-mukta does not appear even once.
Nevertheless, Vyâsa in his commentary (the seventh century C.E.) Yoga-sûtrabhâšya notes the possibility of continuing one’s life after the abolishment of the
afflicted fluctuations in mind (klišþa) and of the deposit of karman. He twice uses
the phrase: ‘having body for the last time’ (carama-deha), which is the synonym of
the jîvan-mukta (YBH 2.4, 4.7).
7

SK 68: prâpte œarîra-bhede caritârthatvât pradhâna-vinivåttau, aikântikam
âtyantikam ubhayaô kaivalyam âpnoti.
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While analysing the question of living liberation in the system of Patañjali, the
conception of Îœvara cannot be omitted. Îœvara is regarded by the commentators as a
prototype of the jîvan-mukta. He possesses all the essential properties of the
liberated while living, and the only difference is that he has never ever been
involved in karman. Îœvara, as the inner guru and the ideal of sage, seems to fill up
the same place as jîvan-mukta in Sâôkhya.
In order to examine Patañjali’s views on living liberation, we should read
carefully his description of the final stages of meditative practice. In sûtra 4.29, we
find an interesting expression that may help us in grasping the uniqueness of the
Yoga attitude towards that question. Indeed, says YS 4.29, in the state of reflection
(prasaôkhyâna), for the one who has discriminative discernment and always takes
no interest, there is the cloud of dharma samâdhi.8
The key term of this sûtra is ‘the cloud of dharma’ (dharma-megha). Several
possible meanings of this phrase emerge according to the reading of the term
‘dharma’ as ‘feature’, ‘property’, ‘duty’ or ‘virtue’. As a result of comparison of
these meanings, two alternative interpretations can be suggested:
1. Achieving the samâdhi of the ‘dharma-megha’ type (with the meaning of
‘cloud of virtue’)9, which follows discriminative knowledge (viveka-khyâti), means
that from that moment all deeds of the knower— in Sâôkhya terms called the living
liberated—are ‘soaked through’ with virtue and can be classified only as good and
virtuous. In other words, the liberated (esp. sage or saint) is not able to commit any
wrong deed which is opposed to his own moral duty,10 and the karman produced by
such a person is neither white nor black (aœuklâkåšòa, YS 4.7).11
8

I cite here CHAPPLE’s rendering (1990: 119–120).
This interpretation is supported by, among others, Vâcaspati Miœra (ninth century
C.E.), the author of a commentary on the Yoga-sûtra and Vyâsa’s Bhâšya, and by
Vijñâna Bhikšu, who commented on the Yoga-sûtra in the sixteenth century C.E.
Vâcaspati Miœra claims: ‘Hence because by its light it rains [that is] pours down all
kinds of knowable things, it is called the Rain-cloud of [knowable] things’ (Tattvavaiœâradî 4.31); cf. WOODS (1988: 342–343). Vijñâna Bhikšu maintains that the man
who does not desire anything, even the state of ‘elevation’, is able to stay at all times in
the state of discriminate-discernment, and due to the dwindling away of the seeds of
subliminal impressions, other thoughts do not arise. Then he attains the ‘dharma-megha’
samâdhi which is the furthest limit of saôprajñâta-yoga. It is called ‘dharma-megha’
because it rains ‘dharma’ which totally uproots or destroys afflictions (kleœas) and deeds
(karman); cf. RUKMANI (1989: 121–122).
10
‘Duty’, which is understood here in the same way as in the Bhagavad-gîtâ, refers
mainly to what is mentioned by Patañjali as the five fundamental ethical precepts, or
restraints (yama): non-violence, trustfulness, non-stealing, sexual restraint, and non9
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2. In the course of ‘dharma-megha’ concentration, with the meaning of ‘rinsing
out the properties,’12 all latent traces of the past activities, accumulated in the form
of vyutthâna saôskâra, are totally abolished, or rinsed out. Among the saôskâras
which are cleared out, there are both imprints of true knowledge, which is nonafflicted (aklišþa), and all the vâsanas that determinate the category of embodiment,
the length of life and the type of dominant experience (sukha–duÿkha) that is a
reward for our past deeds. According to this interpretation, there is an essential
difference between the state of knowledge reached in the saôprajñâta-samâdhi, or
even the state of asaôprajñâta-samâdhi, and the state of full liberation of kaivalya
achieved only after death. The knower who recognises his own true nature (svarûpa,
YS 4.34)13 should neither rely solely on the natural course of life, nor await
passively and patiently the extinction of the rest of the karman traces. The path of
Yoga, in contradistinction to the Sâôkhya teachings, recommends the active
approach. There is another act of concentration which is to be realised, namely
dharma-megha-samâdhi. As if a rain cloud, this concentration is able to rinse out
the last, deepest germs of empirical consciousness. The ultimate liberation of the
Self is not, according to Patañjali, a mere product of the jîvan-mukta’s death, but
rather a result of concentration completed by the last act of will.

possession; and five observances (niyama): purity, contentment, austerity, self-study,
and dedication to Îœvara (YS 2.30–32). Both the restraints and observances combine to
form the famous eight limbs of yoga (yogâóga).
11
Vyâsa in his commentary on YS 4.7 explains that there are four kinds of karman:
(a) the black karman produced by mean, wicked people; (b) the white-and-black karman
is produced by people applying outer means-of-attainment; (c) the white karman belongs
to those who practice austerity, self-study and who cultivate contemplation; (d) the
neither-white-nor-black karman is found in the saints (sannyâsin), whose hindrances
have dwindled away and whose actual bodies are their last; cf. WOODS (1988: 305).
12
Such an alternative rendering of this term was suggested by a late Polish translator
of YS, Leon CYBORAN (1986: 236) who, however, did not give any broader
interpretation of this sûtra.
13
YS IV.34: purušârtha-œûnyânâô guòânâô pratiprasavaÿ kaivalyaô svarûpapratišþhâ vâ citi-œaktir iti; CHAPPLE (1990: 122): ‘The return to the origin of the guòas
(pratiprasava), emptied of their purpose for puruša, is kaivalyam, the steadfastness in
own form, and power of higher awareness.’
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Prajâpati, the Fire and the pañcâgni-vidyâ
JOANNA JUREWICZ

1. Five cosmic fires
The pañcâgni-vidyâ, or the knowledge of the five fires, in its classical form
described in the JB, ŒB, BU and CU, has already been analysed by several
scholars1. In this paper, I would like to propose an approach that takes into
consideration earlier Ågvedic thought and a larger philosophical and ritual context
of this concept. This approach reveals the meaning of the pañcâgni-vidyâ which—as
far as I know—has not been proposed yet.
Pañcâgni-vidyâ describes the world functioning in a series of five sacrificial acts.
The first sacrifice is the sacrifice of faith (œraddhâ, ŒB, BU, CU), or of immortality
and water (amåtam âpas, JB), which is poured into the heaven or the sun2. In this
sacrifice, king Soma is born. He becomes oblation poured into the next fire, or
Parjanya. Out of this sacrifice, rain comes into being as oblation for the next fire,
which is the earth. Now, food is created to be oblation for Man as the next fire.
Then, semen is generated and it is poured into the next fire, or the woman. Out of
this sacrifice, Man is born who ‘remains alive for as long as long he lives’ (BU) and
then dies3.
1

JB 1.45, BU 6.2.9 ff. (=ŒB 14.9.1.12 ff.), BU (Kâòva) 6.2.9 ff., CU 5.4 ff.
DEUSSEN (1995: 136–146, 525–529), FRAUWALLNER (1990: I, 95–97), BODEWITZ
(1973: 110–149), SCHMITHAUSEN (1994), BODEWITZ (1996), KILLINGLEY (1997),
OBERLIES (1998: 483–487). Since the descriptions of ŒB and BU are identical, I do not
differentiate between them and when I use the term ‘Upanišadic description’ or ‘the
description of the BU’, I also mean the description of the ŒB.
2
For the discussion of possible reasons for the change of amåtam âpas in the JB
into œraddhâ in the Upanišads, see BODEWITZ (1973: 113, 117), SCHMITHAUSEN (1994).
3
Olivelle’s translation in OLIVELLE (1998: 149): sa jîvati yâvaj jîvati / . There is a
correspondence between the act of sexual union of man and woman (sacrifices 4–5) and
the union between heaven and earth through the rain which inseminates the earth as
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 181–196.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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It is justified on the ground of Vedic thought to identify all the oblations which
appear in the pañcâgni-vidyâ scheme with the oblation which is the result of the
first sacrifice, i.e. Soma. Already in the RV, rain, food and semen were identified
with Soma.4 Also, as early as in the RV5, the first oblation of the JB description
(amåtam âpas) is identifiable with Soma. The basis for identification of œraddhâ
with Soma is not so well attested in the Veda. We could, however, find it in the TB
2.3.10.1–2, where Prajâpati’s desire for Soma is equal to the desire for œraddhâ
(Prajâpati … somaô râjânaô cakame / œraddhâm u sa cakame). We can look for
some possible lines of investigation in the identification of œraddhâ with milk; milk
is in turn identified with Soma very often in the Veda.6 Thus, one is tempted to
reduce all the sacrifices of the pañcâgni-vidyâ to one sacrifice in which Soma is
poured into fire. Understood in this way, they delimit the extent of the world, as it is
put elsewhere in the BU (1.4.6): ‘Food and eater—that is the extent of this whole
world. Food is simply Soma, and the eater is fire’ (etâvâd vâ idaô sarvam annaô
cÎvânnâdaœ ca / soma evânnam agnir annâdaÿ / ).7 Ensuring the constant
appearance of the new oblation of the new sacrifice, the specific structure of the five
cosmic sacrifices guarantees the continuity of the whole process and, thus, the
continuity of the world’s existence.
semen inseminates a woman (sacrifices 1–3). The macrocosmic union is a two-phase
process: the heaven does not inseminate the earth directly but through the embodiment
of its generative power: Parjanya, who is called reto-dhâ—‘the giver of semen, the
inseminator’ (see MACDONELL (1897: 83–84)).
4
In the RV, the ritual of Soma pressing is described to have also a cosmic
dimension in which Soma assumed the form of rain, see e.g. RV 9.84.3, 9.39.4, 9.72.6,
see also MACDONELL (1897: 107–108). The identification of Soma and food is based on
the fact that Soma is a plant giving life and health (see MACDONELL (1897: 112, 154)).
For the identification of Soma and semen see e.g. RV 1.164.34–35, ŒB 3.3.2.1.,
13.5.2.21.
5
For the identification of Soma and waters, based on its identification with rain, see
above, note 4. For Soma as amÅta, see e.g. RV 1.43.8, 8.48.12, 9.3.1 and MACDONELL
(1897: 108–109).
6
In the Œâókhâyanâraòyaka 10, see BODEWITZ (1973: 269 ff.). The direct
identification of œraddhâ and milk can be also settled on the basis of ŒB 12.7.3.11,
where œraddhâ is called sÚryasya duhitÅ. This is the exegesis of RV 9.1.6, where
sÚryasya duhitÅ can only mean the dawn (dawn is often called sÚryasya duhitÅ in the
RV, e.g. 1.116.17, 1.117.13, 1.118.5). In the RV, the dawn is very often presented as a
cow, which, in turn, is metonymically presented as milk, see below, note 17. For the
identification of Soma and milk, see note 42.
7
Olivelle’s translation in OLIVELLE (1998: 47).
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2. The pitå-yâna and its correspondence with the pañcâgni-vidyâ
In the BU and the CU the description of the five cosmic sacrifices is followed by
the description of the two ways a dead person may take: the way of gods (devayâna) and the way of fathers (pitå-yâna). One who follows the deva-yâna path finds
the final release from the world and is never reborn in it, whereas one who takes the
pitå-yâna comes back to the earth.
I would argue that, in its Upanišadic description, the pitå-yâna path refers to the
same process of the world’s functioning as is depicted in the pañcâgni-vidyâ
scheme. It is possible to show—as DEUSSEN already proposed—that the stages of
the pitå-yâna correspond to the five successive cosmic sacrifices8. I would like to
follow his way of investigation.
The last two sacrifices in the pañcâgni-vidyâ scheme are explicitly enumerated in
the pitå-yâna description: a dead person becomes food and he is poured into Man
(the fourth oblation and fire), then, he becomes semen poured into the woman (the
fifth oblation and fire). The third sacrifice in the pitå-yâna is also easy to find, for it
is rain, which constitutes the final form in which a dead person descends upon the
earth (rain as oblation is poured into the earth, which is fire).
The act of swallowing the dead by gods on the moon corresponds to the second
cosmic sacrifice. The BU is more explicit about it. Assuming the form of the radiant
person (puruša-bhâsvara-varòa), a dead person goes through all the stages of the
pitå-yâna and finally goes to the moon. Then, he becomes gods’ food. According to
the Vedic ideas, it was Soma which was gods’ food.9 The BU compares a dead
person to king Soma and describes him as waxing and waning. This activity is
characteristic not only of the moon, but also of Soma, which swelled before pressing
and then, being pressed, lost its previous swollen form. Thus, the oblation of the
second pitå-yâna sacrifice is the same as the âhuti of the second sacrifice in the
pañcâgni-vidyâ, i.e. Soma10. The identity of the fire of the second sacrifice at the

8

DEUSSEN (1995: I,139): ‘analogous with this appears also the return of man out of
the yonder world as a passage of the same through five sacrificial fires, the yonder
world, Parjanya (rain), earth (Båh ‘this world’), man, woman, in which the man is
sacrificed, successively as faith, Soma, rain, food, sperm (semen).’
9
See e.g. ŒB 11.1.5.3.
10
In the CU, it is the moon that seems to be identified with king Soma and called the
food of gods eaten by gods: eša somo râjâ / tad devânâm annam / taô devâ
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pañcâgni-vidyâ and the pitå-yâna schemes is less evident. As far as the Upanišadic
description is concerned, we may infer it on the basis of the ŒB which identifies all
the gods with Parjanya11.
The first sacrifice of the pitå-yâna is constituted by the act of putting a dead
person (puruša) into fire. The possible identification of heaven and the cremation
fire results from the possibility of their identification with the sun. 12

3. First sacrifice of the pañcâgni-vidyâ and the pitå-yâna schemes
3.1. Possibilities of identifying œraddhâ with a dead person
The oblation of the first sacrifice in the pañcâgni-vidyâ in the Upanišads is
œraddhâ. According to DEUSSEN, œraddhâ is identified with one’s deeds and it forms
an essential immortal part of a human being which remains after the death13. The

bhakšayanti / . But KU 1.2 attests the identity of the dead with the moon: tešâô prâòaiÿ
pûrva-pakša âpyâyate / tân apara-pakšeòa prajanayati / .
11
See ŒB 6.7.3.1: etad vai devâ akâmayanta parjanyo rûpaô syâmêti te etenâtmanâ
parjanyo rûpam abhavaôs tathÎvÎtad yajamâna etenâtmanâ parjanyo rûpaô
bhavati / . Also the conviction that plants are god’s wives (ŒB 6.5.4.4) confirms the
identity of gods and Parjanya, who inseminates plants (already in RV 5.83.1,7,9). In the
JB, instead of Parjanya there is a thunder (stanayitnu); thundering is attributed to
Parjanya (ŒB 14.5.5.10). BU 3.9.6 identifies stanayitnu with Indra who can be treated
as gods’ representative.
12
In the Vedic thought the sun is not so clearly distinct from heaven, they are even
named by one word svàr: ‘heaven, sun’. The JB mentions the sun instead of heaven.
Already in the RV fire was identified with the sun, see e.g. RV 1.50.1, 3.2.12, 10.88.11,
see also MACDONELL (1897: 93).
13
See DEUSSEN (1906: 333): ‘As the libation poured into fire (Soma, milk etc.) [the
dead person—J.J.] ascends in spiritual form to the gods, so the immortal part of man
ascends to heaven from the funeral pyre.’ DEUSSEN identifies it with the dead person’s
karman, and writes: ‘This work—this faith—ascends to heaven as the immortal part of
man and is there five times in succession offered up by the gods in the sacrificial fires of
the heaven, the atmosphere, the earth, the man and the woman. By this means he is
changed successively from faith to Soma etc.’ BODEWITZ (1973: 113, 117) rejects the
possibility of joining œraddhâ with the dead person: ‘I do not think that œraddhâ has to
be connected with the cremation and that it makes the cycle complete. This œraddhâ
starting the stream of immortal fluid from heaven does not originate from earth’
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fact that the sacrifice for the dead performed already during the cremation rite was
called œrâddha (‘that which is connected with œraddhâ’) supports DEUSSEN’s thesis
that it was œraddhâ which was believed to remain after one’s death and to undergo
transformations during the funeral ceremony.14 The identity of the œraddhâ with a
dead person is explicitly expressed in the JUB, according to which, after his death,
Man is transformed into the œraddhâ.15
3.2. Possibilities of identifying amåtam âpas with a dead person
In the JB description of the pañcâgni-vidyâ scheme the first oblation is called
amåtam âpas. Although this Brâhmaòa proposes a different description of the
afterlife journey as compared to that of the Upanišads, it is worth noticing that also
here it is possible to identify the first cosmic oblation with a dead person put onto a
funeral pyre.
The identification of a dead person placed on a funeral pyre with immortality
(amåta) can be proved on the basis of two arguments. Firstly, this form is immortal
because it is the form which somehow survives the death. Secondly, a dead person
was treated as a sacrificial oblation (âhuti).16 The Ågvedic material allows us to
assume that this person was identified with Soma. RV 10.16.5 describes a dead

(p. 117). But he does not give any convincing argument why we should not accept the
identity of œraddhâ and the dead person.
14
The aim of œraddhâ performed during a funeral rite was to equip the dead person
with the body enabling him to go to heaven. The aim of the first pitå-yâna sacrifice is
the same. It is interesting to notice that, according to ŒB 12.8.2.4, œraddhâ is an
embodiment (rûpa) of dîkšâ (see also ŒB 12.1.2.1 and LÉVI (1898: 108)) and, according
to JUB 3.11.1, the dîkšâ is one of the three deaths of man: the first one is the birth, when
man is transformed into prâòa, the second is dîkšâ, when man is transformed into
chandâôsi, and the third is the real death, when man is transformed into œraddhâ. So,
besides the explicit identification of a dead person with the œraddhâ, we have the
identification of the death and the dîkšâ, which is in turn identified with the œraddhâ.
This reinforces the possibility of identifying a dead person and the œraddhâ.
15
JUB 3.11.4,7: athÎtat tåtîyaô mriyate yan mriyate / sa œraddhâm
evâbhisambhavati / lokam abhijâyate … atra tåtîyayâvåtâmum eva lokaô jayati yad u
câmušmiÔl loke / tad etayâ cÎnaô œraddhayâ samardhayati yayÎvÎnam etac
chraddhayâgnâv abhyâdadhati sam ayam ito bhaviyatîti / etaô câsmai lokaô
prayacchati yam abhijâyate /
16
See EVISON (1989: 314, 324, 330, 331).
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person as the oblation which is poured (Áhuta) into the funeral fire (see below, § 5).
Further on (RV 10.16.7), it is recommended that the body of a dead person should
be protected against fire by cow hide (agnér várma pári góbhir vyayasva sám
próròušva pÍvasâ médasâ ca). This is the only place in the RV where the word gó in
the plural refers to cow hide. Usually, in its metaphorical sense it means the milk
with which the pressed Soma is mixed17 and association with it quite natural. The
validity of this association is supported by the fact that there was a habit to cover a
dead person with some milky food if the cow was not killed during the cremation
rite.18 All this shows the image of a dead person to be very close to the image of
Soma covered with milk (góbhis) in the ritual. Soma, in turn, is called amåta.19
Thus, the identification of a dead person with amåta becomes possible.
The possibility of identification of a dead person with soma justifies identification
of a dead person with water (âpas) because already in the RV soma is identified
with water20. The descriptions of the cremation ceremony are also helpful in the
search for the identification of the dead with waters: there we can trace the idea that
a dead person was transformed into waters during the ceremony of cooling the
cremation ground with water and milk. He had remained in this watery form before
he acquired a new form during the bones collection rite21. One should notice the
difference between the sequences of the funeral ceremony and the first sacrifice: in
17

E.g. RV 1.134.2, 3.35.8, 9.32.3, 9.74.8, 9.103.2, passim. See SRINIVASAN (1979:
61 ff.).
18
See EVISON (1989: 327).
19
See Note 5.
20
See its identification with rain, Note 4. See also OBERLIES (1999: 31–42).
21
EVISON (1989: 354): ‘The mantras accompanying the sprinkling of the bones as
Caland points out ([Die] A[ltindischen]T[oten- und] B[estattungsgebräuche,] p. 102—
J.J.) clearly indicate that this ceremony is intended to cool and extinguish fire used
during cremation … In the ritual intended to extinguish the flame of the pyre, Agni is
returned to a state of potentiality in watery womb from which he sprang. In other words,
Agni is changed back into waters from which he became.’ JB and BU explicitly express
the identity of Agni and a dead person describing the transformation of the fire of the
latter into the fire of funeral pyre (tasyâgnir evâgnir bhavati …). This idea is probably
based on the funeral experience: the bones of a dead person put into fire are hot. I would
also like to pay attention to the JUB 3.10.9: atha yad evÎnam etad asmâl lokât pretaô
cityâm âdadhaty atho yâ evaitâ avokšanîyâ âpas tâ eva sa tato ‘nusaôbhavati prâòam
eva prâòo hy âpaÿ / . According to Oertel (JUB), the text only expresses the idea of
being born after the waters are born. I would argue, however, that the phrase tâ eva sa
tato ’nusaôbhavati expresses also the idea of being identified with waters and then
being born out of them.
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the pañcâgni-vidyâ scheme, waters are poured into the sun, whereas in the funeral
rite, the watery form of the dead person appears after he had been burnt on the
funeral pyre. But what is here important is that the identification of the dead person
with waters attested in the descriptions of the cremation rite. I would like to point
out that correspondence can also be seen in the next step of the cremation rite,
namely, in the ritual of sowing plants on the cooled cremation ground. It conveys
the idea that both fertility and food are the effects of the cremation rite just as they
result from the pouring of waters into the sun.
In my opinion, it is also important that the JB presents the description of the
cremation rite in the middle of the description of the destiny of a dead person. Even
if it was an insertion from a sûtra (as BODEWITZ states)22, this insertion is
significant as an expression of the compiler’s / compilers’ conviction that there is a
link between the pañcâgni-vidyâ and the cremation rite.
The above discussion shows the correspondence between the pañcâgni-vidyâ and
the pitå-yâna schemes. It can be discovered not only in the Upanišadic descriptions
but also in the JB where the first sacrifice of the pañcâgni-vidyâ corresponds to the
funeral rite. In my opinion this reflects the idea that the cremation rite has its cosmic
aspect and, when a dead person was put on the earthly funeral pyre, he—in the form
of the heavenly oblation (œraddhâ / amåtam âpas)—was burnt in the sun. Thus, he
gained the Somic radiant (bhâsvara-varòa) form. Then, according to the Upanišads,
if he was destined for the pitå-yâna, instead of going higher and higher with the
rising sun on its northern path, he slid down, as it were, to the moon in order to
become rain and he came back to the earth. The CU 5.10.10 explicitly says: ‘they do
not reach the year’ (nÎte saôvatsaram abhiprâpnuvanti / )23. They only catch ‘the
edge’ of the sun, or its dakšiòa-pâtha.

4. Pañcâgni-vidyâ, pitå-yâna and the Åg-veda
The idea that the dead find their final abode on the sun is an old one and appears
already in the RV. The fathers (pitáras) are said to be in the middle of heaven
(mádhye dívaÿ, RV 10.15.14), where also the sun is.24 The dead are described as
22

BODEWITZ (1973: 124).
Olivelle’s translation in OLIVELLE (1988: 237). In the JB the dead person meets the
seasons who are messengers of the sun.
24
See first of all RV 10.139.2 and 1.108.12. Also RV 4.13.2, 5.63.4,7, 9.107.7,
10.156.4.
23
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moving thanks to the svadhÁ (RV 10.16.5, 1.164.30,38); the svadhÁ is also the
power that makes the sun move (RV 4.13.5, 4.14.4). They are called the heads of
the sky (divó mûrdhÁnas, RV 9.69.8), which is the name of Agni and Soma in their
solar aspects, reaching the zenith25. The fathers are described as joining with the
rays of the sun (RV 1.109.7). RV 10.15.3 describes them as being together with
Agni ([apÁm] nápât) and with the step of Višòu (vikrámaòaô víšòoÿ) usually
interpreted as the third step of Višòu identified with the sun in its highest position26.
It can also be proven that the Yama’s abode was supposed to be on the sun 27.
What is more, there are also some instances showing that already in the RV the
dead were supposed to come back to the earth in the form of rain. It would go
beyond the scope of this paper to consider all of them, so I will limit myself only to
RV 10.16.5:
áva såja púnar agne pitÅbhyo yás ta Áhutaœ carati svadhÁbhiÿ /
Áyur vásâna úpa vetu œéšaÿ sâô gacchatâô tanvÀ jâta-vedaÿ //
Verse b can be said to describe a sojourn of a dead person on the sun: as the
Somic oblation, he is poured into the heavenly fire, or the sun with which he moves
thanks to svadhÁ (see above, p. 188). Verse a concisely expresses the return of the
dead person to the earth. I would like to stress that, as far as I know, all the scholars
have so far interpreted the verse as an expression of the request to Agni to send back
the dead person again to the fathers28. But this interpretation neglects the meaning
of ávaÖsåj, which means ‘releasing down’ and not ‘up’. The form pitÅbhyas should
be interpreted not as the dative form, but as the ablative form: it denotes the starting
point of a dead person’s journey back to the earth. Moreover, it is important to
remember that in the RV Agni had also a solar form.29 This interpretation is
confirmed by the adverb púnas, which expresses the repetition of the action, so it
can refer only to the human return to the earth. Thus, we get a clear image: Agni,
having sent the dead person to the sun to his fathers, should now release him from
there and let him come back to his former home and to his offspring (œéšas, see also
RV 10.14.8). The rainy form of the dead person coming back to the earth can be
25

E.g. RV 1.59.2, 9.27.3.
RV 1.154.6, 1.155.5, 1.22.20–21. In RV 5.3.3, 10.1.3 it is Agni, who is present in
the third step of Višòu. See also MACDONELL (1917: l78). A detailed analysis of this
issue is presented in JUREWICZ (2001: 313–318).
27
First of all, see RV 9.113.7–8 and JUREWICZ (2001: 315–330).
28
See GELDNER (1951–1957: III,148), ELIZARENKOVA (1999: 133), O’FLAHERTY
(1981: 49), FINDLY (1981: 365).
29
E.g. RV 3.2.12, 6.2.6.
26
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inferred from other contexts of ávaÖsåj. Used in the descriptions of Indra–Våtra
fight, this verbal root expresses the act of releasing waters, meaning not only rivers
flowing from pierced mountains, but also the rain coming out from the cloud30. So
finally, I would propose a translation of the above verse:
‘Release him down, Agni, from [his] fathers, [him] who, poured into
you, wanders according to his will. Let him [who] wears life come to
his offspring. Let him join with his body, Jâta-vedas!’
It is the JB that preserves the most of the Ågvedic ideas of the dead person’s
journey to the sun: it does not mention the moon at all31. Here, on the first path, the
dead person meets one of the seasons. We could treat it as the messenger of the sun,
because the sun is called the guardian of all the divisions of the year32. The season
itself comes down along the ray of the sun (raœminâ pratyavetya). The solar
destination of the dead on the pitå-yâna path can also be traced in the Upanišads: as
it has been said above (p. 187), the dead person gets in touch with the sun, although
only with its southern path.
On the second path in the JB, the dead person not only meets the season, but he
also finally reaches the sun (salokatâm apyeti ya eša tapati). Although this path
corresponds with later descriptions of the deva-yâna, one should notice that nothing
is said here about the light of fire, which, according to the Upanišads, becomes the
dead person’s fate on the deva-yâna path33. Instead of this, the JB describes the
principal role of the smoke in shaking off the dead person’s body. This idea can also

30

The same meaning of ‘being poured down’ by Agni can be found in RV 10.16.13,
where the root nirÖvap expresses the activity of Agni towards a dead person, see
JUREWICZ (2000: 332–338). The Ågvedic idea of the origination of rain in the sun is
described in KAELBER (1990: 15 ff.).
31
ŒB 1.9.3.15 claims that the sun is the final goal of the deceased. In AB 8.28 the
dead person comes to the moon, which enters the sun, which in turn goes to the fire,
which goes to the wind. The idea that the moon enters the sun preserves the Ågvedic
idea of the sun being the final afterlife abode. However, the introduction of the moon
foretells later Upanišadic thought. Similarly, intermediate in character is ŒB 11.6.2,
where the moon, which is Soma, is the offering poured into the sun. KU 1.2 replaces the
season by the moon and does not mention the sun at all. So it seems to be formulated
later.
32
JB 1.46: tasya hÎtasya devasyâho-râtre ardha-mâsâ mâsâ åtavaÿ saôvatsaro
goptâ ya eša tapati / .
33
Also the path is different, see BODEWITZ (1973: 121, n. 22).
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be traced back to the RV, according to which Agni carries the oblations (therefore,
the dead) to the heaven with its smoke 34.
5. The mechanism of the world’s functioning
Coming back to my main thesis, it can be assumed that the descriptions of the
pañcâgni-vidyâ and the pitå-yâna in the Upanišads refer to the same process of the
functioning of the world and put it in the form of a general model. In this model, the
dead are the material of the world: swallowed in the pañcâgni-vidyâ and pitå-yâna
sacrifices they condition the occurrence of the life-giving processes. The sun shines,
having swallowed the dead burnt on the funeral pyre (the first sacrifice); the rain
comes when gods eat the dead on the moon (the second sacrifice); the earth
generates plants, having devoured the dead in the form of the rain (the third
sacrifice); semen in the man appears when he eats the dead in the form of plants (the
fourth sacrifice); the man is born out of a woman when she absorbs the semen which
is the next form of the dead (the fifth sacrifice). It is important to notice here that all
the forms of the dead clearly have a life-giving character: Soma gives health and
immortality35, rain gives water and makes the growth of plants possible, food is
something that sustains life, semen is something that creates life. 36
This idea of the cosmic and life-giving character of an individual death is also
present in JB 1.46, where the acts of pouring oblation into fire in all five cosmic
sacrifices and of the cremation sacrifice are described exactly in the same way37.
Thus, the JB presents the cremation sacrifice as an activity that is performed day by
day and preserves the world just as the five cosmic sacrifices.
6. The world functioning as the manifestation of Creator’s self-devouring
The JB places the description of the pañcâgni-vidyâ and the twofold path in the
part describing the ritual of agni-hotra. Explaining why the ritual should be
performed, ŒB 2.2.4 presents the myth of Prajâpati who, having created Agni, is in
34

Interesting from this point of view is the identification of Agni’s smoke with the
raining cloud proposed by JAMISON (1991: 272–273).
35
E.g. RV 8.48.
36
In ŒB 12.9.1.6, the seed is called annasya rasa.
37
tasmin etasminn agnau vaiœvâ-nare ’har ahar devâÿ amåtam apas / somaô
râjânam / våšþim / annam / retas / purušaô juhvati / .
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danger of being eaten by him. In order to avoid death, he has to create food for the
hungry Agni, so he creates milk and performs the first act of agni-hotra. In the same
way, the yajamâna, pouring the milk into fire, escapes death and preserves his own
existence.
The idea that agni-hotra frees the yajamâna from death (identified with Agni) is
repeated in almost every chapter of the JB’s description38. The JB, however, does
not analyse thoroughly Prajâpati’s perspective, one which gives a wider
metaphysical context to the cosmic and the human processes that constitute the
created world. Now, I would like to look at the pañcâgni-vidyâ and the pitå-yâna
from this point of view.
The way Agni and milk are created according to ŒB 2.2.4 entitles us to assume
that in this act Prajâpati manifests his own fiery interior: by heating himself, he
produces Agni out of his mouth. This act may be interpreted as the act of blowing or
speaking.39 Produced in an act of enkindling, milk appears also to be a form of
fire.40 This is to say that both fire and milk are the parts of Prajâpati that are
identical with him and that manifest themselves in the creation. So, when Prajâpati
gives milk to fire, he actually kills and eats himself 41.
The idea of Prajâpati dying in the creative process is most explicitly expressed in the
agni-cayana myths of the ŒB, in which Prajâpati does not extract milk or any other
food out of himself, but, having created the world, he himself becomes the food of
38

JB 1.2: the yajamâna becomes immortal when he offers agni-hotra. JB 1.5–6: the
agni-hotra saves from two repeated dyings which are nights and days (day and night are
embodiments of time, which is identified with Agni, the death, in JB 1.12–14). JB 1.9–
10: the agni-hotra frees from evil (identified with the death). JB 1.11: the agni-hotra
gives immortality and freedom. JB 1.26–38: the agni-hotra pacifies different parts of the
world, which are identified with the death. In JB 1.7–8, the agni-hotra assures the
existence of the world.
39
For the identification of Agni and the breath (prâòa), see ŒB 6.3.1.21. RV 1.66.1
compares Agni, identified with Áyus, to the prâòá. For the identification of Agni and the
speech, see ŒB 3.2.2.13, 10.5.1.1 ff.
40
In ŒB 2.5.1.3, the milk flows from the breast of the heated Prajâpati which clearly
shows the fiery character of this substance and its identity with Prajâpati. In ŒB 6.1.3.1,
out of heated Prajâpati, water appears, which is to be understood as sweat. The identity
of milk and water is also attested by BU 1.2.1–2 in the metaphor of churning water to
produce the cream that transforms itself into the earth. This metaphor goes back to the
Ågvedic descriptions of the rain generated during Soma pressing, which is described in
the metaphor of cream production, e.g. RV 9.110.8.
41
See also ŒB 6.1.2.12, 7.1.2.1.
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Agni: he dies in order to be eaten by fire42. Here, besides the life-giving aspect of the
food assuring the existence of fire, we can clearly see the aspect of food which is
connected with death: in order to become food one must die, exactly as Prajâpati did.
It is important to notice that ŒB 2.2.4 stresses that the death of Prajâpati should
not occur too early, before he exudes his eatable part. This means that Prajâpati does
not want to be the food of fire in his unmanifested form, he does not want to accept
the situation when he, the Creator, is eaten by his creation, even though it is
identical with him.
But having created, out of himself, the food that is adequate for his swallowing
manifestation, he will be able to devour himself safely. In my opinion, the scheme
of the pañcâgni-vidyâ together with the Upanišadic pitå-yâna describes how the
world functions ensuing this safe self-devouring of the Creator. Dead people who
are the food of the world constitute the dead milky part of Prajâpati who is killed
and eaten by his fiery part.
All the oblations of the pañcâgni-vidyâ and pitå-yâna sacrifices (amåtam âpas /
œraddhâ / dead person—Soma—rain—food—semen) can be identified with milk,
which is the main oblation of the agni-hotra.43 They can also be—as it has been said
above—identified with Soma; it is worth noticing that JB 1.3–4 equates the agnihotra with soma sacrifice. So the five sacrifices can be understood as the acts of the
perfect agni-hotra in which the Creator, offering his milky / Somic part to his fiery
part, saves himself from death. 44
42

ŒB 6.1.1 ff.
For the identity of Soma and milk, see e.g. RV 9.34.3, 9.42.4, 9.91.3. The
identification of milk and rain see the above, note 39. For the identification of the seed
and milk, see e.g. RV 3.31.10 (here we have also identification of both substances with
Soma). According to ŒB 6.5.4.15, the pouring of milk into the ukhâ during the agnicayana guarantees the presence of milk in the woman (tasmâd yošâyâô payaÿ). Not
only milk in the breasts is meant here, but also semen, because the ukhâ also symbolises
the womb, which accepts semen, see ŒB 7.1.1.41. The identification of amåtam âpas
with milk is based on their identification with rain (see BODEWITZ (1973: 117)) and with
Soma (see above). For the identification of œraddhâ and milk see above, note 6. The
identification of a dead person with milk is based on his identity with Soma.
44
It would be interesting to find out whether the five prâòas of the yajamâna created
in the agny-âdhâna rite could correspond to the five cosmic sacrifices understood as the
agni-hotra performed by Prajâpati and whether there is an exact correspondence
between five prâòas and the five sacrifices. For sure, the fifth one, speech, is identified
with Agni and the earth in the Veda. The creation of the world seen as the creation of the
consecutive prâòas (seven not five) is described in the ŒB 10.5.3.1–12 (manas—vâc—
prâòa—cakšus—œrotra—karman—agni). The analysis of the possible correspondence
43
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I would like to stress the striking similarity between the ŒB’s myth about Prajâpati
blowing out fire which is identical with him and the JB’s initial description (1.1–2)
of the yajamâna who, in the act of enkindling fire in the agny-âdhâna rite, creates
his own self consisting of five life breaths (prâòa). In fact, it is the enkindled fire
that is the yajamâna’s self. In this very fire-self the yajamâna has to perform the
agni-hotra in order to obtain long life and immortality after the death. In the same
way, Prajâpati enkindles himself as Agni and then has to redeem himself (nišÖkrî)
from his fiery self in the repeated acts of the cosmic agni-hotra.45
I think that it is here where we should look for the reason why, in every sacrifice
of the pañcâgni-vidyâ, the creation of the oblation is described at length, whereas
the existence of the succeeding fires is merely stated. Since Agni created in the first
creative act constantly burns and poses a deathly threat to the Creator, who in turn
has to assume the form of food satisfying the hunger of his eating part in order to
avoid self-annihilation. At the same time, the aim of this self-devouring is the
preservation of life within the creation, life which manifests itself in the life-giving
processes of the sun’s shining, of the generation of rain, food and semen, of the birth
of the human being. The existence of the world thus understood becomes a kind of
tight-rope act of the Creator balancing on the verge of life and death within the
creation and on the verge of his total, absolute existence.
The reference to the ŒB’s description enables us to discover one more semantic
dimension of the pañcâgni-vidyâ and pitå-yâna sacrifices—a cognitive one. In ŒB
2.2.4.3, it is said that the creative changes took place in Prajâpati’s mind.46 So the
eating part of Prajâpati can also be interpreted as representing the subject of the
cognition, the eaten one—its object. Thus, the five cosmic / afterlife sacrifices reveal
between the pañcâgni-vidyâ and the agni-cayana also needs separate investigation; here
I would only like to point out that the number of sacrifices corresponds to the number of
layers and that every cosmic sacrifice could be treated as the creation of one layer during
which Prajâpati is burnt by Agni and thus created once again.
45
The similarities between the Prajâpati and the yajamâna can also be seen in the
description of the last sacrifice performed by the human being, i.e. the funeral rite when
a dead person becomes the food for fire. But at the same time he himself is fire, as the
JB, BU and CU claim (tasyâgnir evâgnir bhavati … ). This is to mean that, actually, he
is at the same time the devouring and the devoured entity, exactly as the Prajâpati is
present both in the agni-hotra and the agni-cayana myths. Also, the bright Somic
immortal form acquired by the deceased person after cremation corresponds to the
immortal state obtained by the Prajâpati when he avoided death by feeding Agni with
milk (the agni-hotra myth), and to his revival after he was burnt by Agni and then stood
up full of strength (the agni-cayana myth, see ŒB 6.2.1, 7.1.2, 10.1.3.6.).
46
tad evâsya manasy âsa / .
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the meaning of the successive subjective-objective acts undertaken by the Creator
while he manifests himself in the world. They are performed only to confirm the
identity of the subject and the object, as it is confirmed in the act of eating in which
food becomes one with its eater.
Many issues analysed here need more investigation. I hope, though, that I have
shown the importance of the metaphysical and the ritual contexts of the pañcâgnividyâ and of its earlier, Ågvedic background, which, when taken into consideration,
open new possibilities of interpretation. I would like also to draw attention to the
fact that the Vedic thought resolves the problem of the Absolute and the evil
differently to the Christian thought: here the most important attribute of the
Absolute is its total freedom—even the freedom to be annihilated; the second one is
his omnipotence to avoid the annihilation. Death in the world is just a manifestation
of the Absolute’s freedom and omnipotence. It is not a curse but rather a blessing: it
ensures the existence not only of the world but also of its Creator.

SACRIFICE
FIRE
OBLATION
Pañcâgni-vidyâ
1. heaven (asau loka) + faith (œraddhâ)
sun (ya eša tapati) + immortality [and]
waters (amåtam âpas)
2. Parjanya / thunder- + Soma
bolt (stanayitnu)
3. earth
+ rain
4. Man
+ food
5. woman
+ semen
Pitå-yâna
1. fire
2.

gods

3.
4.
5.

earth
Man
woman
PRAJÂPATI =
AGNI

+ Man

→ Soma
→ rain
→ food
→ semen
→ Man
→ puruša-bhâsvaravaròa [Soma]

+ puruša-bhâsvara-varòa
[Soma]
→ rain
+ rain
→ food
+ food
→ semen
+ semen
→ Man
PRAJÂPATI = MILK
DEAD PRAJAPATI
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‘Sparrows in Love’
The Display and Pairing of Birds in Sanskrit Literature*
KLAUS KARTTUNEN
Some time ago I saw a reference to the rut of elephants as the most important
sexual image in Sanskrit literature. This is certainly true. Everyone familiar with
classical Sanskrit literature easily recalls many passages describing elephants in
musth. Think about the mighty bull elephants with their temples moist with ichor,
surrounded by swarming bees, and frightening everybody in their uncontrolled
rage.1
But at the same time it also reminded me of a passage in Varâhamihira’s Båhatsaôhitâ where the special virility of the sparrow (caþaka)2 is mentioned. It is a
recipe for an aphrodisiac preparation and it is guaranteed that with this preparation
one is even able to cut out a sparrow.3 The sexual ability more or less rightly

*

I would like to express here my thanks to Professor Rahul Peter Das, who sent me
both a copy of MONGA (1999) and some textual material. Margot Stout Whiting has
kindly checked and corrected my English.
1
See e.g. the Åtu-saôhâra 2.15; Avi-mâraka 1.5 f.; Kâdambarî p. 57. For the
present purpose, it is not important that the biologists are in fact uncertain of the real
connection between musth and rut.
2
The house sparrow (Passer domesticus Linn., ALI (1977: n. 257)) is common in
most parts of South Asia. However, it must be pointed out that the three names
commonly used for the sparrow, viz. caþaka, kulióga and kalavióka, are also used for
many other kinds of small birds, especially buntings and finches, but also swallows, etc.
Occasionally the house sparrow is specified as gåha-kulióga or grâma-caþaka. DAVE
(1985: 92 f.) is useful, although his conclusions must always be taken with care. DAVE
(1985), HENSGEN (1958), RAU (1986), and THAKER (1972), have been much used as
sources of text references, but all are checked from the original.
3
Båhat-saôhitâ 76.7:
kšîreòa bastâòða-yujâ œåtena samplâvya kâmî bahuœas tilân yaÿ /
suœošitân atti payaÿ pibec ca tasyâgrataÿ kiô caþakaÿ karoti //
Bhat: ‘A lustful man should boil milk with goat’s testicles and sesamum
several (seven) times and thus concentrate it. He should eat and drink milk
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 199–207.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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ascribed to the sparrow is also the reason for names such as kâmuka, kâmin, kâmacârin, given to the sparrow by lexicographers and noted as such in MONIERWILLIAMS’ dictionary. Œrîharša, in the rather detailed description of Nala’s and
Damayantî’s lovemaking in the eighteenth canto of the Naišadhîya-carita, remarks
that the loving couple, observed by a sârikâ from its perch, was imitating the sport
of heated sparrows.4 Actually there lies good observation behind this; although it is
common to think of the sparrow as a modest grey thing, whoever has observed a
displaying sparrow cock remembers its strikingly black and brown plumage (cf.
nîla-kaòþha as a name of the sparrow) and the strong sexuality of its behaviour. 5
These amorous sparrows gave me the idea of examining the display and pairing of
other birds, too, in Sanskrit literature. It is common knowledge that song birds (and
many other birds as well) sing in order to entice a female or to secure a territory.
The song of the koel (kokila)6 heard in springtime is one of the most powerful
symbols of love, again and again referred to in classical literature.7 Often the koel is
mentioned together with another symbol of spring and love, the humming bees. The

after that. He will then be able to put even the sparrow to shame by his
exuberant virility.’
The sense is further explained by Bhaþþotpala in his commentary: bahu-strî-gamanam
atîva strîšu bahu-vâraô œîghra-gâmî bhavatîty arthaÿ.
4
Naišadhîya-carita 18.15 f.:
yatra pušpa-œara-œâstra-kârikâ-sârikâdhyušita-nâga-dantikâ /
bhîmajâ-nišadha-sârva-bhaumayoÿ pratyavaikšata rate kåtâkåte // 15 //
yatra matta-kalavióka-œîlitâœlîla-keli-punar-uktavat tayoÿ /
kvâpi dåšþibhir avâpi vâpikôttaôsa-haôsa-mithuna-smarôtsavaÿ // 16 //
Though so translated by Handiqui, the sârikâ on its ivory perch in 15 does not refer to a
sparrow, but to a myna, while kalavióka, occasionally used for other birds, too, is
defined as gåha-caþika by the commentator Nârâyaòa.
5
In addition to my own observations of our northern sparrows (which belong to the
same species, Passer domesticus Linn., ALI (1977: n. 257)), I can refer to the lively
description of Indian sparrows in MONGA (1999).
6
The koel (Eudynamus scolopacea Linn., ALI (1977: n. 115)) is common
everywhere in South Asia. It should not be called the Indian cuckoo as this name is used
for another species of parasitic cuckoos, the short-winged Cuculus micropterus (ALI
(1977: n.117)).
7
E.g. Vikramôrvaœîya 4.12; 4.25 (tvâô kâmino madana-dûtam udâharanti); 4.56;
Kumâra-saôbhava 4.16; 6.2; Raghu-vaôœa 9.34; Åtu-saôhâra 6.20–22, 24 f., 27 f.;
Ratnâvalî 1.16 f.; Kâdambarî p. 305.
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bird himself is intoxicated by spring and life and is therefore called matta-kokila.8 In
one case, at least, the intoxication is clearly associated with sexual behaviour.9 The
cuckoo’s way of living was well known, too, and the she-cuckoo, as para-bhåtâ,
leaving other birds to raise its offspring, was presented as an example of female
deviousness.10 The cuckoo belongs to spring; when its voice is heard at the onset of
winter, it is inauspicious (Båhat-saôhitâ 46.69).
There are other sounds of birds mentioned in literature, but while the voice of
geese (haôsa) is considered erotic, it has, in fact, nothing to do with the pairing of
these birds, which takes place in their northern nesting areas, not in their wintering
places in India. The female ospreys (kurarî) are rather crying from fear. I have
found only one passage where the cooing of nesting pigeons is specifically
mentioned, which is answered by wild cocks from below. 11
The gallinaceous birds are famous of their display, involving dance, song and
fight. In India, as in the ancient West, too, the fighting instincts of cocks and quails
were used for entertainment, but the history of cock-fights deserves a separate
treatment. The quail (cakora) is better known for its red eyes and its supposed habit
of feeding on moonbeams, though even pairing is occasionally mentioned.12 But
here I would rather concentrate on the peacock and its dance. 13
The peacocks’ dance belongs to the rainy season, during the summer they are
quiet and exhausted.14 Their eager anticipating of and welcome to the rain clouds is

8

E.g. Artha-œâstra 2.26.5 (matta-kokila among protected birds); Mâlavikâgnimitra
3.4; Raghu-vaôœa 9.47; Kâdambarî p. 42.
9
Åtu-saôhâra 6.14: puôs-kokilaœ cûta-rasâsavena mattaÿ priyâô cumbati râgahåšþaÿ. Here cûta-rasâsava seems to refer to fermented mango juice. In several other
passages, however, fresh sprouts are the origin of the bird’s intoxication. See e.g.
Œakuntalâ 6.2 f. (on female koel seeing young mango sprouts); Kumâra-saôbhava 3.32
(cûtâókurâsvâda-kašâya-kaòþhaÿ puôs-kokilaÿ); Kirâtârjunîya 5.26 (apanidra-cûtagandhair … madayati kokilân).
10
E.g. Œakuntalâ 5.22; Kuòâla-jâtaka (Jâtaka 536).
11
Mâlatî-mâdhava 9.7: vîrunnîða-kapota-kûjitaô krandanty adhaÿ kukkubhâÿ.
12
Mâlatî-mâdhava 9.30: kântâm antaÿ-pramodâd abhisarati mada-bhrânta-târaœ
cakoraÿ.
13
The peacock (Pavo cristatus Linn., ALI (1977: n. 71)) is found practically
everywhere in South Asia, in the Himalayas up to the altitude of more that 1500 metres.
14
Åtu-saôhâra 1.16 (hutâgni-kalpaiÿ savitur gabhastibhiÿ kalâpinaÿ klânta-œarîracetasaÿ); cf. Œakuntalâ 3.23 f.; Mâlatî-mâdhava 3.4.
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often mentioned in literature as a sign of the imminent rains,15 and their wild dance
is one of the characteristics of the rainy season.16 Usually this behaviour is not
directly connected with mating and the dance is thought to be a direct response to
thunder. Therefore, the peacocks were often induced to dance by other kinds of
noise.17 The sexual significance of the dance is clearly seen in the famous Jâtaka
story of the peacock, who, overjoyed from being chosen as the bridegroom of the
goose princess, indecently exposed himself and was dismissed.18 When the rains
stop and the autumn begins, the dance is stopped.19 The dancing peacock is often
depicted in Indian art. 20
The golden peacocks which live the life of ascetic recluses in mountains and are
caught only when yielding to the temptation of mating seem to me to be pheasants
rather than peacocks. 21
The art of reading omens from birds’ and animals’ cries (œakuna) does not help us
much further here. According to the Båhat-saôhitâ, animals seen as couples
(dvandva) or in rut (matta) are not accepted as omens (86.25). This applies, for
instance, to crows and cuckoos in spring (86.26) and to geese and cranes in autumn
(86.27).22 At the same time, animals mating with animals of another species (86.66:
15

Megha-dûta 22 (seeing the rain cloud the peacocks shed tears of joy), 32 (Ray’s
34); Raghu-vaôœa 16.64; Åtu-saôhâra 2.6; Mâlatî-mâdhava 9.42; see further
Kirâtârjunîya 4.16; 7.22, 39; 10.23.
16
Vikramôrvaœîya 4.17 f., 18.21 f.; Megha-dûta 44 (Ray 46); Raghu-vaôœa 6.51;
Åtu-saôhâra 2.6, 16 (rainy mountains are pravåtta-nåtyaiÿ œikhibhiÿ samâkulâÿ);
Mâlatî-mâdhava 9.15, 18; Œyainika-œâstra 5.33: œikhaòði-kåta-tâòðave. In the
Kâdambarî p. 40, too, they dance like Œiva.
17
Mâlavikâgnimitra 1.21 (by a drum); Mâlatî-mâdhava 1.1 (by a drum); Kâdambarî
p. 55 (by flapping of wild elephants’ ears), 104 (by drums), 171 (by the noise of
stumbling feet).
18
Nacca-jâtaka (Jâtaka 32); the idea of the indecency of the peacock’s dance is also
disclosed in the Vikramôrvaœîya 4.22 and in the Pañca-tantra of Pûròabhadra 1.26, last
verse. In the famous Greek parallel to the story (Herodotus 6.129), the actors are
humans, Cleisthenes of Corinth, his daughter Agariste, and the young Hippocleides (see
LURIA (1930)).
19
Åtu-saôhâra 3.13: nåtya-prayoga-rahitâñ œikhino; cf. Kirâtârjunîya 4.25, and
Mudrâ-râkšasa 3.8.
20
See the summary in KADGAONKAR (1993).
21
See Mora-jâtaka (Jâtaka 159) and Mahâ-mora-jâtaka (Jâtaka 491).
22
Nevertheless, in various passages of the Båhat-saôhitâ, bird pairs are mentioned as
omens. Thus the simultaneous cry of a pair of cranes (sârasa) is favourable, but one
responding to the other after an interval is inauspicious (88.37). Two crows, the male
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para-yonišu gacchanto maithunaô) are mentioned as a particularly dark omen. A
special point used in divination is the time of the building of a crows’ nest and its
location on a tree or elsewhere and the number and appearance of their chicks
(Båhat-saôhitâ 95).
Though cross-breeding between different species was deemed inauspicious (with
the single exception of producing mules), there are some cases of curious marriages
in literature. Repeatedly, the parrot and the myna are represented as a couple.23 This
may not necessarily mean much more than that the two talking birds were often kept
together in a cage, and there is at least one passage where it is plainly stated that in
reality a parrot weds a parrot and a myna a myna.24 In the Jâtaka Commentary there
are also other cases of supposed cross-marriages. In the Kukkuþa-jâtaka (Jâtaka
383), the clever cat makes a proposal of marriage to a cock (who is wise enough not
to accept it). In the Vinîlaka-jâtaka (Jâtaka 160) we meet the arrogant offspring of
an union between the King Goose and a she-crow. It seems clear that the idea of the
possibilities of cross-breeding was as much exaggerated in ancient India as in the
Hellenistic West.25
Related to the belief in curious cross-breeding is the belief in the propagation
without a male. Several texts ascribe this to female egrets (balâkâ), who are
impregnated by the thunder of rain clouds.26 This is also indicated in two passages
of Œaókara’s Brahma-sûtra commentary.27
and the female, putting food into the mouth of each other and cawing simultaneously are
considered auspicious (95.43).
23
E.g. Œuka-saptati, frame-story, where the couple is explained as a Gandharva and
an Apsaras reborn as birds. Note that in the parallel stories of the Jâtaka Commentary
there are two parrots instead of a parrot and a myna (the two Râdha-jâtakas, n. 145 and
198). Further e.g. in the Kâdambarî p. 568.
24
Mahâ-ummaga-jâtaka (Jâtaka 546), p. 421 Fausbøll:
suvo va suviô kâmeyya sâlikâ pana sâãikâô /
suvassa sâlãikâya ca saôbhâvo hoti kîdiso // —
—“Parrot should love parrot, and maynah maynah; how can there be union between
parrot and maynah?”.
25
On these western ideas see GRMEK (1988).
26
Megha-dûta 9 (Ray’s 10); Lola-jâtaka (Jâtaka 274), first verse; and Milinda-pañha
4.1.49. Cf. THIEME (1975, 15 f.).
27
Œaókara on the Brahma-sûtra 2.1.25 (SBE 34, p. 348) and 3.1.19 (SBE 38, p. 126).
Thibaut translated the bird as crane, but the word used in the text is balâkâ (balâkâ
cântareòÎva œukraô garbhaô dhatte and balâkâpy antareòÎva retaÿ-sekaô garbhaô
dhatta iti loka-rûðhiÿ).
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This short presentation started with the amorous promiscuity of the sparrow and
now I am concluding it with the classical example of marital love, the cakra-vâka
duck.28 Actually, it was founded on an accurate observation: The ducks are
monogamous and have a very close relationship. As a symbol of marital love, they
are already mentioned in the Veda and in Pâli sources.29 To this observation was
then added the poetical embellishment that the cakra-vâka pair must, on account of
a curse, separate over the night.30 Bâòa elaborates the theme: Ujjayinî is so brightly
illuminated (not by lamps, but by the self-illuminating jewels of women) that even
the night brings no separation for the ducks.31 A more overwhelming grief of
separation is naturally felt when one mate is slain.32 In this connection, I would also
mention the introductory passage of the Râmâyaòa, with the famous passage about
the courtship of cranes (krauñca).33 In addition to the brahminy ducks, the relation
of a pair of geese is often described as a close one,34 and the voice of a goose heard
in autumn is deemed as erotic. 35

28

The ruddy sheldrake (or shelduck, Tadorna ferruginea Pallas, the name Anas
casarca is completely antiquated), also known as the brahminy duck (ALI (1977: n. 29)).
It is a common winter visitor in South Asia. See also DAVE (1985: 450 ff.).
29
In the Veda: Atharva-veda-saôhitâ 14.2.64; in Pâli: Cakkavâka-jâtaka (Jâtaka
434) and Milinda-pañha 7.5.8 (p. 401 Trenckner).
30
Mâlavikâgnimitra 5.9; Kumâra-saôbhava 5.25; 8.32, 51; Megha-dûta 80 (2.20);
Raghu-vaôœa 8.56; Svapna-vâsavadattâ 1.13, 3.0; Mâlatî-mâdhava 2.12; Kirâtârjunîya
8.56; 9.4, 13, 30; Œiœupâla-vadha 9.15; 11.26, 64; Naišadhîya-carita 7.77; 21.162;
Kâdambarî p. 110, 171, 196, 299, 322, 350, 391.
31
Kâdambarî p. 109.
32
Bhûridatta-jâtaka (Jâtaka 543), p. 189 Fausbøll; Vessantara-jâtaka (Jâtaka 547),
p. 501 Fausbøll.
33
The sarus crane (Grus antigone Linn., ALI (1977: n. 73)). See THIEME (1975:
11 f.), further BUCK (1971) and RONEY (1983).
34
Vikramôrvaœîya 4.2–4.6; Åtu-saôhâra 3.11.
35
Åtu-saôhâra 3.25 (kâmyaô haôsa-vacanaô); Kirâtârjunîya 4.25 (unmadahaôsa-nisvanaô). On goose in Indian tradition see VOGEL (1962).
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Nâgârjuna and the Trilemma or traikâlyâsiddhi *
SH×RYÛ KATSURA

The aim of this paper is to discuss the nature of Nâgârjuna’s destructive Trilemma
argument from the point of view of a historian of Indian logic. In another paper1 I
have analysed the destructive Tetralemma (catuš-koþi) used in the Mûla-madhyamakakârikâ (= MMK). Here I would like to present the basic structure of his Trilemma,
examine its applications in the debate between Nâgârjuna and the Naiyâyika, and
finally evaluate it against the background of the Indian debate tradition.

1. The Trilemma Arguments in MMK Chapter 2 (gatâgata-parîkšâ)
In MMK Chapter 2 Nâgârjuna analyses the notions of ‘going’ (gamana / gati), ‘goer’
(gantå), and ‘path to be gone over’ (gantavya) in relation to the three times, viz. past,
present, and future. Those notions respectively correspond to those of ‘action’ (kriyâ),
‘agent’ (kartå), and ‘object’ (karman) used by Indian grammarians. After having
applied various arguments in the forms of Trilemma and Dilemma to those notions, he
concludes that there is no act of going, no goer and no path to be gone over.2
Now does he really deny our act of going over a certain path? I do not think so.
As I understand him, Nâgârjuna admits our everyday activity of going and coming
at least on the level of our common sense (saôvåti). He would even admit that we
can talk about it in our ordinary language. However, he refuses to admit that it can
be described precisely and ultimately (paramârthataÿ) in any language, whether it
is the technical language of Indian grammarians or that of Buddhist Abhidharma
philosophers. It is to be noted that he is denying those notions as held by the Realist
who, he thinks, posits an intrinsic nature for each of them (svabhâva-vâdin).
*

I would like to thank Prof. Mark Siderits for kindly going through this paper and
correcting my English.
1
KATSURA (2000).
2
MMK 2.25cd: tasmâd gatiœ ca gantâ ca gantavyaô ca na vidyate // For MMK I
shall follow DE JONG (1977).
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 209–233.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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Therefore, I am inclined to believe that he does not really deny our act of going but
he denies the ‘ultimate’ one-to-one correspondence between our conceptual notions
or verbal expressions, such as ‘going’, ‘goer’ and ‘path to be gone over’, and the
real and complex state of affairs, i.e. our act of going.
Nâgârjuna presents six Trilemmas in MMK Chapter 2. The first Trilemma
argument runs as follows:
Trilemma 1
‘(1) In the first place the [path] already gone over (gata) is not [now]
being gone over (na gamyate);
(2) nor indeed is the [path] not yet gone over (agata) being gone over.
(3) The [path] presently being gone over (gamyamâna) that is distinct
from the [portions of path] already gone over and not yet gone over
is not being gone over.’ 3
Here Nâgârjuna assumes for purposes of reductio each of the following
propositions in order to deny all of them:
(1) ‘The path already gone over is being gone over’ (gataô gamyate),
(2) ‘The path not yet gone over is being gone over’ (agataô gamyate),
(3) ‘The path presently being gone over is being gone over’
(gamyamânaô gamyate).
Since ‘gata’, ‘agata’ and ‘gamyamâna’ respectively correspond to the past, the
future and the present, the subjects of the three propositions are mutually exclusive
and exhaust the universe of discourse consisting of portions of the path. Thus, by
denying all the three propositions, Nâgârjuna can conclude that no path whatsoever
is possibly being gone over, which implies that no act of going is possible in any
portion of the path or in the three times.
The first two propositions are easily dismissed because the present act of going
cannot be said to belong to the path gone over (i.e. the past) or not yet gone over
(i.e. the future). They simply deviate from our verbal conventions. Therefore,
Nâgârjuna does not make any effort to discuss and deny them in the subsequent
3

MMK 2.1:
gataô na gamyate tâvad agataô nÎva gamyate /
gatâgata-vinirmuktaô gamyamânaô na gamyate //
The translations of MMK chap. 2 is a result of the joint work with Mark Siderits. We are
planning to publish a new English translation of MMK. It is to be noted that we have
different interpretations of Nâgârjuna’s philosophy.
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verses. However, the third proposition, which attributes the present act of going to
the path presently being gone over, seems to make sense and it is not very apparent
how Nâgârjuna can deny it. So he assumes the following objection:
‘[The opponent:] Where there is movement (cešþâ) there is the act of
going (gati). And since movement occurs in the [path] presently being
gone over, the act of going occurs in the [path] presently being gone
over, not in the [path] already gone over and not yet gone over.’ 4
The opponent is clearly supporting the third proposition, by saying that the act of
going occurs in the path being gone over (gamyamâne gatiÿ). In order to refute the
above objection, Nâgârjuna gives the following counter-argument:
‘How could it be right (upapatsyate) to say that the act of going is in
the [path] being gone over (gamyamânasya gamanam) when it is not
at all right (upapadyate) to say that there is the [path] presently being
gone over without the act of going?’ 5
Here Nâgârjuna is concerned with the expression ‘The act of going is in the path
being gone over’ (gamyamâne gatiÿ or gamyamânasya gamanam). In this
connection it is to be noted that when two linguistic items (œabda) are put in
different cases in Sanskrit, they refer to two different objects or loci (vyadhikaraòa).
In the particular expression under consideration ‘the act of going’ (gati or gamana)
is in the nominative case, while ‘the path being gone over’ (gamyamâna) is in the
locative or genitive case. Therefore they must refer to two different things.
However, Nâgârjuna points out that the very concept of ‘the path being gone over’
is impossible without the act of going; in other words, they cannot be two separate
things. Thus, he denies that the act of going is in the path presently being gone over.
Now, just for the sake of argument, Nâgârjuna accepts that the act of going is in
the path being presently gone over, then he points out a couple of undesirable
consequences (prasaóga) in the following manner:

4

MMK 2.2:
cešþâ yatra gatis tatra gamyamâne ca sâ yataÿ /
na gate nâgate cešþâ gamyamâne gatis tataÿ //
5
MMK 2.3:
gamyamânasya gamanaô kathaô nâmôpapatsyate /
gamyamâne vigamanaô yadâ nÎvôpapadyate //
DE LA VALLÉE POUSSIN reads ‘dvigamanam’ (1970: 94) instead of ‘vigamanam’ of
JONG’s edition (1977: 2). The latter reading is supported by Tibetan translation.
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‘If [you say] the act of going is in the [path] presently being gone over,
it follows (prasajyate) that the [path] being gone over is without the
act of going, since [for you] the [path] presently being gone over is
being gone over (gamyamânaô gamyate).’6
‘If the act of going is in the [path] presently being gone over, then two
acts of going will follow (prasakta): that by which the [path] presently
being gone over [is said to be such], and moreover that which
[supposedly exists] in the act of going.’ 7
If we accept that the act of going and the path being gone over are the two
different things (with their own intrinsic nature or svabhâva), then the path presently
being gone over is separated from the actual act of going, which is absurd. Now if
we deny that undesirable consequence and admit that the path being gone over is
endowed with the act of going, then we must admit that there are two acts of going,
viz. one in the path being gone over and the other, i.e. the act of going itself, which
is absurd, too.
According to Indian grammarian’s analysis accepted by majority of Indian
philosophers, the act of going demands the presence of a goer. Nâgârjuna is thereby
able to point out further undesirable consequences.
‘If two acts of going follow, then it will follow (prasajyate) that there
are two goers (gantå), for it is not right to say that there is an act of
going without a goer.8
If it is not right to say that there is an act of going without a goer, how
will there be a goer when the act of going does not [yet] exist?’ 9

6

MMK 2.4:
gamyamânasya gamanaô yasya tasya prasajyate /
åte gater gamyamânaô gamyamânaô hi gamyate //
7
MMK 2.5:
gamyamânasya gamane prasaktaô gamana-dvayam /
yena tad gamyamânaô ca yac câtra gamanaô punaÿ //
8
MMK 2.6:
dvau gantârau prasajyete prasakte gamana-dvaye /
gantâraô hi tiras-kåtya gamanaô nôpapadyate //
9
MMK 2.7:
gantâraô cet tiras-kåtya gamanaô nôpapadyate /
gamane ’sati gantâtha kuta eva bhavišyati //
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If the act of going is in the path presently being gone over, there will be two acts
of going; if there are two acts of going, there will be two goers, which is absurd.
Furthermore, if there is no act of going without a goer, there will be no goer without
the act of going. By pointing out the absurd consequences of the opponent’s
position that the act of going is in the path being gone over, Nâgârjuna denies the
third proposition mentioned above. He also indicates that the notion of going and
that of goer are mutually dependent, hence without intrinsic nature.
Let me now describe the standard process of Nâgârjuna’s Trilemma argument.
(1) First, he assumes the three possible propositions the subjects of
which are mutually exclusive and exhaust the universe of discourse.
(2) Then he denies all three propositions, often by means of reductio
ad absurdum (prasaóga).
(3) Finally he concludes that there are no entities which are to be
expressed by the subjects or the predicates of those propositions;
those notions are empty of their intrinsic nature.
In Trilemma 1 the act of going is denied with reference to the path gone over, not
yet gone over, and presently being gone over; in other words, the act of going is
denied in the three times. Similarly the act of beginning to go (gamanârambha or
saôpravåtti) and that of stopping (sthiti or nivåtti) are denied with reference to the
three kinds of path in the following Trilemmas:
Trilemma 2
‘(1) [A goer] does not begin to go in [the path] gone over,
(2) neither does [a goer] begin to go in [the path] not yet gone over.
(3) [A goer] does not begin to go in [the path] presently being gone over.
— Then where does [a goer] begin to go?’ 10
Trilemma 3
‘(1) [The goer] does not stop in the [path] presently being gone over,
(2) neither in the [path] already gone over,
(3) nor in the [path] not yet gone over.’ 11

10

MMK 2.12:
gate nârabhyate gantuô gantuô nârabhyate ’gate /
nârabhyate gamyamâne gantum ârabhyate kuha //
11
MMK 2.17ab: na tišþhati gamyamânân na gatân nâgatâd api /
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Furthermore, Nâgârjuna presents another type of Trilemma with reference to the
act of going and its agent. Namely,
Trilemma 4 (= Dilemma 1)
‘(1) In the first place a goer (gantå) does not go;
(2) nor indeed does a non-goer (agantå) go.
(3) And who could be the third person distinct from goer and non-goer
who goes?’12
Since ‘goer’ and ‘non-goer’ are taken to be complementary to each other, there is no
third person who is either both-goer-and-non-goer or neither-goer-nor-non-goer. Thus
the third lemma is simply rejected and Trilemma 4 is actually reduced to Dilemma. In
this connection it is to be noted that the negative particle nañ of ‘a−gantå’ (‘non-goer’)
should be interpreted as paryudâsa (negation of the complementary), while the
negative particle of ‘a−gata’ (‘not yet gone over’) in Trilemma 1 should be interpreted
as prasajya-pratišedha (simple negation) which allows the third possibility of ‘bothgata-and-agata’, i.e. ‘gamyamâna’ (‘presently being gone over’).
Here Nâgârjuna presupposes the following two propositions:
(1) ‘A goer goes’ (gantâ gacchati),
(2) ‘A non-goer goes’ (agantâ gacchati).
Since the second proposition expresses a sheer nonsense, Nâgârjuna does not
bother to reject it. Regarding the first proposition he denies it by pointing out a few
undesirable consequences (prasaóga) similar to those of the third proposition of
Trilemma 1.13 In this way, the act of going is denied with reference to the agent of
going. Similarly, Nâgârjuna denies the act of stopping with reference to the agent of
going in the following Trilemma:
Trilemma 5 (= Dilemma 2)
‘(1) In the first place a goer does not stop,
(2) nor indeed does a non-goer stop.
(3) And who could be the third person distinct from goer and non-goer
who stops?’14

12

MMK 2.8:
gantâ na gacchati tâvad agantâ nÎva gacchati /
anyo gantur agantuœ ca kas tåtîyo ’tha gacchati //
13
See MMK 2.9–11.
14
MMK 2.15:
gantâ na tišþhati tâvad agantâ nÎva tišþhati /
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Nâgârjuna applies Dilemma of identity and difference to the act of going and the
goer. Namely,
Dilemma 3
‘(1) It is not right to say that the act of going is identical with the goer.
(2) Nor, again, is it right to say that the goer is distinct from the act of
going.’15
In order to justify the above Dilemma, Nâgârjuna points out a few undesirable
consequences (prasaóga) just as before.16 Thus, the act of going is neither identical
with nor different from the goer; hence, both the act of going and the goer cannot be
said to exist independently with their own intrinsic nature.
In conclusion, Nâgârjuna offers the following complex Trilemma:
Trilemma 6
‘(1) One who is [already] a real (sad-bhûta) goer does not perform an act
of going [of any] of the three kinds, 17 [i.e. past, future, or present].
(2) Neither does one who is not [yet] a real (asad-bhûta) goer perform
an act of going [of any] of the three kinds.
(3) One who is a both-real-and-unreal (sad-asad-bhûta) goer does not
perform an act of going [of any] of the three kinds.’ 18
The Akuto-bhayâ, Buddhapâlita and Bhâviveka all take ‘the three kinds of going’
(tri-prakâraô gamanam) mentioned in Trilemma 6 to refer to the acts of going
anyo gantur agantuœ ca kas tåtîyo ’tha tišþhati //
MMK 2.18:
yad eva gamanaô gantâ sa evêti na yujyate /
anya eva punar gantâ gater iti na yujyate //
16
MMK 2.19–20.
17
See Prasanna-padâ (LA VALLÉE POUSSIN (1970: 107.11)): tatra sad-bhûto gantâ
sad-bhûtam asad-bhûtaô sad-asad-bhûtaô tri-prakâraô gamanaô na gacchati / . Cf.
Akuto-bhayâ (Peking ed.) 44b7: rnam gsum du zhes bya ba ni song ba dang ma song ba
dang bgom pa zhes bya ba’i tha tshig go // ; Buddhapâlita’s Våtti (Peking ed.) 196b7:
rnam gsum du zhes bya ba ni song ba dang ma song ba dang bgom par ro // ;
Prajñâpradîpa (Peking ed.): rnam gsum du zhes bya ba ni song ba dang / ma song ba
dang / bgom par ro // .
18
MMK 2.24–25ab:
sad-bhûto gamanaô gantâ tri-prakâraô na gacchati /
nâsad-bhûto api gamanaô tri-prakâraô sa gacchati //
gamanaô sad-asad-bhûtaÿ tri-prakâraô na gacchati /
15
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belonging to the three times, i.e. past, future and present. Candrakîrti interprets ‘the
three kinds’ in terms of ‘real’, ‘unreal’ and ‘both-real-and-unreal’.19 Although they
may be different in their interpretations, I would suggest that they are giving
basically the same interpretation. Thus, I think, it is possible that the expressions
‘real’ (sad-bhûta), ‘unreal’ (asad-bhûta) and ‘both-real-and-unreal’ (sad-asadbhûta) in Trilemma 6 respectively refer to past, future and present.
If we define that the past thing as that which has already come into existence and the
future thing as that which has not yet come into existence, the former can be called
‘real’ in some sense, while the latter is totally ‘unreal’. A thing which is presently
coming into existence can be regarded as partially real (or past) and partially unreal (or
future). In that sense, the present thing can be called ‘both-real-and-unreal’. This, I
take, seems to be the concepts of the three times held by Nâgârjuna’s opponents in
MMK chapter 2. Of course, Nâgârjuna does not endorse such a view and points out
the contradiction especially in their concept of the present time.
Since each lemma of Trilemma 6 actually consists of a Trilemma, Nâgârjuna
seems to presuppose the following nine propositions:
(1) ‘A real (i.e. past) goer performs the past act of going’ (sad-bhûto
gantâ gataô gamanaô gacchati).
(2) ‘A real goer performs the future act of going’ (sad-bhûto gantâ
agataô gamanaô gacchati).
(3) ‘A real goer performs the present act of going’ (sad-bhûto gantâ
gamyamânaô gamanaô gacchati).
(4) ‘An unreal (i.e. future) goer performs the past act of going’ (asadbhûto gantâ gataô gamanaô gacchati).
(5) ‘An unreal goer performs the future act of going’ (asad-bhûto
gantâ agataô gamanaô gacchati).
(6) ‘An unreal goer performs the present act of going’ (asad-bhûto
gantâ gamyamânaô gamanaô gacchati).
(7) ‘A both-real-and-unreal (present) goer performs the past act of
going’ (sad-asad-bhûto gantâ gataô gamanaô gacchati).
(8) ‘A both-real-and-unreal goer performs the future act of going’
(sad-asad-bhûto gantâ agataô gamanaô gacchati).
(9) ‘A both-real-and-unreal goer performs the present act of going’
(sad-asad-bhûto gantâ gamyamânaô gamanaô gacchati).

19

See Note 17 above.
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Trilemma 6 denies all the nine propositions, which implies that Nâgârjuna denies
any possible relation between a goer and an act of going. He concludes that there is
no act of going (gamana / gati), no goer (gantå) and no path to be gone over
(gantavya).20
As Candrakîrti notes,21 Trilemma 6 is applied to the more general case of ‘agent’
(kâraka = kartå) and ‘action’ (karman = kriyâ) in MMK chapter 8. As a matter of
fact, Nâgârjuna refers back to MMK Chapter 2 at least four times in the rest of the
text. Namely,
‘The example of a fire together with the faculty of seeing (darœana)
has been refuted by [the arguments of] gamyamâna, gata and agata.22
That which is presently arising (utpadyamâna), that which has already
arisen (utpanna), and that which has not yet arisen (anutpanna) do not
arise in any way at all, which has been explained by [the arguments of]
gamyamâna, gata and agata.23
The rest [of the arguments] with reference to the fuel [and the fire] has
been explained by [the arguments of] gamyamâna, gata and agata.24
The rest [of the arguments concerning “binding”] has been explained
by [the arguments of] gamyamâna, gata and agata.’25
This fact clearly indicates that the argument found in MMK Chapter 2 is one of
the standard procedure for Nâgârjuna to refute a set of two or more related concepts,
such as ‘going’, ‘goer’ and ‘the path to be gone over’. That is why, I believe,
Nâgârjuna puts the analysis of gata, agata and gamyamâna as the second chapter of
MMK before he goes on to scrutinise various philosophical and analytical concepts
of both Buddhists and non-Buddhists in the subsequent chapters.

20

MMK 2.25cd quoted in note 2 above.
Prasanna-padâ (POUSSIN (1970: 107.12)): etac ca karma-kâraka-parîkšâyâm
âkhyâsyate / .
22
MMK 3.3cd:
sadarœanaÿ sa [= agni-dåšþântaÿ] pratyukto gamyamâna-gatâgataiÿ // .
23
MMK 7.14:
nôtpadyamânaô nôtpannaô nânutpannaô kathaôcana / .
utpadyate tad âkhyâtaô gamyamâna-gatâgataiÿ // .
24
MMK 10.13cd: atrêndhane œešam uktaô gamyamâna-gatâgataiÿ // .
25
MMK 16.7cd: … [œ]ešam uktaô gamyamâna-gatâgataiÿ // .
21
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2. The Trilemma Arguments in the Vigraha-vyâvartanî and
the Vaidalya-prakaraòa: traikâlyâsiddhi
The Trilemma arguments which are similar to those in MMK Chapter 2 discussed
above are found in the Vigraha-vyâvartanî (= VVy) and the Vaidalya-prakaraòa
(= VPr) commonly attributed to the same Nâgârjuna, author of MMK. That type of
argument seems to be called ‘gamyamâna-gata-agata’ (‘present-past-and-future’) in
MMK as seen above and ‘traikâlyâsiddhi’ (‘non-establishment in the three times’)
in the other two texts.
In this connection it is to be noted that Fernando TOLA and Carmen DRAGONETTI
denied the authorship of Nâgârjuna regarding VPr and VVy,26 and that Shiro
MATSUMOTO also questioned the authenticity of both texts.27 The fact that the
similar type of Trilemma argument is differently named in MMK and VVy–VPr
may give support to the conclusion of TOLA, DRAGONETTI and MATSUMOTO.
However, it may be possible that Nâgârjuna changed his terminology over his
career. Regarding the authorship of VVy and VPr, I would like to follow David
BURTON’s attitude in treating them as representing philosophical thought not
inconsistent with that presented in MMK.28 For the sake of convenience, I shall
keep the name of Nâgârjuna as the author of both texts.
VVy consists of two sections, viz. Objection (pûrva-pakša) and Reply (uttarapakša). At the end of the Objection section the opponent presents the following
Trilemma in order to reject Nâgârjuna’s thesis that all things are empty of their
intrinsic nature (niÿsvabhâvâÿ sarva-bhâvâÿ):
Trilemma 7
‘(1) It is not possible (anupapanna) to hold that the negation (pratišedha)
comes first and then the thing to be negated (pratišedhya).
(2) Nor is it possible to hold that the negation comes after [the thing to
be negated],
(3) or that they are simultaneous.
— The intrinsic nature [of the things] is, therefore, existent.’ 29
26

TOLA–DRAGONETTI (1995: 7–15), TOLA–DRAGONETTI (1998: 151–166).
MATSUMOTO (1997: 149–154).
28
BURTON (1999: 13–14).
29
Translation by K. BHATTACHARYA (1990: 106)—VVy v.20:
pûrvaô cet pratišedhaÿ paœcât pratišedhyam ity anupapannam /
27
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Here the opponent is pointing out that Nâgârjuna’s negation of the intrinsic nature
is impossible in the three times (past, future and present) with reference to the thing
to be negated, i.e. the intrinsic nature itself. It is to be noted that it is not Nâgârjuna
but his opponent who is applying the Trilemma argument from the three times.
Towards the end of VVy Nâgârjuna replies to the above objection as follows:
‘We have already answered [the question relating to] the reason [for a
negation] in the three times (traikâlya), for the case is the same. And a
counter-reason for the three times (traikâlya-pratihetu) is obtained for
the upholders of the doctrine of voidness (Œûnyatâ-vâdin).’30
In the commentary to the above verse, he says that if, as the opponent says, the
negation of Œûnyatâ-vâda is impossible in the three times, the negation of the
opponent is similarly impossible in the three times because they are not different
with respect to being ‘negation’. Here Nâgârjuna is pointing out that the opponent’s
argument against the negation of Œûnyatâ-vâda commits the fallacy of sâdhya-sama:
‘The reason is of the same nature as the thesis to be established’ (sâdhyasamatvât)31. He declares that that very reason which expresses a negation in the
three times (trikâla-pratišedha-vâcî hetuÿ) is possible only for Œûnyatâ-vâdins
because they negate the intrinsic nature of ALL things (sarva-bhâva-svabhâvapratišedhakatvât).
Next in order to reply to the above objection Nâgârjuna refers to VVy v.63, which
runs as follows:

paœcâc cânupapanno yugapac ca yataÿ svabhâvaÿ san //
Translation by K. BHATTACHARYA (1990: 135)—VVy v. 69:
yas traikâlye hetuÿ pratyuktaÿ pûrvam eva sa samatvât /
traikâlya-pratihetuœ ca œûnyatâ-vâdinâô prâptaÿ //
31
The name ‘sâdhya-sama’ is given to the fallacious reason (hetvâbhâsa or ahetu) by
the Naiyâyika and the Caraka-saôhitâ (= CS). However, Nâgârjuna’s notion of sâdhyasama does not seem to be identical with the Naiyâyika definition of sâdhya-sama or
CS’s varòya-sama. N.B.: all hetvâbhâsas are included in the category of nigraha-sthâna
(the point of defeat) in the Nyâya-sûtra (= NS) chapter 5.
Cf. NS 1.2.8: sâdhyâviœišþaÿ sâdhyatvât sâdhya-samaÿ // — GANGOPADHYAYA (1982:
59): ‘(The pseudo-probans called) the unproved (sâdhyasama) (is the mark which) being
yet to be properly established (sâdhyatvât) is not different (a-viœišþa) from the
characteristic sought to be proved (sâdhya or probandum).’
Cf. CS 3.8.57: varòya-samo nâmâhetuÿ—yo hetur varòyâviœišþaÿ; yathâ—kaœcid
brûyât—asparœatvâd buddhir anityâ œabdavad iti; atra varòyaÿ œabdo buddhir api
varòyâ, tad-ubhaya-varòyâviœišþatvâd varòya-samo ’py ahetuÿ // .
30
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‘I do not negate anything, nor is there anything to be negated. You,
therefore, calumniate me when you say: “You negate”.’ 32
Finally he assumes that the opponent concedes that the negation is established in
all the three times. Then he objects that the opponent faces the same difficulties that
are pointed out to Nâgârjuna in VVy v.20 above.
Furthermore, he states: ‘You admit (tvayâbhyupagamyate) the existence of a
negation and abandon your own thesis (pratijñâ-hâni).’ In this way Nâgârjuna points
out that the opponent commits two fallacies, viz. matânujñâ and pratijñâ-hâni.33
The early manuals of Indian debate, such as the Vimâna-sthâna portion of the
Caraka-saôhitâ (= CS) and the Nyâya-sûtra (= NS) Chapter 5, call those fallacies
‘points of defeat’ (nigraha-sthâna). NS, for instance, lists twenty-two of those
points34—if someone commits any one of them during a debate, he is immediately
declared to have been defeated. In any case Nâgârjuna seems to be well acquainted
with the techniques of Indian debate which are later recorded in NS Chapters 1 and 5.
As a conclusion Nâgârjuna seems to want to insist that he can negate anything in
the three times because he denies the intrinsic nature of all things, while the
opponent cannot do so because he posits the intrinsic nature of those which are to be
32

Translation by K. BHATTACHARYA (1989: 131)—VVy v.63:
pratišedhayâmi nâhaô kiôcit pratišedhyam asti na ca kiôcit /
tasmât pratišedhayasîty adhilaya eša tvayâ kriyate //
33
NS 5.2.20: sva-pakše došâbhyupagamât para-pakše doša-prasaógo matânujñâ /
—GANGOPADHYAYA (1982: 418): ‘The admission of a charge (matânujñâ) occurs when
one admits a fallacy in one’s own position and attributes the same fallacy to the other’s
position.’
Cf. CS 3.8.62: athâbhyanujñâ—abhyanujñâ nâma sâ ya išþânišþâbhyupagamaÿ // ,
and NS 5.2.2: pratidåšþânta-dharmâbhyanujñâ sva-dåšþânte pratijñâ-hâniÿ / —
GANGOPADHYAYA (1982: 409): ‘The loss of thesis (pratijñâ-hâni) occurs if one admits
in one’s own instance the presence of a property belonging to the counter instance.’
Cf. CS 3.8.61: atha pratijñâ-hâniÿ—pratijñâ-hânir nâma sâ pûrva-parigåhîtâô
pratijñâô paryanuyukto yat parityajati, yathâ prâk pratijñâô kåtvâ nityaÿ puruša iti,
paryanuyuktas tv âha—anitya iti //
At the conference Dr. Prets pointed out to me that Nâgârjuna is following CS’s
definition of pratijñâ-hâni rather than that of NS. This may indicate the temporary
sequence among CS Vimâna-sthâna, Nâgârjuna and NS 5.
34
NS 5.2.1: pratijñâ-hâniÿ pratijñântaraô pratijñâ-virodhaÿ pratijñâ-sannyâso
hetv-antaram arthântaraô nirarthakam avijñâtârtham apârthakam aprâpta-kâlaô
nyûnam adhikaô punar-uktam ananubhâšaòam ajñânam apratibhâ vikšepo matânujñâ
paryanuyojyôpekšaòaô niranuyojyânuyogo ’pasiddhânto hetvâbhâsâœ ca nigrahasthânâni //
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negated. Therefore, it is only Nâgârjuna who can apply the argument from
traikâlyâsiddhi in order to negate any concept held by their opponents.
VPr is a polemical text which tries to deny the sixteen categories (padârtha) of the
Naiyâyika one after another. It applies the traikâlyâsiddhi argument twice in order
to reject the categories of pramâòa (a means of valid cognition) and prameya (an
object to be cognised by pramâòa) (VPr 12–16),35 and the notion of the whole
(avayavin) (VPr 36).36
In VPr 12 Nâgârjuna rejects the independent reality of pramâòa and prameya on
the ground that they are not established as existing in any of the three times, viz.
past, future, and present. In this connection he seems to be presupposing the
following three propositions:
(1) pramâòa exists before prameya.
(2) pramâòa exists after prameya.
(3) pramâòa and prameya exist at the same time.
35

Vaidalya-sûtra 12–16 (ed. by TOLA–DRAGONETTI (1995: 26–28): tshad ma dang
gzhal bya dag ni dus gsum du ma grub po // 12 // dus gsum du tshad ma dang gzhal bya
dag ma grub pas ’gag pa mi ’thad do // 13 // dgag pa grub na tshad ma dang gzhal bya
yang grub po zer ba ni ma yin te / sngar khas blangs pa’i phyir ro // 14 // gal te tshad
ma dang gzhal bya dag ma grub par khas blangs pa yin na ni khas blangs pa dang dus
mnyam pa kho nar rtsod pa rdzogs pa yin no // 15 // ma grub pa’i rtog pa spong ba yin
no // 16 // .
Translation by TOLA–DRAGONETTI (1995: 63–66):
‘(12) The means of valid knowledge and the knowable (object) are not
established (as existing) in (any of) the three times.
(13) Because the means of valid knowledge and the knowable (object) are
not established (as existing) in (any of) the three times, (its) denial is not
logically possible.
(14) To say that if the negation is established (as existing), the means of
valid knowledge and the knowable (object) are also established (as
existing)—this is not (possible), because of the previous acceptance.
(15) If there is acceptance of the non-existence of the means of valid
knowledge and the knowable (object), in the very moment of this
acceptance, the discussion is over.
(16) (Because, in the negation, only) the idea of (something) nonestablished (as existing) is eliminated.’
36
Vaidalya-sûtra 36 (ed. by TOLA–DRAGONETTI (1995: 35): dus gsum la ma grub
pas yan lag med pa nyid do // Translation by TOLA–DRAGONETTI (1995: 75): ‘Because
(the whole) is not established (as existing) in any of the three times, the parts (avayava)
do not exist.’
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As before they exhaust all the possible relationships between pramâòa and
prameya. Then for each proposition he applies reductio ad absurdum (prasaóga) in
the following manner:
(1) If pramâòa existed before prameya, what should be called
‘pramâòa’? Something obtains the name pramâòa because it
cognises prameya, but there is no prameya at the time of pramâòa;
hence, it cannot be called ‘pramâòa’.
(2) If pramâòa existed after prameya, what could be pramâòa for that
already existing prameya? Because a not yet arisen thing cannot be
the pramâòa of something already arisen; otherwise even the
hare’s horns would become pramâòa.
(3) It is impossible that pramâòa and prameya exist at the same time,
because there is no causal relationship between them, just as
between the two horns on the head of a cow.
In this way Nâgârjuna rejects all three propositions cited above and we can
construct the following Trilemma: 37
Trilemma 8
(1) pramâòa does not exist before prameya.
(2) pramâòa does not exist after prameya.
(3) pramâòa and prameya do not exist at the same time.
As VPr 2 and 3 indicate,38 Nâgârjuna seems to assume that pramâòa and prameya
are mutually dependent. Therefore (1) if there is no prameya, there is no pramâòa
and (2) if there is no pramâòa, there is no prameya. Thus the first two lemmas are
justified. The third lemma, however, cannot be so easily proved, for, as BURTON
says, it appears to be plausible that the pramâòa and prameya exist in mutual
dependence as well as simultaneously.39 As a matter of fact, BURTON seems to be
the first modern scholar who analysed the traikâlyâsiddhi argument in any detail.
37

Though Nâgârjuna does not explicitly mention it, we may be able to reconstruct
the following Trilemma similar to those found in MMK chapter 2:
(1) prameya is not cognised by the already existing (i.e. past) pramâòa;
(2) prameya is not cognised by the not yet arisen (i.e. future) pramâòa;
(3) prameya is not cognised by the simultaneously existing (i.e. present) pramâòa.
38
VPr 2 and 3, ed. by TOLA–DRAGONETTI (1995: 21–22); Translation by TOLA–
DRAGONETTI (1995: 58).
39
BURTON (1999: 193).
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He is critical of the persuasiveness of Nâgârjuna’s argument and supports the
Naiyâyika’s objection to be discussed below. 40
BURTON seems to take it that causation in general is here at issue, but I would rather
think that the specific causal relation between prameya and pramâòa is under
discussion. In this connection, some general accounts of Indian pramâòa theories are
in order. There are two rival theories concerning the order of pramâòa and its object
prameya; namely, according to the Naiyâyika (and probably the Buddhist Vaibhâšika),
pramâòa and prameya exist simultaneously at least in the case of perception, while
according to the Buddhist Sautrântika, prameya must always exist before pramâòa.
For the former school admits that a cause can be simultaneous with its effect, while the
latter insists that a cause must be prior to its effect. As far as I know no Indian
epistemologist claimed that pramâòa exists before and without prameya.
Therefore, the first lemma can be regarded as a kind of common-sense criticism
supported by both schools of Indian epistemology. The second lemma may be a
criticism by the Naiyâyika against the Sautrântika, while the third lemma may be a
criticism by the Sautrântika against the Naiyâyika. Nâgârjuna seems to be letting his
opponents fight each other.
Then what is Nâgârjuna actually trying to achieve by Trilemma 8? I think that he
wants to negate the concepts of pramâòa and prameya as well as the pramâòa
theory in general, by indicating the mutual rejection of alternative hypotheses by the
rival schools of epistemology. It is to be noted that Nâgârjuna himself does not
make any commitment to any epistemological theory. On the contrary, he seems to
have felt the danger of the newly arisen epistemological realism in India, wishing to
defeat it in its infancy. Unlike BURTON, I find Nâgârjuna’s argument not so
unconvincing. Nâgârjuna does not make any commitment; hence, he is ultimately
beyond the controversy and contradiction.
VPr 13 records an objection from the Naiyâyika, which essentially amounts to the
following Dilemma:
(1) If Nâgârjuna insists that pramâòa and prameya are not established
(i.e. are negated) in the three times, it will follow that his negation
itself is not established in the three times by the same force of
argument applied by Nâgârjuna to pramâòa and prameya.
(2) If Nâgârjuna insists that his negation is established in the three
times, then he should admit that both pramâòa and prameya are
also established in the three times; otherwise he should explain
why they differ.
40

BURTON (1999: 191–199).
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The first lemma seems to correspond to the opponent’s argument in VVy v.20 and
the second lemma appears to be criticising Nâgârjuna’s position in the commentary
on VVy v.69, which distinguishes his own negation of all the intrinsic natures from
the opponent’s negation of Nâgârjuna’s negation.
Nâgârjuna answers the above criticism in VPr 14 and 15, by saying that once the
Naiyâyika admits Nâgârjuna’s negation of pramâòa and prameya in the three times
even hypothetically, they commit the fallacy of ‘previous acceptance’ and that the
discussion is over in the very moment of their acceptance of Nâgârjuna’s negation.
Nâgârjuna, by the expression ‘previous acceptance’, seems to be referring to the
same point of defeat called ‘matânujñâ’, just as in the commentary on VVy v.69
mentioned above.
Although BURTON criticises Nâgârjuna’s response as pure sophistry,41 as a historian
of Indian logic, I would like to support Nâgârjuna’s move. As I shall discuss later,
according to the early manuals of Indian debate, he is quite justified to use any
means in order to defeat his opponents. As a matter of fact, the Naiyâyika should
accept and obey the rules of Indian debate because they themselves had set them.
So far Nâgârjuna has responded to the objection raised in the first lemma but he
still faces the problem hinted at by the second lemma. Namely, why can he justify
his own negation, while rejecting the Naiyâyika’s? How can he distinguish them?
As BURTON rightly points out, the Naiyâyika here is applying a sort of hypothetical
argument, called tarka in the Nyâya system, which is reductio ad absurdum.
Nâgârjuna seems to insist that the Naiyâyika is not allowed to apply such an
argument, while he himself frequently uses reductio ad absurdum (prasaóga) in
order to refute the opponents. Is he caught in a contradiction as BURTON suggests?
Nâgârjuna does not answer this objection directly. Instead in VPr 16 he says that
his negation does not imply the existence of what is to be negated, just as the
statement ‘The river is not deep’, simply eliminates a fear of the deep water without
implying the existence of that deep water. Thus he seems to be suggesting that he
can apply hypothetical reasoning without admitting the existence of what is to be
negated and that his opponent cannot apply hypothetical reasoning, because once he
negates something, he has already admitted the existence of what is to be negated.
Nâgârjuna seems to insist that the opponent, being the proponent of Realistic
philosophy, cannot posit an ‘empty subject’, i.e. a subject which has no reference to
the real state of affairs. Nâgârjuna, on the other hand, being an advocate of Œûnyatâvâda, is free to posit an ‘empty subject’ in his hypothetical argument. In this
connection, it is to be noted that in the Nyâya tradition of logic tarka did not play so
important a role as the five-membered (pañcâvayava) direct proof—it was always
41

BURTON (1999: 195).
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regarded as a kind of supplement to the latter— precisely because Indian logicians
in general were not favourable towards an ‘empty subject’.
This is the way I would reconstruct Nâgârjuna’s response to the second objection.
There are of course loopholes in Nâgârjuna’s argument; some objects of negation
are totally fictitious like hare’s horns and gandharva-nagara, while others are not
entirely unreal—deep water exists somewhere in the world. But there is no such
apparent contradiction in Nâgârjuna’s argument as indicated by BURTON.
3. The Trilemma Arguments criticised by the Naiyâyika
It is well known that Nâgârjuna’s criticism against Nyâya theory of pramâòa in
VVy and VPr is also found in NS Chapters 2 and 5. In NS 2.1.8–11 an opponent
attacks the Naiyâyika by claiming that perception (pratyakša) and others are not
pramâòa because they are not established in the three times (traikâlyâsiddhi). Since
he presents an argument which is quite similar to the one we have seen in VPr 12, it
seems plausible that the opponent here is Nâgârjuna or some of his followers.
‘(Objection) Perception etc. are without validity (aprâmâòya), because
of their ineffectiveness in the three times (traikâlya-asiddhi).
(1) If pramâòa exists prior to its object, then there will be no
perception resulting from sense-object contact.
(2) If (pramâòa) exists posterior to (its object) then the objects cannot
be determined by the pramâòa-s.
(3) If (pramâòa) exists simultaneously with (its object), then there will
be the absence of the succession of one knowledge after the other,
because each knowledge is restricted to its specific object.’ 42
In NS 2.1.12–15 the Naiyâyika answers the above objection as follows:
‘(Answer) The refutation (i.e. the objection raised against pramâòa) is
untenable, because of its (i.e. of the refutation itself) ineffectiveness in
the three times.

42

Translation by GANGOPADHYAYA (1982: 77–78).
NS 2.1.8: pratyakšâdînâm aprâmâòyaô traikâlyâsiddheÿ //
NS 2.1.9: pûrvaô hi pramâòa-siddhau nêndriyârtha-sannikaršât pratyakšôtpattiÿ //
NS 2.1.10: paœcât-siddhau na pramâòebhyaÿ prameya-siddhiÿ //
NS 2.1.11: yugapat-siddhau pratyartha-niyatatvât krama-våttitvâbhâvo buddhînâm //
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The refutation (i.e. the objection raised against pramâòa) is untenable,
because of the total negation of pramâòa.
[If it is claimed that] these [i.e. pramâòa−s underlying the inferencecomponents of the opponent himself) are valid, the negation of all
pramâòa−s cannot be established.
Further, ineffectiveness in the three times is not established, because it
(i.e. prameya) is established (by the pramâòa which is posterior), just
like proving the musical instrument from its sound (which is produced
later).’43
First they assert that the negation of pramâòas is impossible because it is not
established in the three times either. This reminds us of the Naiyâyika’s objection
mentioned in VPr 13. Next they present the following Dilemma:
(1) If you negate all pramâòas, your negation itself will be impossible.
(2) If your negation is regarded as pramâòa, then it will follow that
you are not negating ALL pramâòas.
This objection seems to have been known to Nâgârjuna, since a similar argument
is referred to as pûrva-pakša at the very beginning of VVy and as a view of
Nâgârjuna himself in VPr 5.44 Finally the Naiyâyika refutes the negation in the three
times by presenting a counter-example of the musical instrument and its sound,
which may suggest that the prior existence of the means (pramâòa) can be inferred
and established by its result. This is the end of the Naiyâyika’s critique of
traikâlyâsiddhi.45
It is curious that they do not answer to Nâgârjuna’s accusation of ‘matânujñâ’.
Perhaps they have tacitly ignored it. In any case, it is quite natural that the
Naiyâyika claims that they won the debate against Nâgârjuna with reference to
traikâlyâsiddhi but I would think that their objections are presupposed or known to
and answered by Nâgârjuna in VVy and VPr as we have seen above.

43

Translation by GANGOPADHYAYA (1982: 80–81).
NS 2.1.12: traikâlyâsiddheÿ pratišedhânupapattiÿ //
NS 2.1.13: sarva-pramâòa-pratišedhâc ca pratišedhânupapattiÿ //
NS 2.1.14: tat-prâmâòye vâ na sarva-pramâòa-vipratišedhaÿ //
NS 2.1.15: traikâlyâpratišedhaœ ca œabdâd âtodya-siddhivat tat-siddheÿ //
44
BHATTACHARYA (1990: 95–96); TOLA–DRAGONETTI (1995: 59–60).
45
NS 2.1.16–20 continues the debate with Nâgârjuna or his followers on the topic of
pramâòa, which also has parallels in VVy 32–33 and VPr 5–6.
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In this connection I would rather go into NS Chapter 5 where traikâlyâsiddhi is
regarded as a false rejoinder or sophistry (jâti) called ‘ahetu-sama’ (similar to the
pseudo-reason).
‘(When the opponent objects by saying that) the ground (of the
proponent) is not a proper ground because of its non-establishment in
the three times, it would be a case of ahetu-sama.
There is no non-establishment in the three times, because the
probandum (sâdhya) is established by the ground.
The opposing ground (offered by the opponent) also cannot be
established (in the three times). Hence, it cannot refute what it seeks to
refute.’46
Just as in NS 2.1.12 here the argument from the three times is rejected because the
refutation by the three times itself is not established in the three times. Nâgârjuna is
again facing the same charge, one which I believe he has successfully answered in
his own way.
Having discovered that several jâtis (false rejoinders or sophistries) enumerated in
NS Chapter 5 have a close resemblance to the reductio ad absurdum (prasaóga)
arguments found in VVy and VPr, Yuichi KAJIYAMA once proposed, following
Vâtsyâyana’s (or Pakšilasvâmin’s) definition of jâti in the Nyâya-bhâšya,47 that the
expression ‘jâti’ might have come from the compound ‘prasaóga-jâti’ (production
of prasaóga) and that the category of jâti might have been a collection of
Nâgârjuna’s peculiar uses of prasaóga (i.e. reductio ad absurdum) especially aimed
against the Naiyâyika.48 In other words, KAJIYAMA is suggesting that the Naiyâyika
46

Translation by GANGOPADHYAYA (1982: 389–390).
NS 5.1.18: traikâlyâsiddher hetor ahetu-samaÿ //
NS 5.1.19: na hetutaÿ sâdhya-siddhes traikâlyâsiddhiÿ //
NS 5.1.20: pratišedhânupapatteœ ca pratišedha-vyâpratišedhaÿ //
47
NS 1.2.18: sâdharmya-vaidharmyâbhyâô pratyavasthânaô jâtiÿ // .
NBh ad loc.: prayukte hi hetau yaÿ prasaógo jâyate sa jâtiÿ / sa ca prasaógaÿ
sâdharmya-vaidharmyâbhyâô pratyavasthânam upâlambhaÿ pratišedha iti /
Translation by GANGOPADHYAYA (1982: 68): ‘Futile rejoinder (jâti) is refuting the
opponent by (pointing to) superficial similarity and dissimilarity. Jâti (literally) means
an opportunity (for one of the contestants) born out of the employment of a probans (by
the other). This opportunity is nothing but the refutation or rejection or demolition by
pointing to superficial similarity or dissimilarity.’
GANGOPADHYAYA translates the word prasaóga by ‘opportunity’ but I would take it
to mean ‘undesirable consequence’ as in the case of MMK and other texts.
48
KAJIYAMA (1984: 21–24).
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tried to avoid Nâgârjuna’s prasaógas by putting them aside altogether as ‘a false
rejoinder or sophistry’.
I find his conjectures quite convincing and guess that the Naiyâyika, who is faced
with the charge of matânujñâ from Nâgârjuna in the debate over traikâlyâsiddhi,
might have wanted to avoid such a charge by simply calling it ‘a false rejoinder or
sophistry’. Unlike BURTON I do not think that the Naiyâyika has given sufficient
reason to reject traikâlyâsiddhi.
4. An Appraisal of Nâgârjuna’s Method of Arguments
Richard HAYES once caused an outrage among Buddhist scholars when he
characterised Nâgârjuna’s reasoning ‘fallacious or sophistical’.49 Recently David
BURTON also severely criticised Nâgârjuna’s reasoning in VVy and VPr and
supported the Naiyâyika as we have briefly seen. I am not against their critical
reading of Nâgârjuna; I also think that he uses various tricks in his arguments which
may be regarded as ‘fallacious’ or ‘sophistry’. Nonetheless, from the point of view
of a historian of Indian logic, I do not think that Nâgârjuna is to be blamed for his
methodology, since he is simply applying the method of argument recommended
and broadly practised by his opponents, i.e. the Naiyâyika and other Indian
logicians. I guess he is determined to apply any means to defeat his opponents, even
if it is sophistry.
The Naiyâyika holds that there are three forms of debate (kathâ), viz. ‘discussion
for the final ascertainment’ (vâda), ‘debating manoeuvre’ (jalpa) and ‘destructive
criticism’ (vitaòðâ). They define them as follows:
‘Vâda is (the form of debate in which the two contestants) uphold the
thesis and the anti-thesis (pakšapratipakšaparigraha) by substantiation
(sâdhana) and refutation (upâlambha) with the help of pramâòas and
tarka, without being contradicted by proved doctrine
(siddhântâviruddha) and employing the five inference-components
(pañcâvayavopapanna).’50
‘Jalpa is (a form of debate) characterised by all the features as
previously said (yathoktopapanna) (i.e. by all the features mentioned
49

HAYES (1994).
Translation by GANGOPADHYAYA (1982: 52)—NS 1.2.1: pramâòa-tarkasâdhanôpâlambhaÿ siddhântâviruddhaÿ pañcâvayavôpapannaÿ pakša-pratipakšaparigrahaÿ vâdaÿ // .
50
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in the previous sûtra defining vâda) where substantiation and
refutation are effected through chala, jâti and (all the forms of)
nigrahasthâna (chalajâtinigrahasthâna-sâdhanopâlambha) (over and
above).’51
‘This (i.e. jalpa mentioned in the previous sûtra) becomes vitaòðâ
when the opponent has no care for establishing any thesis of his own
(pratipakšasthâpanahîna).’52
The first type of debate (vâda) is a friendly debate between a teacher and a student
or between colleagues, while the other two types (jalpa and vitaòðâ) represent a
hostile debate between the opposing parties. It is most interesting to note that the
Naiyâyika admits in a hostile debate even such tricky methods as chala (purposive
distortion or equivocation), jâti (sophistry) and nigraha-sthâna (point of defeat). As
a matter of fact, they recommend employing jalpa and vitaòðâ in a hostile debate
for the final aim of protecting the truth. NS 4.2.50–51 says as follows:
‘Jalpa and vitaòðâ are (to be employed) for protecting the
ascertainment of truth, just as fences with thorny branches are
constructed to protect the seedling coming out of the seed.
One may start a debate by attacking (vigåhya) (the opponent) with the
help of jalpa and vitaòðâ.’53
Thus, unlike modern Buddhologists the Naiyâyika and other Indian logicians of
Nâgârjuna’s time would not object to his method of argument in MMK, VVy and
VPr. As I mentioned before, Nâgârjuna seems to be well acquainted with the debate
techniques of the early Indian logicians; so, in a debate he points to a nigrahasthâna committed by his opponents to silence them, and at the same time he himself
employs chala, jâti or nigraha-sthâna in order to defeat them. I should add that he is
taking a risk too because once his trick is discovered and pointed out, he also will
lose. He must have been a shrewd debater feared by his contemporaries.
51

Translation by GANGOPADHYAYA (1982: 54)—NS 1.2.2: yathôktôpapannaÿ chalajâti-nigraha-sthâna-sâdhanôpâlambhaÿ jalpaÿ // For chala (purposive distortion), see
NS 1.2.10: vacana-vighâto ’rtha-vikalpôpapattyâ chalam // . Translation by
GANGOPADHYAYA (1982: 62): ‘Chala is the rebuttal of the words (or arguments) of the
opponent by way of inventing a meaning contradictory to the meaning intended.’
52
Translation by GANGOPADHYAYA (1982: 55–56); NS 1.2.3: sa pratipakšasthâpanâ-hînaÿ vitaòðâ //
53
Translation
by
GANGOPADHYAYA
(1982:
373–4);
NS
4.2.50–51:
tattvâdhyavasâya-saôrakšaòârthaô jalpa-vitaòðe bîja-praroha-saôrakšaòârthaô
kaòþaka-œâkhâvaraòavat // tâbhyâô vigåhya kathanam //
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After Nâgârjuna’s time Indian logicians gradually shifted their interest from the
rules of debate, such as nigraha-sthâna, to more formal aspects of a logical proof;
they started to investigate what makes a correct reason (hetu) rather than a pseudoreason (hetvâbhâsa) and some of them discovered ‘the three characteristics’
(trairûpya) of a valid reason.
Later a Buddhist logician, Dignâga, defined jâti as a pseudo-disproof
(dûšaòâbhâsa), examined the fourteen kinds of jâti, thirteen of which are found in
NS Chapter 5, and reassessed them in his new system of logic based on the theory
of trairûpya; regarding nigraha-sthâna, he says that they are not worth discussing
because some of them may be regarded as a legitimate disproof, others are too
coarse or illogical or sheer sophistry.54 Another Buddhist logician, Dharmakîrti,
wrote Vâda-nyâya (‘Logic of debate’) in which he re-defined nigraha-sthâna as
asâdhanâóga-vacana (‘the non-means-of-proof-formulation’) and adošôdbhâvana
(‘the non-fault-indication’),55 mentioned two to eleven types of nigraha-sthâna
constructed in his system of logic based on the theory of three kinds of reason (viz.
‘effect’ (kârya), ‘essential property’ (svabhâva) and ‘non-perception’
(anupalabdhi), and rejected all the twenty-two types of nigraha-sthâna mentioned
in NS Chapter 5. Thus by the seventh century the roles of old nigraha-sthâna and
jâti seem to have diminished considerably in Indian logic.
Now the most important contribution of Nâgârjuna to the development of Indian
logic is that he firmly established the method of argument by means of reductio ad
absurdum (prasaóga / prasaógâpatti). First he assumes a certain position of the
opponent and then he points out some undesirable consequence from that
assumption, so that he can deny the opponent’s position. Since he usually does not
try to prove his own position in a way the opponents do, by constructing the fivemembered proof, his method is generally regarded as a kind of vitaòðâ and he is
often called a great Vitaòðâ-vâdin. Nâgârjuna’s method of argument, i.e. prasaóga,
is adopted not only by his fellow Mâdhyamika Buddhists, but also by Jayarâœi, a
Lokâyata, and Œrîharša, a late Vedântin.
As a matter of fact, Dharmakîrti adopts reductio ad absurdum when he has to
prove the universal statement like ‘Whatever is existing is momentary’, and even
the Naiyâyika begins to apply it in order to support their proof of existence of the
creator God, etc. It is commonly understood that reductio ad absurdum is the most
powerful means to defeat the opponents.

54
55

See for example Nyâya-mukha §§ 9–12; KATSURA (1982: 84, 87).
For the complex meanings of the two compounds, see MUCH (1986: 133–142).
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To end my paper, I would like to quote a passage from the Vimâna-sthâna of the
Caraka-saôhitâ. Caraka recommends one who is about to take part in a hostile
debate to choose a proper opponent and a proper audience; namely, he should
debate with an inferior opponent in front of a favourable audience. Then he gives
several advices how to defeat an inferior opponent:
‘If you think that your opponent is inferior to you, defeat him quickly.
There are ways to defeat the inferiors quickly.
Namely, if they are not well learned, overwhelm them by quoting a
lengthy sûtra passage. If they lack the knowledge, overwhelm them by
a sentence full of difficult technical terms. If they are not good at
memorising sentences, overwhelm them by the daòða of sentences full
of long and complex sûtra quotations. If they are inferior in the
understanding of sentence meanings, overwhelm them by repeating
one and the same word with multiple meanings. If they are inferior in
linguistic ability, overwhelm them by abusing their half-uttered
sentence. If they are not clever, overwhelm them by making them
shame-faced. If they are easily angered, overwhelm them by making
them fatigued. If they are timid, overwhelm them by making them
terrified. If they are careless, overwhelm them by regulating them.
In these ways you should defeat the inferiors quickly.’ 56

Postscript (November 25, 2000): I must confess that I failed to consult the
following important monograph on the present topic: Claus Oetke: Zur Methode der
Analyse Philosophischer Sûtratexte, die Pramâòa Passagen der Nyâyasûtren.
Studien Zur Indologie und Iranistik, Monographie 11, Reinbek 1991.
56

CS Vimâna-sthâna 3.8.21: yatra tv enam avaraô manyeta tatrÎvÎnam âœu
nigåhòîyât / tatra khalv ime pratyavarâòâm âœu nigrahe bhavanty upâyâÿ; tad yathâ—
œruta-hînaô mahatâ sûtra-pâþhenâbhibhavet, vijñâna-hînaô punaÿ kašþa-œabdena
vâkyena, vâkya-dhâraòâ-hînam âviddha-dîrgha-sûtra-saôkulair vâkya-daòðakaiÿ,
pratibhâ-hînaô
punar-vacanenÎka-vidhenânekârtha-vâcinâ,
vacana-œakti-hînam
ardhôktasya vâkyasyâkšepeòa, aviœâradam apatrapaòena, kopanam âyâsanena, bhîruô
vitrâsanena, anavahitaô niyamanenêti / evam etair upâyaiÿ param avaram abhibhavec
chîghram // 21 //
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Floodlighting the Deluge: Traditions in Comparison
PAOLO MAGNONE
As is well known, the deluge myth has enjoyed a wide diffusion all over the Asian
subcontinent (and beyond). We shall restrict our investigation, however, to three
cultures where the literary developments of the deluge myth have been particularly
prominent, i.e. the Near-East, the Classical world and India1. Let me first of all
briefly summarise the extant documents.
The Near-Eastern deluge literature is represented chiefly by a Sumerian fragment,
a Paleo-Babylonian version (eighteenth century B.C.E.), and especially the
renowned Neo-Assyrian version (seventh century B.C.E.) preserved in the eleventh
tablet of the Gilgameš Epos2. On the Akkadian myth clearly depends the Hebrew
myth of Noah, in the twofold Jahvist3 and Elohist4 version. The Bible myth has in
turn inspired the Arab Qur’an versions5.
The Classical deluge literature is found scattered in a number of rivulets6 which it
is often difficult to trace to their sources. In several cases, however, what we come
across is particular accounts of local floods that scarcely have anything to do with a
universal deluge. Of such deluge three possibly independent traditions seem to be
attested: the Ogygian, the Dardanian and above all the story of Deucalion and
Pyrrha mentioned in Pindar7 and more diffusely Apollodorus8, then taken over by
Horace9 and especially Ovid 10, who embellishes it with a great many details.
1

For a survey cf. USENER (1899).
Cf. SOLLBERGER (1962). To the aforesaid versions a more recent Hellenistic one
by Berossus (apud Eusebius) is to be added.
3
Gen 6.5–8; 7.1–5, 7–10, 16, 12, 17, 22–23; 8.2b-3a, 6–13, 20–22.
4
Gen 6.9–22; 7.11, 13–16, 18–21, 24; 8.1–5, 13–19; 9.1–17.
5
Spec. Cor 11.26–49.
6
Cf. CADUFF (1985).
7
PINDARUS, Olympian, 9.41–53.
8
APOLLODORUS, Bibliotheca, 1.7.2.
9
HORATIUS, Odes, 1.2.5–12.
10
OVIDIUS, Metamorphoses, 1.
2

On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 235–246.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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Lastly, the Indian tradition—to which this paper is more especially devoted—is
attested in many sources, from the late Vedic to the medieval period11. The most
ancient document is a fairly long Œata-patha-brâhmaòa passage12, already featuring
Manu, the boat and the fish, whose identity, however, remains so far mysterious.
Outside the Vedic literature, an intermediate link with the later Purâòic
developments is provided by a narrative in the Vana-parvan of the Mahâ-bhârata13,
where the fish reveals himself as Brahmâ. Only in the Purâòas do we first encounter
the usual story, connecting the deluge with Višòu’s matsyâvatâra. While attempts at
Purâòic chronology are admittedly aleatory, the Matsya-purâòa14 version appears to
be the most ancient, together with the little known and rather anomalous Višòudharmôttara one15. On the other hand, the extended narrative of the Bhâgavatapurâòa16 (together with two bare references elsewhere in the same book) is
undoubtedly more recent, and is the basis for the abridgement in the Agni-purâòa17
avatâra list as well as two mentions in the Gâruða-purâòa18. Other Purâòic versions
are of a more aberrant nature: the Skanda-purâòa19, for instance, has a rather
singular story identifying the fish with Œiva, whereas the extensive Kâlikâ-purâòa20
story engrafts Tantric features on quite a traditional stock. The most outlandish
version, however, is the one recounted in the Bhavišya-purâòa21, counterfeiting (as
11

Cf. HOHENBERGER (1930) for a brief review of the chief sources of the deluge
myth about the fish rescuing Manu on the boat (which wrongly includes, however, also
the PdP version, which is really about the fish rescuing the Vedas stolen by the aquatic
demon). Cf. also SHASTRI (1950), for an (undiscriminatingly) broader panorama,
miscellaneously including: a) versions about the fish rescuing Manu on the boat; b)
versions about Mârkaòðeya swallowed up by baby Višòu; c) versions about the deluge
generically as a phase of pralaya; d) others. Besides the ŒatBr version, which is
frivolously credited with higher antiquity than the Sumero-Akkadian myths, only epicPurâòic sources are considered (but the important VdhP version, among others, is
missing) with no attempt at thematic categorisation.
12
ŒatBr 1.8.1–10.
13
MBh 3.187 (ed. Bom.).
14
MtsP 1–2.
15
VdhP 1.75.
16
BhâgP 8.24 (long account); 1.3, 15; 2.7, 12.
17
AgP 2.
18
GârP 1.23; 142.2–3.
19
SkP 5.3.3.
20
KâlP 32–33.
21
BhavP 3.4.1.45–60.
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this Purâòa is wont to do) the story of Noah under the guise of Nyûha, provided for
the occasion with a Sanskrit etymology!
The deluge theme has been subsequently taken over by poets such as Kšemendra
and Jayadeva, and more recently Sûrdâs, Tulsîdâs and others22. Of particular interest
among these is Kšemendra, who deals extensively with the deluge in his
Daœâvatâra-carita23.
All three traditions agree on but few fundamental points: mankind is swept away
by a deluge, except for one or more people surviving in a vessel, who are entrusted
with the task of the renewal. However, we should hardly be justified in grounding
any presumption of a common origin on the strength of similarities pertaining to
such elements as could scarcely be dispensed with by any deluge myth by reason of
its very internal structure. On the other hand, we sometimes do come across more
particular coincidences, as in the case of the biblical and Sumero-Akkadian
versions: the correspondences, e.g. in the episode of the birds sent out as scouts is
too punctual to admit of an independent origin.
The relationship between the latter versions is not surprising, given their common
root. It is more surprising, however, that many illustrious fathers of Indology—
WEBER24, MACDONELL25, OLDENBERG26, KEITH27, WINTERNITZ28—should have
subscribed to the far more demanding hypothesis of a relationship, nay, an
affiliation, of the Indian to the Sumero-Akkadian versions, relying on such
altogether flimsy grounds as the argument ex silentio, regarding the Indian myth as a
late borrowing merely because it does not occur earlier than the Œata-pathabrâhmaòa; and the alleged coincidence of the theme of the seeds loaded on the ship.
More of recent, other scholars have spoken in favour of the independence of the
Indian myth; but, as GONDA29 had already remarked, all the relevant points do not
seem to have been adequately taken into consideration, through lack of proper
contextualisation of the myth, that should in the first place be analysed and
understood by itself, in its own cultural value, before positing the question of
possible relationships to other cultures.
22

Cf. PÂÒÐEYA (1963: 410 f).
DAC 1 (spec. 18 ff.).
24
WEBER (1850: 161 ff.).
25
MACDONELL (1899: 218).
26
OLDENBERG (1923: III,283).
27
KEITH (1925: 25; 229).
28
WINTERNITZ (1987: 194, 379).
29
GONDA (1978: 27).
23
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Here is, side by side, the structure of the most ancient Indian version, that of the
ŒatBr (leftmost column) and the Akkadian myth (rightmost column). Shared
elements are shown in the central column.
the Œata-patha-brâhmaòa

Shared elements

A pious man (Manu) rescues a
small fish
the fish gradually undergoes a
wondrous metamorphosis into
a sea monster

the Akkadian myth
Men incur divine displeasure
the supreme god (En-lil)
resolves to exterminate them

a divine
protector (Ea)
the fish
rewards the aids a pious
man by
man by
warning him of the
approaching deluge
the man builds a ship
the man freights the ship with
goods and beings
the man evades his neighbours’
curiosity with an excuse
the deluge sets in
the fish comes to succour

the minor gods are terrified
and blame En-lil

the man fastens the ship to the
horn of the fish, who tows it
along
the deluge comes to an end
the ship lands atop a
mountain
the man sends out birds as
scouts
the man goes ashore and
offers a sacrifice
the man begets offspring on
the woman born from the
sacrifice

the gods gather round the
sacrifice and once again
censure En-lil
En-lil is incensed beholding
the survivors
Ea appeases him and he bestows
his blessing on the survivors
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Already this preliminary comparison is revealing. As is patent at first sight, the
two structures diverge almost entirely. In the first place, the antecedent of the
Semitic myth introduces an ethical motivation for the deluge as punishment of
sinful mankind. Such motivation is conspicuously absent in the Indian version,
which exhibits an antecedent of folkloric nature in its stead: the pious man does
good to a humble creature, which ultimately turns out as powerful and repays the
benefit—a well-known motif of so many folk tales.
Secondly, the Akkadian myth brings out a dissension in the divine world, between
the supreme god En-lil and many other gods, and above all Ea, who decides motu
proprio to save his protégé. There evidently is no room for such dissension in the
monotheism of the Bible, but some interiorised traces of it might perhaps be
detected in Jahve–Elohim himself, under the guise of his late repentance, betrayed
by the resolve never again to send a deluge. In the Indian myth there is no trace of
dissension whatsoever.
Thirdly, in the Akkadian myth the chosen one is entrusted with the task of
carrying to safety exemplars of the creatures, in view of the palingenesis to-be. As I
mentioned, it is indeed on account of the presumed presence of this theme in some
Indian versions that some scholars have been led to postulate the dependence of the
Indian myth on the Akkadian one. Actually, in the most ancient Indian version, that
of the ŒatBr, this theme is absent. It does appear subsequently, but with one
paramount difference: whereas in the Akkadian myth it is always the question of
couples, or in any case complete beings, in the Indian myths it is always the
question of seeds, the implications becoming more and more characteristically
Indian as time progresses.
Last but not least, the Indian myth does not concur with the Akkadian one in any
marginal particulars, whose congruence would be all the more meaningful to
establish a connection, precisely because of the lack of probability of separate
coincidental origination of arbitrary details. E.g. there is no trace of the episode of
the birds sent out as scouts, which had on the contrary been taken over by the
Jahvist version on account of its narrative efficacy.
What is, therefore, left as concordant? No more than this: a chosen pious man is
warned of the impending deluge, builds a ship and sails through the cataclysm to
lastly alight atop a mountain, where he celebrates a sacrifice. But even these
residual concordances, generic as they are, are nevertheless more apparent than real.
For instance, the sacrifice that concludes both the Akkadian and the Indian myth
has quite a different value in either context. The survivors of the Akkadian myth
offer a thanksgiving sacrifice, round which the gods gather ‘like flies, attracted by
the pleasant smell.’ The sacrifice exposes the folly of the divine resolution to send
the deluge: the dissident gods had already complained in vain that the extermination
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of mankind would have deprived them of the sacrificial victims; now they are
refreshed by the smell of the oblations, and Inanna spitefully remarks that the
supreme En-lil ought not to be permitted to partake of what his improvidence had
risked to annihilate. In the end En-lil himself accepts the propitiating sacrifice and
welcomes the survivors among the immortals. The propagation of mankind does not
constitute a problem: of course, the surviving couples will take care of it in the
customary manner.
In the Indian myth, on the other hand, the procreative concern is exactly what
prompts the survivor (which the myth does not credit with a wife) to sacrifice and to
the typically Indian practice of tapas. By means of tapas and sacrifice Manu obtains
as daughter Iðâ, the quintessence of oblation, on whom he will beget all creatures.
Thus, in the Indian context sacrifice is not an instrument of reconciliation meant to
appease godhead, but rather a magical procedure meant to yield fruits. The outcome
of the Akkadian sacrifice is that the gods—including En-lil through Ea’s
intercession—bless and welcome the human couple; the outcome of the Indian
sacrifice is that Manu is enabled to fulfil his creative role.
The single most prominent common feature remains, therefore, the building of the
ship, which is however missing, as we are going to see, in the more recent Indian
versions and is barely mentioned in the more ancient ones without elaborating on
modes and dimensions, as is characteristically the case with all Near-Eastern
versions30.
The impression of reciprocal independence of the two traditions is further
corroborated when we examine the subsequent developments of the Indian myth.
The MBh version agrees with the one of the ŒatBr, apart from the general structure,
on a couple of important points: first of all, the aforesaid theme of the building of
the ship; furthermore, the MBh version declares the fish to be Brahmâ Prajâpati—
another trait of archaism which sets back the story to Brahmanical times (although
the ŒatBr itself is silent with respect to the identity of the fish).
On the other hand, the MBh version introduces a few innovations that will later on
win regular acceptance in the Purâòas. The two most important are: the cyclical
frame of the pralaya and the motif of the ‘seeds’.
As we have seen, the ŒatBr did not specify a reason for the deluge, while
connecting it with the cosmogonic context, wherein Manu was confronted with the
usual difficult task of peopling the world. Although not expressly mentioned, a
cyclical frame might however seem implied, exactly in that the deluge lacked any
specific motivation, as though it were but a cosmic routine. Be it as it may with the
30

A comparable interest in modes and dimensions can be seen in some Indian
versions in connection with the theme of the metamorphoses of the fish.
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ŒatBr, in the MBh the cyclical frame is explicitly declared at the place31 where the
time of cosmic dissolution through a deluge is said to be at hand. By this a punitive
value of the deluge is also manifestly ruled out, in case the silence of the ŒatBr
might leave any doubts.
The motif of the seeds is the Indian counterpart of the Akkadian motif of the
couples: but it is, indeed, unmistakably Indian in its perfect integration with the
pralaya theme. No formed creature (save Manu and the seven åšis) can cross the
ocean of the dissolution of forms and remain whole, but everything must be
resolved into rudiments, from which it shall rise again at the dawn of a new world
age. Hence no couples of perfected and sexually characterised living beings, but
mere seeds as yet undifferentiated are only apt to be preserved for a fresh beginning.
The Purâòic versions, for the most part, while imitating in the main the MBh
model, diverge on a single chief point: the fish has now become an incarnation of
Višòu’s, in accordance with the evolution of a doctrine—the avatâra-vâda—which,
first announced in the BhG, attains its classical perfection in the Purâòas, among
others with the development of different avatâra lists, in which the fish is reckoned
as a regular member right from the outset, up to the attempted fixation of a canon
with the daœâvatâra with the fish as first32.
If this Purâòic innovation is well understandable in the frame of the history of
Vishnuism, another innovation is more surprising, and seemingly the sheer product
of arbitrary chance—and it is this innovation that will now detain us more
particularly—namely, that none of the Purâòic versions33 pursues the motif of the
building of the ship. Some of the major versions simply skip over the question; in
MtsP, however, the fish shows Manu a pre-existing ship stating that it has been
fashioned by (or with) all the gods for the protection of the multitude of the
creatures34. What is then this ship turning up all of a sudden, which Manu shall load
with the four kinds of living beings—born of sweat, eggs, sprouts and placenta—
which shall be tossed about by the waves of dissolution and led home through the
31

MBh 3.187.28–30:
acirâd bhagavan bhaumam idaô sthâvara-jaógamam /
sarvam eva mahâ-bhâga pralayaô vai gamišyati //
saôprakšalana-kâlo ’yaô lokânâô samupasthitaÿ /
… tasya sarvasya saôprâptaÿ kâlaÿ parama-dâruòaÿ //
32
On the avatâra lists see MAGNONE (: cap. I).
33
Except for the late KâlP version that besides a few noteworthy innovations follows
for the rest the MBh prototype even in the detail.
34
MtsP 1.31: naur iyaô sarva-devânâô nikâyena vinirmitaô mahâ-jîva-nikâyasya
rakšaòârtham.
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firm anchorage to the fish’s horn? The answer is found in the BhâgP—not however
in the extended account, which just mentions the ship’s being sent (again) by the
fish, but in a passing hint in an avatâra list, where Višòu is said to have assumed the
form of a fish on occasion of the flood in the câkšuša manv-antara in order to
protect Manu Vaivasvata by letting him board a ‘telluric ship’ (naur mahîmayî)35.
The identical strophe occurs in the GârP36. Only in the VdhP, however, is the theme
articulated to some extent: when Œiva in watery form enshrouds the earth destroying
all creatures, we are told, the earth personified as goddess Satî becomes a ship and
carries the seeds of all things: naur bhûtvâ tu satî devi tadâ … dhârayati atha bîjâni
sarvâòy eva aviœešataÿ37. This identification is further echoed in Kšemendra’s
Daœâvatâra-carita, where the ship fastened to the fish’s horn is said to be ‘as broad
as the earth.’38 Chanting the divine lîlâ, Tulsîdâs will once again condense in a few
essential words the avatâra’s deed: for his bhaktas’ sake Râma took on the form of
a fish and made the earth into a ship 39.
Now we can see the reason why the ancient Brahmanic and epic motif of the
building of the ship has been dropped in the Purâòic versions: the ship is more than
merely a produce of human craft, she is Earth herself in her ‘diluvial’ form. As is
explicitly said in a SkP passage (pertaining to another variety of the pralaya myth
that lies outside our present scope40): ekâròave mahâ-ghore naur iva kšetram
îkšyate41. The ship is not, furthermore, an artefact, the occasional manufacturing
procedures of which it makes any sense to specify (as in the Akkadian myth); she is,
rather, the invariable allotrope of the Earth at the time of the deluge. The
Brahmanical and epic motif of the fashioning of the ship was justified because in the
original context the deluge is not yet a cyclical event (at least explicitly); whereas in
the MBh it is, but the doctrine of cosmic cycles, like the avatâra-vâda, is still at a
rudimentary stage42, and has not yet ended up in the crystallisation of a pregnant
symbolic repertoire, as in the Purâòas.
35

BhâgP 1.3.15: rûpaô ca jagåhe mâtsyaô câkšušôdadhi-saôplave nâvy âropya
mahîmayyâm apâd vaivasvataô manum.
36
GârP 1.23.
37
VdhP 1.75.9–10.
38
DAC 1.44: tad-ucca-œåóga-saôlagnâô nâvam dhåtim ivâyatâm.
39
Tulsîdâs, Granthâvalî, quoted in PÂÒÐEYA (1963: 411).
40
The myth of Mârkaòðeya witnessing the pralaya flood has been dealt with by
BRINKHAUS (2004).
41
SkP 2.2.3.9.
42
This is evidenced, e.g. by the confusion in the usage of terms like kalpa, mahâyuga and yuga already pointed out by BIARDEAU (1976: 121 ff.).
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In the latter texts the deluge is part of the scheme of the cosmic pralaya brought
about through fire and water, which the MtsP indeed describes contextually with the
deluge: a hundred years of drought and famine, the earth scorched by a sevenfold
sun and by the awakening of the submarine fire, and finally the dreadful downpour
of the sevenfold cloud condensed by the smoke of the conflagration. The final
picture is the ekâròava, the one all embracing ocean symbolising the formless One
into which all created forms have once again merged.
Still, the palingenesis of the cycle to come requires a leftover of the old world to
work up afresh into a new beginning. This residue incarnates in different mythic
images, among which the best known is probably Œeša, the serpent couch of
Nârâyaòa lying asleep on the cosmic waters: his very name betrays him as an
emblem of the ‘residue’ of the great cosmic sacrifice43, preserved in view of the
creative awakening at the dawn of the new cycle.
Thus, the ship loaded with seeds is nothing but another emblem of the residue and
its receptacle: the earth itself shrunk to the size of a ship, the only form able to
withstand the triumph of the liquid element. The VdhP overloads the symbol with
new values, taking advantage of the intrinsic polysemy of the symbolic function: the
earth turned into a ship is at the same time Satî, the consort of Œiva, the destroyer
turned into water in order to accomplish his destructive function; but in the
characteristic ambivalence exemplarily expressed in the lióga in its double capacity
as creative phallus and destructive fire pillar, the aqueous destructive Œiva is at the
same time the fecundating Œiva who embraces the Earth-ship and impregnates her
with the seeds of all beings.
This symbolic identification of the earth with the ship, albeit but cursorily touched
upon in the aforesaid passages, possibly by the very reason of its
straightforwardness in the mythical context, is indirectly corroborated by
comparison with another avatâra myth, which will yield to careful consideration
unexpected homologies with the fish myth—namely, the boar myth as it occurs, e.g.
in the MBh44. Višòu is scouring the cosmic ocean in search of the earth. As he
descries it at last at the bottom of the deep, he assumes a boar form, dives into the
waters and again surfaces carrying the earth on his single tusk. In this particular
instance the reading is daôštreòÎkena, but elsewhere45 œåógenÎkena; and ekaœåóga is indeed one of the most common epithets of the varâhâvatâra.
Now precisely the horn—œåóga—is the most ubiquitous feature, occurring in
almost all versions of the (diluvial) fish myth—only excepting those dispensing
43

Cf. BIARDEAU (1981: 52 f.; 170).
MBh 3.272.49–55.
45
E.g. MBh 3.142.47.
44
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with all details by reason of their excessive brevity. The boar myth stages a semiaquatic animal, a fertility symbol, penetrating the womb of the waters to again
emerge lifting the earth on the single ithyphallic tusk—the earth that in some
variants is explicitly said to be fecundated in the process46. The fish myth, in much
the same way, stages the aquatic animal par excellence, likewise a fertility symbol,
as he cuts through the waves carrying something—he too—on the ithyphallic horn:
the ship, whose homology with the earth in the parallel boar myth now stands out in
all evidence. I mentioned before the VdhP version, which adds explicit sexual
developments, as the aforesaid variant of the boar myth also does.
Incidentally, we may recall that, apart from its phallic value on the plane of sexual
symbolism, the horn also has an axial value in the cosmic frame, as an image of the
axis mundi to which the earth is anchored. The symbolism of the axis mundi is
found in many avatâra myths, e.g. in the revolving mountain supported by the
kûrmâvatâra, or in the pillar from which the nåsiôhâvatâra47 bursts out—as well as,
of course, in the œiva-lióga. As for the divine monoceros, besides the fish and the
boar—in which cases, mark well, no justification is put forth for the oddity of the
single horn or tusk—it is further exemplified by Gaòeœa, also furnished with a single
tusk, although in his case the myth trivially explains the mutilation as a result of the
god’s quarrel with Paraœurâma48.
In the light of the above, we are now in a position to satisfactorily answer
GONDA’s doubt. He had remarked, noticing the twofold function of the fish—which
on one hand warns Manu of the impending deluge, on the other tows the ship to
safety—that the second function is superfluous from a purely rational viewpoint, as
ships can move of themselves or by the aid of the winds (as usually happens in
deluge myths)49. The answer is, that the latter function, while it has, indeed, no
rational grounds, is nevertheless deeply rooted in the symbolic plexus that I have
tried to sketch.
Much is left to be observed about the later developments of the myth: e.g. on the
identification of the rope fastening the ship to the horn with a serpent, who is easily
recognised as Œeša. And more unsuspected homologies between ostensibly diverse
mythical representations come to the fore: Višòu sleeping amidst the ocean on the
serpent couch on a strip of land at the foot of a banyan—a strip of land that, as the
46

Cf. VP 5.29.23–24; KâlP 29; and generally, on the different versions of the
varâhâvatâra myth, MAGNONE (1989: 14–21).
47
In the BhâgP version 7.8.
48
Cf. BvP 3.43; BòP 3.42.
49
GONDA (1978: 33).
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quoted SkP passage suggests, resembles a ship—still is the fish fastened to the boat
with the serpent rope—but at the same time the god upholding the Maòðara peak—
œåóga, once again—encircled by the coils of the serpent rope and resting, at the
bottom of the ocean, on the telluric turtle. But the subterranean solidarity of all these
mythic representations is expressed at its best in the following rather extravagant
version of the deluge myth found in the SkP50, which I am going to summarise by
way of conclusion, and without comments, leaving it to each one to pursue on his or
her own the echoes resounding in the symbolic recesses of the text.
This myth is about the arcane vision of Mârkaòðeya, who shares with
Manu and the Seven Seers the privilege of traversing unscathed the
cosmic dissolution. Mârkaòðeya, then, while swimming amidst the
cosmic ocean, sees the primordial man (puruša) blazing like the sun, the
Himâlaya peak (œåóga) and Manu in filial attitude unceasingly revolving
on the surface of the deep like the wheel of a potter. Then he sees a huge
fish (Œiva) who swallows him up. In the interior he sees a roaring river
swarming with fish, and in the river a beautiful dark-complexioned lady
(Amåtâ, born of Œiva’s limbs), holding a ship between her knees. This
ship Manu and Mârkaòðeya board reaching final safety.
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Vedânta Exegesis of Taittirîyôpanišad 2.1
HALINA MARLEWICZ
Part I
The purpose of this article is to give a concise exposition of chosen Vedânta
approaches to the interpretation of one œruti from TU 2.1: satyaô jñânam anantaô
brahma—‘Brahman [is] real, knowledge, infinite.’
The exposition will be primarily based on the thirteenth century treatise Prameyamâlâ—The Garland of Objects of Knowledge. More precisely, it is going to be
confined to the sixth chapter of it, entitled Akhaòða-vâkyârtha-bhaóga—The
refutation [of the view that] sentence sense / object [is] without parts.1 The treatise
has been written by Vâtsya Varadaguru (ca 1190–1275), a Viœišþâdvaita writer of
the post-Râmânuja period.2 Vâtsya Varadaguru belongs to the little known period in
the history of Viœišþâdvaita, and his role and place in the process of adopting and
precise formulating of exegetical principles and methods of his school is yet to be
discovered. In the chapter Vâtsya Varadaguru analyses the aforementioned œruti by
way of polemics with the Advaita theory of akhaòða-vâkyârtha. In the course of the
discussion, when introducing the ideas of the opponent (or opponents), arguing with
them and then giving the exposition of his views, Varadaguru’s approach to the
exegesis of the TU 2.1 assumes more and more definite form. Before entering into a
detailed analysis of the two approaches to the interpretation of TU 2.1, it seems
necessary to introduce first the akhaòða-vâkyârtha theory, which is the pivot of the
discussion.

1

The akhaòða-vâkyârtha formula is, to my understanding, used to describe a certain
type of œruti which, due to specific understanding of the functions of its constituents, is
to actually convey a sense of a singular, unrelated thing as such, and to point to it as
something which is without the second (advaita) and, consequently, without any
qualification.
2
For more information about Varadaguru’s life and work see, for example: STARK
(1990) and THOTTAKARA (1990).
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 247–256.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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The akhaòða-vâkyârtha theory in Advaita
It is rather difficult to place the notion precisely in time, though it seems that the
very designation begins to be used in the post-Œaókara period. The first Advaita
thinker to use it was, most probably, Sarvajñâtman (c.a. 900 C.E.). In his SŒ he
states straightforwardly:
‘We explain: those sentences—be it Upanišadic or secular—[which]
cannot express a thing otherwise than as [something which is] without
parts (akhaòða), they all should proclaim [something] without parts
(akhaòða).’3
When applying the theory to the interpretation of the TU 2.1, Sarvajñâtman adopts
the following schema:
(1) The word ‘brahma’, the subject-matter (œeši) of the sentence is the
one and only thing to be indicated / definiendum (lakšya), and the
remaining words (œeša, i.e. satyam, jñânam, anantam) are its
indicative terms / definiens (lakšaòa).4
(2) Words indicative (lakšaòa) of Brahman join with the word which is
to be indicated / defined (lakšya), but not with each other. 5
(3) Words ‘satya, etc.,’ have various objects as their scopes when
taken in their primary senses. Therefore, in order to convey a unified
sense, they adopt secondary meanings through the function of lakšaòâ
(‘indirect indication, implication’). 6
3

See, e.g. SŒ 1.148: yad vâkya-jâtam atha veda-œiro-nivišþaô, yad vâpi laukikam
akhaòðam apâsya nânyat, œaknoti vastu vadituô tad aœešam eva, brûyâd akhaòðam iti
tu pratipâdayâmaÿ.
4
See: SŒ 1.175.1–2: brahmêti œeši padam atra hi lakšyam ekaô, œešâòi lakšaòasamarpaòam asya kuryuÿ.
5
See: SŒ 1.175.3–4: lakšyârpaòena saha lakšaòa-vâci sarvaô saôgacchate.
6
See: SŒ 1.177.3–4: satyâdi-œabda-višayâÿ œabalâs … lâkšaòika-våttir apîha tulyâ.
The words satyam… are supposed to undergo here the same process of interpretation as
the words tat and tvam in tat tvam asi of ChU 6.7. The constituent words have to partly
discard their primary meanings, which are considered to be incongruous with one
another, and adopt the indirectly indicated sense, which is of course akhaòða. This
interpretative process, as explained by Sarvajñâtman, is still more complicated, and the
intuitive (by no way exclusively logical or linguistic) method of attaining the required
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(4) The process takes place in the following manner: first there arises
the knowledge of words having the same case ending
(samânâdhikaraòa-pada), secondly words are related as
determinandum–determinans (viœešya-viœešaòa). In the decisive step,
in order to avoid incongruity arising from this relation7, one has to
adopt the indirectly indicated sense of a partless whole8.
One cannot claim, though, that first assumptions of akhaòða-vâkyârtha theory
were set forth by Sarvajñâtman himself. One can notice the traces of this
interpretative approach already in Œaókara’s (c.a. 820 C.E.) exegesis of the œruti
TU 2.1. He seems to be the thinker who first specified its crucial points, summarised
below:
(1) The TU 2.1 œruti is meant to be a definition (indication) of
Brahman9.
(2) The three words: satya, etc., referring to determinants (viœešaòas),
have Brahman as something to be determined (viœešya)10.
(3) Due to the determinants—thing to be determined relation, words
satya, etc., having the same case ending, are co-referent
(samânâdhikaraòa)11.
(4) Brahman, as something to be determined with the three
determinants, i.e. satya, etc., is differentiated from other things to be
determined12.
akhaòða sense / object plays here a major role. The method of interpreting ChU 6.7 and
TU 2.1 in the early Advaita has been researched by e.g.: MAYEDA (1979) and MAYEDA
(1980–81), as well as MAXIMILIEN (1975) and MAXIMILIEN (1975/76).
7
This incongruity, according to the Advaitin, arises inevitably as the consequence
of different semantic scopes of words used as determinans (viœešaòa) and as the
determinandum (viœešya).
8
See SŒ 1. 196: sâmânâdhikaraòyam atra bhavati prâthamya-bhâgânvayaÿ,
paœcâd eša viœešaòêtaratayâ paœcâd virodhôdbhavaÿ, utpanne ca virodha eka-rasake
vastuny akhaòðâtmake våttir lakšaòayâ bhavaty ayam iha jñeyaÿ kramaÿ sûribhiÿ.
9
TUBh p. 443.5–6: satyaô jñânam anantaô brahmêti brahmaòo lakšanârthaô
vâkyâm.
10
TUBh p. 443.6: satyâdîni hi trîòi viœešaòârthâni padâni viœešyasya brahmaòaÿ.
11
TUBh p. 443.7: viœešaòa-viœešyatvâd eva satyâdîny eka-vibhakty-antâni padâni
samânâdhikaraòâni.
12
TUBh p. 444.1: satyâdibhis tribhir viœešaòair viœešyamâòaô brahma
viœešyântarebhyo nirdhâryate.
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(5) The purpose of the qualifications (viœešaòas), serving primarily as
defining terms (lakšaòas), is to exclude Brahman from direct
expressing and define (indicate) it. 13
All these steps of the interpretation of TU 2.1 by Œaókara are present in the later
development of the method, which took a definite shape in the akhaòða-vâkyârtha
theory. Œaókara’s pupil, Sureœvara (850 C.E.) follows his teacher in most of the steps
enumerated above, supplying a methodological structure to Œaókara‘s interpretation14.
The akhaòða-vâkyârtha theory as presented by Sarvajñâtman contains features of
Œaókara and Sureœvara‘s approach. In the akhaòða-vâkyârtha theory, words of the
sentence are also to stand in the relation of lakšya–lakšaòa (definiendum–
definiens)15. For the proper interpretation of the TU 2.1, the relation of
determinandum–determinans (viœešya-viœešaòa) becomes secondary to the
fundamental relation of definiendum–definiens (lakšya–lakšaòa). The theory
propounds, as well, the requirement of the same case ending for words related
secondarily as viœešaòa and viœešya in the sentence16, and indicates the fact that
viœesaòa words have to, and do refer to one and the same object 17.
The viœešaòas indicate Brahman secondarily as the only object of the sentence, by
excluding qualifications, contrary to those named by viœešaòas themselves, from
Brahman’s nature.
All these elements are present in Sarvajñâtman’s method of interpreting the œruti of
TU 2.1. An original contribution of Sarvajñâtman seems to be the introduction of a
partless sense / object of the sentence (akhaòða-vâkyârtha), attained through the
function of indirect indication (lakšaòâ) as the conclusive step in the interpretative
process.
The akhaòða-vâkyârtha theory as introduced by Vâtsya Varadaguru
Varadaguru opens the chapter stating vehemently:

13

TUBh p. 444.5: lakšaòârthatvâd viœešaòânâm … , and p. 452.3: evam … satyâdiœabda-vâcyât tan nivartakâ brahmaòo lakšaòârthâœ ca bhavanti.
14
See the long exposition of it in TUBhV 2.44–107, or NS 3.3.
15
Cf. SŒ 1.175.1–2 and TUBh p. 444.5–8.
16
Cf. SŒ 1.196 and TUBh p. 443.6–7.
17
SŒ 1.175 and TUBh p. 443.7.
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‘But if they state [that œruti sentences, which are aggregates] of
congruent words (samânâdhikaraòa-pada) communicate single, nonpartial (akhaòða) “essence” (rasa, here: the sentence-object) this is
unwise, too, because they (= sentences) also like other sentences, have as
their object inevitably [a thing which is] determined (viœišþa-višaya).’18
Varadaguru, declaring: ‘like other sentences’, presupposes that œruti can be
compared to the sentences of ordinary usage, in so far as the object of words
constituting a congruent sentence has to be somehow determined and because there
is some kind of a dependence relation among the sentence constituents. Already in
the first sentence of the chapter, we can notice an interesting feature of
Varadaguru’s approach to the exegesis. He correlates the language of ordinary usage
with that of œruti, at least with regard to how they convey their sense.
This equal treatment of the praeterhuman œruti statement about the transempirical
reality and of human sentences about the empirical reality is the foundation for
Varadaguru’s statement: the TU 2.1 œruti does teach about the qualified Brahman. It
is worthwhile noticing, as well, that this co-ordinate treatment of œruti and human
languages is in accordance with Râmânuja’s contention that ultimately all words are
Vedic.19
After the introductory statement there comes the discussion about
sâmânâdhikaraòya, its definition(s) and its scope. Congruence is considered by both
Varadaguru and his opponent as an indispensable condition for this particular œruti
sentence to convey its meaning, which is an important aspect of the discussion.
What then this congruence is?
‘Congruence,’ says Varadaguru, ‘is [this particular] functioning—with
regard to one object—of words which have different causes of
application.’20
In order to explain the meaning of this terse and not very clear definition,
supposedly taken from grammarians, Varadaguru introduces a classification of
words dividing them into three groups:

18

PMâ p. 13.1: yat tu samânâdhikaraòa-pada-samudâyâtmakânâm akhaòðÎka-rasapratipâdakatvam âcakšate tad api mandaô vâkyântaravat tešâm api viœišþavišayatvâvaœyaô bhâvât.
19
VAS § 21: vaidikâ eva sarve œabdâÿ.
20
PMâ p. 13.5: bhinna-pravåtti-nimittânâô œabdânâm ekasminn arthe våttis
sâmânâdhikaraòyam.
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(1) the first group contains isolated words which, as nouns and
attributive adjuncts respectively, are synonymous,
(2) the second group contains words which, as nouns and attributive
adjuncts respectively, refer to different objects,
(3) words which, as subjects and predicates, together refer to one [and
the same] object.21
Out of these three groups, only the last one comprises congruent words, because
‘predicates (viœešaòas) belong to (i.e. refer to) different objects and subjects
(viœešyas) refer to one [and the same] object.’22 Here we see that ‘different causes of
words’ application’ is to simply mean that they, as attributive adjuncts, refer to
different designates. Groups 1 and 2 contain isolated words which, on the surface of
it, fulfil at least one of the conditions of sâmânâdhikaraòya. They have the same
case ending. They either refer to one object (group 1), or to different objects
(group 2), but they do not constitute a meaningful unit. Only the third group, which
contains words forming a phrase or a sentence, such as nilôtpalam, are considered to
be samânâdhikaraòa.
It appears then that the above classification allows Varadaguru to modify the
definition of sâmânâdhikaraòya in order to give the notion a more precise sense.
Therefore he says:
‘Congruence is the functioning of words which are different
determining terms (viœešaòa) with regard to one [thing] to be
determined (viœešya).’23
At this point there comes the objection of an Advaitin. He says:
‘[That] congruence is a oneness of object (ekârthatva) was not
disputed before.’24
Having scrutinised alternative assumptions as to references of congruent words in
the TU 2.1 œruti, the Advaitin concludes that the words ‘satya, etc.’ can neither refer
to attributes (viœešaòa) nor to a thing determined by attributes, named by respective
words (tat-tad-viœešaòa-viœišþa). The only acceptable position for him is that words
‘satya, etc.’ refer to a proper form (svarûpa) of the sentence-referent. In order to do
that, they neither enter into any sort of predicative relation (viœešya-viœešaòa) with
21

PMâ p. 13.10–13.
PMâ p. 13.16–17: viœešaòato bhinnârthânâô viœešyataœ cÎkârthânâm.
23
PMâ p. 13.21: bhinna-viœešaòânâô œabdânâm ekasmin viœešye
sâmânâdhikaraòyam.
24
PMâ p. 14.3: sâmânâdhikaraòyasya tâvad ekârthatvam avigîtam.
22

våttis
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the thing to be determined nor into the relation among each other (satyâdi-œabdâ na
parasparaô saôbadhyante, as Œaókara explains in TUBh, p. 446)25.
Their aim and the reason for their usage is to exclude from Brahman’s nature the
attributes which are negative counterparts of attributes which they, as attributive
adjuncts, actually denote. Yet it does not follow that they attribute any qualities to
Brahman, whether they be the ones denoted by the used attributive adjuncts or their
counterparts. Their aim is to exclude Brahman from everything which possesses
qualities related to the material world:
“Here the word satya disperses the doubt that Brahman is the seat of
modification, the word jñâna [disperses the doubt that it] is the seat of
[inanimate] matter, the word ananta [disperses the doubt that it] is the
seat of limitation. But it does not follow, that Brahman is possessed of
properties which are opposite to these very attributes, because its
nature is infinitely different.’ 26
The earliest Advaita text in which one can trace this kind of an argumentation is
Œaókara’s commentary to this very œruti. In his analysis of TU 2.1, one can clearly
discern similar phases of the argumentation. In his TUBh 2.1, he says:
‘… The purpose of attributive adjuncts is primarily the serving as
definiens (lakšaòa), and, for certain, not primarily [the serving] as the
attributes (viœešaòa).’
‘… Words “satya, etc.,” are not mutually related with one another, in
accordance with the rule of referring to another.27 Therefore each and
every word [which is] an attributive adjunct, regardless of one another,
is related with the word brahman. Thus: Brahman is real, Brahman is
knowledge, Brahman is limitless.’

25

PMâ p. 14.5: (samânâdhikaraòâni satyâdi-padâni) na tâvad viœešaòa-mâtraparâòi, viœešaòânâm anekatvâd ekârthatvâsiddhe. Cf. SŒ 1.175, TUBh p. 446, and
below footnotes 27, 28.
26
PMâ p. 14.22–23: tatra satya-padaô brahmaòo vikârâspadatva-œaókâô
nivartayati, jñâna-padaô jaðatva-œaókâô, ananta-padañ ca paricchinnatva … na
cÎtâvatâ
brahmanas
tat-tad-vyâvåtti-rûpa-dharmavattva-prasaógaÿ
brahmasvarûpasyÎva sakalêtara-vyâvåtti-rûpatvât.
27
Cf. MS 3.1.22: guòânâô ca parârthatvâd asambandhaÿ samatvât syât.—‘And the
qualities being subservient to others, there is no relationship between them due to
equality.’
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‘… Words “satya, etc.,” have as their purport the excluding of such
properties as “unreal, etc.” Therefore Brahman … is not established as
the thing to be determined.’ 28
To sum up, the structure of the first part of the chapter on the refutation of the
akhaòða-vâkyârtha theory shows some interesting features. Vâtsya Varadaguru
devotes relatively much attention to scrutinising and interpreting the notion of
sâmânâdhikaraòya. When we compare his treatment of sâmânâdhikaraòya with that
of the Advaitin(s) introduced in the article, or even that of Râmânuja, we notice that
the notion seemed to constitute an important part in the approach to the
interpretation of the TU 2.1 by Varadaguru.
For the Advaitin, congruence means the one and only object of the sentence. He
presupposes that the most important part of the grammatical definition of
congruence is the requirement that any congruent sentence has one object.
Overshadowing thus the other part of the congruence definition, which poses the
requirement that the words used have different causes of application (which simply
means that they, as isolated words, have different referents), the Advaitin shifts the
centre of gravity of the sentence discussed to its subject.
Such an Advaitic ‘tilt’, so to say, makes it possible to interpret the œruti, which is
obviously saguòa, as the one speaking of the unqualified (nirguòa) Brahman (!).
The word brahman is considered to be the core constituent of the sentence. All the
other words gain their revelatory senses inasmuch as they are related to, or rather
identified in their meaning with, the word brahman.
Thus one can conclude that they all refer to the proper form (svarûpa) of
Brahman, because there is no relation between them, and because they do not
primarily refer to their designates (which are qualities). For the Advaitin, this is the
first step to understand the function of congruent adjuncts in a congruent phrase.
The second step consists in acknowledging the fact that if the referent of all the
viœešaòas were only the svarûpa of Brahman, it would be senseless to use them
all—they would all be synonymous. The Advaitin finds the way out. He says that
the aim of using the attributive adjuncts is to exclude Brahman’s nature from
everything which possesses qualities opposed to its nature.

28

TUBh p. 444.6: lakšanârtha-pradhânâni viœešaòâni na viœešaòa-pradhânâny
eva. … , and pp. 445.1–446.1: satyâdi-œabdâ na parasparaô saôbadhyante parârthatvâd
viœešyârthâ hi te. ata ekÎko viœešaòa-œabdaÿ parasparaô nirapekšo brahma-œabdena
saôbadhyate. satyaô brahma jñânaô brahmânantaô brahmêti, as well as p. 448.2–
3: … satyâdînâm
anåtâdi-dharma-nivåtti-paratvâd
viœešyasya
brahmaòa …
aprasiddhatvât.
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The method of the Advaitin that is introduced by Varadaguru is a two-phase
process. First, the Advaitin notices that viœešaòas do have their positive single
referent, which is Brahman’s proper form (svarûpa). In the second phase, he negates
the attributive function of the viœešaòas.
Varadaguru is more straightforward in applying the definition of
sâmânâdhikaraòya. He understands it simply as a relation of dependence between
words. They are first syntactically connected as the subject (viœešya) and its
predicates (viœešaòas) in order to execute the requirements of congruence on the
level of the sentence structure, and secondly, they refer to a determined object
(viœišþa-višaya). He does not stress the aspect of the same case ending for all the
words. He concentrates on the fact that congruence is the functioning with regard to
one thing to be determined (viœešya) in the case of words which are different
determining terms (viœešaòa). This aspect of sâmânâdhikaraòya allows him to
interpret the statement in agreement with the approach, represented by his school, to
the nature of Brahman and its relation to the phenomenal world.
The structure of the discussion on the akhaòða-vâkyârtha theory as seen in Vâtsya
Varadaguru’s work does not allow us to identify Varadaguru’s probable opponent(s)
as any of the Advaitins introduced in the first part of the article ‘The akhaòðavâkyârtha theory in Advaita’ above. It seems that the discussion was developed as the
continuation of the Œrî-bhâšya of Râmânuja, from which it was directly taken over.29
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Some Observations on the Date of the Yukti-dîpikâ
(Apropos of a New Edition)*
MAREK MEJOR

–1–
The editio princeps of the Yukti-dîpikâ, edited by Pulinbe(i)hari Chakravarti, was
published in 1938. It was based on a single Ms from Poona [= P]. The same author
published in 1951 Origin and Development of the Sâôkhya System of Thought, a
study based on his edition of YD.
The second edition of YD was published in 1967 by Ram Chandra Pandeya:
Yuktidîpikâ. An Ancient Commentary on the Sâôkhya Kârikâ of Îœvarakåšòa. Based
on two Mss: Poona [P] and Ahmedabad [= A], it meant a further step in the study of
Yukti-dîpikâ.
Wezler’s detailed, insightful review article of Pandeya’s edition (WEZLER (1974))
marked a new perspective in the study of the Yukti-dîpikâ. In it WEZLER announced
his project of a new critical edition of YD.
The new edition, with a meaningful subtitle, was published jointly by Albrecht
WEZLER and Shujun MOTEGI: Yuktidîpikâ. The Most Significant Commentary on the
Sâôkhyakârikâ. Critically edited by Albrecht Wezler and Shujun Motegi. Vol. I.
Alt- und Neu-Indische Studien 44, Stuttgart 1998.1 It was based on the following
five Mss:

*

My thanks are due to Professor Albrecht Wezler for kindly supplying me with the
edition of Yukti-dîpikâ. I am very much indebted to both Editors, Albrecht Wezler and
Shujun Motegi, for their critical comments on my paper. I would also like to thank
Professor Minoru Hara, Dr. Kodo Yotsuya and Ms. Monika Nowakowska for their kind
help in obtaining some materials as well as Ole Holten Pind for his comments. Last but
not least, my thanks are due to Dr. Piotr Balcerowicz for his suggestions and
improvements.
1
All quotations are from that edition, unless otherwise stated.
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 257–291.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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1. P = Poona, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute;
2. A = Lalbhai Dalpatbhai Institute of Indology, Ahmedabad, Gujerat;
3. K = Œâradâ Ms, University Library of Kashmir, Œrînagar. The most
important MS;
4. D = Devanâgarî Ms, National Archives in New Delhi;
5. B = Fragmentary Ms from the Library of the Benares Hindu
University.
K2 = Ms marked as K2 by Murakami is but a modern Devanâgarî
transcript of a part of Ms D and therefore it was ignored by the
present Editors [p. xvii, n. 28].
A sequel volume, ‘containing a word index to the whole of the Yuktidîpikâ’, was
announced by the Editors (‘Introduction’ § 1 (9), p. xi).
–2–
The special importance of the Yukti-dîpikâ, ‘an ancient commentary on the
Sâôkhya-kârikâ of Îœvarakåšòa,’ ‘the most significant commentary on the Sâôkhyakârikâ,’ as it was labelled by the Editors, has been duly acknowledged since the
time of its discovery. P. CHAKRAVARTI published a study of the history of Sâôkhya
on the basis of YD, and E. FRAUWALLNER (1953: 287) valued highly YD in his
attempted historical reconstruction of the Sâôkhya doctrine.
FRAUWALLNER suggested c. 550 C.E. as the probable date of YD. The following
observations on the date of YD, which are based on the parallel passages culled
mainly from the commentaries on the SK as well as from the other works (e.g. the
Buddhist and Jaina texts), are deemed—first of all—to show the potential topics of
further investigation. Especially the presence of the Kâœikâ passage(s) in YD
requires such a careful investigation. Now it seems that we possess rather strong
arguments for the lower limit of YD, i.e. the period after Dignâga: since it quotes
Dignâga’s Pramâòa-samuccaya, includes a few verses from Bhartåhari’s Vâkyapadîya, and is silent about Dharmakîrti, in consequence it must be placed after
Dignâga (480–540 C.E.) and before Dharmakîrti (600–600 C.E.) (1953: 287,
n. 151). The problem of the upper limit still remains open, although it must be
stressed that so far an equally strong argument for the dating of YD after
Dharmakîrti is lacking.
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–2.1–
WEZLER and MOTEGI assign the date of YD to the period ca. 680–720 C.E.
(‘Introduction § 6. Title of the Text, Authorship and Date’), on the testimony of a
presumed quotation from the Kâœikâ-våtti (YD p. 11; analysis in WEZLER (1974:
438–440)), which ‘can be dated with a high degree of certitude to 680–700 C.E.’
(WEZLER–MOTEGI (1998: xxviii)), although they admit that ‘this conclusion about
the date of the Yukti-dîpikâ is rather puzzling because most of those who have read
this text or part of it will have gathered the impression that it is ca. 100 years
younger. The quotation from the Kâœikâ cannot, however, be simply done away
with by assuming that it is but a later addition to the text: it forms an essential part
of the paraphrase of a vârttika—which is in its turn confirmed by a subsequent
passage. It is, hence, necessary to reckon seriously with the possibility that the
author, in spite of his dates, did not know the works of Dharmakîrti, for whatever
reason, but was aware of the works of Kumârila as cautiously assumed by Halbfass’
(WEZLER–MOTEGI (1998: xxviii)).
–2.2–
Following the latter statement of the Editors, viz. that the Yukti-dîpikâ-kâra ‘was
aware of the works [sic!—MM] of Kumârila,’ one should not hastily take for
granted what was only a very cautious suggestion of HALBFASS. W. HALBFASS
(1983: 6) observed that ‘the pûrvapakša presented in the commentary section on
verse 2, which deals with Vedic rituals [= YD (ed. Pandeya p. 15 f.) = WEZLER–
MOTEGI (1998: 31 ff.)—M.M.], comes surprisingly close to Kumârila’s own
argumentation [= MŒV 79 ff. (v. 201 ff.)—M.M.].’ However, it is not clear whether
YD ‘is indeed earlier than Kumârila’, and ‘there is certainly no definitive evidence
to exclude the possibility that it [= YD—M.M.] contains reminiscences of the
Œlokavârttika.’ (HALBFASS (1983: 6)) In HALBFASS (1991: 94), which is a revised
version of HALBFASS (1983), we read: ‘The date of the Yuktidîpikâ remains uncertain;
moreover, the work may comprise different layers. There is no conclusive evidence for
FRAUWALLNER’s suggestion that the work was composed around C.E. 550. As a
matter of fact, the passage just cited and discussed [= YD (ed. Pandeya p. 15) = ed.
WEZLER–MOTEGI (1998: 31 ff.)—MM.] seems to be a response to the Œlokavârttika.’
It should be noted, however, that HALBFASS did not present a detailed
comparative analysis of the long polemics contained in the Yukti-dîpikâ ad SK 2,
which could substantiate his conclusion. He summarised the lengthy, many-layered
discussion of YD in a few lines, without pinpointing those passages from
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Kumârila’s MŒV which—in the opinion of HALBFASS—show dependence of the
Yukti-dîpikâ-kâra on his arguments. Such an analysis goes far beyond the scope of
the present paper too, nevertheless we would like to give here a few observations
which may be taken into consideration in future investigations. Although in the
course of my perusal of the text of YD I found a few references to Kumârila’s MŒV,
yet it seems that they do not offer any argument for the dating of YD as postKumârila (see below, p. 279 ff., ‘Appendix’). To be sure, this problem requires a
separate careful investigation. YD contains several long polemical discussions
directed against different authors and / or schools; it would be a desideratum to
compile a topical outline of YD in order to show the specific subjects of polemics.
First of all, judging from the scriptural references quoted in the existing
commentaries on the SK 2, we can admit that the discussion against the Vedic
rituals must have taken place in the Sâôkhya school since long. The commentaries
seem to draw scriptural material from the common source of the school.2 Especially
interesting in this context is Vâcaspati’s Tattva-kaumudî which seems to summarise
the lengthy discussion of YD (cf. HALBFASS (1991: 117, n. 26); see also the notes
by Har Dutt Sharma ad SK 2, pp. 2–4, in TK (ed. Jha–Sharma)).
Below are collected some parallel passages to YD quotations, taken mainly from
the commentaries on SK.
(i) YD 30.13–14:
yasmâd âha “apâma somam amåtâ abhûma” [ÅV 8.48.3a] iti /
= TK (Jha–Sharma), p. 4.2:
tathâ hi œrûyate—‘apâma somam amåtâ abhûma’ iti / .
See Sharma’s Notes, p. 3: ‘fully quoted and explained by Gauða[pâda], Mâþhara
and Jaya[maógalâ]’. Add now: Sâôkhya-saptati-våtti (V1), p. 6; Bhavya’s Tarkajvâlâ (Derge Tanjur 267a) (KAWASAKI (1976: 1123)); SPBh ad 1.6.
(ii) The two stanzas follow each other in both texts:
(a) YD 36.22–37.2 = TK (Jha–Sharma), p. 5.19–22:
*evaô hy âha—
na karmaòâ na prajayâ dhanena tyâgenaikenâmåtatvam ânaœuÿ /
pareòa nâkaô nihitaô guhâyâô vibhrâjate yad yatayo viœanti //
*) TK: ata eva ca œrutiÿ.
2

MAINKAR (1972: 43) expressed the opinion that ‘[t]he YD reflects the Sâôkhya
view that favours jñâna and sannyâsa and goes to the Upanišadic “tapaÿœraddhe ye hy
upavasanty araòye” for support’.
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The quotation is from the Mahâ-nârâyaòôpanišad 10.5 (see also Jha’s translation,
TK, p. 8). WEZLER–MOTEGI refer to Kaivalyôpanišad 3. See SPBh ad 1.6 (94.25);
DNCV 144.8–9.
(b) YD 37.5–6 = TK 5.22–24:
tathâ—
karmaòâ måtyum åšayo *nišedhuÿ prajâvanto draviòam **îchamânâÿ /
***athâpara åšayo ****manîšiòaÿ paraô karmabhyo ’måtatvam ânaœuÿ //
TK: *nišeduÿ; ** îhamânâÿ; ***tathâ pare, **** ad. ye.
Not identified.
(iii) YD 31.14–15:
yad âha brâhmaòe “brâhmaòam âlabheta” (Tai.Br. 3.4.1) ityâdi / .
= Sâôkhya-saptati-våtti (V1), p. 7 = Mâþhara-våtti, p. 6:
yathâ ‘brahmaòe brâhmaòam âlabheta kšatrâya râjanyaô marudbhyo
vaiœyaô tapase ca *œûdraô nâra-kâya vîrahaòaô[’] (Taittirîyabrâhmaòa 3.4.1) … /
*) Mâþhara-våtti has: taskaraô. Reference to Âpastamba-œrauta-sûtra 20.24.8. For
further references see HALBFASS (1991: 94) (e.g. Bhavya’s Tarka-jvâlâ, Derge
272a) and n. 30, where HALBFASS corrects Pandeya’s text: ‘brahmaòe (instead of
brâhmaòe in the printed text) … .’ WEZLER–MOTEGI read: brâhmaòe.
(iv) The above quoted passage (iii) is immediately followed by the stanza which
is also found in the Sâôkhya-saptati-våtti (V1), Mâþhara-våtti, and Gauðapâda:
YD (15)16–17(18):
tathâ—
šaþœatâni niyujyante* paœûnâô madhyame ’hani /
aœvamedhasya vacanâd ûnâni paœubhis tribhiÿ // iti /
*) In V1 reading not clear: pušþyante (?), see Solomon, Notes, p. 88.
(v) YD 45.8–9:
evam ihâpy ucyate “tarati måtyum” (cf. Muòðakôpanišad. 3.2.9) iti /
= Sâôkhya-saptati-våtti (V1), p. 6.4 = Mâþhara-våtti, p. 4:
evaô hy âha—‘tarati måtyuô tarati œokaô tarati pâpmânaô tarati
brahma-hatyâô yo ‘œva-medhena yajate’ (Œa.Br. 13.3.1.1) iti / .
This is followed in V1 and Mâþhara-våtti by the ÅV stanza quoted above (i).
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–3–
YD contains a number of explicit references to the Buddhist views and bears clear
evidence to its author’s good acquaintance with the Buddhists scriptures. Here is a
provisional list of such references:
YD 70.22 f.—vaiœešikabauddhâÿ;
104.11—bauddhaô prati;
109.9—bauddhâÿ;
125.9—bauddhapakše;
129.6—Œâkyaputrîyâÿ;
164.3—bauddhânâm;
167.5—Œâkyaputrîyâÿ;
167.11—bauddhânâm;
266.24—bauddhaiÿ.
For other references see also below, p. 279 ff., ‘Appendix’.
–3.1–
Three stanzas from Bhartåhari’s VP have been identified by the scholars—here are
the references to the edition of W. Rau:
YD 13.11–14 = VP 2.423–424 (p. 97 f., with some v.l.);
YD 75.12–13 = VP 2.147 (p. 71).
–4–
It has already been observed by Pandeya in his YD edition—and the number of
references has been increased in the WEZLER–MOTEGI’s edition (cf. ‘Appendix
VIII’, pp. 344–347)—that Vasubandhu’s works, such as AK, Viôœatikâ, and
Triôœikâ, were subject to the criticism of the Yukti-dîpikâ-kâra.
–4.1–
In MEJOR (1999) it has been shown that ‘from the textual references in the Yuktidîpikâ it clearly follows that its author must have known also the works of
Vasubandhu on viñjaptimâtratâ—the Viôœatikâ and Triôœikâ, and the
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Abhidharmakoœa, especially its ninth chapter, the Pudgalaviniœcaya.’ The Yuktidîpikâ-kâra did not only criticise the opinions which were expressed in the above
mentioned works of Vasubandhu, but he also included many quotations from them
into YD.
Vasubandhu’s refutation of the notion of âtman: AKBh ad 3.18–20 (ed. Pradhan,
129.5 ff.; Shastri, 432.8 ff.), AKBh 9 (ed. Pradhan, 461.1–12; Shastri, 1189.1–
1191.2), were criticised by the Yukti-dîpikâ-kâra in his commentary on SK 17
(= YD 167.2 ff.). YD 167.11–19 contains a quotation of a passage which comes
from the Buddhist Âgama; the same authority is quoted by Vasubandhu in his
Pudgala-viniœcaya (AKBh 9, Pradhan 466.5–13, Shastri 1202.22–1203.6) (cf.
MEJOR (1999: 110 f.)).
–4.1.1–
A long polemic directed against the vijñâna-vâda doctrine is found in YD ad SK
34 (218.22 ff.). A close parallel is Vasubandhu’s Viôœatikâ (and Triôœikâ)3:
(i) YD 218.22–30 refers to Viôœatikâ 1–2;
(ii) YD 218.31–219.6 refers to Viôœatikâ 2–3a;
(iii) YD 219.7–26—cf. Viôœ. 3–4;
(iv) YD 219.26–29—cf. Viôœ. 18.
For further references see below, p. 279 ff., ‘Appendix’.
–4.1.2–
YD possibly contains a reference to Vasubandhu’s Vâda-vidhi, a lost work on
logic. Vasubandhu’s definition of thesis: sâdhyâbhidhânaô pratijñâ from the Vâdavidhi4 is apparently referred to by the Yukti-dîpikâ-kâra (YD 93.5): na hi
yathâbhidhânaô tathâ sâdhyam ity eka-kriyâ yujyata iti / [underline mine—M.M.].
3

Cf. MAINKAR (1972: 135): ‘The YD, taking advantage of the “pañca
viœešâviœešavišayâni” in the Kârikâ, refutes the Vijñapti-mâtratâ doctrine of Vasubandhu: it
asks kathametat avagamyate viœešâviœešavišayâòi indriyâòi, na punarasadvišayâòi and
goes on to mention and develop the points: (i) viœešâòâmasatva siddheÿ, (ii)
Vikalpânupapatteÿ, (iii) viparîtadarœanaprasaôgât, (iv) arthakriyâ ca na syât, (v)
asiddhatvât, (vi) karmaœaktivaicitryât, and (vii) dharmâdharmânupapattiœ ca syât.’
4
Quoted in the NV 117.20; PSV fol. 45b5/127b5; see FRAUWALLNER (1933: 303,
482).
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–4.1.3–
Similarly, YD seems to refer also to Dignâga’s Nyâya-mukha (which is also lost in
Sanskrit but preserved in Chinese translation):
YD 95.10 f.: yathâ sâdhyatvenêpsitaÿ pakša iti pratijñâlakšaòam
âcakšâòo bhavân na sâdhyalakšaòam âcašþe / [underline mine—M.M.].
Nyâya-mukha v. 1 (= NV 116.7,9,17; see FRAUWALLNER (1933: 303,
482)): svayaô sâdhyatvenêpsitaÿ pakšo viruddhârthânirâkåtaÿ // .
–4.2–
YD contains a long critical discussion of the Buddhist concept sarvaô kšaòikam. It
was shown by A. von ROSPATT that the Yukti-dîpikâ-kâra’s refutation of the opinions
of the Vijñâna-vâdins and the Kšaòika-vâdins at some places comes close to the
opinions which were expressed in Vasubandhu’s commentary on the Mahâyânasûtrâlaôkâra—cf. von ROSPATT (1995: 38, n. 68(a)), remark about the date of YD:
‘ca. 700?’, and von ROSPATT (1995: 158, n. 354, *354(a); 164 n. 364; 188 n. 410).
–4.2.1–
Explicit references to the kšaòika-vâda in YD:
(i) YD 69.15 f. (and n. 4): na hi kšaòabhaógasâhasaô yuktim antareòa
daòðabhayâd api pratipadyâmahe / .
(ii) YD 129.5 f.: sarvam eva kšaòikaô buddhibodhyam âkâœanirodhavarjitam iti
œâkyaputrîyâÿ pratipannâÿ / .
—Cf. AK I.4b-c (saôskåtâ mârga-varjitâÿ sâsravâÿ) and I.5a-c (anâsravâ mârgasatyaô trividhaô câpy asaôskåtam / âkâœaô dvau nirodhau ca).
(iii) YD 132.14–133.2: vinâœahetvabhâvât kšaòikatvam iti cet / … / tasmân na
vinâœahetvabhâvât kšaòikaô saôskåtam iti / .
(iv) YD 134.8–12: viœešagrahaòât kšaòikatvasiddhir iti cet / syân matam / yady
utpannamâtrôparatir nâsti bhâvânâô kiôkåtaÿ œarîrâdînâô prâòâpânaœramarûpâdikåto ’bjâœmaprabhåtînâô ca œîtôšòasparœakåto bhedaÿ / ghaòþâdînâô
câœabdakânâô paœcâc chabdavatâô grahaòam / tasmâd anišiddhaÿ kšaòabhaóga
iti / .
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(v) YD 163.24 f.: ucyate kšaòabhaógapratišedhât / prâg eva kšaòabhaóg<e>
nirdišþaô (YD 133.8) vinašþânâô bhâvânâô punarutpattau nâsti kâraòam /
tadabhâve côtpattir ayuktêti / .
(vi) YD 169.10–15: tathâ ca kšaòabhaógâdhikâre bhavadbhir apy uktaô “yasya
hi pratikšaòam anyathâtvaô nâsti tasya bâhyapratyayo bhedaÿ / paœcâd
viœešagrahaòe nâsti tadyathâ bhûmer apacyamânâyâÿ pâkajânâm / na ca bhûmeÿ
pratikšaòam anyathâtvaô nâsty akšaòikatvaprasaógât” <iti> / saukšmyâd
duradhigamo
bheda
iti
dåšþântaÿ
pratyuktaÿ /
tasmât
siddhaô
saóghâtaparârthatvâd asti purušaÿ <iti> / .
(vii) YD 188.20–23: atra kšaòikavâdy âha: yady arthagrahaòaô buddhir anityâ /
kasmât /
hetvapekšaòât /
arthagrahaòaô
hîndriyâdivišayasannidhânam
âvaraòâdyabhâvaô câpekšate na ca nityasya kâraòâpekšôpapadyate / tasmâd
anityâ buddhiÿ / .
(viii) YD 190.18 f.: kšaòabhaógapratišedhe côktaô na påthivyâdînâm anyathâ
cânyathâ côtpattiÿ / .

–4.3–
This ‘reliance’ of the Yukti-dîpikâ-kâra on Vasubandhu’s works could suggest not
only great influence of the Buddhist master on the Sâôkhya teacher, but also point
to a rather short distance in time between them (Vasubandhu: 400–480 C.E., cf.
FRAUWALLNER (1961: 129 ff.)). CHAKRAVARTI (1952: 153) went so far in his
opinion as to say that ‘[i]n short, the Yukti-dîpikâ may be better called a rejoinder of
the Paramârtha-Saptati’. Tradition has it that Vasubandhu composed an antiSâôkhya treatise under the title Paramârtha-saptatikâ in order to reject the opinions
of a Sâôkhya teacher, Vindhyavâsin (cf. Paramârtha’s Life of Vasubandhu,
FRAUWALLNER (1951); CHAKRAVARTI (1952: 142–155)). In his AK Vasubandhu
mentioned only the name of Vâršagaòya. A harsh attack on Vindhyavâsin is found
in the Abhidharma-dîpa, a post-Vasubandhu Sarvâsti-vâda treatise (cf. MEJOR
(1999: 112 f.)). References to Paramârtha-saptatikâ have been collected in MEJOR
(1999: 107 ff.) (now one can add also a reference to the Râja-vârttika of Akalaóka,
a Jaina author (see below)).
If we combine the references to Vasubandhu, to Dignâga’s definition of pratyakša
(Dignâga: 480–540 C.E., FRAUWALLNER (1961: 137)), and quotations from
Bhartåhari’s VP (Bhartåhari: 450–510 C.E., FRAUWALLNER (1961: 135)), all that
gives a solid basis for the lower limit of the Yukti-dîpikâ at ca. 550 C.E., which is in
agreement with the date proposed by FRAUWALLNER. Still the upper limit remains
an open question.
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–5–
Now, a serious problem is posed by the alleged Kâœikâ quotation(s). The passage
which comes from the Kâœikâ-våtti ad Pâò 2.2.16, as it was pointed out by the
present Editors (vide supra § 2), deserves a very careful consideration, since its
testimony moves the date of YD behind 700 C.E., i.e. after Dharmakîrti.
In the following, I am going to introduce a passage from the Jaya-maógalâ
commentary on the SK 1, which may throw a new light on the difficulty. First, the
relevant text of the Yukti-dîpikâ, containing the Kâœikâ passage, will be given
together with Wezler’s analytical translation (WEZLER (1974)). In the next
paragraph the parallel passage from JM will be analysed.
To make the things even more complicated, there is still another passage from YD
which has its parallel in the Kâœikâ (ad Pâò 5.2.93), as it was pointed out by
OBERHAMMER (1967–68: 616). This fragment will be analysed below as well.
–5.1–
The text of YD fragment is reproduced here according to WEZLER–MOTEGI’s
edition, together with the Editors’ references (the vârttikas are marked by the
Editors with the bold face):
[p. 11.6] yad uktaô
[7] (10.5) kasminn arthe bhavatîti tatrâha—
[8] TADAPAGHÂTAKE HETAU / (SK 1b’)
[9] apahantîty apaghâtakaÿ, tasyâpaghâtakas tadapaghâtakaÿ /
[10] âha: tadapaghâtake iti samâsânupapattiÿ pratišedhât / “kartari*
[11] yau tåjakau tâbhyâô saha šašþhî na samasyate” (Kâœikâ 2.2.16, Pâò
2.2.15) /
[12] tasmât tasyâpaghâtaka iti vaktavyam /
[13] ucyate: na œâstre darœanât / “tatprayojako hetuœ ca” (Pâò 1.4.55) iti
[14] œâstre dåšþaÿ prayogaÿ / padakâraœ câha “jâtivâcakatvât” (Vâr. 7 on Pâò
4.1.14,
[15] MBhâšya 2.206.23; Vâr. 1 on Pâò 1.2.10, MBhâšya I.107.21) / tathâ
“kadâcid
[16] guòo guòiviœešako bhavati kadâcit tu guòinâ guòo viœišyate ” (cf. MBhâ
[p. 12.1] 2.356.8–9) iti cûròikârasya prayogaÿ / tasmâd anavadyam etat / ayaô tu
[2] piòðârthaÿ / trividhena duÿkhenâbhihato brâhmaòas tadapaghâtakaô
hetuô
[3] jijñâsate / ko nâmâsau hetuÿ syâd yo duÿkhatrayam abhihanyâd iti /
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*) Kâœikâ ad Pâò 2.2.16 (p. 74.17) reads: kartari ca yau … Cf. Kâœikâ ad 2.2.15
(p. 74.13): kartari yâ šašþhî sâ tåcâkena ca saha na samasyate / . [M.M.].

–5.1.1–
Below is reproduced Wezler’s translation of the above fragment (WEZLER (1974:
439 f.)); some passages left untranslated by WEZLER (as irrelevant for his
discussion) were translated here by the present author.
(YD 11.6–9, transl.—M.M.:) ‘It was asked [before:] “What is the
purpose [of that desire for enquiry (jijñâsâ)]?”, here he [= the author]
says: “[Enquiry] with regard to the warding-off of that [threefold
suffering].” [That which is] warding off, i.e. removing; “warding off
that,” i.e. getting rid of that [triad of suffering].’
WEZLER (1974: 439.2–3):
(YD 11.10) ‘as for tadapaghâtaka- (or: -apaghâtake), impropriety of
the compound because of the prohibition.’
WEZLER (1974: 439.10–15):
(YD 11.10–12) ‘a sixth [case-ending] (i.e. a noun ending in a genitive)
is not compounded with the two [primary suffixes] tåc* and aka** that
are added [to a root] to denote the agent [i.e. with a noun ending in
either of these suffixes]; therefore [the compound tadapaghâtaka- is
grammatically incorrect and] it ought to be said tasyâpaghâtake.’
WEZLER (1974: 439.25–27):
(YD 11.13) ‘no (i.e. the formation of the compound tadapaghâtaka- is
not improper, it is, on the contrary, admitted), since [compounds of
this structure] are met with in the œâstra.’
WEZLER (1974: 439.32–440.4):
(YD 11.13–12.1): ‘in the œâstra (i.e. the Ašþâdhyâyî of Pâòini) there is
seen the usage “kartå as well as hetu is he who instigates him” (i.e. by
Pâòini himself such a compound is used); and Kâtyâyana says
[vârttika 7 on Pâò 4.1.14, Mahâbhâšya II 206.23, and vârttika 1 on
Pâò 1.2.30, Mahâbhâšya I 197.21): ‘because it denotes the generic
form’ (i.e. Kâtyâyana, too, employs such a compound); likewise there
is the usage of Patañjali (Mahâbhâšya II 356.8–9): ‘sometimes a
quality is found to qualify that which possesses the quality, sometimes
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a quality is qualified by that which possesses the quality’ (i.e. as Pâòini
and Kâtyâyana, just so the third of the munitrayas, Patañjali, does use
a genitive tatpuruša compound with a nomen agentis forming its
posterior member). Therefore this (i.e. tadapaghâtake in kâ 1) is
unobjectionable’.
(YD 12.1–3 [translation—M.M.]): ‘And this is the summary meaning.
A Brahmin affected by the threefold suffering desires to know a cause
which could ward it off, [thinking:] “What would be namely that cause
which could destroy the triad of suffering?”.’
*) tåc = kåt suffix -tå- (cf. Pâò 3.1.133; 2.2.15) [M.M.];
**) aka = kåt suffix -aka- (cf. Pâò 3.1.133; 2.2.15) [M.M.].
–5.2–
From among the eight existing commentaries on the SK5, i.e. Suvaròa-saptati
(Paramârtha’s Chinese version from 557–569 C.E.), Sâôkhya-saptati-våtti (V1),
Sâôkhya-våtti (V2), Gauðapâda, Mâþhara-våtti, Yukti-dîpikâ, Jaya-maógalâ, and
Tattva-kaumudî (Vâcaspatimiœra, ca. 850 C.E.), it is only YD and JM which contain
a grammatical comment on the ‘Kâœikâ’ passage.
It should be noted that JM6 is exceptional among the other commentaries on the
SK (besides, of course, YD itself) as being relatively rich in grammatical comments:
it has as many as seven grammatical references to Pâòini.7 Grammatical references
in the Jaya-maógalâ (ed. Satkâriœarmâ Vaógîya) are the following:
ad SK 1 (p. 66): Pâò 2.2.15; Pâò 1.4.55;
ad SK 12 (p. 77): Pâò 3.3.113;
ad SK 32 (p. 94): Pâò 3.3.113;

5

ad SK 4 (p. 69): svârthe šyañ;
ad SK 13 (p. 79): Pâò 3.3.113;
ad SK 41 (p. 100): Pâò 2.3.32.

Cf. SOLOMON (1974: 111–181: ‘Chronological Order of the Commentaries of the
Sâôkhya Kârikâ’).
6
See SHARMA (1929); CHAKRAVARTI (1975: 164–168); EIPHIL IV (: 271–287).
7
Cf. TK ad SK 1 (p. 3): šašþhî-sthâne sârva-vibhaktikas tasiÿ; ad SK 14 (p. 32): Pâò
1.4.22; ad SK 51 (p. 66): Pâò 6.4.68; ad SK 64 (p. 77): yathâhuÿ—‘kå-bhv-astayaÿ
kriyâ-sâmânya-vacanâÿ’ iti [Siddhânta-kaumudî] [sic!—MM]. Other commentaries do
not have such references. The editors of TK identified the quotation in SK (from the
seventeenth century), but it must go back to an earlier common source for both TK and SK.
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–5.2.1–
On the basis of the following references it can be admitted that the Jaya-maógalâ
refers to YD, and Vâcaspatimiœra’s TK refers to the Jaya-maógalâ.
(i) YD 2.12 ff.:
= JM ad SK 51, p. 108:
tathâ câha saógraha-kâraÿ—
astitvam ekatvam athârthavattvaô pârârthyam anyatvam *akartå-bhâvaÿ /
yogo viyogo bahavaÿ pumâôsaÿ sthitiÿ œarîrasya ca œeša-våttiÿ // iti //
*) atho nivåttiÿ; so also Mâþhara-våtti ad SK 72, p. 63.5; V1, p. 80.
= TK ad SK 72, p. 81:
tathâ ca râja-vârttikam //
pradhânâstitvam ekatvam arthavattvam athânyatâ /
pârârthyaô ca tathânaikyaô viyogo yoga eva ca //
œeša-våttir akartåtvaô *maulikârthâÿ småtâ daœa /
viparyayaÿ pañcavidhas tathôktâ nava tušþayaÿ //
karaòânâm asâmarthyam ašþa-viôœatidhâ matam /
iti šašþiÿ padârthânâm ašþabhiÿ saha siddhibhiÿ // iti //
*) YD 2.15: cûlikârthâÿ; daœa maulikâÿ = Mâþhara-våtti, p. 63.4; V1, p. 80. Cf.
Sharma, TK (‘Introduction’, p. 29).
C o m m e n t : Here are listed the so-called ‘ten basic topics’ (transl. in WEZLER
(1974: 450)). It is evident that the TK quotes directly from YD while JM and the M
must have taken their quotation from another (common) source.
(ii) YD 180.1: JM discussion of the seven types of action ad SK 19; cf. Sharma,
TK, Notes, p. 28 f. (§ 134).
(iii) JM 84.15–19: tatra siddhe puôsi vivâdaÿ / … = YD 173.30 ff.; 174.15 ff.,
esp. l. 20 ff. Here clearly JM summarises the discussion which is found in YD. This
passage is another important evidence that JM in its explanations must have referred
also to YD.
(iv) Miscellaneous references:
—Interpretation of kâraòa-kârya-vibhâga ad SK 15:
JM, p. 81.20 f.: asmin vyâkhyâne … anyair vyâkhyâyate …
See Sharma, TK, Notes, p. 24 (§ 112); CHAKRAVARTI (1952: 166 f.; n. 2).
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—8 siddhi (‘attainments’)—Vâcaspati describes and rejects an interpretation ad
SK 51 set forth only in JM, p. 106 f.
—TK, p. 66: anye vyâcakšate …
Cf. SHARMA (1929: 429); Sharma, TK (Notes, p. 44, § 237); CHAKRAVARTI (1952:
166, 167).
—V1 ad SK 17: saôghâta-parârthatvât; Solomon (Notes, p. 106): ‘Compare T
which is clearly indebted to J’.
—V2 ad SK 31: kâryam; Solomon (Notes, p. 97): ‘Y explains … . J has … . This
is clearly an exposition of Y here’.
—JM 71.4 f.: sambandhâœ ca sapta—YD?
—JM 80.15: tasmâd iha loke kâraòa-guòakaô kâryaô dåšþam / = YD 140.9.
—JM 80.25 f.: yathâ mûla- = YD 141.18 ff.
—JM 81.2: mahad-ahaô-kâra- = YD 141.18 ff.
—JM 81.24,25,26 = YD 148.9 f.
—JM 84.9: yaœ ca bhoktâ sa eva purušaÿ … = YD 170.6–7.
—JM 85.22 = YD 180.1.
—JM 85.23 = YD 180.25; 177.1.
—JM 85.25 = cf. YD 180.28.
—JM 85.27 = cf. YD 179.34 f.
—JM 89.18 f. = YD 195.1.
—JM 92.19 f., 21 = YD 206.6 f.
—JM 92.22 = YD 206.35 f.
—JM 95.12 = YD 217.2.
—JM 102.20–21 (stanza) = cf. YD 235.21.
—JM 104.25–28 = YD 243.7–9.
—JM 105.1–2 (stanza) = YD 243.4–5; TK p. 62.
—JM 107.1–12 = TK p. 66–67; SHARMA (1929: 428 f.).
—JM 109.18 ff. = TK p. 69.
—JM 111.1–2 = TK p. 70.
—JM 112.3–4 (stanza) = cf. Mâþhara-våtti, p. 3.28–29 (tathâ ca laukikânâm
âbhâòakaÿ); YD 51.11–12.
–5.3–
Now, let us analyse the JM passage commenting on SK 1b in the light of the
above given analysis of YD made by Wezler.
Jaya-maógalâ (ed. Satkâriœarmâ Vaógîya; plain text without editor’s comments):
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[p. 66.3] kasmin višaya ity âha / tad-avaghâtake hetâv iti / avaghâtayaty apanayatîty
[4] avaghâtakaÿ / tasya duÿkha-trayasyâvaghâtakas tad-avaghâtakaÿ /
tåjakâbhyâô
[5] šašþhî-samâsa-pratišedhaÿ tat-prayojako hetuœ ca
[6] iti jñâpanât na bhavati / duÿkhavân aham etat-pratîkâram anvešayâ[7] mîti prâyo-vâdaÿ / sa ca pañca-viôœati-tattvajnânân nânya iti manasi
vartate /
Translation:
‘[In answer to the question] “With regard to what?”—[the author] says:
“[There arises desire for enquiry] into the means of warding that off.”
“[That which is] warding off,” means “[that which] causes to drive
away (to expel, to keep off, to fend off)” (avaÖhan), [i.e.] “takes away,
removes” (apaÖnî). “[That which is] warding that off” [means]
warding off / removing that triad of suffering.
[Objection:] [According to the rule of Pâò 2.2.15,] “with the primary
suffixes tåc and aka,” [when they denote the agent,] there is a
prohibition of a sixth-case-ending compound …
[Answer:] [but] because [the acceptable usage of a similar compound,
viz.] “kartå as well as hetu is he who instigates him” was made known
[from the rule of Pâò1.4.55,] there is no [such prohibition, i.e. such a
compound like tad-av(p)aghâtaka is acceptable, one cannot object to
its correctness].
“I am suffering, [and] I am seeking a remedy to that [miserable
condition],” so says the current saying. “That [remedy can come only]
from the knowledge of the twenty five principles, there is no other
[than that],” thus it is passing through his [i.e. Îœvarakåšòa’s] mind.’

–5.3.1–
It follows from the above translation that JM refers to YD discussion: It contains a
grammatical explanation of the compound tad-ap(v)aghâtaka, which is directly
based on Pâòini’s rules 2.2.15 and 1.4.55. The former rule is referred to in the
objection which has been raised with regard to the correctness of the compound tadapaghâtaka, while the latter one forms part of the answer which justifies that
compound. YD vârttika words: samâsa and pratišedha, together with the
conjectured šašþhî, are present in JM laconic sentence which combines both the
objection and the clarifying answer. It seems therefore that the Jaya-maógalâ
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contains a true parallel to YD, which consists of a brief grammatical comment,
including references to the Pâòini’s rules, together with a concluding statement. Its
wording fits well into the wording of the vârttika pattern of YD and reflects well the
polemics with regard to the correctness of the compound tad-apaghâtaka.
Moreover, JM passage continues YD conclusion of the whole paragraph, speaking
about the possibility to remove the triad of suffering.
It should be made clear, however, that the present author does not claim that JM
passage represents the original reading of YD. Perhaps JM has preserved the reading
closer to the original reading of YD which was only later replaced by a lucid
explanation taken from the Kâœikâ, maybe by the way of insertion of a marginal
note. Consequently, if we agree that the Kâœikâ passage is a later insertion, then the
earlier date for YD, i.e. ca. 550 C.E., is secured. Such a statement is, of course,
subject to criticism as a mere guess-work. The fact that JM refers to and summarises
a grammatical question which was discussed in YD does not explain or rule out the
occurrence of the passage from the Kâœikâ. But, at the same time, we should
remember that YD—as it was so keenly observed by WEZLER (1974)—has been
modelled on MBhâ and right in its very structure it follows its pattern. It is sufficient
to look into the index of quotations compiled by the present Editors of YD to see
how much MBhâ influenced YD. How then to explain the occurrence of the
quotation(s) from the Kâœikâ? Obviously, it is not enough to say simply that it is a
later interpolation. Another passage from YD and its relation to the Kâœikâ deserves
more attention of competent scholars.

–5.4–
G. OBERHAMMER in his analysis of ‘the formal elements which gave form to a
scientific work’ (tantra-yukti) in YD, observed strong influence of grammar in the
context of the theory of the tantra-yuktis, and called attention (OBERHAMMER
(1967–68: 614 ff.)) to the passage YD 8.2–3; 6–7.
(i) YD 8.2–3, 6–7 (ed. WEZLER–MOTEGI):
itikaraòaô* (3.11) prakârârtham / evamprakârâ (recte: evaô-) anye
’pi drašþavyaÿ / tadyathotsargo ’pavâdo ’tideœa ityâdi / … / ity evam
anyâ api tantrayuktayaÿ œakyâ iha pradarœayitum /
*) MBhâ and Kâœikâ read: -karaòaÿ.
Translation: ‘The word iti has the meaning of “type”. Other [tantrayuktis] should be explained as of the same type, too. As for example:
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utsarga ‘general rule’, apavâda ‘special rule, exception’, atideœa
‘extended application’, etc. … Thus, also other tantra-yuktis can be
indicated here in a similar way.’ [M.M.]
OBERHAMMER (1967–68: 615) commented: ‘Apart from atideœaÿ these terms [i.e.
utsarga, apavâda—M.M.], obviously regarded by the author of the Yukti-dîpikâ as
tantrayukti-s, are not to be found in the old tradition of the tantrayukti-s. They are,
however, to be found in grammar, for instance in Patañjali’s Mahâbhâšya’. As a
parallel to YD expression iti-karaòaô prakârârtham OBERHAMMER (1967–68: 616
and n. 2) mentioned the passage from Kâtyâyana’s vârttika on Pâò 1.1.44(3), and
pointed out—what is most important in our context—that ‘[t]he definition of the
Yukti-dîpikâ is also found in the Kâœikâ: itikaraòaÿ prakârârthaÿ’ [= Kâœikâ ad Pâò
5.2.93].
(ii) The definition is found in the MBhâ vârttika 3 ad Pâò 1.1.44: (na vêti
vibhâšâ / ) iti-karaòo ’rtha-nirdeœârthaÿ // 3 //
Translation of Pâò 1.1.44: ‘(The t[erminus] t[echnicus]) vibhâšâ
denotes the meaning of the combined particles na vâ “or not” (literally
“not or”) and signifies optionality’ [KATRE (1989: 18)].
Kâœikâ p. 12 l. 1 from below-13.1: iti-karaòo ’rtha-nirdeœârthaÿ / .
Translation: ‘The word iti has the meaning of ‘specification of sense’’.
(iii) Pâò 5.2.93: indriyam indra-liógam indra-dåšþam indra-såšþam indra-jušþam
indra-dattam iti vâ //
Translation: ‘The expression indr-iyá is introduced to denote the
following senses: (1) means (lióga-m) by which the self is inferred;
(2) perceived by the Self; (3) created by the Self; (4) nourished by the
Self, or (5) given by the Self.’ [KATRE (1989: 572)].
Kâœikâ ad Pâò 5.2.93 [298.3–4]: iti-karaòaÿ prakârârthaÿ / sati saôbhave
vyutpattir anyathâpi kartavyâ, rûðher aniyamâd iti //
Translation: ‘The word iti has the meaning of “type”. When possible,
also other derivation can be made, because there is no limitation of a
[conventional] usage [of the word].’
–5.4.1–
The Yukti-dîpikâ-kâra while commenting on the summary stanza (YD 3.10–11) in
which the tantra-yuktis are enumerated, explained the meaning of the word iti (iti
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tantra-sampat) with the definition iti-karaòaô prakârârtham which is also found in
the Kâœikâ commentary on Pâòini’s sûtra 5.2.93. This definition differs from the one
given in Vârttika 3 on Pâò 1.1.44: iti-karaòo ’rtha-nirdeœârthaÿ. The Kâœikâ knows
both definitions while commenting on Pâò 5.2.93 and Pâò 1.1.44, respectively. As
far as I can see, YD has only the former one (with the reading °−karaòaô). Now it is
of crucial importance to decide whether it is YD which borrowed the definition
from the Kâœikâ or vice versa. If the latter is proved by further investigation,
herewith we would obtain an argument that the Kâœikâ is posterior to the Yuktidîpikâ. In consequence, we could accept 550 C.E. as a terminus post quem, and 700
C.E. as a terminus ante quem for YD.
–6.1–
In his paper of 1981, WEZLER called attention to Siôhasûrigaòi’s commentary
Nyâyâgamânusâriòî (probably sixth century) on Mallavâdin’s Dvâdaœâra-nayacakra (here abbr. DNCV), since it contains a few interesting passages related to YD.
It is difficult to say whether they testify to its author’s direct acquaintance with YD,
rather they may refer to a common source (WEZLER (1981: 174, n. 55)). Here are
collected the most distinct fragments, culled from the references which are found in
the extensive notes of Œrî Muni Jambûvijaya (underline is mine—M.M.):
(i) YD 89.7 (ed. WEZLER–MOTEGI):
tatra yadâ hetuÿ parapakšam <an>*apekšya yathârthena svarûpeòa
**sâdhya-siddhâv apadiœyate tadâ vîtâkhyo bhavati /
= DNCV 313.10–314.1 (cf. p. 313 n. 7):
yadâ hetuÿ para-pakšam avy*apekšya svenÎva rûpeòa **kâryasiddhâv apadiœyate tadâ vîtâkhyo bhavati /
*) WEZLER–MOTEGI (1998) observe in n. 6: ‘all the Mss read apekšya’.
**) Reading sâdhya-siddhau(âv−°) confirmed in the body of the text of YD, while
the DNCV reads consequently: kârya-siddhâv−°.
(ii) YD 92.19–21 (ed. WEZLER–MOTEGI):
yo ’yam âdhyâtmikânâô bhedânâô kâryak<a>*raòâtmakânâô
caikajâtisamanvayo dåšþa ity evamâdiÿ sâdhanaprapañcaÿ so ’hetur
ity uktaô bhavati /
= DNCV 314.7–8 (cf. note 3):
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prayogaœ ca—asti pradhânaô bhedânâm anvaya-darœanât,
âdhyâtmikânâô bhedânâô kârya-kâ*raòâtmakânâm eka-jâtisamanvayo dåšþa ity candana-œakalâdi-dåšþântaô vakšyati /
*) In their note 12 WEZLER–MOTEGI observe that ‘all the Mss read
kâryakâraòâtmakânâô’; DNCV reads: °−kâraòa−°.
(iii) YD 261.1 (ed. WEZLER–MOTEGI):
sukhaô ca duÿkhaô <cânu>*œayaô ca vâreòâyaô sevate tatra tatra //
= DNC 267.1:
sukhaô ca duÿkhaô cânuœayaô ca vâreòâyaô sevate tatra tatra //
*) In their n. 1 WEZLER–MOTEGI observe: ‘All the Mss read ca hi saôœayaô’;
their emendation agrees with the reading of DNC.
–6.2–
The passages given above may not be of decisive value in our attempt to trace
links to other texts which could throw a light on the possible date of YD. There is
however one more testimony which is of such a value, viz. the DNCV reproduces
two lists of Sâôkhya terms which exactly correspond to those of YD. To be sure,
other commentaries on the SK also reproduce these old lists, apparently quoting
from a common older source (see the comparative table in EIPHIL IV (: 632);
Solomon, V1, Notes). The point is that it is the DNCV alone which has them exactly
in the same form as YD. Therefore it may be surmised that Siôhasûri might have
consulted YD text (or the same source). In this case YD cannot be placed later than
600 C.E. In case of the second possibility—viz. if Siôhasûri had consulted the same
source, but not YD directly—YD could be much later.
–6.2.1–
List of nine contentments, YD ad SK 50 (244 ff.): … navavidhâ tušþiÿ /
= (four âdhyâtmika:) 1. ambha, 2. salila, 3. ogha, 4. våšþi; (five
bâhya:) 5. sutâra, 6. supâra, 7. sunetra, 8. sumârîca, 9. uttamâbhaya.
The same list is reproduced in DNCV 316.5–317.3:
sannihita-višaya-santošâc cikîršitâd arthâd ûnasya nivåttir ekÎva
tušþir upâyanavattvâd nava-vidhâ tušþiÿ / prakåty-upâdâna-kâlabhâgya-kâraòa-pûrvaka-purušânyatvâparijñânâd mâdhyasthya-lâbho
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’mbhaÿ salilÛgha-våšþyâkhyâÿ œarîra-œarîri-viœešaòôpâyâœ catasra
âdhyâtmikâs tušþayaÿ / bâhyâœ ca višaya-nirvedajâÿ pañca višayešv
arjana-rakšaòa-kšaya-saóga-hiôsâ-doša-darœanât
sutâra-supârasunetra-[su]mârîcôttamâbhayâkhyâ iti nava tušþayaÿ /
–6.2.2–
List of eight accomplishments, YD ad SK 51 (251 ff.): ašþau siddhayaÿ /
= 1. târakam, 2. sutâram, 3. târayantam, 4. pramodam, 5. pramuditam,
6. modamânam, 7. ramyakam, 8. sadâ-pramuditam.
The same list in DNCV 316.1–4:
siddhir ûhena sâdhanaô târakam, œabdena sutâram, adhyayanena
târayantam, vâtâdîny âdhyâtmikâny abhyatîtya kriyayâ târaka-sutâratârayantânâm
anyatamena
pramodam,
mânušyâdyâdhibhautikâtyayena tat-trayânyatamenÎva pramuditam, œîtâdyâdhidaivikâtyayena tat-trayânyatamenÎva modamânam, yadâ kuœalasaôsåšþa-vyapâœrayât sandehâtikramât tad-anyatamena ramyakam,
daurbhâgyâtikrameòa sadâ-pramuditam ity ašþau siddhayaÿ /
–6.2.3–
Other passages in common:
Cf. DNCV 144: na karmaòâ na prajayâ dhanena … [Kaivalyôpanišad 3] =
= YD 37.1.
Cf. DNCV 267: sukhaô ca duÿkhaô cânuœayaô ca … = YD 261.1.
Cf. DNCV 107.24: œrotrâdi-våttiÿ pratyakšam … = YD 5.11; 76.21 (cf. WEZLER
(1981: 368, n. 43)).
Cf. DNCV 107.16: kalpanâpoðhaô pratyakšam … (YD 76.21).
Cf. DNCV 106.2,15: tatra katamad vijñâna-mâtram idaô sarvaô traidhâtukam;
105.4: vijñâna-mâtram idaô tribhuvanam (cf. WEZLER (1981: 368, n. 41)).
–6.3–
The Râja-vârttika, a Jaina work composed by Akalaóka, being a commentary on
the Tattvârthâdhigama-sûtra, has been compiled on a similar pattern as YD:
vârttika cum commentary (see BRONKHORST (1990: 123–146)). Moreover, it bears
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the same title as YD: Râja-vârttika. It contains references to Mâþhara (see below
p. 278). It is difficult, however, to say whether there is any direct link connecting
the two texts. Nevertheless, I would like to point out that it contains—besides a few
quotations in common—the same set of five definitions of pratyakša which are
discussed in YD (76.17–22; 5.11–14). The order of definitions is slightly different
from that of YD: 2–3–5–4–1, viz.:
(i) RVâr 53.29–30:
pratyakšaô kalpanâpoðhaô nâma-jâtyâdi-yojanâ /
asâdhâraòa-hetutvâd aikšas tad vyapadiœyate // [= PS 1.3,4];
(ii) RVâr 53.31–32: indriyârtha-sannikaršôtpannaô jñânam avyapadeœyam
avyabhicâri vyavasâyâtmakaô pratyakšam [= Nyâya-sûtra 1.1.4];
(iii) RVâr 53.32: âtmêndriya-mano ’rtha-sannikaršâd yan nišpadyate tad anyat
[= Vaiœešika-sûtra 3.1.18];
(iv) RVâr 54.1–2: œrotrâdi-våttiÿ pratyakšam [= vâršagaòâÿ, M.M.];
(v) RVâr 54.2: sat-saôprayoge purušasyêndriyâòâô buddhi-janma tat
pratyakšam [= Mîmâôsâ-sûtra 1.1.4] iti ca sarvair abhyupagamyate / .
–6.3.1–
Other parallel passages include the following:
(i) Quotation of a stanza:
RVâr ad 5.22 (483.):
ârambhâya prasåtâ yasmin kâle bhavanti kartâraÿ /
kâryasyânišþhâtaÿ tan madhyama-kâlam icchanti // iti.
= YD (118.11–12):
ârambhâya prasåtâ yasmin kâle bhavanti kartâraÿ /
kâryasyâ niš<ò>âtâs taô madhyamaô kâlam icchanti //
(ii) Quotation of a stanza which has been ascribed to Vasubandhu, from his lost
work Paramârtha-saptatikâ (cf. MEJOR (1999: 107 ff.)):
RVâr (459.21–22):
atra kaœcid âha—
varšâtapâbhyâô kiô vyomnaœ carmaòy asti tayoÿ phalam /
carmôpamaœ cet so ’nityaÿ kha-tulyaœ ced asat-phalam //
= YD 182.4 f.
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(iii) Quotation from Bhartåhari’s VP 2.235:
RVâr ad 1.13 (57.4–5):
œâstrešu prakriyâ-bhedair avidyÎvôpavaròyate /
anâgama-vikalpâ hi svayaô vidyâ pravartate //
(iv) Cf. also reference to the Buddhist concept of nirvâòa:
RVâr ad 1.12 (54.23–55.1):
‘nirvâòaô dvividhaô sopadhi-viœešaô nirupadhi-viœešaô cêti / tatra
sopadhi-viœeše nirvâòe boddhâsti’ iti / .
Cf. YD (266.24 f.):
etac câvasthânaô bauddhair <nirupadhiœešanirvâòam ity ayam>
apavargo vyâkhyâtaÿ / etat paraô brahma dhruvam amalam
abhayam / . (Cf. also Prasanna-padâ, p. 519).
(v) Quotation from the PG 5; see von ROSPATT (1995: 16, n. 14,15):
kšaòikâÿ sarva-saôskârâÿ, asthirâòâô kutaÿ kriyâ /
bhûtir yešâô kriyâ sÎva kârakaÿ sÎva côcyate // .
Cf. YD 129.5: sarvam eva kšaòikaô … . YD quotes the PG 2–4, see notes below.
(vi) RVâr mentions Kapila, Gârgya, Mâþhara and others among the followers of
the akriyâ-vâda:
(a) RVâr 74.4–5:
marîci-kumâra-kapilôlûka-gârgya-vyâghra-bhûti-vâdvalimâþhara-maudgalyayânâdînâm akriyâ-vâda-dåšþinâô catura-œîtiÿ / ;
(b) RVâr 562.4–6:
marîci-kumârôlûka-kapila-gârgya-vyâghra-bhûti-vâdvali*mâþhara-maudgalyâyana-prabhåti-darœana-bhedât akriyâ-(kriyâ−)vâdâ aœîti-œatasaôkhyâÿ pratyetavyaÿ / .
*) -vâddhaliôka-.
(vii) Miscellaneous:
(a) Pratîtya-samutpâda. RVâr (12.15–13.22) contains a long quotation from the
Œâlistamba-sûtra.
(b) References to AK:
RVâr 55.16–17 = AK I.32:
savitarka-vicârâ hi pañca vijñâna-dhâtavaÿ /
antyâs trayas tri-prakârâÿ œešâ ubhaya-varjitâÿ //
RVâr 55.26 = AK I.17a-b:
šaòòâm anantarâtîtaô vijñânaô yad dhi tan manaÿ /
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APPENDIX

Miscellaneous references to WEZLER–MOTEGI’s edition of the Yukti-dîpikâ:
YD 3.21: sûcanât sûtram /
—Sgra sbyor bam po gñis pa (§ 126): sûtra zhes bya ba artha-sûcanâd(t) sûtra
zhes bya ste / .
—AS (p. 78.5–10): yad abhipretârthaô sûcanâkâreòa gadya-bhâšitam / ;
—ASBh (p. 95, § 113): tatra yad abhipretârtha-sûcanâkâreòa gadya-bhâšitam / ;
—Sâratamâ (p. 2.4): yatra [gambhîra-]padair artha-sûcanam.
YD 16.2–3: mokšo hi kâmarûpârûpyadhâtutrayâd išyate /
—cf. YD 18.2–5.
YD 7.19–20: tadyathâ ‘pâcako lâvaka’ iti /
= vide YD 206.29: yathaiko devadatta pâcako lâvaka iti kvacit /
—Cf. ŒBh (p. 20.7): yathâ pâcako lâvaka iti / .
YD 26.7 (stanza): âhâraœ ca vihâraœ ca … /
= vide infra YD 219.21: … karmanimitto vâgbuddhisvabhâvâhâravihâraœaktibhedabhinno vicitraÿ saôsâra(ÿ) … ; seemingly refers to AKBh 4.1 and 3.38d,
see below.
—Cf. WEZLER (1990). Other examples in the AKBh ad 3.38d (theory of âhâra:
âhâra-sthitika jagat; vihâra = ed. Pradhan 224.1, 225.16, 244.15); RVaiBh ad
4.62 (p. 145.24 f.), sixfold âhâra.
YD 37.1: na karmaòâ na prajayâ dhanena tyâgenaikenâmåtatvam ânaœuÿ // (cf.
Kaivalyôpanišad 3).
= See YD 51.1.
—SPBh (p. 94.25, padas c-d of a stanza): na karmaòâ na prajayâ dhanena,
tyâgenÎke amåtatvam ânaœur / [= Appendix III: Taittirîyâraòyaka 10.10.3].
YD 38.13 f.: agnihotraô juhuyât svargakâmaÿ /
= See YD 232.26.
—Maitry-upanišad 6.36;
—Cf. PV I.318a-b (Gnoli, p. 167):
tenâgni-hotraô juhuyât svarga-kâma iti œrutau /
khâdec chva-mâôsam ity eša nârtha ity atra kâ pramâ // .
—PVin. (Teil I, p. 63);
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—TSP (p. 535.6 [ad 1501–1502 (Pramâòântara-bhâva-parîkšâ)]; p. 782.22 [ad
2335–2337 (Œruti-parîkšâ)];
—MNP (p. 195 n. 6).
—Cf. also DNCV (p. 45, 89).
YD 51.1: tam eva viditvâmåtatvam eti nânyaÿ panthâyanâya vidyate / (cf.
Œvetâœvatarôpanišad 3.8; 6.15).
= See above YD 37.1.
— SPBh (p. 94.24, padas a-b of a stanza): tam eva viditvâti måtyum eti nânyaÿ
panthâ vidyate ’yanâya / [= Appendix III: Œvetâœvatarôpanišad 3.8; 6.15]. See
OBERLIES (1996: 145, n. 112).
YD 53.5–6: dadhnâ juhoti /
—MNP (p. 204.21 f.; cf. p. 204 n. 54 for further references).
YD 70.20–21 (stanza):
tathâ šað ity anye—
pratyakšam anumânaô ca œabda<œ> copamayâ saha /
arthâpattir abhâvaœ ca hetavaÿ sâdhyasâdhakâÿ //
—The Tibetan version of Bhavya’s Madhyamaka-hådaya-kârikâ, chapter 9 on
Mîmâôsâ, contains a supernumerary verse (7’), without any equivalent in the
Sanskrit original, which reads:
mngon sum rjes su dpag pa dang /
sgra las byung dang ñer ‘jal bcas /
don gyis go dang dngos med pa’i /
gtan tshigs bsgrub bya sgrub par byed //
Identified in KAWASAKI (1976: 8–9; n. 4):
‘Direct perception, inference, verbal testimony, together with
resemblance, presumption, and non-existence—these [six] means of
knowledge demonstrate what should be demonstrated’ (KAWASAKI
(1976: 9)).
—Cf. MMU 1.15 (p. 8):
pratyakšam anumânaô ca œâbdaô côpamitis tathâ /
arthâpattir abhâvaœ ca šaþ pramâòâni mâdåœâm //
YD 71.16: vîtâvîtâv api hetû … / See also YD 84.19 ff.; 89.1; 92.25; 96.2; 97.5 ff.
—Cf. FRANCO (1999).
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YD 86.20: <vya>bhicârâd viœešâs tu pratîtâÿ pratipâdakâÿ /
—In addition to the Editors’ references to PS(V) add:
cf. MŒV (abhâva-pariccheda) v. 39:
na câpy abhâva-sâmânye pramâòam upajâyate /
vyabhicârâd viœešâs tu pratîyeran kathaô tayâ //
YD 86.23: … anityaÿ œabdaÿ kåtakatvâd iti /
Cf. e.g.:
—Nyâya-sûtra-bhâšya ad I.1.35;
—NP § 2.4;
—TSP ad 1437–38 (p. 514.11);
—Cf. also FRAUWALLNER (1957: 753) (Fr. 18a); TŒ (p. 14.3).
YD 88.9 f.: œayanâdînâô ca saóghâtatvât … /
—Add reference to YD 168.5.
YD 89.21: anupalabhyamânasyobhayathâdåšþatvât /
—Add reference to YD 167.3.
YD 104 n. (1) (pramâòavišayatvât) [Marginal Notes] stanza:
yathoktam—
janmatulyaô hi buddhînâm âptânâptagirâô œrutau /
janmâdikopayogaô* ca nânumâne trilakšaòaÿ //
*) Marked by the Editors as uncertain reading.
= MŒV (vâkyâdhikaraòam) v. 246:
janma tulyaô hi buddhînâm âptânâpta-girâô œrutau /
janmâdhikôpayogî ca nânumâyâs tri-lakšaòaÿ //
YD 111.15 ff.: parimâòo* hi nâmâvasthitasya dravyasya … /
*) read: pariòâmo.
—Cf. VâN (I: 13.11–13): avasthitasya dravyasya dharmântara-nivåttir
dharmântara-pradur-bhâvaœ ca pariòâmaÿ / ; (cf also 66.3–5).
YD 111.21–22 stanza:
jahad dharmântaraô pûrvam upâdatte yadâ param /
tattvâd apracyuto dharmî pariòâmaÿ sa ucyate //
= See also YD 163.12–13.
—Cf. references in VâN (II: 32 n. 155).
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YD 118.6–7 stanza:
asattvân nâsti sambandhaÿ *kârakaiÿ sattvasaógibhiÿ /
asambandhasya cotpattim icchato na vyavasthitaÿ //
—Quoted in SDS (p. 636);
*) kâraòaiÿ.
YD 154.24: jagadvaicitryopalambhât /
—Cf. AK 4.1a: karmaja loka-vaicitryam.
Cf. also BA 9 (p. 305.18–20; 359.3); Abhisamayâlaôkâra (p. 730.22; 968.6);
AVN (p. 87.11); AD v. 154 (118.5–6).
Cf. YD 219.20: karmaœaktivaicitryât / .
Cf. YD 43.2–3: dåœyate câyaô vâgbuddhisvabhâvâhâravihârabhedabhinna<ÿ>
karma<vipâka>vaicitrya-nimittaÿ saôsâraÿ /
—Cf. MŒV (citrâkšepa-parihâra) v. 3:
karmaòâô câpi vaicitryâd deœa-kâlâdy-apekšaòât /
kasyacic cârddha-bhuktatvât karmânyat pratibadhyate //
YD 167.13–14:
âtmaiva hy âtmano nâsti viparîtena kalpyate /
naiveha sattvam âtmâsti dharmâs tv ete sahetukâÿ //
= PG 4 (p. 168):
âtmÎva hy âtmano nâsti viparîtena kalpyate /
nÎveha sattvam [MS: sattvo] âtmâ vâ dharmâs tv ete sahetukâÿ //
‘The Self does not belong to the self; it is deludedly imagined. Here
there is no being or oneself. These dharmas have their causes.’
—Cf. Vasubandhu, Viôœatikâ-våtti (p. 5.22):
nâstîha sattva âtmâ vâ dharmâs tv ete sahetukâÿ /
YD 167.15–16:
dvâdaœaiva <bh>avâógâni skandhâyatanadhâtavaÿ /
vicintya sarvâòy etâni pudgalo nopalabhyate //
= PG 2 (p. 168):
dvâdaœÎva bhavâógâni skandhâyatana-dhâtavaÿ /
vicintya sarvâòy etâni pudgalo nôpalabhyate //
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‘The twelve members of phenomenal existence are the skandhas,
âyatanas, and dhâtus. Pondering all those, a person (pudgala) is not
found.’
YD 167.18–19:
œûnyam âdhyâtmikaô paœya œûnyaô paœya bahirgatam /
na dåœyate so ‘pi kaœcid yo bhâvayati œûnyatâm //
= PG 3 (p. 168):
œûnyam âdhyâtmikaô sarvaô œûnyaô sarvaô bahir-gatam /
na vidyate so ’pi kaœcid yo bhâvayati œûnyatâm //
‘Void is all within; void all without. Nor exists anyone who
contemplates the void.’
Further references in: MEJOR (1999: 104; 110–112, nn. 70–74).
YD 167.23: tasmât sarvapramâòânupalabdher nâsty âtmeti /
— NV ad 3.1.1 (p. 341.6): nâsty âtmânupalabdher iti cet / . Cf. OETKE (1988:
374 ff.).
YD 168.5: iha saóghâtâÿ parârthâ dåšþâs … /
—TSP ad v. 307 (p. 149.14): yac côktam—yat saóghâta-rûpaô tat parârthaô
dåšþam ity-âdi / ;
—PV, Manorathanandin ad 4.29 (Svâmî Dvârikâdâs Œâstri, p. 373.18 ff.): yathâ
“âtmâsti na vâ” iti vivâde tat-sâdhanârthaô sâôkhyena “parârthâœ cakšurâdayaÿ saóghâtatvât œayanâsanâdy-aógavat”—ity uktasya … / ;
—Mâþhara-våtti (p. 22.7): iha loke ye saóghâtâs te parârthâ dåšþâÿ paryaókaratha-œaraòâdayaÿ /
—Jaya-maógalâ (ed. Œrî Satkâriœarmâ Vaógîya, p. 83.20–21): iha loke saóghâtabâhyâÿ œayanâsanâdayo ye te parârthâ dåšþâÿ / ;
—SK, Paramârtha’s Chinese transl. ad SK 17 (TAKAKUSU (1904: 1002 (1))).
—Cf. also MŒV (âtma-vâda) v. 114:
saóghâta-sanniveœau ca na staÿ pârârthya-varjitau /
bhoktâ ca cetanaÿ kaœcid astîty atrâviruddhatâ //
YD 170.9: ucyate: bhoga … /
—Cf. SPBh ad I.104 (p. 51): cid-avasâno bhogaÿ / puruša-svarûpe caitanye
paryavasânaô yasyÎtâdåœo bhogaÿ siddhir ity arthaÿ / .
YD 170.14: cittaô mano vijñânam iti (Viôœ. p. 3.3, AKBh. p. 62.1–2).
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—Correct reference:
(a) cittaô mano ’tha vijñânam ekârtham / = AK 3.34a (ed. Pradhan, p. 61.22; ed.
Swami Dwarikadas Shastri, p. 208.2);
(b) Viôœatikâ-våtti (p. 3.3) [text reconstructed by LÉVI from the Tibetan and
Chinese, fully agrees with the Tibetan translation, cf. POUSSIN (1912)]: cittaô mano
vijñânaô vijñaptiœ cêti paryâyâÿ / .
YD 195.6: yasya asmipratyayasya viœešagrahaòaô bhavati—œabde ’haô sparœe
’haô rûpe ’haô rase ’haô gandhe ’ham iti /
—Reference is to Krama-dîpikâ (Tattva-samâsa-sûtra-våtti), App. VII (as a prose
passage); EIPHIL IV (: 321 f.):
ahaô œabde ahaô sparœe ahaô rûpe ahaô rase /
ahaô gandhe ahaô svâmî dhanavân aham îœvaraÿ // .
—V1, ed. Solomon, p. 40:
ahaô œabde, ahaô sparœe, ahaô rûpe, ahaô rase, ahaô gandhe,
ahaô vidvân, ahaô spa(da)rœanîyo ya ity evamâdy abhima(mâ)nalakšaòasvâ(œcâ ?) …
—Cf. Mâþhara ad SK 24, p. 31.1 f.:
rûpe aham, rase aham, gandhe aham, ahaô vidvân, ahaô darœanîya
ity evamâdy abhimâno ’haôkâraÿ / .
—Cf. also TK, p. 43; JM, p. 89.15 f.
YD 218.30: jñânamâtram idam iti /
—Viôœatikâ 1a: vijñapti-mâtram evÎtad / .
—Triôœikâ 17d (p. 35.9): idaô sarvaô vijñapti-mâtrakam / ;
—Triôœikâ 27a (p. 42.25): vijñapti-mâtram evêdam ity api … / ;
—Vinîtadeva’s Triôœikâ-þîkâ ad 17 (p. 488.3–2 from below): tasmât sarvam idaô
jagad vijñapti-mâtrakam … / .
—Cf. also DNC (p. 105.4, 106.2): vijñâna-mâtram idaô tri-bhuvanam / ; tatra
katamad vijñâna-mâtram idaô sarvaô traidhâtukam / ; Siôhasûri’s Våtti (ad
loc.). See WEZLER (1981: 368, n. 41).
YD 219.33: tathâ hi gandharvanagarâdišu … /
—Cf. Triôœikâ-bhâšya (p. 35.18 f.): vijñânaô ca mâyâ-gandharva-nagarasvapna-timirâdâv asaty âlambane jâyate / .
—Viôœatikâ-våtti (p. 3.15): gandharva-nagareòâsattvân nagara-kriyâ na
kriyate … / .
YD 219.15: iha pratyakšaô balîya iti / .
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—Cf. Viôœatikâ-våtti (p. 8.23): sarvešâô ca pramâòânâô pratyakšaô pramâòaô
garišþham ity … / .
YD 228.2 ff. ad SK 39a-b, esp. stanza, p. 228.18–19:
jarâyujaô gavâdînâm aòðajaô caiva pakšiòâm /
tåòâdeœ codbhijjaô kšudrajantûnâô svedajaô småtam //
—Cf. Manu-småti 1.43–46.
—JM 109.10–11: jarâyujâòðajôšmajôdbhijjâkhyâœ catvâro bhedâÿ œâstrântare
drašþavyâÿ // .
Also cf. AKBh ad 3.8c-d, 9; POUSSIN (1980: III: 26 f.); Laókâvatâra 10.845.
See GARBE (1917: 306; n. 2). [SK 53; Sûtra 5.111, 3.46].
YD 232.19: âjavañjavîbhâva.
—Cf. MMK 218.4; BHSD s.v. (‘state of moving restlessly to and fro’); Sâôkhyasaptati-våtti (V1), notes, p. 130.
YD 240.11: tamo moho mahâmohas tâmisro ’ndhatâmisra iti /
= Yoga-sûtra-bhâšya ad 1.8;
—Cf. NSaô, Sûtra 16.4: ajñânam adarœanam anabhisamayas tama
saômoho’vidyânu(œayaÿ) (recte: ’vidyândhakâram—M.M.), ayam (recte:
iyam—M.M.) ucyate ’vidyâ.
YD 243.4–5:
bâdhiryam ândhyam aghratvaô mûkatâ jaðatâ ca yâ /
unmâdakaušþhyakauòyâni klaibyodâvartapaógutâÿ //
= JM 105.1–3:
bâdhiryam ândhyâghrâtåtve mûkatâ jaðatâ tathâ /
unmâda-kauòðya-kušþhâni klaibyôdâvarta-paógutâÿ //
iti // eta indriya-vadhâ aœaktir ity upadišþâÿ sâôkhyâcâryaiÿ //
= TK 62.10–11:
bâdhiryaô kušþhitândhatvaô jaðatâjighratâ tathâ /
mûkatâ-kauòya-paógutva-klaibyôdâvarta-mandatâÿ //
—Cf. Laókâvatâra 10.782a: badhirândha-kâòa-mûkânâô våddhânâô vairavåttinâm / .
YD 245.25–26: kâlaviœešâd bîjâd aókuro jâyate …
—Cf. e.g. Œâlistamba-sûtra.
YD 259.1–10 = AK 3.19, see MEJOR (1999).
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Modern Hindi Poetry: a Look at its Medieval Past
KUNWAR NARAIN
An immense body of good research material is available on medieval Hindi
literature. A close familiarity with this period of Indian history and of poetry (about
the eighth to eighteenth centuries) can be illuminating in many ways. Using some of
this material I have tried to touch upon a few points which seem to be of special
interest in relation to modern Hindi poetry.
Modernity, it seems, has been more at ease with antiquity than with its medieval
past. A look at medieval India is necessary to realise the crucial role of poetry in a
people’s social, personal and religious life and its intimate relationship with other
arts like music, dance and painting. Poetry was not confined to a select few but was
one of the most important vehicles of a message of love and peace across a
politically turbulent and instable India, giving it a unique cultural and emotional
unity. To dismissively call it a simple religious movement would be to miss in
sweeping generalisation its real power and reach which lay not in the conflicts that
various ethnic groups faced when they came to India, but in the human necessity to
find common bonds that could make it possible for them to live together amicably
as human beings, despite ethnic and religious differences. It was poetry of the
people and for the people in the best sense of the term.
One striking feature of medieval Hindi poetry, specifically devotional poetry (bhakti
kâvya), is how it has been an integral part of a socio-cultural movement more than of
politics. There used to be an influential and highly respected body of saint-poets who
determinedly avoided kings and royal favours, and insisted on a modest life-style that
could easily be supported by the simple patronage of the people. The attitude is
strongly expressed in the lines of Kumbhandâs (1468–1582)1:

wâ‚Âânâ kÂo Kya sîkÂòî soô kÂamâ|
Aavâtâ jatâ pâNhêya± þûþî ibâsâiòâ gâyo hâiòânamâ|
jakÂo möqâ deqî AXaâ laXae takÂo kÂâòânâ pâòî pâòânamâ|
köÔÂwânâdasâ lalâ igâòâzâòâ ibânâ yâh sâbâ ”aû×o zamâª 2
1
2

VARMÂ (1986: 92).
HSBI (1974: 75).
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‘Why should a devotee go to Sikri?
Why wear out his shoes
Coming and going there
Forgetting the name of Hari?
Why bend to salute them
Whose very face spells calamity?
Kumbhandas has his Lord Girdhar,
Without Him the world is empty.’ 3
We have to locate the source of this courage not in the defensive pride of a poor
man, but in the moral stature of an honest and upright man. We see this spirit at
work in the late nineteenth century Hindu reformist movement and, more
effectively, in Gandhi’s moral stand against imperialism in Africa and India.
The Gandhian ethics, more pronounced in the Hindi nationalist poetry of the 20s
and 30s, never lost its hold on Indian intelligentsia, nor on the masses. Even
Premcand remained as much a Gandhian as a progressive in his convictions. It will
not be far-fetched to infer that the mass response to Gandhian ways had a preexisting base in the psyche of the Indian people. His favourite song: vêŠÒaâvâ jânâ to tene
kÂâihâE, je pîòâ pâòaIr jaÒae òe ... (‘Call them the real people of [God] Višòu who can feel
the pain of others …’)4 extols the virtue of compassion. The extreme mystical and
metaphysical elements in devotional poetry have often been criticised for being lifenegating, escapist and other-worldly, but when we focus on the human values it
sought to inculcate—universal love, compassion, humility, etc.—its aesthetics of the
‘other world’ seems only a device to stimulate that other side of human nature
which is not all physical.
The Western influence on Indian writing has been much talked about, but the core
of Indian sensibilities can perhaps be better understood by a reference to the old
Middle Eastern intellectual legacy which, unlike the European ‘Dark Ages’ was
replete with a high degree of Renaissance-like intellectual activity. After the death
of Alexander of Macedonia, the city of Alexandria (founded by him in 332 B.C.E.)
had slowly become the meeting ground of Hellenistic and Eastern scholars and
thinkers. It has been pointed out that Alexander’s eastern campaign was also a
prelude to the Greek thought moving eastwards and coming in close contact with
eastern philosophies and literatures through Arabian, Persian and Buddhist thinkers.
The Ptolemies of Egypt were great patrons of learning and the Alexandrian Library
3

Where it is not otherwise stated the translations are by the author of the present paper.
These are the opening lines of Mahatma Gandhi’s favourite Vaišòava song
regularly sung at his prayer-meetings.
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established by them was a store-house of rare world classics which attracted
scholars from all over the civilised world. It is about this time that a number of
Greek, Persian and Sanskrit classics were translated into Arabic. The process did not
stop at Alexandria, but continued long after Alexandria lost its importance, and
Constantinople, Baghdad, Basra, etc., became the centres of intellectual activities.
Despite their theological reservations, the Arab scholars, and later Islamic thinkers,
were generous towards other philosophies, and had it not been for their relentless
zeal to translate classics into Arabic and Persian, a good deal of Greek philosophy
would perhaps have been lost. Given the eclectic propensities of Islamic thinkers it
is not unlikely that Sufism, before it came to India, had already absorbed some of the
Buddhist and Vedântic traits in its living and thinking. Prof. A. L. BASHAM observes:
‘… similarities between the teachings of western philosophers and
mystics from Pythagoras to Plotinus and those of the Upanišads have
frequently been noticed. (…) We can only say that there was always
some contact between the Hellenic world and India, mediated first by
the Achaemenid Empire, then by that of the Seleucids, and finally,
under the Romans, by the traders of the Indian ocean. Christianity
began to spread at the time when this contact was closest. We know
that Indian ascetics occasionally visited the West, and that there was a
colony of Indian merchants at Alexandria. The possibility of Indian
influence on Neo-platonism and early Christianity cannot be ruled out.’5
Where Vedânta and Sufism met was also the point where the Hindu and nonHindu sensibilities could find a common meeting ground for what was universal in
their social and spiritual thinking. Modern Hindi poetry still derives a good deal of
its moral and aesthetic reflexes from this long and persistent tradition of devotional
poetry which dominated the Indian literary scene for more than a thousand years,
and is still very much alive in the Indian psyche. The linguistic, ethical and
esthetical challenges faced by Hindi devotional poetry in the Middle ages, if studied
conjointly as different facets of a single problem, tend to make better sense in the
context of modern Hindi poetry (and even poetry in general) than if they are treated
as isolated problems far removed in time. Sometimes a syncretic approach provides
a better insight into how art functions and affects human consciousness. Art tries to
unify, balance and harmonise diverse, even discordant, elements in nature and human
nature. Devotional poetry at its best seems to be a sustained effort to achieve that ideal,
aspiring to cut across difficult political, religious and racial differences. It has left
behind a strong legacy of humanism and, in the arts at least, a remarkably united India.
5
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In our times the influence of Kabîr on Rabindranath Tagore and on châyâvâd
poetry (1920–1940) was crucial in inspiring that mystico-romantic strain in Hindi
poetry which should be distinguished from English Romanticism. Indirectly, it had
more in common with Vedântic, Sufi and neo-Platonic sensibilities, which survived
in devotional poetry and osmosed into modern Hindi poetry, than with English
romantic poetry even when directly inspired by the latter. No doubt the roots are in
Vedânta, Buddhism and Jainism, but in modern Hindi poetry it is more to be located
in the Advaita or Sufi ‘moods’ than in actual philosophies connected with the two.
Remote affinities between Vedântic and existential thinking are also not to be
missed. We can see, for instance, in Œamœer Bahâdur SIÔH (1911–1992) how even
contemporary ideas are put on a Vedântic base:

jo mêô Hû± mêô ikÂâ ijâsâmeô sâbâ köÂÑ hê ...
ÂaÔitâya±, kÂâMyûnâ,
kÂâMyûinâSþâ sâmaj keÂ
nana kÂâla ivâ&aanâ AOò dâœarân keÂ
jîvâÔtâ vêwâv se sâmâiNvâtâ
Vyâi‚Ââ mêô
mêô, jo vâhâ hâòekÂâ Hû±
jo, tö”aâse, Ao kÂal, pâòe hê 6
‘That which is me
Is the “I” that contains all …
The revolutions, the communes
The communist societies
The different arts, sciences and philosophies
Imbued with a living richness
All by the subjective “I”
“I” that means all of us
Which is stronger than thou, O time!’
It is interesting to note how the old ideas assimilate new ones and give it a
typically Indian identity. Likewise, in the poem LakÊî kâ Râvaò (The Wooden
6

SIÔH (nd: 172).
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Ravana) by MUKTIBODH (1917–1964), the evil capitalist system is identified with
the mythical villain Râvaòa in the Râmâyaòa.7 The process is ages old and the
tendency can easily be recognised in modern poetry. It is also reflected in the way a
composite Indian culture has taken shape through the ages.
Three distinct categories of poets, whose activities lead to the development of
modern Hindi language and poetry can distinctly be located in medieval India, viz.:
1. the peripatetic saint-poets; 2. the regional poets who wrote in their own regional
languages like Avadhî or Brajbhâšâ, and 3. the court poets who were attached to
some king or his influential vassal.
The way modern KhaÊî bolî has come into being owes a good deal to the
travelling life-style of the saint-poets familiar since the days of the Buddha in the
sixth century B.C.E. The Buddha’s teachings had a strictly philosophical and ethical
content but later we see poetry slowly becoming the vehicle of conveying
philosophical and ethical ideas, with music joining hands. An early example is that
of Œaókara (?788–820 C.E.)8 who was no less a poet than a philosopher, and a little
later in Saraha (tenth century), the Indian master of Tantric Buddhism whose Dohakoœa is as much poetry as philosophy. We see this tendency to poeticise philosophy,
or vice versa, reaching its high watermark in Kabîr (fl. fifteenth century) where
Vedântic and Sufi elements intermixed in his poetry. Kabîr is an important example
of a saint-poet who helped create a powerful language defying all rules of grammar
and conventions of purity of diction. It is not without reason that modern Hindi
poetry feels strongly drawn towards Kabîr’s example, not only in matters of what he
did to and for Hindi, but also how he succeeded in creating a poetic idiom which
defied all barriers. An experimentalist par excellence, his poetry if at one extreme is
wholly down-to-earth in drawing precepts from common everyday life for his
teachings, at the other extreme it touches mystical and metaphysical heights rare in
poetry. He was as unorthodox in his poetic and linguistic methods as he was bold in
his religious convictions. The forms and idiom of Kabîr’s poetry owe a good deal to
Buddhist sahajiyas and Œivaite nâth-panthîs, whose influence is apparent not only
in his ‘ulaþ-bâôsî’9 but also in the dohâ, or the couplet form he favoured.
In practice, a medieval saint-poet’s dire need to communicate prompted not only
linguistic innovations, but also, more importantly, inventing unique poetic devices
that put maximum stress on the medium of expression. The near total breakdown of
the language under extreme creative pressure is that point where the poet also seeks
to establish a new relationship with the language. The familiar is de-familiarised,
7

See: MUKTIBODH (1997: 172–177).
Comp. BASHAM (1985: 328).
9
Topsy-turvy juxtapositions in poetry.
8
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and the world as we know it in day-to-day language dematerialises into ‘airy
nothings’ only to be re-born as a new construct or concept. The ethical and esthetical
become the higher realities that guide the vision of the saint as that of the poet. It
reminds us of Wittgenstein and the Vienna Circle to whom Iris MURDOCH refers:
‘This running up against the limits of language is ethics … In ethics
we are always making the attempt to say something that cannot be
said, something that does not and never will touch the essence of the
matter. (…) But the inclination, the running up against something,
indicates something.’ 10
No one, perhaps, knew it better than Kabîr that ‘this running up against language’ is
not only ethics but also poetry. He knew that the ethical, like the mystical experience,
could not be expressed in words; at best it could only be indicated negatively against
the ‘absurd’—the absurd backdrop of life. He says in one of his œabdas in Bîjak:

bedâ ikÂâtebâ dînâ AO dojâkÂâ, kÂo pö«Âša kÂo naòî|
maþî keÂ Xaâþâ sajâ bânaya, nade ibâÔdö sâmana|
Xaâþâ ibânâse kÂa namâ zâòâHöge, AhâmâkÂâ qojâ(tâ) wölana|
EkêÂ töca haðâ. mâlâ mû^a, EkÂâ «Âizâòâ EkÂâ gûda|
EkÂâ bû±dâ soô isâSþ ikÂâyo hê, kÂo bRaìaânâ kÂo sûdRa|
òâjâgönâ bRâìaa, tâmâgönâ sâÔkÂâòâ, sâ@aâgöna hâiòâ soIr|
kÂâhâ± ihâÔ kÂâbîòâ òamâ òâihâye òâimâ, ihâNdû tö«ÂkÂâ nâ kÂoIrª 75ª
‘It’s a heavy confusion.
Veda, Koran, holiness, hell, woman, man,
a clay pot shot with air and sperm …
When the pot falls apart, what do you call it?
Numskull: You’ve missed the point.
It’s all one skin and bone, one piss and shit,
One blood, one meat.
From one drop, a universe.
Who’s Brahmin? Who’s Shudra?
Brahma rajas, Shiva tamas, Vishnu sattva …
Kabir says, plunge into Rama!
There: No Hindu. No Turk. [75]’11
10
11

MURDOCH (1992: 43).
Bîjak (1986: 78).
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The reference to Râma and the castes (Brahmin, Œûdra) is significant in this poem
and reveals the deep-rooted Vaišòava and Sufi sensibilities in Kabîr. They also
remind us of Gandhi—his last words ‘He Râm!’ and the name ‘Harijan’ (God’s
people) he gave to the underprivileged. It is also easy to see in his (and his follower
Vinoba Bhave’s) pad-yâtrâs reminiscences of wandering saint-poets.
In the second category, there are such poets like Vidyâpati (late fourteenth – early
fifteenth century), who wrote in Maithilî on the Râdhâ-Kåšòa themes; Malik
Muhammad Jâyasî (?1475–1542)12 and Tulsîdâs (1532–1623), who wrote in Avadhî
and are best known for their epics Padmâvat and Râm-carit-mânas respectively; and
Sûrdâs (?1483–1563)13, the blind poet, whose lyrics on the Kåšòa-theme are
collected in his Sûr-sâgar. They all preferred to stay mostly at one place and wrote
in their regional languages. The power and appeal of their poetry lies in its deeprootedness in local traditions, beliefs and mythology. It was more of their poetic,
rather than linguistic, influence on later Hindi poetry that mattered. If Avadhî had a
powerful epic tradition, Brajbhâšâ had an equally strong lyric base. In Maithilîœaraò
Gupta’s (1886–1964) Sâket and Nirâlâ’s (1896–1961) Râm kî Œakti pûjâ the epic
narrative style is easily identifiable, so is a clear œakta influence on the latter. In
Jayaœaòkar Prasâd’s (1889–1937) Kâmâyanî both the epic narrative of Avadhî and
the lyric sensibilities of Brajbhâšâ blend. Later, it is easy to recognise in
MUKTIBODH’s diction and poetic syntax, as well as in his Brahma-râkšas,
undertones of this past. The Râma theme recurs in Nareœ Mehta’s (1922–2000)
Saôœay kî ek rât. The Mahâ-bhârata and Râdhâ-Kåšòa love theme provide the
source material for Dharmavîr Bhâratî’s (1926–1997) Andhâ yug and Kanupriyâ
respectively. In passing it may be mentioned that KhaÊî bolî, long considered to be
unfit for poetry because it lacked the tender charm of Brajbhâšâ and Avadhî, had to
take up the challenge and prove that anything Brajbhâšâ or Avadhî could do, KhaÊî
bolî could do as well. Prasâd’s language, as that of nearly all the châyâvâdî poets,
seems to be obsessed with this challenge. It is with the advent of pragativâd (the
Progressive Movement), inspired by Marxism, that social, political and economic
concerns became more important in Hindi poetry. However, the poetic sentiments
nurtured by earlier poetry, it seems, have left too deep an emotional impact on the
poetic diction and syntax of Hindi poetry and still continue despite more realistic
attitudes. Sometimes, as if to break away from the insistence of that tradition, the
new poets chose themes from contemporary realities, or else preferred to go back to
12
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(1996: 269).
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an ancient or mythological past for lesser used episodes. New kinds of creative
insights in modern art and literature were being prompted following researches in
psychology and anthropology.
The court-poets of the third category have left an influence on subsequent Hindi
poetry no less important than that of the saint-poets. In devotional poetry the
‘content’, i.e. the Râma or Kåšòa themes, seldom change. It is in Amîr Khusro
(1253–1325)14, attached to the kings of the Delhi Sultanate, that we notice a definite
shift and a lively interest in day-to-day life, enriched by his strong Sufi background.
His experiments included a very conscious and skilful effort to create a new
language he called Hindavî, or Hindî, by combining local dialects with alien
Persian.15 A genius born much ahead of his times, Amîr Khusro’s zeal to integrate
diverse cultural elements has been as revolutionary in language and poetry, as in the
development of Hindustani classical music. His total awareness of ‘form-andcontent’, while experimenting with both, prefigures an approach very much
significant in poetry even today.
Classifying some of the best-known poets of medieval times and post-medieval
period (known as the rîti-kâl, c. 1650–1850) as ‘court-poets’, is not at all meant to
denigrate their achievements. They worked with consummate skill within the
classical and traditional moulds, but this did not hamper their innovative and
imaginative talents. For instance, the Hindi dohâ or couplet form is centuries old,
but in Bihârîlâl’s (?1595–1663)16 Satsaî we see it acquire a new lustre and finesse. It
shows no signs of fatigue; on the contrary, like a timeless form of a familiar râga, it
prompts rather than inhibits creative originality. That poetic ‘experimentation’ need
not necessarily mean a simplistic rejection of all meters is well-proved by an earlier
poet Keœavdâs (?1555–1621)17, who is at times loosely rated next to Sûrdâs and
Tulsîdâs, in his short epic Râm-candrikâ, based on the Râma-story. It is a veritable
museum of metrical compositions, and quite an achievement. Often decried as a
difficult and obscure poet (somewhat like the English Metaphysicals of seventeenth
century) he does, however, set a convincing example that experimenting with metres
can be as important as experimenting without them.
To conclude, a few observations about the Hindi poetic mood today may be
pertinent. The general modernist prejudice against medieval devotional poetry is
due to an over-concentration on the terms ‘medieval’ and ‘devotional’ rather than on
14

Comp. MCGREGOR (1984: 24).
See his ‘Fârsî-hindî miœrit chand’ in: TIVÂRÎ (1992: 117–118).
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Comp. VARMÂ (1986: 384–385).
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‘poetry’. A shift of emphasis on poetry could perhaps yield a very different kind of
insight into what poetry could achieve in unusually difficult times. This, perhaps,
has implications for even today. The mystical and metaphysical bents of Hindi
poetry have not always been easy to reconcile with a scientific and rational
temperament. The Western model of technological and material progress has its
own irresistible attraction. Visionary thinking may often blur, even cheat, a clear
perception of the realities of life being faced by a majority of Indians; it may be
more so where a mass of population may have been conditioned to accept
deprivation as a pseudo-religious attitude towards a life that ought to change. But
things change as they move, and problems of practical nature are best solved in a
practical way. Science has solved many mysteries, but there are psychic dimensions
of life which cannot be explained rationally, nor in physical terms, and poetry itself
may be one of those mysteries born out of man’s consistent need for beauty, moral
order and an abiding faith in life …
Poetry has survived hard times. Social, political and economic conditions in India
are hard enough even today. Sometimes in utter despair a poet may feel about
poetry the way, for example, Tadeusz RÓ¯EWICZ felt in Poland at the end of World
War II: ‘What I revolted against was that it had survived the end of the world, as
though nothing had happened.’18 Yet, one cannot help admiring his intense faith
both in life and in poetry as if the two were one:
‘After the end of the world
after death
I found myself in the midst of life
creating myself
building life
people animals landscapes’ 19

18
19

WEISSBORT (1993: 262).
RÓ¯EWICZ (1994: 51).
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The Meaning of Verse 25 of the Saôbandha-samuddeœa
and its Context
CLAUS OETKE

–1–
The verse 25 of the Saôbandha-samuddeœa of Bhartåhari’s Vâkya-padîya has
been understood as dealing with a variant of a Liar Paradox. Apart from other
scholars, this view has been advocated recently by J. HOUBEN (1995) in his book on
the Saôbandha-samuddeœa and Bhartåhari’s philosophy of language. I want to
critically discuss this view in the light of a number of other verses belonging to the
same chapter which appear to possess special relevance for the identification of the
argumentative context in which kârikâ 25 is embedded.
The crucial verse reads as follows:
/25/ sarvaô mithyâ bravîmîti nÎtad vâkyaô vivakšyate /
tasya mithyâbhidhâne hi prakrânto ’rtho na gamyate //
/25/ ‘[With the expression] “Everything I say [I say] falsely,” that
expression is not intended to be meant, for if this is declared as [being
said] false[ly] the object / meaning in question is not attained /
understood.’
HOUBEN’s translation of the kârikâ runs as follows (1995: 227):
‘With “everything I am saying is false,” that statement itself is not
meant. For if its own expressing is false, one does not arrive at the
point in question.’
Regarding the import of the verse HOUBEN (1995: 227–228) makes the following
statement:
‘The fact that Bhartåhari brings in the statement “everything I am saying
is false” at this place shows that he was well aware of its problematic
status. Therefore, if Bhartåhari emphasizes here that the statement itself
is not intended, the possibility is implied of someone proposing that such
statement did refer to itself, with contradiction as the result. In 20 the
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 303–343.
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same happened with the statement “[something is] unsignifiable”. There,
the bivalent option was between signifiable and unsignifiable; here in 25
it is between true and false. This suffices to make it a real Liar paradox,
though it is only the weak paradox in which one of the two options leads
inescapably to contradiction, and not an artificially strengthened one. It
is the universally quantified Liar, and Bhartåhari solves the paradox by
showing that there can be no quantification over itself on the basis of the
function which is usually out of the picture in Western accounts, viz. the
intention of the speaker.’
Our remarks concerning the above cited passage pertain in the first place to the
following ingredients:
1. ‘… Bhartåhari brings in the statement “everything I am saying is false” at this
place …’
2. ‘… the possibility is implied of someone proposing that such statement did
refer to itself, with contradiction as the result.’
3. ‘… the bivalent option … is between true and false.’
4. ‘This suffices to make it a real Liar Paradox … and Bhartåhari solves the
paradox by showing that there can be no quantification over itself on the basis of the
function which is usually out of the picture in Western accounts, viz. the intention
of the speaker.’
(A) (1) The verse nowhere says or indicates ‘that there can be no quantification
over itself.’ It contains a universal quantifier but does not employ any term that
possesses the sense of ‘quantification’ or a similar meaning. (2) The wording of the
pertinent verse does not furnish the slightest indication that it should provide us with
any solution of a paradox or any philosophical problem at all. What the kârikâ
suggests is merely that if in an utterance of sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi the phrase
mithyâ bravîmi were used in order to refer to this very statement itself, an
unacceptable consequence would result.
(B) Not only can one not recognise any indication that it was intended that the verse
should offer a solution of a problem, but one cannot even discern, how the remark of
this kârikâ should objectively contain the material for a solution of a problem, not to
speak of a general solution of a philosophical paradox. For: (1) The mere statement
that an unacceptable consequence would result, if in an utterance of sarvaô mithyâ
bravîmi the phrase mithyâ bravîmi were used in order to refer to this very statement
itself, provides no solution of any problem at all. At best it testifies to the fact that a
possible problem has been recognised. (2) The utterance of the phrase sarvaô mithyâ
bravîmi does not by itself evoke a paradox, even if it were meant in the sense of
‘Everything I am saying is false’ and if the range of the universal quantification were
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taken as encompassing the concerned utterance or sentence or its possible content
itself. If the pertinent utterer, as a matter of fact, should have said something true at
any time, the utterance, sentence or its propositional content could simply be regarded
as false, and this is by no means paradoxical. HOUBEN, to be sure, might have
recognised this and speaks of a weak (liar) paradox in this connection. Nevertheless, a
paradox emerges at best in combination with an additional premise according to which
everything the concerned utterer has uttered—apart from the pertinent utterance—is,
as a matter of fact, false. The possible paradox would lie in the circumstance that some
statement can neither be true nor false under certain empirical circumstances which do
not pertain to the statement itself. But even so the question arises as to why the writer
of the verse did not indicate anything of this. To be sure, we say ‘possible paradox’
because it is conceivable that the concerned circumstances create a situation in which
some utterance of some declarative sentence cannot possess or express a content
which is able to be either true or false. Since this assumption is by no means evidently
absurd, it deserves to be noted that neither the pertinent verse nor anything in the
context of this kârikâ indicates anything about such a possibility. (3) One might indeed
discern an implicit suggestion to the effect that one who utters sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi
should not intend to refer among other things to this very phrase itself. Nevertheless,
this merely shows how a particular difficulty pertaining to a particular expression can
be circumvented. But even if it were supposed that a generalisation was intended—
although the text does not contain any salient indicator to that effect—it remains
dubious how this could be suited for the solution of any paradox. It is definitely
unsuited for a solution of the problem if this should ensue from the observation that a
particular phrase uttered with the intention to make a statement cannot be either true or
false due to circumstances which do not relate to the concerned utterance itself. For if
any paradox lies in this supposition it obviously ensues from the idea that some
assertoric sentence can be neither true nor false under one of its possible readings. The
mere fact that also other possible readings exist which do not involve such
consequences appears entirely irrelevant in this context. Consequently, any appeal to
the circumstance that the expression sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi also possesses a possible
reading which does not evoke any paradox and that it is possible to employ the
sentence in a way that such a reading is intended is almost as immaterial for a solution
of the pertinent problem as any invocation of the fact that apart from sentences
involving a liar paradox also other sentences exist (which do not involve similar
consequences) would be immaterial for a solution of liar paradoxes. Therefore it needs
to be acknowledged that if HOUBEN’s suggestion that Bhartåhari in kârikâ 25 aimed at
furnishing a solution of some variety of a liar paradox by ‘showing that there can be no
quantification over itself on the basis of the function which is usually out of the picture
in Western accounts, viz. the intention of the speaker’ were true, then it would follow
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that the pertinent subject matter has been dealt with by the author of the verse in an
inadequate, if not superficial, manner. Since the context does not provide more
information on the topic of sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi the treatment of the issue as a
whole would have to be assessed as very deficient.
(C) The assumption that kârikâ 25 refers to any truth-paradox as well as the
translation of sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi by ‘Everything I am saying is false’ is
philologically questionable. The circumstance that mithyâ is grammatically an adverb
diminishes the probability that the phrase should possess the sense of ‘Everything I am
saying is false’ as well as the probability of the supposition that sarvaô mithyâ
bravîmi should relate at all to the application of any predicate to the content of
sentences or statements. Moreover, there are many other formulations which would
express the sense of ‘Everything I am saying is false’ in an unambiguous manner, e.g.
sarvaô mayôktam asatyam, mayôktam anåtaô sarvaô, etc.1 To be sure, according to
some statements that are to be found in various dictionaries concerning mithyâ, it
should be legitimate to translate sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi by ‘Everything I am saying is
a lie.’ But it is possible that even this rendering would not do justice to the point. If
one wants to characterise the import of sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi in a manner that is
sufficiently general, one should perhaps equate it with something like: ‘I never (really)
mean what I say.’ Regarding the question as to what precisely this means one should
envisage at least the following two possibilities: (a) The phrase expresses that every
declarative utterance which is made by the speaker expresses something which is not
considered as true by the utterer himself. (b) The phrase expresses that everything
uttered by the speaker does not possess the sense which the pertinent expression
should have according to the relevant linguistic rules but some other sense, possibly
exactly the contrary sense. Although (a) represents the situation of a habitual liar, there
is a decisive difference with respect to the situation described by ‘Everything I am
saying is false’: The truth of the pertinent statement does not entail that everything—in
fact not even anything—the speaker utters is false. The sentence sarvaô mithyâ
bravîmi refers merely to the intention of the speaker and relates to the fact that
utterances of the speaker have been made with the intention of expressing untruths.
The same holds true, mutatis mutandis, regarding alternative (b): It amounts to the
claim that the meaning-intentions associated with all utterances of the speaker deviate
from those which one would expect them to possess on the basis of pertinent linguistic
rules. The decisive point is that the characterisation which is implicitly given by the
expression mithyâ does not pertain to any propositional content but to intentions that
are connected with certain speech acts.

1

We regard it as little promising to invoke ‘metrical constraints’ as an argument here.
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It is not difficult to discern that an utterance of sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi generates
problems even under the interpretation(s) with respect to the import of mithyâ bravîmi
(‘I speak falsely’), which has (have) been delineated in the preceding paragraph. If the
range of the universal quantifier is not restricted, a situation ensues which involves a
frustration of those communicative goals which a declarative utterance of the phrase
would normally possess. Irrespective of whether we hypothesise alternative (a) or (b)
above, if the utterer subsumes the very utterance of sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi under the
concept represented by the predicate of the sentence, i.e. ‘is said falsely’, any
possibility of a unique determination of a proposition which the utterance should
convey as true is thwarted. It should be noted that this holds good even under the
supposition that mithyâ (‘falsely’) possesses the precise import of referring to the fact
that actual states-of-affairs or intended meanings are exactly opposite to those which
the sentences uttered by the speaker should convey or express.2 For if this were
supposed, it would follow that the actual state of affairs which the utterer of sarvaô
mithyâ bravîmi believes to obtain corresponds to one which would be expressed by the
sentence: ‘Everything I say, I say truly,’ or that the meaning which has to be
associated with mithyâ bravîmi corresponds to the meaning of ‘I say truly.’ But if the
proposition which the utterer really believes is in the described manner opposite to the
one which the sentence sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi linguistically expresses, he is
committed to believe that his utterance of sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi is made with an
intention of expressing something true. However, if this is the case, the utterer must
intend to express something which entails that the very utterance of the pertinent
sentence is made with the intention of expressing something which is not true. The
identification of a proposition which the speaker of the sentence considers as true is
doomed to failure for similar reasons as if someone uttered: ‘I do not believe what I
am saying now.’ On the other hand, the supposition that the intended meaning of
mithyâ bravîmi corresponds to: ‘I do not speak in accordance with valid linguistic
rules,’ implies both that the utterance of sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi possesses its regular
sense and that it does not. To be sure, if our proposed alternative interpretation is
adopted the consequence that the concerned sentence or utterance cannot be true does
not follow. It follows merely that either the utterance does not give any relevant
information about what the utterer considers true or about what the actual (in
contradistinction to the conventional) meaning of the employed expression should be.
But this is no sound reason for an objection. On the contrary. The wording of the last
quarter of the kârikâ, viz. prakrânto ’rtho na gamyate = ‘the object / goal / meaning
2

Nota bene: We have said ‘exactly opposite,’ not ‘contradictory’. The exact
opposite of ‘Everything I say is such and such’ should correspond to ‘Everything I say is
not such and such,’ and not to ‘Not everything I say is such and such.’
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which is undertaken / envisaged is not understood / reached’, fits the above depicted
alternative consequences much better. It deserves to be pointed out that even if
HOUBEN’s assumption regarding the import of mithyâ were accurate, the formulation
prakrânto ’rtho na gamyate does not support the supposition that ensuing
consequences concerning the possibility of the truth of the statement and their
avoidance are at stake. Let us grant—for the sake of argument—that sarvaô mithyâ
bravîmi means ‘Everything I am saying is false.’ Does not the occurrence of the phrase
prakrânto ’rtho na gamyate make it appear more probable that under this premise
Bhartåhari had the following in mind: ‘An assertoric utterance of sarvaô mithyâ
bravîmi—or any other sentence—is successful only if anyone who interprets this
utterance can rightly assume that the utterer regards as true what the sentence must
express in accordance with pertinent rules of interpreting the sentence and the
statement made by it; but the realisation of this aim is prevented if the expressed
proposition entails that the statement cannot be true’? If our interpretation is correct,
the point is not that the content of some (uttered) sentence involves a semantic
anomaly under one of its possible readings but that the utterance of the phrase sarvaô
mithyâ bravîmi is infelicitous because the goals which should be hypothesised as
existing would be necessarily thwarted, if it were intended to make a statement
involving a universal quantification whose domain includes the pertinent utterance,
statement or sentence itself.3 I assume that this difference is highly important for the
interpretation of the entire textual passage which constitutes the context of verse 25 of
the Saôbandha-samuddeœa, but for the time being I put this topic aside.
Since according to our interpretation the restriction of the range of the quantifier that
might be considered as being proposed in verse 254 does not relate to the solution of a
paradox but to the avoidance of a frustration of communicative goals, we are
confronted with a problem which does not affect the alternative interpretation in the
same way. For whereas the idea of the solution of a paradox at once bestows
plausibility on the occurrence of the pertinent remark, it is not immediately intelligible
why the topic of stratagems for the removal of obstacles for the realisation of certain
communicative goals should have been brought up in the present textual passage. We
3

It needs to be noticed that the expression na gamyate does not even suggest the
existence of a contradiction and that the employment of other expressions, in particular
virudhyate, which do involve such a suggestion, would have been excellently suitable if
the idea of any kind of contradiction should be conveyed.
4
The reason why I am using the clumsy formulation ‘might be considered as being
proposed’ is that, if one looks at the matter more closely, it turns out to be doubtful
whether the writer of verse 25 really intended to advocate a quantifier-restriction as a
solution to some problem. But we will discuss this issue only at the end of the paper.
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claim, however, that in view of the context this fact can be made perfectly
comprehensible. In order to demonstrate this, I will give an outline of the way in
which the verse 25 is embedded in the argumentative context. This entails an
explication of the import of a number of verses that precede kârikâ 25 in the chapter
which bears the name Saôbandha-samuddeœa. It needs to be said in advance,
however, that we will not undertake here a detailed investigation of all the
interpretative possibilities with respect to every verse and do not offer a fully explicit
justification for the proposed reconstruction, since I intend to discuss these issues in
another paper. Nevertheless, our account will present a highly plausible train of thought,
and at least in this regard our proposal appears superior to previous interpretations.
–2–
We assume that the following kârikâs represent the key positions with respect to
the argumentation in which the statement of verse 25 is embedded:
/1/
/3/
/4/
/20/
/21/
/22/
/23/
/24/

5

jñânaô prayoktur bâhyo ’rthaÿ svarûpaô ca pratîyate /
œabdair uccaritais tešâô saôbandhaÿ samavasthitaÿ //
asyâyaô vâcako vâcya iti šašþhyâ pratîyate /
yogaÿ œabdârthayos tattvam apy ato vyapadiœyate 5 //
nâbhidhânaô sva-dharmeòa saôbandhasyâsti vâcakam /
atyanta-para-tantratvâd rûpaô nâsyâpadiœyate //
avâcyam iti yad vâcyaô tad avâcyatayâ yadâ /
vâcyam ity avasîyeta vâcyam eva tadâ bhavet //
athâpy avâcyam ity evaô na tad vâcyaô pratîyate /
vivakšitâsya yâvasthâ sÎva nâdhyavasîyate //
tathânyathâ6 sarvathâ ca yasyâvâcyatvam ucyate /
tatrâpi nÎva sâvasthâ7 taiÿ œabdaiÿ pratišidhyate //
na hi saôœaya-rûpe ’rthe œešatvena vyavasthite /
avyudâse svarûpasya saôœayo ’nyaÿ pravartate 8 //
yadâ ca niròaya-jñâne niròayatvena niròayaÿ /
prakramyate tadâ jñânaô sva-dharme nâvatišþhate9 //

The variants: ity ato, athato, instead of apy ato, are potentially relevant.
Variant: athânyathâ.
7
Variant: sÎva nâvasthâ.
8
Relevant variant: pratîyate.
6
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These verses can be translated as follows:
/1/ ‘Through words which are uttered the cognition of the one who
employs [them], the external object and their own form are discerned;
their relation is [already] established.’
/3/ ‘[In the expressions:] “This is a / the signifier of this” [and “This] is
the significandum of this” the link between word and meaning is
known / understood by the sixth nominal ending (i.e. the genitive
ending). Also the being-that is conveyed on that account.’
/4/ ‘There is no expression which is a signifier of the relation
(saôbandha) according to / on account of its own dharma (property,
nature). Because of [its] being absolutely dependent, its nature is not
pointed out.’
/20/ [Objection:] ‘If it were ascertained that what is to be said
(= characterised) [by the words:] “[it is] not to be said
(= characterised)”10, were to be said (= characterised) by [the property
of] being something which is not to be said (= characterised), then it
would be [something which] is to be said (= characterised).’11
/21/ ‘If, however, it is not recognised as [being something which] is to
be said (= characterised) in that way by “[it is] not to be said =
characterised),” [then] the very situation which is wanted to be
expressed is not ascertained.’
9

Variant: sva-dharmeòâvatišþhate.
I.e. ‘[it] should not be said (= characterised)’ or ‘[it] can not be said
(= characterised)’. Although the existence of the same ambiguity must be kept in mind
even with respect to the other occurrences of (a)vâcya−, we attempt to propose
interpretations which do not crucially depend on particular decisions in this regard.
11
Or alternatively: ‘If that which is to be said (= characterised) [by the words:] “[it
is] not to be said (= characterised)” were ascertained as [something which is] to be said
(= characterised) by [the property of] being something which is not to be said
(= characterised), then it would be [something which] is to be said (= characterised).’
This possibility exists because the formulation of the verse does not contain sufficiently
specific indications regarding the intended scope of the occurrence of iti after vâcyam.
For the general interpretation of the textual interpretation which we propose, this
difference seems to be irrelevant, however. This holds equally good with respect to the
question as to whether the instrumental case of avâcyatayâ should be interpreted as
expressing a ‘genuine’ instrumental meaning or rather as possessing a ‘modal’ sense
such that avâcyatayâ … vâcyam should be rendered by ‘is to be said (= characterised) as
[something which is] not to be said (= characterised).’
10
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/22/ ‘It is not so that even with regard to that whose unsignifiability in
this, in another or in every manner is said / asserted, this situation is
prevented by those words.’
/23/ [Reply:] ‘[This objection is not valid.] For with regard to an entity
possessing the nature of a doubt, which is determined as something
subsidiary, another doubt does not become operative as long as its own
nature is not thrown off.’
/24/ ‘And when with regard to an ascertainment-cognition, an
ascertainment as an ascertainment is undertaken, then the cognition
does not persist in its own character.’ 12
What train of thoughts does this represent? I propose the following account:

12

HOUBEN (1995: 145 ff.) gives the following rendering:
‘/1/ The cognition of the speaker, the external thing meant and the own
form [of the word] are understood through words which are uttered. The
relation of these (namely, the cognition, external thing meant and own
form) [with the words which are uttered] is well-established.
/3/ “This is the signifier of this, [and this] is the signified [of this],” thus
the connection of word and thing-meant is known through the sixth
nominal ending (genitive). On this ground, the real nature (tattvam, sc. of
word and thing-meant) is also indicated.
/4/ There is no word that signifies the relation according to its specific
property. Because it is extremely dependent, its form cannot be pointed out.
/20/ If it is ascertained that what is to be signified by “unsignifiable” is
signifiable as being unsignifiable, then it would become signifiable.
/21/ But if it is understood that it cannot be signified this way by
“unsignifiable”, that very situation of its which one wants to signify is not
apprehended.
/22/ If something is signified as unsignifiable, in this way, in another way
or in all ways, then with regard to that thing this situation (avasthâ, sc.
being unsignifiable) is certainly not (na eva) also denied by those [very]
words [that signify its being unsignifiable].
/23/ No other doubt2 is operative with regard to an object which is [itself]
a doubt1 and is [as such] subordinate, if [doubt1] does not lose its own
character [of a doubt or, more generally, of a cognition which functions
towards and is subordinate to some object].
/24/ And when an ascertainment2 is undertaken, with the characteristics of
an ascertainment, concerning [another] ascertaining cognition1, then that
[other] cognition1 does not remain in its own nature.’
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The first kârikâ formulates a general theorem which says that the utterance of
linguistic expressions conveys three things, namely (a) a cognitive or, more
generally, a psychological state of the utterer13, (b) an ‘external’—i.e. probably a
non-linguistic and non-mental—object14, and (c) the ‘own form’ of the concerned
linguistic expression15. The relation of the expressions, i.e. obviously their meaning
relation, is however fixed beforehand. This last statement possesses utmost
significance in the present context. It appears that Bhartåhari intends to say here that
meaning relations are not something which is imparted as new information by
linguistic expressions and, accordingly, not something which is recognised on the
part of a hearer by the utterance of linguistic expressions, but something which is
established in advance. This suggests the following picture: On account of
utterances of linguistic expressions, a hearer recognises only (a) the existence of
certain psychological states of the speaker, (b) what the expressions signify or
express and (c) linguistic types corresponding to the uttered tokens. But once these
components are identified there is nothing additional which needs to be recognised
or which is imparted as new information, and this holds true in particular of the
semantic relations which are associated with the pertinent linguistic types. Prima
facie at least this appears quite plausible. 16
But now, in the kârikâs 3–4, a difficulty for the view presented in verse 1 is
implicitly recognised and accounted for. The tenet that semantic relations are never
imparted by utterances of linguistic expressions appears to be untenable in view of the
fact that sometimes utterances occur which aim at giving information about semantic
relations, in particular (utterances of) expressions of the form: ‘A is the signifier of B,’
‘B is the significandum of A,’ or similar ones. Verses 3 and 4 represent nothing but an

13

This might be identified with the utterer’s ‘propositional attitudes’ of beliefs,
desires, etc., inasmuch as their existence can be inferred from the very fact that certain
expressions have been uttered.
14
This might be identified with an expressed proposition or a state of affairs or, in
case of naming expressions, a particular object.
15
Perhaps this should be identified with the corresponding type of a token-expression
or anything which comes quite close to the notion of a type.
16
In the subsequent kârikâ 2, Bhartåhari makes the additional point that uncertainties
or doubts pertain merely to the cognitive states of the utterer as well as to the ‘external
objects’, but never to the ‘own forms’. On the background of the suggested
identification of ‘own forms’ (svarûpa) with types this assertion might appear doubtful.
But possibly, this is due to the fact that the notion of a type represents only an
approximation to the concept of ‘own form’ which might come close to that of a pattern
which is exemplified by some sequence (of sounds or phonemes).
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answer to this difficulty. The essence of the reply appears to be the following: It is
acknowledged that statements specifying semantic relations occur, and it is even
admitted that expressions performing such a function might contain linguistic
elements—in particular the genitive morpheme—which relate to semantic relations.
But this does not refute the original thesis that linguistic expressions generally do not
specify their own semantic relations. The reason is the following: Linguistic elements
such as genitive morphemes relate to semantic relations at best in a general way, but
they can never perform the function of fixing the semantic relations of the expressions
in which they occur or impart any information about them. This is so because the
semantic relations which are at stake in the theorem formulated in verse 1 are not
semantic relations in general but the particular semantic relations of uttered
expression-tokens or their corresponding types (or patterns). They are essentially or
constantly dependent at least in the following regards: 1. being individual relations,
their identity depends on the identity of their relata in a similar manner in which the
identity of ‘quality-individuals’ (guòa) depends on the identity of the substances in
which they inhere; 2. being something which linguistic expressions exhibit or possess,
such that the knowledge of the fact that linguistic expressions exhibit them makes it
possible that utterances of them convey information, in particular the kind of
information that has been specified in verse 1, they can at best be exploited for the
purpose of deriving information from the expressions exhibiting them whenever they
are uttered, but it is not possible that the very same expressions which exhibit them fix
or specify those semantic relations. Such specifications could at best be achieved by
the employment of different expressions which refer to the former ones and
characterise them with respect to their meaning relations.17 This tenet is objectively
plausible if it is taken in a specific way: Linguistic expressions cannot specify their
semantic relations in the manner of providing characterisations or descriptions of them
17

In this connection it might be appropriate to point out that the interpretation of
atyanta-para-tantratvâ[t] in verse 4, according to which the expression is meant to
relate to the meaning relation, represents merely one possible alternative. It would be by
no means outlandish to interpret it as referring to the act which is described by the words
rûpam … asyâpadiœyate that follow immediately. This means that atyanta-paratantratvâ[t] could equally be used in order to convey that the (own) nature of any
individual meaning relation cannot be imparted (by expressions which themselves
exhibit that meaning relation), because any act of doing this necessarily—this might be
the import of atyanta− in this particular context—depends on something else (para),
namely other means of conveying a meaning apart from the concerned expression(s). To
be sure, it seems rather improbable that this should be the only intended sense of
atyanta-para-tantratvâ[t]. But it is by no means unlikely that the author of the verse
intended that the formulation should be understood in both senses.
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such that the content of the descriptions is determined by nothing else than the
meaning of linguistic expressions. To be sure, Bhartåhari nowhere makes this restraint
explicit. But this does not refute that it harmonises with his intentions. Probably the
author was not aware of the fact that a specification of this sort might be objectively
required. Anyhow, if one looks at the situation under this aspect, the tenet appears
highly plausible: Linguistic expressions, in particular sentences, never fix their
meaning relations by giving true descriptions or characterisations of them inasmuch as
the content of those descriptions is determined by the meaning relations of expressions
containing them. They cannot objectively specify their meaning relations in this
manner at least under certain assumptions of the dependence of sentence-meaning on
meanings of their constituent parts. On the other hand, and this was possibly more
what Bhartåhari had in view, they cannot impart in this manner complete knowledge
about their meaning to a hearer of utterances, because in order to grasp the content of
the pertinent descriptions he must exploit previously existing knowledge concerning
meaning relations of expressions that belong to the sentence in question. If such
knowledge should be imparted at all by description, it is not the concerned expression
itself but other expressions that must be invoked, more precisely the expressions
whose understanding does not require a complete understanding of the concerned
expression.
Although the possible objection on account of metalinguistic uses of expressions
can be, as it seems, satisfactorily answered in this manner, the reply is threatened by
the danger of self-inconsistency, and we suppose that this topic is dealt with in the
textual passage which begins with kârikâ 20.

–3–
A component of the crucial theorem of kârikâ 1 can be expressed as follows: No
linguistic expression gives a true description of its meaning relation and thereby
fixes its meaning. Although this is, strictly speaking, not tantamount to the thesis
that no linguistic expression can fix its meaning by giving a true description of its
meaning relation, it is not improbable that Bhartåhari’s position embraced also the
thesis which is formulated by the preceding sentence. The crucial point is, however,
that this holds good under a particular reading of ‘No linguistic expression gives a
true description of its meaning relation.’ The idea that meaning relations are fixed
beforehand and are exploited in order to identify the ‘external’ objects
corresponding as meanings to linguistic expressions in situations of their utterance
makes it natural to suppose that no sentence can be used in such a manner that it
expresses a true characterisation of its own meaning relation because the
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identification of this particular meaning relation depends—apart from the sentence
itself—on its meaning, or in Bhartåhari’s terms, on the external object which it
means. Accordingly, what the sentence which should say something about its
meaning relation means must be considered as determining what it is about. But
since it is natural to suppose that, the other way round, what a sentence means is
determined by what it is about, in the case of descriptive sentences the object of
predication, a mutual dependency—that which Indian philosophers designate by the
technical term parasparâœraya—threatens to emerge from the supposition. The
relevant sense of ‘No linguistic expression gives a true description of its meaning
relation’ is accordingly that no linguistic expression can be employed in a way that
it both is true and expresses the subsumption of its own meaning relation under
some concept. An ‘epistemic’ correlate of this position would be that it is
impossible for a speaker to convey to somebody else what the meaning relation, or
let us say the sense18, of any linguistic expression he utters is like, merely by
formulating a true (and sufficiently exhaustive) description of this meaning relation
(sense) by the very same expression which is uttered. The relevant consideration is
that the addressee, in order to identify what the description is about, must have
identified the meaning relation (sense) of the pertinent expression, which requires
that he knows beforehand what it is. If it is really true that such knowledge has to
rely on a prior identification of what the characterisation given by the expression is
about as well as of the meaning relation of all the predicates occurring in the
expression, there is little hope to get rid of the circularity.
In view of the occurrence of the expression sva-dharmeòa in kârikâ 4, it is not
unreasonable to assume that the thesis is even a bit more specific than it has been
depicted above: It might not concern characterisations or descriptions of meaning
relations in general but specifically such characterisations which provide essential
descriptions in the sense that if one knows that the description applies to something,
one is also equipped with knowledge which puts one in a position to identify the
particular meaning relation, i.e. one knows which meaning relation is concerned.
We leave it to the reader’s discretion to take the pertinent theorems in the broader or
the narrower sense.
In the present context we need not discuss the question as to whether the
considerations suggested above are in fact objectively cogent. It matters however

18

I use the word ‘sense’ here and at some other places mainly as an abbreviation and
stylistic variant of the expression ‘meaning relation’. But it will also be used in order to
suggest that in certain regards the difference between Bhartåhari’s concept of ‘meaning
relation’ and other notions of ‘meaning’ or ‘sense’ is not relevant.
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that an inconsistency is imminent here which can be best depicted on the
background of a less specific example.
Let us suppose that someone makes the assertion:
(S)

Nothing true has ever been said about Socrates.

Let us further assume that (S) has been used in order to express that nothing true
has ever been said about Socrates. The following objection imposes itself: Granted
that, apart from (S), nothing true has ever been said about Socrates. Even then there
is the following dilemma, namely
(A)

(S) should say about Socrates that nothing true has ever been
said about him.

(B)

(S) should not say about Socrates that nothing true has ever
been said about him.

or

In the case of (A) the assertion of (S) becomes self-refuting. This results from the
circumstance that the very act of making the assertion of (S) creates a situation which
falsifies the statement. For by making this assertion a situation has been created in
which something has been said about Socrates, namely that nothing true has ever been
said about him. Therefore, if (S) should say about Socrates that absolutely nothing true
has ever been said about him, it is impossible that the assertion be true. In the case of
(B), on the other hand, the assertion of (S) would not express what it should express
because one of the assumptions was that (S) has been used in order to express that
nothing has ever been said about Socrates. But now it might appear that this reasoning
could be assailed on account of the following consideration:
(C)

The presented reasoning does not entail a refutation of the tenet.
It merely demonstrates that the range of the quantification
should be taken in an absolutely unrestricted manner so that it
relates also to the predicate of (S). In other words, (S) should be
understood as saying that absolutely nothing true has ever been
said about Socrates, including this that nothing true has ever
been said about him. Under these premises, the circumstance
that the assertion of (S)—both under supposition (A) and (B)—
cannot be true is welcome. For it is precisely this fact which
entails that, under the given premise that nothing true has been
said about Socrates elsewhere, absolutely nothing true has ever
been said about him. But this is precisely what is asserted by (S)
under supposition (A) and this confirms the assertion of (S).
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This might appear baffling at first glance, but it needs to be accounted for. What
could one say about that move? If one wants to give a concise description of the
bizarreness of the situation which is envisaged in (C) one might say that it is absurd to
suppose that nothing else but the self-refuting character of some sentence or statement
should constitute a basis for its truth. But one might put the point also differently:
‘If one asserts about something that nothing can be said about it in one
way or the other or in no way at all, one states that a certain situation
obtains, namely the situation that the concerned entity is such that
nothing can be said about it in one way or the other or in no way at all.
But the “verification” that has been proposed in (C) relies on the premise
that precisely the situation which must be expressed—under the
pertinent supposition (A)—cannot obtain, because it has been derived
among others from the assumption that (S) should not even correctly say
that about the pertinent subject which it should say that nothing true has
ever been said about it. By resorting to the idea that one’s statement
should be verified by denying with respect to some entity the state which
it should ascribe to it one becomes even more entangled in selfinconsistency. Therefore the rejoinder which is envisaged in (C)
deserves to be rejected.’
A different, but parallel objection could run as follows: The following alternative
is exhaustive, namely
(A)* Socrates is in fact such as he is claimed to be by the assertion
of (S).
or
(B)* Socrates is in fact not such as he is claimed to be by the
assertion of (S).
In case of (A)* the assertion of (S) is self-refuting for analogous reasons as above. In
case of (B)* the situation whose existence is claimed by the assertion, whatever this
might be, cannot be ascertained as obtaining. Accordingly, it is impossible that the
assertion of (S) is true. The continuation would correspond to (C) and its dismissal.
I want to suggest that the reasoning represented in the kârikâs 20–22 parallels the
one depicted above. It is not difficult to discern, how the analogy might look like.
But since the wording leaves room for different readings, we prefer to proceed
slowly and carefully. On one of the readings, the role of the assertion of (S) would
be played by (a statement of) a theorem which can be formulated as follows:
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(T)

E cannot be truly described in any manner. 19

What ‘E’ refers to is immaterial. What matters is only that—by hypothesis—the
term has been employed in (the claim made by) (T) in such a way that it refers to
something in particular.20 The two alternatives corresponding to (A) and (B) above
are:
(1)

E can be truly described in the manner in which it is described
in (T).

(2)

E cannot be truly described in the manner in which it is
described in (T).

or

Evidently, if (1) were assumed, (T) cannot be regarded as true. It would be
impossible to maintain the claim in its generality. If (2) were supposed, the possibility
is precluded that (T) might give a true description of E, and since it appears that (T)
can only be true if what it says about E holds true of E, the possibility of the truth of
(T) would be ruled out under this hypothesis too. Moreover, if it is supposed that (T) is
used with the intention of making a true statement or of conveying some correct
information, the relevant (communicative) goal is frustrated. As before, the issue is not
yet completely settled, because it could be retorted that precisely the inconsistencies
which are invoked by the opponent give room for the possibility that the statement
made by (T) represents the situation as it is. But again the price is high because this
idea exploits the consideration that (T) cannot provide a true description of E.
Admittedly, I have attributed to the remark represented by verse 22 an
argumentative role which is not necessitated by the wording. Perhaps it appears
more natural to read kârikâ 22 as stating merely that, if something is asserted to be
indescribable in some way or the other, the proponent cannot simply accept the fact
that the utterance of his words creates a situation which militates against his thesis
of indescribability, in other words, he cannot acquiesce in granting that his assertion
entails the consequence mentioned in verse 20. One should note, however, that both
interpretations are not so different: Whereas on the alternative reading verse 22
19

This is in fact only a variant formulation of ‘Nothing true can be said about E,’
which we employ here in order to make the affinity to the original wording of the text
more obvious.
20
This is, by the way, a plausible explanation as to why kârikâs 20–22 do not offer
any specification of the relevant subject that is described as avâcya (‘unsignifiable’). It
should also be mentioned that the omission of a term designating the logical subject of
predication might in this context perform exactly the same function as the employment
of ‘arbitrary names’ in modern logic.
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expresses that the proponent cannot be satisfied with the consequence that is pointed
out in kârikâ 20 it conveys according to the reading envisaged here that the
proponent cannot use that consequence and transform it to a positive argument for
his contention. My inclination to favour the latter interpretation stems from the fact
that it enables us to avoid the conclusion that verse 22 merely explicates what has
been implicitly conveyed before so that it could even engender an impression of
repetitiousness.
But we must envisage another equally possible reading because of the fact that the
expression vâcya, in particular vâcya in certain syntagmata with constituents in the
instrumental, can be understood both in the sense of ‘can be said / expressed /
characterised as,’ which might amount to something like ‘is correctly / truly
described / describable as,’ and in the sense of ‘is to be said / expressed /
characterised as’ = ‘should be said / expressed / characterised as’ = ‘is such that
someone intends to say of it that it is such and such / describe it as such and
such …’. The same holds good mutatis mutandis for avâcya and all related
expressions. Thus, if everything were made fully explicit, the pertinent theorem
would amount to something which could be formulated as follows:
(T)* There is no true statement by which it has been intended to say
anything true about E.
The dilemma is:
(1)*

(T)* should truly say about E that there is no true statement by
which it has been intended to say anything true about it.

(2)*

(T)* should not truly say about E that there is no true statement
by which it has been intended to say anything true about it. 21

or

In an analogous manner as before, under the first alternative the assertive
utterance of (T)* engenders a situation which prevents the truth of (the statement
made by) (T)*. For if its truth were supposed, it would follow that the statement of
(T)* itself fulfils the descriptive content of the predicate of (T)*, viz. ‘is a true
21

In a more pedantic manner one might describe the relevant alternatives as follows:
‘In the statement made by (T), it has been intended that it be truly said about E that there
is no true statement by which it has been intended to say anything true about it,’ and ‘In
the statement made by (T), it has not been intended that it be truly said about E that there
is no true statement by which it has been intended to say anything true about it.’ We
presume that the relevant points can be successfully conveyed even by formulations
which might be a little less precise, but are less cumbersome.
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statement by which it has been intended to say anything true about E,’ and
accordingly constitutes an exception to the generality claim of (T)*. The second
alternative, on the other hand, would amount to an inconsistency of the speaker’s
behaviour, if he did not possess an intention to the effect that something true should
be claimed by his assertion, because his act of making his assertion would lose its
point and accordingly one could not decide which communicative goals he intended
to achieve by his utterance. Against this it might be retorted that it is in fact the
speaker’s intention to say something true by (his assertion of) (T)*. It was, however,
not the intention to say about E that there is no statement by which it has been
intended to say anything true about it, but it was rather intended to deny exactly this
with respect to E because, as it had been demonstrated in the first step, this must be
denied in order to create room for the possibility that the assertion which is made by
(the utterance of) (T)* turns out to be true. This attempt to escape from the difficulty
is not acceptable for similar reasons as before: It cannot be tolerated that a sentence
which expresses that a certain entity possesses a certain property should be used in
order to deny exactly that property with respect to exactly that entity.
One might point out that the wording of the kârikâs 20–22 is too ambiguous in order
to rule out other readings and interpretations. In particular, opinions differ regarding
the question as to whether kârikâ 22 represents a continuation of the objection or the
beginning of its refutation. Nevertheless, our presentation which has been given above
suffices for a definite rebuttal of the claim made by HOUBEN (1995: 221) that this
verse must be placed ‘unmistakably on the side of the solution of the paradox’ and that
any understanding which considers it as representing a continuation and elaboration of
the objection is forced to hypothesise artificial readings.22 It is therefore quite possible
22

One might be puzzled by the fact that according to our interpretation the proposition
expressed in verse 22 represents nothing more than a denial of a premise of the counterargument. Two things deserve to be noted in this connection: (1) If we hypothesise the
above presented explanation of the verses 20–22, we must of course supplement the
conclusion of the implicit meta-reasoning so that an explicit account of the argumentative
import of verse 22 should be described as follows: ‘[But it is] not [possible that, on the one
hand,] something is [correctly] described as being indescribable in some way or another
and that, on the other hand, those words [which describe it as such] exclude [exactly that]
situation [which the words according to the hypothesis correctly ascribe to some entity
from obtaining] with respect to the pertinent object.’ Only constituents which have not
been put in brackets possess explicit correlates in the verse. Given that the whole ‘metareasoning’ has been hypothesised in an implicit manner, it is not at all mysterious that
some of its ingredients have not been made fully explicit by the wording of the verse. It
deserves to be noted in addition that the import of api occurring in the second half of the
verse could be taken as being identical to that of the expression ‘on the other hand’ in the
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to follow Helârâja with respect to the assignment of the verse to the objection even if
one should not accept all the details of his explanation.23
It goes without saying that also the claim that kârikâ 22 must be understood as
offering a solution of a paradox or a part of such a solution is unfounded. Pace
HOUBEN and other scholars, it is not even certain that the whole passage of verses 20–
22 is meant to deal with a paradox at all—if one does not employ the expression
‘paradox’ in a sense which is so liberal that any sort of inconsistency can be subsumed
under that concept. The objection formulated in those kârikâs demonstrates with
respect to certain statements that if they were assumed as being true, it would follow
that they must be false or cannot be true, but no clue is given how one should, the

above presented description of the argumentative import. This means that api possesses a
whole sentence as its focus. Nevertheless, our interpretation concerning the import of
kârikâ 22 is equally compatible with an analysis which assumes that tatra constitutes the
focus of the particle. The rendering of the verse which had been previously given by us
was based on this supposition.—If this analysis is preferred, the expression ‘on the other
hand’ should be taken as if it were put in brackets. (2) We could equally accept the view
that appears to be advocated by Helârâja concerning kârikâ 21, according to which this
verse represents the beginning of the ‘meta-argument’ which is continued in verse 22. We
refrain from going into the details of the alternative possibility and comment only in
passing that HOUBEN has probably not grasped the essential point of Helârâja’s explanation
of kârikâ 21 (cp. HOUBEN (1995: 220)).
23
It might be worth pointing out that if one did not interpret verse 22 as representing
a continuation of the objection, it would be conceivable that the proposition to which the
objection implicitly refers does not correspond to (T) or (T)* or similar ones, but to
something like
(T)+ E is such that nobody has ever intended to say anything about E.
or even
(T)++ E is such that I never intend to say anything about E.
Here the situation is that—given a wide range of application of the implicit quantifiers—
the statement is self-refuting. A reasoning which corresponds to the discussion of the
alternatives (A)* and (B)* or (1)* and (2)* would be sufficient to demonstrate this and
the argument could end at this point. The situation that this very refutation opens a way
for a conceivable vindication of the relevant theorem arises only if we take it in the
sense of (T) or (T)* or similar ways which are characterised by the fact that they contain
implicit references to truth. In such cases the argument is not complete with a
demonstration of the fact that the theorem cannot be true and only then a plausible
motive for a continuation of the objection exists. In view of the linguistic meaning of
avâcya it is, however, not at all outlandish to hypothesise a reference to truth.
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other way round, derive their truth from the supposition of the falsity or non-truth.24
Not only this, the second step within the objection formulated by the (fictitious)
opponent which relates to the ‘meta-reflexion’ suggests even the idea that any attempt
to deduce truth from the supposition of falsity leads to absurd consequences.
Accordingly a paradox-structure exhibited by the derivability of falseness from the
supposition of truth and of truth from the supposition of falseness cannot be detected
from the wording of the text, at least as far as kârikâs 20–22 are concerned.
To be sure, this circumstance does not refute the possibility that the writer of the
text might have brought up a topic that objectively involves a paradox. If this were
the case, it would be worth noting that fact. It would be an interesting result not
merely from the standpoint of philosophical analysis but also under the historical
aspect and the perspective of comparative philosophy. For it would be remarkable if
some writer belonging to some different cultural milieu had neglected certain
objective consequences which appear highly important in our eyes, possibly because
he looked upon the subject matter from a different angle. But is it really true that the
phenomenon mentioned in the verses 20–22 is paradoxical. One might be inclined
to think so, because of the possibility of making the above depicted ‘baffling’
rejoinder to the first part of the objection. But it is imperative to look at the matter
more carefully. To be sure, if we consider the sentences
(I)
(II)

Nothing true can be said about E.
It cannot be truly said about E that nothing true can be said
about it.
(III) Nothing true can be said about E by any sentence different
from (I).
(I) could be considered as confirmed, if (II) and (III) were assumed as true.
Nonetheless, (III) is not only doubtful in itself, but generates even an inconsistency on
account of its difference from (I): If (III) were assumed to be true, there would be
something which can be truly said about E by some sentence that differs from (I), and
accordingly (III) should not be true. The possibility of deriving inconsistencies from
inconsistencies is not surprising, however. It is natural to derive from all this that there
can be no entity about which absolutely nothing true can be said. Accordingly, either
(II) or (III) must be repudiated. On the other hand, as regards the sentences
24

It must be observed that if ‘Nothing true can be said about E’ is supposed to be not
true, the immediate consequence is merely that something true can be said about E. But
this is not equivalent to ‘Something true can be said about E, namely that nothing true
can be said about it’ or ‘It can be truly said about E that nothing true can be said about
it’.—The same holds good mutatis mutandis for other similar sentences.
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(I)* Nothing true has ever been said about E. 25
(II)* It has never been truly said about E that nothing true has ever
been said about it.
(III)* Nothing true has been ever said about E by any sentence
different from (I)*.
the circumstance that (I)* might be vindicated by the conjunction of (II)* and (III)* is
irrelevant for the generation of a paradox. The conjunction consisting of (I)*, (II)* and
(III)* would be true, if no statement had been made about E at any time. In particular
the supposition that (I)* or the proposition expressed by it might be true if (I)* had
never been uttered is not blatantly absurd. Consequently the group of (I)*–(III)* does
not confront us with a situation in which we possess prima facie good reasons to
accept a number of sentences / propositions which turn out to involve inconsistencies.
One should not say that the objection formulated in the kârikâs 20–22 has implicitly
shown that (the statement made by) the sentence ‘Nothing true has ever been said
about E’ would be true, if by the pertinent statement absolutely nothing had been said
about E, not even that nothing has ever been said about E, and that this is paradoxical.
For this would rest on a confusion. The situation is rather as follows: If it were true
that absolutely nothing has ever been said about E, a state of affairs would obtain in
which what the sentence ‘Nothing true has ever been said about E’ in fact expresses
were the case. But in this hypothetical situation the sentence ‘Nothing true has ever
been said about E’ would not express that nothing true has ever been said about E, and
accordingly there is no situation in which the relevant sentence would ascribe
absolutely nothing to E and would nevertheless be true. One might formulate the same
fact also in the following manner: There might be a ‘possible world’ w in which
absolutely nothing is ascribed to E by (some assertive use of) the sentence in
question—perhaps because the words occurring in the sentence possess a different
meaning in w or for other reasons—and in which nothing is ascribed to E on any other
occasion by any sentence. In this ‘world’ w a state of affairs obtains which is
expressed by the sentence ‘Nothing true has ever been said about E’ in any ‘world’ w *
in which this sentence is used in order to assert that absolutely nothing has ever been
said about E. But in any such world w * the sentence is never true. Accordingly there is
no such thing like a derivation of truth from the supposition of falseness. A similar
phenomenon can be observed if one considers the sentence: ‘This sentence does not
possess any meaning,’ if ‘this’ is used in a token-reflexive manner. It might follow that
anything which a sentence expresses can be the case, even if that has never been
asserted by any sentence. But is this paradoxical?
25

We hypothesise an atemporal reading for the phrase ‘has ever (been)’ so that ‘ever’
can be understood as equivalent to ‘at any time during the entire history of the universe.’
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Something which seems puzzling becomes apparent at best if we consider a
situation in which (I)* has been in fact used in order to make a statement about E
and no other statement has been ever made concerning E (by any other sentence). It
is hardly possible to deny that such a situation can be easily imagined. If the
quantifier represented by ‘nothing’ is taken in an unrestricted manner, the statement
made by (I)* is self-refuting and cannot be true. But if we assume that it is not true,
we feel inclined to accept as a consequence that something true has been said about
E at some time. Since, however, by hypothesis nothing true has ever been said about
E on any other occasion (by any other sentence), it seems that something true must
have been said about E by (I)* on the pertinent occasion and that accordingly the
statement should be considered as true.
It might be instructive to point out that even the last sketched reasoning is not
absolutely water-tight. The crucial step lies in the derivation of the proposition that
something true has ever been said about E from the supposition that (I)* is not true.
The inference is not conclusive because it overlooks an alternative possibility: That
(I)* is not true might not result from the fact that something true has been said about
E at some time but is due to the circumstance that nothing has been said at all about
E at any time. This means that the speaker of (I)* has not succeeded in making any
statement at all under the described circumstances. A fortiori (I)* has not been
successfully used in order to make any true statement about E or to say something
true about E, notwithstanding the fact that the utterer might have intended to do this.
If the concerned predicate-expressions do not express any concept and are not
associated with any descriptive content, there remains no room for the supposition
that sentences like (I)*, if they are employed in the envisaged manner and under the
hypothesised circumstances, describe any entity E in one way or the other. The
objection that the supposition of lack of content appears counterintuitive is hardly
probative. For it is by no means improbable that intuitions of this sort rely on the
fact that the expressions occurring in sentences like (I)* possess something which
one could call ‘linguistic meaning’ even in the crucial circumstances. But
possession of linguistic meaning is not automatically tantamount to possession of
conceptual content. Whether some expressions, in particular predicate expressions,
express a conceptual content in specific situations as well as what content (and how
many contents) they represent might depend both on linguistic meaning and the
circumstances of their employment.26 (Similar things could be said concerning
26

The idea of circumstances of employment should be taken in a very comprehensive
manner which involves much more than situational features of particular utterances. If
we imagine that some astronaut lands for the first time on a certain planet which is not
inhabited by rational beings, utters the sentence
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sentences and propositional contents). In the present context it would be
inappropriate to go into further details of these questions. Only one point has to be
noted: Deeper investigations into the topic are not only reasonable but even relevant
to issues of the philosophy of language. But Bhartåhari is commonly considered as a
philosopher of language. Why did he not scrutinise the consequences ensuing from
assertive utterances of (I)* under the described circumstances or from similar
situations in more detail? I think the answer is that the author of the Saôbandhasamuddeœa was not at all concerned about paradoxes resulting from certain ways of
using sentences. But he was apprehensive about the threat that his own semantic
tenet and its statement might turn out to be self-contradictory.27 In this connection
the following two points attain importance: (1) The proposition that is brought up
for discussion in the objection formulated in the verses 20–22 does not exhibit the
form of (I)*, but corresponds rather to (I) or some proposition containing some other
modal component. (2) The form of the crucial semantic principle is not exactly
equivalent to the form of the proposition which is mentioned in the objection, and

(U) Nothing true is ever said on this planet.
re-enters his spaceship without saying anything more and never visits the planet again,
the decision about whether or not (U) possesses descriptive content and whether or not
the predicate-expression it contains represents a concept depends on the subsequent
history of the universe. If in fact nobody visits the concerned planet again, (U) is
without conceptual content. It fails to be a representation of how things are in the world.
There are no other conditions of its truth except its own non-truth. On the other hand, if
it should happen that later other astronauts land on the same planet and make (among
others) some true statements, there is no reason to dispute (U)’s conceptual content.—In
this case the statement made by (U) is false.—Those who find this implausible are
probably beset by the idea that concepts must be something mental, something which
merely resides ‘in the heads’ of persons or other rational beings. But internalism about
concepts represents at best one possible position among others. Why not be an
externalist both with respect to linguistic meaning and to concepts?
27
Ironically, it is specifically our interpretation of the verses 20–22, and in particular
of kârikâ 22, which establishes at least an indirect link to some paradox. Those,
however, who—like HOUBEN—do not even offer the idea of the ‘meta-reflection’ but,
nevertheless, claim that the pertinent textual passage is meant to discuss—and solve—a
philosophical paradox are probably bound to be unfair to Bhartåhari. They represent him
as a thinker who treated the very topic, which supposedly was his concern, in quite a
superficial manner. We, on the other hand, explain the lack of deeper and more elaborate
investigations of the topic in a different manner: A paradoxical phenomenon was simply
not Bhartåhari’s concern and it was not his main concern because it is pretty irrelevant
for the pertinent argumentative context.
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this holds true irrespective of the details of its interpretation. The semantic thesis is
at any rate more specific. It cannot be equated with a statement of the form:
‘Nothing true can be said about E,’ but corresponds to something like: ‘Nothing true
can be said by F about G,’ and is obtainable by replacing ‘F’ by ‘any expression’
and ‘G’ by ‘its own meaning relation,’ or more explicitly: ‘that meaning relation
which exists between the concerned expression and its meaning as relata.’ In a similar
manner as we have adduced the example (S) above merely in order to demonstrate
some relevant features by a partial analogy, it was not Bhartåhari’s intention that the
objection formulated in the passage of kârikâs 20–22 should be directed against a
proposition which exactly coincides with the pertinent tenet, but the decisive point
was to bring into play a statement which exhibits precisely those features on account
of which the statement of the relevant semantic thesis is endangered by
inconsistency. The subsequent verses show this with even more clarity. 28
–4–
At the beginning of the preceding chapter it has been stated that the assertion
expressed in kârikâs 1 and 4 involves theorems which could be expressed either as:
(P)

28

No expression says anything true of / about its own MR
(= meaning relation).29

It might be apropos to remark that HOUBEN himself obviously does not believe that
kârikâ 22 offers anything like a convincing solution of a paradox. He says (1995: 221):
‘The most important point is however that kârikâ 22 is in itself no doubt very
insufficient either to convince a ‘believer’ in the paradox, or to persuade a tenacious
opponent who is making use of the paradox,’ and ‘If the kârikâ would not have
emphasised that the words do not deny that X is unsignifiable, it would have been a part
of the statement of the paradox. How can this ever result in its solution?’. Since HOUBEN
supposes that ‘what 22 says amounts to the following:
Suppose: words signify → X is unsignifiable.
Then:
the words signifying that X is unsignifiable do not deny that X is
unsignifiable.’
I find it difficult to see, how this could represent even the beginning of a solution.
29
This is only a variant formulation of ‘No expression expresses a true description of
its own MR’. The expression ‘MR’ is an abbreviation of ‘meaning relation’, but in the
subsequent paragraphs it could equally be replaced by ‘sense’ or other related semantic
terms.
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or as
(Q)

For every expression it holds good that one cannot impart to a
hearer something about its MR by giving a true description of it
(i.e. its MR) by the concerned expression itself. 30

First of all one must note that (P)—or one should perhaps better say, the
formulations in the original text, which (P) attempts to reflect—possesses a reading
which exposes the thesis to the danger of a devastating refutation. The phrase ‘A
does not say anything true of / about B’ could be understood as being equivalent to
‘A does not say anything which is true of B’ and if it is supposed that the term ‘A’
refers to a predicate-expression it is natural to read this in the sense of ‘A is not true
of B’. By resorting merely to the premises that components of sentences, however
complex, and in particular predicate-expressions are meaningful units and that to
every meaningful expression belongs at least one MR, an opponent could easily
refute the thesis by invoking only principles which harmonise with ‘standard logic’
or intuition.

1

—Let ‘xRy’ be an abbreviation for ‘y is a linguistic expression and x is
a meaning relation such that y is related by x to something which is y’s
meaning (= the thing meant = the artha of y),’ in other words, let ‘R’
be a symbol for a relation which holds good between any expression and
any meaning relation if the meaning relation ‘belongs’ to that
expression.
(1) There is no MR of which any linguistic expression which is a relatum
of that MR says anything true (= There is no MR, such that any linguistic
expression which is a relatum of that MR says anything true of it)
-(∃x)(∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x)
A(ssumption)
Because of the proponent’s thesis under the assumed reading

One must not be misled by the fact that—as it has been indicated earlier—the theorem
could be also expressed by the formulation: ‘No expression can say anything true about
its own meaning relation’. In this case the modal word ‘can’ functions as a ‘sentenceoperator’ and the formulation amounts to nothing else but ‘It holds good with necessity
that no expression says anything true about its own meaning relation.’
30
As a matter of fact, the subsequent remarks do not crucially depend on the
supposition that the pertinent thesis has to be exactly equivalent to the formulations
exhibited by (P) or (Q). It is only essential that the relevant tenet exhibits all the relevant
logical properties which (P) exemplifies. Therefore the following remarks could comply
even with certain views according to which the thesis advocated in the passage of the
verses 1 + 4 differs from the one represented by (P) and (Q).
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2

(2) (The predicate) ‘to be a MR of which no linguistic expression
which is a relatum of that MR says anything true’31 is a meaningful
expression—and the same holds true for any expression which is
obtained if one substitutes ‘to be’ by any finite verb form, in particular
by ‘is’
‘-(∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x)’ is a meaningful expression A

2,3 (3) There is a MR of which ‘to be a MR of which no linguistic
expression which is a relatum of that MR says anything true’ is a
relatum = There is a MR which belongs to ‘to be a MR of which no
linguistic expression which is a relatum of that MR says anything true’
(∃x)(xR ‘-(∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x)’)
A Motivated by
the circumstance that the pertinent predicate-expressions are meaningful
4

(4) Let m be a MR which belongs to ‘to be a MR of which no
linguistic expression which is a relatum of that MR says anything true’
mR ‘-(∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x)’
A

1,4 (5) ‘to be a MR of which no linguistic expression which is a relatum of
that MR says anything true’ does not say anything true of m
‘-(∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x)’ does not say anything true of m
1,4 UE + MPP [Since ‘-(∃x)(∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x)’ is
equivalent to ‘(x)(y)(xRy → -y says anything true of x’ ]
1,4 (6) m is not a MR of which no linguistic expression which is a relatum
of that MR says anything true
- -(∃y)(mRy & y says anything of m)
From 5 on the
assumption that if some predicate is not true of something (which exists)
the corresponding negated predicate holds true of it and that to say of any
arbitrary e that ‘F’ is not true of e amounts to the same as saying ‘not Fe’
1,4 (7) m is a MR of which some linguistic expression which is a relatum
of that MR says something true
(∃y)(mRy & y says anything true of m)
6 DN
1,4 (8) There is some MR of which some linguistic expression which is a
relatum of that MR says something true
(∃x) (∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x)
7 EI

31

Or a bit simpler: ‘to be a meaning relation of which no linguistic expression to
which it belongs says anything true.’
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1,2,3 (9) There is some MR of which some linguistic expression which is a
relatum of that MR says something true
(∃x) (∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x)
3,4,7 EE
1,2,3 (10) There is no MR of which any linguistic expression which is a
relatum of that MR says anything true and there is some MR of which
some linguistic expression which is a relatum of that MR says
something true
(∃x) (∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x) &
-(∃x)(∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x)
1,9 & I
2,3 (11) It is not the case that there is no MR of which any linguistic
expression which is a relatum of that MR says anything true. In other
words, the thesis is false
- -(∃x)(∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x)
1,10 RAA.
To be sure, only a refutation, but no paradox is derivable because the negated
counterpart of (1), namely
There is some MR of which some linguistic expression which is a
relatum of that MR says something true
(∃x) (∃y)(xRy & y says anything true of x),
does not imply that being a MR of which no linguistic expression which is a relatum
of that MR says something true must be the only thing which can be said about MRs
and about the MR that is associated with s in particular. One must not be misled by
the fact that for somebody who asserts that there is no MR of which any linguistic
expression which is a relatum of that MR says anything true (= 1 above) it might be
natural to suppose that if there should be anything at all which could be correctly
ascribed to a MR by any expression to which it belongs then it should be at best this
that there is no linguistic expression which is a relatum of it and which says
something true of it. Moreover, as it is made explicit by the above presented
derivation—and this is sometimes an important yield of the employment of formal
logic—the conclusion rests on the assumptions of the lines 2 and 3 and, accordingly,
on the supposition that there is a MR associated with the pertinent expression. The
underlying assumption that every meaningful expression possesses a ‘meaning
relation’ is, however, far from evident, and thus there is no basis for the supposition
that a contradiction is derivable only from prima facie evident assumptions.32
32

The same holds good with respect to propositions such as: ‘Nothing can be said
(by any linguistic expression) which is true of MRs,’ ‘MRs are indescribable’ or even
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Nevertheless, as no intuitively implausible principles are employed in the refutation,
it is desirable to reject such a reading for the pertinent thesis.
But one can understand the position as it is reflected by (P) also in another way so
that no denial is implied to the effect that it is impossible that any description which
any expression involves could be true of the MR of that expression. (P) must not say
that no expression contains a true description of its MR, but it can be interpreted as
saying that there is no expression which both says something that could be correctly
said about its own MR and which expresses that such a description holds good with
respect to its own MR. It might occur that the descriptive component of a sentence
expresses a property that some object in fact possesses. Nevertheless, the sentence
or what is stated by employing the sentence might not at all refer to that object.
Evidently, the above presented ‘refutation’ can not be employed in order to disprove
the thesis in the variant reading and which could be explicated as follows:
No expression says anything which is true of its MR about it.

‘inherence is inexpressible’ (the thesis that is ascribed to Bhartåhari by Helârâja), etc. In
all these cases, one can retort: ‘Well, if these entities are indescribable, inexpressible
etc., then one should give up the assumption that there are such entities.’ One must not
confuse the above argument with a different reasoning that does not start from (1) but
from the supposition that every meaningful expression must possess some MR and
poses the question whether the predicate ‘is a MR such that no linguistic expression to
which it belongs says anything which is true of it’ is or is not true of the MR associated
with that expression. First of all, that is not a question with which the pertinent textual
passage of the Saôbandha-samuddeœa is concerned; at least this is highly improbable
both in view of the verses 23 –24, which we will consider shortly, and in view of the
preceding context. Moreover, as regards the connection of this problem to the issue of
paradox one should be cautious when the question is at stake what really follows from
the supposition that such a predicate is not true of its MR. Especially two points need
not be overlooked: (1) Must one take for granted that at most one linguistic expression
possesses some MR? This hangs together with the topic of the criteria of the
individuation of MRs. Perhaps such a supposition harmonises with Bhartåhari’s view,
but nevertheless one must ask whether it is mandatory. (2) Is it really imperative to
assume that a predicate like ‘is a MR of which no linguistic expression to which it
belongs says anything true’ (or synonymous ones) says exactly one thing about any
entity of which it is predicated? Moreover, is it actually absurd to suppose that it could
depend on context, especially on the question to what particular entity one ascribes such
a predicate, whether it says exactly one thing or nothing or perhaps several things of it,
some of which are false and some of which are true of that entity? The last
considerations are similar to ones which had been delineated in the preceding chapter.
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Let us henceforward suppose that only this is the relevant reading of (P) and that it
should be appropriately formulated thus:
(P)

No expression says anything true about its own MR.

Using ‘s’ as an abbreviation designating any expression which is used in order to
formulate the thesis asserted in (P) we can ascertain that, since (P) represents a
universal statement, it entails
(Pi)

s does not say anything true about its own MR.

and this could be explicated as being equivalent to:
s does not say anything which is true of s’s MR about s’s MR.
Nevertheless, it is not easy to see any more why the objection which had been
formulated in the verses 20–22 should endanger the thesis. To be sure, if (Pi) holds
true, one must also acknowledge the truth of
(Pk)

It is true of s’s MR that s does not say anything true about it.

But this is insufficient for a refutation. That which is stated by (Pk) could be the
case if nothing had ever been said about s’s MR, and accordingly it appears
mysterious why such a fact should disprove the thesis on account of the
circumstance that s says something true about its own MR so that, as the objection
in the kârikâs 20–22 suggested, the proponent’s statement itself creates the basis for
a falsification of its truth.
Only if one were entitled to assert not only (P i) but also
(Ps)

s says that s does not say anything true about its own MR,

the situation would be different. Now, one could argue that s must say something
both about itself and about its own MR. If the sentence
Kepler said that Galileo did not say anything true about Socrates
is uttered, it can be read as saying that Kepler said something about Galileo, namely
that he did not say anything true about Socrates, and also as saying that Kepler said
something about Socrates, namely that Galileo did not say anything true about him.
If Galileo did in fact not say anything true about Socrates, Kepler would have said
something true about Galileo and / or Socrates. In an analogous manner, on certain
readings at least, it can be derived from (Ps) that s says something about its own
MR, namely that s does not say anything true about it. But the fact that (P) entails
(Pi) and (Pk) guarantees that if the proponent’s thesis were true and (Ps) on the
relevant reading were also true, then s would say something true about its own MR,
namely that s does not say anything true about it. Thus the proponent’s thesis could
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indeed be refuted if (Ps)—on the relevant reading—were acknowledged as true. But
why should one accept (P s)?
Since (P) entails (Pi) and given that there is a MR which belongs to s, it can be
maintained that if (P) is true s and s’s MR must be related in some manner, in
particular they are related in the way that the former does not say anything true
about the latter. One might say that it is an objective fact about both s and its MR.
Accordingly, if one hypothesises the following principle
(PH)

For every linguistic expression e, if e is objectively related in
some way to some f, then it says about itself (i.e. e) and about f
that it is related in that manner.

there would exist a support for (Ps) (in the required reading). On the other hand, as
long as one considers (PH) in isolation, one wonders why this should be accepted. A
basis for the acceptance of this theorem could lie in the more general principle that
all linguistic expressions convey about themselves all properties—including
relational ones—which they objectively possess. At this place it becomes mandatory
to take the historical context of the Saôbandha-samuddeœa into account. For as long
as this is not done, the citation of (PH) and the more general principle of some sort
of self-reflexivity of linguistic expressions must appear capricious. However, the
situation changes dramatically as soon as one takes into consideration the fact that
theorems of self-reflexivity have been propounded with respect to mental states, or
‘cognitions’ as one uses to say. The doctrine that cognitions possess the double
aspect of cognising both objects and themselves represents a prominent tenet of the
Buddhist school of epistemology, in particular of Dignâga. One needs merely a
transference of the theorem that cognitions cognise themselves all features which
they objectively possess to the realm of linguistic expressions in order to obtain a
basis on which (PH) could be put and which is suited to make (P S) intelligible.
Seen against this background, the remarks of the kârikâs 23–24 can be excellently
understood. The assertions to the effect that if there is a doubt pertaining to some
object that is external to itself (i.e. that pertains to some other object than itself) no
other doubt pertains to that doubt itself—and if this occurred it would assume a
different character than before—and that even in such cases in which the
ascertainment of something is ascertained as an ascertainment the cognitive state
undergoes a change can now be interpreted as aiming at a rejection of the idea that
linguistic expressions might exhibit a self-reflexive nature which entails that if any
linguistic expression objectively possesses some property it also conveys this fact
about itself. The argumentative relevance of these statements stems from the fact
that they undermine the basis for such a theorem by attacking the assumption that an
analogous case in the realm of mental states—or rather mental episodes—exists.
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This makes all at once comprehensible, why the theme shifts to the sphere of
cognitions in the verses 23–24.
If this is true, it could have historical relevance. We know that the theory of ‘selfcognition’ (sva-saôvitti) has been elaborated by the Buddhist ‘logician and
epistemologist’ Dignâga. It has been equally suggested that the lifetimes of
Bhartåhari and Dignâga were close to each other, but the evidence points to a
somewhat earlier date for Bhartåhari. On this background the question arises as to
whether Bhartåhari’s remarks in the verses 23–24 were motivated by an
acquaintance with Dignâga’s views. 33
However this might be, something else is important too: On the one hand the
kârikâs 23–24 suggest that it is in principle possible to make linguistic expressions
and together with this MRs objects of (true) descriptions, but on the other hand, they
insinuate the thought that if this happens, the concerned MRs must assume an
entirely different role. In this way the remarks intimate the view that MRs cannot
fulfil both roles simultaneously. 34
The upshot of the preceding discussion is first that the ‘strong’ reading of the
thesis in the sense of ‘No expression says anything which is true of its own MR’ is
implicitly repudiated as irrelevant by the verses 23–24. More important is, however,
the following: On the one hand, it is shown that even in the realm of ‘cognitions’ it
33

In this connection one must not forget, however, that the theory of sva-saôvitti is
not the only conceivable starting point that could have triggered the writer of the
Saôbandha-samuddeœa to take into account the theorem that linguistic expressions
convey all objective facts concerning their own MRs as a possibility. In the first kârikâ
of the Saôbandha-samuddeœa it was stated that linguistic expressions convey, apart
from the mental state of its user and the ‘external object’ (the thing meant), also their
‘own form’, whereas the MR is independently established. On this background it could
be natural to entertain the thought that the realm of ‘own form’ might be extended so
that it comprises MRs too, or to consider the possibility that the exceptional status which
is attributed to MRs might be revoked with the result that a theory is embraced which
assumes that linguistic expressions convey all semantic facts that pertain to them. To be
sure, this by itself would not automatically furnish a sound basis for the adoption of (PH)
or (Ps) because it is natural to retort that different senses of ‘convey’ need to be
distinguished and that the sense in which information is conveyed about MRs might be
very different from the sense of ‘say (about)’ employed in (P). More important is,
however, the fact that these considerations pertaining to immanent features of
Bhartåhari’s theory do not furnish a similarly striking explanation for the circumstance
that the theme of the kârikâs shifts to that of mental episodes.
34
This is probably the point that the verses 26–27—which we do not discuss here—
were meant to substantiate.
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holds good that something can be objectively true of a cognition, although there
might not exist a cognition which cognises about that cognition that this is true of it.
Accordingly there is no basis for the assumption that in the realm of linguistic
expressions something’s being objectively true of an expression requires that this
fact is said with respect to that expression. Therefore one does not need to say about
linguistic expressions and about their MRs that they are related in some manner in
order to guarantee that they are in fact related in this way.35—I regard this as the
import of kârikâ 23.—On the other hand, in view of the situation that exists in the
field of cognitions it should be even impossible that any linguistic expression says
anything true about its own MR. For this would require that a MR simultaneously
assumes the two roles of being a means and of being an object, of being exploited
for expressing something and of being mentioned. Therefore it holds even good that
one cannot say anything (be it true or false) about the MR of an expression which
one is just uttering. The fear that the very statement of the thesis could create a
situation that engenders a sufficient condition for its falseness on account of the
‘self-reflexive’ nature of linguistic expressions is therefore unfounded.—I consider
this to be the import of kârikâ 24.—Since no linguistic expression can be utilised in
such a manner that it both ‘uses’ its own MR, in order to express some
characterisation of something, and ‘mentions’ it, in order to identify the subject of
predication, one can conclude that any attempt to achieve such an aim must be
doomed to failure—if Bhartåhari is right.
As it is thus possible to attribute a clear argumentative import to the kârikâs 23–
24 there is no need to adopt the view that they are mysterious. We are not merely in
a position to explain why the remarks expressed by the two verses are made at all
but can make it even intelligible why they occur at exactly the place in the text at
which they in fact occur.
–5–
Now we are sufficiently equipped for an answer to the question of the contextual
function of verse 25. If we consider the reply which has been given so far, we can
discern that it is still incomplete in a crucial respect. The incompleteness of the
35

It is only because the underlying principle that something could be the case
although this has never been said appears like a truism that a reference to the theory of
sva-saôvitti could be called for in order to make understandable why the author of the
Saôbandha-samuddeœa felt the need to make this point plain concerning linguistic
expressions.
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defence of the thesis results from the generality of the claim embodied in (P) or (Q).
Let us begin with (P). In the light of the clarification which has been implicitly
provided by the verses 23–24, it says that no expression can be used in such a
manner that it conveys a true statement about its own MR. In so far as it merely
refers to the way in which people are able to use linguistic expressions it appears
less probable that its content is self-inconsistent. But since (P) has been claimed
without any explicit restriction it is natural to assume that the proponent intended to
say also about the expression by which the thesis is formulated that it does not
express a true description of its MR. However, such an intention militates against
what is claimed in (P), which, if it is correct, makes it imperative to assume that any
intention to that effect is doomed to failure. If, on the other hand, such an intention
does not exist, must one not say that it is inappropriate to make such a general
claim? The same holds true mutatis mutandis for (Q). It expresses that for every
expression it holds good that one cannot impart to a hearer something about its MR
by giving a true description of it (i.e. its MR) by the concerned expression itself.
Again it is natural to suppose that it has been intended to convey by (Q) also
information about the MR of (Q), which should be impossible in the light of (Q)’s
propositional content. How should we solve the pragmatic inconsistency of
someone’s pursuing communicative goals which can by no means be successfully
achieved in the attempted manner in view of the content of the pertinent
communicative act?
Kârikâ 25 gives the answer: There is no such inconsistency because the
supposition that utterances of (P) or (Q) pursue the communicative goal of giving
characterisations of their MRs and to impart to the hearers or readers any new
knowledge about the MRs associated with the expressions of (P) or (Q) is simply
incorrect. Kârikâ 25 tells us moreover, why any charge of inappropriateness of
linguistic behaviour on the part of an utterer of (P), (Q) or similar sentences is
unjustified: It is also possible to utter sentences such as ‘Everything I say I say
falsely’—or ‘I never mean what I say’—etc., without any intention to thwart one’s
communicative goals by including this very statement in the range of the
quantification. This is not only possible, but one can even say that if such things are
uttered it is rather normal that such intentions do not exist and, accordingly, anyone
who makes such utterances possesses a right to expect that his addressees do not
hypothesise such goals and interpret his utterance in this manner. The difficulty
which affected the interpretation of kârikâ 25 as a solution of a paradox, which
resulted from the circumstance that merely showing how one might avoid a problem
by intending to employ certain linguistic expressions in some manner is quite a poor
solution of a philosophical paradox, vanishes in this way. For, on our preferred
interpretation the verse aims only at refuting a possible accusation of having
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inappropriate intentions. On this background it is entirely appropriate to retort that
(a) the relevant statements do not oblige one to have such intentions and (b) one
does not in fact possess such intentions. After all, if some linguistic expression can
be legitimately employed in different ways, a speaker of a language can freely
decide which alternative he wants to choose, but he cannot arbitrarily lay down
which meanings linguistic expressions can possess or even capriciously deny that a
certain (use of some) expression exists which involves a paradox, provided his
concern does not pertain to a language which he himself creates.
To be sure, kârikâ 25, as interpreted in the preceding paragraph, does not
represent the only possible answer to the charge of pragmatic inconsistency. It could
be also retorted that universal claims do not necessarily amount to the same as
making claims about every single object which is within the range of the
quantification. The truth of a universal proposition surely involves that if somebody
makes corresponding singular statements about individual objects (of some relevant
domain) he will say something true no matter which object he chooses. But this is
something different. There is evidence that at the time and in the milieu in which
Bhartåhari wrote universal propositions tended to be viewed as something which
concerned a plurality of objects and involved statements about them, so that
expectations to find ways of reacting to the problem that rely on finer-grained
distinctions could appear anachronistic. Moreover, one should not forget that even
in modern times it has been envisaged to ‘reduce’ universal propositions to
conjunctions of (possibly infinite) propositions containing terms denoting individual
objects so that it should not surprise us if the writer of the Saôbandha-samuddeœa
had solved the problems under the presupposition that general statements are
statements about several individuals without investigating other alternatives.
Nevertheless, the basis for the supposition that Bhartåhari really viewed universally
quantified statements as statements about each particular object of a group might be
unsound. In that case there is not even sufficient reason to assume that the solution
offered in the verse 25 amounts to a restriction of the quantifier. Neither the
formulation exhibited by verse 25 nor the argumentative situation make this
interpretation mandatory. The need to meet the difficulties which are raised by the
objection of the kârikâs 20–22 requires merely the postulates (a) that it is not
intended by the advocator of the semantic principle that by uttering it he should
refer to the MR belonging to any expression used for stating the principle and say
something true about it and (b) that by asserting the principle something is said
which is in fact true of the semantic relation associated with its expression. As soon
as the supposition is given up that every universally quantified statement must say
something about each single object in a domain, in the strong sense of ‘say about’, a
non-restriction of the range of the quantifier is compatible with compliance with the
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postulates. As regards the formulation of kârikâ 25 one can easily convince oneself
that it does not contain a clear indication of the demand of a quantifier-restriction.
The mere wording of the verse allows us to derive at the most that it is not or should
not be intended to say anything about a certain universally quantified statement or
sentence. But this leaves room for two possibilities: (1) The concerned statement or
linguistic expression does not belong to the realm of entities to which the statement
pertains, (2) the concerned statement or linguistic expression belongs to the realm of
entities to which the statement pertains but is not something to which one refers or
intends to refer by making the statement. One can make statements pertaining
among others to future objects (e.g. persons living in the future or future events)
without possessing even requirements for any individuating reference to those
entities. However, even if the first alternative is at stake, one might distinguish
between (at least) two possibilities: (a) the quantification is restricted, e.g. by
attributing to the expression ‘every A’ a ‘contextual meaning’ equivalent to ‘every
A except B’ or (b) it is assumed that the expression containing a universal
quantification as a whole is used in order to express a proposition that could be
equally expressed by a restricted quantifier. What feature of kârikâ 25 or the context
should force us to prefer (1a) to the remaining alternatives? To be sure, it could be
retorted that no indications exist which rule out (1a) as a possibility and that the
author of the pertinent textual passage did not make a clear distinction between the
alternatives. But if there is indeterminateness or vagueness in this regard, what gives
us the right to impose a one-sided determination? Possibly HOUBEN’s contention
that the ‘solution’ embodied in verse 25 of the Saôbandha-samuddeœa exhibits
features that are ‘usually out of the picture in Western accounts’, in particular
features which relate to the intention of a speaker, can be vindicated though in a
manner which is quite different from the one which HOUBEN had in mind. But let us
leave this issue for the time being.
It should be noticed that there are other uncertainties concerning interpretation
which would remain, even if one settled the question of the decision between the
alternatives mentioned in the preceding paragraph, in particular even if one adopts
the view that Bhartåhari wanted to advocate a quantifier-restriction by the remark of
kârikâ 25. The theorem
No expression says anything true about its own MR.
involves not only two but even three universal quantifiers, if one interprets it as
equivalent to
No expression says anything true about any MR of which it is one of
its (i.e. the MR’s) relata.
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Given that verse 25 proposes a restriction of a universal quantifier, the question
arises which of the quantifiers should be restricted. Although the most natural
answer seems to be that the quantification should not include the MR which belongs
to any expression used to formulate the thesis, it deserves to be noted that the
difficulties formulated in the verses 21–22/23 could be equally circumvented, if a
restriction pertaining to ‘anything’ in ‘anything true’ were hypothesised. At least it
appears to be so. Therefore the question as to whether Bhartåhari wanted to suggest
that the restriction should be exclusively associated with the first or the last
quantifier or not cannot be derived from the formulation of the text with absolute
certainty. Anyhow, the considerations as to why the example referred to in verse 25
can perform the function of defending the thesis are not affected by this
ambiguity.36
If the interpretation that has been suggested above is correct, Bhartåhari’s defence
of his thesis represented by the verses 23–25 primarily pertains to an explication and
clarification of his own intentions underlying his statement of the theorem. In this
way he tries to disclose how his statement of the thesis should be understood. In the
concerned textual passage the author makes it plain that, on the one hand, he intends
to state something which holds good and is true of absolutely all linguistic
expressions and their MRs, including the expressions which are used in order to
36

If one considers the thesis

No linguistic expression says anything correct about any meaning relation
which belongs to it (= of which it is one of its relata).
one can easily construct a dilemma in the following way:
‘s’ = ‘No linguistic expression says anything correct about any meaning
relation which belongs to it.’
(1) There is something which is a meaning relation which belongs to s.
(2) Let m be a meaning relation which belongs to s.
(3) s does not say anything correct about m.
(4) s does not correctly say about m that no linguistic expression to
which it belongs says anything correct about it.
(5) If s says about m that no linguistic expression to which it belongs
says anything correct about it, then this is not correct.
(6) Either s does not say about m that no linguistic expression to which it
belongs says anything correct about it or it is not true that no linguistic
expression to which m belongs says anything correct about m.
Bhartåhari accepts the first proposition of the disjunction and is thus free to reject the
second alternative.
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formulate the theorem, but on the other hand, he does not intend to say that (the
MRs of) the expression(s) by which the thesis is expressed exhibit(s) the feature
which (all MRs of) all linguistic expressions should exhibit according to the thesis;
the (MRs of the) expression(s) employed for the formulation of the thesis are
exempt from the range about which the author intends to say anything in his thesis.
It is the function of the verses 23 and 24 and the reference to first and second order
mental states to make the first point, viz. the intention of stating something which
holds true of all linguistic expressions and all MRs, clear whereas verse 25 is meant
to clarify the second point, viz. the intention not to say anything about the (MRs of)
linguistic expression(s) employed in order to state the thesis. If this is correct it is
remarkable that the author of the Saôbandha-samuddeœa would not solve his
problem by advocating a hierarchy of types or levels, in particular with respect to
predicates. It is Bhartåhari’s intention that any predicate occurring in the thesis
should be true both with respect to other expressions or their MRs and with respect
to themselves or their own MR or the expressions and their MRs of which they are
constituents; the predicates are the same in all cases. Or, to put it more cautiously,
the preferred interpretation suggests the ascription of such a view.
One might ask whether the outlook depicted above is inconsistent and whether the
detection of an inconsistency would refute the interpretation. I am inclined to say
‘No’ to both questions. First of all, the occurrence of inconsistent views is not an
impossibility, and the demand to accept only interpretations which entail consistent
opinions on the part of the writer of a text is exceedingly strong. One should rather
confine the postulate of avoiding inconsistency in text-interpretation to the postulate
that one should attempt to avoid the ascription of views which are obviously
inconsistent. Second, I consider the intentions which the interpreted author ascribes
to himself according to our interpretation as consistent. Perhaps the plausibility of
this view can be enhanced by considering an example which is not in all, but in
certain important respects similar. Let us assume, somebody intends to make a
statement by uttering the sentence:
Leaving my own statement which I am making now out of
consideration—all statements which are made today in this room in
which we are presently sitting are true.
By saying expressis verbis that the speaker’s own present statement should be
kept apart the speaker indicates his intention not to say anything about his own
statement. Nevertheless, it might be, and probably is, his intention to make a true
statement by the words he utters. The predicate ‘if x is a statement which is made
today in this room in which we are presently sitting then it is true’ (and even ‘x is a
true statement which is made today in this room in which we are presently sitting’)
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should be true of the speaker’s own statement according to the speaker’s intentions.
Both intentions, not to say anything about the own present statement and to produce
something of which the predicate of the presently uttered sentence is true, coexist
without inconsistency. Moreover, in the case under consideration the circumstance,
that the predicate ‘if x is a statement which is made today in this room in which we
are presently sitting then it is true’ holds true for all statements except the one which
the speaker presently makes, would ensure the fulfilment of the latter intention. In
some sense of ‘convey’, a speaker of the above mentioned sentences can convey
that all pertinent statements, including his own present statement, are true.
Ironically, the fact that our interpretation implies that Bhartåhari’s defence of the
thesis aims at a clarification of his underlying intentions, assigns to speakerintentions a much more prominent place than HOUBEN’s proposal. But HOUBEN’s
remark that Bhartåhari brings the intention of a speaker into play might stem from a
good intuition. However, our tenet is more radical than HOUBEN’s. Not the solution
of a paradox, but the entire defence of Bhartåhari’s principal theorem advocated in
the pertinent section of the Saôbandha-samuddeœa relates to intention, but not to
the intention of any arbitrary utterer of certain types of sentences, but to Bhartåhari’s
own intentions which underlie the statement of his thesis.
Bhartåhari’s reply implicitly refers to a ‘use–mention’ distinction with respect to
MRs. The central ingredient of his tenet can be also formulated thus:
(TH) There is no MR which is mentioned by any expression which
functions as a relatum of that relation = If anything is a MR of
which some linguistic expression is a relatum, then that MR is
not mentioned by that expression.
Alternatively one might say that no linguistic expression mentions its own MR. The
situation is also here analogous to the one depicted above: On the one hand, it is
intended to say something which holds good for all MRs and all linguistic
expressions without exception, but on the other hand, there are reasons to fear the
objection that because of the universality of the thesis the MR associated with the
expression by which the thesis is formulated must be mentioned by it. Therefore the
fundamental features of averting the danger of refutation by an opponent could also
be made intelligible if one supposed that Bhartåhari’s defence refers to (a) ‘cannot
be mentioned’ and (b) ‘is inexpressible’ = ‘is such that nothing true can be said
about it,’ as two possible readings of avâcya occurring in the verses 20–22.
It appears that specific features of Bhartåhari’s conception of MRs is not essential
for the argument and that the tenet could and should be defended in an analogous
manner if it related not to MRs (in Bhartåhari’s sense) but to meanings or senses,
however they are conceived. It is only required that those meanings or senses are
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something which every meaningful linguistic expression possesses, or more
precisely, that an existential claim can be made with respect to those entities
concerning every linguistic expression, in particular the expression(s) which is (are)
used in order to formulate the relevant theorem. We are also able to see now that our
reconstruction of the argument allows for the possibility of understanding sarvaô
mithyâ bravîmi in the sense of ‘Everything I say is false’. The decisive point is,
however, that we are not forced to rule out other equally possible, if not more
natural readings of this phrase, and this I consider as a remarkable advantage.
Since it appears that the subsequent verses do not throw any new light on the issue
which would necessitate major revisions of the proposed interpretation, we abstain
from investigating them here.

–6–
In contradistinction to some other interpreters, I suppose that the entire textual
segment of kârikâ 1–29 of the Saôbandha-samuddeœa is devoted to only one main
theme, namely the fixity of the relation between expressions and their meanings, such
that all other topics are subordinate to that. This explains why the issue of a paradox
does not play a prominent role. The central topic is a certain semantic theorem which
is endangered by self-inconsistency. Only by considering the global structure of the
investigated textual passage we obtain a realistic assessment of the way in which the
remarks made in kârikâ 25 and other verses are related to the topic of philosophical
paradoxes. This could appear self-evident, but perhaps it should be stated nonetheless.
The circumstance that paradox is not the vital issue in any segment of the
examined textual passage must not mean that it cannot embody tenets which are
philosophically significant. That it would be illegitimate to draw such a conclusion
can be gathered from the circumstance that the semantic theorem, as we have
interpreted it, intimates a consequence which is by no means trivial: If the tenet that
no expression specifies its own MR (or sense) were true, one could derive that at
any time there must be some facts which are not stated at that time. In other words,
at no time can everything be stated which is the case at that time. (This must not be
confused with the tenet that there are facts which cannot be stated at any time!). To
be sure, a number of additional premises might be needed in order to justify the
derivation, for example that there are semantic facts. But one can hardly assert that
the proposition is trivial. Perhaps it is not even true.
It is not my intention to contend that deviant interpretations of particular verses
could not be equally legitimate. I am rather inclined to believe that with respect to
the interpretation of individual kârikâs several alternatives exist which would not
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affect the principal results. On the other hand, it is certain that interpretations have
been advocated which could not be made compatible with my claims.37 In view of
the fact that it might not be realistic to expect unanimity concerning all details of
interpretation with respect to the Saôbandha-samuddeœa in the near future, a more
general point should be stressed: Interpretations of the section of kârikâs 20–25
should not disregard the circumstance that—given the undisputed assumption that
the verses 22 or 23–25 represent a reply to some objection or objections—the
answer comprises not only the declaration formulated in the last kârikâ but also the
statements of the two preceding verses 23 and 24. The question as to why Bhartåhari
did not directly remove the difficulties by advancing the remark made in verse 25
but offers a more complex reply should be accounted for. Obviously we have taken
this fact more seriously than previous interpreters.
37

In order to convey a clearer picture of the extent to which the interpretations which
have been presented above deviate from others we cite the sketch of the train of thought
represented by the discussed kârikâs which has been presented by Ashok Aklujkar in
EIPHIL V (: 157–158):
‘/1–2/ (E68; T66–77). From linguistic forms that are uttered three entities
can be known: the speaker’s awareness (what he is thinking of), the
external object, and the linguistic form’s own nature. A hearer may fail to
cognize the first two, but not the third.
/3–28/ (E68–70; T79–92). The relation between word and meaning is
indicated by the use of the genitive case (“y is the meaning of x”). There is
no expression that designates this relation as a relation, for expressions
reify—turn dependent entities like relation into independent, apparently
substantive entities. …
Objection: You say that inherence is inexpressible; but because you have
just expressed it, it has become expressible! Or if you say even the word
‘inexpressible’ does not express it, we would not understand what your
claim means.
Prima facie reply: What we mean is that inherence’s dependent nature
cannot be expressed.
Objector’s reply: Then inherence itself cannot be expressed, and your
words do not convey anything.
Siddhântin’s answer: A doubt cannot itself be doubted. Again, a belief
cannot itself come to be the thing it itself believes. To take another case: in
saying “all that I am saying is false” (sarvaô mithyâ bravîmi) one does
not intend to include that very sentence in the scope of its meaning, for
then, as what one is saying would be implicitly false, the intended
meaning would not be conveyed.’
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Bhartåhari on pravåtti as the First kâraka *
HIDEYO OGAWA
A deep analysis of the problem of what ultimately brings about an action (kriyâ)
leads Bhartåhari to posit the notion of pravåtti (‘activity’). Pravåtti, according to
Bhartåhari, is that which incites an agent (kartå) of an action (kriyâ) to undertake it.
Pravåtti is, properly speaking, the first kâraka (prathamaô kârakam), and the agent
the second kâraka. He characterises pravåtti as substrateless (anapâœrita),
imperishable (anapâyin) and universal (sâmânya-bhûta) and he argues that pravåtti
serves to draw out an agent’s capacity to function as an agent.
Interestingly, Bhartåhari states pravåtti is nothing but what some theorists have
called apûrva. Commenting on this statement by Bhartåhari, HALBFASS (1991: 302)
observed that apûrva has something to do with ‘an old Mîmâôsâ theory of apûrva
which is conspicuously different from its explication in Kumârila Bhaþþa school, and
which is in general not well documented in the extant Mîmâôsâ literature.’ He goes
on to say that ‘apûrva is a synonym of dharma itself, and it is an impersonal and
substrateless (anâœrita) potentiality, a kind of cosmic principle or power to be
manifested or actualized by the ritual acts (kriyâvyaógya; yâgâdikarmanirvartya).’
It seems to me, however, that he has given insufficient attention to the question of
what pravåtti, also described as apûrva, might be.1 The crucial point he missed is
that the pravåtti has a universal character. Two kinds of apûrva are found in
Mîmâôsâ literature: epistemic apûrva (the Newly Known apûrva) and ontic apûrva
(the Newly Born apûrva). The apûrva referred to by Bhartåhari corresponds exactly
to the former and this is quite different from what is described by HALBFASS as
apûrva. The apûrva HALBFASS noted, being epistemic, or newly known, apûrva and

*

Thanks are due to Professor Brendan S. Gillon for reading the manuscript and
making a number of helpful suggestions. But responsibility for the text with any
surviving errors rests entirely upon the author.
1
Recently his line of thinking has been developed by KATAOKA (forthcoming), who
tries to reconstruct the Mîmâôsâ apûrva-theory (in his terminology, *dharmâbhivyaktivâda, or the theory of dharma-manifestation) HALBFASS has noticed, dealing with such
a theory as discussed by Bhartåhari. But the question of what is the pravåtti which is
identified with apûrva is outside his scope of consideration.
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 345–370.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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further identified with pravåtti, is the universal dharma which is understood from
the injunctive statement of the Veda, or a kind of ideal activity to be realised.
Thus the aim of this paper is, first of all, to investigate the question of what
pravåtti is, and then, to show that Mîmâôsâ linguistic theory justifies pravåtti’s
being treated as epistemic, or newly known, apûrva.
–1–
Bhartåhari introduces the notion of apûrva in the Sâdhana-samuddeœa chapter of
his Vâkya-padîya. As his readers know, Bhartåhari sets out to explain Pâòini’s
kâraka theory. According to Pâòini, a simple sentence expresses a kriyâ (action).
Each kriyâ comes about as a result of the operation of a number of factors, called
kâraka by Pâòini and called in this chapter by Bhartåhari sâdhana.2 Thus, for
example, the simple sentence devadatta odanaô pacati (‘Devadatta is cooking ricegruel’) expresses an action, namely cooking, whose realisation results from the
operation of two factors, or sâdhanas—namely, Devadatta, the agent of the action,
and rice-gruel, its patient. In general, it is the sâdhana of an action which brings it
about. This relation of bringing about is referred to as sâdhya-sâdhana-bhâva, or the
relation of what is to be accomplished and what does the accomplishing.
The starting point of Bhartåhari’s chapter is a question initially raised by Patañjali:
is a sâdhana a quality (guòa) or a quality bearing substance (dravya). Bhartåhari
defends the view that sâdhanas are guòas, or more specifically, that they are
capacities (sâmarthya; œakti).3 Beginning with VP 3.7.32, Bhartåhari deepens his
inquiry into sâdhanas. There, he notes that there are three views regarding these
2

Pâòini’s use of the superlative sâdhakatama in defining karaòa (‘instrument’) in
Pâò 1.4.42 says that any kâraka is properly termed sâdhaka (‘that which accomplishes’)
or sâdhana (‘that by which something is accomplished’).
3
Bhartåhari states that what is called sâdhana is the capacity of bringing to
accomplishment the action which inheres in the same substratum as the capacity and the
action as well which inheres in the one different from the capacity’s. See VP 3.7.1:
svâœraye samavetânâô tadvad evâœrayântare / kriyâòâm abhinišpattau sâmarthyaô
sâdhanaô viduÿ // For each kâraka there is a separate action, which is called a
subsidiary action (guòa-kriyâ) in comparison with the principal action (pradhâna-kriyâ)
that is to be brought to accomplishment by them. With respect to the subordinate action,
the action and the capacity of bringing it to accomplishment are said to inhere in the
same substratum; with respect to the principal action, they are said to inhere in the same
substratum for an agent (kartå) and an object (karman), and not for other kârakas.
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capacities. The first is that the capacities of the things that bring about an action are
brought about by other causes existing previous to the action. The second is that the
capacities are brought about simultaneously with the coming into being of the
action. The third is that there is some further, previously existing action, which
brings about the capacities which bring about the action:
VP 3.7.32: prâó nimittântarôdbhûtaô kriyâyâÿ kaiœ cid išyate /
sâdhanaô sahajaô kaiœ cit kriyânyaiÿ pûrvam išyate //
‘Some admit that a sâdhana [as a capacity] has been produced through
causes other than [what produces its substratum] before an action [is
brought to accomplishment]; some that it is born together [with an
action]; others that there has already been an action before [the
sâdhanas exist].’
In the next verse, Bhartåhari elaborates on what the further action posited on the
third view might be:
VP 3.7.33: pravåttir eva prathamaô kva cid apy anapâœritâ /
œaktîr 4 ekâdhikaraòe srotovad apakaršati //
‘[The action in precedence to sâdhanas] is precisely what is called
pravåtti. In the initial stage it does not abide anywhere. But in the next
stage [where it abides in a particular substance as the sâdhana], it
draws out the capacities in the same substratum where it abides, like a
stream.’
Bhartåhari refers to this further action as pravåtti. The idea is that pravåtti is initially
substrateless and then, when it comes to abide in a particular substratum, it draws
out from the substratum its capacity to operate, together with the other sâdhanas, to
bring out the relevant action (kriyâ). Thus, in the case of Devadatta cooking ricegruel, pravåtti draws out from Devadatta his capacity to operate as the agent of the
action of cooking and from the rice-gruel its capacity to operate as the patient of the
same action. In short, Bhartåhari holds that pravåtti is that which draws out from
each substance, which operates to bring about an action its capacity to bring it
about, and in that way, pravåtti is the activator of each substance.

4

Both Wilhelm RAU and SUBRAMANIA IYER give the reading œaktir instead of
œaktîr. I have adopted RAGHUNÂTHA ŒARMÂ’s suggestion.
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–2–
Indeed, this view of pravåtti is further developed by Bhartåhari in his next chapter,
the Kriyâ-samuddeœa.5 He says:
VP 3.8.37: kriyâm anye tu manyante kva cid apy anapâœritâm /
sâdhanÎkârtha-kâritve pravåttim anapâyinîm //
‘Others, on the other hand, consider that the pravåtti, which does not
abide anywhere and is imperishable, is an action (kriyâ) when it brings
about a single result together with sâdhanas.’
VP 3.8.38: sâmânya-bhûtâ sâ pûrvaô bhâgaœaÿ pravibhajyate /
tato vyâpâra-rûpeòa sâdhyeva vyavatišþhate //

5

It is noteworthy that Helârâja’s commentary on VP 3.7.34 is regrettably not
available except an introductory statement. The lacuna is supplied by Phullarâja, who
introduces the present kârikâ by saying that Bhartåhari ‘states [the kârikâ] in order to
describe the essence of the sâdhana according to other views’ (idânîô
matântarânusâreòa sâdhana-svarûpaô varòayitum âha). If we follow Phullarâja, what
is meant by this kârikâ is: ‘There is also a difference of views concerning what it is that
brings about the action and bestows the status of means on entities—some of the
candidates include karmic force (apûrva), time (kâla), the power of time, and action
itself,’ as is summarised by Ashok Aklujkar (in EIPHIL V (: 162)). However, Helârâja
properly introduces the kârikâ in question by saying that Bhartåhari continues to state
what is the pravåtti which is substrateless and eternal (kêyaô pravåttir anapâœrayâ
nityêty âha). In the Kriyâ-samuddeœa he is consistent in interpreting that the kârikâ in
question discusses the pravåtti. There he states:
Helârâja on VP 3.8.37: pravåtti-lakšaòêyaô kriyâ nityânâœritâ apûrvaô
kâla-œaktiô vâ ityâdinâ pûrvam eva vyâkhyâtâ … / (‘The Action
characterised as the pravåtti, eternal and substrateless, has been explained
by VP 3.7.34.’)
Helârâja on VP 3.8.38: prathamâvasthâyâm apûrvâdi-rûpatayâ sâ
pravåttiÿ sâmânyenâbhidhîyate / (‘The pravåtti as apûrva and others in the
initial stage is designated as the universal.’)
Helârâja on VP 3.8.39: apûrvâdi-svabhâvâsau sâmânya-bhûtâ pravåttir … /
(‘the pravåtti which is something universal and which is essentially apûrva
and the like.’)
From these it will be clear that Helârâja understands that Bhartåhari in VP 3.7.34
clarifies the essence of the pravåtti which precedes the sâdhanas.
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‘In the first stage, the [pravåtti] is something general. In the
subsequent stage, becoming the activities [of sâdhanas,] it is divided
into parts [i.e. particular acts such as cooking and cutting] and appears
as if it were something to be brought about.’
VP 3.8.39: prakåtiÿ sâdhanânâô sâ prathamaô tac ca kârakam /
vyâpârâòâô tato ’nyatvam aparair upavaròyate //
‘The [pravåtti] is the original source of sâdhanas; and it is the first
kâraka. Others, however, declare that the activities [of sâdhanas] are
different from it.’
According to Bhartåhari, the pravåtti identified with the Action has the following
characteristics:
1. It is substrateless (kvacid apy anapâœritâ). Considering what is stated in
VP 3.7.33, it is so before it inheres in a particular substance-sâdhana.
2. It is imperishable (anapâyinî).
3. It brings about a single result together with sâdhanas (sâdhanÎkârtha-kâritva),
which means in the light of VP 3.7.33 that it draws out from substance-sâdhanas
their capacities of functioning as kârakas for the accomplishment of an action.
4. It is something general (sâmânya-bhûtâ) in the initial stage, which is
differentiated (bhâgaœaÿ pravibhajyate) in the later stage.
5. It appears as if it were something to be brought to accomplishment (sâdhyeva
vyavatišþhate). According to Bhartåhari, an action, by definition, has the property of
being to be brought to accomplishment (sâdhya).6 In reality, however, it cannot be
something brought to accomplishment because of its eternity.
6

According to Bhartåhari, the essential feature of what is understood to be an action
is that it has sequence (krama) and is accordingly spoken of as something that is brought
to accomplishment (sâdhyatvenâbhidhîyate), whether it has or has not been brought to
accomplishment:
VP 3.8.1: yâvat siddham asiddhaô vâ sâdhyatvenâbhidhîyate /
âœrita-krama-rûpatvât tat kriyêti pratîyate //
For the idea that the pravåtti appears as if it were something to be brought to
accomplishment, it will be useful to adduce the following kârikâ:
VP 3.8.21: jâtim anye kriyâm âhur aneka-vyakti-vartinîm /
asâdhyâ vyakti-rûpeòa sâ sâdhyenôpalabhyate //
‘Others have declared that universal which inheres in many individual
action-moments to be action. [Being eternal,] it is not something that is
brought to accomplishment, but in terms of its [inhering in] an individual
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6. It is the original source of sâdhanas (prakåtiÿ sâdhanânâm) in that it bestows
the status of sâdhana on entities by drawing out the capacities from them.
7. It is the first kâraka in that it is not brought to accomplishment by any other
things.
8. It is distinct from particular actions (vyâpârâòâô tato ’nyatvam) from the
viewpoint that the universal and the particular are mutually distinct from each other.
The important point to note is that the pravåtti which is considered to be that
which draws out the capacity is said to be something general that is yet to be
differentiated and eternal; the differentiation of the pravåtti takes place in the same
substratum where the capacity to be drawn out abides (ekâdhikaraòa), as is
suggested by VP 3.7.33. This implies that the pravåtti and a particular activity
Devadatta has are viewed as being in the relation of the universal and the particular
(sâmânya-viœeša-bhâva), irrespective of their ontological status. Therefore, it is
proper to say that when inhering in the particular substance-sâdhana, the pravåtti,
exciting a substance-sâdhana’s capacity of functioning as kâraka, raises or becomes
the particular activity of the substance-sâdhana.7 And the reason that the pravåtti is

action-moment, it appears as though something to be brought to
accomplishment.’
7
We can distinguish between two stages: the one in which the pravåtti is of the
nature of the universal (sâmânya-bhûta) and hence yet to be differentiated (anudbhinnaviœeša-daœâ) and the one in which there takes place its differentiation. Helârâja pictures
it in each stage as follows:
Undifferentiated stage:
Helârâja on VP 3.7.38: kâraka-œaktînâô pravartikâ / (‘[The pravåtti]
excites the capacities of functioning as what brings about an action
(kâraka-œakti).’)
Helârâja on VP 3.7.39: dravyâòâô kâraka-œaktîr âdadhânâ / (‘[The
pravåtti] arouses the kâraka-œaktis of substances.’)
Helârâja on VP 3.7.39: pravartakatvât srotasâ tulyâ kathitâ / (‘[The
pravåtti] is said to be comparable to the stream because of exciting one to
take action.’)
Helârâja on VP 3.7.39: kârakâòâm api sâdhakam / (‘[The pravåtti] is what
brings to accomplishment even kârakas.’)
Differentiated stage:
Helârâja on VP 3.7.38: sâdhana-vyâpârôpapâdita-pravibhâgâ / (‘The
division of [the pravåtti] is justified in terms of the activities of sâdhanas.’)
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what draws out the capacity, as a matter of fact, lies in its being something universal
and eternal in a stream, on account of which it will also be explained why the
pravåtti is conceived of as the original source (prakåti) of all sâdhanas or the first
kâraka (prathamaô kârakam).8

Helârâja on VP 3.7.38: sâdhana-samavâyinî / (‘[The pravåtti] inheres in
sâdhanas.’)
Helârâja on VP 3.7.39: sâdhana-bhedešu pravibhakta-œarîraô viœišþakriyâ-svabhâvam / (‘[The pravåtti] is differentiated according to different
sâdhanas and becomes a particular action.’)
Helârâja on VP 3.7.39:
sâdhana-bheda-samavetânâô
viœišþa-kriyâsvabhâvânâô vyâpârâòâm / (‘[The pravåtti] becomes that activity
inhering in a particular sâdhana which is nothing but a particular action
(viœišþa-kriyâ).’)
It is to be noted in passing that Helârâja bases his argument on Patañjali’s statement:
kârakâòâô pravåtti-viœešaÿ kriyâ, which has to be interpreted as ‘the Action becomes a
particular act of kârakas,’ though Patañjali himself suggests a different interpretation of
it. In MBhâ ad Pâò 1.3.1 Patañjali states that the action consists in the difference of the
manners in which kârakas function towards different actions.
8
It is interesting to note here that the idea of the precedence of the Action or pravåtti
over sâdhanas is invoked in order to explain the correlativity of what brings an action to
accomplishment and what is to be brought to accomplishment. With reference to
Patañjali’s interpretation of the word dhâtv-artha in Pâò 5.1.118 upasargâc chandasi
dhâtv-arthe, Bhartåhari states as follows:
VP 3.14.582: dhâtv-arthenôpajanitaô sâdhanatvena sâdhanam /
dhâtunâ kåtam ity evam asmin sûtre pratîyate //
‘The meaning of the verb root [i.e. the action] makes a candidate for the
sâdhana the sâdhana. [The word dhâtv-artha] in this sûtra is understood
as signifying that which is brought about by [the action that is the
meaning] of the verb root.’
An entity cannot be the sâdhana in itself. It is regarded as a sâdhana in correlation to it
when involved in the accomplishment of a particular action. Thus the action is
something that gives an entity the status of being a sâdhana. For the state of being a
sâdhana is in correlation to what is to be brought to accomplishment (sâdhyâpekšatvât
sâdhana-bhâvasya). Helârâja argues that this is established by VP 3.7.33.
This precedence of the Action is more typically found in the situation where one is
involved in the accomplishment of a certain action with using its means. With an action
to be brought to accomplishment in mind, one sets to use entities capable of bringing it
about. The pre-existing action is called sambhâvita-kriyâ (‘the action in mind’).
According to Helârâja on VP 3.14.582, the precedence of the Action to sâdhanas shows
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–3–
Bhartåhari’s claim that pravåtti is a first kâraka requires some explanation.
Among the six kârakas, an agent (kartå) is the principal one. In this sense we may
call the agent the second kâraka. Let us consider the following remark made by
Patañjali in answer to the question why an agent is looked upon as the principal
kâraka of the action (MBhâ on Pâò 1.4.23):
yat sarvešu sâdhanešu sannihitešu kartâ pravartayitâ bhavati /
‘Because the agent, when all other sâdhanas are present, sets them into
play (pravartayitå).’
An agent is that kâraka which sets all other substance-sâdhanas into play, while the
latter are those whose activities take place in dependence upon the former (tadadhîna-pravåttitvât).9 For example, if Devadatta is cooking rice in a pot with
firewood (devadattas taòðulân edhaiÿ sthâlyâô pacati), it is he who puts the pot on
the stove, fills it, etc.; the activities of the firewood (edha), pot (sthâlî), and rice grains
(taòðula) that function respectively as instrument (karaòa), locus (adhikaraòa), and
object (karman) depend upon Devadatta. We cannot say, however, that the agent is
brought into play by other substance-sâdhanas. In giving in VP 3.7.101–102 the
properties which characterise an agent, Bhartåhari states as follows:
VP 3.7.101a: prâg anyataÿ œakti-lâbhât /
‘[An agent is called independent] because [the agent] acquires the
capacity [to bring an action to accomplishment] from things other
[than what are to be set into play by that agent] prior to [other
participants].’10

that an action activates an entity by urging it to get involved in the accomplishment of
an action (kriyâ hi sâdhanâni pravartayati).
9
VP 3.7.101c.
10
In VP 3.7.101–2 Bhartåhari explains Pâò 1.4.54 sva-tantraÿ kartâ, which provides
that that kâraka be called kartå which is spoken of as an independent (sva-tantraÿ)
participant in comparison with other participants in an act. The capacity of an agent is,
according to Våšabha, independency (svâtantrya) and the independency consists in
having other sâdhanas play their roles in the accomplishment of an action. See PDh on
VP 1.3: svâtantryaô kartå-œaktiÿ; Helârâja on VP 3.7.122–3: sâdhanântara-viniyogalakšaòaô svâtantryam.
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The other participants in the act serve no function in making a substance-sâdhana
an agent. What bestows the capacity of functioning as agent upon the substancesâdhana, to put it another way, what makes it an agent, is an external factor
(anyataÿ). Therefore, with respect to the accomplishment of an action, the external
factor should come first in that without that the agent who is the principal kâraka of
the action does not take action. Thus the prompting of the agent into action by the
external factor turns out to be essential for the accomplishment of the action. When
Bhartåhari calls the pravåtti the first kâraka, he obviously regards it as the external
factor which sets the agent, the second kâraka, into play and thereby brings a
particular action to accomplishment. It is precisely because of its being what prompts
the second kâraka, an agent, into action, that the pravåtti is called the first kâraka.

–4–
The pravåtti as the first kâraka is the incitor of the agent as the second kâraka.
Then how does the prompting of the agent into action by the pravåtti occur?

–4.1–
Consider the following remark:
VP 3.7.122–3: saôbhâvanât kriyâ-siddhau kartåtvena samâœritaÿ /
kriyâyâm âtma-sâdhyâyâô sâdhanânâô prayojakaÿ //
prayoga-mâtre nyagbhâvaô svâtantryâd eva niœritaÿ /
aviœišþo bhavaty anyaiÿ sva-tantrair mukta-saôœayaiÿ //
‘One who has been chosen as agent with respect to the accomplishment
of an action on the supposition [that he has the capacity of bringing the
action to accomplishment] and one who is the incitor of other sâdhanas
in relation to the action which is to be brought to accomplishment by
himself—they become subordinate to the causation in general
(prayoga-mâtra) [which others perform] precisely because of their
independence; they are not distinguished from the other independent
[agents] as to whose [independence] there is no doubt.’
Here is given the situation in which an agent functions. An agent functions
independently (sva-tantra) in some cases and dependently (para-tantra) in others.
The dependent functioning of the agent is raised by causation or prompting
(prayoga); and the agent who is prompted into action is either one who is supposed
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to have the capacity of functioning as agent or one who is in action, activating other
sâdhanas for the accomplishment of an action. 11
Bhartåhari mentions two sorts of prompters: One who gives a command (prešaòa)
or makes an entreaty (adhyešaòa), in short, one who performs the activity which
serves to incite one to actions (tat-samartha-caraòa);12 and an object (karman) itself
as one of the six kârakas. What we have to note here is his characterisation of the
object as a prompter, which seems to be contradictory to his statement in VP 3.7.101a
that what calls an agent into play is something different from other sâdhanas.
VP 3.7.128: kriyâyâÿ prerakaô karma hetuÿ kartuÿ prayojakaÿ /
karmârthâ ca kriyôtpatti-saôskâra-pratipattibhiÿ //
‘An object prompts (preraka) an action and a causal agent (hetu)
[defined by Pâò 1.4.5513] is an incitor of an [independent] agent. The
action serves the object by way of nišpatti (“bringing into existence”),
saôskâra (“adding new qualities”), or pratipatti (“arriving at”).’
The object is the prompter of the action (kriyâyâÿ prerakaô karma). Having taken
into consideration Pâò 1.4.49: kartur îpsitatamaô karma, which provides that that is
kâraka which an agent most wishes to reach or obtain (îpsitatamam) through the act
in which it participates,14 it is entirely fair to say that an object prompts the action,
which is the means through which an agent desires to obtain the object. But, while,
11

The two cases in which an agent is prompted into action are explained in VP 3.7.126.
VP 3.7.125:
prešaòâdhyešaòe kurvaôs tat-samarthâni câcaran /
kartÎva vihitâô œâstre hetu-saôjñâô prapadyate //
13
Pâò 1.4.55 tat-prayojako hetuœ ca provides that a kâraka that plays the role of
causing an independent agent to participate in an act is called hetu as well as kartå.
14
According to Bhartåhari, an object participates in an action in the following
manner:
VP 3.7.54: nirvartyâdišu tat pûrvam anubhûya sva-tantratâm /
kartr-antarâòâô vyapâre karma saôpadyate tataÿ //
‘In the case of a thing to be made (nirvartya) and others, after having
enjoyed independence at first [in regard to actions like coming into being
(nirvåtti)], they become the object in regard to the actions of other agents.’
In the situation expressed by ghaþaô karoti, the pot is an agent with reference to its own
activity, i.e. coming into existence (nirvåtti), as in ghaþaô nirvartate (‘the pot is coming
into existence’), and becomes the object in regard to the prompting activity of the
principal agent (kartå-praiša), i.e. the action of calling the object into existence
(nirvartanâ).
12
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as in yajñadatto devadattenÛdanaô pâcayati (‘Yajñadatta has Devadatta cook ricegruel’), the causal agent causes one who participates in an action to do the action,
the object causes the action, directly in the sense that there is no intervention by
another agent. As is suggested by VP 3.7.122–3, the causation takes place in two
ways: with reference to an agent who is active, an actual agent, and the one who is
inactive but capable of functioning as agent, a possible agent. Then, in the case of
the causation of the action by the object, how is the agent involved in that
causation? Consider the following Bhâšya:
MBhâ on Pâò 3.1.26: iha kaœcit kaôcid âha—påcchatu mâ bhavân,
anuyuóktâô mâ bhavân iti, atra òic kasmân na bhavati / akartåtvât /
na hy asau saôprati påcchati, tûšòîm âste / kiô ca bho vartamânakâlâyâ eva kriyâyâÿ kartrâ bhavitavyaô na bhûta-bhavišyat-kâlâyâÿ /
bhûta-bhavišyat-kâlâyâ api bhavitavyam / abhisambandhas tatra
kriyate—imâô kriyâm akâršîd imâô kriyâô karišyatîti / iha punar na
kaœcid abhisambandhaÿ kriyate na câsau saôprati påcchati, tûšòîm
âste / yadi tarhi kartâ nâsti kathaô tarhi kartå-pratyayena
loþâbhidhîyate / atha katham asminn apåcchaty ayaô pracchir
vartate / abhisambandhas tatra kriyate—imâô kriyâô kurv iti /
kartrâpi tarhy abhisambandhaÿ kriyate / katham / kartâ câsyâÿ
kriyâyâ bhavêti /
‘Here someone asks someone, “You ask me (påcchatu mâ bhavân),”
“You question me (anuyuóktâô mâ bhavân).” Why does the causative
affix ÒiC not occur in this case? Because [one who is urged to ask or
question] has no quality of being an agent (akartåtvât). Indeed, he does
not currently ask; he keeps silent. But, sir, should there be an agent
only in relation to the action referred to the present and not in relation
to the action referred to the past or the future? There should be an
agent in relation to the action referred to the past or the future also. In
that case the connection is formed [between an agent and the action
referred to the past or the future] as in imâô kriyâm akâršît (“he took
this action”) or imâô kriyâô karišyati (“he will take this action”). In
the present case, however, no connection is formed [between the agent
and the action of asking]. For he does not currently ask; he keeps
silent. Then if there is no agent [in relation to the action of asking],
how then will [the agent] be denoted by the imperative affix LOÞ
which is used to convey an agent and how will the verb root pracch
occur when he does not ask? In that case, the connection [of the agent
with the action] is formed, so that we have the utterance imâô kriyâô
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kuru (“Take this action”). The connection [of the action] with the
agent also, in that case, is formed. How? In such a way that we have
the utterance kartâ asyâÿ kriyâyâ bhava (“Become the agent of this
action”).’
When an imperative sentence such as påcchatu mâ bhavân is used, one who utters
the sentence causes to take action a hearer who is not currently taking the action in
question, and hence cannot be regarded as the agent in relation to that action.
Therefore, in the injunctive causation of the action, as is importantly pointed out by
Patañjali, the quality of being an agent (kartåtva), to use Bhartåhari’s term, the
capacity of functioning as agent (kartå-œakti), is brought out from one who is
inactive. Bhartåhari states:
VP 3.7.126: dravya-mâtrasya tu praiše påcchyâder loð vidhîyate /
sakriyasya prayogas tu yadâ sa višayo òicaÿ //
‘The imperative affix (LOÞ) is used after verb roots like pracch when
the bare substance is prompted. When the already active object is
prompted, it comes within the scope of the use of the causative affix
(ÒiC).’
Accordingly, with reference to the bare substance (dravya-mâtra) that is without
any activity, saying that its action is prompted amounts to saying that the capacity of
functioning as agent in relation to that action is drawn out from it.
Then what is the case with the object? The same observation applies to the
causation of the action by the object. For both an object and a speaker who utters an
imperative sentence equally cause one in whom an action has not yet occurred
(apravåtta-kriyâ) to take action, unlike the causal agent who prompts the active
agent (pravåtta-kriyâ). Thus it follows that, in the case of the causation of the action
by the object also, there occurs the causation of the action through drawing out from
a substance-sâdhana the property of being an agent in regard to the action. A
substance-sâdhana from which the capacity of functioning as agent is drawn out by
the object is precisely the possible agent.
–4.2–
According to Pâòinîyas, an object defined by Pâò 1.4.49 has three subtypes: a thing
which is made (nirvartya), modified (vikârya), and reached (prâpya). In the case of
an object of nirvartya-type, a difficulty arises. In the situation expressed by utterances
like ghaþaô karoti (‘He is making a pot’), the object which is characterised as
something brought into being cannot play a role of causing the action of making,
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since it is not existent until the act of bringing it into existence is completed and
what has not been brought about cannot function as the causer of an action.15 Then
what can function as the prompter of the action in the case of the nirvartya-object?
Take into account the following statement in the Pada-mañjarî:
PM on Pâò 1.4.49: tatra nirvartyam—ghaþaô karotîti, vyaktyabhiprâyeòa janma sâmânyâbhiprâyeòa prakâœanam /
‘Of these, the nirvartya [is a pot] as in ghaþaô karoti. [If the word
ghaþa is used] with the intention of conveying the particular pot, its
birth (janman) is said of it; [if it is used] with the intention of conveying
the universal [potness (ghaþatva)], its manifestation is said of it.’
In ghaþaô karoti the pot as a particular is something brought into existence and the
universal potness is something manifested with the realisation of the particular pot.
Where does the universal potness come in? It takes part in the act of making the pot
in such a way that it causes the action of bringing the particular pot into existence
precisely because of its eternity. The role of the universal here is nothing but to set
an agent into play for the sake of bringing the particular into being. In the case of
the object of nirvartya-type, thus, what functions as the prompter of the action is the
universal to be manifested.
–4.3–
The idea that the universal (jâti) prompts the action is set forth by Bhartåhari in
the context where he argues that the word denotes the universal (jâti-padârthapakša).
VP 3.1.25: na tad utpadyate kiô cid yasya jâtir na vidyate /
âtmâbhivyaktaye jâtiÿ kâraòânâô prayojikâ //
‘Whatever does not have its universal is not produced. For the sake of
its own manifestation, the universal incites the causes [of producing
the particular that is its own substratum] to take action.’
VP 3.1.26: kâraòešu padaô kåtvâ nityânityešu jâtayaÿ /
kva cit kâryešv abhivyaktim upayânti punaÿ punaÿ //

15

Helârâja on VP 3.1.27: ghaþaô karotîti katham asato nirvartyamânasya kriyâyâô
sâdhana-bhâvaÿ karmaòaÿ … /
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‘In some effects [i.e. in perceptible effects], the universals, after
having obtained a footing among the eternal and non-eternal causes
[on account of its omnipresence], manifest themselves again and
again.’
VP 3.1.27: nirvartyamânaô yat karma jâtis tatrâpi sâdhanam /
svâœrayasyâbhinišpattyai sâ kriyâyâÿ prayojikâ //
‘The universal is the cause even of that object which is newly
produced. In order that its substratum might be produced, it prompts
the actions [of the kârakas] to come to be.’
The point made is as follows: In the case of the situation conveyed by ghaþaô
karoti, the universal potness, being eternal, is pre-existent in relation to a particular
pot that is to be brought about. When one makes a pot, one first brings it to mind on
the basis of its universal and then takes action toward the causes capable of
producing it.16 But for that, he would not act. Therefore, of the two elements, the
universal and the particular, which are involved in the act of bringing the particular
into existence, the universal which is directly denoted is what brings the act to
accomplishment (sâdhana) and the particular which is to be brought about is an
object (karman) in the sense that it is something which an agent wishes to obtain.17
Here in this situation, the universal functions as what prompts the causes of its
substratum to produce its substratum for the sake of its own manifestation
(âtmâbhivyaktaye) or what prompts one to take action for the sake of the realisation
of its own substratum (svâœrayasyâbhinišpattyai). And this amounts to saying that
the universal is the first kâraka.
–4.4–
All these things make it clear that the pravåtti as the first kâraka is the incitor of
the agent as the second kâraka. The pravåtti has been characterised as the activity in
general which is to be differentiated into particulars and which is eternal. If the
universal, as the first kâraka, can function as the prompter of the action, then we
may assume that the pravåtti also causes entities to take action and prompts one to
16

Helârâja on VP 3.1.27: jâty-âtmanâ ca nirûpya vastu kâraòešu yogyešu
pravartante tad-arthinaÿ /
17
Helârâja on VP 3.1.27: jâti-rûpâœrayeòa ca sâdhanatâ, vyakti-rûpâœrayeòa ca
karmatâ /
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take activity precisely because it is of a generic nature; that is, led by the universal
action, one exerts oneself to realise a particular action through which the universal
action manifests itself. Given a sentence such as devadattaÿ pâkaô karoti
(‘Devadatta is doing the cooking’), it is proper to say that the universal property of
being the cooking sets Devadatta into play for the sake of the realisation of the
particular action of cooking. 18
–5–
With this background, we are now in a position to inquire into what Bhartåhari
means by the term apûrva. Apûrva enters the picture in the kârikâ following the one
where Bhartåhari introduced pravåtti.
VP 3.7.34: apûrvaô kâla-œaktiô vâ kriyâô vâ kâlam eva vâ /
tam evaô-lakšaòaô bhâvaô ke cid âhuÿ kathaô cana //
‘From different points of view, of the very entity (bhâva) characterised
as such, some say that it is apûrva itself; some that it is Time-capacity
itself; some that it is Action itself; others that it is Time itself.’
Here Bhartåhari reports that pravåtti can be viewed in any of four ways: as apûrva,
as Time-capacity (kâla-œakti), as Action (kriyâ) and as Time (kâla).19 What could be
meant by the term apûrva here?

18

From the viewpoint that the word denotes the particular (vyakti), too, Bhartåhari
gives the interpretation of sentences such as ghaþaô karoti, in which objects of actions
are of the nirvartya-type:
VP 3.7.7: vyaktau padârthe œabdâder janyamânasya karmaòaÿ /
sâdhanatvaô tathâ siddhaô buddhi-rûpa-prakalpitam //
‘In like manner, in the view that a word-meaning is an individual, it is
established that an object like the sound [in œabdaô karoti (‘… is making
a sound’)], which is something brought into being, is assumed to be a
sâdhana on the basis of its representation appearing to mind.’
In this view what has the mental existence (upacâra-sattâ) is the prompter of the action
of externally realising it.
19
Of the Time-capacity and Time, we have the following statements made by
Bhartåhari himself.
VP 1.3: adhyâhitakalâô yasya kâla-œaktim upâœritâÿ /
janmâdayo vikârâÿ šað bhâva-bhedasya yonayaÿ //
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–5.1–
Now Bhartåhari uses the term apûrva in two other kârikâs: VP 2.1.119 and
VP 3.1.69. We now turn to these two kârikâs. We start with the second kârikâ.
Bhartåhari is discussing the interpretation of the Vedic sentence grahaô saômâršþi
(‘One should cleanse the cup’), 20 Bhartåhari states as follows:
VP 3.1.69: apûrvasya vidheyatvât prâdhânyam avasîyate /
vihitasya parârthatvâc cheša-bhâvaÿ pratîyate //
‘[In interpreting a Vedic sentence] what has not been known (apûrva)
is determined to be the principal because of being what is to be
enjoined; what has already been enjoined by [another sentence]
(vihita) is understood to be a subsidiary since it serves something else.’
To Bhartåhari as a grammarian, the notion of apûrva as the Newly Known apûrva is
familiar since it is applied to determine whether the character of Pâòini’s rule is
apûrva-vidhi (‘statement of something new’) or niyama (‘restriction’).21 What
Bhartåhari states here, however, is less than specific to him. Mîmâôsakas admit that
the injunction (vidhi) consists in making known what is not otherwise established,
commonly referred to by the term apûrva-vidhi: what the term apûrva signifies is,

‘In dependence upon whose [i.e. Brahman’s] Time-capacity, upon which
its divisions are superimposed, there appear the six modes of
modifications such as birth, which are the womb of particular existences
[like the act of cooking].’
VP 3.9.3: utpattau ca sthitau cÎva vinâœe câpi tadvatâm /
nimittaô kâlam evâhur vibhaktenâtmanâ sthitam //
‘They consider Time, which itself is differentiated, to be the cause of
being born, stay and destruction of objects which go through these states.’
According to Bhartåhari, the six modes of modifications (šað-bhâva-vikâra), that is,
origin, being, transformation, growth, decay and destruction, are the womb of all
particular actions. In the same line of thought Helârâja (on VP 3.9.3) properly points out
that all sorts of actions are included by the triplet, being born, being and destruction.
Thus Time-capacity and Time can be regarded as the cause of the action.
20
This is an objective sentence (višaya-vâkya) discussed in GrahÎkatvâdhikaraòa
(JS 3.1.7.13–15).
21
For example, MBhâ ad Pâò 1.4.3: tatra apûrvo vidhir astu niyamo ’stv iti apûrva
eva vidhir bhavišyati na niyamaÿ /
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according to Kumârila, what is not known before hearing a Vedic sentence,22 and
according to Œâlikanâtha, what is not cognisable by any of the ordinary means of
knowledge (mânântarâpûrva).23 Viewed in this light, we may say that the notion of
the Newly Known apûrva is commonly accepted as utilised for the sentence-analysis.
We now turn to the second of the two kârikâs mentioned earlier.
VP 2.119: asty arthaÿ sarva-œabdânâm iti pratyâyya-lakšaòam /
apûrva-devatâ-svargaiÿ samam âhur gavâdišu //
‘Whatever word is uttered, one understands that what is conveyed by it
exists (asti). This is the characteristic of what is conveyed by the word.
In the case of words like go, they say, it is similar to what is denoted
by such words as apûrva, devatâ and svarga.’
It is obvious that apûrva is treated as something transcendental side by side with
svarga and devatâ. From the word apûrva one understands, Bhartåhari argues, that it
exists.
Taking the present kârikâ as asserting that all words denote sattâ (‘being’),
Kumârila argues that the words like apûrva cannot be considered to denote sattâ,
showing what the term apûrva is to be taken to signify. He states:
TV on JS 1.3.9.30–35 (Âkåty-adhikaraòa): sarva-padârthânâm eva
kâryârthâpatti-gamyâni sâmarthyâni santi, yâgâdi-janitaô ca puôsâô
phala-prâpti-sâmarthyam
apûrva-œabda-vâcyaô
yâgânušþhânât
pûrvam abhûtam, anušþhânôttara-kâlaô câpûrvaô jâyata iti
yaugikatvâd evâpûrva-œabdâbhidhânaô sarvatra labhyate /
‘All entities indeed have the capacities (sâmarthya) which are to be
known through the assumption on the basis of their effects
(kâryârthâpatti). And human beings have the capacity, produced by
the sacrifice, of attaining its result. [The word apûrva] is the term
which retains its etymological sense (yaugika): to show its etymology,
[apûrva is] something which has not arisen before the performance of
the sacrifice and which is newly born after it. Precisely for this reason,
the word apûrva is found to denote whatever is of such a nature.’
The term apûrva here, as interpreted by Kumârila, means something which has not
arisen before the performance of the sacrifice and which is newly born after it, the
22

TV on JS 1.2.4.34: tatra yaÿ atyantam aprâptaÿ na ca prâpsyati prâg vacanâd ity
avagamyate /
23
VAM 2 k.25cd: ato mânântarâpûrvam apûrvam iti gîyate //
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capacity (sâmarthya) to produce the sacrificial result. Of course, we cannot arrive at
the certainty that Bhartåhari also uses the term apûrva in this sense in VP 2.119
because Kumârila interprets it in that way.
According to CLOONEY (1990: 221–253) who examined a historical development
of the concept of apûrva in Mîmâôsâ literature, the term apûrva is used within the
Mîmâôsâ in two senses: in the sense of that which has not been known through any
means other than the injunction in question (i.e. epistemic apûrva or the Newly
Known apûrva); in the sense of that which is newly born by the performance of
ritual acts and which functions as linkage between them and their results (i.e. ontic
apûrva or the Newly Born apûrva); the former use of the term apûrva is found in
Jaimini and the latter in Œabara and Kumârila; Prabhâkara returns to Jaimini’s
understanding of apûrva, his position being closer to that of Jaimini. Here I will
introduce Jayanta’s following remark, which is good evidence to show that in the
Mîmâôsâ the term apûrva is used in two senses:
NM 1.255: våddha-mîmâôsakâÿ yâgâdi-karma-nirvartyam apûrvaô
nâma dharmam abhivadanti, yâgâdi-karmÎva œâbarâ bruvate,
vâkyârtha eva niyogâtmâpûrva-œabda-vâcyo dharma-œabdena sa
evôcyate iti prâbhâkarâÿ kathayanti /
‘The older Mîmâôsakas declare dharma to be something which is to
be brought about by ritual acts such as the sacrifice and which is called
apûrva.24 The followers of Œabara say that the ritual acts like the
sacrifice themselves are [the dharma]. The followers of Prabhâkara
say that it is something which is precisely the meaning of [an
injunctive] sentence, which is in essence obligation (niyoga) and
which is denoted by the term apûrva that is spoken of by the word
dharma.’
Thus in the Mîmâôsâ we have the two types of apûrva: ontic apûrva, or the Newly
Born apûrva, and epistemic apûrva, or the Newly Known apûrva. Of these, the
former cannot be the apûrva which is identified with the pravåtti. For the pravåtti is
said to be the first kâraka and hence to be eternal. Accordingly there is much
possibility of the latter being the apûrva at issue.

24

In his MŒV, Codanâ, k. 195, Kumârila criticises the identification of the apûrva of
this sort with dharma.
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–5.2–
From Mîmâôsakas’ point of view, the pravåtti in question is explained by Helârâja:
Helârâja on VP 3.7.33: satata-vyâpâra-pravahad-rûpâ nadî-pravâha
iva tåòa-paròa-latâdîn sâdhana-œaktîÿ25 pravåtti-lakšaòâ kriyâ karšati
vahatîti kešâôcij jaran-mîmâôsakânâm âgamaÿ / 26
‘According to the tradition handed down by some old Mimâôsakas,
just as a river-stream takes away things such as blades of grass, leaves
and creepers [from the plants growing in banks], so does the Action
25

I have adopted the reading sâdhana-œaktîÿ suggested by RAGHUNÂTHA ŒARMÂ,
instead of sâdhana-œaktiÿ.
26
It is important to note that Bhartåhari uses the simile of srotovat (‘like a stream’),
which reminds us of Triôœikâ 4d: tac ca vartate srotasÛghavat, stated with reference to
âlaya-vijñâna, which produces a ‘forthcoming’ mind (pravåtti-vijñâna) and a defiled
manas. Helârâja uses a strikingly similar expression to Sthiramati on Triôœikâ 4d:
yathâ hy oghas tåòa-kâšþha-gomayâdîn âkaršayan gacchati evam âlayavijñânam api puòyâpuòyâneñjaya-karma-vâsanânugataô sparœa-manaskârâdîn âkaršayat srotasâ saôsâram avyuparataô pravartata iti /
‘Just as a stream flows taking away blades of grass, pieces of wood and
pieces of cow dung [from banks]’, in the similar manner âlaya-vijñâna,
which is followed by impressions implanted by meritorious-demeritoriousimmoral karmans, also is in activity, takes away—in a stream—touch,
mental reflection and others, insofar as the transmigration does not end.’
The interpretation from a Sâôkhya viewpoint is also given, which will not be taken into
account here; Helârâja on VP 3.7.33:
rajo-lakšaòâ vâ pravåttir nityâ sarva-bhâvešv anuyâyinî sva-kâryaprasava-samarthâ kâryâòi janayatîti sâôkhya-nayaÿ / vyâpârâvišþasya
sarvasya kârya-janakatvâd vyâpâraÿ pûrva-bhâvî samavasthitaÿ tena ca
œakty-âkšepaÿ iti yuktam /
‘Or according to the Sâôkhya view, the pravåtti is something characterised
by rajas. It is eternal. When it follows a thing, whatever the thing may be,
it becomes capable of producing its own effect and then produces the
effect. Whatever is endowed with the activity (vyâpârâvišþa) produces its
effect. Consequently, it is determined that the activity exists prior to [the
sâdhana as substance]. And, for this reason, it is proper that the capacity
is drawn out [from the substance by the pravåtti] (œakty-âkšepa).’
In this interpretation also the pravåtti is equally regarded as the drawer of the capacity.
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characterised as the pravåtti, in the form of a continuously flowing
stream of activities, take away the capacities of sâdhanas.’
According to the tradition of some old Mimâôsakas, behind actions, transient in
essence, there is something continuing as a flow, which causes entities to take
activity for the accomplishment of an action by way of drawing out their capacities.
What is permanent in the form of a continuous flow is the Action characterised as
the pravåtti (pravåtti-lakšaòâ kriyâ), which is what is called apûrva.
Now let us consider Bhartåhari’s statement in his Mahâ-bhâšya-dîpikâ on
Paspaœâhnika. With regard to the third interpretation of the word dharma-niyama
that is taken to mean ‘the restriction motivated by dharma’ (dharma-prayojano
niyamaÿ), Bhartåhari states as follows:
MBhâD I [25: 24–27]: dharma-prayojano vâ iti mîmâôsakadarœanam / avasthita eva dharmaÿ / sa tv agni-hotrâdibhir
abhivyajyate / tat-preritas tu phalado bhavati / yathâ svâmî bhåtyaiÿ
sevâyâô preryate phalaô praty evam ayaô niyamo dharmasya phalanirvåttiô prati prayojaka iti /
‘The alternative interpretation dharma-prayojano vâ [niyamaÿ]
represents the Mîmâôsaka view. Dharma is something fixed
(avasthita). It is however manifested (abhivyajyate) by [acts] like
Agni-hotra. On the other hand, it is when [the dharma] is prompted by
virtue of those [acts manifesting it] that it becomes fruit-bearing. Just
as a lord is prompted to giving the benefit [to servants] when they are
actually in his service; in the same way, this restriction is the prompter
of dharma to giving the benefit.’ 27
A lord is to pay wages to his servants in reward for their services. The servants
demand that the lord should pay wages when they are in his service. Similarly the
27

JOSHI–ROODBERGEN (1986: 119, fn. 486), BRONKHORST (1987: 85), and KATAOKA
give different interpretations of the lord-servant example cited here in order to illustrate
how dharma becomes fruit-bearing. JOSHI–ROODBERGEN: ‘Just as a lord, with a view to
the benefit (arising from it) is prompted by the service (rendered) by his servants (to
employ servants), …’ BRONKHORST: ‘Just as a lord is brought closer to his desired end
by servants when they are in his service; …’ KATAOKA: ‘For example, a master is urged
to [give] fruit by servants when they serve.’ In my opinion, KATAOKA’s interpretation
can best explain the very heart of the problem. The lord makes it a rule to pay wages to
his servants in reward to the service they render. What motivates him to pay wages is
their being in his service. Similarly what incites dharma to bring forth its fruit is the
manifestation of the dharma by the Agni-hotra oblation.
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dharma is to bring forth its fruit. The Agni-hotra oblation demands that the dharma
should bear its fruit when the former manifests the latter.
In the Vedic injunction agni-hotraô juhuyât svarga-kâmaÿ (‘Let one who desires
heaven have the Agni-hotra oblation performed’), it is stated that there is the
relationship of the accomplisher and the accomplished between the Agni-hotra
oblation and its fruit, heaven. When does the Agni-hotra oblation bring forth its
fruit? Obviously at the time when it is actually performed. Let the Agni-hotra
oblation as understood from its direct statement in the injunction in question be the
dharma. And recall that in ghaþaô karoti the universal potness prompts an agent to
take action toward making a particular pot for the sake of its own manifestation.
Here in the present Mahâ-bhâšya-dîpikâ, the dharma is characterised as something
manifested by the Agni-hotra oblation. Therefore we may say in a similar manner
that the dharma prompts one who desires heaven to perform the Agni-hotra oblation
for the sake of its own manifestation. As in the case of the pot the manifestation of
the universal potness means the realisation of a particular pot, so in the present case
also the manifestation of the dharma means the realisation of the Agni-hotra oblation.
In this connection, it is interesting to note the view which in his
Nyâyâgamânusâriòî Siôhasûri refers to as that of some Mîmâôsakas and which
was first noticed by KATAOKA. It says:
NÂA 1.141: agni-hotram iti dharmaÿ kriyâ-vyaógya ucyate kârye
kâraòôpacârâd agni-hotrâbhivyaógyo ’gni-hotram iti / tataÿ agnihotraô dharmaô juhuyâd bhâvayet svarga-kâmaÿ ity eša vâkyârtho
nirdošaÿ … /
‘What is meant by the word “agni-hotra” is the dharma which is to be
manifested by the action [of performing the Agni-hotra oblation]. On
account of the extended application of the word whose proper referent
is the cause to the effect, what is to be manifested by the Agni-hotra
oblation is referred to by the word “agni-hotra”. Therefore the
sentence in question can be without fault paraphrased as follows: agnihotraô dharmaô juhuyât bhâvayet svarga-kâmaÿ (“Let one who
desires heaven have dharma (agni-hotra) brought into being (juhuyât
bhâvayet)”).’
If agni-hotraô juhuyât can be interpreted as dharmaô bhâvayet, we will easily
see that the universal dharma prompts the action of realising the particular dharma
so that the universal dharma may be manifested through that action. In this respect,
what Pârthasârathi states in his Œâstra-dîpikâ is especially significant. Concerning
the question of what is the means of knowing dharma, he says:
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ŒD on JS 1.1.2: jagad-vaicitryârthâpattyâ kim apy adåšþam astîti
sâmânyena prasiddho dharmaœ codanayâgni-hotrâdi-viœeša-rûpeòa
gamyate tasmât samuccaya iti pakšântaram /
‘The different view is set forth: Dharma is established in a general
form by means of assuming, on the basis of the variety of the world,
that there is something transcendental (kim apy adåšþam). The dharma
is understood as a particular [act] like Agni-hotra through codanâ
(“injunction”). Therefore, [the means for knowing dharma is] the
combination [of empirical means of knowledge and codanâ].’
Although this view is a prima facie view since the final view is that for knowing
dharma codanâ alone is the sole means, it is interestingly stated that there is the
dharma in general, in relation to which Agni-hotra is a specific dharma. This clearly
shows that there is the universal dharma to be differentiated to the end of the
particular.
Thus if we put the pravåtti into the Mîmâôsâ frame of reference, it is likely that
the Action characterised as the pravåtti, permanent in a stream, is the dharma which
Bhartåhari considers to be assumed by Mîmâôsakas. For the dharma, which is
something fixed or eternal, is said to be manifested (abhivyajyate) by individual and
concrete sacrificial acts and hence considered to be what prompts one to perform
them for the sake of its own manifestation.
It is quite natural for Mîmâôsakas to postulate the universal dharma according to
their linguistic theory that the word (œabda) denotes the universal.28 For codanâ
(‘injunction’), by which alone dharma is made known, is essentially the injunctive
statement (vacana).29 Insofar as dharma is what is conveyed by the injunctive
statement, the dharma has to be the universal dharma. Consequently, if the pravåtti
is identified with the universal dharma, it can properly be called the Newly Known
apûrva.30

28

JS 1.3.33: âkåtis tu kriyârthatvât (‘But a generic form (âkåti) is the meaning of the
word. For it serves the ritual act’). According to Œabara, the generic form is the universal
property (sâmânya), which substances, qualities, and actions may have. ŒBh on
JS 1.3.9.30: âkåtir dravya-guòa-karmaòâô sâmânya-mâtram.
29
JS 1.1.2: codanâ-lakšaòo ’rtho dharmaÿ (‘dharma is something profitable, which
is made known by the injunction’). Codanâ, Œabara says, is a statement that urges one to
take action (kriyâyâÿ pravartakaô vacanam).
30
It should also be added that, with reference to the interpretation of the word
dharma-niyama as dharma-prayojano niyamaÿ, Kaiyaþa and Nâgeœa understand that this
interpretation has been given according to the view adopted by Prabhâkara. Nâgeœa states:
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Conclusion
The pravåtti, as the first kâraka, sets the agent, as the second kâraka, into play.
The most significant characteristic of the pravåtti lies in its universality, from which
stems its being a prompter, or a causer of particular actions. Therefore, it constitutes
the essential feature of the causation of the action by the pravåtti that the pravåtti
which has no substratum (anapâœrita) seeks for its substratum for the sake of its
own manifestation (âtmâbhivyakti), whereby the action of realising the substratum
of the pravåtti (svâœrayâbhinišpatti) takes place.
Assuming the activity in general, which is existent in precedence to candidates for
the sâdhana as well as particular and concrete actions, and which is eternal,
Bhartåhari explains how those particular actions, which are ephemeral, are
actualised, in terms of his view of sâdhana as the capacity. As in the case of ghaþaô
karoti, the universal potness is regarded as the prompter of the action of bringing the
particular pot into existence from the viewpoint that the universal is the meaning of
the word; in the same way, the activity in general is considered to prompt the action
of realising the particular activity. The point is that the universal activity is what
draws out the capacity of functioning as agent from the bare substance.
A semantic approach to the Vedic injunction on Mîmâôsakas’ part will have to
lead to the conclusion that the universal dharma is the prompter of the action of
realising a particular dharma. For the sole source for knowing dharma is the Veda,
the word in essence, and what is directly understood from the injunctive statement
in the Veda should be the universal dharma, and not a particular dharma. Suppose
that the sentence dharmaô bhâvayet (‘Let one have dharma brought into existence’)
were given in the Veda, the universal dharma as understood from that sentence
would prompt the action of bringing a particular dharma to accomplishment for the
Uddyota: prabhâkarâógî-kåta-matenêdam / tan-mate hi lió-âdînâm
apûrva-sañjñakaô kâryaô vâcyam / tad eva ca svasmin purušaô
prayuñjânaô niyoga ity ucyate / sa eva dharmaÿ /
‘This [has been stated] according to the view adopted by Prabhâkara.
Because, in his view, the meaning of [the verbal endings like] LIÓ is
kârya (“what one should do”), which is called apûrva. And the very
[kârya], which prompts a man to fulfil itself is called niyoga
(“obligation”). That [niyoga] itself is dharma.’
What is important to note here is that Kaiyaþa and Nâgeœa regard the dharma as what is
called apûrva from the viewpoint of Prabhâkara. As has been pointed out by CLOONEY,
Prabhâkara’s understanding of apûrva is closer to Jaimini’s.
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sake of its own manifestation or for the sake of the realisation of its own substratum,
by way of drawing out the capacity of functioning as agent in regard to that action.
Therefore, when such a universal dharma is meant by the pravåtti, it is proper to
identify the latter with the Newly Known apûrva.
It is true that what Bhartåhari means by the word apûrva is not the Newly Born
apûrva, as is pointed out by HALBFASS. But, what Bhartåhari calls apûrva, being the
pravåtti as the first kâraka or the universal dharma, is far from being a cosmic
principle or power. It is a kind of ‘ideal’ activity to be realised.
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Theories of Debate, Proof and Counter-Proof
in the Early Indian Dialectical Tradition
ERNST PRETS
In the Vimâna-sthâna of the Caraka-saôhitâ1 we find—in addition to other
philosophically interesting passages of this famous medical compendium, which
have been dealt with by various scholars2—a whole chapter dealing with various
modes of learning and teaching. Here we come across a section discussing the
method of debate (saôbhâšâ-vidhi) which is well known to historiographers of
Indian logic and dialectic. 3
According to this passage, debates or discussions are divided into friendly and
hostile debates.4 The friendly debate (saôdhâya-saôbhâšâ, or anuloma-saôbhâšâ)5
is carried out by learned and eloquent fellow scholars who pleasantly discuss
questions or problems of their science in the spirit of co-operation, and who
interrogate and answer confidently without fear of being defeated.6 Standing in
contrast to such friendly dialogues, the hostile debate (vigåhya-saôbhâšâ) is carried
out in the spirit of opposition. The obvious aim of such a dispute is to defeat the
opponent and to win the day.
The Caraka-saôhitâ gives an elaborate description7 of what a debater must take
into consideration before he agrees to enter a hostile debate. Remarkably interesting,
1

CarS vim 8.
Cf. e.g. (in alphabetical order): BEDEKAR (1957), COMBA (1987), FILLIOZAT
(1990), FILLIOZAT (1993), KATSURA (1986), MEINDERSMA (1989), MEINDERSMA (1992),
MIYASAKA (1963), RAO (1962), SASTRI (1952) and SHARMA (1984).
3
Cf. e.g. VIDYÂBHÛŠAÒA (1920: 28–31), DASGUPTA (1922: 378 f.), SOLOMON
(1976: 74–78), FRAUWALLNER (1984: 67–71), MATILAL (1987: 55 f.) and MATILAL
(1998: 38–41).
4
CarS vim 8.15 f.
5
Cf. OBERHAMMER–PRETS–PRANDSTETTER (1991: I, 61).
6
CarS vim 8.17.
7
Cf. CarS vim 8.18–25. This passage has already been translated as early as 1872
by Rudolf von ROTH, cf. ROTH (1872). Recently this passage has been dealt with
carefully according to its importance by KANG (1998).
2

On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 371–384.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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this description is unique in the history of the Indian dialectical tradition, giving a
lively picture of various types of debaters (vâdin) and juries (parišad), which sounds
like a guide to modern public political panel or TV discussions. Accordingly, the
debater must examine his opponent, the opponent’s personal and intellectual
strengths or weaknesses which might be superior, equal or inferior to those of his
own, and must also examine the jury’s level of knowledge, which is described as
either learned (jñânavat) or ignorant (mûðha), and which may have a friendly
(suhåd), indifferent (udâsîna) or hostile (pratinivišþa) attitude towards the debater.
According to this passage, a debater should enter a debate only if the opponent is
equal or inferior, and only in the presence of a friendly or, at the very least, an
ignorant or indifferent jury. No discussions should be carried out in the presence of
a hostile jury or with a superior opponent. After having considered the weak points
of his enemy in the course of debate, he should overpower him quickly:
‘Under these circumstances the following [procedures] are ways of
quickly defeating inferior [opponents]: He should overpower an
unlearned [opponent] by long citations of sûtras; moreover, [he should
overpower] an [opponent] who is weak in theoretical knowledge by
[the use] of sentences containing troublesome words; an [opponent]
who is unable to retain sentences, by a continuous series of sentences
composed of long-strung sûtras; an [opponent] devoid of presence of
mind, by the repetition of the same [words] with a difference in
meaning; an [opponent] devoid of eloquence, by pointing to halfuttered sentences; an [opponent] devoid of self-confidence, by
embarrassing [him]; an [opponent] of irritable temper, by putting [him]
to exertion; one who is frightened, by terrifying [him]; [and] an
inattentive [opponent], by reprehending him. In these ways he should
overpower an inferior opponent quickly.’ 8
Over and above that, he should take the jury into his confidence before entering
such a debate, influencing it to name that with which he is familiar or that which
could present great difficulties to the opponent as the subject of the debate and, at
8

CarS vim 8.21: tatra khalv ime pratyavarâòâm âœuni-grahe bhavanty upâyâÿ. tad
yathâ—œruta-hînaô mahatâ sûtra-pâþhenâbhibhavet, vijñâna-hînaô punaÿ kašþaœabdena vâkyena, vâkya-dhâraòa-hînam âviddha-dîrgha-sûtra-saókulair vâkyadaòðakaiÿ, pratibhâ-hînaô punar-vacanenÎka-vidhenânekârtha-vâcinâ, vacana-œaktihînam ardhôktasya vâkyasyâkšepeòa, aviœâradam apatrapaòena, kopanam âyâsanena,
bhîruô vitrâsanena, anavahitaô niyamanenêti. evam etair upâyaiÿ param avaram
abhibhavec chîghram <CarS2 om. chîghram>.
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the beginning of the debate, he should pretend that the jury will set the subject and
the rules of debate independently.
After this literary exposition, the Caraka-saôhitâ continues with the enumeration
and definition of forty-four topics of the course of debate (vâda-mârga-pada)9
which should be known to debating physicians.10 It is remarkable that this section,
in contrast to the passage previously mentioned, no longer speaks of hostile or
friendly discussions, but only of the formal debate (vâda) as such. Moreover, it is
not a description of situations within a debate, but a compendium of definitions and
examples which forms a homogenous whole. It is most likely that it represents the
oldest version of a manual on Indian dialectic and logic transmitted to us,
comparable to the ancient vâda-manual which may be reconstructed out of the first
and last chapters of the Nyâya-sûtras.11 Caraka’s manual deals with the same topics
to a certain extent, but apparently in a less systematic manner than that which is
found in the Nyâya-sûtras.12

9

Cf. CarS vim 8.27: imâni tu <CarS1,2 om. tu> khalu padâni bhišag-vâda-mârgajñânârtham <CarS1,2 om. bhišag> adhigamyâni bhavanti; tad yathâ vâdaÿ, dravyaô,
guòâÿ, karma, sâmânyaô, viœešaÿ, samavâyaÿ, pratijñâ, sthâpanâ, pratišþhâpanâ,
hetuÿ, dåšþântaÿ, upanayaÿ, nigamanam, uttaraô, siddhântaÿ, œabdaÿ, pratyakšam,
anumânam, aitihyam, aupamyaô, saôœayaÿ, prayojanaô, savyabhicâraô, jijñâsâ,
vyavasâyaÿ, artha-prâptiÿ, saôbhavaÿ, anuyojyam, ananuyojyam, anuyogaÿ,
pratyanuyogaÿ, vâkya-došaÿ, vâkya-praœaôsâ, chalam, ahetuÿ, atîta-kâlam,
upâlambhaÿ, parihâraÿ, pratijñâ-hâniÿ, abhyanujñâ, hetv-antaram, arthântaraô,
nigraha-sthânam iti. It should be mentioned that there exists another version of this list
(cf. e.g. CarS2 357b,3 ff.) which enumerates dåšþânta not between hetu and upanaya, but
between uttara and siddhânta. This reading is also supported by the manuscripts of the
Caraka-saôhitâ which I have inspected. All the editions and manuscripts with this reading
also differ from CarS and CarS1 with regard to the formulation of dåšþânta and upanaya in
the presentation of sthâpanâ and pratišþhâpanâ (v. fn. 31 and 34). To decide which reading
may be the genuine one, Cakrapâòidatta’s commentary is of no help since he comments
only marginally on these passages (cf. ÂDî 266b,25–28, 267a,18–21 and 28–34).
10
CarS vim 8.27–65.
11
The idea that these two books as a whole form the basis of the original manual of
debate is supported e.g. by RUBEN (1928: 218, fn. 291); TUCCI (1929: xxvii f.); RANDLE
(1930: 342 f.); FRAUWALLNER (1956: 321, fn. 78); OBERHAMMER (1963: 70) etc.
Recently it has been shown by a text-critical study (cf. MEUTHRATH (1996: 232 ff.)) that it
is rather book 1.1 and 1.2 with the addition of book 5.2, which form a reconstructible unit,
whereas book 5.1 most probably is a later insertion.
12
Cf. FRAUWALLNER (1984: 71).
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In a cursory glance, the forty-four technical terms of this manual seem to be an
arbitrary compilation, but on closer inspection they show a certain structure: The
central notion, the debate (vâda), is discussed first. It is of two kinds, namely
disputation (jalpa) and eristic wrangle (vitaòðâ). This is followed by the six Vaiœešika
categories: substance (dravya), attribute (guòa), movement (karman), universal
(sâmânya), particularity (viœeša) and inherence (samavâya). Caraka then proceeds with
the proposition (pratijñâ), the description of proof (sthâpanâ) and counter-proof
(pratišþhâpanâ) as well as the members of the proof, i.e. reason (hetu), example
(dåšþânta), application (upanaya) and conclusion (nigamana). The following technical
term, the ‘rejoinder’ (uttara),13 is also related to the proof, since its definition hints at a
close similarity to the Nyâya-category jâti, the so-called ‘unsound rejoinder.’14
13

Cf. CarS vim 8.36: ‘A rejoinder (uttara) is a statement by means of dissimilarity
(vaidharmya) when the argument (hetu) is brought forward by means of similarity
(sâdharmya), or a statement by means of similarity when the argument is brought forward
by means of dissimilarity … . This is a rejoinder with reversal [of arguments].’—uttaraô
nâma sâdharmyôpadišþe <CarS1,2 vâ> hetau vaidharmya-vacanaô, vaidharmyôpadišþe
vâ hetau < CarS2 om. hetau> sâdharmya-vacanam … etat saviparyayam uttaram.
14
Cf. NSû 1.2.18: ‘An unsound rejoinder (jâti) is an objection (pratyavasthâna) by
means of similarity (sâdharmya) and dissimilarity (vaidharmya).’—sâdharmyavaidharmyâbhyâô pratyavasthânaô jâtiÿ. I will discuss the question as to whether
NSû 1.2.18 understands this kind of rejoinder as being ‘unsound’ or not, in a
forthcoming paper. The explanation of the Nyâya-bhâšya’s commentary on this Sûtra
supports at least the close similarity of the concept of jâti and that of Caraka’s uttara:
‘The directly following consequence (prasaóga), which arises when an argument (hetu)
has been brought forward [in a debate], that is the jâti. And this “directly following
consequence” is an objection (pratyavasthâna), [i.e.] a rejection (upâlambha), a
refutation (pratišedha) by means of similarity or dissimilarity. [In the case that
according to NSû 1.1.34] the reason (hetu) [put forward] is that which proves the
[property] to be proven because of its similarity to the example (udâharaòa), [the jâti] is
the objection to this [reason] by means of its dissimilarity to the exemplification. [In the
case that according to NSû 1.1.35] the reason [put forward] is that which proves the
[property] to be proven [in the instance to be proven] because of its dissimilarity to the
example, [the jâti] is the objection to this [reason] by means of its similarity to the
exemplification. That [objection] which comes into existence, because it stands in
opposition [to the argument], is the jâti.’—prayukte hi hetau yaÿ prasaógo jâyate sâ
<NBh1; sa NBh> jâtiÿ. sa ca prasaógaÿ sâdharmya-vaidharmyâbhyâô
pratyavasthânam upâlambhaÿ pratišedha iti. udâharaòa-sâdharmyât sâdhya-sâdhanaô
hetur ity asyôdâharaòa-vaidharmyeòa pratyavasthânam, udâharaòa-vaidharmyât
<tathâ udâ° NBh1> sâdhya-sâdhanaô hetur ity asyôdâharaòa-sâdharmyeòa
pratyavasthânam. pratyanîka-bhâvâj jâyamâno ’rtho jâtir iti. (NBh 401,8–402,5).
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Subsequently the four kinds of established doctrines (siddhânta)15 are discussed. Then
follows a group of items which is introduced with the discussion of the meaning of
‘word’ (œabda), followed by the four accepted means of cognition (upalabdhikâraòa)16, namely perception (pratyakša), inference (anumâna), verbal testimony
(aitihya) and comparison (aupamya), and subsequently deals with terms which are
somehow connected with cognition in a broader sense, namely doubt (saôœaya),
purpose (prayojana), inconclusiveness (savyabhicâra), inquiry (jijñâsâ), ascertainment
(vyavasâya), implication (artha-prâpti), and cause of origination (saôbhava). The
remaining sixteen terms are all of a purely dialectic nature, including—apart from
general notions of conversation17—the defects and excellences of statement (vâkyadoša18 and vâkya-praœaôsâ19), equivocation (chala)20, fallacious reasons (ahetu)21 and
the points of defeat (nigraha-sthâna)22.
15

As in the Nyâya-sûtras (cf. NSû 1.1.26–31), Caraka supports four kinds of
siddhânta, namely sarva-tantra-siddhânta, pratitantra-siddhânta, adhikaraòa-siddhânta
and abhyupagama-siddhânta (cf. CarS vim 8.37).
16
Cf. CarS vim 8.33, in which the reason (hetu) is defined as the means of cognition:
hetur nâmôpalabdhi-kâraòam, tat pratyakšam anumânam aitihyam aupamyam iti. ebhis
hetubhir yad upalabhyate, tat tattvam. In this context it should be mentioned that in the
Sûtra-sthâna of the Caraka-saôhitâ another set of four means of cognition (pramâòam;
cf. CarS sû 11.33) are taught as the four means of investigation (parîkšâ; cf. CarS sû
11.17: dvividham eva khalu sarvaô sac câsac ca. tasya catur-vidhâ parîkšâ—
âptôpadeœaÿ pratyakšam anumânam yuktiœ ceti. Cf. OBERHAMMER–PRETS–
PRANDSTETTER (1996: II, 161 f.).
17
Cf. such notions as anuyojya (‘That which is to be objected / to be specified’; cf.
CarS vim 8.50), ananuyojya (‘That which is not to be objected’; cf. CarS vim 8.51),
anuyoga (‘Question’; cf. CarS vim 8.52), pratyanuyoga (‘Counter-question’; cf. CarS
vim 8.53), upâlambha (‘Rejection of an argument’; cf. CarS vim 8.59) and parihâra
(‘Confutation of a rejection’; cf. CarS vim 8.60) in OBERHAMMER–PRETS–
PRANDSTETTER (1991, 1996: I, II) s.v.
18
The defects of statement (vâkya-doša; cf. CarS vim 8.54) in a debate, all of which
are understood as points of defeat (nigraha-sthâna), are the following: an insufficient
statement (nyûna), a superfluous statement (adhika), a senseless statement (anarthaka),
a meaningless statement (apârthaka) and a contradictory statement (viruddha). Cf.
OBERHAMMER–PRETS–PRANDSTETTER (1991, 1996: I, II) s.v.
19
The excellences of statement (vâkya-praœaôsâ; cf. CarS vim 8.55) consist of the
negation of the vâkya-došas with the addition of one more excellency: the statements
should be sufficient (anyûna), not superfluous (anadhika), senseful (arthavat),
meaningful (anapârthaka), not contradictory (aviruddha) and the statement should be to
the point (adhigata-padârtha).
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This compilation obviously reminds one of the main sixteen categories (padârtha)
of the Nyâya-sûtras,23 despite some terminological differences and divergent
interpretations of the various topics. Both manuals discuss the question of the debate
in general (vâda, jalpa, vitaòðâ) with the difference that vâda in the Nyâya-sûtras is
understood as the friendly form of debate,24 and disputation (jalpa) and eristic
wrangle (vitaòðâ)25 are the hostile forms, whereas in the Caraka-saôhitâ
disputation and eristic wrangle are subdivisions of vâda:
20

According to the Caraka-saôhitâ, equivocation is of two kinds (cf. CarS vim
8.56): verbal equivocation (vâk-chala) and generalising equivocation (sâmânya-cchala).
21
The CarS supports three fallacious reasons (ahetu; cf. CarS vim 8.57: ahetur nâma
prakaraòa-samaÿ, saôœaya-samaÿ, varòya-samaœ cêti.), which seem to be understood as
fallacious forms of substantiations in a broader sense, not in the strict sense of the fallacies
of the logical reason (hetv-âbhâsa) which were supported by later logical traditions.
22
The enumeration of the points of defeat (nigraha-sthâna) is somewhat nonhomogenous and consists of a literal description of three censurable faults (1. the debater
does not comprehend an argument even when it has been stated three times, 2. censuring a
statement which is not to be censured, and 3. not censuring a statement which is to be
censured), the enumeration of the defects of statement (vâkya-doša), fallacious reasons
(ahetu, without mentioning its subdivisions) and five faults which were already discussed
as individual topics of debate, namely to mistime a statement (atîta-kâla; CarS vim 8.58),
to abandon the proposition (pratijñâ-hâni; CarS vim 8.61), concession of something
undesired (abhyanujñâ; CarS vim 8.62), change of reason (hetv-antara; CarS vim 8.63)
and change of subject (arthântara; CarS vim 8.64). Cf. CarS vim 8.65: nigraha-sthânaô
nâma parâjaya-prâptiÿ. tac ca trir abhihitasya vâkyasyâparijñânaô <vâkyasyâvijñânaô
CarS1,2> parišadi vijñânavatyâm, yad vâ ananuyojyasyânuyogo ’nuyojyasya cânanuyogaÿ.
pratijñâ-hâniÿ, abhyanujñâ, kâlâtîtavacanam (scil. atîta-kâlam), ahetuÿ, nyûnam, adhikam
<atiriktam CarS1,2>, vyartham (scil. apârthakam), anarthakam, punar-uktam, viruddham,
hetv-antaram, arthântaraô ca <CarS2 om. ca> nigraha-sthânam.
23
NSû 1.1.1: pramâòa-prameya-saôœaya-prayojana-dåšþânta-siddhântâvayava-tarkaniròaya-vâda-jalpa-vitaòðâhetv-âbhâsa-cchala-jâti-nigraha-sthânânâô
tattva-jñânân
niÿœreyasâdhigamaÿ.
24
Cf. NSû 1.2.1: ‘A [friendly] debate (vâda) is [carried out by the opponents] taking up
the thesis (pakša) and the counter-thesis (pratipakša), [both of] which contain the five
members of proof (avayava), are not contradictory to the [respective] doctrines (siddhânta)
and consist of the proving (sâdhana) [of their respective thesis] and the refuting
(upâlambha) [of the counter-thesis] based upon the means of knowledge (pramâòa) and
reasoning
(tarka).’—pramâòa-tarka-sâdhanôpâlaôbhaÿ
siddhântâviruddhaÿ
pañcâvayavôpapannaÿ pakša-pratipakša-parigraho vâdaÿ.
25
Cf. NSû 1.2.2 f: ‘Disputation (jalpa) consists of [the same attributes] as mentioned [in
the definition of the friendly debate (vâda) and is carried out] by proving and refuting with
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‘A debate (vâda) is when one [disputant] discusses with an opponent
in a hostile way, with a doctrine presupposed. In short, this is of two
kinds: disputation (jalpa) and eristic wrangle (vitaòðâ) … . In the
following manner: The position of one [disputant] is that rebirth exists,
[the position] of the other is that it does not exist. Both disputants
substantiate their respective position by reasons [and] present the
[respective] opposite position [for discussion]. This is disputation
(jalpa) … . Eristic wrangle consists exclusively of pointing out the
faults with regard to the opposite position’ 26
This means that in the Caraka-saôhitâ, vâda is only the hostile variety of debate.
Both manuals also list, with one small terminological divergence,27 the same
members of the proof. Nevertheless, one central point of their interpretation is
differing, a fact to which historiographers have paid too little attention:
Unexpectedly, the Nyâya-sûtras do not have a terminus technicus as an independent
category for that which one would call ‘proof’ or ‘establishing the thesis’. The five
individual members of the proof are merely listed under the topic ‘members’
(avayava)28 and are defined without any hint of a generic category.
In contrast, the manual of the Caraka-saôhitâ shows a different and clearly
structured concept. The proposition (pratijñâ), defined nearly identically in both
works, is not a constituent of the proof and is listed as an independent topic of
debate (vâda-mârga-pada): ‘The proposition is the communication of the [object] to
be proven. As for example: “The puruša is eternal”.’29 Apart from the proposition,
[the addition] of equivocation (chala), unsound rejoinders (jâti) and points of defeat
(nigraha-sthâna). A [disputation] without the establishment (sthâpanâ) of the counterthesis is an eristic wrangle (vitaòðâ).’—yathôktôpapannaœ chala-jâti-nigraha-sthânasâdhanôpâlaôbho jalpaÿ. sa pratipakša-sthâpanâ-hîno vitaòðâ.
26
CarS vim 8.28: vâdo nâma sa yat pareòa <paraÿ pareòa CarS1,2> saha œâstrapûrvakaô vigåhya kathayati. sa ca <vâdo CarS2> dvividhaÿ saôgraheòa jalpo vitaòðâ
ca … yathâ—ekasya pakšaÿ punar-bhâvo ’stîti, nâstîty aparasya. tau ca hetubhiÿ
<CarS2; svasvahetu° CarS1; svasvapakša-hetu° CarS> svasvapakšaô sthâpayataÿ parapakšam udbhâvayataÿ. eša jalpaÿ … vitaòðâ nâma para-pakše doša-vacana-mâtram
eva.
27
In addition to the general example (dåšþânta), which is mentioned in the Carakasaôhitâ as the second member of sthâpanâ, the Nyâya-sûtras have the special term
udâharaòa, ‘exemplification’, as the designation of the third member of proof.
28
Cf. NSû 1.1.32: pratijñâ-hetûdâharaòôpanaya-nigamanâny avayavâÿ.
29
CarS vim 8.30: pratijñâ nâma sâdhya-vacanaô. yathâ—nityaÿ puruša iti. Cf. NSû
1.1.33: sâdhya-nirdeœaÿ pratijñâ. The term puruša, literally meaning ‘human being’,
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the dialectic proof or establishment (sthâpanâ) of the proposition consists of the
reason (hetu), the example (dåšþânta), the application (upanaya) and the conclusion
(nigamana): ‘Proof (sthâpanâ) is the proof (or establishment) of exactly that
proposition by means of reason, example, application, and conclusion. First is the
proposition and then the proof. For, what can be proven when it has not been
proposed?’30 Subsequently Caraka gives an example of this kind of dialectic proof:
‘Proposition: the puruša is eternal; reason: because it is not produced; example: like
the ether; application: and as the ether is unproduced and it is eternal, so is the
puruša; conclusion: therefore it is eternal.’ 31
In accordance with this example, a proof of this kind could possibly represent the
following structure: The thesis (pratijñâ) that the puruša is eternal is given,
followed by three further propositions, namely 1. that the puruša is not produced
(hetu), 2. that an example—the ether—exemplifies both attributes, i.e. eternity and
non-producedness (dåšþânta), and 3. the puruša is like the example, i.e. nonproduced and eternal (upanaya). By means of these three propositions one comes to
the conclusion (nigamana) that the puruša is eternal. The recent book of Claus
OETKE, which is an investigation of the earliest structures of the so-called Indian
syllogism, offers possible logical implications and interpretations of such early
types of proof.32
We are now confronted in the Caraka-saôhitâ with a unique phenomenon: The
dialectic proof (sthâpanâ) is contrasted with a counterproposition propounding
exactly the opposite of the thesis,33 which is correctly established by a statement
‘man’, ‘individual soul’, ‘personal principal’, ‘supreme being’ etc. is left untranslated in
this context, because it is not exactly clear which concept is meant in the Carakasaôhitâ. Most probably it is to be understood as the ‘individual soul’ or the ‘personal
principal’. But the question is not of real importance for the structure of the proof.
30
CarS vim 8.31: tasyâ eva pratijñâyâ hetu-dåšþântôpanaya-nigamanaiÿ sthâpanâ.
pûrvaô hi pratijñâ, paœcât sthâpanâ, kiô hy apratijñâtaô sthâpayišyati.
31
CarS vim 8.31: nityaÿ puruša iti pratijñâ, hetuÿ—akåtakatvâd iti, dåšþântaÿ—
yathâkâœam iti, upanayaÿ—yathâ câkåtakam âkâœaô tac ca nityaô tathâ puruša iti,
nigamanam—tasmân nitya iti. In the editions and manuscripts containing the other
version of the list of the vâda-mârga-padas (cf. fn. 9), example (dåšþânta) and
application (upanaya) are formulated in the following way: ‘example: the ether is
unproduced, and it is eternal; application: and as the ether is unproduced, so is the
puruša.’—dåšþântaÿ—akåtakam akâœaô tac ca nityam, upanayo—yathâ câkåtakam
âkâœaô tathâ purušaÿ. CarS2 358a,31–33.
32
OETKE (1994: 12 ff.).
33
Although proof and counter-proof should be the normal opening of a debate, we do
not have any further example in the transmitted texts.
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which is called counter-proof (pratišþhâpanâ) in the Caraka-saôhitâ, and which
consists of another set of the same proof members:
‘Counter-proof is the proof (or establishment) of exactly the contrary
of the opponent’s proposition. For example: proposition: the puruša is
non-eternal; reason: because it is perceptible by the senses; example:
as the pot; application: and like the pot is perceptible, and it is noneternal, so is the [puruša]; conclusion: therefore it is non-eternal.’ 34
Clearly this is a situation of counterbalancing arguments. But what does it imply
for the interpretation of Caraka’s proof? Should one suppose that one of these two
proofs is logically inconsistent? There is no hint of such an assumption. Both
argumentations seem to be at least formally correct. Must we differentiate in this
early stage of Indian logic between logically correct argumentations, and
argumentations which claim to prove the truth of the proposal? It seems so. Due to
the very sparse source material in the earliest development of Indian dialectic, one
can only make conjectures. But it is highly probable that, at least for the Carakasaôhitâ, the function of a proof is not to guarantee truth but to justify propositions.
The truth of the conclusion and with it, the truth of the thesis, depends on the truth
of the propositions, which are exemplified in the first three members of the
sthâpanâ, namely hetu, dåšþânta and upanaya. It therefore reminds one of the
European classical formal criterion of correctness, which does not claim the truth of
a conclusion but states that if the propositions are true then the conclusion is also
true. But it is not my aim to compare Indian and European logic.
Nevertheless, Caraka’s presentation of sthâpanâ and pratišþhâpanâ seems to
indicate that truth is not guaranteed by a logical proof. As for the proof in the
Nyâya-sûtras, it is difficult to make up one’s mind. On one hand, the Nyâya-sûtras
claim that debates are carried out by the opponents establishing opposite positions
(pakša and pratipakša) within a debate, on the other hand the concepts of proof
(sthâpanâ) and counter-proof (pratišþhâpanâ) are lacking in the Sûtras, although the
term sthâpanâ is used once to define the eristic wrangle (vitaòðâ). Of course, the
34

CarS vim 8.32: pratišþhâpanâ nâma yâ tasyâ eva <CarS2 om. tasyâ eva> parapratijñâyâ
viparîtârtha-sthâpanâ.
yathâ—anityaÿ
puruša
iti
pratijñâ
<(viparîtârtha)prati° CarS1>; hetuÿ—aindriyakatvâd iti; dåšþântaÿ—yathâ ghaþa iti;
upanayo—yathâ ghaþa aindriyakaÿ sa cânityaÿ, tathâ câyam iti; nigamanaô—tasmâd
anitya iti. The other transmitted version (cf. fn. 31) of the example (dåšþânta) and the
application (upanaya) in the pratišþhâpanâ is formulated in the following way:
‘example: the pot is perceptible by the senses, and it is non-eternal; application: and as
the pot, so is the puruša.’ dåšþântaÿ—ghaþa aindriyakaÿ sa cânityaÿ; upanayo—yathâ
ghaþas tathâ purušaÿ. CarS2 358b,1 f.
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definitions of debate (vâda) and disputation (jalpa)35 in the Nyâya-sûtras taken
literally, according to their requirement of proving the respective thesis, must
presuppose a comprehension of some kind of counter-proof as indicated in the
Caraka-saôhitâ. But what could have been the reason not to treat the counter-proof
as an independent topic of debate? Is the situation of debate so clear that there is no
need to mention the counter-proof, since it consists of the same proof members
anyway? Or do we have to presuppose already in the Nyâya-sûtras the claim that
only one of the proofs of the two disputants ensures the truth of his proposition? At
least in first book of the Nyâya-sûtras there seems to be no hint of a solution for
these questions.
The fact that, at least in Caraka’s presentation, truth is not guaranteed by one of
the contradictory proofs, may have been the starting point of early speculations on
solutions to these kinds of problems. One finds rudiments of such discussions in the
chapter on unsound rejoinders (jâti) in the fifth book of the Nyâya-sûtras,36 in which
at least some rejoinders remind one of the situation of proof and counter-proof in the
Caraka-saôhitâ. In the examples of the two basic kinds of rejoinders37 given by the
Nyâya-bhâšya,38 namely the ‘equally [possible rejoinder] by means of similarity’
(sâdharmya-sama) and ‘equally [possible rejoinder] by means of dissimilarity’
(vaidharmya-sama), the general question is raised as to whether the reason, the
example, and the application prove the object to be proven or, whether—when
another set of arguments are employed—it can also prove the exact contrary.39 The
opponent in this discussion argues that there is no decisive reason (viœeša-hetu) for
the correctness of the first argumentation as opposed to his argumentation, which
35

Cf. fn. 24 and 25.
Cf. NSû 5.1.
37
Cf. the general definition of jâti (NSû 1.2.18) in fn. 14; cf. also TUCCI’s
retranslation of the Chinese translation (cf. UHc) of the lost *Upâya-hådaya in which
these kinds of rejoinders are understood as valid refutations of syllogistic arguments (cf.
KAJIYAMA (1991)): ešâô viôœati-vidhânâô sâro dvividhaÿ. vaidharmyaô sâdharmyañ
ca. sajâtîyatvât sâdharmyaô vijâtîyatvâd vaidharmyam. arthasya hi tat samâœrayatvât
te viôœati-dharmân vyâpnuvataÿ (UH 26,7–9).
38
It is remarkable that exactly in the context of these rejoinders, Pakšilasvâmin uses
the term sthâpanâ when he states in the introduction to the Sûtras on sâdharmya-sama
and vaidharmya-sama (cf. NSû 5.1.2): ‘An objection by means of similarity, which
differs [basically] not from the reason of the [objected] proof (sthâpanâ), is the
[unsound rejoinder called] sâdharmya-sama.’—sâdharmyeòa pratyavasthânam
aviœišyamâòaô sthâpanâ-hetutaÿ sâdharmya-samaÿ. NBh 2002,2 f.
39
Cf. NBh 2005,6–2007,4.
36
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would correctly prove the contrary of the former proposition.40 Without going into
the problem of unsound rejoinders here in detail, the question of the proponent of
the jâti would indicate that his rejoinder is in no way unsound but hits the nail on
the head. The notion of the correctness of proof and the justification of a thesis has
shifted to the question as to whether the assumed propositions are capable of
proving the object to be proven. In other words, the problem has shifted to the
question of a logical relation between the proving attribute and the attribute to be
proven and its applicability to the object of proof, i.e. the general justification of the
three propositions hetu, dåšþânta and upanaya.

40

Another kind of jâti should be mentioned here because its contents concern a
problem which reoccurs in Dignâga’s system of logic, the prakaraòa-sama.
Corresponding to the example of the Nyâya-bhâšya, it is the following situation in a
debate: ‘One [disputant] propounds [for example] as [his] thesis: “Sound is non-eternal
because it [originates] directly preceded by an effort, like a pot.” And the second
[disputant] propounds the counterthesis on the basis of similarity to eternal [things]:
“Sound is eternal because it is audible, like soundness”.’—anityaÿ œabdaÿ
prayatnânantarîyakatvâd ghaþavad ity ekaÿ pakšaô pravarttayati. dvitîyaœ ca nityasâdharmyât pratipakšaô pravarttayati—nityaÿ œabdaÿ œrâvaòatvât, œabdatvavad iti.
(NBh 2027,3–5). This example is nothing but that which is called the ‘contradictory nondeviating’ (viruddhâvyabhicârin) as a special variety of an inconclusive (anaikântika)
reason in Buddhist logical tradition. This fallacy is expounded by Œaókarasvâmin in the
following way: ‘A viruddhâvyabhicârin is for instance: Sound is non-eternal, because it
is produced, like a pot; sound is eternal, because it is audible, like soundness. As the two
[reasons] are occasions for doubt, although they are two, they are taken together as one
inconclusive [reason] (anaikântika).’—viruddhâvyabhicârî, yathâ anityaÿ œabdaÿ
kåtakatvâd ghaþavad. nityaÿ œabdaÿ œrâvaòatvât œabdatvavad iti. ubhayoÿ saôœayahetutvâd dvâv apy etâv eko ’naikântikaÿ samuditâv eva. (NPr 4.21–5.2). Neither of the
reasons applied for proving contradictory results, taken individually, violate any of the
required three conditions (trairûpya) of a valid reason for their respective propositions.
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The Heart in the Åg-veda
SVEN SELLMER

1. Introduction
Astoundingly little work has been done on what might be called ‘Vedic
anthropology’, especially if compared with the vast amount of literature on the socalled ‘Homeric man’ and analogical questions in connection with Egyptian or Old
Testament evidence. This is lamentable in itself, but even more so because it makes
the task of comparing these, and other, ‘indigenous anthropologies’, difficult.1 As an
important item in such comparisons one would certainly have to choose the ‘heart’,
for it is an obvious fact that expressions containing this word play a major role at
least in the above mentioned cultures. The object of this paper is more modest, of
course: it focuses on the use of heart language in the RV.2 First, I am going to
present a phenomenological notion that is of great use, I believe, not only for our
problem, but for the understanding of indigenous anthropologies in general. Next,
there follows a survey of the Ågvedic material with a view to the proposed
distinctions. Finally, by way of comparison, some Greek evidence is considered.
2. Heart imagery: the concept of the felt body
In dealing with words like ‘heart’, both dictionaries and special studies mostly
distinguish between ‘literal’ and ‘figurative’ or ‘metaphorical’ usages. References to
the anatomical organ make up the first group, all the rest is gathered under the
second heading. This distinction, however, is insufficient; in particular, it tends to
1

I use this expression in analogy to ‘indigenous psychologies’, a term that is
sometimes used with reference to psychological traditions which have developed
independently of Western culture, as in HEELAS–LOCK (1981).
2
To my mind, the best (though unfortunately quite short) study on this subject is
still RENOU (1958: 60 f.).
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 385–397.
Copyright © 2000 by Piotr Balcerowicz & Marek Mejor (eds.)
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overlook the realm of the felt body where we have to do with entities that are
invisible, but at the same time very concrete.
Problems connected with the felt body have been one of the main fields of
phenomenological research for a long time now, especially in France. But the most
pertinent and systematic treatment of the structure of the felt body we certainly owe
to the German philosopher Hermann SCHMITZ who, following Scheler,
terminologically distinguishes between ‘Leib’ (i.e. felt body) and ‘Körper’ (i.e.
material body)—an elegant move which we cannot, unfortunately, imitate in
English.3 The ‘Leib’ consists of what we feel in the area of our body. Normally, but
by no means always, its extension roughly corresponds to the borders of the material
body. E.g. if we hit our thumb with a hammer it may feel as big as a balloon, though
the visible swelling is rather small. One result of SCHMITZ’s investigations is of
special interest for the present study, namely that the felt body is not uniform but
possesses a structure consisting of a number of more or less stable centres (called
‘Leibesinseln’ by SCHMITZ), one of which is located in the central breast region.
The analogy to the Tantric teachings of cakras is of course quite obvious4, and we
will come to speak about it later.
We use the word ‘heart’ not only while referring to the material body or to the felt
body, but also in a way more or less detached from these usages which, for the sake
of convenience, we may call ‘figurative’ or ‘metaphorical’. Still, to avoid intricate
linguistic discussions, I would—in a common-sense manner—prefer to talk of nonconcrete usages, whereas the first two are concrete in the sense that the objects they
refer to can be directly touched, seen, etc., (material body), and respectively felt. In
many cases, it is difficult to decide whether a given expression refers to the felt
body or not. Take an adjective like ‘heart-rending’ for instance. I may use it in a
wholly colourless way, so that ‘a heart-rending story’ would be equivalent to ‘a very
sad story’ or the like; but the choice of the word may also be motivated by an actual
strong, even painful sensation in the heart region. Probably, the majority of factual
utterances lie somewhere in between these extremes.5 It can even be argued that
every conscious mental act is necessarily accompanied by some engagement on the
level of the felt body—but this is a philosophical question we do not have to bother
about at the moment. What is important to note is the key role of the felt body in our
3

Cf. SCHMITZ (1965).
SCHMITZ himself is well aware of this fact (1965: 298–304); he applies his theory
to questions of heart imagery in (1969: 209–213) and (1996).
5
On the process of transition from concrete to metaphorical senses cf. BUSSE
(1991); the linguistically problematic distinction between literal and metaphorical
meaning is defended as an element of the ‘intuitives Sprachgefühl’ on p. 56 f.
4
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three-level model, for it is the level of the felt body that is linked to both of the
others and therefore guarantees the unity of the system.
Although the felt body is hardly ever acknowledged as ontological region on its
own right outside of a rather limited group of phenomenologists, it has not totally
escaped attention in other areas of research. Scholars of early psychologies are
frequently puzzled by the seemingly ‘physiological’ language that is used in ancient
texts, and try to deal with that fact in different ways. Thus, sometimes Indian
psychological theories are described as ‘somatist’. The first to use this expression
was probably none other than St. SCHAYER, namely in his paper ‘Über den
Somatismus der indischen Psychologie’ (1936).6 But it certainly would be an oversimplification, if this were understood as reducing Indian psychology to a branch of
physiology. That trap is more clearly avoided by such expressions as ‘psychophysical’ which one comes across quite often in Indological publications. They seem
unfortunate to me as well, though, because they imply a primary division between a
mental and a physical world, a view that is neither ontologically nor historically
correct. Other authors are content with taking over Indian terminology, employing
concepts like ‘subtle’ (= sûkšma) and ‘gross’ (= sthûla). That solution may be accepted
as a first step, still the question is asked too seldom what these words actually mean.
3. The Ågvedic evidence
Let us now, after these general considerations, turn to the RV with a view to the
question if all of the three levels of meaning discussed above really occur. The main
word in the RV for ‘heart’ is hÅd (with nom. and acc. sg. hÂrdi)7. Besides, I am
going to take into account some passages containing the much less common hÅdaya,
though the two expressions are not exactly synonymous.8 This slightly simplifying
procedure seems to be justified considering the preliminary character of this paper.
6

The same expression—in its English form ‘somatism’—was used by DANDEKAR
(1941), who does not mention SCHAYER, and by SCHAYER’s pupil Arnold KUNST (1968).
7
For a discussion of the declination see SZEMERÉNYI (1970: 523–526).
8
The main difference between them is one of style. Generally speaking, hÅdaya is a
less poetic word that is largely confined to younger, ‘Atharvanic’ passages of the RV,
and apparent differences in meaning are readily explained by this fact. Symptomatic for
the lower status of hÅdaya is the fact that it is never used in the context of Soma drinking
or applied to gods—this holds true even for the AV, at least as far as anthropomorphic
gods are concerned (we find a hÅdaya of the Waters in AV 3.13.7, and of the Earth in
AV 12.1.8, 35).
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3.1. hÅd and hÅdaya as anatomical organ
The problem of the anatomical uses of hÅd and hÅdaya is not so easily settled as it
might seem. The only clear reference to the anatomical organ is found in the late
hymn RV 10.163.3b. Some passages point to the belief that the organ designated by
the words in question is of vital importance; this can be deduced from the fact that it
is depicted several times as aim of missiles, though these passages are not to be
understood literally.9 We may add some medical passages where the heart is
conceived as seat of certain illnesses: håd-rogá10 (1.50.11c), yákšma (1.112.9;
10.163.3b); numerous examples of this kind, and of anatomical uses in general, can
be found in the AV. More interesting in our context, however, are anatomical uses
showing that functions are attributed to hÅd which are alien to our heart. In
particular, it is the receptacle of the drunken Soma, a role it shares with udára11 and
jaþhára, both commonly translated as ‘belly’.12 Probably this aspect of the Vedic
heart is to be connected with the fact that the word hÅd can etymologically be traced
to an Aryan blending of two words: the Indo-European expression for heart (*ker-)
and a similar word *gher- designating something like ‘bowels’13; at least, this is the
most plausible explanation for the irregular initial vowel of the Vedic word. But it
also has to be remembered that a close connection between the heart and the belly,
or stomach, is attested in many languages.14 This kind of talk points to a basic level
of anatomy where the interior of the human body is treated as a unity. It also seems

9

The Brahmans hit the hearts with the arrows (i.e. words) in their mouths: âsánnišûn håtsváso (RV 1.84.16c). Varuòa’s words have healing powers even for a person
with a pierced heart: utÁpavaktÁ hådayâvídhaœ cit (RV 1.24.8d). Agni is asked to hit the
sorcerers in the heart: vidhya hÅdaye yâtu-dhÁnân (RV 10.87.13d).
10
For the meaning of this term cf. FILLIOZAT (1949: 89 f.); ZYSK (1985: 29).
11
We find udára, suhÁrd and hÅd together in hymn 8.2.1, 5, 13.
12
Another frequent location of the drunken Soma is the kukší (mostly appearing in
the dual). In spite of the fact that also this word is traditionally thought to denote the
belly, I will leave it out of discussion here, for more recent investigations by JAMISON
(1987: 71–81) have shown that probably the cheeks are meant. (But see the discussion
in BODEWITZ (1992).).
13
Cf. SZEMERÉNYI (1970: 519–523).
14
E.g. in modern French (‘mal au coeur’ and the like). That this doctrine can also be
found in classical Indian medicine is shown by DAS (forthcoming: 590–593). (My
thanks are due to Professor Das for allowing me to use his yet unpublished text.)
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that this conception is at least partly due to the structure of the felt body, for in
normal circumstances the region of the breast and belly feels rather uniform.
3.2. The heart as part of the felt body
The clearest example for a usage of hÅd as part of the felt body can also be found
in the context of Soma drinking. At RV 8.79.8c, Soma is implored not to frighten
the poet, and not to ‘strike my heart with violence’ (mÁ no hÁrdi tvišÁ vadhîÿ). The
exact meaning of these words probably cannot be established. But that much seems
clear that the Soma drink occasionally caused some uncomfortable sensation in the
breast (or belly) region.15 At this point, the frequent connections of heart and heat
should also be mentioned that, although used in a rather figurative way, certainly go
back to experiences in the felt body.16 Also some examples of the construction œám
+ hådé‚ probably refer to the felt body (vide infra). Finally, the fact that, at two
places, fear is located in the heart17 can probably be explained by the fact that strong
emotions are frequently accompanied by sensations in the area of the heart. Much
more numerous than ‘pure’ references to the felt body are borderline cases with
more or less markedly metaphorical sense.
3.3. Non-concrete usage
In the vast majority of occurrences, hÅd and hÅdaya are used—at least partially—
non-concretely, i.e. in none of the two senses discussed so far. The figurative usage
of the two words cannot be analysed in detail here for that would entail a
thoroughgoing interpretation of a great many single passages. Instead, I would like
to present certain observations that may be helpful to future, more elaborate studies.

15

Cf. the fighting Soma juices in RV 8.2.12: håtsú pîtÁso yudhyante durmádâso ná
súrâyâm / Údhar ná nagnÁ jarante // . Possibly, also the adjective suhÁrda (RV 8.2.5)
has to be seen in this light, according to GELDNER’s interpretation: ‘Der ‘in seinem
Herzen’ jeden Soma gut verträgt’ (1951b: 282, n. 1).
16
Cf. RV 10.34.9d, 95.17d. BLAIR (1961: 106) points to ‘a comparatively large
number of passages in which an emotion of strong unhappiness is considered to be heat
or flame in the body, particularly in the heart.’
17
RV 1.32.14b; 10.84.7c.
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First, let us consider a group of passages that show particularly well that there is
no clear break between the three levels of usage analysed in this paper. I am talking
of the construction œám + hådé‚ that most often is found in Soma contexts. Its sense
in medical hymns is easily established, when the wish is expressed that healing
herbs may ‘do the heart good’18—this evidently refers to the material and probably
also to the felt body of mortals. On the other hand, the same words are used when
speaking of the effect successful poems and offerings are supposed to have on the
hearts of the gods. Here, the anatomical organ is rather out of question, at most a
reference to the felt body may be included.19 Finally, as to the interpretation of places
where S o m a is implored to be œáô hådé, both of these shades of meaning have to,
in my opinion, be kept in mind in order not to reduce the overtones of the text.
The passages that deal with the drunken Soma in the heart seem particularly
concrete, but even they display a metaphorical dimension. This is because the word
soma denotes the drink as well as the god; one could even argue that this distinction
itself is hardly feasible for the Vedic texts. In any case, it is clear that the
interpretation of Soma as god in a given passage entails a less anatomical
understanding of its (respectively his) abode: the heart. The two examples may
suffice to highlight the puzzling questions that arise when we take a closer look at
some passages. Once it is said that the Maruts dwell in the hearts just like the
drunken Soma juices20: is the second term of the comparison really employed
exclusively on the concrete level, as GELDNER (1951a: 245) would have it? At least,
at RV 1.179.5, it is even the ‘drunken Soma in the heart’ that is addressed as a god
and implored to forgive.21 In any case, the very comparison shows that the Vedic
poets do not feel any fundamental difference in meaning between the heart as the
container of Soma and the other senses of the word. 22
18

RV 10.97.18, 180.1; 10.186.1a: vÁta Á vâtu bhešajáô œambhú mayobhú no hådé /
prá òa Áyûôši târišat // . Interesting is the juxtaposition of œáô håde and áraô kÁmâya
in 10.97.18 which seems to indicate that even in medical contexts the non-concrete level
is constantly present.
19
RV 1.43.1c; 1.73.10b; 4.37.2a; 5.11.5b. In fact, we seem to have here one further
example of the kind of semantic differentiation expounded by ELIZARENKOVA (1995:
ch. 1).
20
1.168.3ab: sómâso ná yé sutÁs tåptÁôœavo håtsú pîtÁso duváso nÁsate.
21
imáô nú sómam ántito håtsú pîtám úpa bruve /
yát sîm Ágaœ cakåmÁ tát sú måãatu pulukÁmo hí mártyaÿ //
Cf. also 8.48.12a.
22
This presents some difficulties to modern translators, as RENOU’s rather awkward
version of RV 1.168.3ab shows: ‘Eux qui, tels des soma pressés aux tiges rassasiées
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Beside Soma drinking, and often connected with it, another vast thematic area in
which heart language is used is poetry: the heart is involved in both production and
reception of poems. In the process of poetry-making, the (human) heart is depicted
either as instrument (instr.) or as locus of origin (abl.). There seem to be two ways to
account for this state of affairs. First, it may be seen as a normal result of the
conception of the heart as the vessel in which poems are, so to speak, prepared (this
function of pots and the like is normally expressed in the instrumental case).
Another possible explanation would be an independent origin of both aspects of the
heart: the picture of the source of hymns could be based on the function of the heart
as the container of Soma while the use in the instrumental case might be associated
with analogous (and much more numerous) constructions with mánas and other
‘psychic’ entities. The second solution is favoured due to the curious fact that
poems are said to come forth from the heart, but are never located in it.23
The locative case of hÅd is used in connection with poetry, it is true, but only in
contexts of its reception.24 There, the wish is frequently expressed that the poets’
works be not ‘in’, but ‘close to’ the hearts of the gods—this seems to be the sense of
the locative case in such passages, insofar as the songs are also meant to ‘touch’
(Öspåœ) the hearts of their addressees.25 It has often been observed that poetry thus
establishes a relation between the hearts of its creators and those of the gods.26 Let us
just add the observation that this contact is asymmetrical even on the linguistic level.
In some difficult passages the heart is the locus of experiences that go beyond
normal poetry-making, and are rather associated with ‘mystic’ inspirations.27 Here,
the motif of light is used that plays such a truly prominent role in many traditions of
mysticism. KUIPER (1960: 248–250; 1964/65: 123–126) has argued that this trait
was inherited from an Aryan mystical tradition. In any case, it is the obvious
historical starting point of later important developments. Some pertinent information
concerning ‘The sun in the heart’ can be found in BODEWITZ (1991: 21−23).
Somewhat simplifying, one can say that two dimensions of interiority are expressed
by the non-concrete use of the heart words in connection with events we would
(d’eau, une fois) bus dans les entrailles, (y) résident commes des bienfaiteurs, …’ (1962:
24).
23
As far as I can see, the only passage where an act of productive thinking (to use
our language) is said to take place ‘in’ the heart is the late and the unconventional hymn
RV 10.129.4cd: sató bándhum ásati nír avindan hådí pratÍšyâ kaváyo manîšÁ.
24
See n. 19 above.
25
RV 4.41.1c; RV 10.91.13c.
26
Cf., e.g. DANDEKAR (1938: 61); GONDA (1963: 281 f.).
27
E.g. RV 6.9.6; RV 10.123.6; RV 10.177.1.
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classify as ‘mental’. Firstly, heart language is used as a signal that some process is
going on ‘inside’ a person, i.e. that it is not outwardly observable.28 Secondly,
something done ‘with the heart’ or happening ‘in’ or ‘close to’ the heart may entail
strong (or, as we might say, ‘deep’) emotional or intellectual engagement on the part
of the person; in this case, what has to be taken into account is the level of the felt body.
As an instrument of ‘inner’ activities, the heart can be compared with several
other words within the range of this semantic field, the most important ones being
mánas and krátu. Of these, mánas deserves special interest because of its
importance for later psychological theories. As I said before, mánas and hÅd appear
together several times,29 and in certain contexts they seem almost interchangeable.30
A neat distinction according to which intellectual functions are attributed to the
mánas, and emotions to the heart, as some authors have attempted to demonstrate31,
cannot be established on the basis of the RV.32 Yet there is one trait of the heart
(hÅd) that its rival does not possess and that, to a large degree, is responsible for its
subsequent history. This is the fact that the heart ranges over all the three levels of
reference dealt with in this paper, whereas the mánas is almost exclusively confined
to the metaphorical one, although some traces of the felt body level may be
detected.33 As a result, it is the heart which is especially apt to express the concept
of an ‘inner world’ in spatial terms and therefore, in the RV, it is the seat of poetical
28

The term ántar, which is a key word denoting metaphorical inwardness in the
Upanišads, is very seldom used in a similar way in the RV, the nearest parallel being
probably RV 4.58.6: samyák sravanti saríto ná dhénâ antár hådÁ mánasâ pûyámânâÿ / .
29
RV 1.61.2c; RV 4.58.6b; RV 6.28.5b; RV 7.98.2c; RV 10.177.1b. In these
passages both words are juxtaposed and appear in the instrumental case. The Avestan
parallel Yasna 31.12 shows that this manner of expression belongs to the stock of Aryan
poetical language.
30
This can particularly well be shown by comparing passages where the root Ötakš is
used in connection with poetry making. We find this kind of fashioning combined with
the instrumentals mánasâ (RV 7.64.4a), hådÁ (RV 1.67.4b), both of them (RV
1.171.2b), and without any additions of this kind (RV 8.6.33c).
31
See DANDEKAR (1938: 62) and (1950: 138), and especially VELANKAR (1966).
32
Cf. also ELIZARENKOVA, who speaks of the ‘semantic syncretism of words dealing
with various emotional and intellectual phenomena’ (1995: 30 f.), and REAT (1990: 123; 129).
33
The diachronic question whether mánas at one time did possess a more concrete
value cannot be tackled here. It is tantamount to the problem whether mánas or the
Homeric term mšnoj is closer in meaning to the Indo-European ancestor, on which some
remarks can be found in SCHMITT (1967: 103–121). This author, while attempting to
reconstruct elements of an Indo-European poetical language, regards the Homeric
evidence to be closer to the common source in this respect.
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fashioning and mystical events. The mystical function of the heart is elaborated
further in the AV, and leads to the well-known Upanišadic teachings of the cavity of
the heart (guhâ) and the heart-ether (antar-hådaya âkâœaÿ) as the seats of the key
entities of Upanišadic speculation (puruša, âtman).34 Later history shows that
expressions of this kind do not have to be understood as purely metaphorical, for
they were included in systems of meditation, which display a great awareness of the
felt body. Thus, in Tantric teachings an important position is attributed to the cakra
in the region of the heart.35 To be sure, these two notions represent but a small part
of the richness of conceptions and meanings associated with the heart in post-Vedic
literature, but they may suffice to credit the thesis with some probability that it is its
functioning on three levels that has made the long career of the heart possible and it
is certainly one of the (so to speak) subterranean leitmotifs of its history, a history
that definitely deserves to be written.
4. Some comparative remarks
Because it may be interesting to observe how the heart is treated in another IndoEuropean poetic tradition I would like to close this paper with some remarks on the
heart in the Homeric poems. 36
Homer uses three words commonly translated as ‘heart’: kÁr, krad…h, and Ãtor.
Although these are not exact synonyms, they may be treated jointly for the present
purpose. In the majority of passages they are used in connection with mental events
of several kinds, but most frequently with those of emotional character. As JAHN
(1987) has shown in a painstaking study, in many cases the heart words are used not
to convey additional information, but for the sake of metre.37 Still, there is also a
34

Cf. GONDA (1963: 283 f.).
Some information on this question is provided by KIEHNLE (1997), who furthermore
discusses influences of Tantric heart language on the medieval bhakti literature.
36
The first candidate for a comparison, the Avesta, unfortunately offers but meagre
material. In the Homeric epics, on the other hand, the material is abundant, and classical
scholars have been discussing questions of ‘Homeric psychology’ for more than 200
years now. An overview of the discussion can be found in JAHN (1987: 124–181).
37
This holds true as regards other members of the ‘Wortfeld Seele-Geist’ as well.
Nevertheless, it has to be admitted that JAHN’s conclusions are somewhat overdrawn.
For the critique cf. VAN DER MIJE (1991). The Ågvedic material is too small to venture
similar contentions. The data for the root Ötakš (cf. n. 29 above) suggest, however, that
the usage of hÅd is not a mere question of semantics.
35
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considerable number of pregnant uses that can be roughly grouped in the same way
as was done for the RV above. Events thus underscored are (a) private (as opposed
to ‘commonly observable’), and / or (b) occurring with exceptional intensity. There
is, however, one fundamental difference in the way the heart is connected with
mental events in both groups of texts. Whereas in the RV the heart features almost
exclusively as instrument, object or place, the heart of the Homeric heroes plays a
much more active role. It appears in the nominative case in about forty-one per cent
of all occurrences and is frequently depicted not so much as an organ in the ordinary
sense, but rather as a partner of the person it inhabits. Several times this
independence finds its expression in uncontrollable beating—a feature that,
curiously enough, is (almost?) totally missing in the RV.38 Thus, in spite of some
general structural similarities the pictures of the heart drawn by the Vedic poets and
by Homer differ considerably. Nevertheless, the Greek evidence may present a
background for some otherwise unparalleled Vedic passages. 39
Deeper insights, however, would require a full-scale comparison of the respective
psychological vocabularies and their usage, which would undoubtedly be a fruitful
task, yet one whose realisation has to be preceded by some fundamental research on
the Indological side first.
38

MONTEIRO (1973: 157) claims it to be utterly absent from the RV, but the difficult
passage RV 5.44.9c (átrâ ná hÁrdi kravaòásya rejate) most probably does refer to the
trembling of the heart. Even so, the scarcity of this feature in the RV—in view of the
many occurrences of heart words—is striking. An overview of expressions connected
with the beating of the heart in several Indo-European languages can be found in
TOPOROV (1973: 144–148).
39
Let us take the interesting verse RV 8.100.5 as an example (Indra speaking):
Á yán mâ venÁ áruhann åtásyaÔ ékam Ásînaô haryatásya påšþhé /
mánaœ cin me hådá Á práty avocad ácikradañ chíœumantaÿ sákhâyaÿ //
Leaving aside several problems connected with it (e.g. does the sandhi hådá represent a
dative or ablative; accordingly, does the mánas speaks ‘to’ or ‘out of the heart?’), I
would merely like to draw the reader’s attention to the specific situation in which the
speaker of this verse depicts himself: he is alone (ékam). And it is easy to see that on
such occasions the introduction of a second (and perhaps a third) entity is a valuable
literary device in order to reveal the thoughts of the person concerned by means of an
artificial ‘dialogue.’ As regards Homer, related questions—including the special
problem under which circumstances these entities are credited with the faculty of
speech—have been dealt with in a brilliant study by PELLICCIA (1990). The RV will not
yield much material for a comparison, however, because the above verse is, as far as I
can see, the only suitable example to be found in it; but it might be interesting to have a
look at the Indian epics from a similar angle.
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Sanskrit Manuscripts and Photos of Sanskrit Manuscripts
in Giuseppe Tucci’s Collection. A Preliminary Report1
FRANCESCO SFERRA
–1–
During his scientific expeditions to India, Nepal and Tibet in the thirties and
forties (1933, 1935, 1939, 1949), Giuseppe TUCCI (1894–1984) had an opportunity
to photograph, and in some cases to ask someone to copy, many important Buddhist
works. Subsequently, some of the manuscripts that he had photographed became
part of the collections in Indian and Nepalese libraries, but others were lost. TUCCI’s
photos of several of these manuscripts are the only documentation at our disposal.
The study and the cataloguing of the photos and manuscripts (now held at the
Oriental Department of the Library of the Istituto Italiano per l’Africa e l’Oriente
[IsIAO, formerly IsMEO] in Rome) was begun about three years ago by Claudio
CICUZZA and myself. This paper consists in a brief presentation of the first results of
our work.
Regarding the photographic reproduction and the acquisition of manuscript material,
the most important missions were those TUCCI carried out in 1939 and 1949. He
concludes the brief report on his expedition to Tibet in 1939 with the following:
‘The journey lasted … seven months. My researches … had specific
archaeological and historical aims. The photographic documentation
and the collection of scientific material are such as to permit a
complete and definitive study of the political, artistic and religious
history not merely of the regions crossed, but of most of Tibet in
general. The hundreds of Sanskrit manuscripts discovered and
photographed in the libraries of the explored monasteries will make a

1

Special thanks are due to the authorities of the IsIAO for their financial support
and permission to publish the photographs. I would also like to thank Mauro MAGGI for
having read this paper and made some useful suggestions.
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great contribution to the study of Indian civilisation itself, which has
been a source of continuous inspiration to Tibet’.2
In his summing up, he laconically states:
‘More than 1,500 pages of Indian palm-leaf manuscripts from Xth to
XIVth centuries, discovered in various monasteries, were
photographed’.3
The first task we carried out, with the approval of the authorities of the Institute
and with the collaboration of the former librarian, Mauro MAGGI, was to once again
assemble the collection that was located in drawers and filing cabinets in various
parts of the library, and kept in various folders and boxes, according to the criteria
of TUCCI’s study.
The collection actually consists in (A) four palm-leaf manuscripts4 written in
Sinhalese characters (which most probably were not acquired on TUCCI’s missions)
and in (B) forty-one manuscripts written on Nepalese paper and in Devanâgarî script.
The forty-one manuscripts are modern copies of ancient manuscripts
commissioned by TUCCI himself, the originals of which have remained in the East.
The manuscripts are of considerable scientific importance, because sometimes they
are modern copies of otherwise unknown ancient manuscripts; for instance, we have
a copy of the Vimala-prabhâ, which at first glance does not seem to correspond to
any of the manuscripts used by the editors; apart from some significant variants, not

2

TUCCI (1996c: 151–152): ‘Il viaggio è durato […] sette mesi. Le mie ricerche […]
hanno avuto scopi specialmente archeologici e storici. La documentazione fotografica e
la raccolta del materiale scientifico è tale da permettere uno studio completo e definitivo
sulla storia politica e artistica e religiosa non solo delle contrade attraversate, ma in
generale di gran parte del Tibet. Allo stesso studio della civiltà indiana, che è stata
l’ispiratrice continua del Tibet, grande contributo porteranno le centinaia di manoscritti
in sanscrito scoperti e fotografati nelle biblioteche dei conventi esplorati.’
3
TUCCI (1996c: 153): ‘Fotografate oltre 1500 pagine di manoscritti indiani su foglie
di palma dal X al XIV sec. scoperti nei vari monasteri.’ In 1956, in the ‘Preface’ to the
first part of Minor Buddhist Texts, he wrote: ‘During my travels in Tibet and Nepal I
came across many manuscripts of Sanskrit works which are, to my knowledge, so far
unedited. I could acquire the originals of some of them; of others I took photos, of some
I had copies made. The works which I so collected are chiefly Buddhist. It is my
purpose to edit them in this series or to have them edited by my pupils. Though the
works are not all of equal importance they will certainly contribute to a better
knowledge of Buddhist thought’ (1986: xi).
4
There is also a tiny fragment of a manuscript written on birch bark.
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even the numbering of the verses of the Laghu-kâla-cakra-tantra corresponds to
that so far established for the text.
Even more important are the photographic copies (negatives and prints) of ancient
Indian manuscripts that TUCCI had made during his expeditions. In reorganising the
collection we have therefore given precedence to this material.
Thus we have: (C) seven microfilms (including part of the manuscripts discovered
in Gilgit); (D) fifty rolls of film (35 mm) containing on average twenty-four
exposures, each of which reproduces a recto and a verso (among these manuscripts
there are, for example, the Nepalese chronicles in Sanskrit); (E) circa four hundred
negatives measuring 7 × 11 cm and containing on average the rectos or the versos of
15 palm-leaf folios, written in Newari script; and (F) approximately 650
photographic prints of various sizes also containing on average about a dozen folios,
none of which corresponds either to the negatives or to the rolls of film (some prints
contain only two folios, others as many as thirty). Some of these prints are on
photographic paper, while others are on book paper—as if they had been prepared
for publication. Half the texts had already been divided up and filed in grey folders
bearing the title of the work.
Thus we have a total of about one-hundred and fifty codices and a slightly higher
number of actual works. Obviously, we shall only be able to calculate the exact
number of manuscripts and works when our task is completed.
–2–
Some examples will suffice to give an idea of the value of the material that we are
now studying. In 1996 David Pingree pointed out that among the photographic
prints there are two of a Nepalese manuscript of the Yavana-jâtaka by Sphujidhvaja,
now kept in Kathmandu with some folios missing and in a worse state of
conservation than it was when photographed by TUCCI during his expeditions to
Nepal (cf. Bollettino). The National Archives of Kathmandu also hold the originals
of other works photographed by TUCCI, such as one of the manuscripts of the
Amåta-kaòikâ by Raviœrîjñâna; the manuscript of Vimuktisena’s Abhisamayâlaôkâravåtti that belonged to Gurujî Hemraj Sharma;5 and, as was most kindly pointed out
to me by Harunaga Isaacson, also a copy of the Muktâvalî by Ratnâkaraœânti.
In other cases, the photos reproduce manuscripts that have either been completely
lost or of which, as far as we know, the originals are not to be found in other
5

The first part of this work has been edited by Corrado PENSA (1967). The second
part will be published by Claudio CICUZZA.
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European and Asiatic libraries. Regarding this, the negatives containing a
manuscript of the Laghu-tantra-þîkâ by Vajrapâòi and a very important copy of the
Laghu-kâla-cakra-vimala-prabhâ-þîkâ by Puòðarîka in Bhujimol script are
noteworthy. We have given a photograph of the latter to S.S. Bahulkar who is
preparing a new edition of the text. There is no trace of the original manuscript
brought to Rome by TUCCI (cf. SFERRA (1995)). Neither do we know the exact
location of a very important manuscript of the Prasanna-padâ by Candrakîrti,
known as the ‘manuscript of Rome’, which is a part of this collection. 6
The photographs of other manuscripts belong to the above group. Two at least are
worth mentioning: a manuscript entitled Yukti-pradîpa, which contains a brief
Buddhist work that attempts to justify Tantric practices (the work is being studied
by Harunaga Isaacson), and another manuscript entitled Sarva-œuddhi-viœuddhikrama*, which corresponds to the second chapter of the Pañca-krama by Nâgârjuna
in the edition by MIMAKI–TOMABECHI (1994). This manuscript has not been used in
their recent edition of the text. 7
Lastly, we are justified in saying, at least in one case, that TUCCI’s photos are
more useful to scholars than the original manuscript. I am referring specifically to a
photograph and a microfilm of a portion (about 200 folios) of a manuscript from
Gilgit (Pakistan) written on birch bark leaves and containing unique Buddhist texts
(sections of the Vinaya of the Mûlasarvâstivâdins: Œayanâsana-vastu, Adhikaraòavastu and the Saógha-bheda-vastu). TUCCI acquired this manuscript in Rawalpindi
(Swât) in 1956, gave it to the Pakistani Government, brought it to Italy for
restoration by the Istituto centrale per la patologia del libro (Italian Office for the
Restoration of Books) and for publication, and then returned it to the Museum of
Karachi (cf. GNOLI (1977: xiv)).
The latter manuscript was laminated, a technique that subsequently proved
inadequate. The disastrous effects of lamination can be seen, for instance, in the
edition of the Khotanese Karma-vibhaóga by Mauro MAGGI and, more specifically,
within the facsimiles of fragments of a manuscript, some folios of which are divided
in two parts and kept respectively in London and Munich. The part held in London
is laminated and hardly legible; the part in Munich, which was not treated in any
way, is perfectly legible and well conserved (cf. MAGGI (1995: plates 4–7, 9)).
6

See Bollettino. In a well-known paper, J.W. DE JONG (1978) uses the sigla R
(= Rome) when he quotes Tucci’s photographs of this manuscript.
*
See the facsimile in the present volume on pp. 417–423 (eds.).
7
On the authorship of the Sarva-œuddhi-viœuddhi-krama (alias Anuttara-sandhi)—
which Samayavajra, Abhayâkaragupta and Parahitarakšita consider to be a later
interpolation—see MIMAKI–TOMABECHI (1994: x and note 12).
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It is worth noting that in some instances TUCCI photographed the same works as
RÂHULA SÂÓKÅTYÂYANA8 (e.g. the commentary by Karòakagomin on the
Svârthânumâna chapter of the Pramâòa-vârttika by Dharmakîrti, the Abhidharmakoœa by Vasubandhu, the Sahôpalambha-prakaraòa by Jitâri*). Due to the
undeveloped photographic techniques of the period and the often unfavourable
conditions in which the photographers had to work, which resulted in the
photographs being blurred at the edges, it is not unusual to find that the photos taken
by TUCCI and SÂÓKÅTYÂYANA are of poor quality and that shadows, over-exposure
and out of focus images, prevent a correct reading of the text. In many cases, a clear
reading is made possible by comparing the two photographic reproductions, as I was
personally able to verify when working on my critical edition of the Hevajra-tantrapiòðârtha-þîkâ by Vajragarbha, which will soon be published in the Rome Oriental
Series. For this work I benefited from both the photos taken by SÂÓKÅTYÂYANA
(which I obtained thanks to Gustav Roth and Raffaele Torella) and those taken by
TUCCI. As luck would have it, the parts of the manuscript that were illegible in
SÂÓKÅTYÂYANA’s photos were readable in TUCCI’s, and vice versa.
It is well-known that SÂÓKÅTYÂYANA’s photos have been used for the critical
editions of many works, especially of Buddhist pramâòa tradition (Dharmakîrti,
Ratnakîrti, Karòakagomin, Paòðitâœoka). In his introduction to the Dharmottarapradîpa by Durvekamiœra, Dalsukhbhai MALVANIA (1955: iii) writes: ‘The original
copy covers 84 leaves. It is written in Newari script. When the photo-copy was
made, the 60th leaf was not reversed. Consequently, 60a has been photographed
twice, whereas there is no photo of the reverse, i.e., 60b. The manuscript is correct,
but here and there it is indistinct.’ I have verified that folio 60b is actually present in
TUCCI’s photos, though unfortunately a shadow obscures the extreme left of the
folio. Also regarding this text, TUCCI’s photos permit the reading of other parts that
the editor was obliged to indicate with ellipses. 9
In some cases, TUCCI’s photos contain more leaves than SÂÓKÅTYÂYANA’s: this
happens with the Sâratamâ, the commentary by Ratnâkaraœânti on the Ašþasâhasrikâ-prajñâ-pâramitâ-sûtra. It must be said, however, that the editor of this
text was able to consult the manuscript as it was seen and documented by TUCCI (cf.
JAINI (1979: 2)).

8

See SÂÓKÅTYÂYANA (1935) and SÂÓKÅTYÂYANA (1937).
See the facsimile in the present volume on pp. 425–449 (eds.).
9
The manuscript photographs of the Dharmottara-pradîpa are presently on loan to
Birgit Kellner, who will publish a study on this work.
*
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While we were cataloguing the negatives, we found that often the contents of the
envelopes did not correspond to what was indicated on the outside. For example, the
important commentary by Vajrapâòi on the first chapter of the Cakra-saôvaratantra—soon to be published by Claudio CICUZZA (forthcoming)—, which was not
photographed by SÂÓKÅTYÂYANA, was discovered in an envelope on which was
written ‘Commentary on the Evaô-tantra’, while the Guhya-samâja-tantrapradîpôddyotana by Candrakîrti was in an envelope on which ‘Commentary on the
Hevajra-tantra’ was indicated. The unfamiliarity with Sanskrit suggests that the
person who wrote the indications on the envelopes and the notes contained in them,
was not TUCCI.10 There is also a mystery surrounding the envelopes. These are
numbered from one to forty-one, but there are nine envelopes missing (8, 9, 13, 14,
24, 26, 28, 29, 39). They were already missing on 9th June 1960, as can be seen from
the essential list made by Lionello Lanciotti.11 Each envelope usually contains
twelve photographic plates; therefore about one-hundred and eight prints, and hence
possibly over one thousand folios, are missing. Neither are we certain if there were
more envelopes after no. 41. We can, nevertheless, suppose that there were, due to
the fact that a number of the photographic prints without corresponding negatives
are filed in grey folders marked with a number: numbers that correspond to some of
the missing envelopes or envelopes that would have come after number forty-one;
as in the case of the Hevajra-ðâkinî-jâlâ-saôvara-pañjikâ (= Tri-vajra-ratnâvalîmûlikâ) by Kelikuliœa that consists of 120 palm-leaves, documented with 7 photos
and filed in folder 43; the Saôpuþa-nâma-mahâ-tantra-râja (folder 42); and the
Pârâjikâ that consists of 77 palm-leaves (documented with 6 photos; folder 39). It is
worth mentioning that the latter manuscript was not photographed by
SÂÓKÅTYÂYANA and also differs from the two manuscripts written on Nepalese
paper, kept in the National Archives of Kathmandu. In any event, as we have
mentioned, there are many photographs without negatives, files and reference
numbers; for instance the Cittânanda-paþî, a short treatise on alchemy divided into
fourteen chapters and attributed to Nâgârjuna. Among these photos, there are also
some that reproduce folios belonging to an important Buddhist Tantra, the Advaya10

The notes—when present—concern the title of the work, the number of negatives
and, sometimes, the numbers of the folios, the name of the monastery where the
manuscripts were kept and the date of reproduction.
11
Envelope 22 does not appear on the list compiled by Lionello Lanciotti, but it is
part of the material we have recovered.
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samatâ-vijaya, quoted by Indrabhûti in his Jñâna-siddhi (chap. 15) and identified by
Harunaga Isaacson during a visit to Rome in March 2000 (folder 42).
Unfortunately, I do not think that it will ever be possible to recover all the
material that has gone astray; material that appears to have been badly conserved
and that TUCCI himself generously lent to anyone who requested it. As he himself
wrote, ‘there is nothing less scientific than jealously exercising a monopoly on the
discovered material’.12 Nevertheless, as we shall see, it is still possible to find more
material that was considered lost.
During his 1949 mission, TUCCI found two very important manuscripts in
Kongkar. In the diary he kept on that journey we read:
‘In Kongkar there is a reincarnation of not much more than twenty. He
was born in Lhasa; after he had received religious instruction, they
took him to this place far away from all main roads. He lives with a
small community of monks who are all older than him. He perhaps
longs for the life in Lhasa, the friends from his childhood and the
diversions that the Holy City also offers to reincarnations. … But this
poor young man finds himself cloistered in an isolated monastery, far
from the caravan routes, with a desire in his heart, which all young
people experience, to see new things, to travel through the regions
whose wonders have been described to him by the merchants who
sometimes go to visit him. He also desires in his spirit to go on a
pilgrimage to India, but the monastery is too poor to allow him to
realize his aim. … When he hears that I am arriving, he runs to meet
me: finally something new is happening in his uneventful life! He
hangs on to me as if I were an old friend, he invites me to eat with
him, he himself shows me round the monastery, he asks me a thousand
questions: he wants to know what my country is like and how long it
takes to get there; what a steamboat and an aeroplane are, and how
cars work; he is filled with wonderment like a child listening to a
fairy-tale read by his nanny, and does not want to be parted from
me … . When time mercilessly demands that I take my leave of him I
see that he is deeply moved. Friendship has blossomed in a few hours
from the depths of harsh solitude. But the friendship of the young
reincarnation was precious to me. While we were sitting discussing
various matters, and I was speaking to him of the great masters of India,

12

TUCCI (1996d: 12): ‘non vi è nulla di meno scientifico che arrogarsi un geloso
monopolio del materiale scoperto.’
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he took out from a chest some Indian manuscripts, written on palmleaves, from the IXth or Xth century: as pristine as if they had been
made by the copyist yesterday. I examined them with great trepidation:
they were poetic works by two authors who had been unknown until
that moment. One is a summary in metre of Buddhist dogmatics and
the other is a poem on one of the previous lives of the Buddha
(Abhidharma-samuccaya-kârikâ by Saóghatrâta and Maòi-cûða-jâtaka
by Sarvarakšita respectively). The history of Indian literature has thus
been unexpectedly enriched by two new authors and two new
works’.13
These two valuable works photographed by TUCCI were subsequently lost again.
However, on Friday 2nd October 1999, while I was idly searching through a
cupboard in the library, I found a roll of film with twenty-four exposures that
13

TUCCI (1996a: 169–170): ‘A Kongkar c’è un incarnato che ha poco più di
vent’anni. E’ nato a Lhasa; dopo compiuta la istruzione religiosa l’hanno condotto in
questo luogo lontano da tutte le strade. Vive con una piccola comunità di monaci di lui
tutti più anziani, forse sospiroso della società di Lhasa, delle amicizie dei suoi primi anni
e degli svaghi che la Città Santa offre anche ai rincarnati. […] Ma questo povero
giovane si trova rinchiuso in un monastero fuori mano, lontano dalle carovaniere battute,
con un desiderio in cuore, che tutti i giovani hanno, di vedere cose nuove, di viaggiare
per le contrade di cui i mercanti, che qualche volta lo vanno a trovare, gli descrivono le
meraviglie. Ha in animo di andare anche lui in pellegrinaggio in India, ma il convento è
troppo povero perché egli possa condurre a compimento il suo proposito. […] Quando
sa del mio arrivo mi corre incontro: finalmente c’è un avvenimento nuovo nella sua vita
sempre uguale! Egli si attacca a me come ad un vecchio amico, mi invita a pranzo, mi
conduce egli stesso per il monastero, mi pone mille domande: vuol sapere come è fatto il
mio paese quanto ci vuole per arrivarci, che cosa sono il piroscafo e l’aereoplano, come
funzionano le macchine; si riempie di meraviglia ingenua come un bimbo cui la fantesca
racconti le fiabe e non si vuole separare da me […]. Quando la tirannia del tempo mi
costringe a prendere commiato da lui lo vedo sinceramente commosso. Amicizia
sbocciata in poche ore dal fondo di una solitudine acerba. Ma l’amicizia del giovane
incarnato mi è stata preziosa. Mentre sedevamo a parlare di vari argomenti, discutendo
io dei grandi maestri dell’India, egli ha tratto fuori da uno scrigno alcuni manoscritti
indiani su fogli di palma del IX o del X secolo: freschi come se fossero usciti ieri dalle
mani del copista. Li esamino con grande trepidazione: si tratta di opere poetiche di due
autori fino ad oggi sconosciuti. Uno è un riassunto metrico della dommatica buddhista e
l’altro un poema su una delle vite anteriori del Buddha (Abhidharma-samuccaya-kârikâ
di Saóghatrâta e Maòi-cûða-jâtaka di Sarvarakšita). La storia della letteratura indiana si
trova così arricchita improvvisamente di due nuovi nomi e di due nuove opere.’
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reproduced a Sanskrit manuscript. It was in fact the Maòi-cûða-jâtaka by
Sarvarakšita. The negative of this manuscript was hidden in a small container in a
drawer that was thought to hold only microfilms of Chinese texts. The work will be
edited and translated by Michael Hahn and Kiyoshi Okano. To date, we have not
been able to find any trace of the Abhidharma-samuccaya-kârikâ by the
Vâtsîputrîya Saóghatrâta. A critical edition of the work was announced by the late
Antonio Gargano and Giuseppe TUCCI, and at the beginning of the sixties it still
appeared in the list of works being prepared for the Rome Oriental Series. It seems
also that the manuscript was seen by Edward CONZE—in a note he quotes the
numbers of two folios of the manuscript (CONZE (1962: chap. 2.2.1, note 7)).
Kazunobu Matsuda kindly informed me in a letter of 6th June 2000 that some years
ago, after Giuseppe TUCCI’s death, Professor Namikawa had tried to contact
Antonio Gargano through Namikawa’s Italian friend at the University of Rome, and
that Gargano told his friend that he himself was not involved in the Abhidharmasamuccaya-kârikâ project and he had never seen the photos of the manuscript;
furthermore, he suggested that TUCCI had added his name only as a collaborator.
Nor have we been able to locate the manuscript of Gopadatta’s Jâtaka-mâlâ in
which Michael Hahn expressed an interest, or the manuscript of the
Abhisamayâlaôkâra-œâstra-vivåti of which TUCCI himself spoke during a lecture
given in 1955 and published in Japanese the following year (TUCCI (1956a)) and a
copy of which was recently requested by Koei H. Amano. As I mentioned at the
beginning, the collection was neither catalogued nor kept in one place in the library
of the Institute. This explains why it was difficult both to assemble it and to meet
the requests of Italian and foreign scholars who wished to obtain copies of specific
manuscripts. Regarding the modern manuscripts on Nepalese paper, the situation is,
naturally, more simple. We can easily verify their existence and, furthermore, we
have benefited from a preliminary list of the titles of some of these manuscripts,
compiled by Ernst Steinkellner some years ago. In some cases we were able to
locate the original held in the National Archives of Kathmandu or in other libraries
(e.g.
Abhisamayâlaôkâra-våtti
by
Vimuktisena,
Laghu-tantra-þîkâ,
Kapphinâbhyudaya-kâvya, Ðâkinî-vajra-pañjara-tantra-þippaòî).

–4–
We are in the process of reorganising the photographic material, which has not
been given due attention up till now. This reorganisation will be divided into
various phases: completion of the printing of the negatives; restoration and
conservation of the negatives and prints; completion of the identification of the
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works represented and cataloguing of same. The first phase, the printing of the
negatives and the compilation of a provisional list, is currently underway. The task
is not easy; often the works are not even complete in the original version and are
difficult to read, and therefore it is not always possible to identify or read the
colophons. Nevertheless, we foresee completing the work and publishing a
catalogue of the entire collection in a relatively short time. We have seen that it is
possible to scan and transfer the negatives and the photographs to a CD-ROM.14
After carrying our some tests we decided to entrust the work to a company in Rome
concerned with the preservation of archives (GAP S.r.l.), which already works with
the Istituto Centrale per la Patologia del Libro as well as with prestigious libraries,
like the Casanatense. The work is still in progress. Recently, Akira YUYAMA
(1992: vii) wrote:
‘One must lament the fact that there are still a number of important
collections, even in the West, about which we know very little. …
There are frustrating examples. Certain institutions hold extremely
important collections of rare materials. Every scholar knows about
them. But nobody knows their exact nature and content. The Istituto
Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente in Rome seems to be one
such institution. Giuseppe Tucci (1894–1984) made immeasurably
significant contributions to Indo-Tibetan Buddhist studies as a result of
his expeditions to Himalayan and Tibetan regions. In his monumental
works one finds information about a good many important manuscript
materials. Alas! They are practically inaccessible to serious scholars in
related fields of study.’
We trust that this will be the last negative observation concerning the TUCCI
collection at the IsIAO, which in the near future will be readily accessible to
scholars throughout the world; something that most certainly would also have
gratified such an extraordinary master as Giuseppe Tucci.

14

A similar project, which focuses more on art history, is underway in Holland (Kern
Institute Leiden) (DE BOER (1999: column 5)).
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APPENDIX I

Giuseppe Tucci’s Collection: Index of Works
The following list is provisional. The titles of works have been taken from the
texts, where possible, and / or from the brief notes written on the envelopes
(transcribed verbatim), which in many cases have proved to be inaccurate. A correct
and more detailed list will be published with the catalogue and the CD-ROMs.
1. Negatives – 7 × 11 cm
Title
Pramâòa-vârttika
Daœa-bhûmika-sûtra
Dâsarasâyana-þîkâ
Tri-skandha-deœanâ
Yukti-pradîpa
Adhyardha-œataka
Artha-viniœcaya-sûtra
Pramâòa-vârttika
Sâratamâ
Hetu-bindu-þîkâloka
Dharmottara-pradîpa
Artha-viniœcaya-sûtra
Abhidharma-koœa
Abhidharma-koœa-bhâšya
Abhidharma-samuccaya
Pratimokša
Dharma-kârikâ
Sarva-œuddhi-viœuddhi-krama
Dharma-vibhaóga
Hevajra-tantra-piòðârtha-þîkâ
Chando-ratnâkara
Sarvajña-siddhi-saôkšepa
1
2

Author
Envelope Negatives
Dharmakîrti
1–5/A
511
—
5–6/B
21
Nâgârjuna
7/Ca
—
7/Cb
} 2
—
7/Cc
Mâtåceþa
7/D
2
—
7/E
8
Dharmakîrti
10–12/F
252
Ratnâkaraœânti
12/G
8
Durvekamiœra
15/H (I)
11
Durvekamiœra 16/H (II)
11
—
17/I
3
Vasubandhu
17/L
1
Vasubandhu
18–19/M
19
Asaóga
19/N
5
—
21/O
4
—
21/P
2
(see above, n. 7)
21/Q
2
—
21/R
4
Vajragarbha
22/S
2
Ratnâkaraœânti
22/T
2
Œaókaranandana
22/U
2

Monastery
Sa-skya
Sa-skya
Sa-skya
Sa-skya
Sa-skya
Sa-skya
Sa-skya
Sa-skya
Sa-skya
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor

Negative No. 29 is missing and negative No. 6 is completely indecipherable.
Negative No. 14 is missing.
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Sahôpalambha-prakaraòa
Jitâri
22/V
2
Tarka-rahasya
—
22/Z
4
Vâda-rahasya
—
23/AA
4
Guhya-samâja-pradîpôddyotana
Candrakîrti
23/BB
8
Comm. on Guhya-samâja
—
25/CC
6
Subhâšita-ratna-koœa
Bhîmârjunasoma 25/DD
6
Catur-aóga-sûtra
—
27/EE
8
Laghu-tantra-þîkâ
Vajrapâòi
27/FF
4
Bodhisattva-bhûmi
Asaóga
30/GG
8
Bodhisattva-bhûmi
Asaóga
31/HH
3
Artha-viniœcaya
—
31/II
Abhidharma-koša
Vasubandhu
31/II
} 6
Bhâvanâ-krama
Kamalaœîla
32/LL
1
(Vinaya)
—
32/MM
113
(Vinaya)
—
33/NN
12
Pramâòa-vârttika
Dharmakîrti
34/OO
2
Tarka-jvâlâ
Bhavya
34/PP
10
(Vinaya)
—
35/QQ
2
Abhisamâcârikâ
—
35/RR
10
(Vinaya)
—
36/SS
2
Bodhisattva-bhûmi
Asaóga
36/TT
10
Abhidharma-pradîpa
—
37–38/UU
7
Ratna-gotra-vibhâga
—
?/VV
3
Abhidharma-pradîpa
—
37/ZZ
2
Abhidharma-pradîpa
—
39/AAA
6
—
—
40/BBB
12
Daœa-bhûmika-sûtra
—
41/CCC
54
—
—
?/DDD
15

Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Ngor
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Zha-lu
Piocan Gompa
Piocan Gompa
(?)

2. Microfilms and Negatives – 35 mm
Title
Nepalese Cronicles
Maòicûða-jâtaka
Vimalaprabhâ
Gilgit MS of the Saógha-bheda-vastu
3

Author
—
Sarvarakšita
Puòðarîka

Folios
—
12
367
fols. 323–5125

Negative No. 12 is missing.
A negative has been cut in half.
5
Fols. 398–405, 428, 432, 478–79 are missing; fol. 468r is blank.
4
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3. Photographs
Group I (photographic paper)
Title
Avayavi-nirâkaraòa
Sthira-siddhi-dûšaòa
Kšaòa-bhaóga-siddhi
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Pramâòa-vârttika-våtti
—
—
Abhisamâcârikâ
Pramâòa-vârttika-våtti
Daœa-bhûmika-sûtra
Daœa-bhûmika-sûtra
Advaya-samatâ-vijaya-tantra
Saôpuþa-tantra
Tri-vajra-ratnâvalî-mûlikâ
Guhya-samâja-pradîpôddyotana
Artha-viniœcaya-sûtra
Abhisamayâlaôkâra-våtti
Muktâvalî
Cittânand-apaþî
Apoha-prakaraòa
Bhâvanâ-krama
Tattva-jvâlâ-nâma-sûtra
Uttara-tantra-þippaòî
Pramâòa-vârttika-kârikâ
Ratnâvalî
—

Author
Folder No.
Photos
Paòðitâœoka
1
Ratnakîrti
1
}
13
Ratnakîrti
1
—
2
4
—
3
11
—
4
2
—
5
3
—
5bis
9
—
6
2
—
7
1
—
8
2
—
9
5
—
10
12
Karòakagomin
11
23
—
12
13
—
29
8
—
34
10
Manorathanandin
35
11
—
40 (= env. 5)
10
—
41 (= env. 6)
—
—
42
3
—
42
2
Kelikuliœa
43
11
Candrakîrti
44
4
—
45 (= env. 7)
—
Vimuktisena
—
53
Ratnâkaraœânti
—
117
Nâgârjuna
—
10
Ratnakîrti
—
10
Kamalaœîla
—
10
—
—
5
Vairocaòarakšita
—
8
Dharmakîrti
—
41
Nâgârjuna
—
23
—
—
27
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Group II (book paper)
Title
Ðâkâròava-tantra-þîkâ
Ðâkinî-vajra-pañjara-þippaòî
Nirvikalpa-stuti
Maòicûdâbadân
Paœupati-purâòa
Hevajra-tantra-piòðârtha-þîkâ
Amåta-kaòikâ
Tattva-jñâna-saôsiddhi
History of the Kings of Nepal
History of Nepal
Nâgârjuna-pâda
(Folios of Tantric Buddhist texts)
Yavana-jâtaka
Skanda-purâòa
Svayambhu-caitya-bhattarakôddeœa
Mahâ-vâni-bansâbali
Saôpuþa-tantra-þîkâ
Raòa Bâhâdur Sâh Baròanam
Kîrti-patâkâ
Catušpîþha-nibandha
Herukâbhyudaya-mahâ-yoginî-tantra
Âsir-bâdâbali
Khasama-tantra-þîkâ
Âsir-bâdâbali
Vaôsâbali (History of Nepal)
Madhyamaka-våtti (Prasanna-padâ)
Herukâbhidhâna
Tri-daòða-mâlâ
Padmavatî-pañjikâ
Abhidharma-koœa
Dâsarasâyana-þîkâ
Tri-skandha-deœanâ
Yukti-pradîpa
Yavana-jâtaka
Pârâjikâ
Prajñâlaôkâra-kârikâ
Sarvajña-siddhi-kârikâ
Rûpa-stava
Tattva-jñâna-saôsiddhi-þîkâ
Rules of the Svayaôbhûnâth

Folder No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
36bis
37
38
39

Photos
2
4
2
16
23
14
18
2
10
4
2
2
18
86
15
9
4
4
8
6
4
6
4
2
24
173
14
17
9
6
2
2
1
9
6
—
—
1
—
13

Folios
6
16
5
87
86
67
200
12
25
14
14
15
144
258
56
16
21
20
33
35
21
34
22
5
103
—
—
341
75
180
8
6
2
68
77
—
—
5
—
—
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4. Nepalese Paper MSS
The MSS kept in the Library contain the following texts:
1) Abhisamayâlaôkara,
2) Abhisamayâlaôkara-våtti by
Vimuktisena,
3) Ârya-mahâ-sahasra-pramardanî,
4) Cakra-saôvara-pañjikâ,
5) Catuš-pîþha-þîkâ,
6) Daœa-bhûmîœvara,
7) Ekallavîra,
8) Ekallavîra-tantra-pañjikâ,
9) Ðâkâròava,
10) Ðâkinî-guhya-samama-sâdhana,
11) Ðakinî-vajra-pañjara-þippaòî,
12) Guòa-karaòða-vyûha,
13) Herukâbhyudaya-pañjikâ,
14) Hevajra-sâdhana-pradîpa,
15) Hevajra-tantra,
16) Kåšòayamâri-pañjikâ,
17) Kalpa-râja-tantra,
18) Kapphinâbhyudaya-kâvya,

6

This MS is illustrated.

19) Khasama-tantra-þîkâ,
20) Laghu-kâla-cakra-tantra,
21) Laghu-tantra-þîkâ,
22) Laghv-abhidhâna,
23) Mahâ-samaya-kalpa-râja,
24) Marma-karòikâ
(= Tattva−jñâna−saôsiddhi−pañcikâ),
25) Padminî (Comm. on the
Saôvarôdaya-tantra),
26) Pañca-rakšâ,6
27) Pâramitâ-samâsa,
28) Râjapraœrî,
29) Sûtra-våtti,
30) Râma-vinoda,
31) Râyaparasaraòî,
32) Saôvarôdaya-tantra-þippaòî,
33) Vasanta-tilaka,
34) Vimalaprabhâ.

APPENDIX II

Facsimile of Œakyaœrîmitra’s Sarva-œuddhi-viœuddhi
Here are reproduced two manuscripts photographed by Giuseppe Tucci during his
research missions to Tibet. Both manuscripts are reproduced following the original
order of the folios, i.e. as they appear in Tucci’s photographic prints. The
photographic prints available to us do not reproduce the manuscripts in their
original size.
The first of them are the photographs of the Sarva-œuddhi-viœuddhi-krama
[= Chapter II of the Pañca-krama], recto and verso, contained in envelope 21/Q.
The original MS was photographed on 20 July 1939 at the Ngor Monastery
(Tibet). The manuscript is complete and consists of seven folios (seven versos and
six rectos), each of five lines, except the last one (folio 7v), which has 7 + 2 lines.
The size of each folio as it is reproduced in Tucci’s original photographic print is on
average 28.2 × 5 cm. The MS is written in Nevârî script. It begins with: oô namo
buddhâya / namas te <’ >stu namas te <’ >stu namas te <’ >stu namo namaÿ. The
colophon of the manuscript is hardly legible, but it allows the identification of the
name of the author and the title of the work: sarva-œuddhi-viœuddhi-kramaÿ
samâptaÿ // // kåtir iyaô œâkyamitra-pâdânâm, which is also transcribed below in
the Tibetan script. The name of the author is likewise written in Tibetan:
Œâ kya bœen (abbreviated from Œâ kya bœes gñen; bœes gñen = mitra).
This manuscript was inaccessible to K. MIMAKI and T. TOMABECHI, the editors of
the Pañca-krama. It is complete and shows several variant readings. There are some
variants between this MS and the edition of MIMAKI–TOMABECHI to be noticed. For
instance, on fol. 1v, line 3 of the MS we read ca câtiœûnyañ ca instead of ca
atiœûnyaô ca of the edition (p. 15) and on fol. 1v, line 4 of the MS we find the word
°viœuddhis but °viœuddhaô in the edition.
[Francesco Sferra, Piotr Balcerowicz, Marek Mejor]
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ŒAKYAŒRÎMITRA: SARVA-ŒUDDHI-VIŒUDDHI (PHOTO 1 = RECTO)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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ŒAKYAŒRÎMITRA: SARVA-ŒUDDHI-VIŒUDDHI (PHOTO 1 = RECTO)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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ŒAKYAŒRÎMITRA: SARVA-ŒUDDHI-VIŒUDDHI (PHOTO 2 = VERSO)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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ŒAKYAŒRÎMITRA: SARVA-ŒUDDHI-VIŒUDDHI (PHOTO 2 = VERSO)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

ŒAKYAŒRÎMITRA: SARVA-ŒUDDHI-VIŒUDDHI (PHOTO 2 = VERSO)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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APPENDIX III

Facsimile of Jitâri’s Sahôpalambha-prakaraòa

The following facsimile is the photograph of the twenty-three leaves of the
Sahôpalambha-prakaraòa by Jitâri, contained in envelope 22/V.
This MS was photographed on 21 July 1939 at the Ngor Monastery (Tibet). It is
incomplete and first four folios on the photographs are partly damaged. We have 23
rectos and 22 versos, put side by side, in two columns on each photograph. Several
folios are missing (apparently the first fourteen folios, viz. approx. one-third of the
whole text). All the leaves are pinpointed onto a board. Each folio has seven lines,
whereas the last verso with the colophon has five lines. The leaves are differently
numbered on the right margin (top—middle—bottom). The size of the whole
photographs at our disposal is 7.5 × 24 cm. The size of each folio as it is reproduced
on Tucci’s original print is on average 8.6 × 1.7 cm.
The MS is written in the Nevârî script. The title of the work is found on folio 36v,
lines 4-5 (= 10th folio at the bottom of the right column of the first photograph),
where we read in its colophon: sahôpalambha-prakaraòaô nâma samâptam iti.
kåtir iyaô mahâ-paòðita-cakra-cûðâmaòi-jitâri-pâdânâm.
The text is only briefly mentioned by Gudrun BÜHNEMANN (1985: 7, n. 4). It is also
referred to by WARDER (1980: 541), who is followed by Karl Potter in EIPHIL I (: 378,
ad 564. Jitâri, no. 9): ‘Sahopalambhaprakaraòa (Skt. manuscript in Ngor; copy in
Patna, acc. to Warder),’ as well as by Anantalal THAKUR (1975: 11).
This MS was also photographed by Râhula Sâókåtyâyana during his journey to
Tibet in 1936 (cf. SÂÓKÅTYÂYANA (1937: 56)). The negatives of his photographs
are held at the Kashi Prasad Jayaswal Research Institute, Museum Buildings, Patna,
and a copy of the negatives by the Niedersächsische Staats− und
Universitätsbibliothek in Göttingen.
[Francesco Sferra, Piotr Balcerowicz, Marek Mejor]
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JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO)

JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO)
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428 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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430 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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432 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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434 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO: RIGHT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO: RIGHT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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436 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO: RIGHT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO: RIGHT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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438 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 1 = RECTO: RIGHT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

439 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

440 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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442 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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444 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO: LEFT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

445 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO: RIGHT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

446 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO: RIGHT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO: RIGHT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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448 JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO: RIGHT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition

JITÂRI: SAHÔPALAMBHA-PRAKARAÒA (PHOTO 2 = VERSO: RIGHT COLUMN)

for Facsimile see the printed edition
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What does the Bhaþþi-kâvya teach?
LIDIA SUDYKA
Bhaþþi, the author of the mahâ-kâvya called Bhaþþi-kâvya after its creator, or—
according to its subject matter—Râvaòa-vadha or Râma-carita, lived probably in
the seventh century C.E. His work belongs at the same time to the œâstra-kâvya
genre, which means that the work describes not only the life of the hero, in our case
Râma, but simultaneously deals with some scientific problems. Bhaþþi’s poem used
to be described as giving examples from two fields of science: grammar and poetics.
In his Kâvya-praœasti1, Bhaþþi writes that his work was meant only for intelligent
people and all those who know the science of grammar:
/33/ dîpa-tulyaÿ prabandho ’yaô œabda-lakšaòa-cakšušâm /
hastâmaršam ivândhânâô bhaved vyâkaraòâd åte //
/34/ vyâkhyâ-gamyam idaô kâvyam utsavaÿ sudhiyâm alam /
hatâ durmedhasaœ câsmin vidvat-priyatayâ mayâ //
‘/33/ This composition is like a lamp for those whose eyes are grammar.
Without grammar it would be like touching with the hand for the blind.
/34/ If this poem, understandable only with the help of commentary, is
a feast for the wise, [it is] enough. The unintelligent are knocked down
by me because of [my] fondness for the learned.’ 2
However, in the first œloka of his Kâvya-praœasti Bhaþþi assures us that the work,
if properly studied, can be a good weapon for all who want to win in discussion:
/32/ idam adhigatam ukti-mârga-citraô vivadišatâô vadatâô ca sannibandhât /
[opt.: idam adhigata-mukti-mârga-citraô vivadišatâô vadatâô ca sannibandhât / ]
janayati vijayaô sadâ janânâô yudhi susamâhitam aiœvaraô yath âstram //
‘/32/ Striking through the way of expression and beautifully adorned,
[when] studied, because of [its] excellent composition, it [i.e. the
poem] brings success to those people who desire to debate and are
speakers; just as a powerful missile, well levelled, marvellous with its

1
2

RV-Bh 22.32–35.
All translations from Sanskrit are my own unless otherwise stated.
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accomplished ways of discharging due to its construction, produces
victory in a battle for those who fight and wish to be triumphant.’
Despite such a clear statement the work has never been treated as a kind of
manual for speakers. A. WARDER writes about the Bhaþþi-kâvya:
‘Its purpose is to work systematically through categories of grammar
and also the figures of speech (following Bhâmaha).’3
Apart from the fact that Bhaþþi’s analysis is not systematic and he does not follow
Bhâmaha, this fusion of grammar and poetics was something rare. ‘No grammarian
includes rhetoric in his treatment of grammar,’ wonder M.A. Karandikar and
S. Karandikar in their ‘Introduction’ to the translation of the Bhaþþi-kâvya4.
S.P. NARANG (1987), the author of a monograph on the Bhaþþi-kâvya, sees the
reason for this in Bhaþþi’s attempt to demonstrate his learning and scholarship 5.
Surprisingly enough nobody paid attention to the words of Bhaþþi himself. Why is
it strange or unusual to treat his words seriously? The art of debating was a basic
skill for exponents of different theories, perhaps for literary critics, too.
It is widely known that the exponents of the Advaita-vedânta thought developed
certain dialectic methods. The discussion should be carried on according to a
fourfold scheme called anubandha-catušþaya. These four points should consider the
following problems:
1. Who is entitled to deal with the subject—adhikârin,
2. What is the subject-matter—višaya,
3. What is the relationship between the adikârin and višaya, and what are its
benefits,
4. What is the purpose or the acquired result—prayojana.
The answers to these four questions can be found in many writings on Sanskrit
poetics. It means that Indian literary criticism applied this scientific methodology
like many other disciplines.
The impact of the Mîmâôsaka dialectic on the structure of certain alaôkâraœâstras is also visible. In the opinion of the Mîmâôsakas the subject should be
discussed in five stages:
1. the subject-matter (višaya),
2. a doubt (viœaya),
3

WARDER (1983: 118, 119).
RV-Bh(4), ‘Introduction’, p. XXX.
5
NARANG (1987: 33).
4
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3. an opponent (pûrva-pakša),
4. a rejoinder of the exponent (uttara-pakša),
5. the conclusion (niròaya).
Needless to say this is the way of presenting some problems of the theory of
literature.
Indian logic supplied the tools not only to the authors of scholarly treatises but
also to disputants. Each discipline using the particular device had to adjust it to its
own purposes and to show how it works in the new surroundings. Thus Caraka, the
famous physician and the supposed author or redactor of the Caraka-saôhitâ6, in
his own way defined the methods of debate (vâda-mârga-pada). Here the opponents
in the discussion are, of course, physicians (bhišak bhišajâ saha saôbhâšeta7).
Caraka names forty four means which the physicians can apply in discussion.
Among them there are twelve devices which are described as the figures of speech
in the treatises on poetics. These are as follows: anumâna, arthâpatti, ahetu, uttara,
aupamya, dåšþânta, pratyakša, viœeša, œabda, saôœaya, sâmânya and hetu8.
Of course, in most cases both theoreticians of literature and representatives of other
disciplines had to redefine the ideas offered to them by other branches of knowledge.
The art of debating was very important for the Buddhists and Jainas who also
developed their own dialectic methods which are explained in numerous works.
Their systems influenced the development of poetics, too. In the fifth chapter of his
Kâvyâlaókâra, Bhâmaha (ca. 7th century C.E.) applied Buddhist logic to kâvya,
following Vasubandhu (5th C.E.) and Diónâga (ca. 480—540 C.E.)9. As A.K.
WARDER writes:
‘Bhâmaha on the other hand proposes to compose kâvya in the guise of
logic propositions and arguments based on experience. … The
omissions of these logical members of discourse (proposition, reason
and example) is listed among the faults in kâvya given by Bhâmaha,
which otherwise are generally similar to those described in the
Nâþyaœâstra.’10
6

The text comes from ca. 2nd–9th century C.E., see: OBERHAMMER–PRETS–
PRANDSTETTER (1991: 142).
7
CS 8.25 (p. 264).
8
One can find the meaning of these terms in logic in the OBERHAMMER–PRETS–
PRANDSTETTER (1991, 1996), while their description as figures of speech is given in
GEROW (1971).
9
WARDER (1989: 84).
10
WARDER (1989: 85, 86).
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One can look at the problem from another point of view and pose a question:
Could the art of carrying on the debate profit from the knowledge of problems
described by poeticians?
It is obvious that figures of speech and other stylistic devices were commonly
used by the speakers. According to Ânandavardhana (9th century C.E.):
aœabdam arthaô ramaòîyaô hi sûcayanto vyavahârâs tathâ vyâpârâ
nibaddhâœ ca anibaddhâœ ca vidagdha-parišatsu vividhâ vibhâvyante /
tân upahâsyatâm âtmanaÿ pariharan ko ’tisandadhîte sacetâÿ /
‘Various turns of speech both in verse and prose which are suggestive
of non-denoted beautiful meanings are commonly met with in the
gatherings of wits. Which man of taste can be deaf to their
implications without becoming a butt of ridicule?’ 11
The habit of holding public debates was part and parcel of intellectual life of India
starting from Vedic times. One can indicate a great number of proofs. Such scenes
have been depicted throughout the centuries in Indian literature. The popularity of
the custom is even attested to by its existence as a tale motif. There are stories in
which the hero’s aim is to become invincible in the discussions. Of course, the way
of achieving this goal is often very unusual. 12
Really, it would be difficult to believe that the theoreticians of literature, often
poets themselves, were an exception from the rule. And they were not. The kavisamâjas or kâvya-gošþhis were the occasions not only to read poems and point out
their došas and guòas, but to exchange the views on more complicated theoretical
problems.
Râjaœekhara (10th century C.E.) says that the poetical contests were often
accompanied by readings from scholarly treatises and discussions, or discussions
were organised separately. According to Râjaœekhara, in Pâþaliputra mainly the
grammarians were the disputants. Ujjayinî was the place where the poets and
poeticians held their meetings 13.
Interestingly enough, H. TIEKEN (1992), the author of the article dealing with the
Kâvya-mîmâôsâ, ends his reflections with such a statement:

11

DhÂ 3.33, p. 216.
There is a story in the KSS 10.10 in which a mendicant who wants to be invincible
in the discussion obtains this gift from a certain Yakša.
13
KM, the last passages from chapter X ‘Kavi-caryâ râja-caryâ ca’: mahâ-nagarešu
ca kâvya-œâstra-parîkšârthaô brahma-sabhâÿ kârayet / … œrûyate côjjayinyâô kâvyakâra-parîkšâ … œrûyate ca pâþaliputre œâstra-kâra-parîkšâ … .
12
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‘One may therefore ask if the rambling style of the text with its abrupt
changes of topics, its unmotivated turns, its associative transitions does
not itself serve some definite purpose, for instance, as a didactive
device, providing points of discussion between teacher and pupil.’ 14
In this connection it is also worth remembering L. RENOU’s analysis of the
Kirâtârjunîya15. He noticed the presence of two styles in mahâ-kâvyas: descriptive
and discursive.
While examining the discursive passages one can notice without any difficulty
that Bhâravi (ca. 6th century C.E.) also teaches the way of discussing! We learn what
a good speech should look like. It is endowed with such qualities as lucidity
(prasâda), floridity (ojas), etc. Arguments are put in conformity with logic (nyâyaniròîta). Its meaning should be beautiful (rucirârtha). It is full of good reasoning
(upapattimat) and possesses lofty purposes (urjitâœraya), to mention only a few
features named in chapters two and eleven of the Kirâtârjunîya16.
Taking all this into consideration my proposal is to look at the Râvaòa-vadha as a
kind of handbook for all those ‘who desire to debate and are speakers’ in accordance
with Bhaþþi’s clearly expressed will.
In this case nobody can be surprised that there is a grammar section in the Bhaþþikâvya. The speaker should know grammar excellently. Perhaps it is also not fortuitous
that Bhaþþi omits certain sûtras from Pâòini’s Ašþâdhyâyî, including only the most
important ones. He did not illustrate Vedic sûtras for example. Definitely they were
interesting for a grammarian but not for someone who wanted to be an orator, as the
Vedic forms were not in use in the epoch of classical Sanskrit. Giving examples of a
particular suffix, Bhaþþi excludes the roots which are too rare and obsolete.
The Prasanna-kâòða of Bhaþþi-kâvya deals with figures of speech (tenth canto),
the mâdhurya guòa, or the quality of ‘sweetness’ (eleventh canto), the bhâvikatva,
or the quality of ‘realism’ (twelfth canto), and the bhâšâ-sâma, a paronomasia with
regard to two different languages (thirteenth canto).
Why does Bhaþþi, as a poetician, chooses these particular devices from the wide
realm of poetics? As a matter of fact, it is not really possible to find the answer to
this question. Even early poeticians consider some clues more vital for the
understanding the phenomenon of literature and its creation. Would it not be easier
to find an answer to it, if we took Bhaþþi to be a teacher of rhetoric? Figures of
speech were important for both poets and orators, as was mentioned above. It means
14

TIEKEN (1992: 373).
RENOU (1959).
16
KA-Bh 2.1; 2.5; 11.38,39.
15
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that the presence of the chapter depicting figures of speech cannot be a decisive
proof in our case. However, we have another three chapters to analyse.
The eleventh canto is entirely devoted to the mâdhurya guòa. What can one learn
from early poeticians about this guòa?
The Nâþya-œâstra, dating back to the beginning of our era, names ten guòas
among which one can also find mâdhurya:
œlešaÿ prasâdaÿ samatâ samâdhir mâdhuryam ojaÿ pada-saukumâryam /
arthasya ca vyaktir udâratâ ca kântiœ ca kâvyasya guòâ daœ Îte // 17
‘There are ten qualities in kâvya, namely coherence (union), lucidity
(perspicuity), evenness (uniformity), smoothness, sweetness, strength
(floridity), delicacy or softness of words, manifestation of meaning,
magnificence (exaltedness) and grace (brightness).’
The mâdhurya guòa is defined as follows (NŒ 16.104):
bahuœo yac chrutaô vâkyam uktaô vâpi punaÿ punaÿ /
nôdvejayati tasmâd dhi tan mâdhuryam iti småtam //
‘That is known as sweetness, by virtue of which an utterance, even
though heard or spoken many times, causes no distress.’ 18
It seems that Bharata unites the mâdhurya guòa with the euphonic qualities of the
poetic utterance: the utterance ‘though heard or spoken many times’ sounds equally
pleasant and sweet to the ear. However, Abhinavagupta comments this statement as
follows:
m¹dhuryam ¹ha—bahuœo yac chrutam ityâdi. yad iti yasm¹d dhetor
v¹kyaô œrutaô saôœaya-viparyayayor ¹spadaô na bhavatîti tan
m¹dhuryam. dr¹ghîyasi sam¹se t¹v avaœyaô bhavata iti tad-viraha
eva m¹dhuryaô œabda-guòa ity uktaô bhavati.
‘He defines sweetness—bahuœo yac chrutam, etc. That is sweetness,
because of which an utterance that is heard does not become an
occasion of doubt or of misunderstanding. What he is saying is that
these two will certainly arise when there is a very long compound, so
that the œabdaguòa of sweetness is simply the avoidance of that
[lengthiness of compounds].’ 19

17

NŒ(4) 17.96.
The translation based on the Baroda edition given in TUBB (1985: 572).
19
After TUBB (1985: 572).
18
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Bhâmaha (ca. 7th century C.E.) accepts only three of the guòas. These are ojas,
prasâda and mâdhurya. The rest, according to Bhâmaha, can be classified as certain
figures of speech (for instance œleša) or the absence of the faults (doša).
Bhâmaha notes twice (KAl 2.2–3) that the composition endowed with the
mâdhurya guòa does not have too many compounds. It must also be pleasant to the
ear (œravya)20.
Daòðin (late 7th century C.E.) discusses the guòas as qualities connected with the
poetic mode of expression (mârga). He considers all the ten guòas as characteristics
of vaidarbha-mârga.21 As regards mâdhurya, it is depicted as excellence of both
sense and sound.22 According to Daòðin the proper choice of sound elements,
namely the alliterations, evokes the rasa which is the basis of mâdhurya.23
20

KAl 2.1, 3ab:
mâdhuryam abhivâñchantaÿ prasâdaô ca sumedhasaÿ /
samâsavanti bhûyâôsi na padâni prayuñjate //1//
œravyaô nâtisamastârthaô kâvyaô madhuram išyate /
‘/1/ The knowledgeable ones longing for sweetness and perspicuity [in
composition] do not employ many compound words. …
/3/ Kâvya agreeable to ear on account of not having too many compounds
is regarded as sweet … .’
21
KÂd 1.41–42:
œlešaÿ prasâdaÿ samatâ mâdhuryaô sukumâratâ /
artha-vyaktir udâratvam ojaÿ kânti-samâdhayaÿ // 41 //
iti vaidarbha-mârgasya prâòâ daœa guòâÿ småtâÿ /
ešâô viparyayaÿ prâyo dåœyate gauða-vartmani // 42 //
‘41.42. Schmiegsamkeit (43), Klarheit (45), Gleichmässigkeit (47), süsser
Klang (51), Zartheit (69), Deutlichkeit des Sinnes (73), Bedeutsamkeit
(76), Kraftfülle (80), Anmuth (85) und Uebertragung (93). Diese zehn
Vorzüge gelten für die Seele des Stils der Vidarbha, im Stile der Gauða tritt
meistentheils das Gegentheil von jenen zu Tage.’ (BÖHTLINGK (1890: 8)).
22
RAGHAVAN (1963: 274, 275).
23
KÂd 1.51–52:
madhuraô rasavad vâci vastuny api rasa-sthitiÿ /
yena mâdyanti dhîmanto madhunêva madhu-vratâÿ // 51 //
yayâ kayâ cic chrutyâ yat samânam anubhûyate /
tad-rûpâ hi padâsattiÿ sânuprâsâ rasâvahâ // 52 //
‘51. Süss klingend (41) ist das, was geschmackvoll ist, eine Beständigkeit
des Geschmacks im Ausdruck und in der Sache, an dem Verständige sich
berauschen wie Bienen am Honig.
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However, the presence of even the sweetest sounding alliterations is not enough to
create the mâdhurya, if the sense is too ordinary or vulgar, and—as regards
vulgarity—‘That is vulgar which gives rise to a nasty apprehension, either by means
of the juncture of words or by the sense of the sentence, as for example [by juncture
of words] in yâ bhavataÿ priyâ (“she who is your beloved”) [which may be understood
as yâbhavataÿ priyâ (“the beloved of a man addicted to sexual intercourse”)].’ 24
In the eleventh canto of the Bhaþþi-kâvya, one can notice an absence of long
compounds, but alliterations are also almost absent there. The whole chapter is
mainly pervaded with œåógâra rasa. Is this because of the poetic convention of the
description of the dawn or does it result from the connection between the mâdhurya
guòa and œåógâra rasa underlined by Ânandavardhana? Or more generally:
mâdhurya guòa, the guòa of sweetness, requires an equally pleasant subject.
This question cannot be answered decisively. What is clear and undeniable is the
fact that the mâdhurya guòa was mentioned by all theoreticians, independently of the
number of guòas enumerated by them. It was also present among the qualities of the
royal order (œâsana) enlisted by Kauþilya25, and in the inscription of Rudradâman (150
C.E.).
If one looks from the point of view of the orator who wants to win the debate,
mastering such a way of expression which is pervaded by mâdhurya would be
highly recommended. The sweetness of sounds, harmony, the absence of long
compounds is desirable.
Another guòa which is indispensable in a well prepared speech is definitely
clarity—the prasâda guòa. The title of the chapter, the Prasanna-kâòða, points out
what Bhaþþi’s opinion in this matter was: the prasâda guòa is a basic guòa for the
whole of the utterance.
The twelfth canto is devoted to the bhâvikatva. The bhâvikatva was understood by
some poeticians as a figure of speech, a figure of ‘realism’, as A.K. WARDER calls

52. Ein Nebeneinanderstehen von Worten mit organisch verwandten
Consonanten in der Weise, daß man bei jedem beliebigen Klange (er
komme aus diesem oder jenem Organ) Gleichartiges vernimmt, bereitet
Genuss.’ (BÖHTLINGK (1890: 10)).
24
KÂd 1.66:
pada-saôdhâna-våttyâ vâ vâkyârthatvena vâ punaÿ /
dušpratîti-karaô grâmyaô yathâ yâ bhavataÿ priyâ // 66 //
The translation of KÂd 1.66 is given in TUBB (1985: 569).
25
Kauþilya mentions six guòas of a royal order (œâsana) in the AŒ 2.9. These
qualities are: artha-krama, sambandha, paripûròatâ, mâdhurya, audârya and spašþâ.
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it26. Bhâmaha also discusses it in chapter III, but he introduces the bhâvikatva as the
guòa of the entire work which causes the past or future objects to be seen as if
present before one’s eyes27. Daòðin starts with almost the same statement, but his
explanation goes further28 and the definition of the bhâvikatva given by E. GEROW
(1971: 220) agrees with it:
‘the relevance of the various parts of the story to one another, the
clarification of difficult contexts by an emphasis on a chain of events,
the suitability of the story to be represented in the form chosen, clarity
of language, and so on.’
In my opinion, Bhaþþi’s standpoint is close to that expressed by Bhâmaha and
Daòðin and the choice of the bhâvikatva as the leading subject of the whole chapter
was not fortuitous, inasmuch as it also makes Bhaþþi’s intention, namely the
26

WARDER (1989: 85).
KAl 3.53–54:
bhâvikatvam iti prâhuÿ prabandha-višayaô guòam /
pratyâkšâ iva dåœyante yatrârthâ bhûta-bhâvinaÿ //53//
citrôdâttâdbhutârthatvaô kathâyâÿ svabhinîtatâ /
œabdânâkulatâ cêti tasya hetuô pracakšate //54//
‘The bhâvikatva is called the quality of the whole composition. In it the
things of the past and future are seen as if taking place before one’s eyes.
The beauty, exaltedness and marvellousness of the idea of the story, good
presentation and easy language—these are considered as its causes.’
28
KÂd 2.364–366:
tad bhâvikam iti prâhuÿ prabandha-višayaô guòam /
bhâvaÿ kaver abhiprâyaÿ kâvyešv âsiddhi saôsthitaÿ //364//
parasparôpakâritvaô sarvešâô vastu-parvaòâm /
viœešaòânâô vyarthânâm akriyâ sthâna-varòanâ //365//
vyaktir ukti-krama-balâd gambhîrasyâpi vastunaÿ /
bhâvâyattam idaô sarvam iti tad bhâvikaô viduÿ //366//
‘364. Das Vortreffliche, das in den literarischen Erzeugnissen zu Tage
tritt, nennt man Bhâvika (7) d.i. die gute Absicht. Bhâva (wovon Bhâvika
abgeleitet ist) ist des Dichters Absicht, die in Kunstgedichten von Anfang
bis zu Ende besteht.
365 fg. Dass alle Glieder des behandelten Gegenstandes einander
unterstützen, das Vermeiden unnützer Beiwörter, Beschreibung eines
Ortes, das Klarwerden auch eines dunklen Gegenstandes dadurch, dass in
der Rede eine richtige Folge beobachtet wird, alles dieses beruht auf der
Absicht. Daher nennt man dieses Bhâvika.’ (BÖHTLINGK (1890: 84, 85)).
27
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education of the speaker, clearly visible. A good speaker has to remember about
such things as those contained in the term bhâvikatva.
The last chapter of the Prasanna-kâòða is based on the bhâšâ-œleša or bhâšâsama. According to G. Leonardi: ‘This sarga is in any case not conspicuous for the
excellency of its artistic achievement: on the contrary, it is twisted and tautological.’29
Bhâmaha and Daòðin do not name the bhâšâ-œleša as a poetic figure. It is Rudraþa
(9th century C.E.) who for the first time describes such a figure. It seems that neither
does Bhaþþi treat the bhâšâ-œleša as a figure, because it is not enumerated among
other figures of speech in the tenth chapter of his work. Why does Bhaþþi choose
such a peculiar stylistic device? It was never very much in fashion among poets. If
we think about Bhaþþi as the orator, the question still remains difficult to solve. Does
it mean that the speaker should consider the word as a carrier of numerous meanings
and make use of this feature? Or is it just the curiosity of Bhaþþi, the grammarian,
which leads him to experiment with the language? There was no place for this ‘play
on words’ in the section on grammar, so it is added to the Prasanna-kâòða.
Strangely enough the œloka 32 belonging to the Kâvya-praœasti, in which Bhaþþi
assures us that his poem aims at those people who want to practice the art of
discussion, is also based on paronomasia, viz. the figure called œleša is present here.
To sum up: No one can doubt that the arrangement of Bhaþþi’s work was carefully
planned and words were carefully chosen. It seems to me also that nothing can be
found to prevent us from trusting Bhaþþi’s words and treating his work as a manual
for speakers. Perhaps Bhaþþi was a grammarian, for he emphasised the importance of
grammar. The middle part of his work is constituted by the Prasanna-kâòða, the
section on stylistic devices, which is surrounded by grammar sections. As far as this
section is concerned, it must be pointed out that he lived in the epoch of the
development of the Alaôkâra school and, in agreement with the interests of his
contemporaries, he discussed the adornments of speech. However, his choice was
made to achieve a certain purpose: prepare an orator. He illustrated the figures of
speech, and what he selected from the guòas was the prasâda (perspicuity) and
mâdhurya, which was mainly understood as the absence of long compounds. He
paid attention to such stylistic device as the bhâvikatva, i.e. the quality which causes
that the past or future objects are seen as if present before one’s eyes. He also
highlighted the power of word to carry more than one meaning. One has to admit
that these points are of great importance for the speaker. Had he intended to give
advice to writers, he would definitely have selected those problems that seem more
vital for the writer’s creativity (kâvya-kriyâ), or the theory of literature in general.
29

RV-Bh(5), p. 130.
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He did not concentrate on the structure of debate based on logic but he explored
the sphere which in Europe was called by the ancients elocutio in Latin, or lšxij in
Greek, and was one of the five domains of rhetoric. It was to become the main field
of research and interest for theoreticians of literature as well as for poets and writers
themselves. No one denies that the connections between rhetoric, on the one hand,
and literature and poetics, on the other, existed in Europe. Perhaps such ‘natural’
links were present also in India, and Bhaþþi’s Kâvya-praœasti proves the fact. As
Bhaþþi’s work was written in the form of an epic poem (mahâ-kâvya), it was the
subject of analysis for literary critics and accordingly exercised its influence on the
development of poetics and on other authors’ writings.
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Subhâšitas in the Purâòas—a Cultural Perspective
SATYA VRAT SHASTRI
Subhâšitas, or good sayings, are a characteristic feature of Sanskrit literature.
They propound a fundamental truth, point towards the reality of the situation
obtaining in this world of contradictions and contrarieties and draw attention to
what is right and what is wrong, what one should or should not do, how one should
or should not conduct oneself in life. In the texts on nîti, they make direct
appearance but in other texts they flow out of the narrative either as illustrations or
deductions. It is in the last form that they appear in the bulk of the Sanskrit literature
including the vast corpus of the Purâòic one. To point to what is right or wrong,
what is acceptable or not, depends upon the values of a particular cultural milieu.
The Purâòas, having their origin in India, were obviously reflecting the Indian
cultural milieu. When the Purâòas are to be examined from the cultural perspective,
it should mean on the face of it the Indian cultural perspective.
This brings us to the question as to what this Indian culture is. If it can be
summarised in one sentence, it is the inculcation of dharma, the all-encompassing
concept. It is this which sustains society: dharmo dhârayate prajâÿ1. The essence of
this dharma is not to do unto others what one would not like to be done to oneself:
âtmanaÿ pratikûlâni parešâô na samâcaret2. This is the dharma-sarvasva. This can
be achieved by following certain principles which the sage Manu has prescribed for
all the four castes:
ahiôsâ satyam asteyaô œaucam indriya-nigrahaÿ /
etaô sâmâsikaô dharmaô câturvaròye ’bravîn manuÿ //3
The Purâòas lay emphasis on each one of these.
According to the Lióga-purâòa, ahiôsâ is to devote oneself to the well-being of
all the beings as they are one’s very being. It is this which leads to the realisation of
one’s own self:

1

Mahâ-bhârata, Karòa-parvan 69.58.
Pañca-tantra 3.102.
3
Manu-småti 10.63.
2
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âtmavat sarva-bhûtânâô hitâyÎva pravartatam /
ahiôsÎšâ samâkhyâtâ yâ câtma-jñâna-siddhidâ //4
There is emphasis on ahiôsâ in the Brahmâòða-purâòa to the extent that it is
proclaimed as the gateway to dharma:
ahiôsâ dharmasya dvâram uktaô maharšibhiÿ /5
The Padma-purâòa assigns higher regions to the followers of this principle and
the lower ones to those who do not do so:
ahiôsâ-nirmalaô dharmaô sevante ye vipaœcitaÿ /
tešâm evôrddhva-gamanaô yânti tiryag adho ’nyathâ //6
Satya, or truth, according to the Lióga-purâòa is speaking out exactly what has
been seen, heard, imagined or experienced by oneself in a manner that it does not
cause pain to others:
dåšþaô œrutaô cânumitaô svânubhûtaô yathârthataÿ /
kathanaô satyam ity uktaô para-pîðâ-vivarjitam //7
It is worthwhile to pause here and ponder over the implication of the last part of
the explanation of satya which is to avoid para-pîðâ, pain or anguish to others. To
reproduce exactly yathârthataÿ, what one has seen, heard, etc., is truth, no doubt,
but not the whole truth. The more important thing about it is that it must not cause
harm or unpleasantness to the listener. This is what is the import of the well-known
adage: satyaô brûyât priyaô brûyât, na brûyât satyam apriyam8. The Višòu-purâòa
also says the same thing. Not only that. It goes a step further. It enjoins silence if the
truth were to cause hurt to others:
tasmât satyaô vadet prâjño yat para-prîti-kâraòam /
satyaô yat para-duÿkhâya tadâ mauna-paro bhavet //9
The Purâòa offers this injunction in view of the possibility of such occurrences
where the truth may lead to violence or injury to others. According to the Lâþasaôhitâ, on such occasions truth would turn into untruth and vice versa:
4

Lióga-purâòa 8.11.
Pûrvârdha 30.35.
6
Padma-purâòa 4.41.
7
Lióga-purâòa 8.13.
8
Manu-småti 4.138.
9
Višòu-purâòa 3.12.43.
5
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satyam apy asatyatâô yâti kvacid dhiôsânubandhataÿ /
asatyaô satyatâô yâti kvacij jîvasya rakšaòât //10
Whatever the case, it is very difficult to keep to truth. One has to go on trying to
cultivate it. The Padma-purâòa declares it a tîrtha11. It is the mainstay of the world,
according to it, the mainstay even of dharma:
satye pratišþhitâ lokâÿ dharmaÿ satye pratišþhitaÿ /12
And then comes from it the highest praise of satya in a stanza which has acquired
wide popularity:
aœvamedha-sahasraô ca satyaô ca tulayâ dhåtam /
aœvamedha-sahasrâd dhi satyam eva viœišyate //13
‘If a thousand Aœvamedhas and truth were to be put in a scale, truth
would weigh heavier than the thousand Aœvamedhas.’
Asteya is non-stealing or non-depriving others of what rightfully belongs to them.
‘Not to go in for the possessions of others in mind, action, and word even in
adversity’ is the elucidation of the spirit behind this provided by the Lióga-purâòa:
anâdânaô para-svânâm âpady api vicârataÿ /
manasâ karmaòâ vâcâ tad asteyaô samâsataÿ //14
Œauca, purity, according to the Bhavišya-purâòa, is avoiding the eating of
prohibited articles of food, the association with the condemned people and being
firm in proper conduct:
abhakšya-parihâraœ ca saôsargaœ câpy aninditaiÿ /
âcâre ca vyavasthânaô œaucam etat prakîrtitam //15
Purity does not have to concern itself with the physical aspect only. It has to have
its demand on the mind and the speech as well. The physical purity is its external
manifestation. Verbal purity is to devote proper thought to an activity, and the
mental one is the judicious choice of non-offensive words. The Lióga-purâòa
enjoins the cultivation of these after having acquired the physical purity. The
10

Lâþa-saôhitâ 6.6.7.
Padma-purâòa 5.11.83.
12
Padma-purâòa 5.18.396.
13
Padma-purâòa 5.18.403.
14
Lióga-purâòa 1.12.160.
15
Bhavišya-purâòa 8.32.
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physical purity is external, bâhya, the verbal and the mental purity is internal,
âbhyantara:
bâhya-œaucena yuktaÿ saôs tathâ câbhyantaraô caret /16
It repeats the same idea in the verse:
sadâvagâhya salile viœuddhâÿ kiô dvijôttamâÿ /
tasmâd âbhyantaraô œaucaô sadâ kâryaô vidhânataÿ //17
‘Do the Brahmins get (really) purified by bathing in water every time?
So one should carry out internal purification as per the proper
procedure.’
Indriya-nigraha is control over the senses, a recurring theme of many a Sanskrit
work, including the Purâòas. The Œrîmad-bhâgavata-purâòa recognises the
inexorability of the attraction of the senses which it terms as bondage. It is the
control over them which, according to it, is deliverance:
bandha indriya-vikšepo mokša ešâô ca saôyamaÿ /18
The Bhavišya-purâòa refers to the distraction of the senses by worldly objects,
which according to it are hard to resist:
višayâ durjayâÿ puôbhir indriyâkaršiòaÿ sadâ /19
Indian culture has always laid the greatest emphasis on âcâra, good conduct,
which it has regarded as paramo dharmaÿ20, the quintessence of righteousness to
the extent that the one who is devoid of it, even the Vedas, the holiest of the holy
cannot redeem: âcâra-hînaô na punanti vedâÿ21. Âcâra expressed through another
word—œîla—is the best ornament of a person: œîlaô paraô bhûšaòam22. According
to the Padma-purâòa, one who observes œîla, good conduct, he alone lives: œîlasya
pâlanaô kurvan yo jîvati sa jîvati23—which means that life has meaning only if one
observes œîla, otherwise it is mere existence, just vegetation. For a person of bad
16

Lióga-purâòa 8.35.
Lióga-purâòa 8.15.
18
Œrîmad-bhâgavata-purâòa 1.62.15.
19
Bhavišya-purâòa 1.18.12.
20
Manu-småti 1.108.
21
Vâsišþha-småti 6.3.
22
Nîti-œataka 83.
23
Padma-purâòa 46.95.
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disposition and conduct (kuœîla)—the same Purâòa says—the riches are a mere dirt
(mala); for a person of good disposition and conduct (sâdhu-œîla), even poverty is
an ornament:
kuœîlasya vibhavaÿ kevalaô malam /
janasya sâdhu-œîlasya dâridryam api bhûšaòam //24
Some of the prominent features of this âcâra or œîla are respect to parents,
teachers and guests, on which Indian tradition has continued to lay great emphasis
since days of yore, the Upanišadic commandment still ringing in the ears: mâtå-devo
bhava, pitå-devo bhava âcârya-devo bhava, atithi-devo bhava. This respect to the
foursome bordering on worship, they being looked upon as devas, the deities, finds
full echo in the Purâòas as well. The Skanda-purâòa declares those who serve their
parents as the best of the devotees of the Lord:
mâtâ-pitroœ ca œuœrûšâô kurvate ye narôttamâÿ,
te vai bhâgavatôttamâÿ /25
The Padma-purâòa proclaims that for a son the place where his parents live is
without doubt the Gaógâ and the holy places like Gayâ and Puškara:
tatra gaógâ gayâ tîrthaô tatra puškaram eva ca /
yatra mâtâ pitâ tišþhet putrasyâpi na saôœayaÿ //26
It further says that a son who regularly washes the feet of his parents has his daily
bath in the Gaógâ27. Proceeding further, it says that he who circumambulates his
father and mother circumambulates the whole earth with its seven continents:
mâtaraô pitaraô cÎva yas tu kuryât pradakšiòam /
pradakšiòî-kåtâ tena sapta-dvîpâ vasundharâ //28
Now, if the mother and the father bring a person into this world, it is the teacher
who opens the doors of knowledge to him. It is a sin to forget him, even that one
who just had taught only one syllable, just one word or the meaning of it:
akšarasyâpi cÎkasya padârthasya padasya vâ /
dâtâraô vismaran pâpî kiô punar dharma-deœinam //29

24

Padma-purâòa 46.93.
Skanda-purâòa, Vaišòava-khaòða, Veókaþâcala-mâhâtmya 21.43.
26
Padma-purâòa 2.62.68.
27
Padma-purâòa 2.60.74.
28
Padma-purâòa 5.46.12.
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According to the Skanda-purâòa, if the teacher is happy, all the gods would be
happy, including Indra. Reverse would be the case otherwise:
gurau tušþe ca tušþâh syur devâÿ sarve savâsavâÿ /
gurau rušþe ca rušþâÿ syur devâÿ sarve savâsavâÿ //30
There could be some people—indeed there are some in this strange world—who
may turn to some other person and show him respect in preference to their teacher.
The Varâha-purâòa has a sure word of condemnation for them. They meet with
misfortune, it says, and whatever they offer in charity goes in vain:
gurau sati tu yaœ cânyam âœrayet pûjayet sudhîÿ /
sa durgatim avâpnoti dattam asya ca nišphalam //31
The gift must be offered consciously first to one’s teacher and then to someone
else. The teacher may be learned or not, he is verily Janârdana (Lord Kåšòa):
prayatnena gurau pûrvaô paœcâd anyasya dâpayet /
avidyo vâ savidyo vâ gurur eva janârdanaÿ //32
The Purâòa is here laying down priorities for a person. When it comes to showing
respect or making offerings, the first priority should be the teacher from whom one
has had first lessons. Later a person may come into contact with someone more
knowledgeable than his teacher. There is no reason for him to fall in for that
someone else in showing his esteem over and above his teacher. Little or more
knowledge has not to be the criterion in determining the order of preference for
showing respect. The Purâòa is very clear in this respect. It is the teacher who must
have the precedence.
It is due to the pre-eminent position of the teacher that the Skanda-purâòa enjoins
total obedience to him. His words are only to be obeyed, and not to be ignored:
yat kiôcid vâ samâdišþo guruòâ tat samâcaret /
âjñapto guruòâ vipraÿ na tad-vâkyaô tu laóghayet //33
According to the Brahma-vaivarta-purâòa, that person is learned, is
knowledgeable, is secure, is meritorious who obeys the words of his teacher. He
meets with success at every step:
29

Padma-purâòa 21.156.
Skanda-purâòa (Vaišòava-khaòða, Kârtika-mâhâtmya) 2.3.
31
Varâha-purâòa 50.18.19.
32
Varâha-purâòa 50.19.20.
33
Skanda-purâòa (Vaišòava-khaòða, Kârtika-mâhâtmya) 2.5.
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sa paòðitaÿ sa ca jñânî sa kšemî sa ca puòyavân /
guror vacas-karo yo hi kšemaô tasya pade pade //34
Now, a word about atithi, guest. He is described in the Skanda-puraòa as worthy
of respect of everybody:
agnir dvijânâô vipraœ ca varòânâô ramaòaÿ striyâm /
guruÿ pitâ ca putrâòâô sarvasyâbhyâgato guruÿ //35
The belief in karman and reincarnation (punar-janma) are deeply ingrained in
Indian psyche. Text after text has spoken about it, sage after sage has expounded it.
Except the Cârvâkas and some other thinkers, it has found general acceptance in
Indian society. ‘As you sow so shall you reap’ is at the basis of it. One has to reap
the reward of whatever actions, good or bad, one might have performed. The next
birth is determined by them and the prosperity and the adversity going with it. This
is the view echoed in the Padma-purâòa stanza which says that it is because of the
actions in the previous births that some people are born as âryas and some as
mlecchas, some with good wealth and some extremely poor:
âryâ mlecchâœ ca tatrâpi jâyante pûrva-karmaòaÿ /
tathâ kecid dhanenâðhyâÿ kecid atyanta-durvidhâÿ //36
Actually, it is karman, action, which is Vedhás, Prajâpati, the Creator. It is
karman which fashions beings, assigns them with race, colour, creed, means of
subsistence, and so on. The Mahâ-purâòa says that Vidhi, Srašþå, Vidhâtå, Daiva,
Purâ-kåta, Karman and Îœvara are just different words for the same thing; they are
mere synonyms:
vidhiÿ srašþâ vidhâtâ ca daivaô karma purâ-kåtam /
îœvaraœ cêti paryâyâ vijñeyâÿ karma-vedhasaÿ //37
People get the fruit of their actions in proportion to their—or their actions’—nature:
karmaòâm ucitaô tešâô prâòinâô jayate phalam /38

34
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That being the case it is in their own interest that people perform good actions. With
merit earned through them, they would have happiness. With their actions earning
demerit, they would opt for unhappiness. Accordingly says the Padma-purâòa:
puòyena labhyate saukhyam apuòyena ca duÿkhitâ /
karmaòâm ucitaô lokaÿ sarvaÿ phalam upâœnute //39
Death would forcibly carry away a person, says the Agni-purâòa, if whatever fruit
of actions one is to reap in the present birth had been reaped:
âyušye karmaòi kšîòe prasahya harate janam /40
But if some fruit of the actions still remains to be reaped, a person would not meet
with death even if pierced with hundreds of arrows: viddhaÿ œara-œatair api41. It is
necessary for a person, therefore, to go in for actions with judicious application of
mind. There are actions which are enjoined for certain types of people. A Brahmin
is to engage himself in pursuit of learning and spiritual activities, a Kšatriya is to
apply himself to martial acts, and so on. Now, it is imperative for him to stick to
those actions under all circumstances, even in adversity, says the Brahmâòðapurâòa:
sadhu vâsâdhu vâ karma yasya yad vihitaô purâ /
tad eva tena kartavyam âpady api kathañcana //42
Indian culture has always aimed at producing a good and decent human being,
always eager to pick up good qualities, as the Âdi-purâòa says: guòa-gåhyo hi sajjanaÿ. A graphic picture of a good human being is given by this Purâòa which
should always remain an ideal to be achieved by all:
sadbhâvena haren mitraô sambhrameòa ca bândhavân /
strî-bhåtyân prema-dânâbhyâô dâkšiòyenêtaraô janam //
anindâ para-kåtyešu svadharma-paripâlanam /
kåpaòešu dayâlutvaô sarvatra madhurâ giraÿ //
bandhubhir baddha-saôyogaÿ svajane caturatratâ /
ucitânuvidhâyitvam iti våttaô mahâtmanâm //43

39
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The conduct of the high-souled one is as follows: he should win over a friend by
goodwill, the relatives by trust, the women with love, the servants with gifts, and
others with politeness. He should not engage himself in finding fault with the
actions of others, he should carry out his duties, be kind to the lowly and be sweet
with everybody. He should maintain good relations with his kinsmen, be fair in his
dealings with his kith and kin and do whatever is in order.
One who is of the type mentioned above, is a good human being. And the
development of such good human being is basic to Indian culture. The Purâòas
being the repositories of this culture have enough statements in them, thrown in
between their countless narratives which recount the imperatives, for this good
human being, a cultured person, who is useful to everybody and everything around
him.

Sâket: Maithilîœaraò Gupta’s* Version of Râm-kathâ
DANUTA STASIK
Although on the title page of GUPTA’s poem we find a couplet saying:

òamâ töMhaòa vå@aâ SvâyâÔ hî kÂaVyâ hê,
kÂoIr kÂâivâ bânâ jayâ, sâhâjâ sâMwaVyâ hê| 1
‘Râm, the tale of your life is a poem in itself,
that someone becomes a poet is only natural.’
an investigation into the circumstances of Sâket’s genesis reveals that the poem was
being born in a very long process which was neither simple nor spontaneous. It
seems, however, that the responsibility for it rests not with Râm as such, or rather
not with the account of his life, but with Ûrmilâ2—Lakšmaò’s wife, a minor
character in râm-kathâ—who, for many years, attracted GUPTA’s attention.
In this paper I would like to deal with Sâket, one of modern retellings of the
Râmâyaòa, the magnum opus of the râšþra-kavi (national poet) Maithilîœaraò GUPTA
(1886–1964). I will try to show that in fact it consists of two vividly distinct parts,
quite evidently not as a result of the poet’s design; they are so distinct that it even
seems justified to view Sâket not as one poem but as two poems within one. I must
admit that this study has resulted from a kind of personal discomfort I felt every
time while reading Canto 9 of the poem, and to a somewhat lesser degree Canto 10
as well—they seemed not to belong to the rest of the work! I even had an
impression of having missed something important for a proper understanding of

*

Note on transliteration: throughout the study I follow a commonly accepted
convention of transliterating Hindi words without final ‘a’; the only exception are the
words which end with consonant clusters.
1
Vâlmîki addressed these words to Râm when they met in Citrakûþ (Canto 5);
GUPTA (1961: 156).
2
In some authors’ works this name is spelt Urmilâ, but throughout this paper the
form Ûrmilâ is used, wherever it refers to Sâket, as this is the spelling employed in
GUPTA’s poem.
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GUPTA’s poem. However, after becoming familiar with some of Indian reactions to
Sâket3, I felt relieved—my reaction was not isolated.
But before we deal with this issue in greater detail, let us first dwell upon other
related questions—the sources of inspiration for GUPTA’s poem and the process of
its creation.
1. How Sâket was written
In 1908, in a Hindi journal Sarasvatî Mahavîrprasâd Dvivedî published an essay
entitled ‘Poets’ Indifference to Ûrmilâ.’4 Drawing inspiration from an article by
Ravîndranâth Þhâkur, he concerned himself with Ûrmilâ as an exemplification of
female characters neglected by Indian authors of all epochs. Dvivedî wrote: ‘What a
pity that till the present day poets have kept concealing such a radiant character portrait
as that of Ûrmilâ in this way.’ 5 And he held that such a situation should change.
Twenty-two year old GUPTA, who especially at that time, was under a great
influence of Dvivedî, felt it his natural obligation to try to satisfy his guru’s wish
and started writing a poem entitled Ûrmilâ.6 Apart from Dvivedî’s encouragement
he was also, at a somewhat later period, stimulated by Choþelâl Bârhaspatya, an
erudite contributor to Sarasvatî.7 From the correspondence between GUPTA and
Bârhaspatya we know that between 1909–1910 GUPTA managed to complete a little
bit more than two cantos (out of intended four) and left the work unfinished.8
3

See, e.g. one of the most telling of them, i.e. Gândhî’s letter to GUPTA, dated 5
April 1932, in: BARUÂ (1959: 198–199); comp. also PÂÞHAK (1960: 32–33, 398–400).
4
‘Kaviyõ kî Ûrmilâ-višayak udâsîntâ’, written under a pen name Bhujaógbhûšan
Bhaþþâcârya, appeared in the July issue of Sarasvatî, one of the most—if not the most—
influential (Hindi) journals of that time. It was edited by Dvivedî and GUPTA was then
emerging as the main poet contributing to Sarasvatî; comp. BARUÂ (1959: 49–50, 86–
87) and PÂÞHAK (1960: 393).
5
Cited in BARUÂ (1959: 88); comp. also PÂÞHAK (1960: 393).
6
Not only GUPTA responded to Dvivedî’s essay. In June 1914 (in Sarasvatî)
Ayodhyâsiôh Upâdhyây ‘Hariaudh’ published a poem Urmilâ, and much later, in 1936,
(in an annual issue of Pratâp) Bâlkåšò Œarmâ ‘Navîn’ published the opening section of
Canto 3 of his poem Urmilâ under the title Van-gaman; BARUÂ (1959: 86).
7
Bârhaspatya advised also GUPTA on how the poem should be written. See his letter
to GUPTA, dated 1 January 1911, in: BARUÂ (1959: 86–87).
8
GUPTA’s letter to Bârhaspatya, dated 4 January 1911, in: BARUÂ (1959: 88, 89,
194) and PÂÞHAK (1960: 394).
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Though in September 1915 he attempted to resume writing, until November the
work was not really proceeding. He complained: ‘I’m feeling sad and ashamed not
being able now to write anything about Devî Ûrmilâ.’9 Finally, in the beginning of
1916 GUPTA overcame that creative impasse; he also started to refer to his work as
Sâket, though he continued to use the older title as well. All that time he kept on
consulting, among others, Dvivedî and Bârhaspatya and discussing the form of his
work with them. In a few months the beginning cantos were ready and the first of
them came out in the June issue of Sarasvatî under the title Sâket and was soon
followed by four other cantos. 10
Yet, the work on the poem took still sixteen years more before it was finally
published in 1932. In his preface to Sâket, GUPTA admitted that the poem had been
ready two years earlier11 but he had not been satisfied with its Canto 9: ‘… at that
time something was unfinished in Canto 9 and, according to my perception, even
today it is still incomplete.’ 12
2. How Sâket is written
Sâket is a full-length poem (often termed by Hindi critics as a mahâ-kâvya13 and,
e.g. by Peter GAEFFKE as ‘a huge epic on the Râma story’14) divided into twelve
cantos (sarga). It is written in a generally not too heavily sanskritised Hindi (esp.
from the point of view of syntax15), mostly in couplets arranged in over sixty
different meters.16
Canto 1 opens up with clarifying the reasons of Râm’s avatâr in this world; Râm
has been born: pâ¿â idâqane keÂ ilâE sâÔsaòâ kÂo, dûòâ kÂâòâne ilâE wû-waòâ kÂo, sâfÂâlâ kÂâòâne keÂ ilâE
9

Cited in: BARUÂ (1959: 194).
Canto 2 in July 1916, Canto 3 in January 1917, Canto 4 in May 1917, and Canto 5
in July 1918; BARUÂ (1959: 194–195) and PÂÞHAK (1960: 177–178, 395).
11
The date given at the end of Sâket (p. 253) is: Dîpâvalî 1986 (i.e. November 1929).
12
GUPTA (1961: III).
13
E.g. PÂÞHAK (1960); see esp. pp. 510–519, where also the discussion of different
authors’ opinions is included on pp. 517–519.
14
GAEFFKE (1978: 81).
15
E.g. long nominal appositions, so typical of Hindi of the châyâvâdî poetry of that
time, are relatively rare.
16
The figure calculated on the basis of the listing of Sâket metres made by PÂÞHAK
(1960: 695–696).
10
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jânâ-dåi"âya± (‘to show the way to the world; to deliver the earth from the burden of

[sin]; to fulfil the expectations of the people’).17 After a very brief introduction to
Râm’s family, GUPTA proceeds to describe the prosperity of Sâket-Ayodhyâ18 and
then concentrates on a lively dialogue between Lakšmaò and Ûrmilâ which is first
and foremost expressive of their happy married life; it also refers to the investiture
of Râm as Crown Prince19 and Bharat’s absence from Ayodhyâ20 (Canto 1). Then up
to Canto 8, we witness the events from the well-known Râmâyaòa tradition which
cover roughly the story of Book 2, the Ayodhyâ-kâòða, as presented, e.g. by
Vâlmîki and Tulsîdâs.
In Canto 9 the narrative comes to a standstill; this section is entirely devoted to
the description of Ûrmilâ as a virahiòî, i.e. suffering the pangs of separation from
her beloved Lakšmaò. With Canto 10 Ûrmilâ’s thoughts flash back to her own and
her sisters’ childhood and adolescence, and to the bow tournament followed with
her and her sisters’ marriage with Daœarath’s sons. She confides all her memories to
the river Sarayû.
Two last cantos, 11 and 12, cover the rest of the story, as it is contained in the
traditional Books 3 to 7, though most of the events are narrated in an
unconventional manner. The beginning of Canto 11 introduces us to Bharat’s
hermitage, in the vicinity of the royal palace, where he leads a renouncer’s life
worshipping Râm’s sandals enthroned in a golden temple.21 Mâòðavî, Bharat’s wife,
is accompanying him and when, after a while, Œatrughna joins them, they listen to
what he heard about Râm from one merchant visiting their city.22 He narrates to
them the events which followed Râm’s departure from Citrakûþ for the Daòðak
forest where the incident of severing of Œûrpaòakhâ’s ears and nose took place and
was followed up with the battle in which Râm killed the demons Khar and Dûšaò.
Still wondering about Râm’s victory, Bharat aims an arrow at a dark object he has
noticed in the sky; considering it a demon, he actually wounds Hanumân flying for a
life-giving herb, sañjîvanî, for Lakšmaò. Luckily, Hanumân recovers very quickly,
thanks to some amount of sañjîvanî which Bharat was given earlier by one yogî23, and

17

GUPTA (1961: 18).
Although the name Sâket is more often used, at some places GUPTA uses them
interchangeably; see e.g. GUPTA (1961: 19–20).
19
GUPTA (1961: 33).
20
GUPTA (1961: 37).
21
GUPTA (1961: 389).
22
GUPTA (1961: 410 ff.).
23
GUPTA (1961: 409).
18
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then narrates how Œûrpaòakhâ persuaded his brother Râvaò to take revenge on Râm
and kidnap his wife Sîtâ. He tells also how finally Râm invaded Laókâ to fight Sîtâ
back. Many brave warriors on both sides were killed during that war and Lakšmaò,
seriously wounded, was waiting for sañjîvanî that could save his life. Therefore
Hanumân—eager to fulfil his mission—takes the herb and leaves Sâket (Canto 11).
In the last, twelfth, canto Bharat—at the instigation of Mâòðavî—orders Œatrughna
to get the troops ready for the attack on Laókâ. Almost all the citizens of Ayodhyâ,
and among them also Kaikeyî and Ûrmilâ, deeply moved by the news about wounded
Lakšmaò are prepared for the battle. But then Vasišþh intervenes and persuades
them to calm down and to look onto the sky where, thanks to his inner powers, they
can see what is happening in Laókâ (one would like to call it ‘a live broadcast from
Laókâ’!).24 And thus they learn about the fate of Lakšmaò, the final victory of Râm
over Râvaò, and the release of Sîtâ. After Râm’s return to Sâket everyone rejoices,
especially Ûrmilâ reunited with Lakšmaò is unable to contain her happiness.
3. Ûrmilâ, Sâket and râm-kathâ
As we have seen in the foregoing discussion, the work on the poem took GUPTA
more than twenty years from its inception, or sixteen years from the publication of
its first canto in Sarasvatî. It is worth noting in this context, however, that this was
not just that single work to engage his attention—during all those years GUPTA was
very active and published a lot.25 But as far as Sâket is concerned, GUPTA kept
postponing its writing, then he had problems while working on it and yet, after all
those years—as we know from his preface, and what does not look like a token
expression of poet’s modesty—he was not satisfied with the final effect (i.e. with its
Canto 9). Although GUPTA did not give the actual reasons of his dissatisfaction, the
analysis of Sâket’s contents indicates that Canto 9 and 1026 are a distortion of an
otherwise traditional narrative, which is not only an integral part of Sâket’s retelling
but forms also its core—these two cantos, 9 and 10, disrupt the poem’s natural flow.

24

GUPTA (1961: 476 ff.).
E.g. Raóg mé bhaóg (1910), Jayadrath-vadh (1910), Bhârat-bhâratî (1914),
Pañcavaþî (1925) or Jhaókâr (1929), to name the most important works.
26
It may be interesting to note here that while Canto 9 constitutes about 20 per cent
of the poem and Canto 10 about 10 per cent, Cantos 1–8 constitute about 50 per cent and
Cantos 11–12 about 20 per cent.
25
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What more, whereas the major focus of the poem are Râm and Sîtâ27, Canto 9 and,
to a lesser degree, also Canto 10 are monopolised by Ûrmilâ, otherwise not of such
significance in the rest of the poem, although—it must be acknowledged—treated
with much attention and more sympathy than ever before. As a result, the overall
impression of Sâket can be that we deal with two autonomous works. And such an
attitude is corroborated in the tradition of Sâket’s criticism where, very often,
authors either concentrate on the story of Râm with its leading characters Râm and
Sîtâ or view it as a poem of which Ûrmilâ is the heroine.28 It is also not uncommon
to view Sâket as a virah-kâvya (a poem of separation [from the beloved]),29 which is
a telling example of Canto 9, together with Canto 10, being a poem within a poem;
it does originate from Sâket’s main narrative but neither develops it nor enriches it,
living its own life washed down with Ûrmilâ’s tears.
Let us consider the reasons of such a form of GUPTA’s work.
We have already mentioned that in the beginning GUPTA had intended to write a
poem concerned with Ûrmilâ but after some time changed his initial idea and began
to conceive it on a wider scale; the first result of such an attitude were the first
cantos published in Sarasvatî under the title Sâket, and eventually in 1932 a finished
poem in a book form.
The time GUPTA began his work was witnessing the rising tide of Indian national
movement. Hindi poetry of the first decades of this century served the cause of that
movement by drawing inspiration from the lost ideal of the traditions of India’s past
(in order to promote the pride in it—atît gaurav) and interpreting it anew. For
example, poets were looking for the characters and motifs known from the tradition,
but neglected by it, as was in the case of Ûrmilâ. In their reinterpretations, they were
willing to enhance the awareness of Indian society (jan-jâgraò), to educate it, and to
evoke national feelings. Here arises a very important question—was the potential of
Ûrmilâ’s character powerful enough to meet such a challenge? The evidence we
find in the present form of Sâket itself, as well as in GUPTA’s correspondence of that
time, suggests a negative answer to this question and to indicate the reason why
GUPTA decided to narrate the story of Ûrmilâ against the background of the story of

27

Or even more accurately—Sîtâ-Râm, as Gupta put it in his letter to Gândhî: ‘In
Sâket, Sîtâ-Râm are celebrated as the leaders of the leaders and the teachers or the rulers
of all.’ (‘sîta-òamâ ‘sakeÂtâ’ meô nayâkÂoô keÂ nayâkÂâ AOòâ sâbâkeÂ iœaâ„aâkÂâ A¿âva œaasâkÂâ keÂ ¬Âpâ meô
pRâitâi$âtâ hêô| ’); BARUÂ (1959: 200). It should be noted here that the word nâyak used by
GUPTA (which we translate as ‘leader’) can also mean ‘leading character, hero.’
28
E.g. PÂÞHAK (1960: 444).
29
E.g. DHAM (1971) or BHÂÞÎ (1971).
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Râm.30 But composing a retelling conceived in such a way took him many years and
it seems that this long haul should be seen first of all in terms of an, as it seems,
insoluble dilemma—how to reconcile the status of Ûrmilâ as a nâyikâ (heroine) with
râm-kathâ?
It may be mentioned here that, according to some critics, GUPTA’s problems were
caused by the fact that the idea to write about Ûrmilâ was imposed on him by his
kâvya-guru, Dvivedî, and GUPTA actually never made this conception his own. 31
In conclusion I would like to quote GUPTA’s answer to the question about the
reasons for writing Sâket. After many years from its publication, he said in one
interview: ‘I had to write about my favoured deity. I wrote Sâket.’32 No mention of
Ûrmilâ.
‘Râm, the tale of your life is a poem in itself,
that someone becomes a poet is only natural.’
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The Structure and Function
of the First Sarga of Mâgha’s Œiœupâla-vadha
ANNA TRYNKOWSKA
How does the sarga-bandha begin? Or rather, passing over the issue of homage-,
benediction- and other introductory stanzas, in what way does the story of the
Sanskrit mahâ-kâvya start? Is the author of a Sanskrit court epic poem free to
compose the beginning of its story as he chooses, or are there any pertinent rules
which he is supposed to follow?
An examination of all the extant early sarga-bandhas1 leads to the conclusion that
there exists a traditional model of starting the story of a Sanskrit court epic poem,
which was created by generations of authors of literary compositions belonging to
the above-mentioned genre, and which was evidently deeply rooted in the minds of
mahâ-kavis and hearers or readers of their works as early as in the times of
Aœvaghoša.
The first stanza of the story of a sarga-bandha composed in accordance with that
model begins with asti (‘there is’) or âsît / babhûva / abhût (‘there was’), which is
followed by a description of a flourishing city and praise of its king: the future
father of the hero or the hero himself. 2
Later the above-mentioned model of starting the story of a Sanskrit mahâ-kâvya is
partly included in the descriptive-normative definition (lakšaòa) of the Sanskrit

1

I.e. all the extant Sanskrit mahâ-kâvyas earlier than or contemporary with Mâgha’s
Œiœupâla-vadha (the third quarter of the seventh century C.E.—according to WARDER
(1983: 133)), viz. BC (1.1–8ab as restored by E.H. Johnston; see also HAHN (1975: 77–
84)) and S (the first half of the first century C.E.—according to WARDER (1990a: 144)),
RV-K and KS (the second and the third quarter of the fifth century C.E.—according to
WARDER (1990b: 123)), KA (the second quarter of the sixth century C.E.—according to
WARDER (1990b: 199)), RV-Bh (the second and the third quarter of the seventh century
C.E.—according to WARDER (1983: 118)), and JH (the second half of the seventh
century C.E.—according to WARDER (1983: 254)).
2
Cf. HUECKSTEDT (1985: 23–32, esp. 25–27).
On the Understanding of Other Cultures — Proceedings, pp. 481–489.
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court epic poem advanced by Rudraþa in his treatise on literary theory
Kâvyâlaôkâra (the third quarter of the ninth century C.E. 3):
… pûrvaô san-nagarî-varòanaô mahâ-kâvye /
kurvîta tad-anu tasyâô nâyaka-vaôœa-praœaôsâô ca //
tatra tri-varga-saktaô samiddha-œakti-trayaô ca sarva-guòam /
rakta-samasta-prakåtiô vijigîšuô nâyakaô nyasyet //
vidhivat paripâlayataÿ sakalaô râjyaô ca râja-våttaô ca /
tasya … // 4
‘… in the … mahâ-kâvya [the author] should first place a description of
a beautiful city and after that a passage praising the dynasty [ruling] over
it, to which the hero belongs. Next, he should present the hero, who is
intent on [pursuit of] the three aims of human life, possessed of all the
three royal powers5, possessed of all virtues, loved by all the subjects
and desirous of victories, and the whole kingdom of the hero, who rules
over it in accordance with the law, and his royal occupations … .’
What is the artistic function of beginning the story of the sarga-bandha in the
above-mentioned way? The initial asti / âsît / babhûva / abhût, being typical of
Sanskrit narratives, signals that a story starts.6 Next, the hearer or reader is shown
the setting for the first phase of the action of the poem, as well as the ideals of its
world: a perfect monarch, with whom the person of the villain is going to contrast
sharply, and a perfect state, to which the villain’s deeds are going to pose a threat.
The above model, constructed by generalising from the selected empirical
material, presents the typical way of starting the story of a Sanskrit mahâ-kâvya.
The beginnings of the stories of real Sanskrit court epic poems may to a certain
extent differ from that ideal type. Thus, some of its elements may be omitted or
modified: the verbal forms asti, âsît, babhûva and abhût may figure at the beginning
of the second verse (as in Aœvaghoša’s Saundarananda7 and Kâlidâsa’s Raghu-

3

According to GEROW (1977: 239).
KA-R 16.7–9, p. 168.
5
Œakti-traya, viz. mantra-œakti, prabhu-œakti (prabhutva-œakti, prabhâva-œakti) and
utsâha-œakti. For a long list of definitions of those terms and examples of their use
quoted from Sanskrit literature see HARA (1981: 19–24). See also ŒV 2.26, p. 37 and
SK on ŒV 2.26, p. 37.
6
Cf. HUECKSTEDT (1985: 24–25).
7
S 1.1, p. 1.
4
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vaôœa8) or in another position in the first stanza of the story (as in E.H. Johnston’s
restoration of the first stanza of Aœvaghoša’s Buddha-carita9); a city may be
replaced with a hermitage (as in Aœvaghoša’s Saundarananda10) or a mountain
range (as in Kâlidâsa’s Kumâra-saôbhava11), a king with a hermit (as in
Aœvaghoša’s Saundarananda12), the hero with the villain (as in Meòþha’s
Hayagrîva-vadha13). Two especially witty modifications can be seen in the abovementioned part of the Kumâra-saôbhava and in Bhâravi’s Kirâtârjunîya14. Kâlidâsa
starts his poem with a description of the Himalayas: the mountainous setting for the
first phase of the action, as well as the king of all mountains and the future father of
the heroine. At the beginning of the Kirâtârjunîya a perfect monarch ruling over the
kingdom of the heroes, the Pâòðavas, is praised. However, that passage does not
eulogise the eldest of the five brothers, Yudhišþhira; it praises Suyodhana, the eldest
of their enemies, the Kauravas, who have won the realm in a dice game. 15
This paper deals with a case where all the above-mentioned traditional rules for
starting the stories of sarga-bandhas are broken, i.e. with the first canto (sarga) of
Mâgha’s Œiœupâla-vadha (‘The Slaying of Œiœupâla’), one of the best and most famous
Sanskrit mahâ-kâvyas, based on the episode of the Mahâ-bhârata16 in which Kåšòa
kills wicked Œiœupâla, King of the Cedis, during Yudhišþhira’s râja-sûya sacrifice.
The first stanza of that poem:
œriyaÿ patiÿ œrîmati œâsituô jagaj jagan-nivâso vasudeva-sadmani /
vasan dadarœâvatarantam ambarâd dhiraòya-garbhâóga-bhuvaô
muniô hariÿ // 17

8

RV-K 1.11, p. 4.
BC (2), p. 1.
10
S 1.5–17, pp. 1–3.
11
KS 1.1–17, pp. 1–7.
12
S 1.1–4, p. 1.
13
The first quarter of the fifth century C.E.—according to WARDER (1990b: 93).
That sarga-bandha has been lost. However, its first stanza is preserved, quoted, among
others, by Bhoja in his ŒP 9 (p. 472). Meòþha starts it with âsîd daityo hayagrîvaÿ
(‘There was a daitya [named] Hayagrîva’), which is followed by praise of the demon.
14
KA-Bh 1.7–22, pp. 5–11.
15
Cf. SMITH (1985: 30).
16
MBh 2.30–42, pp. 154–209.
17
ŒV 1.1, p. 2.
9
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‘Hari, the husband of Œrî, the abode of the world, dwelling in the
fortunate house of Vasudeva in order to control the world, saw the
sage born of Brahmâ’s body descending from the sky.’
begins with the auspicious word œriyaÿ (the genitive singular of the noun œrî)18 and
does not contain any of the above-mentioned forms of the verbs √as and √bhû. The
place of the initial phase of the action of Mâgha’s sarga-bandha, the house of
Vasudeva, though pointed out here, is not described; the avatâra of the god Višòu
dwelling there, though introduced as the hero, is not properly eulogised. The stanza
immediately tells the hearer or reader of an incident in Kåšòa’s life and thus, without
any preliminary description and / or eulogy, the action of the Œiœupâla-vadha starts.
One more person, the sage Nârada, is introduced here as a participant in its first event.
The following nine stanzas (2–10) contain a more and more detailed description of
Nârada descending from the sky, being observed by people and Kåšòa. With the
eleventh stanza, where the sage arrives at the hero’s house, a narrative-descriptive
part begins. Its remaining thirteen stanzas (12–24) speak about the welcome which
the guest is given by his host, reveal the feelings of Kåšòa, who is full of joy
because of Nârada’s visit, as well as portray the contrasting appearance of the two
characters. The twenty-fifth stanza announces Kåšòa’s address to Nârada, which
comprises the following five stanzas (26–30): in the first four the hero praises the
sage; in the fifth one the host enquires of the guest the purpose of his visit. The first
quarter (pâda) of the thirty-first stanza announces Nârada’s address to Kåšòa; in the
remaining three pâdas the speech begins: the sage denies that his arrival has any
purpose other than seeing the hero. The guest thus introduces the next nine stanzas
(32–40), where he praises his host, mostly as the god who descends from heaven to
earth in order to kill wicked human kings such as Kaôsa and asuras such as
Hiraòyâkša. However, in the forty-first stanza Nârada reveals that he has brought a
message from Indra and announces that he is going to convey it to Kåšòa. The first
six stanzas of the message (42–47) remind the hero of the fate of Hiraòyakaœipu, the
wicked daitya, more powerful than Indra and other gods, who was killed by Višòu’s
Nåsiôha avatâra. Significantly, Mâgha starts that story with abhût19, followed by
praise of the demon’s might. By thus reminding the hearer or reader of the
traditional rules which govern the beginning of the story of the Sanskrit mahâkâvya, he makes it clear that the breach of them in the Œiœupâla-vadha has not been
caused by his unforgivable ignorance but is the result of a conscious artistic
18

In imitation of KA-Bh 1.1 (p. 2). The first stanza of the Hayagrîva-vadha ends
with œriyaÿ (the nominative plural of œrî)—see ŒP 9, p. 472.
19
ŒV 1.42, p. 17.
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decision. In the forty-eighth stanza Indra reminds Kåšòa that later Hiraòyakaœipu
was reborn as the terrifying rakšas Râvaòa. The story of that demon’s war with the
gods for the mastery over the three worlds and his slaying by Višòu’s R¹ma avat¹ra
comprises the next twenty stanzas (49–68). The sixty-ninth stanza calls the hero’s
attention to the fact that Râvaòa has at present been reborn as Œiœupâla. The
following three stanzas (70–72) praise the power of the king of the Cedis, which
surpasses the might of other human rulers, gods and demons, as well as lament over
the sufferings of the world caused by that villain. In the seventy-third stanza the
king of gods asks Kåšòa to kill Œiœupâla and thus ends his message. There follows
the last stanza of Nârada’s speech (74), where he appeals to the hero to fulfil Indra’s
request. The canto ends with the seventy-fifth stanza, in which the sage leaves and
Kåšòa, angry with the king of the Cedis, agrees to slay him, while a frown on the
hero’s face, like a comet in the sky, portends the villain’s death. It should be added
that the event which the canto narrates is not present in the thirteen adhyâyas of the
Mahâ-bhârata which form the basis of Mâgha’s poem.
What artistic aims does the author of the Œiœupâla-vadha seek to achieve by
starting his sarga-bandha in that way?
The answer to this question has to be looked for in the text of Mâgha’s mahâkâvya.20 In my opinion, the key to the understanding of the structure and function of
the first sarga of the Œiœupâla-vadha is found, perhaps not by pure chance, at its
very beginning, i.e. in the second and third stanzas:
gataô tiraœcînam anûru-sâratheÿ prasiddham ûrdhva-jvalanaô havir-bhujaÿ /
pataty adho dhâma visâri sarvataÿ kim etad ity âkulam îkšitaô janaiÿ //
cayas tvišâm ity avadhâritaô purâ tataÿ œarîrîti vibhâvitâkåtim /
vibhur vibhaktâvayavaô pumân iti kramâd amuô nârada ity abodhi saÿ // 21
‘“It is well known that the sun moves horizontally [and] fire burns
upwards. [Then] what is this light, [which] is moving downwards,
spreading in all directions?” So thinking people looked [at him] with

20

Despite the well-known fact that Mâgha has based the general structure and a
considerable number of individual stanzas of his poem on KA-Bh (see JACOBI (1889))
ŒV is, I think, a sarga-bandha of great originality, differing from its model in many
respects; cf. SMITH (1985: 7–13) on Ratnâkara’s Hara-vijaya and ŒV. Although I am
aware of the similarities between the first canto of Mâgha’s mahâ-kâvya and KA-Bh
2.54–59, 3.1–29, it seems to me that the detailed structures and artistic purposes of those
two passages are widely different. However, a comparative study of their texts is beyond
the scope of this paper.
21
ŒV 1.2–3, pp. 2–3.
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confusion. At first he was considered to be a mass of light; afterwards,
when his form could be seen, he was ascertained to be a living
creature, [and] when his limbs could be distinguished, a man; the Lord
gradually recognised him as Nârada.’
When a mass of light first appears in the sky, the people who notice that
phenomenon are unable to identify it. They begin to conjecture but, while the light
remains distant, it is impossible for them to ascertain the truth. Their confusion is
increased by the fact that what they look at does not seem to be anything they have
seen before. Curiosity makes them continue the observation. As the mysterious
object approaches, the observers can see it more and more distinctly. That gradually
enables them to determine the category and subcategory to which it belongs. At last
the identity of the man descending from the sky is established and the initial
uncertainty of the people resolved.
In my opinion, the whole of the first canto of Mâgha’s poem is structured by the
author with a view to initiating and sustaining a similar process in the hearer’s or
reader’s mind. A person who hears or reads the first stanza of the Œiœupâla-vadha
learns that the author has chosen an episode from the life of Kåšòa as the theme for
his sarga-bandha. However, the hearer or reader is unable to identify the episode,
which reduces him to conjectures. Moreover, since the original episode of the
slaying of Œiœupâla, as narrated in the Mahâ-bhârata, does not include the incident
mentioned in the first stanza of Mâgha’s mahâ-kâvya, all the hearer’s or reader’s
surmises must be wrong. Unless he hears or reads more, it is not possible for him to
establish the truth. Curiosity adds to his willingness to continue the listening or
reading. As the hearer or reader becomes acquainted with the text of the sarga, he
comes across hints dropped by the author. In the ten stanzas describing the sage
Nârada descending from the sky and his arrival at Kåšòa’s house (2–11), the word
indra occurs as many as five times: the clouds above Nârada’s head resemble the
skin of ‘an excellent elephant’ (gajêndra)22; the sage looks like ‘the king of
mountains’ (dharâ-dharêndra)23 and ‘the excellent elephant’ (nâgêndra) which is
‘Indra’s mount’ (indra-vâhana)24; the house of Kåšòa—when approached by
Nârada—appears as beautiful as ‘the abode of great Indra’ (mahêndrâlaya)25. It may
indicate that the king of gods has something to do with the story of Mâgha’s poem,
perhaps with the sage himself. A person who hears or reads the stanzas which
22

ŒV 1.4, p. 3.
ŒV 1.5, p. 4.
24
ŒV 1.8, p. 5.
25
ŒV 1.11, p. 6.
23
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follow the above-mentioned description of Nârada and precede the mention of
Œiœupâla (11–68) is repeatedly reminded of previous heroic deeds of Kåšòa, of other
avatâras of Višòu and of Višòu himself: first the hero is called ‘the destroyer of the
good fortune of daityas’ (sâdita-daitya-saôpad)26, ‘he who defeated Kaôsa’
(kaôsa-kåš)27 and ‘the enemy of Kaiþabha’ (kaiþabha-dviš)28; next, the sage praises
Višòu as the god whose avatâras slay villainous human monarchs such as Kaôsa
and demons such as Hiraòyâkša (36–40); lastly Indra draws attention to the fate of
two incarnations of a mighty wicked demon: Hiraòyakaœipu and Râvaòa, who were
killed by two avatâras of Višòu: Nåsiôha and Râma respectively (42–68). It may
mean that what the author has chosen to retell in his sarga-bandha is a heroic story
where Kåšòa slays a powerful villain, possibly a human ruler or a demon. This
supposition is supported by the fact that, in the same part of the canto, one of
Višòu’s weapons, his discus, is mentioned no less than three times: first the hero is
called ‘the owner of a discus’ (cakrin)29 and ‘having a discus in his hand’
(rathâóga-pâòi)30; later the hearer or reader is reminded that Višòu used the discus
(cakra)31 in the war of the gods against Râvaòa. As no other weapon of Višòu is
mentioned in any of those fifty-eight stanzas, the above fact may also suggest that in
the story retold by Mâgha in his mahâ-kâvya Višòu’s discus plays a role; perhaps it
is the weapon with which the hero kills his opponent. While hearing or reading the
sarga, one is also given pieces of information, which confirm some of his
conjectures and serve as the basis for further surmises: the eleventh stanza divulges
that Nârada descends from the sky to visit Kåšòa; the forty-first stanza reveals that
the sage has brought the hero a message from Indra. Each of those clues slightly
relieves the tension produced by the initial uncertainty of the hearer or reader about
the story selected by the author for his poem, which, if unduly prolonged, might
eventually become unbearable. However, before the sixty-ninth stanza the tension
never diminishes considerably, because its occasional easing is balanced with
sustaining: each of the useful pieces of information is withheld for a long time
(Nârada’s destination and the purpose of his descent from the sky, which one starts
to speculate about immediately after hearing or reading the first stanza of the canto,
are not disclosed until after nine more stanzas and thirty-nine more stanzas

26

ŒV 1.11, p. 6.
ŒV 1.16, p. 8.
28
ŒV 1.23, p. 10.
29
ŒV 1.11, p. 6.
30
ŒV 1.21, p. 9.
31
ŒV 1.54, p. 21.
27
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respectively); moreover, they do not suffice. To determine which episode from the
life of Kåšòa Mâgha has chosen as the theme for his mahâ-kâvya, one has to hear or
read the last seven stanzas of the sarga (69–75), where the introduction of the hero’s
contemporary, Œiœupâla, another incarnation of the demon who previously lived as
Hiraòyakaœipu and Râvaòa (69), Indra’s appeal to Kåšòa for slaying the villain (73)
and the hero’s promise to fulfil that request (75) leave no doubt as to the answer to
this question and the tension created by the initial uncertainty of the hearer or reader
is finally completely relieved.
By then the author of the Œiœupâla-vadha has demonstrated his narrative skill as well
as a great talent for composing descriptions and speeches. The first canto of Mâgha’s
sarga-bandha thus gives its hearer or reader an appetite for the rest of the poem.
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Some Remarks on the 135th Adhikaraòa of the
‘Kauþilîya’ Artha-œâstra entitled ‘Policy towards saôghas’
ALBRECHT WEZLER
–1–
Two years ago I was asked by my students to read with them part of the
‘Kauþilîya’ Artha-œâstra. I readily agreed, but wanted to select a part which would
meet two conditions, viz. be not yet known to myself and of such a size that we
would be able to cope with it in its entirety, even when scrutinising each and every
word of it. The part finally chosen was Adhikaraòa 135 (= AŒ 11.1) named
Saôgha-våttam.1 This choice was mainly determined by my personal interest in the
problem of the so-called ‘republics’ in ancient India. Accordingly, apart from
introducing the students to the AŒ as such, I drew their attention first of all to J. P.
SHARMA’s well-known book of 1968 (SHARMA (1968)), which bears this very title,
viz. ‘Republics in Ancient India’.
Now, this book is a highly impressive and indeed thorough attempt to get even
with the earlier Indian nationalistic historians who, significantly enough, claimed to
have discovered that democracy is not an achievement of the British culture, but in
fact existed already in early times in India—so that India after independence can
pride herself on being not only the largest, but also the oldest democracy of the
world.2 SHARMA most plausibly, though always in a fair manner, unmasks his
predecessors, and exposes their heavy biases, and the ideological determination of
their work.
Yet I find this critical part of his exposition much more convincing than his own
attempt to draw a new, and truer picture of the historical situation at the time of the
Buddha, it’s later development, and the Vedic period. He does not, unfortunately,
define the conceptual categories he uses, and his manner of dealing with the textual
sources is not at all reliable, in any case not acceptable, and this to such an extent
that I have come to the conclusion that all of his sources have to be carefully re1
2

Cf. SCHARFE (1968: 47) (= 1993: 40 f.) on the names of the Adhikaraòas.
Cf. also Basham’s ‘Foreword’ in SHARMA (1968).
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examined. Another fundamental shortcoming of SHARMA’s work is that German
studies on Vedic society, first of all the fundamental work of RAU (1957), have not
been taken into account, and it is hardly a consolation to note that this is a weakness
which SHARMA shares with most of his Indian colleagues, also younger ones—who
quite often give descriptions of Indian society in middle-Vedic or later-Vedic times,
not to mention the Saôhitâ period, which can only be styled as bizarre.
I am afraid that somebody will have to sit down to do all the work of examining
and historically interpreting the relevant source material again, and that this person
will then have to come to terms not only with more recent secondary literature on
the topic, but also with the new source material primarily made available by
archaeology over the last 30 years, that concerning coins above all. 3
I need hardly state explicitly that this is not what I have set as my task for today.
All I am in fact able to present here are some remarks or suggestions or proposals
for solutions of problems posed by just one out of the many textual sources, viz. AŒ
11.1,4 and even with regard to it I shall have to focus on a selection of problems,
because I am still chewing on some of them, and time and space are limited.
–2.1–
Already the very first paragraph (i.e. AŒ 11.1.1) confronts us with a problem. For
it reads saôgha-lâbho daòða-mitra-lâbhânâm uttamaÿ, and this is translated by
KANGLE (1963: 526): ‘[t]he gain of an oligarchy is best among gains of an army and
an ally,’ to which he adds, in a footnote, the remark: ‘the use of the comparative
would have been better. Having a saôgha under you and loyal to you is preferable
to having an army of one’s own or an ally.’ One is tempted to react by saying:
‘Perhaps it would have been better to have taken the wording of this sentence more
seriously,’ although KANGLE admittedly translates the genitive plural as a genitivus
partitivus;5 this function of the genitive is indeed common with superlatives.6 And
the compounds daòða-lâbha or mitra-lâbha are not attested anywhere in the AŒ.7 It
is hence more likely that daòða-mitra-lâbhânâm represents a three-membered

3

E.g. K. M. SHRIMALI (1983).
The edition used is KANGLE (1960).
5
Cf. SPEIJER (1886: 86, § 116).
6
Cf. VON HINÜBER (1968: 231, § 224).
7
The name of the corresponding ‘book’ of the Pañca-tantra is Mitra-prâpti.
4
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dvandva compound, and the posterior member is an abbreviation8 of saôgha-lâbha.
A correct translation of this paragraph, i.e. one that removes all grammatical and
logical unevenness, is therefore: ‘The best among the [three factors of power, viz.]
[one’s own] army, an ally / allies and the gaining [of a saôgha], is the gaining of a
saôgha.’
This is, of course, a statement made from the point of view of a vijigîšu, a
monarch who wants to extend the territory ruled by him and thus to be victorious,
albeit not necessarily by waging war, as is shown particularly clearly by this
Adhikaraòa of the AŒ. That this is indeed the viewpoint and, grammatically
speaking, that the vijigîšu is the subject of most of the finite verbs in this
Adhikaraòa is confirmed—if confirmation is at all necessary in view of the wider
context of this ‘book’9—10by paragraphs 54 and 55 where, however, the expression
eka-râja is used, and quite clearly in order to bring into proper relief the essential
difference between the ‘single king’, i.e. a single monarch who has sovereign power
over a territory whatever its size, and the ‘leaders’, or ‘headmen’, (mukhya) of a
saôgha who in one way or another share such power with others.
GAÒAPATI ŒASTRI, in his Œrîmûla commentary, voices the opinion that members
of a saôgha referred to here are those who live either within the vijigîšu’s own
territory or in a neighbouring country (vijigîšu-bhûmau tad-antara-bhûmau vâ
vâstavyânâm …); but I believe that the explanations of the Naya-candrikâ11 are—as
in fact quite often—to be preferred, provided some emendations12 are made and the
text

8

Cf. GONDA (1968).
Adhikaraòa 7 deals with the ‘Six Measures of Foreign Policy’ (šâðguòyam), no. 8
is entitled ‘Concerning the Topic of Calamities’ (vyasanâdhikârikam), no. 9 is devoted
to ‘The Activity of the King about to March’ (abhiyâsyat-karma) and no. 10 bears the
title ‘Concerning War’ (sâôgrâmikam). Adhikaraòa 12, on the other hand, is named
‘Concerning the Weaker King’ (â-balîyasam). Particularly close are the relations
between Adhikaraòas 11 and 12.
10
Cf. e.g. the names of Adhikaraòas 9 and 10.
11
Already GAÒAPATI ŒASTRI (1924/25) knew and used this commentary (cf. Nayacandrikâ, Upodghâta of the editor, Udayavira Œâstrin, p. 2) in addition to the Malayalam
commentary. In fact his own Œrîmûla can be regarded as a tool for deciphering,
emending and interpreting the Naya-candrikâ.
12
The emendations of the editor given in footnotes are in most cases convincing; but
it is often possible to go beyond his reconstruction and to propose many more
conjectures or corrections.
9
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sâmâdîn saógrâma-paryâya-daòðântân uktvâ (viz. in preceding
chapters13) ye bhûmy-ânantaryeòa sva-bhûmâv eva apy ekÎkaœaÿ
kšudrâ-varttâÿ (recte: kšudrâ vârttâ−) œatrûpajîvina- (recte:
œastrôpajîvinaÿ) kšatriyâdînâô saóghî-bhâvÎkabalâÿ saóghâÿ
saóghâtena nityam ajayyâÿ, …
correctly understood is to mean that ‘the saôghas reside in the neighbourhood of
the territory [of the vijigîšu] o n t h e i r o w n t e r r i t o r y (eva) …’.
As for the source of their extraordinary military strength, and hence their clear
superiority over other factors of power, the second paragraph of AŒ 11.1 provides
the necessary information: saôghâ hi saôhatatvâd 14 adhåšyâÿ parešâm—‘for
saôghas are unassailable15 by enemies because they are closely and firmly knit
together.’ I do not know whether saôÖhan implicitly, i.e. by way of association
refers to a concrete object serving as a model, like, e.g. a chariot (ratha); but it is in
any case clear, and nicely explained by Mâdhava Yajvan, the author of the Nayacandrikâ,16 that the type of saôghâta referred to here is entirely different from, and
much superior to, an alliance voluntarily formed by kings each ruling his own
territory, who on the basis of a mutual treaty live in peace with each other, that is,
an alliance which serves a particular common purpose; the saôghâta of the
saôghas, on the other hand, consists in a samavâya, ‘an inseparable union’ between
several small groups which have one common aim and reside in one and the same
territory, on the basis of a shared economical vocation. This is one of the reasons for
rendering saôgha rather by ‘confederacy’ than ‘republic’, etc.

13

What the commentator refers to are the ‘[four] means’ (upâya) which are
introduced and defined at AŒ 2.10.47–56, and are dealt with again at 9.5.9 ff. and
9.6.20 ff.; cf. also 11.1.3.
14
This is the reading put into the constituted text by KANGLE. The Naya-candrikâ,
however, clearly reads saôghâtât, which it explains by saôhatatvât, and I think its
reading should be preferred.
15
This statement can be taken as the justification for the means recommended in this
Adhikaraòa for ‘gaining a saôgha.’ Direct military actions against saôghas are too
risky, to put it mildly.
16
Cf. Naya-candrikâ (205.14 ff.): nanu sambhûya-prayâòam evÎtat, tac ca prâg
evôktam (cf. 7.4.19 ff.) iti cen na / tad-dhi svâtantryeòa eka-deœâ−° (recte: aneka-deœâ−)
dhipatînâô râjñâô mithaÿ paòâdi-kåta-saôdhînâm eka-kârya-karaòa-rûpaÿ (recte:
rûpaô), na tv etat tathâ, api tv ekasminn eva deœa-° (recte: deœe) vârttâdi-jîvinâm
ekešâô kšudrâòâm ekârthatayâ samavâya-rûpam, ato ’tyantaô bhîmam ity alam / .
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–2.2–
The expression vârttâdijîvin in the Naya-candrikâ stands for vârttâ-œastrôpajîvin,
and thus is nothing but a repetition of the predicate used in AŒ 11.1.3 with reference
to the subject kâmboja-surâšþra-kšatriya-œreòyâdayo, the interpretation of which is
controversial.17 The exact meaning of this predicate (vârttâ-œastrôpajîvinaÿ) is, to
all appearances, another of the problems18 the AŒ almost continuously confronts its
readers with; this is true also of the expression râja-œabdôpajîvin, i.e. the predicate
of the next paragraph. KANGLE (1963: 327) renders it by ‘make use of the title of
king,’ and explains, in a footnote, ‘that this simply means that the chiefs who
formed the ruling council of the saôgha styled themselves “râjan”.’ This is a fact
confirmed by the Jâtakas as also by the Lalita-vistara (1: p. 21),19 as is also noted
by SHARMA (1968: 58.98 ff., and 100 n. 6). Yet, more has to be said about the
expression râja-œabdôpajîvin. The prior member is not a dvandva, as it is in the case
of the compound jâti-mâtrôpajîvin used by Haradatta in commenting on GautDhS
3.2 (= 20)1.20 The posterior member also has to be taken seriously in terms of
semantics. The groups of people mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph are
hence characterised as ‘earning their living by the word (i.e. title) “king”.’ That is to
say, the author or redactor of the AŒ21 recognises that the tribes in question, i.e. their
‘headmen’ do not do any work other, for their subsistence, than that of a king, i.e.
17

See e.g. KANGLE (1963: 526 fn. 4), but see also the explanation in the Nayacandrikâ: kâmboja-surâšþrayoÿ kšatriyâÿ œreòîbhûtâÿ (‘having become a bond /
federation’) ekÎkacâriòo atikšûdrâÿ kåši-œâstrâ-° (recte: kåši-œastrâ)dibhir jîvanti / âdiœabdâd varòântarîyâ (‘members of other varòas’) api grâhyâÿ / .
18
As is well-known, vârttâ is defined in AŒ 1.4.1 to comprise ‘agriculture, cattlerearing and trade’ (kåši-pâœu-pâlye vaòijyâ ca vârttâ); nevertheless the author of the
Naya-candrikâ thinks of kåši only (cf. n. 12). And what exactly is meant by the
characterisation of a person as ‘earning his living by (a) weapon(s)’? Bravados like the
tîkšòa (on whom cf. SCHARFE (1968: 251 ff., 265–273) = (1993: 215 ff., 230–236)), or
mercenaries or just soldiers / warriors?
19
The passage could, however, also be taken to mean that all the members of the
saôgha want to become a râjan and compete with each other in this regard. If this
interpretation is correct, the passage could only be classed as a late reflection of the
original situation, the distortion of a—once different—information.
20
Râjâ atrâbhišikto, na jâti-mâtrôpajîvî / (taô hatavân râja-ghâtakaÿ / ) …
21
Cf. my forthcoming paper ‘On the Problem of the Authorship and Structure of the
“Kauþilîya” Arthaœâstra’.
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(most probably) ruling over the community, administering the law and perhaps also
levying taxes in recompensation for the protection of their subjects, etc., but at the
same time he denies them the rank of a real king: They use the title ‘king’, are
addressed as ‘kings’, but they are no real kings, and this, of course, means that they
cannot be compared to the vijigîšu, the eka-râja as regards the latter’s religious22
and ‘constitutional’ rank, his position in society, his power, etc. According to the
author, the title râjan is misused in the case of the ‘headmen’ of the saôghas, but
this is clearly said from a standpoint which derives its conception of a ‘king’
exclusively from the single absolute ruler, i.e. that type of ruler who forms both the
object and the audience of the ‘Kauþilîya’ AŒ. As the Larger Petersburg Dictionary
(PW) shows, the word eka-râja is attested since the RV, but it need hardly be
stressed that its meaning, or rather that which it refers to, considerably changed in
the course of the centuries in accordance with the tremendous social and political
development of Northern India. The essential step in the semantic development of
the word eka-râja must have taken place—and this is something we already know
from other sources—prior to Kâtyâyana, the author of the Vârttika on the
Ašþâdhyâyî; for vârttika 1 on Pâò 4.1.16823—discussed also by SHARMA (1968)—
quite clearly testifies to the existence of an opposition between an eka-râja-member
of the second order and the saôghas.
The grammatical interpretation of the prior member of the compound râjaœabdôpajîvin mentioned just now is confirmed by the secondary noun râja-œabdin
used in AŒ 11.1.20: râja-œabdibhir avaruddham avakšiptaô vâ kulyam abhijâtaô
râja-putratve sthâpayet—‘he (i.e. the vijigîšu who wants “to gain a saôgha”)
should confer the rank of “râja-putra” to a nobly born member of the [ruling]
families who is in disfavour (or: kept in prison?) or has been discarded (or: divested
of his privileges?) by those who use the title “king”.’ In this particular context, all
that counts is clear reference to those responsible for the predicament of the young
man, not the manner of their earning their living.

22

Viz. brought about by the abhišeka (cf. also n. 20). In the Naya-candrikâ the
persons ‘who only bear the title “king”’ (râja-œabda-mâtra-dhâriòo) are said to be
nišparikarâÿ ‘having no retinue’!
23
It reads (Mahâ-bhâšya ed. KIELHORN (1897: II,268.20)): kšatriyâd eka-râjât
saôgha-pratišedhârtham—‘[instead of kšatriyât alone, in Pâò 4.1.168,] it should be
read kšatriyâd eka-râjât (“after the name of a member of the second order who is a
single monarch”) [the affix añ is added], in order to prevent that it is added to [the name
of] a saôgha.’
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–2.3–
,The passage quoted just now (AŒ 11.1.20) forms part of the main body of this
Adhikaraòa which, in accordance with the introductory portion, deals with various
means, tricks and crimes of secret agents, all of which aim at what nowadays would
be called the ‘destabilisation’ of a saôgha and finally, with the ‘gaining’ of it. That
is to say, it does not offer anything essentially new, but is rather an application of
central elements of the ‘foreign policy’24 recommended by the AŒ, although it, too,
deserves the full attention of all those interested in the history, and antiquity, of
human meanness, political unscrupulousness and readiness to mercilessly take
advantage not only of the weakness, but also of the moral strength of other human
beings for one’s own benefit and success. It is, of course, possible to keep one’s
distance from the text, to refrain from jumping to premature conclusions and feeling
moral indignation, and to study without passion, e.g. the—in fact—remarkable
knowledge of human psychology,25 and this is, in my view, a particularly
significant, albeit so far sadly neglected aspect of the AŒ’s ‘secret service’, the basis
itself and the heart (if this is the right word) of it, and it is in this regard that the AŒ
almost reads like a textbook of the fundamental principles of this type of—
obviously—perennial governmental activity. It is rather cold comfort that the author
/ redactor of the Adhikaraòa almost at its very end, viz. immediately before the
concluding verse,26 advises the saôghas on their part to guard themselves similarly
against these deceitful tricks of the single monarch (saôghâœ câpy evam27 eka-râjâd
etebhyo ’tisaôdhânebhyo rakšeyuÿ, AŒ 11.1.55); for it cannot simply be assumed
that this testifies to the author’s sense of fairness, love of justice, his impartiality28
or even secret sympathy for the saôghas. At least the explanation given by the
author of the Naya-candrikâ: râjñi saôghânâm api våttaô lâghavenôdîrayati …—
‘[the author] briefly states the policy [to be followed] by the saôghas on their part
with regard to the king (i.e. the single monarch),’ would not support such a view. It

24

On which see, e.g. RUBEN (1955).
Cf. in this particular regard MEYER (1926: ‘Einleitung’, LIII).
26
On the relation in which these verses stand, in general, to the (preceding) prose see
SCHARFE 1968: 48–75 (= 1993: 42–66).
27
The evam is left out in KANGLE’s translation, in spite of the fact that it is also used
in, e.g. 11.1.54.
28
KANGLE (1963: 532 n.) speaks of the ‘usual impartiality’ with which ‘the text
offers advice to both sides’. One or two references, at least, would have been in order here.
25
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is true this is nothing but the statement of a fact, but is the lack of any attempt to
explain the motive of the AŒ’s ‘impartiality’ not amazing in itself?
–2.4–
The passage which I should like to discuss now equally forms part of the main
body of 135th Adhikaraòa; and in this case I believe KANGLE is even farther off the
mark. It reads as follows (11.1.28–29): saôghânâô vâ vâhana-hiraòye kâlike
gåhîtvâ saôgha-mukhyâya prakhyâtaô dravyaô prayacchet // tad ešâô yâcite
‘dattaô amušmai mukhyâya’ iti brûyât // . According to KANGLE (1963: 529) this
means: ‘Or, borrowing for temporary use vehicles or money from members of the
oligarchy, he should give a well-known article to a chief of the oligarchy. When it is
demanded back by them, he should say: “It has been given to such and such a chief!”’
The decisive expression of this paragraph, viz. prakhyâtaô dravyam, has not been
correctly understood by KANGLE. The solution which I want to propose is based on
the assumption—originally suggested by one of my students29—that it refers to the
rent and the interest to be paid for the vehicles and / or the loan by the eka-râja, as to
be distinguished from statued labour. The word dravya does not really pose a
problem, for the ‘material’ referred to here could well be a ‘material possession’,
some ‘goods’ or even ‘money’ itself; or it is possible that the word is used in the
sense of ‘transaction’, noted by KANGLE himself (1963: Glossary 40), and that ‘the
profit to be gained from a transaction’ is what is meant here. It is rather the attribute
prakhyâta which calls for a more circumstantial investigation. KANGLE himself
(1963: 529 f.) refers to AŒ 9.6.31, a passage which is, however, also not entirely
free of problems: œatru-prakhyâtaô vâ paòyam avijñâtaô vijigîšuô gacchet
rendered by KANGLE (1963: 491): ‘[o]r an article, well-known as belonging to the
enemy, should go unknown to the conqueror.’ In a footnote he says of œatruprakhyâtaô paòyam that it ‘is curious’ and that ‘œatroÿ prakhyâtaô would be better.’
He could have referred to at least one more occurrence of the expression
prakhyâta, viz. AŒ 5.2.49 (the other30 having been put by him into the critical
apparatus) where the compound prakhyâta-vyavahâra is met with, used with

29

Viz. Mrs. Monika Martin.
Viz. 1.20.10; on which see KANGLE (1960: 28 App.) and (1963: 56 and n.); the
reading °−pratyâkhyâta−° is obviously due to a misunderstanding or mistake made by a
copyist.
30
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reference to ‘an agent appearing as a trader’ (vaidehaka-vyañjana)31 and translated
by KANGLE (1963: 347) as ‘with well-known dealings.’
The word prakhyâta is another32 of those instances which show how important
and fruitful it can be to compare the AŒ with other textual traditions, especially with
Dharma-œâstra literature. By way of the Smaller Petersburg Dictionary
(BÖHTLINGK 1879–1886), as also of course the Sanskrit-English Dictionary
(MONIER-WILLIAMS (1899)), we are led to verse 8.399 of the Manu-småti:
râjñaÿ prakhyâta-bhâòðâni pratišiddhâni yâni ca /
tâni nirharato lobhât sarva-hâraô haren nåpaÿ // ,
in which we are told that ‘the king should confiscate the whole property of [anyone]
who through greed exports articles which are prakhyâta by the king and / or those
that are forbidden [by him]’.
The second predicate of the relative clause (pratišiddhâni) is interpreted by the
commentators (i.e. those who explain it at all, viz. Medhâtithi, Govindarâja and
Kullûka, except for Bhâruci) as referring to a temporary export prohibition like e.g.
of food grains during a famine. This explanation is not only plausible in itself, but
also suggests that the articles which are prakhyâta are also in some way or other of
vital importance to the king, and also to the subjects, yet the export prohibition is in
their case rather a principal one. Indeed Medhâtithi says (JHA (1992: II 233.15 ff.)):
râjñaÿ sambandhitayâ prakhyâtâni yâni bhâòðâni râjôpayogitayâ—
yathâ hastinaÿ, kâœmîrešu kuókumaô, prâcyešu paþþôròâdîni,
pratîcyešv aœvâÿ, dâkšinâtyešu maòi-muktâdîni / yad yasya râjño
višaye sulabham anyatra durlabhaô tatra tasya prakhyâpanaô
bhavati / tena hi râjâna itarêtaraô saôdadhate / —
—‘those commodities that have been “proclaimed” to belong to the king’s
monopoly”, translates JHA (1992: 420), opting for too free a rendering of the
expression ‘state of being useful to the king,’ and continues his translation: ‘e.g.
elephants in the eastern countries, saffron, silks and woolens in Kashmir, … ,’
thereby clearly indicating that he thought that the text should be emended. And
indeed the parallelism of locatives denoting a region and nominatives of
commodities typical of it, in the subsequent part of the yathâ-sentence, is such that
one is tempted to supplement the name of a region at the beginning, too; yet the
31

On compounds ending in −vyañjana cf. SCHARFE (1968: 239–242), on the
vaidehaka-vyañjana also 246 and 273 (= 1993: 209–212, 213–215 and 236). Some of
SCHARFE’s conclusions, however, call for a critical re-examination.
32
Cf., e.g. KÖLVER (1985) and WEZLER (2000).
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region missing is the north. Are elephants associated with this region, or were they
at least during the time of the AŒ, or are they rather not connected with any
particular region at all? In the latter case, hastinaÿ would have to be taken as
exemplifying the very concept of possible export commodities which are useful to
the king, by mentioning the most important arms—which are often also the most
decisive for combat. Therefore I should like to propose the following translation:
‘e.g. elephants [in any region], in Kashmir saffron, in the eastern
countries silks, woolens,33 etc., in the western countries horses, in the
southern countries precious stones, pearls, etc.; such articles which are
easily obtainable in the dominion / territory of a king but difficult to
obtain elsewhere, they are proclaimed there (i.e. in that king’s
dominion). For by this (i.e. by presenting such commodities directly to
each other), kings come to a mutual understanding among themselves
(i.e. a state of sandhi, peace and co-operation).’
If one looks into Bhâruci’s Manu-œâstra-vivaraòa, it becomes immediately clear
that Medhâtithi owes much to him, but it is rather in the light of the latter that the
text of the former can be improved upon, beyond the stage reached by DERRETT
(1975: 152).34 Not, however, already found in Bhâruci’s commentary on M.8.399 is
the expression râjôpayogin which, although evidently not meant to semantically
explain prakhyâta, is of no little use also in that it leads us to the parallel verse
2.261 in the Yâjñavalkya-småti 35—where it is, however, replaced by râja-yogya—,
etc., but it is not possible to follow this trail here further.
JHA’s association of a monopoly is certainly not entirely wrong, because
prakhyâta-bhâòða is, if I am not mistaken, the term used, at least in relatively late
texts and perhaps not fully understood any longer by later commentators, to
33

Woolens, so one could think, are rather associated with the North, viz. Nepal. See,
however, RITSCHL–SCHETELICH (1973: 243).
34
The text as reconstructed by DERRETT (1975) reads: yad yatra pracuraô yatra ca
(read: anyatra ca) durabhaô tat tasya râjñaÿ prakhyâtaô bhavati. tathôdîcyešv âjâneyâ
aœvâÿ (the meaning ‘of good breed’ is confirmed by MONIER-WILLIAMS) kuókumaô
kâœmîrešu, prâcyešv agaru-karpûrâdi tad-anyatra (read: tad anyatra) na nirhâryam.
anirhåtaô hi durlabhatvâd. (the point should be removed, and the whole phrase taken as
part of the subsequent sentence) itarêtaraô râjñâô kârya-pratibandhâd upâyanaô
bhavati …
35
The verse reads as follows:
ardha-prakšepaòaô dviôœaô bhâgaô œulkaô nåpo haret /
vyâsiddhaô râja-yogyaô ca vikrîtaô râja-gâmi tat // .
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characterise certain regionally produced, or easily available commodities, as
exclusively reserved for the king, first of all for political, but probably also for
economical and military reasons. They seem to form one of the regalia of the
ancient Indian kings, if this term is taken to include, as it is indeed by German
scholars of mediaeval history and history of law,36 also particular rights and
prerogatives of the king. On the other hand, these special commodities are certainly
to be subsumed under the class of the râja-paòya, the ‘royal commodities’,37 a term
used several times, but significantly not defined in the AŒ, yet among these latter
they no doubt form a distinct subgroup.
In view of the literal meaning of praÖkhyâ, and the expression prakhyâpana of the
meaning of which Medhâtithi38 seems to have a clear idea, it is nothing but natural,
when trying to understand the attribute prakhyâta, to start from ‘proclaiming’. To
proclaim means to announce or declare in an official manner. Though the precise
manner of public announcement is anybody’s guess—a public notice would not
have been sufficient in those days, given that only a few people were able to read,
and thus announcement via somebody like a town crier seems much more
probable—in the case of the special commodities it would have basically consisted
in forming the declaration that they are under no condition to be exported. ‘Publicly
announced’ is almost tantamount to ‘officially determined’, and from this, in its turn, it
is but a very short step to ‘officially fixed’, and for that very reason ‘well-known’. 39
And this is the meaning the expression has at AŒ 11.1.28, if I may return now to
this passage. The rent for the vehicles, and the interest for the loan, are not a matter
of individual negotiations, but ‘officially fixed’; they are at least ‘fixed’ when the
deal is made. The deceitful trick taught in this passage hence consists in paying the
rent or interest ‘fixed’, or agreed upon, to somebody else and frankly stating this
fact when the owner comes in order to ask for it; for the logical subject of yâcite40
is, and to be sure not only because of the number, the prakhyâta dravya, and not the

36

Cf., e.g. ERLER–KAUFMANN (1990: 472–478). (My thanks are due to my colleague
Franz-Reiner Erkens from the university of Leipzig for coming to my help in this
matter.) SCHARFE (1989: 86–92) does not mention this type of regalia.
37
Cf. also RITSCHL–SCHETELICH (1973: 244 ff.).
38
Cf. Râmacandra on M 8.399: prakhyâta-bhâòðâni bahu-mûlyatve sati râjayogyâni …
39
Cf. above p. 499.
40
Note that JOLLY (1896: 141) adds yâcita within brackets (due to an oversight it is
spelt yâëita) after the expression ‘geborgter Gebrauchsgegenstand’ (‘borrowed utensil’).
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vehicles and the money.41 The fun of this paragraph, if fun is the right word, is—not
that the vehicles or the loan are not returned in the end, i.e. not just plain fraud, but
rather—that everything is done according to law and decency, but the rent / interest
due to the owner is given to the or a ‘headman’ of the saôgha—the only too patent
ultimate intention of course being to set (the) members of the saôgha against the
mukhya, to sow distrust and to create quarrels, or even feuds.
As for the variant vaidyaka-prakhyâta,42 which indeed looks very much like a
secondary explanatory addition to the text, it could well mean ‘[an establishment for
maternity and sickness] recommended (lit. officially proclaimed) by the / a
physician(s).’ And AŒ 9.6.31, which is anyway a close parallel to our passage, can
naturally be taken to refer to commodities which are proclaimed by the enemy, i.e.
the export of which is not allowed by the enemy, or a hostile king. And a similar
interpretation suggests itself for AŒ 5.2.49: The ‘agent appearing as a trader’ is a
man ‘whose dealings [with goods] are publicly announced.’ But in this particular
case I agree with KANGLE that prakhyâta is perhaps already hollowed out
semantically to such an extent that it may better be rendered by ‘well-known’. And
this holds good, as far as I can see, for a singular case where the expression is used
by one of the commentators of the AŒ, viz. Bhikšu Prabhamati. Explaining the first
words of AŒ 2.12.2, he says (HARIHARA ŒASTRI (1957–61: 149.19 f.)): yasmât
sarvatra bhûmiÿ vasumatî viœešeòa parvatânâô bilâdišu œâstrâl loka-prasiddher vâ
prakhyâtôddeœânâm—‘[those liquids are gold-bearing that flow] inside a hole,
etc.,43 particularly of the mountains, because44 the earth is everywhere richly
bearing goods, [of the mountains] whose regions / places are known [to contain
gold] because of the œâstra or of general knowledge of the people.’45 The
commentator has simply replaced abhijâtôddeœânâm of the original by
prakhyâtôddeœânâm, and as is quite clearly shown by the ablatives preceding it, the
41

Cf. the Naya-candrikâ (JOLLY–SCHMIDT (1924: 207.14 f.)): atha saôghâtais tad
dravyaô yâcito vijigîšur amušmai mukhyâya dattam iti brûyât / …
42
See above n. 30. AŒ 1.20.10 as reconstructed by KANGLE reads thus: påšþhataÿ
kakšyâ-vibhâge strî-niveœâ garbha-vyâdhi-saôsthâ våkšôdaka-sthânaô ca / , the variant
under discussion being °−vyâdhi-vaidya-prakhyâta-saôsthâ−°.
43
The âdi of bilâdišu is an abbreviation used by the commentator for bilaguhôpatyakâlayana-gûðha-khâtešu of the AŒ itself.
44
Or is the text corrupt here, and has to be emended to yady api?
45
What is ‘made known’ becomes eventually ‘known’ or even ‘well-known’;
prasiddhe is used to explain, or in the place of, prakhyâta, e.g. in the Naya-candrikâ
(JOLLY–SCHMIDT (1924: 207.12)) and by Sarvajñanârâyaòa in his Commentary on
M. 8.399.
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word is used by him in the sense of ‘well-known’, but, and this should certainly be
noted, ‘known’ for a particular quality, and this aspect could be done justice by
saying ‘named / mentioned as promising with regard to … ’.
–3–
By way of summary let me just emphasise that the AŒ is beset with problems of
this type, and that we can only hope to surpass the degree of understanding reached
by earlier research on this highly important text if we confront all of them one after
the other, step by step, with untiring persistency, although the assistance of luck is
of course welcome too. And only by a fresh survey of this type will it be possible to
sift out in an reliable manner whatever historical information this Adhikaraòa
contains about the so-called ‘republics in ancient India’.
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